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INTRODUCTION
This document presents data for tests of a high-tip-speed, low-loading
transonic fan stage conducted under Contract NAS 3-13498 by the AiResearch
Manufacturing Company of California, a Division of The Garrett Corporation.
Details of the tests are given in NASA Contractor Report CR-121263, High-
Tip-Speed, Low-Loading Transonic Fan Stage (Part 3 - Final Report), dated
February 1974.
The fan stage was designed for a specific flow of 42 lb/sec-ft2
(205.1 kgm/sec-m ) to deliver a pressure ratio of 1.5 at an efficiency of
86 percent and an equivalent tip speed of 1600 ft/sec (488.6 m/sec). Both
overall stage and blade element performance were determined with uniform
inlet flow, radially distorted inlet flow, and circumferentially distorted
inlet flow. All testing was performed with the stator closed 3 deg from its
nominal setting (greater stagger angle), which improved stall margin and
efficiency at design speed.
Tables 1 through 4 present summaries of the test data. Nomenclature is
defined in the Symbols and Parameters section. The Data section includes
a representative selection of the computer data reduction sheets for the
tests.
TABLE 1
UNIFORM INLET FLOW DATA SUMMARY
N/\ , WA/ 66 TT1 2-TT 5  Rotor Stage
(N/) des Reading (WV/86) des TT5 T9/P T5 ad poly P12/PT5 T ad Tpoly
0.60 59* 0.686 0.0444 1.152 0.927 0.929 1.145 0.889 0.891
0.60 61* 0.650 0.0548 1.185 0.908 0.910 1.179 0.880 0.883
0.60 62* 0.618 0.0608 1.203 0.892 0.894 1.197 0.866 0.869
0.60 63* 0.565 0.0695 1.223 0.853 0.857 1.213 0.816 0.821
0.60 64 0.499 0.0801 1.245 0.807 0.813 1.221 0.733 0.740
0.70 67* 0.793 0.0627 1.210 0.891 0.894 1.196 0.835 0.839
0.70 69* 0.764 0.0744 1.262 0.921 0.924 1.250 0.882 0.886
0.70 70* 0.731 0.0833 1.289 0.904 0.907 1.277 0.869 0.873
0.70 71* 0.656 0.0997 1.328 0.847 0.853 1.307 0.798 0.805
0.70 74 0.590 0.1095 1.347 0.811 0.819 1.310 0.732 0.742
0.80 75* 0.881 0.0825 1.274 0.867 0.872 1.250 0.796 0.802
0.80 76* 0.869 0.0991 1.338 0.876 0.881 1.324 0.841 0.847
0.80 80* 0.842 0.1106 1.396 0.903 0.907 1.371 0.853 0.859
0.80 81* 0.801 0.1236 1.440 0.888 0.894 1.415 0.842 0.850
0.80 83 0.742 0.1345 1.457 0.844 0.852 1.428 0.795 0.805
0.80 85 0.699 0.1438 1.468 0.806 0.816 1.424 0.738 0.750
0.90 103* 0.984 0.1016 1.352 0.885 0.890 1.320 0.811 0.818
0.90 100 0.971 0.1252 1.429 0.858 0.865 1.414 0.830 0.838
0.90 101* 0.957 0.1426 1.500 0.861 0.868 1.479 0.828 0.837
0.90 106* 0.942 0.1530 1.545 0.865 0.873 1.524 0.834 0.844
0.90 115 0.887 0.1721 1.612 0.850 0.860 1.580 0.809 0.821
0.90 116 0.863 0.1764 1.621 0.840 0.850 1.574 0.782 0.795
0.95 104* 1.019 0.1136 1.396 0.879 0.885 1.348 0.784 0.793
0.95 105* 1.016 0.1353 1.490 0.892 0.898 1.449 0.825 0.834
0.95 117* 1.008 0.1523 1.583 0.921 0.926 1.540 0.861 0.869
0.95 118* 0.995 0.1685 1.640 0.900 0.907 1.604 0.855 0.864
0.95 119* 0.952 0.1914 1.711 0.867 0.876 1.656 0.808 0.821
0.95 120 0.918 0.1966 1.709 0.842 0.853 1.658 0.788 0.803
1.00 107* 1.040 0.1261 1.429 0.851 0.858 1.369 0.743 0.754
1.00 108* 1.044 0.1462 1.510 0.854 0.863 1.475 0.803 0.813
1.00 128*' 1.041 0.1524 1.545 0.867 0.875 1.505 0.812 0.822
1.00 125* 1.035 0.1677 1.623 0.884 0.892 1.572 0.821 0.832
1.00 126* 1.031 0.1877 1.724 0.897 0.905 1.669 0.837 0.849
1.00 127 1.016 0.2060 1.770 0.860 0.871 1.738 0.827 0.840
1.00 a210 0.986 0.2201 1.806 0.836 0.849 1.763 0.796 0.812
1.10 109* 1.079 0.1493 1.491 0.809 0.820 1.413 0.695 0.709
1.10 110* 1.081 0.1589 1.522 0.802 0.814 1.475 0.738 0.752
1.10 113* 1.082 0.1854 1.653 0.833 0.844 1.597 0.770 0.784
1.10 114" 1.083 0.2049 1.736 0.832 0.845 1.682 0.779 0.794
a
Obtained during predistortion baseline testing.
Stage blade element data included in data report
Stage overall and blade element data included in data report
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TABLE 2
HUB-RADIAL DISTORTION DATA SUMMARY
N I w/- TT12-TT5 Rotor Stage
(NA/-)des Reading des TT5 PT/PT5 d poly T12 /PT5 7 ad 1poly
0.70 224* 0.739 0.0663 1.217 0.872 0.875 1.200 0.806 0.811
0.70 225 0.706 0.0783 1.254 0.854 0.859 1.243 0.817 0.823
0.70 226 0.670 0.0840 1.275 0.856 0.861 1.258 0.805 0.811
0.70 227* 0.594 0.0979 1.310 0.820 0.826 1.273 0.728 0.737
0.70 271 0.509 0.1221 1.330 0.695 0.707 1.284 0.605 0.619
a 0.70 228 0.493
0.90 229* 0.953 0.1091 1.365 0.852 0.858 1.333 0.782 0.791
0.90 230 0.923 0.1296 1.454 0.870 0.877 1.416 0.805 0.814
0.90 231 0.872 0.1437 1.484 0.831 0.840 1.447 0.773 0.784
0.90 232 0.828 0.1549 1.500 0.793 0.804 1.465 0.742 0.756
0.90 233 0.800 0.1589 1.509 0.785 0.797 1.470 0.730 0.745
0.90 271 0.679 0.1895 1.547 0.701 0.718 1.479 0.622 0.642
a0.90 235 0.660
1.00 223* 1.022 0.1319 1.434 0.822 0.831 1.390 0.746 0.757
1.00 220** 1.002 0.1604 1.560 0.845 0.854 1.517 0.787 0.799
1.00 221 0.991 0.1766 1.658 0.880 0.888 1.583 0.792 0.805
1.00 222* 0.962 0.1832 1.661 0.852 0.862 1.589 0.769 0.784
1.00 237 0.921 0.1918 1.622 0.773 0.788 1.585 0.730 0.747
a Stall flow only obtained.
* Stage blade element data included in data report
: Stage overall and blade element data included in data report
TABLE 3
TIP-RADIAL DISTORTION DATA SUMMARY
N1 W /6 TT12T5 Rotor StageN/'e ;W TT12-TT5
(N )de
s  Reading (w ) des TT5 PT9/ T5 ad Ipoly PT12/PT5 ad poly
0.70 242* 0.782 0.0693 1.236 0.900 0.903 1.217 0.832 0.836
0.70 243* 0.748 0.0817 1.276 0.883 0.887 1.259 0.831 0.836
0.70 244* 0.716 0.0897 1.299 0.865 0.870 1.281 0.817 0.823
0.70 245 0.677 0.0974 1.315 0.835 0.842 1.291 0.776 0.784
0.90 246* 0.956 0.1160 1.377 0.825 0.833 1.336 0.743 0.753
0.90 248* 0.948 0.1345 1.463 0.854 0.861 1.426 0.791 0.802
0.90 249* 0.937 0.1526 1.538 0.858 0.866 1.500 0.804 0.814
0.90 272 0.920 0.1573 1.547 0.844 0.853 1.513 0.797 0.809
a0.90 250 0.910
0.97 241 0.997 0.1595 1.544 0.828 0.839 1.498 0.766 0.779
1.00 251" 1.021 0.1365 1.452 0.824 0.833 1.395 0.730 0.742
1.00 252 * 1.022 0.1604 1.552 0.834 0.844 1.500 0.764 0.777
1.00 253 1.023 0.1713 1.592 0.829 0.840 1.546 0.771 0.784
1.00 254* 1.019 0.1795 1.635 0.840 0.851 1.585 0.781 0.795
1.00 272 1.004 0.2044 1.720 0.820 0.833 1.664 0.763 0.779
a 1 .00  255 0.984
a Stall flow only obtained.
- Stage blade element data included in data report
< Stage overall and blade element data included in data report
TABLE 4
CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION DATA SUMMARY
N/V8 W /08 TT12-TT5 Stage
(N/-) des Reading (W Ve 7 ) des TT5 PT9/PT5 lad 1 poly
0.70 263* 0.768 0.0664 1.208 0.834 0.838
0.70 264* 0.736 0.0773 1.249 0.846 0.851
0.70 265 0.707 0.0848 1.267 0.824 0.830
0.70 266" 0.635 0.0989 1.286 0.753 0.761
a0.70 267 0.591
0.90 276* 0.963 0.1124 1.350 0.795 0.803
0.90 278* 0.940 0.1343 1.432 0.804 0.813
0.90 279 0.904 0.1492 1.469 0.777 0.789
0.90 280* 0.859 0.1648 1.498 0.741 0.756
a0.90 281 0.833
1.00 283* 1.027 0.1374 1.412 0.753 0.764
1.00 284** 1.021 0.1645 1.534 0.789 0.801
1.00 285* 1.002 0.1836 1.586 0.765 0.780
1.00 286 0.979 0.1946 1.610 0.746 0.763
a1.00  287 0.940
a Stall flow only obtained.
Note: rotor-only values not computed.
* Stage flow distribution data included in data report
" Stage overall for all data scans and flow distribution
data included in data report
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SYMBOLS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETER DEFINITIONS
Symbols
AR aspect ratio
c chord, in. (cm)
CT blade tip chord, in. (cm)
D diffusion factor
D-shock T.E. shock strength - L.E. shock strength, deg
D.I. distortion index, (PTmax - PTmin)/PTmax
fB first flexure natural frequency, Hz
hT  relative deflection (translation) of the blade tip mid-chord point
in the first flexural mode
incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent
to blade or vane at leading edge, deg
M Mach number
N rotational speed, rpm (rad/sec)
P total pressure, psia (N/cm2 )
p static pressure, psia (N/cm2)
r radius, in. (cm)
SL streamline number
SM stall margin, percent
T total temperature, OR (OK)
t static temperature, OR (OK)
t blade maximum thickness, in. (cm)
max
U rotor speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
V air velocity, ft/sec (m/sec)
VT  relative fluid velocity at blade tip, ft/sec (m/sec)
6
W weight flow rate, ibm/sec (kg/sec)
X Carter's rule additive to deviation angle, deg
Z axial distance, in. (cm)
B air angle [cot I(V/V)] , deg
B* metal angle on conical surface between tangent to mean camber line
and axial direction at leading and trailing edge, deg
, M  stagger or chord angle, angle between a chord line and the axial
direction (measured in a plane parallel to Z-axis), deg
AI camber or turning angle, deg
y ratio of specific heats for air
6 ratio of mass average inlet total pressure to standard pressure
of 14.696 psia (10.133 N/cm2 )
60 deviation angle, angle between exit air direction and tangent to
blade mean camber line at trailing edge, deg
efficiency, percent
e ratio of inlet total temperature to standard temperature of 518.69R
(288. 160 K)
Gs  circumferential distortion screen relative angle, deg
a solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
angle between tangent to streamline projected on meridional plane and
axial direction, deg
OT relative angular deflection of blade tip in first flexural mode, rad
w total pressure loss coefficient
WT blade tip torsional natural frequency, Hz
Superscripts:
' relative to moving blades

















0 inlet bellmouth screen plane
I bellmouth instrumentation plane
5 rotor inlet instrumentation plane
5.5 rotor inlet traverse plane
6 rotor leading edge
8 rotor trailing edge
9 rotor exit traverse plane
10 stator leading edge
II stator trailing edge
12 stage exit plane
Performance Parameter Definitions
im incidence angle based on mean camber line





So = - (rotor)8- 8
,
o 
= B11 - B* I  (stator)
D diffusion factor
V r Ve8 - r6V86
D = I -- + (r 6 + r8 )  (rotor)
V f r oV -r V
D V= o+Velo rI V el (stator)
V10  (r10 + r 1I ) V 10
mw loss coefficient
, - (rotor)P'
6 P6 2 2
where - I UP +8 (r6() id = 6 2 + 2 8































- I x 100%
6 stall at reference
5 point N/,9 = constant
For absolute values of stall margin, the reference point at any speed
and inlet flow condition (whether uniform or distorted) is defined as
the intersection of a particular speed line with the constant throttle
line passing through design pressure ratio at design speed obtained
with uniform inlet flow.
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DATA
This section presents computer data reduction sheets for the following
tests of the high-tip-speed, low-loading transonic fan stage:
Test Page





ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE RFAOING NUMBER 59 TIME 17H 4 75 UN(NIFORM INLET F LiW STATOR ANGL;
SPEED (RPM) 7572.3464 OISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 100.9611
THET4 0.9855
DELTA 0.9921
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5811 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 511.2079 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 104.7357 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 104.7970
EQUIV. SPEED 7627.5452
PERCENT SPEED 59.6787
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSIONIIN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.94n0
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6246 14.6908 14.6993 14.7092 14.7104 14.7041 14.7018 14.7006 14.6791
STATIC PRESSURE 13.4676 13.3763 13.3045 13.1200 13.0949 13.1511 13.2406 13.3464 13.4350
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.4827 13.3992 13.3319 13.1622 13.1400 13.1895 13.27L9 -13.3715 13.4542
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.3282 519.1535 518.9414 518.7600 518.4860 518.5471 518.4906 518.4816 517.7797
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.8168 3.0406 2.3962 2.9855 2.4345 1.7454 2.1805 2.0130 2.3739
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3427 0.3649 0.3760 0.4015 0.4047 0.3970 0.3850 0.3703 0.3549
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.5845 13.5568 13.4927 13.4594 13.4375 13.4488 13.51d7 13.5777 13.6087
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.5944 13.5680 13.5048 13.4721 13.4506 13.4616 13.5305 13.5887 13.6191
ANGLE (DEG.) -0.4374 -0.1859 -0.0192 0.6334 1.1429 3.6766 5.33L7 6.0051 5.9370
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3246 0.3388 0.3500 0.3564 0.3598 0.3573 0.3463 0.3370 0.3289
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3263 0.3406 0.3518 0.3583 0.3618 0.3592 0.3482 0.3387 0.3306
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 360.5345 376.0337 388.1336 395.1106 398.8403 396.0687 384.1901 374.0107 365.1831
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.2152 19.5119 15.9746 20.4739 16.9408 11.9843 14.1657 12.5410 14.1700
WEIGHT FLOW 9.7750 7.0918 12.0008 19.2922 21.6908 17.1933 8.4117 4.0888 5.1525
AXIAL VELOCITY 349.8775 367.3210 381.7354 392.5599 398.4584 393.2636 372.0332 356.7930 341.7994
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.5603 2.7573 2.1980 2.8069 2.2796 1.6084 1.92L4 1.7666 2.0082
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.5105 19.7845 16.1562 20.6421 16.9251 11.8529 13.7896 12.0877 13.5039
AXIAL VELOCITY 390.5875 409.7830 419.9373 420.0107 424.1515 421.1042 410.0450 390.9062 384.1139
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 399.3134 415.6031 423.8590 421.3679 424.1541 423.2711 418.7453 404.6958 406.2466
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 400.7253 417.0938 425.1823 422.8825 425.4983 424.4491 420.0005 405.9188 407.5366
MACH NO. 0.3636 0.3788 0.3864 0.3842 0.3867 0.3857 0.38L5 0.3684 0.3699
WEIGHT FLOW 9.7753 7.0961 12.0181 19.2988 21.7322 17.2200 8.4128 4.0290 5.1531
WHEEL SPEED 930.6210 904.8299 877.7314 809.9967 717.0065 607.1230 526.60L4 497.3131 467.6712
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 913.1104 885.0456 861.5751 789.3545 700.0813 595.2699 512.81L8 485.2252 454.1671
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.3799 64.8462 63.8049 61.9063 58.7900 54.5851 50.7662 50.1708 48.1879
RELATIVE VELOCITY 996.6051 977.7684 960.1914 894.7801 818.5477 730.4139 662.0601 631.8404 609.3473
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9042 0.8881 0.8726 0.8131 0.7439 0.6638 0.60L5 0.5734 0.5531
MCL INCIDENCE 4.1799 3.6462 3.3049 3.5063 2.6900 2.2851 2.3652 2.1708 0.2879
SURFACE INCIDENCE 1.9199 1.6462 1.2049 1.1063 0.2900 -0.4148 -1.3337 -1.6291 -3.8120
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 23.0858 22.6410 22.1647 20.7898 19.4068 18.0763 17.2649 16.9705 16.7544
STATIC TEMPERATURE 505.9333 504.6470 503.8729 503.8592 503.4082 503.5418 503.7997 504.7595 503.9664
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 588.7819 584.3671 580.7214 570.5711 559.2080 547.9776 540.3037 538.0067 534.8473
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 13.3476 13.3048 13.2601 13.2841 13.2681 13.2693 13.2950 13.3845 13.3548
RADIUS RAT-IO -- 0.9736- 0.9464 - 0.9179 - 8.8469, - 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7010 15.0000 19.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE REAOING NUMBER 59 TI M9 17H Zl 47S l UIFORIA INLET FLOW STATUR ANGLE A.!r,'
MASS AVERAGED PT 16.7978 ( 16.9302)
MASS AVERAGED TT 535.0194 (542.8479)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 102.2177 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 102.2776
PRnBP TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.6092 16.6879 16.7474 16.9849 16.8916 16.9844 17.2053 17.3346 17.3039
STATIC PRESSURE 14.3810 14.2914 14.2081 14.2321 14.3057 14.2539 14.0952 14.0127 13.8675
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.5944 14.5223 14.4546 14.5028 14.5571 14.5219 14.42 9 14.3762 14.2534
TOTAL TEMPERATIRE 542.4509 541.5140 541.6275 545.8688 540.8836 541.5485 544.3549 545.0221 545.1872
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.8824 21.0778 21.7441 26.8302 26.3660 28.9055 31.5352 32.6752 34.2514
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4337 0.4500 0.4634 0.4804 0.4658 0.4783 0.5034 0.5239 0.5336
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.4527 14.3499 14.4443 14.6542 14.7438 14.6951 14.6061 14.5455 14.4963
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.4829 14.3835 14.4772 14.6874 14.7736 14.7275 14.6446 14.5878 14.5390
ANGLE IDEG.) 13.4532 15.9070 18.4021 19.0072 21.1478 22.5930 24.1309 24.5689 25.6351
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4467 0.4656 0.4609 0.4604 0.4416 0.4559 0.4854 0.5026 0.5049
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4501 0.4693 0.4645 0.4640 0.4450 0.4594 0.4894 0.5069 0.5093
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 503.5582 523.7988 518.8395 520.3677 497.7360 513.5374 546.9836 565.8864 568.8908
SWIRL VELOCITY 187.0857 187.8477 191.7642 234.6740 221.0359 247.3489 283.4547 301.7154 315.7519
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8281 6.8141 11.7450 18.8099 20.9846 16.6268 8.2475 3.7453 5.4120
AXIAL VELOCITY 465.8057 487.3816 480.8057 463.9686 445.9398 447.9715 461.9201 470.4194 463.7202
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 185.8494 186.7161 190.8750 234.0902 221.2404 249.4697 287.5234 306.9823 323.1236
AXIAL VELOCITY 440.9210 461.1319 457.1979 446.1985 431.2040 431.1786 438.2544 443.2958 434.5226
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 484.6139 501.9362 498.7026 505.1163 485.6295 500.8799 532.1518 550.1585 555.5938
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 446.5412 464.9002 459.7163 446.5902 431.2986 433.3211 446.7629 455.5131 450.9223
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.8089 22.0000 22.6152 27.6299 27.1070 29.9948 33.2072 34.6418 36.5721
MACH NO. 0.4325 0.4489 0.4458 0.4498 0.4338 0.4477 0.4755 0.4921 0.4968
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8283 6.8037 11.7490 18.8160 20.9505 16.6427 8.26L2 3.7507 5.4152
WHEEL SPEED 906.0084 883.5401 861.0951 802.6756 719.6697 621.1029 556.5599 533.9292 513.6390
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 720.1589 696.8239 670.2199 568.5853 498.4292 371.6330 269.0363 226.9469 190.5153
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.1988 56.2901 55.5532 51.8526 49.1300 40.6178 31.0560 26.4836 22.9042
RELATIVE VELOCITY 847.3652 837.6727 812.7322 723.0019 659.1283 570.8575 521.5147 508.9175 489.5170
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.7563 0.7492 0.7265 0.6439 0.5887 0.5102 0.4650 0.4552 0.4377
DEVIATION 2.1988 -0.0098 -0.3467 0.6526 2.1300 1.9178 3.1550 3.5836 4.3042
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.1810 8.5560 8.2517 10.0536 9.6600 13.9673 19.7101 23.6872 25.2837
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.7621 0.7459 0.7290 0.6855 0.6206 0.5411 0.4883 0.4694 0.4526
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9777 0.9811 0.9855 0.9939 1.0019 1.0091 1.0175 1.0205 1.0247
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.1357 1.1359 1.1393 1.1547 1.1482 1.1550 1.1703 1.1791 1.1788
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0445 1.0430 1.0437 1.0522 1.0431 1.0443 1.0498 1.0511 1.0529
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8319 0.8614 0.8689 0.8031 0.9331 0.9483 0.9218 0.9422 0.9094
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8349 0.8639 0.8713 0.8070 0.9344 0.9494 0.9235 0.9435 0.9115
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0590 0.0486 0.0480 0.0952 0.0314 0.0301 0.0606 0.0500 0.0864
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0002 -0.0007 -0.0016 -0.0052 -0.0093 -0.0141 -0.0179 -0.0195 -0.0208
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0587 0.0493 0.0496 0.1004 0.0408 0.0443 0.0735 0.0696 0.1072
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0094 0.0081 0.0081 0.0173 0.0059 0.0064 0.0139 0.0117 0.0203
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0094 0.0082 0.0084 0.0183 0.0077 0.u0094 0.0131 0.0163 0.025?
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2111 0.2056 0.2180 0.2740 0.2784 0.3200 0.3373 0.3312 0.3440
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.6047 14.5316 14.6112 14.7822 14.8423 14.8011 14.7376 14.6895 14.6183
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6010 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 1i6.n000
SOLITITY 1.6400 - 1.6580 1.6700 - 1.694-0 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 ?o.500o 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 59 TIME 17H 4M 47S UNIFORM INLFT FL)W STATOR AHn-L j.nC
MASS AVERAGED PT 16.7976 ( 16.9299)
MASS AVERAGED TT 535.0177 (542.8462)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 102.2505 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 102.3104
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.361)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.6092 16.6879 16.7474 16.9849 16.8916 16.9844 17.2053 17.3346 17.3039
STATIC PRESSURE 14.4527 14.3499 14.4443 14.6542 14.7438 14.6951 14.6051 14.5455 14.4963
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.4829 14.3835 14.4772 14.6874 14.7736 14.7275 14.6446 14.5878 14.5390
TOTAL TEMPERAlJRE 542.4507 541.5139 541.6274 545.8687 540.8834 541.5484 544.3548 545.0220 545.1871
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.8823 21.0778 21.7441 26.8302 26.3660 28.9055 31.5352 32.6752 34.2514
MACH NO. 0.4501 0.4693 0.4645 0.4640 0.4450 0.4594 0.4894 0.5069 0.5093
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 503.5581 523.7984 518.8391 520.3677 497.7359 513.5374 546.9831 565.8860 568.8908
SWIRL VELOCITY 187.0857 187.8476 191.7640 234.6740 221.0359 247.3488 283.4544 301.7151 315.7519q
AXIAL VELOCITY 465.8058 487.3813 480.8055 463.9686 445.9398 447.9715 461.9198 470.4191 463.7203
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8281 6.8141 11.7450 18.8099 20.9846 16.6268 8.2475 3.7453 5.4120
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.9868 21.0597 21.5121 26.2329 25.2586 27.5587 30.1072 31.1434 32.4810
MACH NO. 0.4484 0.4702 0.4706 0.4753 0.4639 0.4765 0.5020 0.5193 0.5224
SWIRL VELOCITY 187.7795 188.4185 192.5113 235.2607 221.0359 245.5224 279.8247 297.7020 310.6337
AXIAL VELOCITY 464.0744 488.3165 487.4092 476.4150 467.4735 469.4608 481.5762 491.6553 486.9475
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 501.7273 524.6830 525.3532 532.5280 518.0095 531.7507 560.38L3 579.0736 582.8048
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8457 6.8202 11.7557 18.8141 20.9942 16.6273 8.2399 3.7409 5.4122
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 464.2554 488.6767 487.8022 476.7352 467.4764 470.6653 484.5021 495.6730 492.1019
STATIC TEMPERATURE 521.4648 518.5708 518.6353 522.2549 518.5488 518.0109 518.2188 517.1142 516.9570
STATIC PRESS.IALT.) 14.4676 14.3424 14.3892 14.5500 14.5746 14.5389 14.4850 14.4225 14.3664
MCL INCIDENCE -7.0046 -8.2047 -8.0904 -4.7194 -8.3911 -6.5805 -4.0997 -3.1120 -1.7851
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -13.4231 -14.7202 -14.6478 -10.9570 -14.5013 -12.7512 -10.4527 -9.5265 -8.2689
RADIUS RATIO 0..9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62'3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
.1A
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FL~)
RDG NO= 59 PCT DLS SPD= 60.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER ~ALL STATIC PRES= 14.670 HUB STATIC PRES= 14.690
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0000 3.0000 -13.4000 501.7000 187.8000 521,5000 14.4700 16.6100
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 2.6000 -14.7000 524.7000 188.4000 518.6000 14.3400 16.6900
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 1.4000 -14.7000 525.4000 192.5000 518.6000 14.3900 16.7500
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 2.6000 -10.9000 532.5000 235.3000 522.3000 14.5500 16.9800
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 -1.1000 -14.5000 518.0000 221.0000 518.5000 14.5700 16.8900
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -1.6000 -12,8000 531.8000 245.5000 518.0000 14.5400 16.9800
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -1.9000 -10.5000 560.4000 279.8000 518.2000 14.4900 17.2100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 -1.6000 -9.5000 579.1000 297.7000 517.1000 14.4200 17.3300
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 -. 8000 -8.3000 582.8000 310.6000 517.0000 14.3600 17.3000
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13,4700 543.3000 16.2500
.1000 13.1500 542.2000 16.6100
.1500 12.8400 541.0000 16.7100
.2822 11.9700 543.7000 16.8900
.4702 10.8300 539.8000 16.8600
.6887 9.5700 539,6000 16,9400
,8500 8,.6700 542,8000 17,0800
.9000 8.4000 543,4000 17.1900
.9372 8.1200 544.4000 16.9000
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2944 .1682 .0808 .3357 7.4000 .3849 433.4336 432.8396 22.6842
.1000 .2423 .0340 .0160 *7223 7.1000 .4247 476,2749 475.7846 21.6052
.1500 .2311 .0169 .0078 1.0817 6.0000 e4349 486.7839 486.6386 11,8932
.2822 .2186 .0370 .0158 188.8351 8.0000 .4525 506.9744 506.4525 22.9979
.4702 .2029 .0129 .0050 3.0753 6.0000 .4492 501.5481 501.4557 -9.6284
.6887 .2078 .0164 .0056 125.6735 5.2000 .4565 509.2821 509,0835 -14.2200
.8500 .2268 .0478 .0147 1.1861 4.3000 .4694 524.6374 524.3489 -17.3944
.9000 .2356 .0481 .0144 1.1272 4.5000 .4794 535.6280 535.4192 -14.9556
.9372 .2870 .1361 .0393 .5589 5.2000 .4521 506.7928 506.7434 -7.0759










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 61 TIME 17H 33"i 51S UNIFORM INLFT FLOW STATOR A%(;l 3.E
SPEED (RPM) 7578.9340 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 95.2932
THETA 0.9857
DELTA 0.9928
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5905 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 511.2710 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 98.6048 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 98.6051
EQUIV. SPEED 7633.7096
PERCENT SPEED 59.7270
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6395 14.6967 14.6968 14.7091 14.7082 14.7005 14.6990 14.6973 14.6812
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6125 13.5206 13.4363 13.2848 13.2788 13.3308 13.4588 13.5463 13.6122
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.6218 13.5364 13.4563 13.3138 13.3081 13.3568 13.4778 13.5609 13.6232
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.2352 519.2378 519.0200 518.8121 518.6993 518.2784 518.3694 518.1465 517.8748
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.2406 2.3554 2.8109 3.2242 2.6356 1.7297 2.1783 2.0572 1.3814
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3224 0.3447 0.3571 0.3799 0.3806 0.3725 0.3541 0.3409 0.3285
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6850 13.6610 13.6059 13.5869 13.5769 13.6118 13.6818 13.7164 13.7650
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.6938 13.6709 13.6165 13.5979 13.5880 13.6224 13.6973 13.7255 13.7733
ANGLE (DEG.) 
-7.2439 -0.1810 -0.1885 1.0125 2.0823 4.5630 5.8011 6.7000 6.0956
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3102 0.3231 0.3319 0.3368 0.3382 0.3316 0.3190 0.3140 0.3033
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3117 0.3247 0.3336 0.3385 0.3400 0.3333 0.3206 0.3156 0.3047
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 344.8073 358.8249 368.5221 373.7643 375.3570 368.0988 354.4327 348.9624 337.1753
SWIRL VELOCITY 18.9387 14.4257 17.7902 20.9149 17.2593 11.0376 13.0552 11.9575 7.6144
WEIGHT FLOW 9.4035 6.8122 11.4642 18.3788 20.5683 16.1297 7.8344 3.8459 4.8012
AXIAL VELOCITY 334.4916 350.7000 362.3318 371.2683 374.9393 365.4948 343.2179 332.8895 315.7423
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.9446 2.1391 2.6301 3.0809 2.5199 1.5953 1.92L3 1.7752 1.1682
SWIRL VELOCITY 19.2636 14.6272 17.9925 21.0867 17.2433 10.9166 12.7086 11.5253 7.2564
AXIAL VELOCITY 373.4844 390.5973 390.6793 390.7576 390.8001 390.9587 377.8254 370.8534 354.8224
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 381.8283 396.1449 394.3278 392.0203 390.8025 392.9704 385.8431 383.9357 375.2674
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 383.3417 397.4351 395.7532 393.5958 392.1889 394.1344 387.0836 385.1513 376.4034
MACH NO. 0.3474 0.3605 0.3589 0.3569 0.3556 0.3574 0.3509 0.3491 0.3409
WEIGHT FLOW 9.4168 6.8156 11.2985 18.1451 20.2581 16.1642 7.8427 3.8514 4.8122
WHEEL SPEED 931.4563 905.4878 878.3743 810.6107 717.4386 607.7711 527.0887 497.8759 468.0062
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 912.1927 890.8604 860.3817 789.5239 700.1952 596.8545 514.3799 486.3507 460.7497
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.2869 66.0266 65.3774 63.5945 60.8328 56.6392 53.1261 51.7118 50.8383
RELATIVE VELOCITY 988.8823 974.9683 946.4411 881.4918 801.8726 714.6054 643.0097 619.6317 594.2354
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8962 0.8844 0.8584 0.7994 0.7271 0.6481 0.58?9 0.5616 0.5383
MCL INCIDENCE 5.0868 4.8266 4.8774 5.1945 4.7328 4.3392 4.7251 3.7118 2.9383
SURFACE INCIDENCE 2.8869 2.8266 2.7774 2.7945 2.3328 1.6392 1.0261 -0.0881 -1.1616
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 23.0553 22.7243 22.0184 20.7024 19.3044 18.0540 17.2339 16.9929 16.7668
STATIC TEMPERATURE 506.9795 506.0645 505.9633 505.9024 505.8844 505.3465 505.8941 505.8005 506.0893
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 588.5346 585.3412 580.6377 570.6537 559.4555 547.8578 540.3197 537.7547 535.4628
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 13.4664 13.4336 13.4440 13.4685 13.4763 13.4573 13.4938 13.5088 13.5458
RADIUS RATIO - - - 0.97-6- 0.9464 .9179-- -8.8469. 0.7495 -0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 61 TIMF 17H 33M 515 UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.2929 ( 17.4179)
MASS AVERAGED TT 540.4296 (548.2695)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 94.5984 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 94.5987
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.2405 17.4058 17.3953 17.5929 17.3914 17.2995 17.4531 17.4970 17.5484
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1230 15.0051 14.9431 14.8865 14.9097 14.7841 14.6470 14.5688 14.4696
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.3170 15.2268 15.1703 15.1414 15.1400 15.0182 14.9141 14.8532 14.778R
TOTAL TEMPERAUJRE 549.7885 551.2089 548.8211 552.3510 546.1673 545.0525 546.50a4 546.7832 57.4P03
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.6181 28.5955 28.3229 32.8482 32.1968 35.3823 36.7191 37.8136 39.5676
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4145 0.4413 0.4465 0.4680 0.4494 0.4540 0.4792 0.4894 0.5014
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1967 15.2349 15.2505 15.3439 15.3488 15.2474 15.1203 15.0651 14.9932
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.2243 15.2648 15.2799 15.3751 15.3763 15.2751 15.1532 15.1000 15.0305
ANGLE (DEG.) 38.6588 21.8659 21.2710 24.4501 26.8763 28.4485 29.9675 30.7031 31.5411
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4252 0.4370 0.4343 0.4429 0.4231 0.4253 0.4538 0.4636 0.4756
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4284 0.4404 0.4376 0.4463 0.4262 0.4285 0.4573 0.4673 0.4794
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 483.3772 497.0479 493.0925 504.2597 479.6809 481.8902 513.6856 524.6349 538.1775
SWIRL VELOCITY 223.4380 237.3065 233.4553 273.3187 255.5776 278.1724 304.6273 318.1254 338.6718
WEIGHT FLOW 9.3184 6.3202 10.9810 17.7153 19.6451 14.9127 7.4739 3.3455 4.9023
AXIAL VELOCITY 427.0696 435.3338 433.1592 423.3265 405.9012 391.6833 408.4063 409.9250 409.8574
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 221.9615 235.8770 232.3728 272.6387 255.8140 280.5575 308.9999 323.6788 346.5784
AXIAL VELOCITY 405.6988 413.7513 412.8313 407.8785 390.8001 377.8596 387.9018 386.9775 385.0629
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 467.8889 480.0887 476.6036 491.7448 467.9970 472.9514 502.6542 513.5292 529.7458
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 410.8701 417.1325 415.1052 408.2365 390.8859 379.7372 395.4327 397.6426 399.5960
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.6238 29.6274 29.3145 33.6948 33.1409 36.5207 38.4683 39.8368 41.9146
MACH NO. 0.4142 0.4248 0.4224 0.4348 0.4155 0.4203 0.4471 0.4570 0.4716
WEIGHT FLOW 9.3379 6.3249 10.9913 17.7345 19.5260 14.9395 7.4870 3.3492 4.9077
WHEEL SPEED 906.8218 884.1823 861.7258 803.2842 720.1034 621.7661 557.0748 534.5335 514.0068
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 684.8601 648.3053 629.3530 530.6454 464.2893 341.2085 248.0748 210.8547 167.4283
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.0392 57.2421 56.5923 52.4283 49.9061 41.9410 32.1022 27.9354 22.7334
RELATIVE VELOCITY 798.6535 770.9079 753.9213 669.5084 606.9235 51n.5129 466.8062 450.0882 433.2541
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.7070 0.6821 0.6683 0.5920 0.5388 0.4537 0.4152 0.4005 0.3857
DEVIATION 3.0392 0.9421 0.6923 1.2283 2.9061 3.2410 4.2022 5.0354 4.1334
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.2475 8.7844 8.7850 11.1662 10.9267 14.6981 21.0239 23.7764 28.1048
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.7629 0.7459 0.7297 0.6860 0.6210 0.5416 0.4887 0.4699 0.4527
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9777 0.9811 0.9855 0.9939 1.0019 1.0091 1.0176 1.0206 1.0247
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.1776 1.1843 1.1836 1.1960 1.1824 1.1767 1.1873 1.1904 1.1952
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0588 1.0615 1.0574 1.0646 1.0529 1.0516 1.0542 1.0552 1.0571
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8130 0.8044 0.8595 0.8119 0.9263 0.9219 0.9269 0.9244 0.9149
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8173 0.8090 0.8628 0.8166 0.9280 0.9237 0.9287 0.9263 0.9170
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0863 0.0962 0.0681 0.1139 0.0435 0.0547 0.0648 0.0728 0.0916
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. -0.0002 -0.0009 -0.0024 -0.0060 -0.0103 -0.0151 -0.0190 -0.0203 -0.0216
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0865 0.0971 0.0706 0.1199 0.0539 0.0698 0.0838 0.0931 0.1133
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0135 0.0157 0.0112 0.0205 0.0081 0.0113 0.0147 0.0168 0.0216
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0135 0.0158 0.0116 0.0215 0.0100 0.0145 0.0191 0.0215 0.0267
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2648 0.2861 0.2811 0.3360 0.3402 0.4012 0.4113 0.4197 0.4316
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.3202 15.3741 15.3854 15.4490 15.4430 15.3195 15.2146 15.161b 15.0684
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.575t 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2010 13.3000 15.5,000
SOLIDITY - 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 .1.7300 1.7880 -1.530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1i00 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3,00
STATPR INLET TRAVERSE PLANF RFADING NUMBER 61 TIME 17H 33M 51S UNIFORM INLET FL WI STAT'kr A'NGt ?.r
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.2929 ( 17.4179)
MASS AVERAGED TT 540.4254 (548.2655)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 94.7079 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 94.7082
MEASUIRING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.2405 17.4058 17.3953 17.5929 17.3914 17.2995 17.4531 17.4970 17.5484
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1967 15.2349 15.2505 15.3439 15.3488 15.2474 15.123)3 15.0651 14.9932
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.2243 15.2648 15.2799 15.3751 15.3763 15.2751 15.1532 15.0999 15.0305
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 549.7883 551.2087 548.8209 552.3508 546.1671 545.0524 546.503 546.7830 547.4801
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.6181 28.5955 28.3229 32.8482 32.1968 35.3823 36.7191 37.8136 39.5676
MACH NO. 0.4284 0.4404 0.4376 0.4463 0.4262 0.4285 0.4573 0.4673 0.4794
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 483.3771 497.0475 493.0924 504.2592 479.6806 481.8901 513.68i1 524.6344 538.1771
SWIRL VELOCITY 223.4380 237.3063 233.4552 273.3184 255.5774 278.1722 304.6270 318.1250 338.6715
AXIAL VELOCITY 427.0696 435.3334 433.1593 423.3260 405.9009 391.6833 408.4051 409.9247 409.8573
WEIGHT FLOW 9.3183 6.3202 10.9810 17.7153 19.6451 14.9127 7.4739 3.3455 4.9023
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE IDEG.) 27.7738 28.5818 28.0410 32.2023 30.9585 33.8869 35.1439 36.1732 37.7428
MACH NO. 0.4266 0.4411 0.4429 0.4557 0.4420 0.4416 0.4674 0.4766 0.4885
SWIRL VELOCITY 224.2667 238.0276 234.3650 274.0015 255.5774 276.1181 300.7261 313.8937 333.1817
AXIAL VELOCITY 424.8260 435.8986 439.0108 434.0632 425.0455 410.1036 426.1882 428.2954 429.4157
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 481.4256 497.8203 498.8535 514.4099 496.8329 496.1069 524.5537 534.6540 547.9211
WEIGHT FLOW 9.3225 6.3239 10.9963 17.7161 19.6691 14.9361 7.4922 3.3478 4.9036
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 424.9918 436.2201 439.3648 434.3550 425.0481 411.1559 428.7776 431.7954 433.9611
STATIC TEMPERATURE 530.4735 530.5565 528.0904 530.3179 525.6155 524.5770 523.6061 523.0092 522.5252
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.2124 15.2285 15.2025 15.2570 15.2072 15.1303 15.0258 14.9765 14.9053
MCL INCIDENCE -1.2153 -0.6770 -1.5563 1.2539 -2.6913 -0.2360 0.9674 1.9588 3.5323
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -7.6361 -7.1981 -8.1189 -4.9876 -8.8014 -6.4230 -5.4160 -4.4967 -3.0071
RADIUS RATIO ~0.9766. 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
/5
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLON)
K)
0 RDG NO= 61 PCT DES SPD= 60.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 51b.688
OUTER OALL STATIC PRES= 15.510 HUS STATIC PRES= 15.510
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY FX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.000 0400 1.6000 -7.6000 481.4000 224.3000 530.5000 15.2100 17.2400
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.0000 -7.2000 497.8000 238.0000 530.5600 15.2300 17.4100
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.2000 -8.1000 498.9000 234.4000 228.0900 15.2000 17.4000
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.7000 -5.9900 514.4000 274.0000 530.3200 15.2600 17.5900
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 -.5000 -8.0 00 496.8000 255.6000 525.6200 15.2100 17.3900
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -1.1000 -6.4000 496.1000 276.1000 524.5800 15.1300 17.2900
.850 8.5900 .9.2000 1.6200 -1.2000 -5.4000 524.5000 300.7000 523.6100 15.0300 17.a500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 -. 9000 -4.5000 534.7000 313.9000 523.0100 14.9800 17.5000
*937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 -. 3000 -3.0000 547.9000 333.2000 522.5300 14.9100 17.5500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 551.0000 16.9500
.1000 13.1500 551.1000 17.3400
.1500 12.8400 547.9200 17.4200
.2822 11.9700 549.5000 17.4700
.4702 10.8300 545,0000 17.3600
.6887 9.5700 543.7000 17.2800
.8500 8.6700 545.4000 17.3200
.9000 8.4000 545.7600 17.4300
.9372 8.1200 547.3700 17.2100
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
00500 .3669 .1429 .0687 .4447 6.0000 .3584 407.1987 407.0399 11.3697
.1000 .2801 .0321 .0151 .8509 8.5000 .4024 455,6976 45405875 31.7878
.1500 .2626 -. 0091 -. 0042 .0068 7.8000 .4107 463.5109 462,7881 25.8739
.2822 .2895 .0515 .0220 3.0382 9.1000 .4158 469.7761 468.7969 30.3157
.4702 .2841 .0138 .0053 1.3910 6.6000 .4045 455.4670 455.4497 -3.9746
.6887 .2960 .0046 .0016 1.4393 5.7000 .3960 445,6485 445.5664 -8.5553
.8500 .3218 .0537 .0166 .9725 5.0000 .4002 451.0202 450.9213 -9.4455
.9000 .3113 .0278 .0083 1.0758 5.2000 .4117 463.7190 463.6618 -7.2838
.9372 .3750 .1288 .0372 .6739 5.7000 .3883 438.7981 438.7921 -2.2975










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 62 TIME 17H 47M 36S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3. 00
SPEED (RPM) 7586.4104 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 91.1305
THET% 0.9846
DELTA 0.9937
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.6036 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 510.7207 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 94.7015 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 94.5654
EQUIV. SPEED 7645.3562
PERCENT SPEED 59.8181
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6269 14.7007 14.6968 14.7055 14.7116 14.7030 14.6995 14.7010 14.6838
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7195 13.6297 13.5416 13.3969 13.3983 13.4690 13.5950 1.3.6720 13.7353
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.7242 13.6407 13.5564 13.4195 13.4211 13.4877 13.6084 13.6812 13.7414
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.7627 518.9293 518.9875 518.9589 519.0215 518.5001 517.8710 517.7471 517.7076
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.5086 1.9775 3.1999 3.8175 3.2362 1.8912 2.1153 2.2648 2.2224
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3029 0.3286 0.3415 0.3638 0.3644 0.3531 0.3336 0.3220 0.3092
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7950 13.7521 13.7069 13.6796 13.6848 13.7396 13.8083 13.8437 13.8414
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.8025 13.7609 13.7162 13.6893 13.6946 13.7486 13.81i4 13.8514 13.8490
ANGLE (DEG.) -2.6425 -0.4901 0.3237 1.6929 3.1721 4.8086 6.35L8 6.7035 4.9951
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.2890 0.3086 0.3155 0.3214 0.3214 0.3110 0.2937 0.2928 0.2903
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.2903 0.3101 0.3171 0.3230 0.3230 0.3125 0.3001 0.2941 0.2916
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 321.5479 342.9796 350.6015 356.9750 357.0502 345.6769 332.1994 325.6852 322.9580
SWIRL VELOCITY 19.1205 11.5768 19.2655 23.6457 20.1551 11.3328 11.8825 12.2860 11.7317
WEIGHT FLOW 8.8317 6.5558 10.9768 17.6492 19.6890 15.2668 7.4036 3.6195 4.6228
AXIAL VELOCITY 311.8468 335.2936 344.5931 354.3676 356.4614 343.2013 321.7006 310.6456 302.3062
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.1926 1.7987 2.9444 3.5914 3.0429 1.7498 1.8651 1.9603 1.8837
SWIRL VELOCITY 19.4485 11.7385 19.4846 23.8400 20.1364 11.2085 11.5670 11.8419 11.1802
AXIAL VELOCITY 347.6556 372.7882 377.8047 378.8226 377.7923 365.8868 354.0052 344.9704 338.9312
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 355.4224 378.0829 381.3329 380.0468 377.7947 367.7694 361.5175 357.1396 358.4605
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 356.9827 379.2864 382.8459 381.8025 379.3369 368.9528 362.73L9 358.3795 359.7011
MACH NO. 0.3230 0.3436 0.3469 0.3460 0.3437 0.3340 0.32 3 0.3243 0.3255
WEIGHT FLOW 8.8470 6.5566 10.9885 17.6772 19.6922 15.2714 7.4193 3.6202 4.6287
WHEEL SPEED 933.3021 907.1387 879.7418 811.7327 718.3101 608.5682 528.1457 498.8278 468.7958
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 913.8535 895.4000 860.2571 787.8925 698.1735 597.3596 516.5797 486.9858 457.6155
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 68.7478 67.1083 66.0936 64.2495 61.5815 58.3813 55.0147 53.7451 51.9278
RELATIVE VELOCITY 980.5371 971.9504 940.9870 874.7629 793.8356 701.4932 630.5152 603.9069 581.2967
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8872 0.8806 0.8528 0.7927 0.7192 0.6352 0.57)7 0.5465 0.5260
MCL INCIDENCE 6.5478 5.9083 5.5935 5.8495 5.4815 6.0813 6.6147 5.7450 4.0278
/SURFACE INCIDENCE 4.3478 3.9083 3.4936 3.4495 3.0815 3.3813 2.9147 1.9451 -0.0722
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 23.0167 22.7840 22.0511 20.7060 19.3179 18.0295 17.2230 16.9618 16.7148
STATIC TEMPERATURE 508.1440 506.9386 506.7693 506.8077 507.0253 507.1630 506.9250 507.0658 506.9482
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 588.2576 585.6801 580.5820 570.5930 559.5608 548.1464 539.9958 537.3962 535.0477
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 13.6065 13.5468 13.5220 13.5363 13.5565 13.6092 13.6415 13.6676 13.6441
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 -0.55J5 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.B000 11.70)0 15.0n00 19.0000
1.3
ROTOQ EXIT TRAVFRSE PLANE !-tEAPING NUMSFR 62 TIh 1 7 H 47' 36q UN(IF{Olm INLET FLO STAT3f): AGLE 3.nn()
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.5695 ( 17.6806)
MASS AVERAGED TT 543.1500 (551.6232)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 89.0609 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CO
R
R. TOTAL FLOW 88.9329
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.5996 17.8329 17.7589 17.8636 17.6213 17.5089 17.6143 17.6280 17.6849
STATIC PRESSURE 15.5512 15.4413 15.3116 15.2279 15.2126 15.0816 14.9474 14.8752 14.8057
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.7262 15.6490 15.5253 15.4618 15.4225 15.2937 15.1857 15.1235 15.0690
TOTAL TEMPERAT1RE 553.8513 556.9811 553.7714 555.5136 549.4048 548.2714 547.5196 547.8037 548.7217
ANGLE (DEG.) 31.4876 33.9977 32.0056 37.2591 36.0391 39.4913 40.6256 41.2902 43.0724
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4042 0.4360 0.4424 0.4588 0.4405 0.4438 0.46i2 0.4730 0.4836
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.6026 15.3122 15.8100 15.7294 15.7017 15.5596 15.4265 15.3865. 15.3226
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.6292 15.3485 15.8356 15.7583 15.7269 15.5854 15.4566 15.4176 15.3559
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.6676 28.8540 31.7317 28.0982 30.3045 32.3501 34.2744 34.6020 34.8610
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4153 0.4679 0.4079 0.4270 0.4063 0.4111 0.4361 0.4416 0.4536
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4183 0.4717 0.4109 0.4302 0.4092 0.4140 0.4394 0.4450 0.4572
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 474.3884 533.8369 466.0644 487.9933 462.4258 467.4542 494.9493 501.2853 514.8938
SWIRL VELOCITY 247.1198 297.8374 246.5370 295.2477 272.0521 296.4648 319.9137 327.4996 347.8112
WEIGHT FLOW 8.9661 6.4193 10.2435 16.5373 18.3855 13.8856 6.9393 3.0938 4.5251
AXIAL VELOCITY 403.4598 441.6018 394.4573 388.1437 373.9116 359.7529 372.9054 372.9154 372.0397
CALCIILATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 245.4869 296.0432 245.3938 294.5133 272.3037 299.0068 324.5109 333.2165 355.9312
AXIAL VELOCITY 382.9250 420.1424 376.7973 373.7851 362.6807 346.7357 355.0148 351.0225 350.0272
ARSOLUTE VELOCITY 459.8367 517.6094 452.2514 476.9217 454.3967 459.9298 486.8566 491.8172 509.3037
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 387.8060 423.5759 378.8727 374.1133 362.7603 348.4586 361.9072 360.6967 363.2379
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.5950 35.1050 33.0048 38.1605 36.8233 40.6906 42.3489 43.4274 45.3968
MACH NO. 0.4051 0.4567 0.3983 0.4201 0.4019 0.4072 0.4319 0.4363 0.4520
WEIGHT FLOW 8.9737 6.4315 10.2647 16.5383 18.3864 13.8923 6.9556 3.0864 4.5317
WHEEL SPEED 908.6187 885.7944 863.0675 804.3959 720.9780 622.5814 558.1930 535.5556 514.8742
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 663.1318 589.7511 617.6737 509.8826 448.6742 323.5746 233.6820 202.3389 158.9428
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.6807 54.3132 58.4758 53.7317 51.0440 42.8795 32.8503 29.2910 23.6329
RELATIVE VELOCITY 768.2038 726.1011 724.6138 632.4088 576.9779 475.5248 430.7947 413.5736 396.4903
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.6767 0.6407 0.6382 0.5570 0.5103 0.4210 0.3822 0.3669 0.3519
DEVIATION 3.6807 -1.9867 2.5758 2.5317 4.0441 4.1795 4.9502 6.3910 5.0329
AIR TURNING ANGLE 9.0671 12.7950 7.6177 10.5176 10.5374 15.5017 22.1644 24.4540 28.2948
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.7642 0.7468 0.7309 0.6871 0.6219 0.5423 0.4896 0.4708 0.4536
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9776 0.9810 0.9854 0.9939 1.0020 1.0091 1.0176 1.0207 1.0248
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.2032 1.2130 1.2083 1.2147 1.1977 1.1908 1.1982 1.1991 1.2043
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0676 1.0733 1.0670 1.0704 1.0585 1.0574 1.0572 1.0580 1.0599
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8025 0.7737 0.8290 0.8114 0.9041 0.8913 0.9267 0.9174 0.9111
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8077 0.7798 0.8336 0.8166 0.9065 0.8940 0.9286 0.9195 0.9134
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1051 0.1313 0.0965 0.1252 0.0633 0.0869 0.0708 0.0875 0.1041
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. -0.0007 -0.0011 -0.0028 -0.0064 -0.0108 -0.0158 -0.0197 -0.0212 -0.0224
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1059 0.1324 0.0993 0.1316 0.0741 0.1027 0.0906 0.1087 0.1265
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0161 0.0231 0.0151 0.0218 0.0115 0.0178 0.0160 0.0199 0.0244
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0163 0.0233 0.0155 0.0229 0.0134 0.0210 0.0204 0.0248 0.0296
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2972 0.3486 0.3124 0.3806 0.3771 0.4470 0.4636 0.4693 0.4864
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.7184 15.4555 15.9194 15.8210 15.7652 15.6193 15. 4 9 4 2  15.4665 15.3711
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.1880 -1.850 . 1.91.0 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 y2.30()01
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 62 TIME 17H 47M 36S UNIFORM INLET FL)W STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.5690 ( 17.6801)
MASS AVERAGED TT 543.1277 (551.6005)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 88.4133 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 88.2862
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.5996 17.8329 17.7589 17.8636 17.6213 17.5089 17.6143 17.6280 17.6849
STATIC PRESSURE 15.6026 15.3122 15.8100 15.7294 15.7017 15.5596 15.4255 15.3865 15.3226
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.6292 15.3485 15.8356 15.7583 15.7269 15.5854 15.4556 15.4176 15.3559
TOTAL TEMPERA11JRE 553.8512 556.9810 553.7712 555.5135 549.4047 548.2712 547.5195 547.8036 548.7215
ANGLE (DEG.) 31.4876 33.9977 32.0056 37.2591 36.0391 39.4913 40.6266 41.2902 43.0724
MACH NO. 0.4183 0.4717 0.4109 0.4302 0.4092 0.4140 0.4394 0.4450 0.4572
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 474.3884 533.8364 466.0641 487.9928 462.4253 467.4542 494.9490 501.2853 514.8936
SWIRL VELOCITY 247.1198 297.8371 246.5366 295.2473 272.0518 296.4647 319.9135 327.4996 347.8111
AXIAL VELOCITY 403.4597 441.6016 394.4571 388.1433 373.9111 359.7528 372.90i3 372.9154 372.0397
WEIGHT FLOW 8.9661 6.4193 10.2435 16.5373 18.3855 13.8856 6.9393 3.0938 4.5251
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.3239 34.0358 32.2732 37.0609 34.7682 37.9766 39.0505 39.6183 41.2354
MACH NO. 0.4089 0.4718 0.4088 0.4332 0.4226 0.4246 0.4469 0.4524 0.4640
SWIRL VELOCITY 248.0363 298.7423 247.4974 295.9853 272.0518 294.2756 315.82L7 323.1435 342.1732
AXIAL VELOCITY 390.9866 441.3007 390.9020 390.9128 390.8892 375.9664 388.2974 389.3526 389.3674
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 464.0059 534.0152 463.7842 491.3403 477.0712 478.9967 503.1399 509.2192 522.2252
WEIGHT FLOW 8.7672 6.4117 10.0635 16.2934 18.4034 13.9013 6.9468 3.0977 4.5279
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 391.1392 441.6262 391.2172 391.1755 390.8916 376.9309 390.6566 392.5343 393.4889
STATIC TEMPERATURE 535.9266 533.2337 535.8560 535.4082 530.4448 529.1767 526.4768 526.2546 526.0600
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.6855 15.3106 15.8282 15.7013 15.5835 15.4664 15.3570 15.3185 15.2584
MCL INCIDENCE 3.3365 4.7809 2.6792 6.1158 1.1184 3.8640 4.8978 5.4320 7.0619
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -3.0860 -1.7441 -3.8867 -0.1290 -4.9917 -2.3333 -1.5094 -1.0516 0.4854
RADIUS RATIO, 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.&868 0.6223 - 0.5991 0.5810..
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNTFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG NOs 62 PCT DES SPOD 60.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMPs 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRESz 15.970 HUB STATIC PRES= 15.960
PCT IM - IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
*050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 2. 000 -3.1000 464.0000 248.0000 535.9000 15.6900 17.6000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.8000 -1.7000 534.0000 298.7000 533.2000 15.3100 17.8300
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 4.3000 -3.9000 563.8000 247.5000 535,9000 15.8200 17.7600
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.0000 -. 1000 491.3000 296.0000 535.4000 15.7000 17,8600
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .3000 -50000 477.1000 272.1000 530,4000 15.5800 17.6200
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -.5000 -2.3000 479.0000 294.3000 529.2000 15.4700 17.5100
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -. 6500 -1.5000 503.1000 315.8000 526.5000 15.3600 17.6100
.900 862700 -9.1000 1.6700 -. 2000 -1.1000 509.2000 323.1000 526.3000 15.3200 17.6300
.937 8.0200 .9.0000 1.7300 .5000 .5000 522.2000 242.2000 526.1000 15.2600 17.6800
PCT IMMERSION EX RAOIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 555,9000 17.3500
.1000 13.1500 555,6200 17.6900
.1500 12.8400 552.8000 17.7500
.2822 11.9700 552,1500 17.7600
.4702 10,8300 547,8000 17.6000
,6887 9.5700 546.1000 17.4300
.8500 8,6700 S46.8000 17.4900
.9000 8.4000 S47.0000 17.S400
.9372 8.1o00 549.1000 17.3500
PCT IMMERS DIP PACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .3891 .1309 .0629 .395S 6,6000 .3462 395.4244 395.1329 15.1795
.1000 .4101 .0556 .0261 1.0060 9.3000 .3852 438.6242 437.0659 36.7031
.1500 .3855 .0052 .0024 3.2239 8.9000 .3917 444.6477 443,3961 33.3391
.2122 .3235 .0463 00197 12.1236 9.4000 ,3929 445.7383 444,6525 31.0931
.4702 .3262 .0096 .0038 1.5773 7.4000 .3758 425.2142 425.2084 2.2264
.6887 .3682 .0392 .0133 1.4193 6.3000 .3566 403.4457 403.4304 -3.5207
.8S00 s3775 .0533 .0165 .9376 5.5500 .3638 411.6270 411.6005 -4.6697
.9000 .3664 .0390 .0117 1.0075 5.9000 .3696 418.0555 418.0529 -1.4593
.9372 .3762 .1364 .0394 .6771 6.5000 .3474 394.3111 394.2961 3.4410










RPTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE REAOI G NUM VER 63 T!I;E 17H 59i' cS UNIFORH I LET FL 'W ST^TOP A bGLE
SPEED (RPM) 7591.0186 DISTORTInN INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 83.6064
THETA 0.9825
DELTA 0.9948
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.6204 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 509.6588 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 87.0640 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 86.7487
EOQUIV. SPEED 7657.9665
PERCENT SPEED 59.9167
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6574 14.6956 14.6968 14.7052 14.7071 14.6971 14.6944 14.6945 14.6840
STATIC PRESSURE 13.8848 13.7923 13.7213 13.6046 13.6092 13.6901 13.7936 L3.8449 13.8940
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.8858 13.7968 13.7284 13.6169 13.6214 13.6984 13.7979 13.8478 13.8954
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.2784 518.7714 518.7421 518.5478 518.6932 518.5248 518.5223 518.6080 518.6775
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.2832 1.9169 3.7585 3.5935 3.1556 1.9071 2.2957 2.2447 2.6991
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.2789 0.3015 0.3135 0.3331 0.3327 0.3185 0.3011 0.2923 0.2R20
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.9469 13.9135 13.8568 13.8363 13.8463 13.9126 13.9671 13.9848 14.0118
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.9533 13.9205 13.8644 13.8441 13.8540 13.9197 13.9736 13.9912 14.0178
ANGLE (DEG.) -18.1692 0.1777 0.6419 1.6878 3.6045 5.3044 6.3045 6.4199 6.2991
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.2660 0.2792 0.2897 0.2948 0.2933 0.2796 0.2639 0.2655 0.2585
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.2673 0.2805 0.2911 0.2962 0.2947 0.2809 0.2702 0.2668 0.2597
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 296.3941 310.8425 322.3463 327.8802 326.2866 311.2998 299.5592 295.8347 288.0641
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.4938 10.1707 20.8009 20.4461 17.9608 10.2915 11.6284 11.0605 12.7082
WEIGHT FLOW 8.2253 6.0049 10.1897 16.3895 18.1893 13.9003 6.7400 3.3158 4.1635
AXIAL VELOCITY 287.5153 303.8871 316.6403 325.5669 325.7739 309.0677 290.0588 282.1772 269.5591
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.9953 1.7428 3.4592 3.3891 2.9686 1.7670 2.0333 1.9459 2.3786
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.7767 10.3128 21.0374 20.6141 17.9441 10.1787 11.3197 10.6608 12.1108
AXIAL VELOCITY 319.6140 337.9274 347.0158 347.0808 345.0145 328.9269 317.8239 312.7581 290.5429
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 326.7543 342.7269 350.2564 348.2024 345.0166 330.6194 324.57?5 323.7910 307.2842
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 328.2140 343.9046 351.9040 349.8224 346.4904 331.7897 325.7997 325.0103 308.5888
MACH NO. 0.2965 0.3109 0.3183 0.3164 0.3133 0.2998 0.29'2 0.2935 0.2785
WEIGHT FLOW 8.2323 6.0198 10.2147 16.3982 18.2049 13.9047 6.74L1 3.3170 4.0310
WHEEL SPEED 934.3774 908.7732 881.4013 813.3936 719.7224 609.5575 528.68i6 499.2357 469.1298
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 917.6006 898.4605 860.3638 792.7795 701.7781 599.3786 517.3658 488.5749 457.0189
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 70.3996 69.1204 67.8488 66.2883 63.8200 61.1189 57.8918 56.4667 56.0846
RELATIVE VELOCITY 974.0425 961.6094 928.9269 865.8775 782.0031 684.5172 610.7493 586.1279 550.7176
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8799 0.8694 0.8403 0.7831 0.7071 0.6185 0.55L6 0.5294 0.4970
MCL INCIDENCE 8.1996 7.9204 7.3488 7.8883 7.7200 8.8189 9.4978 8.4667 8.1846
SURFACE INCIDENCE 5.9996 5.9203 5.2488 5.4883 5.3200 6.1189 5.7978 4.6667 4.0846
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 23.0891 22.7787 22.0052 20.7475 19.3325 18.0101 17.1774 16.9276 16.5891
STATIC TEMPERATURE 510.2931 508.9159 508.4235 508.3548 508.6906 509.3558 509.684 509.8083 510.7437
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 589.4285 585.9696 580.3246 570.8036 559.6411 548.3826 540.7497 538.4267 536.0121
STATIC PRESS.IALT.) 13.7896 13.7424 13.6997 13.7191 13.7390 13.6083 13.8359 13.8411 13.9144
RADIUS RATIO -0.9736 0.9464 0.9179- 0.8469- o.7L95 -  0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4Pt5
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70n) 15.0000 1?.0000
%1
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 63 TIMF 17H 59M 9S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATUk A'GLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.8867 ( 17.9791)
MASS AVERAGED TT 547.0762 (556.7683)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 79.4820 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 79.1941
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3630 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.9865 18.2465 18.2495 18.2045 17.8828 17.6681 17.79L9 17.7787 17.8530
STATIC PRESSURE 15.9702 15.8329 15.7103 15.6259 15.5444 15.4395 15.3230 15.2547 15.2023
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.1256 16.0257 15.9163 15.8363 15.7305 15.6152 15.5276 15.4609 15.4224
TOTAL TEMPERATUJRE 563.2427 564.3148 560.9751 560.3346 553.5503 551.6197 551.1400 551.1288 551.5273
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.6635 40.4310 38.5715 43.4954 42.2642 45.2420 45.2645 45.2968 47.0124
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3981 0.4346 0.4464 0.4506 0.4319 0.4237 0.4452 0.4511 0.4620
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0861 16.1335 16.2207 16.1571 16.0708 15.9015 15.7748 15.7309 15.6822
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.1108 16.1619 16.2475 16.1842 16.0942 15.9243 15.80L7 15.7583 15.7118
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.6167 35.6293 36.6588 32.6315 35.5937 38.7827 40.5243 40.2840 39.8644
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3998 0.4199 0.4108 0.4134 0.3909 0.3881 0.4151 0.4187 0.4311
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4026 0.4230 0.4137 0.4163 0.3936 0.3908 0.4131 0.4217 0.4343
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 460.7053 483.9737 472.3716 475.0594 447.1331 443.3573 473.1251 477.0185 490.8718
SWIRL VELOCITY 299.5689 313.2845 294.0346 326.8039 300.7100 314.1005 333.9744 336.0893 355.6663
WEIGHT FLOW 7.8582 5.5235 9.7207 14.9373. 16.5188 12.1940 6.25L0 2.8018 4.1026
AXIAL VELOCITY 348.7321 367.7064 368.7078 344.4358 330.8919 311.4598 330.9066 332.6265 331.5225
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 297.5893 311.3973 292.6712 325.9909 300.9881 316.7936 338.7683 341.9562 363.9698
AXIAL VELOCITY 330.7047 350.0322 351.0509 330.9375 320.8030 290.5858 314.8020 314.7760 310.7196
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 448.7936 471.4024 459.3164 465.4590 440.6836 431.5469 467.3443 471.4090 486.9519
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 334.9200 352.8926 352.9846 331.2280 320.8733 292.0297 320.9137 323.4512 322.4467
ANGLE (DEG.) 41.8963 41.5753 39.7372 44.4815 43.0851 47.3719 47.0088 47.2787 49.4212
MACH NO. 0.3918 0.4116 0.4019 0.4077 0.3878 0.3801 0.4128 0.4166 0.4307
WEIGHT FLOW 7.8525 5.5282 9.7085 14.8992 16.5069 11.8313 6.2572 2.8065 4.0914
WHEEL SPEED 909.6654 887.3905 864.6956 806.0419 722.3955 623.5936 558.7625 535.9934 515.2410
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 612.0761 575.9932 572.0243 480.0509 421.4074 306.7998 219.9940 194.0371 151.2710
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 61.3133 58.5057 58.3223 55.3951 52.7133 46.4130 34.4317 30.9594 25.1330
RELATIVE VELOCITY 697.7166 675.5006 672.1680 583.2331 529.6639 423.5650 389.0796 377.1884 356.1668
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.6092 0.5899 0.5882 0.5108 0.4661 0.3731 0.3437 0.3333 0.3150
DEVIATION 5.3133 2.2057 2.4223 4.1950 5.7133 7.7130 6.5317 8.0594 6.5330
AIR TURNING ANGLE 9.0862 10.6146 9.5265 10.8932 11.1066 14.7058 23.4661 25.5072 30.9516
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.7648 0.7479 0.7323 0.6881 0.6229 0.5431 0.4900 0.4711 0.4539
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9776 0.9810 0.9854 0.9939 1.0020 1.0092 1.0177 1.0207 1.0248
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.2271 1.2416 1.2417 1.2379 1.2159 1.2021 1.2107 1.2098 1.2157
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0846 1.0877 1.0814 1.0805 1.0672 1.0638 1.0629 1.0627 1.0633
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7111 0.7264 0.7837 0.7803 0.8549 0.8463 0.8931 0.8923 0.9064
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7194 0.7346 0.7902 0.7869 0.8589 0.8503 0.8959 0.8951 0.9090
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1894 0.1894 0.1485 0.1675 0.1115 0.1414 0.1195 0.1295 0.1276
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. -0.0012 -0.0018 -0.0035 -0.0070 -0.0115 -0.0168 -0.0208 -0.0222 -0.0241
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1906 0.1913 0.1521 0.1745 0.1231 0.1583 0.1404 0.1517 0.1518
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0277 0.0398 0.0233 0.0280 0.0195 0.0272 0.0265 0.0290 0.0295
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0278 0.0301 0.0239 0.0292 0.0215 0.0305 0.0311 0.0340 0.0351
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.38OA 0.3992 0.3753 0.4420 0.4390 0.5164 0.5206 0.5189 0.5344
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.1794 16.2374 16.3269 16.2357 16.1208 15.9911 15.8218 15.7766 15.7152
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.65-0 - 1.6700 1.6940 - 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3'n0
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE RFADING NUMBER 63 TIME 17H 59M 95S UNIFOR' INLET t ) STATY YGL .
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.8855 ( 17.9779)
MASS AVERAGED TT 547.0552 (556.7470)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 79.9907 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 79.7010
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36,)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.9865 18.2465 18.2495 18.2045 17.8827 17.6681 17.79L9 17.7787 17.8530
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0861 16.1335 16.2207 16.1570 16.0708 15.9015 15.7748 15.7309 15.6822
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.1108 16.1619 16.2475 16.1842 16.0942 15.9243 15.80L7 15.7583 15.7118
TOTAL TEMPERA1JRE 563.2426 564.3147 560.9750 560.3345 553.5501 551.6195 551.1398 551.1286 551.5271
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.6634 40.4310 38.5715 43.4954 42.2642 45.2420 45.2645 45.2968 47.0124
MACH NO. 0.4026 0.4230 0.4137 0.4163 0.3936 0.3908 0.4131 0.4217 0.4343
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 460.7053 483.9736 472.3716 475.0599 447.1330 443.3572 473.1251 477.0180 490.8718
SWIRL VELOCITY 299.5688 313.2844 294.0346 326.8043 300.7099 314.1003 333.9743 336.0889 355.6663
AXIAL VELOCITY 348.7320 367.7065 368.7078 344.4362 330.8919 311.4598 330.9056 332.6263 331.5224
WEIGHT FLOW 7.8582 5.5235 9.7207 14.9373 16.5187 12.1940 6.2510 2.8018 4.1026
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.8405 40.4023 38.2636 42.7723 40.9922 43.7317 43.6949 43.6136 45.1524
MACH NO. 0.4018 0.4239 0.4178 0.4232 0.4039 0.3983 0.4233 0.4270 0.4391
SWIRL VELOCITY 300.6799 314.2365 295.1804 327.6211 300.7099 311.7810 329.6975 331.6186 349.9012
AXIAL VELOCITY 4. 6.8366 368.1495 373.2437 353.1345 345.0145 324.8910 344.0624 347.0607 347.0375
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 459.8901 485.0290 476.8882 482.6198 458.4320 451.6235 478.7755 482.8161 496.1301
WEIGHT FLOW 7.8609 5.5287 9.7326 14.9634 16.5210 12.2075 6.2578 2.8072 4.1114
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 346.9719 368.4611. 373.5447 353.3719 345.0166 325.7246 346.1529 349.8968 350.7109
STATIC TEMPERATURE 545.6211 544.7341 542.0450 540.9536 536.0553 534.6452 532.0629 531.7252 531.0362
STATIC PRESS.IALT.) 16.0925 16.1247 16.1834 16.0942 15.9817 15.8376 15.7285 15.6831 15.6376
MCI INCIDENCE 11.8564 11.1521 8.6745 11.8310 7.3425 9.6339 9.5704 9.4600 11.0203
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 5.4305 4.6223 2.1036 5.5823 1.2322 3.4217 3.1349 2.9436 4.4024
RADIUS RATIO .9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.86.94 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -. 1,O00 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
OD
RDG N= 63 PCT nES SPn= 60.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.b6
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 16.490 HUB STATIC PRES= 16.P50
PCT IM-  TN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VFL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRFS
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 .400 5.4000 459.9000 300.7000 545,6000 16.0900 17.9900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 o3300 4.6000 485.0000 314.2000 544.7000 16.1200 18.2500
.150 12.8300 .7.6000 1.0900 .3300 2.1000 476.9000 295.2000 542.0000 16.1800 18.2500
.282 12.0000 .8.0000 1.1700 4.7000 5.6000 482.6000 327.6000 540.9000 6 .Q0000 18.2000
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.8000 1.2000 458.4000 300.7000 536,1000 15.9800 17.8800
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .2000 3.4000 451.6000 311.8000 534.6000 15.8300 17.6600
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .8000 3.1000 478.8000 329.7000 532.1000 15.7200 17.7900
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.4000 2.9000 482.8000 331.6000 531.7000 15.6800 17.7800
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6000 404000 496.1000 349.9000 531.0000 15.6300 17.8500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 563.6000 17.7900
.1000 13.1500 562.4000 17.9900
.1500 12.8400 559.5000 18.1100
.2822 11.9700 556.0000 18.0000
.4702 10.8300 551.6700 17.7800
.6887 9.5700 549.2500 17.5800
.8500 8.6700 549.3000 17.6100
.9000 8.4000 548.9000 17.6600
.9372 8.1200 550.3400 17.4400
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 4827 .1053 .0506 .6497 4.7400 .3313 381.4200 381.4133 2.2634
.1000 .4621 .1221 *0576 .9118 4.8300 w3554 408.0457 408.0390 2*3502
.1500 .3960 .0676 .0310 1.0857 4.9300 .3691 422.2799 4222729 2.321
.2822 .4153 .0948 .0404 2.9743 10.1000 .3575 408,0858 406.7136 33.4379
4702 *4163 .0526 .0202 1.2760 8.9000 ,3325 378,6151 378.4283 11i8926
.6887 .4569 .0437 .0149 1.3542 7.0000 *3079 350.3842 350.3821 1.2231
.8500 .4652 .0870 .0268 1.0502 7.0000 ,3127 355.8264 355,7917 .9681
.9000 .4461 .0571 .0171 1.1840 7.5000 .3195 363.2641 363.1557 8.8753
.9372 .5309 .1847 .0534 .7662 7.6000 .2899 330.5595 330.4306 9.2298










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 67 TIME 14H 12M 555 UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SPEED (RPM) 8919.5570 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 116.5734
THETA 0.9935
DELTA 0.9920
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5784 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED-TT 515.3570 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 12-1.3957 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 121.9807
EQUIV. SPEED 8948.3385
PERCENT SPEED 70.0128
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5665 14.6689 14.6834 14.6959 14.7271 14.7222 14.7237 14.7218 14.6884
STATIC PRESSURE 12.9973 12.9013 12.7984 12.4878 12.3952 12.5223 12.6834 12.8377 12.9647
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.0406 12.9647 12.8765 12.6119 12.5385 12.6447 12.7822 12.9152 13.0225
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.4461 520.7933 519.8999 518.5545 517.7854 517.5350 517.5809 517.4388 516.6982
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.7480 0.0412 0.9888 2.6234 2.4277 1.5543 2.0034 2.0897 2.1623
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4032 0.4236 0.4371 0.4724 0.4848 0.4711 0.4539 0.4364 0.4182
PROBE TYPE-- NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.0744 12.9856 12.9802 1-2.9637 12.9047 12.9498 13.0579 13.1302 13.1495
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.9910 13.0048 12.9998 12.9837 12.9261 12.9705 13.0768 13.1480 13.1665
ANGLE (DEG.) 0.1433 0.7528 2.5692 2.8200- 3.8285 5.5853 6.2690 7.1381 6.8225
APPARENT NACH NO. 0.3960 0.4182 0.4206 0.4243 0.4356 0.4292 0.4150 0.4050 0.3983
-MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3984 0.4200 0.4233 --0.4270 0.4384 0.4319 0.4176 0.4075 0.4007
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 437.9033 461.8227 464.4251 468.3363 480.4231 473.5495 458.4071 447.6697 440.4028
SWIRL--VELOCITY 20.4021 0.3249 7.8897 21.3266 20.3489 12.7602 -15.5301 15.5823 15.5659
WEIGHT FLOW - 11.4637 8.4049 13.9019 22.1746 25.3020 19.9533 9.7637 4.7648 6.0460
AXIAL VELOCITY 425.0605 451.7306 457.0909 465.4554 479.9657 470.2404 443.9488 427.0424 412.2555
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.4816 0.0370 0.9016 2.5093 2.2645 1.4253 1.7632 1.7880 1.8139
SWIRL VELOCITY 20.7521 0.3294 7.9795 21.5018 20.3300 12.6203 15.1178 15.0191 14.8342
AXIAL VELOCITY 477.8147 508.6082 506.0388 489.6378 513.0955 506.1892 490.0980 480.1210 467.3979
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 400.4893 515.8319 510.7645 491.2201 513.0987 508.7939 500.4969 497.0577 494.3295
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 44 .9509 516.8473 511.8380 492.6960 514.5046 509.9595 501.7503 498.3240 495.6146
MACH NO. 0.4475 0.4731 0.4683 0.4501 0.4709 0.4665 0.4587 0.4554 0.4528
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4522 8.4071 13.9086 21.7935 25.3184 19.9745 9.7233 4.7692 6.0485
WHEEL SPEED .1088.5054 1059.8390 1028.7706 950.4448 841.7328 712.9490 618.3308 584.0158 549.2274
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1067.7531 1059.5093 1020.7908 928.9429 821.4028 700.3286 603.2130 568.9967 534.3932
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 65.4164 64.0406 63.4186 62.1305 58.0087 54.0015 50.3170 48.8607 47.2304
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1174.1882 1178.4064 1141.4438 1050.8245 968.4897 865.6392 783.8131 755.5286 727.9681
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.8724 1.0787 1.0444 0.9600 0.8864 0.7919 0.7166 0.6905 0.6652
NCL INCIDENCE 3.2164 2.8406 2.9186 3.7305 1.9087 1.7015 1.9170 0.8607 -0.6695
SURFACE INEIDENCE 1.0165 0.8406 0.8186 1.3305 -0.4912 -0.9984 -1.7829 -2.9392 -4.7695
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 26.9905 2-7.0142 25.9030 23.4389 21.5112 19.5861 18.3877 18.0626 17.6950
STATIC TEMPERATURE 502.3056 498.4510 498.0256 498.3376 495.7715 495.9187 496.6531 496.8014 496.3132
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 617.9798 614.5938 606.8122 590.3011 573.7741 558.2039 547.7241 544.2402 540.2920
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 12.7127 12.5834 12.6340 12.7879 12.6512 12.6817 12.7448 12.7687 12.7598
ftrkIUS -R*TIB - - --6.9-7136- -0.9464- --- 0.91-79 0.8469-- 8.7495- --4.6347 .- 0. "55 .- .-148- ---4.46-
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
'.3
\0
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 67 TIME 14H 12M 55S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.000SMASS AVERAGED PT 17.6376 ( 17.7798)
MASS AVERAGED TT 548.4325 (551.9774)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 117.8977 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 118.4658
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION 
- STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500TOTAL PRESSURE 17.3196 17.4432 17.5411 17.7328 17.8095 17.8734 18.18L5 18.3676 18.2639STATIC PRESSURE 14.2041 14.0807 13.9422 13.9526 14.1484 14.1131 13.9719 13.8775 13.7481WEDGE PRESSURE 14.5324 14.4523 14.3582 14.4023 14.5723 14.5559 14.5080 14.4790 14.3595TOTAL TEMPERATURE 554.5346 550.0442 549.6577 558.6860 549.0035 549.2038 551.6070 552.9303 553.2106ANGLE (DEG.) 22.593- 20.4430 21.1582 29.2075 25.6359 28.7014 30.9558 31.9355 33.3870APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5069 0.5253 0.5425 0.5533 0.5430 0.5496 0.5771 0.5929 0.5963
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION 
- STA-9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.2610 14.2569 14.4575 14.6425 14.7196 14.6767 14.5575 14.4900 14.4214WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3090 14.3076 14.5057 14.6907 14.7677 14.7271 14.6171 14.5553 14.4860ANGLE IDEG.) 19.6078 13.2428 13.8345 17.3111 20.2297 22.2387 23.4291 24.3394 25.3693APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5294 0.5396 0.5281 0.5255 0.5242 0.5332 0.5671 0.5861 0.5850
MEASURING PLANE
MACH-NO. 0.5342 0.5446 0.5328 0.5302 0.5289 0.5381 0.5725 0.5920 0.5908ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 597.6649 607.1060 595.0279 597.8743 591.6972 601.6922 639.2923 660.4653 659.8713SWIRL VELOCITY 228.9038 211.4467 214.2695 291.5171 255.9861 287.9340 325.7775 344.9551 357.9918WEIGHT FLOW 11.3667 7.8498 13.4677 20.8066 24.9547 19.4105 9.6494 4.3806 6.2880AXIAL VELOCITY 550.0751 567.2609 553.6188 521.4505 533.4279 525.8928 543.1344 553.4304 543.1930
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 227.3912 210.1729 213.2760 290.7919 256.2229 290.4029 330.4537 350.9768 366.3495AXIAL VELOCITY 519.7985 536.6418 525.0781 489.6379 516.1080 505.1850 513.1970 519.2941 507.6042ABSOLUTE-VELOCITY 574.3657 581.3574 570.3544 570.7114 577.2109 585.7593 619.6521 639.5485 642.4875MERID-IONAL VELOCITY 526.4242 541.0273 527.9703 490.0678 516.2212 507.6952 523.1604 533.6059 526.7623ANGLE (DEG.) 23.5871 21.3513 22.0680 30.6543 26.3579 29.8431 32.7271 34.0024 35.7652MACH NO. 0.5123 0.5202 0.5096 0.5049 0.5152 0.5230 0.5539 0.5720 0.5742WEIGHT FLOW 11.3822 7.8601 13.4779 20.4450 24.9692 19.4312 9.6563 4.3836 6.2917WHEEL SPEED 1059.7177 1034.9018 1009.2716 941.8545 844.8593 729.3657 653.5077 627.0157 603.2113RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 832.3262 824.7285 795.9955 651.0626 588.6363 438.9629 323.0539 276.0390 236.8618RELAT-IVE FLOW ANGLE 57.6879 56.7350 56.4445 53.0306 48.7501 40.8474 31.6956 27.3530 24.2114RELATIVE VELOCITY 984.8294 986.3506 955.1759 814.8917 782.9283 671.1504 614.8662 600.7766 577.5655RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8784 0.8826 0.8534 0.7209 0.6989 0.5993 0.5496 0.5373 0.5162DEVIATION 1.6879 0.4350 0.5445 1.8306 1.7501 2.1474 3.7956 4.4530 5.6114AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.7285 7.3055 6.9740 9.0998 9.2586 13.1540 18.6214 21.5077 23.0189REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.8727 0.8533 0.8367 0.7907 0.7188 0.6290 0.5690 0.5476 0.5283IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9709 0.9753 0.9810 0.9920 1.0026 1.0123 1.0239 1.0280 1.0338ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.1873 1.1891 1.1946 1.2066 1.2093 1.2140 1.2348 1.2476 1.2434ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0614 1.0561 1.0572 1.0773 1.0602 1.0611 1.0657 1.0685 1.0706ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8188 0.9033 0.9106 0.7123 0.9255 0.9312 0.9450 0.9513 0.9088POLYTR. EFF-ICIENCY 0.8231 0.9057 0.9128 0.7198 0.9275 0.9331 0.9466 0.9528 0.9116
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0682 0.0-335 0.0330 0.1564 - 0.0369 0.0412 0.0417 0.0409 0.0840SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0181 0.0192 0.0134 0.0039 -0.0008 
-0.0064 
-0.0110 -0.0125 
-0.0140PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0500 0.0142 0.0196 0.1525 0.0377 0.0477 0.0527 0.0535 0.0981TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0111 0.0055 0.0054 0.0277 0.0070 0.0087 0.0095 0.0095 0.0196PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0081 0.0023 0.0032 0.0270 0.0071 0.0100 0.0120 0.0124 0.0229ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2192 0.2170 0.2201 0.3081 0.2711 0.3225 0.3349 0.3337 0.3447STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.4801 14.5042 14.6922 14.9001 14.8595 14.8327 14.7607 14.7128 14.6055RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 
-2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000- BL--DI-TY -. . - - -- 1.64,9 - 1.650 
- -1.6-700- -- 1.69 - - .730-- - 1.7-~8 
--1.5j .- -1.9100 
--1.9540-
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 67 TIME 14H 12M 55S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.6375 ( 17.7797)
MASS AVERAGED TT 548.4530 (551.9980)
TOTAL WEIGHT- FLOW 118.2611 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 118.8311
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) --0.3100 0.6400- 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE - 17.3196 17.4432 17.5411 17.7328 17.8095 17.8734 18.18L5 18.3676 
18.2639
STATIC PRESSURE 14.2610 14.2569- 14.4575 14.6425 14.7196 14.6767 14.5575 14.4900 14.4214
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3090 14.3076 - 14.5057 14.6907 14.7677 14.7270 14.6171 14.5553 
14.4860
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 554.5345 - 550.0441 --549.6576 558.6858 549.0034 549.2037 551.6069 552.9302 553.2105
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.5938 20.4430 21.1582 29.2075 25.6359 28.7014 30.9558 31.9355 33.3870
MACH NO. 0.5342 0.5446 0.5328 0.5302 0.5289 0.5381 0.5725 0.5920 0.5908
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 597.6648 607.1059 595.0278 597.8738 591.6967 601.6918 639.29L8 660.4651 
659.8711
SWIRL VELOCITY -228.9037 211.4467 214.2695 291.5168 255.9859 287.9338 325.7773 344.9549 
357.9916
AXIAL VELOCITY 550.0751 567.2609 553.6188 521.4500 533.4275 525.8924 543.1342 553.4302 
543.1929
WEIGHT FLOW 11.3667 7.8498 13.4677 20.8066 24.9547 19.4105 9.6494 
4.3806 6.2880
CALCULATING-PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.7542 20.4201 20.9050 28.5202 24.4389 27.2302 29.4136 30.3386 31.5345
MACH-NO. - - 0.5310 0.5457 0.5406 0.5439 0.5545 0.5611 0.5903 0.6088 
0.6088
SWIRL- VELOCITY- 229.7527 212.0894 215.1844 292.2456 255.9859 285.8076 321.6055 340.3667 
352.1887
AXIAL VELOCITY 546.7881 568.6802 562.1541 536.7957 562.2967 554.3978 569.4377 580.5648 
572.9394
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 544 8 2151 608.2743 603.2631 612.3919 618.7406 625.8932 657.8757 677.9546 678.5720
WEIGHT FLOW 11.3676 7.8574 13.4819 20.8209 24.9738 19.4367 9.6555 4.3756 
6.2913
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 547.0813 569.0996 562.6074 537.1564 562.3000 555.8203 572.8976 585.3091 
579.0040
STATIC TEMPERATURE 524.9341 519.1209 51994~37 527.4853 517.1908 516.6675 515.6592 514.7666 
515.0323
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.2939 14.2455 14.3775 14*.514 14.4519 14.4340 14.3614 14.3001 14.2198
MCL INCIDENCE -6.2369 -8.8448 -8.6980 -2.4306 -9.2108 -6.9098 -4.7976 -3.9234 -2.7416
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -12.6557 -15.3598 -15.2549 -8.6697 -15.3209 -13.0797 -11. 1463 -10.3313 -9.2154
RADIUS RATIO - -- 0.9766- 0.9534 - 0.995 - 0.64 - 0.7839- - -4.4868m -0.6223- -0. 991- - 0.5814
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLrly)
HOG NO= 67 PLT DES SPD= 70.00 FAN INLET TnT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRESS 14.590 H1iB STATIC PRES= 10.640
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FL ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOTMERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 
-7.4000 1.0400 5.1000 
-12.7000 594.2000 229.8000 524.9000 14.2900 17.3200
.100 13.1600 
-7.5000 1.0600 3.7000 -15.4000 608.2000 212.1000 519.1000 14.2400 17.4400
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 1.0000 -15.2000 603.3000 215.1000 519.3000 14.3800 17.5400
.282 12.0000 
-8.4000 1.1700 2.oo00 
-8.7000 612.4000 292.2000 527.5000 14.5000 17.7300
,470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 -1.1000 -15.3000 618.7000 256.0000 517.2000 14.4500 17.8100
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -1.b000 -13.1000 625.9000 285.8000 516.7000 14.4300 17.8700
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 
-1.bO0 -11.1000 657.9000 321.6000 515.6000 14.3600 18.1800
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 
-1.4000 -10.3000 678.0000 340.4000 514.8000 14.3000 18.3700
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 -. 7000 -9.2000 678.6000 352.2000 515.0000 14.2200 18.2600
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
*0500 13.4700 553.8000 16.8100
*1000 13.1500 551.9300 17.3800
.1500 12.8400 549.4300 17.4900
.2822 11.9700 556.2000 17.5500
,4702 10.8300 548.2200 17.6400
.6887 9.5700 547.6000 17.7300
.8500 8.6700 551.8600 17.8900
.9000 8.4000 552.4100 18.0200
*9372 8.1200 554.0000 17.6900
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2852 .1683 .0806 .4544 9.5000 .4541 513.3502 511.3178 45.6339
.1000 .2021 .0187 .0088 .6160 8.2000 .5057 568.0616 566.8775 36.6583
.1500 .2004 .0158 .0073 .9035 5.6000 .5148 576.3882 576.3004 10,0594
.2822 .2313 .0557 .0238 4.1106 8.0000 .5190 584,4820 583.8803 26.5138
.4702 .2172 .0506 .0195 .7211 6.0000 .5255 587.0938 586.9856 -11.2707
,6887 .2156 .0407 .0138 1.2464 5.2000 .5317 593.3496 593.1182 -16.5673
.8500 .2336 .0759 .0234 .5103 4.6000 .5436 608.2497 608.0125 -16.9833
*9000 .2431 .0860 .0257 .5981 4.7000 .5534 618.8781 618.6933 
-15.1205
.9372 .2796 .1411 .0408 .4380 5,3000 .5273 592.1286 592.0844 
-7.2340










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 69 TIME 14H 37M 175 UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SPEED (RPM) 8921.6043 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 112.3460
THETA 0.9925
DELTA 0.9930
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5938 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 514.8116 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 117.7383 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 118.1183
EQUIV. SPEED 8955.1318
PERCENT SPEED 70.0659
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5999 14.6567 14.6664 14.7236 14.7233 14.7197 14.7099 14.7119 14.6715
STATIC PRESSURE 13.1464 -1.3620 12.9560 12.6209 12.5781 12.7202 12.9008 13.0289 13.1402
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.1777 13.1053 13.0124 12.7288 12.6923 12.8134 12.9688 13.0817 13.1766
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.1044 520.8785 519.9926 518.3703 517.7951 517.7520 517.5430 517.0070 517.1723
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2108 0.1997 -0.8831 2.9618 2.2932 1.3351 1.8477 2.0778 2.1901
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3853 0.4029 0.4169 0.4607 0.4653 0.4494 0.4279 0.4129 0.3947
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE -13.1929 13.0853 13.0778 13.0528 13.0567 13.1182 13.2432 13.2982 13.3361
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.2080 -13.1028 13.0956- 13.9718 13.0757 13.1361 13.2590 13.3133 13.3501
ANGLE (DEG.) -2.3997 1.6080 4.0615 3.8936 4.8231 5.7957 6.7562 7.0337 7.2394
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3809 0.4032 0.4054 0.4157 0.4151 0.4064 0.3879 0.3804 0.3696
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3831- 0.4057 0.4079 0.4183 0.4177 0.4089 0.3902 0.3825 0.3716
ABSOLUTE- VELOCITY- 421.6948 -445.7406 448.1152 459.1364 458.5313 449.1705 429.2205- 421.0738 409.4053
SWIRL VELOCITY 8.6574 -1.5203 -0.6398 16.4347 18.3462 10.3966 13.4114 14.5733 14.6562
-WEI6HT -FLOW- - 11.1427 8.1669 13.5032 21.9046 24.3909 19.1286 9.2477 4.5308 5.6818
AXIAL VELOCITY 409.6110 435.9976 441.1016 456.4931 458.1388 446.0741 415.7185 401.6747 383.2330
CALCULATING -PLANE
ANGLE IDEG.) 1.0938. 0.1803 -0.0759 1.9328 2.1411 1.2266 1.6213 1.7922 - 1.8422
SWIRL VELOCITY 8.8060 1.5416 - -0.6470 16.5698 18.3291 10.2826 13.0554 14.0465 13.9672
AXIAL VELOCITY 460.2156 488.8029 487.2141 489.9842 489.2515 479.2252 460.2295 450.4141 433.2533
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 470.4971 495.7453 491.7641 491.5676 489.2546 481.6911 469.9947 466.3030 458.2175
ABSOLUTE VELOCITV 471.6020 496.7635 492.763 492.8534 490.6016 482.8104 471.2017 467.5548 459.4928
MACH NO. 0.4301 8.4539 0.4501 0.4502 0.4481 0.4407 0.4297 0.4262 0.4186
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1442 8.1549 13.5044- 21.8872 24.4291 19.1498 9.2522 4.5365 5.6886
WHEEL SPEED 1089.6882 1060.5565 1029.4598 951.3355 842.3640 713.3409 618.8229 584.7032 549.3923
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1080.8821 1059.0147 1030.1065 934.7656 824.0348 703.0580 605.7674 570.6566 535.4250
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.4772 64.9150 64.4808 62.2615 59.3013 55.5837 52.1935 50.7467 49.4432
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1178.8439 1169.3053 1141.4689 1056.1368 958.3335 852.2422 766.7132 736.9446 704.7292
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0751 1.0686 1.0428 0.9648 0.8753 0.7779 0.6992 0.6718 0.6421
MCL INCIDENCE 4.2772 3.7150 3.9808 3.8615 3.2013 3.2837 3.7935 2.7467 1.5432
SURFACE INCIOENCE - 2.0772 1.7150 1.8808 1.461-5 0.8013 0.5837 0.0935 -1.0532 -2.5567
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 27.3241 26.8860 26.0461 23.7310 21.5092 19.5705 18.3589 17.9981 17.6001
STATIC TEMPERATURE 503.4562 500.2353 499.7135 498.1472 497.7784 498.3676 499.0869 498.8540 499.6345
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 619.9756 614.6110 608.5254 591.0116 574.1561 558.7657 547.9511 543.9514 540.8881
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 12.8560 12.7238 12.7616 12.8108 12.8272 12.8810 12.9557 12.9833 13.0041
R-ADIUS-RkFIB- -0.97"96- --. 9464- - 0.9174- -0.46-9 --.- 7495 -- -0.6347 - 8.5505-- - 0.S198- --. -. 44-
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7030 15.0000 19.0000
WA
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 69 TIME 14H 37M 175 UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.000
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.4099 ( 18.5387)
MASS AVERAGED TT 554.5428 (558.7186)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 112.5409 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 112.9041
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) -0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.3010 18.4856 18.5561 18.8042 18.5286 18.3666 18.51L3 18.6233 18.6296
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2868 15.1461 15.0400 14.9722 15.0043 14.8374 14.6347 14.5301 14.4432
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5734 15.4860 15.4111 15.4004 15.3773 15.2139 15.0774 15.0162 14.9502
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 564.0727 560.8049 557.8676 565.6876 555.9699 553.8271 554.97L9 555.8491 556.6551
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.8908 27.3819 26.9167 33.9872 31.3331 34.1038 35.6131 37.0292 38.6853
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4857 0.5093 0.5219 0.5418 0.5230 0.5257 0.5494 0.5632 0.5695
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE -15.2673 15.2659 15.4507 15.5967 15.6372 15.4915 15.3269 15.2236 15.1352
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.3137 15.3161 15.4984 15.6463 15.6804 15.5346 15.3764 15.2777 15.1913
ANGLE (DEG.) 30.6041 25.3034 19.2780 23.5176 25.3507 27.4819 29.1615 30.1309 30.5968
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5110 0.5254 0.5137 0.5193 0.4941 0.4950 0.5217 0.5394 0.5478
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5155 0.5301 0.5182 0.5239 0.4983 0.4992 0.5263 0.5444 0.5529
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 582.8905 597.4967 583.8118 594.8518 562.6847 562.5594 592.3343 612.3249 621.6988
SWIRL VELOCITY 280.8281 274.1013 263.7234 332.2906 292.5908 314.4248 342.0330 364.6290 383.7774
WEIGHT FLOW 11.0402 7.6809 13.2893 20.6914 23.4826 17.8341 8.8069 3.9628 5.7516
AXIAL VELOCITY 508.9139 529.2049 519.4527 492.8799 480.6030 464.3393 477.5177 483.3689 479.2869
CALCULATING- PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 278.9723 272.4500 262.5005 331.4640 292.8614 317.1208 346.9426 370.9941 392.7371
AXIAL VELOCITY 481.2255 500.8227 489.2192 473.9192 466.1452 447.0760 452.1906 455.4411 449.3369
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 562.4354 574.6210 558.4609 579.4970 551.4459 550.7651 577.7608 598.0153 610.4491
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 487.3594 504.9154 491.9140 474.3353 466.2476 449.2974 460.9696 467.9931 466.2958
ANGLE (DEG.) 30.0498 28.4984 28.1679 34.9125 32.0841 35.2883 37.4359 39.1039 41.0913
MACH NO. 0.4965 0.5087 0.4946 0.5096 0.4879 0.4882 0.5127 0.5309 0.5423
WEIGHT FLOW 11.0453 7.6814 13.2065 20.7077 23.5156 17.8558 8.8069 3.9670 5.7545
WHEEL SPEED 1060.8688 1035.6023 1009.9478 942.7369 845.4928 729.7664 654.0279 627.7536 603.3924
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 781.8962 763.1521 747.4472 611.2730 552.6313 412.6456 307.0852 256.7595 210.6553
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.0647 56.5108 56.6502 52.1894 49.8463 42.5652 33.6705 28.7510 24.3118
RELATIVE VELOCITY 921.3471 915.0631 894.7942 773.7237 723.0408 610.0365 553.8902 533.8005 511.6711
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8133 0.8101 0.7925 0.6805 0.6397 0.5407 0.49L5 0.4739 0.4545
DEVIATION 2.0647 0.2108 0.7502 0.9894 2.8463 3.8652 5.7705 5.8510 5.7117
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.4124 8.4041 7.8305 10.0721 9.4550 13.0184 18.5229 21.9957 25.1314
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.8721 0.8540 0.8362 0.7909 0.7192 0.6292 0.5693 0.5482 0.5285
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9709 0.9753 0.9810 0.9919 1.0026 1.0123 1.0239 1.0281 1.0338
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.2535 1.2612 1.2652 1.2771 1.2584 1.2477 1.2584 1.2658 1.2697
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0803 1.0766 1.0728 1.0912 1.0737 1.0696 1.0723 1.0751 1.0763
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8292 0.8942 0.9543 0.7927 0.9206 0.9369 0.9385 0.9273 0.9249
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8346 0.8976 0.9558 0.7998 0.9232 0.9388 0.9405 0.9297 0.9274
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0821 0.0496 0.0213 0.1309 0.0483 0.0439 0.0530 0.0694 0.0789
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0186 0.0174 0.0132 0.0043 -0.0014 -0.0073 -0.01?0 -0.0136 -0.0154
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0635 0.0321 0.0080 0.1265 0.0497 0.0512 0.0650 0.0831 0.0944
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0132 0.0082 0.0035 0.0236 0.0090 0.0090 0.01L8 0.0159 0.0184
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0102 0.0053 0.0013 0.0229 0.0092 0.0105 0.0145 0.0190 0.0220
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2899 0.2880 0.2860 0.3622 0.3370 0.3922 0.4056 0.4152 0.4262
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.4640 15.4926 15.6989 15.7499 15.7449 15.6039 15.4719 15.3701 15.2517
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
-SRLIDI-TY -- -- -1. 6400- -1.6540 -1.6709 -- 1.6940- - 1-.7,09 -1.74-0 - -1. 5-10 - 1.9100. 1.i 40
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.300)
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 69 TIME 14H 37M 17S UNIFORM INLET FL3W STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.4099 ( 18.5388)
MASS AVERAGED TT 554.5458 (558.7215)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 112.5188 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 112.8820
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 - 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.3010 18.4856 18.5561 18.8042 18.5286 18.3666 18.51L3 18.6233 18.6296
STATIC PRESSURE -15.2673 15.2659 15.4507 15.5967 15.6372 15.4915 15.3269 15.2236 15.1352
WEDGE PRESSURE -15.31-37 15.3161 15.4984 15.6463 15.6804 15.5346 15.3764 15.2777 15.1913
TOTAL TEMPERAIJRE 564.0725 560.8048 557.8674 565.6874 555.9698 553.8270 554.97L8 555.8490 556.6550
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.8998 27.3819 26.9167 33.9872 31.3331 34.1038 35.6131 37.0291 38.6853
MACH NO. 0.5155 0.5301 0.5182 0.5239 0.4983 0.4992 0.5263 0.5444 0.5529
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 582.8903 597.4963 583.8115 594.8514 562.6846 562.5591 592.3339 612.3249 621.6988
SWIRL VELOCITY 280.8279 274.1010- 263.7231 332.2903 292.5907 314.4246 342.0327 364.6289 383.7773
AXIAL VELOCITY 508.9138 529.2043 -519.4523 492.8798 480.6029- -464.3391 477.5175 483.3690 479.2869
WEIGHT FLOW 11.0402 7.6809 13.2893 20.6914 23.4826 17.8341 8.8059 3.9628 5.7516
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 29.0608 27.4235 26.6165 33.2520 30.0222 32.5870 34.4950 35.3220 36.8037
MACH NO. 0.5132 0.5299 0.5253 0.5359 0.5189- 0.5160 - 0.5323 0.5570 0.5650
SWIRL VELOCITY 281.8695 274.9341 264.7508 333.1210 292.5907 312.1029 337.6528 359.7790 377.5564
AXIAL VELOCITY-- 506.2372 528.8689 527.3142 507.0533 505.3256 487.2626 490.3756 506.7159 503.6192
ABSOLUTE VELOC-ITY 580.4665 597.2987 591.3220 607.8146 584.7929 580.5498 598.6712 625.6614 634.5186
WEIGHT FLOW 11.0448 7.6705 13.3076 20.7123 23.5194 17.8483 8.6923 3.9680 5.7553
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 506.4347 529.2589 527.7394 507.3941 505.3286 488.5129 493.3550 510.8567 508.9501
STATIC TEMPERATURE 535.8529 530.9917 528.6948 534.9688 527.5567 525.8251 525.2075 523.3752 523.2453
STATIC PRESS.IALT.) 15.2909 15.2679 15.3756 15.4651 15.4204 15.3166 15.2631 15.0850 15.0007
MCL INCIDENCE- - 0.0721- -1.8362 --2.9820 2.3043 -3.6275 -1.5393 0.3146 1.1007 2.5832
SUC SUR INCIDENCE - -6.3491 --8.3564 -- 9.5434 -3.9379 -9.7377 -7.7229 -6.0649- -5.3479 -3.9462
RADIUS RAT-IO ----- --- 0.9764-- - .9634- -0.9295 --0.4694 * 7839 .-0.6868. 0.6223 - 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
I
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNTFORM INLET FLOO)
RDG NO0 69 PCT DES SPD= 70.00 FAN INLFT TOT TEMP= 518.b688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES. 15.770 HUB STATIC PRES: 15.800
PCI IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.0000 -6 3000 580.5000 281.9000 535.9000 15.3000 18.3000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 100600 4.5000 -8.4000 597.3000 274.9000 531.0000 15.2700 18.5000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 100900 2.5000 -9.5000 591.3000 264.8000 528.7000 15.3800 1805600
.282 12.0000 .8.4000 1.1700 3.6000 -3.9000 607.8000 333.1000 534.9000 15.4700 18.8000
*470 1008200 -10*1000 1.3000 -. 3000 -9.7000 584.8000 292.6000 527.6000 15.4200 18.5300
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -.9000 -7.7000 580.5000 312.1000 525.8000 15.3200 18.3700
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -.9000 -6.1000 598.7000 337.7000 525.2000 15.2600 1805100
.900 8*2700 -9.1000 1.6700 -. 7000 -5.3000 625.7000 359.8000 523.4000 15.0900 18.6200
*937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 01000 -3.9000 634.5000 377.6000 523.2000 15.0000 18,6300
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
00500 13.4700 563.1200 17.8500
.1000 13.1500 562.0900 18.4300
.1500 12.8400 557.3600 18.4900
*2822 11.9700 561.4500 18.5900
.4702 10.8300 554.6400 18.4300
*6887 9.5700 552.6700 18.2900
.8500 8.6700 554,4600 18,3400
.9000 8.4000 555.1000 18.2I00
*9372 8.1200 556.3500 18.0100
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
00500 .3703 .1500 .0719 .6119 8.4000 .4243 484.8699 483,6888 33.8228
.1000 .2762 *0217 .0102 07457 9.0000 *4769 541.9983 54003275 42.5247
.1500 .2652 *0220 .0101 .9767 7.1000 .4818 545.0273 544.5086 2307738
02822 02959 .0631 *0269 3.5215 9.0000 .4896 555.5639 554.4676 34.8841
.4702 .2757 .0322 .0124 1.1690 6.8000 .4757 537.1430 537.1356 .2.8125
06887 *2869 *0262 .0089 101000 5.9000 .4629 522.4110 522.3465 -8.2057
.8500 02965 *0523 .0161 .8539 5.3000 .4669 527.4990 527.4339 -8.2856
.9000 .3397 .0963 00288 .7655 5.4000 .4615 521.9515 521.9125 -6.3767
.9372 .3895 .1708 .0494 .6174 601000 .4367 495.5481 495.5473 .8649










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 70 TIME 14H 54M 34S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SPEED (RPM) 8912.8306 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 108.0882
THETA 0.9910
DELTA 0.9936
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.6021 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 514.0428 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 113.3025 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 113.5192
EQUIV. SPEED 8953.0117
PERCENT SPEED 70.0493
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6166 14.6642 14.6583 14.7263 14.7209 14.7109 14.7090 14.7048 14.6838
STATIC PRESSURE 13.2900 13.2059 13.1067 12.7897 12.7707 12.8915 13.0847 13.1993 13.2960
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.3138 13.2372 13.1453 12.8742 12.8571 12.9609 13.1308 13.2333 13.3230
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.2481 521.3666 520.3409 518.5794 517.6202 517.5681 517.1481 517.0326 516.4293
ANGLE (DEG.) -0.2380 0.4328 -1.2752 1.9859 2.0833 1.4299 1.8993 2.0988 2.2278
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3675 0.3851 0.3975 0.4423 0.4439 0.4291 0.4058 0.3909 0.3752
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.3300 13.2201 13.1898 13.1852 13.1747 13.2757 13.3947 13.4535 13.4897
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.3433 13.2356 13.2057 13.2022 13.1918 13.2911 13.4084 13.4663 13.5017
ANGLE (OEG.) -5.0859 2.5104 4.6849 4.5036 5.5443 6.0537 7.4822 7.5662 7.3402
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3631 0.3854 0.3889 0.3980 0.3988 0.3834 0.3660 0.3567 0.3482
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3651 0.3876 0.3912 0.4004 0.4012 0.3857 0.3680 0.3586 0.3501
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 402.3773 426.4684 430.2830 440.1462 440.9929 424.4125 405.5059 395.4097 386.2570
SWIRL VELOCITY -1.6239 3.1510 -9.4260 15.1746 16.0307 10.5211 13.0240 13.8233 14.0653
WEIGHT FLOW 10.7293 7.8789 13.0526 21.1761 23.6463 18.2522 8.8226 4.2950 5.4167
AXIAL VELOCITY 390.9262 417.1377 423.4474 437.6326 440.6772 421.4701 392.7389 377.1883 361.5564
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) -0.2153 0.3904 -1.1660 1.8598 1.9492 1.3202 1.6710 1.8102 1.8783
SWIRL VELOCITY -1.6517 3.1951 -9.5332 15.2993 16.0158 10.4057 12.6782 13.3236 13.4041
AXIAL VELOCITY 438.4725 467.8988 467.3569 470.1592 469.5891 450.5065 433.5872 420.5562 407.7146
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 448.2682 474.5444 471.7214 471.6785 469.5920 452.8246 442.7872 435.3917 431.2073
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 449.2947 475.5712 472.8297 472.9338 470.8699 453.9545 443.9955 436.6366 432.4796
MACH NO. 0.4090 0.4338 0.4312 0.4313 0.4294 0.4134 0.4040 0.3971 0.3932
WEIGHT FLOW 10.7347 7.8849 13.0651 21.1999 23.6579 18.2243 -8.8227 4.2893 5.4233
WHEEL SPEED 1089.2805 1059.8092 1028.8717 950.9184 842.3072 713.2988 618.9127 584.5504 549.6572
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1090.9320 1056.6139 1038.4047 935.6190 826.2913 702.8929 606.2344 571.2267 536.2529
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.6622 65.8145 65.5691 63.2459 60.3900 57.2093 53.8562 52.6853 51.1970
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1179.4389 1158.2851 1140.5285 1047.7896 950.4071 836.1270 750.7199 718.2379 688.1184
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0738 1.0567 1.0402 0.9557 0.8667 0.7615 0.6832 0.6533 0.6257
MCL INCIDENCE 5.4622 4.6145 5.0691 4.8459 4.2900 4.9093 5.4562 4.6853 3.2970
SURFACE INCIDENCE 3.2623 2.6145 2.9691 2.4459 1.8900 2.2093 1.7562 0.8853 -0.8029
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 27.5644 26.7738 26.1895 23.7237 21.5066 19.4944 18.3084 17.9222 17.5647
STATIC TEMPERATURE 505.3173 502.4292 501.6574 499.9503 499.1871 500.4372 500.7736 501.2001 500.9146
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 621.9884 614.7653 610.3641 591.3908 574.2829 558.5535 547.5861 544.0398 540.1913
STATIC PRESS.IALT.) 13.0254 12.8844 12.8987 12.9578 12.9678 13.0775 13.1438 13.1895 13.1982
RADIUS *kTIS -- - -0.9736 - -4.9464 -0.91+9 - 0.0469 -e.7495 -- 0.6347 - .505 - ---0. -. 45 -- - -
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
WA
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 70 TIME 14H 54M 34S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.000
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.8318 ( 18.9529)
MASS AVERAGED TT 558.0708 (563.1140)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 106.6834 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 106.8875
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.9042 19.1695 19.0979 19.2531 18.9433 18.6121 18.7454 18.7221 18.8519
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8980 15.7384 15.5975 15.5000 15.4437 15.2440 15.0653 14.9527 14.9052
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.1722 16.0778 15.9505 15.8980 15.7988 15.5801 15.4577 15.3631 15.3492
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 570.6247 568.8085 565.3514 570.0054 559.3848 556.8348 556.7330 556.0371 558.6851
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.7354 32.7121 31.7810 37.6024 36.2123 39.2102 39.5293 40.8123 42.8571
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4775 0.5076 0.5138 0.5302 0.5159 0.5104 0.5321 0.5390 0.5499
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8481 15.6831 16.0357 16.1606 16.1168 15.9080 15.7081 15.6368 15.5645
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8945 15.7384 16.0820 16.2074 16.1584 15.9474 15.7542 15.6840 15.6159
ANGLE (DEG.) 30.9434 28.4352 26.3234 27.1778 28.9067 32.0490 34.0391 33.8941 34.4899
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5040 0.5383 0.5017 0.5021 0.4820 0.4750 0.5046 0.5093 0.5257
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5083 0.5433 0.5059 0.5065 0.4860 0.4789 0.5089 0.5138 0.5304
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 578.3951 615.5989 574.2623 578.1358 551.2268 542.2937 574.8190 579.7326 599.3011
SWIRL VELOCITY 320.4022 331.9200 301.8607 352.5366 325.6410 341.8692 363.0952 375.0859 403.1680
WEIGHT FLOW 10.6806 7.6310 12.7555 19.7228 22.2337 16.3934 8.2700 3.6389 5.3213
AXIAL VELOCITY 479.7828 516.7808 487.2134 457.7411 444.7328 419.0226 440.0130 434.3551 434.5140
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 318.2850 329.9204 300.4611 351.6596 32-.9422 -344.8006 368.3071 381.6336 412.5805
AXIAL VELOCITY 454.4899 488.9394 463.3453 440.0208 430.3730 404.2491 417.4913 410.4950 408.7213
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 560.4463 593.9943 555.2279 564.3665 540.7471 533.6245 563.6102 569.563 592.4617
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 460.2830 492.9349 465.8975 440.4071 43.4674 406.2578 425.5967 421.8083 424.1473
ANGLE (DEG.) 34.9449 33.9959 32.9053 38.5678 97.0742 40.3920 41.3502 42.8435 45.1989
MACH MO. 0.4911 0.5231 0.4884 0.4938 0.4764 0.4709 0.4985 0.5043 0.5240
WEIGHT FLOW 10.6923 7.6271 12.7625 19.7177 22.2081 16.4249 8.2734 3.6463 5.3308
WHEEL SPEED 1060.4717 1034.8727 1009.3708 942.3236 845.4356 729.7235 654.1226 627.5895 603.68-35
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 742.1866 704.9521 708.9095 590.6641 519.4933 384.9229 285.8155 245.9559 191.1029
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.1942 55.0371 56.6871 53.2914 50.3540 43.4555 33.8840 30.2465 24.2544
RELATIVE VELOCITY 873.3277 860.1989 848.3000 736.7784 674.6669 559.6525 512.6626 488.2791 465.2109
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.7663 0.7576 0.7462 0.6447 0.5943 0.4939 - 0.4534 0.4323 0.4115
DEVIATION 2.1942 -1.2628 0.7871 -2.0914 3.3540 4.7555 5.9840 7.3465 5.6544
AIR TURNING ANGLE 9.4680 10.7773 8.8819 9.9544 10.0360 13.7538 19.9721 22.4388 26.9426
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.8705 0.8537 0.8348 0.7904 0.7189 0.6292 0.5694 0.5480 0.5287
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9710 0.9753 0.9810 0.9920 1.0026 1.0123 1.0239 1.0281 1.0338
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.2933 1.3072 1.3028 1.3073 1.2868 1.2651 1.2744 1.2731 1.2838
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0926 1.0909 1.0865 1.0991 1.0806 1.0758 1.0765 1.0754 1.0818
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8227 0.8738 0.9074 0.8021 0.9257 0.9161 0.9371 0.9469 0.9042
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8291 0.8784 0.9108 0.8095 0.9283 0.9189 0.9392 0.9487 0.9075
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0970 0.0700 0.0505 0.1364 0.0498 0.0651 0.0593 0.0534 0.1119
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0183 0.0153 0.0129 0.0035 -0.0019 -0.0083 -0.0130 -0.0148 -0.0164
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0786 0.0546 0.0376 0.1329 0.0518 0.0734 0.0723 0.0682 0.1283
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0156 0.0121 0.0083 0.0240 0.0091 0.0132 0.0132 0.0120 0.0261
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0126 0.0094 0.0061 0.0234 0.0095 0.0149 0.0161 0.0154 0.0299
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3414 0.3434 0.3362 0.3982 0.3927 0.4503 0.4560 0.4674 0.4879
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.0239 15.9077 16.2238 16.2976 16.2174 15.9892 15.8183 15.7372 15.6342
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 --1.6-700 - 1.6-40- - 1.7300 - -- 1.7480. -- 1.85.30- 1.9100 - -1.9540.
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 70 TIME 14H 54M 34S UNIFORM INLET FL'W STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.8318 ( 18.9529)
MASS AVERAGED TT 558.0703 (563.1135)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 106.6393 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 106.8434
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.9042 19.1695 19.0979 19.2531 18.9433 18.6121 18.7454 18.7221 18.8519
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8481 15.6831 16.0357 16.1606 16.1168 15.9080 15.7081 15.6368 15.5645
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8945 15.7384 16.0820 16.2074 16.1584 15.9474 15.7542 15.6840 15.6159
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 570.6246 568.8084 565.3513 570.0052 559.3847 556.8347 556.7328 556.0370 558.6850
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.7353 32.7121 31.7810 37.6023 36.2123 39.2102 39.5293 40.8122 42.8571
MACH NO. 0.5083 0.5433 0.5059 0.5065 0.4860 0.4789 0.5089 0.5138 0.5304
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 578.3948 615.5985 574.2619 578.1358 551.2271 542.2934 .574.8187 579.7325 599.3011
SWIRL VELOCITY 320.4020 331.9197 301.8605 352.5366 325.6411 341.8690 363.0949 -375.0858 403.1679
AXIAL VELOCITY 479.7826 516.7805 487.2131 457.7410 444.7330 419.0223 440.0128 434.3551 434.5140
WEIGHT FLOW 10.6806 7.6310 12.7555 19.7227 22.2338 16.3934 8.2700 3.6389 5.3213
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.9035 32.6796 31.7123 36.8735 34.8551 37.6758 37.9423 39.1395 40.9523
MACH NO. 0.5067 0.5445 0.5083 0.5167 0.5032 0.4917 0.5185 0.5226 0.539-3
SWIRL VELOCITY 321.5904 332.9286 303.0369 353.4178 325.6411 339.3446 358.4453 370.0968 396.6328
AXIAL VELOCITY 477.5147 517.9953 489.4210 470.1592 466.5725 438.4394 458.7374 453.7580 456.0364
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 576.6942 616.9253 576.8319 589.2351 569.8016 556.1104 585.1695 589.2164 608.8115
WEIGHT FLOW 10.6883 7.6381 12.6710 19.7358 22.2643 -16.3987 -8.2734 3.6398 5.3296
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 477.7010 518.3773 489.8156 470.4753 466.5754 439.5644 461.5246 457.4661 460.8635
STATIC TEMPERATURE 542.7679 536.9816 537.5786 541.1277 532.4211 531.1519 528.3185 527.2343 -527.9730
STATIC PRESS.IALT.) 15.8650 15.6692 16.0100 16.0484 15.9349 15.7766 1-5.6048- 15.5417 15.4667
MCL INCIDENCE 4.9167 3.4237 2.1179 5.9283 1.2053 3.5625 3.7829- 4.9494 6.7758
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -1.5064 -3.1003 -4.4476 -0.3164 -4.9048 -2.6341 -2.6176 -1.5304 0.2023
RADIUS RATIO-- -. - 0.9766- 0.*534 0.9095 - 0.86.4 -... 74839- --. 64 .-- 0.6223 .- -0.501 -0.5810-
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
%D
.- STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNTFORM TNLET FLm )
RDG NO= 70 PCT DER SPDO 70.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP2 518.688
OUTER wALL STATIC PRES. 16.460 HUB STATIC PRES= 16.450
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EY RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG 85 IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.9000 -1.5000 576.7000 321.6000 542.7000 15.9000 16.9000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.)000 -3.1000 616.9000 332.9000 537.0000 15,6700 19.1700
*150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.3000 -4.4000 576.8000 303.0000 537.6000 16.0100 19.1000
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.0000 -. 3000 589.2000 353.4000 541.1000 16.0500 19.2500
*470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.1000 -4.9000 569.8000 325.6000 532.4000 15.9300 18.9400
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .3000 -2.6000 556.1000 339.3000 531.1000 15.7800 18.6100
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .1000 -2.6000 585.2000 358.4000 528,3000 15.6000 18.7500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .3000 -1.5000 589.2000 370.1000 527.3000 15.5400 18.7200
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.1000 .2000 608.8000 396.6000 528.0000 15.4700 18.8500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 569.8000 18.5000
.1000 13.1500 568.4500 18.9800
.1500 12.8400 565.2800 19.0700
*2822 11.9700 565,6000 19.0500
.4702 10.8300 558.7700 18,8000
.6887 9.5700 555,9800 18.5600
,8500 8.6700 556.2100 18.5000
.9000 8.4000 556.9800 18.4500
.9372 8.1200 556.7500 18.2400
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4192 .1333 .0640 .6442 8.3000 .4120 474.1485 473.0505 32.2493
.1000 .3771 .0543 .0255 .8665 9.0000 .4559 522.0245 520.4153 40.9576
.1500 .2995 .0097 .0044 .9712 7.9000 .4636 529.0140 528.1367 30.4522
.2822 .3281 .0625 .0266 2.8879 10.4000 .4620 527.4709 525.4637 45.9721
.4702 .3344 .0465 .0179 .9014 8.2000 .4404 500.7330 500.6408 9,6128
.6887 .3500 .0177 .0060 1.0511 7.1000 .4185 475,4685 475.4619 2.4695
.8500 .3856 .0794 .0245 .8458 6.3000 .4129 469.4223 469,4216 .8193
.9000 .3971 .0849 .0254 .7400 6.4000 .4081 464.4433 464.4369 2.4318
.9372 .4574 .1805 .0522 .6478 7.1000 .3869 441.7727 441.6913 8.4809










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 71 TIME 15H 7M 51S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00




MASS-AVERAGED PT 14.6216 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 514.0527 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 136.1261 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 136.2058
EQUIV. SPEED 8934.8503
PERCENT SPEED 69.9072
PROBE TYPE- - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSIONIIN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6385 14.6613 14.6516 14.7209 14.7210 14.7132 14.7065 14.7090 14.6897
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6120 13.5193 13.4482 13.1699 13.1971 13.3317 13.4552 13.5222 13.5995
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.6213 13.5336 13.4655 13.2079 13.2323 13.3583 13.4747 13.5385 13.6114
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.0333 - 520.7424 520.6728 518.9404 518.1528 517.8785 516.8973 51'5.4680 515.8339
ANGLE IDES.) -1.5235 -1.2614 -3.5805 1.5434 2.1943 1.6525 2.0470 1.9556 2.1749
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3223 0.3400 0.3493 0.3966 0.3931 0.3740 0.3556 0.3461 0.3317
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE -266.1747 -361.5158 328.4960 384.1409 353.4342 368.5834 389.7073 402.5949 431.9747
WEDGE PRESSURE -243.2097 331.6251 301.8504 -352.0340 324.3662 336.0160 357.0420 368.6478 395.0799
AN6LE-(DEG.) 571.5292 611.3999 571.6655 - 583.9576 564.6983 551.1297 579.9285 583.9390 603.3587
APPARENT MACH NO. 1.6607 1.7166 1.7004 1.7260 1.7121 1.7192 1.7285 1.7337 - 1.7451
MEASURING-PLANE
MACH -NO. -16778 - 1.7311 1.7151 -1.7403 1.7267 - 1.7337 1.7428 1.7479 1.7591
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY- 149.1956- 1528.1205 1519.2566 1533.1835- 1525.6468- 1529.5216 1534.5147 1537.3186 1543.4249
SWIRL VELOCITY -38.7013 -32.9055 -93.4012 41.0854 58.4131- 43.8165 53.1155 50.0787 54.8690
WEIGHT FLOW 14.0232 -9.4140 15.6158 24.4565 27.5334 21.8487 10.9127 5.4200 6.9138
AXIAL VELOCITY 1455.0846 1494.3804 1492.6528 1524.7871 1524.4441 1518.7618 1486.0784 1466.5939 1444.7704
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (BEG.) -- 3.6074 -3.2340 -- 9.0884 4.1754 5.8067 4.3477 5.1783- 4.8633 5.3628
SWIRL VELOCITY -39.3652 --33.3652 - -94.4634 -41.4230 58.3589 -43.3361 51.7054 48.2686 52.2897
AXIAL-VELOCITY 623.3905 509.4790 589.5184 566.3996 572.8599 568.9905- 569.5303 566.2889 556.0153
MERIOONAL VELOCITY 637.3172 597.8512 595.0237 568.2-298 572.8634 571.91-83 581.6146 586.2653 588.0530
ABSOLUTE -VELOCITY 639.5543 599.7967 603.4749 570.7424 576.8282 574.5652 584.93L9 589.2886 591.4342
MACH NO. 0.5925 -0.5534 - 0.5570 0.5250 0.5309 0.5287 0.5388 0.5431 0.5452
WEIGHT FLOW 14.0313 -9.4028 15.5347 24.4747 27.5586 21.8669 10.9146 -- 5.4223 6.9197
WHEEL SPEED 1088.3371 1058.2928- 1026.4571 948.6592 840.1663 711.6382 617.8070 584.2495 548.8588
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. -1127.7020 1091.6579 1120.9205 907.2359 781.8073 668.3020 566.10L4 535.9806 496.5690
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.5274 -61.2927 62.9393 57.9400 53.7683 49.4440 44.2257 42.4346 40.1788
RELATIVE VELOCITY- 1295.3319 1244.6456 1269.0610 1070.4963 969.2239 879.6123 811.6318 794.3438 769.6668
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2001 1.1483 1.1713 0.9848 0.8921 0.8095 0.7477 0.7321 0.7095
MCL INCIDENCE -1.6725 0.0927 1.5392 -0.4599 -2.3316 -2.8559 -4.1742 -5.5653 -7.7211
-SURFACE INCIDENCE - -3.8725 -1.9072 -0.5606- -2.8599 -4.7316 -5.5559 -7.8742 -9.3653 -11.8211
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS -645.7309 820.3777 767.6808- 714.5693 592.8201 567.2757 564.8094 575.0445 604.3946
-STATIC TEMPERATURE 486.8964 490.6552 490.2194 • 491.7904 490.4622 490.4194 488.49L4 486.7160 486.8519
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP.- 627.2091 620.2137 624.8929 587.3026 568.6406 554.7760 543.1824 538.9589 535.9336
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 11.5424 11.9065 11.8672 12.1990 12.1487 12.1610 12.0690 12.0344 12.0005
RAOIUS-RATIO- -- - 0.9t-3* -- -0.944 --. 9 79- - .0469 0.7*95- --- 08.6347 - -0..585- -0-.514 - - .45 --- -
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7030 15.0000 19.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 71 TIME 15H 7M 515 UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.000
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.4162 ( 19.5150)
MASS AERAGES TT 566.6182 (571.7276)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 93.3825 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 93.4371
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500TOTAL PRESSURE 19.6084 20.0170 20.0664 19.9142 19.2948 18.9949 19.0446 19.0068 19.1717
STATIC PRESSURE 16.6534 16.4737 16.3221 16.1969 15.9429 15.8424 15.69J0 15.5780 15.5096
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.8991 16.8031 16.6875 16.5597 16.2492 16.1187 16.0004 15.9022 15.8746
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 580.0025 579.7741 581.5435 576.9704 568.1899 563.5262 561.2987 559.4733 561.3043ANGLE (DEG.) 41.2763 39.8336 40.8937 42.8023 45.0531 47.5257 46.4358 46.4792 48.2795
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4659 0.5064 0.5201 0.5202 0.5015 0.4900 0.5051 0.5112 0.5263
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DES.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.7003 17.1394 16.7300 16.9199 16.7947 16.5014 16.3502 16.2867 16.2302WEDGE PRESSURE 16.7430 17.1811 16.7812 16.9641 16.8297 16.5364 16.3891 16.3261 16.2739
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.3519 28.5552 34.6408 33.4552 36.2163 40.2931 41.8442 41.3981 41.0692
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4805 0.4723 0.5119 0.4841 0.4462 0.4494 0.4682 0.4711 0.4895
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4845 0.4762 0.5164 0.4882 -0.4497 0.4529 0.4719 0.4749 0.4936
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 557.6636 548.5824 593.6214 561.3956 515.3980 516.9420 537.21L8 540.3480 561.3784
SWIRL VELOCITY 367.1235 350.7308 388.0204 381.2396 364.7679 380.4822 386.9140 388.5434 415.2234WEIGHT FLOW 9.6105 6.5755 11.9406 - 18.3137 18.5867 13.9262 7.0989 3.1759 4.6757
AXIAL VELOCITY 418.2384 420.4594 448.0445 411.6697 344.0946 348.3351 367.9943 368.9839 370.2186
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL- VELOCITY 364.6975 348.6179 386.2212 380.2912 365.1053 383.7446 392.4677 395.3260 424.9173
AXIAL VELOCITY 388,8673 38.9760 427.1002 389.6507 353.7661 335.7647 350.1706 348.6405 348.5168
ABSOLUTE-VELOCITY 537.4961 525.4650 578.3282 545.4363 509.1362 511.6676 531.2166 534.1984 558.6747
MERIBIONAL VELOCITY 393.8241 392.1547 - 429.4527 389.9928 353.8438 337.4331 356.9689 358.2491 361.6705ANGLE- (DEG.) 43.0895 41.7950 42.0559 44.2299 45.8226 48.7303 48.1782 48.5088 50.5605
MACH NO. 0.4662 -0.4552 0.5024 0.4736 0.4440 0.4481 0.4664 0.4693 0.4911WEIGHT FLOW 9.4509 - 6.4244 11.9588 18.0444 18.6125 13.9263 7.1078 3.1767 4.6802
WNEEL SPEED 1059.5533 1033.3922 1007.0019 940.0848 843.2869 728.0248 652.9539 627.2663 602.8064
RELAT. TAN6. VELOC. 694.8558 684.7739 620.7807 559.7937 478.1814 344.2802 260.4862 231.9403 177.8891
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.4569 60.2014 55.3249 55.1363 53.4995 45.5756 36.1189 32.9202 26.1905
RELATIVE VELOCITY 798.7000 789.1138 754.8496 682.2487 594.8638 482.0684 441.9048 426.7771 403.0509
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.6927 0.6837 0.6558 0.5925 0.5188 0.4222 0.3880 0.3749 0.3543
DEVIATION 4.4569 3.9014 -0.5750 3.9363 6.4995 6.8756 8.2189 10.0202 7.5905AIR TURNING ANGLE 0.0704 1.0912 6.7143 2.8036 0.2688 3.8683 8.1067 9.5143 13.9883
REL. NACH NO,(WHL.) 0.8651 0.8483 0.8235 0.7916 0.7211 0.6301 0.5705 0.5495 0.5297IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9714 0.9756 0.9816 0.9919 1.0026 1.0124 1.0240 1.0282 1.0339ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3395 1.3652 1.3695 1.3527 1.3106 1.2910 1.2949 1.2921 1.3051
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1131 1.1133 1.1169 1.1118 1.0965 1.0881 1.0859 1.0853 1.0881
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7689 0.8200 0.8034 0.8057 0.8318 0.8586 0.8921 0.8899 0.8965
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7782 0.8277 0.8119 0.8138 0.8381 0.8636 0.8959 0.8938 0.9003
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1320 0.1094 0.1205 0.1432 0.1263 0.1142 0.0976 0.1028 0.1052SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0465 0.0336 0.0393 0.0062 -0.0004 -0.0054 -0.0091 -0.0100 -0.0114
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0855 0.0757 0.0811 0.1370 0.1268 0.1196 0.1067 0.1128 0.1166
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0198 0.0164 0.0205 0.0241 0.0217 0.0223 0.02L2 0.0225 0.0241
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0128 0.0113 0.0138 0.0231 0.0218 0.0234 0.0232 0.0248 0.0267
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.4692 0.4508 0.4967 0.4693 0.4978 0.5775 0.5918 0.6006 0.6269STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.8960 17.3648 16.8894 17.0786 16.8522 16.5496 16.4069 16.3450 16.2568
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SeL-IDT-Y 1. - 64 -1.658& -1.6700 ---1.e949 - -1..-740 --1.-7880 --1.85 -.. 1.9100 - 1.540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 71 TIME 15H 7M 51S UNIFORM INLET FL3W STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.4183 ( 19.5171)
MASS AVERAGED TT 566.6604 (571.7701)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 94.0191 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 94.0742
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.6084 20.0170 20.0664 19.9142 19.2948 18.9949 19.0446 19.0068 19.1717
STATIC PRESSURE 16.7003 17.1394 16.7300 16.9199 16.7947 16.5014 16.3502 16.2867 16.2302
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.7430 17.1811 16.7812 16.9641 16.8297 16.5364 16.3891 16.3261 16.2739
TOTAL TEMPERAlURE 580.0024 579.7739 581.5434 576.9703 568.1898 563.5260 561.2985 559.4731 561.3042
AN6LE (DEG.) 41.2763 39.8336 40.8937 42.8023 45.0531 47.5257 46.4358 46.4792 48.2795
MACH-NO. 0.4845 0.4762 0.5164 0.4882 0.4497 0.4529 0.47L9 0.4749 0.4936
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 557.6636 548.5824 593.6214 561.3955 515.3980 516.9419 537.21L8 540.3480 561.3784
SWIRL VELOCITY 367.1234 350.7307 388.0204 381.2394 364.7678 380.4820 386.9139 388.5433 415.2234
AXIAL VELOCITY 418.2384 420.4595 448.0445 411.6697 364.0946 348.3350 367.9942 368.9841 370.2187
WEIGHT FLOW 9.6105 6.5755 11.9406 18.3137 18.5867 13.9262 7.0989 3.1759 4.6757
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (BEG.) 41.4023 39.8122 40.5567 42.0453 43.7606 45.9841 44.8189 44.8104 46.4145
MACH NO. 0.4841 0.4772- 0.5217 0.4948- 0.4606 0.4610 0.4777 0.4803 0.4986
SWIRL VELOCITY - 368.451 351.7967 389.5325 382.1925 364.7678 377.6725 381.9592 383.3753 408.4929
AXIAL VELOCITY 416.9299 421.0564 454.1699 422.7911 379.8967 363.9127 383.3764 384.9152 387.8005
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY -557.3013 -549.6886 599.3762 570.8897 527.3929 525.8191- 543.5472 546.2208 566.7937
WEIGHT-FLOBW 9.6300- - -6.5797 11.9539 18.3448 18.5820 13.9487 7.1145 3.1795 4.6857
MERIBIBNAL VELOCITY 417.0926 -421.3671 454.5360 -423.0753 379.8989 364.8463 385.705-7 388.0607 391.9053
STATIC TEMPERATURE- 554.0565 -554.5458 551.5542 549.8505 545.0735 540.5562 536.7982 534.7981 534.7183
STATIC PRE-SS.(ALT.) 16.7039 17.1284 16.6693 16.8239 16.6831 16.4195 16.2898 16.2305 16.1766
MCL INCIDENCE 12.4184 10.5615 10.9694 11.1035 10.1109 11.8921 10.7012 10.6666 12.2958
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 5.9923 4.0322 4.3967 4.8553 - 4.0006 5.6741 4.2589 4.1404 5.6645
RABIUS-RATIB- - - -- - 0.766-- o0.934 - -8.9 95- - 0.8694 - 0.839- -0.068- 0.6223- 0.5991- 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
4:
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG NO= 71 PCT DES SPD= 70.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMPs 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PPES= 17.330 HUB STATIC PRESm 17.250
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRFS PRES
*050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.000 4.1000 5.9900 557.3000 368.5000 554.1000 16.6900 19.6000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.4000 4.0000 549.7000 351.8000 554.5000 17.1200 20.0100
.150 12.8300 .7.6000 1.0900 6.7000 4.4000 599.4000 389.5000 551.6000 16.6700 20,0700
*282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.8000 4.9000 570.9000 382.2000 549.9000 16.8100 19.9100
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2.4000 4.0000 527.4000 364.8000 545.1000 16.6900 19.3000
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .5000 5.7000 525.9000 377.7000 540.6000 16.4000 19.0000
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 *4000 4*3000 543.5000 362.0000 536.8000 16.2900 19.0400
.900 8.2700 -9,1000 1.6700 .4000 4.1000 546.2000 383.4000 534.8000 16.2300 19.0000
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 *0000 5.7000 566.8000 408.5000 534.7000 16.1700 19.1700
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRE8
*0500 13.4700 560.3700 19.3300
.1000 13.1500 580.8000 19.6200
.1500 12.8400 580.1300 19.7800
.2822 11.9700 572.9000 19.5000
.4702 10.8300 565.3000 19.0500
.6887 9.5700 562.0000 18.8000
.8500 8.6700 560.4000 18.7000
.9000 8.4000 560.3700 16*6100
99372 8.1200 562.1600 18*3500
PCT IMNERS DIF FACT L05S COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4580 .09268 0445 .7099 8.5000 .3986 463.3835 462.1976 33.1307
.1000 .3634 o1349 .0634 .3110 9.9000 .4257 494.0371 491.68445 46.4930
.1500 .4020 .0853 *0389 .8750 11.3000 *4400 509.7460 506.2648 59.4724
.2822 .4086 .1323 .0562 1.2094 11.2000 o4165 480.4544 477.9949 4805529
*4702 .4361 .0958 .0368 1.1611 9.5000 .3747 430.7086 430.3308 18.0362
.6887 .4769 .0769 .0262 1.0136 7.3000 *3500 401,7865 401.7712 3.5062
.6500 .4964 .1236 .0382 .8211 6.6000 .3401 390.2111 390,2015 2.7242
.9000 .5133 .1408 .0422 .6975 6.5000 .3301 378.9128 .378.9036 2,6453
.9372 .6014 .2733 .0790 .5707 6,0000 .2979 343.2515 343.2515 .0000










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 75 TIME 15H 44M 41S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SPEED (RPM) 10154.3169 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 128.8941
THETA 0.9890
DELTA 0.9895
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5427 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 51-3.0190 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 135.6733 -(PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 136.3518
EOUIV. SPEED 10210.2677
PERCENT SPEED 79.8863
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.51 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5735 14.6796 14.6983 14.6802 14.7380 14.7302 14.7199 14.7219 14.6548
STATIC PRESSURE 12.4680 12.2920 12.1917 11.9481 11.7352 11.8934 12.0764 12.2556 12.4309
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.5784 12.4465 12.3687 12.1718 12.0177 12.1386 12.2805 12.4243. 12.5581
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.7608 520.2326 519.6150 519.4675 518.2846 517.3807 517.4175 517.3968 516.6405
ANGLE (BEG.) 2.5733 2.4105 1.1714 0.1038 1.5899 1.4845 1.6106 1.7107 2.2592
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4633 0.4912 0.5025 0.5242 0.5477 0.5330 0.5153 0.4982 0.4747
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.6564 12.5829 12.4547 12.3200 12.3636 12.4459 12.5930 12.6878 12.7255
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.6796 12.6190 12.4035 12.3510 12.3948 12.4754 12.6148 12.7128 12.7488
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.7535 1.3335 0.9559 1.9912 4.4420 5.9341 7.1154 7.3178 7.0601
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4503 0.4710 0.4886 0.5029 0.5034 0.4929 0.4746 0.4625 0.4505
-MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4533 - 0.4743 0.4921 0.5066 0.5072 0.4965 0.4780 0.4657 0.4535
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 496.1095 518.1170 536.6040 551.7050 552.3117 541.2167 521.9351 509.1174 496.3115
SWIRL VELOCITY 21.6417 21.3159 10.8065 0.9953 15.3236 13.9283 14.2160 14.5078 18.3281
WEIGHT FLOW 12.7040 9.2171 15.6028 25.1808 28.2138 22.1707 10.8308 5.2881 6.6504
AXIAL VELOCITY 481.5361 506.3657 528.1779 548.8799 552.0687 537.4521 505.5757 485.7560 464.5644
CALCULATING PLANE-
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.3006 2.1478 1.0575 0.0971 1.4801 1.3537 1.3986 1.4519 1.8806
SWIRL VELOCITY 22.0130 21.6137 10.9233 1.0035 15.3094 13.7756 13.8386 13.9834 17.4665
AXIAL VELOCITY 546.9115 575.3015 590.7124 590.7965 591.4701 581.9189 565.7902 550.7001 530.9530
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 559.1296 503.4724 596.2289 592.7055 591.4736 584.9131 577.7952 570.1264 561.5466
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 560.58-79 584.8901 597.3428 593.7143 592.6772 586.0869 578.9885 571.3399 562.8832
MACH NO. 0.5152 0.5388 0.5509 0.5474 0.5464 0.5399 0.5330 0.5256 0.5174
WEIGHT FLOW 12.7101 9.2216 15.6119 25.0461 28.1343 22.1751 10.8316 5.2915 6.6508
WHEEL SPEED 1244.0189 1209.9529 1174.1734 1083.5273 959.9747 813.6133 705.6417 666.4032 626.7166
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1222.0054 1188.3393 1163.2499 1082.5236 944.6653 799.8377 691.8031 652.4197 609.2499
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 65.4137 63.8492 62.8626 61.2985 57.9487 53.8225 50.1314 48.8511 47.3333
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1343.8464 1323.8540 1307.1491 1234.1623 1114.5553 990.8902 901.3537 866.4267 828.5648
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2351 1.2196 1.2057 1.1379 1.0275 0.9129 0.8298 0.7971 0.7616
MCL INCIDENCE 3.2137 2.6492 - 2.3626 2.8985 1.8487 1.5225 1.7314 0.8511 -0.5666
SURFACE INCIDENCE 1.0137 0.6492 0.2626 0.4985 -0.5512 -1.-1774 -1.9685 -2.9488 -4.6666
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 32.1472 31.3128 30.4346 27.5917 24.1800 21.3524 19.7773 19.2879 18.6893
STATIC TEMPERATURE 494.4769 491.6491 489.8364 490.0577 489.0436 488.8355 489.5575 490.2692 490.3478
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 645.5198 638.0845 632.4323 617.1384 592.4531 570.4299 557.0772 552.6551 547.3181
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 12.1593 12.0473 11.9575 11.9735 12.0294 12.0788 12.1297 12.1949 12.2085
-RADIttS-AT-I&- - --0.73 .-- 0.9464- .9!-79- - 0.84*9 --0.-495 - - 0.634-7- - -.55 -0.5-196- ----0.485--
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
%.n
SROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 75 TIME 15H 44M 41S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.000
0N MASS AVERAGED PT 18.5215 ( 18.7167)
MASS AVERAGED TT 558.1436 (564.3115)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 129.9978 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 130.6479
.PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.8339 18.0450 18.2063 18.5413 18.9101 19.0120 19.3540 19.5550 19.4131
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6290 13.4437 13.2994 13.4260 13.8480 13.8238 13.7062 13.6614 13.6142
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.1989 14.1090 14.0427 14.2163 14.6104 14.6179 14.6178 14.6194 14.5549
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 567.9217 564.0538 560.9267 575.2344 560.6382 560.0460 562.7023 563.5481 562.0695
ANGLE (DEG.) 25.0368 23.1510 22.7413 33.4913 27.9636 30.1583 31.7285 32.9145 34.7519
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5800 0.6034 0.6205 0.6279 0.6184 0.6244 0.6461 0.6582 0.6548
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE- 14.1185 14.1708 14.2493 14.5538 14.7175 14.7687 14.6374 14.5489 14.4569
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.1807 14.2365 14.3168 14.6215 14.7899 14.8423 14.7238 14.6434 14.5504
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.8379 22.4845 15.2764 18.5359 24.0079 23.6300 25.6419 26.4174 26.9944
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5817 0.5919 0.5961 0.5925 0.6030 0.6054 0.6374 0.6563 0.6552
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5875 0.5979 0.6022 0.5985 0.6092 0.6116 0.6445 0.6639 0.6628
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 662.4366 671.4280 674.4644 679.1825 682.5553 685.2893 720.9830 741.5723 740.0033
SWIRL VELOCITY 279.5012 263.2555 260.1317 374.5102 320.0425 343.0948 375.6929 397.9843 416.0466
WEIGHT FLOW 12.0659 8.3466 14.7911 22.1347 28.0989 21.8430 10.8113 4.8742 6.9632
AXIAL VELOCITY 598.3891 615.6770 620.6101 566.0125 602.8389 590.4868 607.6237 614.8502 599.6870
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 277.6543 261.6695 258.9254 373.5785 320.3385 346.0366 381.0856 404.9317 425.7597
AXIAL VELOCITY 563.9710 580.3217 586.6941 542.5681 581.4111 565.8104 571.8307 574.8623 559.1630
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 635.9852 641.8382 645.1723 659.9632 664.8121 666.5011 697.3047 717.0258 720.5520
-MERIDIONAL VELOCITY - 571,1598 585.0639 589.9256 543.0446 581.5387 568.6217 582.9324 590.7055 580.2669
ANGLE (DEG.) 2,61717 24.2338 23.7771 34.4995 28.8115 31.4037 33.6343 35.1137 37.2369
MACH NO. 0.5625 0.5698 0.5742 0.5804 - 0.5923 0.5937 0.6216 0.6401 0.6439
WEIGHT FLOW 12.0802 8.3517 14.8082 22.1443 28.0970 21.8622 10.8111 -4.8758 6.9668
WHEEL SPEED 1211.1178 1181.4837 1151.9187 1073.7335 963.5403 832.3479 745.7856 715.4688 688.3169
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 933.4633 919.8139 892.9933 700.1550 643.2018 486.3112 364.7000 310.5372 262.5572
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.5389 57.5410 56.5508 52.2028 4-7.8824 -40.53&7 32.0314 27.7312 24.3457
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1094.3385 1090.1181 1070.2563 886.0665 867.1192 748.2173 687.6163 667.3577 636.9034
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9679 0.9677 0.9526 0.7793 0.7725 0.6665 0.6130 0.5958 0.5692
DEVIATION 2.5389 1.2410 0.6508 1.0028 0.8824 1.8387 4.1314 4.8312 5.7457
AIR TURNING ANGLE 6.8747 6.3081 6.3117 9.0957 10.0662 13.2838 18.1000 21.1198 22.9876
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.9744 0.9556 0.9353 0.8825 0.8072 0.7100 0.6438 0.6201 0.5990
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9638 19.9691 0.9763 0.9900 1.0033 1.0157 1.0397 1.0361 1.0436
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.2237 1.2292 -1.2386 1.2630 1.2830 1.29 6 1.3148 1.3282 1.3246
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0905 1.0842 1.0795 1.1073 1.0817 1.0824 1.0875 1.0891 1.Oos9
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.6554 0.7209 0.7930 0.6421 0.9031 0.9169 0.9291 0.9469 0.9510
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.6651 0.7290 0.7992 0.6537 0.9064 0.9199 0.93L8 0.9490 0.9530
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1536 0.1196 0.0865 0.2080 0.0521 0.0534 0.0562 0.0457 0.0450
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0573 0.0525 0.0482 0.0313 0.0112 0.0007 -0.0042 -0.0061 -0.0082
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0962 0.0670 0.0382 0.1766 0.0408 0.0527 0.0604 0.0519 0.0533
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0244 0.0193 0.0142 0.0376 0.0101 0.0113 0.0128 0.0106 0.0104
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0153 0.0108 0.0063 0.0319 0.0079 0.0112 0.0137 0.0120 0.0124
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2504 0.2385 0.2434 0.3739 0.3093 0.3480 0.3583 0.3607 0.3736
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.3872 14.4788 14.5590 14.7584 14.9147 14.9789 14.9143 14.8433 14.6889
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SRLIBIT-Y- - -- 1.64880 -- 1.65-80 - -1.678 - -1.6940 -- 1.-300 - 1-.7-880- - 1.8580 - 1.9100 -- 1.9540..
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 75 TIME 15H 44M 415 UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.5221 ( 18.7173)
MASS AVERAGED TT 558.1422 (564.3100)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 129.9249 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 130.5746
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) -0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3630 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.8339 18.0450 - 18.2063 18.5413 -18.9101 19.0120 19.3540 19.5550 19.4131
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1185 14.1708 14.2493 14.5538 14.7175 14.7686 14.6374 14.5489 14.4569
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.1807 14.2365 14.3168 14.6215 14.7899 14.8423 14.7238 14.6434 14.5504
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 567.9216 564.9537 560.9266 575.2344 560.6381 560.0458 562.7022 563.5479 562.0693
ANGLE (DEG.) -25.0368 23.1510 22.7413 33.4913 27.9635 30.1582 31.7285 32.9145 34.7519
MACH NO. 0.5875 0.5979 0.6022 0.5985 0.6092 0.6116 0.6445 0.6639 0.6628
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 662.4363 671.4277 674.4640 679.1824 682.5553 685.2892 720.9876 741.5720 740.0031
SWIRL VELOCITY 279.5011 263.2553 260.1315 374.5100 320.0424 343.0947 375.6926 397.9841 416.0463
AXIAL VELOCITY 598.3M89- 615.6767 620.6096 566.0125 602.8389 590.4867 607.6233 614.8501 599.6871
WEIGHT FLOW 12.0659 8.3466 14.7911 22.1347 28.0989 21.8430 10.81L3 4.8742 6.9632
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 25.3905 23.1199 22.4538 32.7023 26.5770 28.5778 30.08L2 31.1628 32.7746
MACH NO. 0.5799 0.5993 0.6115 0.6137 0.6409 0.6387 0.6662 0.6853 0.6841
SWIRL VELOCITY - 280.5"379 264.0554 261.1451 375.4462 320.0424 340.5613 370.8817 392.6905 409.3025
AXIAL VELOCITY 598.0623 617.4703- 630.8970 583.7632 638.7476 624.2034 639.2824 648.3561 634.7256
ABSOLUTE-VELOCITY 64.4714 672.9042 684.2080 695.2502 715.3437 713.3572 743.3170 763.4117 761.7651
WEIGHT FLOW 11.9987 -8.3553 14.8012 22.1511- 28.1127 21.8455 10.8170 4.8746 6.9683
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 590.2925 617.9256 631.4058 584.1556 638.7514 625.8052 643.1668 653.6544 641.4442
STATIC TEMPERATURE 592.1421 526.2641 521.8991 534.9673 518.0864 517.8031 516.8377 515.1734 513.9712
-STATIC PRESS.tLT.) --14.2002 14.1t52 14.1443 -14.3799 14.3447 14.4478 14.3715 14.2823 14.1933
CL INCIDENCE -3.5995 -6.1429 -7.1450 1.7543 -7.0728 -5.5587 -4.1259- -3.0925 -1.4884
SUC-SUR INCIDENCE -10.0194 - -12.6600 -13.7061 -4.4876 -13.1829 -11.7321 -10.4787 -9.5071 -7.9753
RAbIUS- RATIo 0.9766 - -0.9534 8.9295 - 8.8694- - 0.7839 0.6868- 0.624a 0.5991 .0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLON)
RDG NO= 75 PCT DES SPDz 80.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMPz 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 14.560 HUB STATIC PRES= 14.620
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.1000 -10.0000 662.4000 279.5000 532.1000 14.2000 17.8300
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 3.9000 -12.7000 671.4000 263.3000 526.3000 14.1600 18.0400
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 1.9000 -13.7000 674.5000 260.1000 521.9000 14.1000 18.2100
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.2000 -4.5000 679.2000 374.5000 535.0000 14.3800 18.5400
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .0000 -13.2000 682.6000 320.0000 518.1000 14.3400 19.9100
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -.9000 -11.7000 685.3000 343.1000 517.8000 14.4500 19.0100
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -. 5000 -10.5000 721.0000 375.7000 516.8000 14.3700 19.3500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .0000 -9.5000 741.6000 398.0000 515.2000 14.2800 19.5600
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 .6000 -8.0000 740.0000 416.0000 514.0000 14.1900 19.4100
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 563.8600 17.3500
.1000 13.1500 564.0400 17.9000
.1500 12.8400 559.9000 18.0100
.2822 11.9700 568.2500 18.1600
o4702 10.8300 557.6300 18.6500
.6887 9.5700 557.2300 18.7900
.8500 8.6700 561.2000 18.8800
.9000 8.4000 563.0600 18.8200
*9372 8.1200 563.3500 18.2800
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .3124 .1322 .0635 .9080 7.5000 .5064 574.9303 574.0890 31.0915
.1000 .2282 .0361 .0170 .7795 8.4000 .5507 622.4686 621.0271 42.3374
.1500 .2305 .0491 .0225 .8804 6.5000 .5587 628.7511 628.4054 20.8463
.2822 .2645 .0913 .0390 -1.5849 8.6000 .5691 644.4642 643.4593 35.9750
,4702 .1933 .2262 .0870 1.4605 7.1000 .6028 673.6849 673,6849 .0000
.6887 .1795 .0482 .0164 2.2187 5.9000 .6111 682.1313 682.0471 -10.7144
.8500 .2057 .0944 .0291 .5180 5.7000 .6163 689.9772 689.9509 -6.0211
.9000 .2334 .1402 .0420 .3991 6.1000 .6121 686.7256 686.7256 .0000
.9372 .2842 .2165 .0626 .3049 6.6000 .5743 647.2206 647.1851 6.7776










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 76 TIME 15H 48M 38S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SPEED (RPM) 10157.2184 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 127.0113
THETA 0.9888
DELTA 0.9898
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5473 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 512.9066 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 134.1902 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 134.8033
EQUIV. SPEED 10214.3031
PERCENT SPEED 79.9178
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5t 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5643 14.6959 14.6854 14.6727 14.7466 14.7276 14.7200 14.7212 14.6815
STATIC PRESSURE 12.5670 12.3956 12.2949 12.0318 11.8461 12.0021 12.2318 12.4210 12.5719
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.6618 12.5342 12.4499 12.2365 12.1050 12.2233 12.4048 12.5591 12.6814
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.9100 520.3382 519.9927 519.3959 517.7973 517.4622 517.4411 517.4982 517.1273
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.0220 1.7880 0.6868 0.1627 1.9832 1.3960 1.7327 2.1133 2.6080
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4516 0.4821 0.4914 0.5158 0.5385 0.5228 0.5004 0.4817 0.4621
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.6944 12.6167 12.4652 12.3789 12.4261 12.5573 12.7236 12.8080 12.8711
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7167 12.6425 12.4936 12.4087 12.4563 12.5847 12.7480 12.8310 12.8924
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.0294 0.9773 0.7610 2.2254 4.9161 5.9596 7.2511 7.3902 7.3202
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4444 0.4686 0.4860 0.4951 0.4969 0.4792 0.4579 0.4473 0.4348
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4473 0.4718 0.4895 0.4987 0.5005 0.4826 0.4610 0.4503 0.4376
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 489.8112 515.5351 533.9498 543.5274 545.4366 526.7652 594.1527 492.9486 479.5436
SWIRL VELOCITY 25.0899 15.7343 6.3009 1.5364 18.8752 12.7490 14.7723 17.3518 20.4415
WEIGHT FLOW 12.5663 9.1982 15.5318 24.9009 27.9869 21,7238 10.5458 5.1553 6.4798
AXIAL VELOCITY 475.2511 504.0346 525.5567 540.7428 545.0800 523.1209 488.3222 470.2284 448.7672
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE IDEG.) 2.7064 1.5940 0.6203 0.1509 1.8375 1.2743 1.5067 1.7986 2.1762
SWIRL VELOCITY 25.5203 15.9541 6.3726 1.5490 18.8577 12.6092 14.3801 16.7246 19.4806
AXIAL VELOCITY 538.8652 572.2941 587.5494 586.8820 586.7808 565.8277 545.7027 531.5777 511.6254
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 550.9037 580.4222 593.0365 588.7786 586.7843 568.7392 557.2813 550.3296 541.1056
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 552.5191 581.6592 594.0842 589.7886 588.0932 569.8907 558.4947 551.6254 542.5205
MACH NO. 0.5074 0.5356 0.5478 0.5436 0.5419 0.5242 0.5131 0.5065 0.4977
WEIGHT FLOW 12.5666 9.2014 15.5414 24.9292 28.0175 21.7386 10.5557 5.1575 6.4818
WHEEL SPEED 1244.3321 1210.3083 1174.2111 1084.0297 960.8059 813.8708 705.9046 666.6013 626.6692
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1218.8117 1194.3538 1167.8383 1082.4805 941.9482 801.2614 691.5243 649.8765 607.1884
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 65.6772 64.0818 63.0784 61.4577 58.0794 54.6328 51.1357 49.7415 48.2938
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1337.5334 1327.9195 1309.7854 1232.2435 1109.7664 982.5904 888.1261 851.5880 813.3099
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2283 1.2229 1.2077 1.1357 1.0226 0.9038 0.8160 0.7820 0.7462
MCL INCIDENCE 3.4772 2.8818 2.5784 3.0577 1.9794 2.3328 2.7357 1.7415 0.3938
SURFACE INCIDENCE 1.2772 0.8817 0.4784 0.6577 -0.4205 -0.3671 -0.9642 -2.0584 -3.7061
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 31.9575 31.5358 30.5414 27.6460 24.1617 21.3309 19.7124 19.1835 18.6283
STATIC TEMPERATURE 495.3701 492.0639 490.5167 490.3777 489.0334 490.4685 491.5174 492.2054 492.6799
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 645.0399 639.4299 633.7915 617.0467 591.4614 570.7144 557.0730 552.4844 547.6230
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 12.2162 12.0877 11.9746 12.0005 12.0753 12.2116 12.2986 12.3550 12.3944
RABIUS RA-TIB -- -- -0.9736 -- 0..9464 - 0.9-1-79--- 9.846- - 0.7-49-4 - 4.6347- --0.5505--- --0.5198-- -.0.4885-
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
Jn ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 76 TIME 15H 48M 38S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.0000 MASS AVERAGED PT 19.4700 ( 19.6689)
MASS AVERAGED TT 565.6585 (572.0346)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 124.0156 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 124.5822
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.360O 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.4652 19.6879 19.8354 19.7154 19.7411 19.5667 19.6595 19.6967 19.4740
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1701 15.0115 14.8702 14.6840 14.8787 14.6931 14.4146 14.2753 13.9551
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.7200 15.6456 15.5737 15.4087 15.5583 15.3807 15.1989 15.1079 14.8240
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 581.1439 577.1950 573.8396 581.6499 567.6183 564.8234 565.2176 567.0120 566.1534
ANGLE (DEG.) 31.6328 28.7487 28.5424 37.7413 32.7541 35.5165 36.4722 38.1242 45.3418
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5611 0.5825 0.5981 0.6040 0.5933 0.5966 0.6176 0.6274 0.6367
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4649 16.0219 15.3363 15.8523 15.8483 15.6688 15.44L5 15.3536 15.2516
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5315 16.0806 15.4152 15.9155 15.9121 15.7329 15.5130 15.4284 15.3236
ANGLE (DEG.) 29.9589 24.0606 21.7409 23.5302 27.1376 28.4420 29.8422 30.3804 31.0574
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5772 0.5456 0.6111 0.5617 0.5636 0.5669 0.5917 0.6011 0.5953
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5829 0.5507 0.6175 0.5670 0.5690 0.5724 0.5976 0.6073 0.6013
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 665.0521 628.6567 698.0885 649.2860 644.6017 646.7880 673.6815 684.8849 678.3353
SWIRL VELOCITY 347.8762 301.6141 332.8603 397.1692 348.7376 374.5936 397.1758 418.2299 477.6478
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1838 8.1561 15.4100 21.4747 26.6357 20.2572 9.9369 4.3748 5.6630
AXIAL VELOCITY 564.7408 549.8013 611.9739 513.1140 542.0896' 524.8432 537.3001 532.9271 471.9855
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 345.5775 299.7971 331.3169 396.1811 349.0602 377.8055 402.8769 425.5307 488.7991
AXIAL VELOCITY 532.8444 520.0848 578.5104 490.4082 524.3786 504.4123 508.4499 491.3067 444.1474
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 641.6610 604.8702 670.3118 631.5620 630.8673 633.9326 657.2912 661.0542 672.5530
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 539.6364 524.3350 581.6969 490.8388 524.4937 506.9186 518.3212 504.8471 460.9103
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.9164 29.9131 29.7573 38.8761 33.5997 36.7785 38.3369 40.8386 47.6757
MACH NO. 0.5611 0.5286 0.5912 0.5506 0.5562 0.5595 0.5821 0.5847 0.5958
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1915 8.1582 15.4194 21.3964 26.6465 20.2748 9.9460 4.3090 5.6735
WHEEL SPEED 1211.4229 1181.8307 1151.9554 1074.2320 964.3746 832.6113 746.0633 715.6817 688.2650
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 865.8452 882.0334 820.6384 678.0506 615.3143 454.8057 343.1864 290.1510 199.4657
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.0670 59.2703 54.6698 54.0995 49.5559 41.8985 33.5091 29.8874 23.4013
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1020.2427 1026.1141 1005.8917 837.0634 808.5204 681.0394 621.6379 582.2871 502.2199
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8921 0.8968 0.8872 0.7298 0.7128 0.6019 0.5505 0.5150 0.4449
DEVIATION 2.0670 2.9703 -1.2301 2.8995 2.5559 3.1985 5.6091 6.9874 4.8013
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.6101 4.8114 8.4085 7.3581 8.5235 12.7343 17.6266 19.8541 24.8924
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.9753 0.9550 0.9347 0.8829 0.8083 0.7102 0.6441 0.6204 0.5991
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9638 0.9692 0.9763 0.9900 1.0033 1.0158 1.0307 1.0361 1.0436
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3365 1.3396 1.3506 1.3436 1.3386 1.3285 1.3355 1.3379 1.3264
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1156 1.1092 1.1035 1.1198 1.0962 1.0915 1.0923 1.0956 1.0948
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7465 0.7969 0.8655 0.7341 0.9028 0.9235 0.9330 0.9062 0.8863
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7567 0.8051 0.8711 0.7449 0.9068 0.9265 0.9357 0.9100 0.8907
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1423 0.1103 0.0717 0.1724 0.0610 0.0549 0.0571 0.0884 0.1149
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0552 0.0536 0.0489 0.0308 0.0105 0.0002 -0.0050 -0.0070 -0.0092
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0870 0.0567 0.0228 0.1415 0.0504 0.0547 0.0621 0.0955 0.1241
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0229 0.0170 0.0124 0.0298 0.0114 0.0114 0.0128 0.0200 0.0269
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0140 0.0087 0.0039 0.0245 0.0094 0.0113 0.0139 0.0216 0.0291
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3173 0.2973 0.3100 0.4180 0.3666 0.4195 0.4294 0.4553 0.5467
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.7205 16.2758 15.6580 16.0453 16.0003 15.8205 15.6279 15.6263 15.3173
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY -- - 1.6400 1.6680.. 1.6700- 1.4940 -1.7-30 -- -1.7980- 1.85-W0. --1.9100- 1.. 540..
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 76 TIME 15H 48M 385 UNIFORM INLET FLJW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.4701 ( 19.6690)
MASS AVERAGED TT 565.6647 (572.0408)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 124.0762 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 124.6431
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500TOTAL PRESSURE 19.4652 19.6879 19.8354 19.7154 19.7411 19.5667 19.6595 19.6967 19.4740STATIC PRESSURE 15.4649 16.0219 15.3363 15.8523 15.8483 15.6688 15.44L5 15.3536 15.2516WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5315 16.0806 15.4152 15.9155 15.9121 15.7329 15.5130 15.4283 15.3236TOTAL TEMPERATURE 581.1438 577.1948 573.8395 581.6498 567.6182 564.8233 565.2175 567.0119 566.1532ANGLE (DEG.) 31.6328 28.7487 28.5424 37.7413 32.7541 35.5165 36.4721 38.1242 45.3418MACH NO. 0.5829 0.5507 0.6175 0.5670 0.5690 0.5724 0.5976 0.6073 0.6013ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 665.0517 628.6566 698.0882 649.2856 644.6016 646.7878 673.68L4 684.8849 678.3352
SWIRL VELOCITY 347.8760 301.6139 332.8601 397.1689 348.7375 374.5935 397.1757 418.2299 477.6476AXIAL VELOCITY 564.7407 549.8013 611.9735 513.1139 542.0894 524.8432 537.3003 532.9271 471.9856
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1838 8.1561 15.4100 21.4747 26.6357 20.2572 9.9369 4.3748 5.6630
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 31.8091 28.7602 28.2577 36.9888 31.3392 33.9288 34.8632 36.3982 43.6558MACH NO. 0.5806 0.5511 0.6253 0.5789 0.5935 0.5918 0.6120 0.6209 0.6072SWIRL VELOCITY 349.1663 302.5306 334.1572 398.1617 348.7375 371.8275 392.0897 412.6670 469.9052AXIAL VELOCITY 561.9452 550.2055 620.6934 527.5910 571.6835 551.7325 561.8121 558.7608 49.1.4828ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 662.6277 629.1304 706.2525 662.0589 670.5164 667.3425 688.7380 699.1249 684.4844WEIGHT FLOW 12.1919 8.1530 15.3977 21.4761 26.6618 20.2541 9.9327 4.3751 5.6333MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 562.1644 550.6113 621.1938 527.9454 571*.670 553.1480 565.2253 563.3267 496.6851
STATIC TEMPERATURE 544.4723 544.1694 532.2439 545.1483 530*2758 527.8545 525.8423 526.4379 527.2876STATIC PRESS.iALT.) 15.4917 16.0168 15.2403 15.7111 15.5556 15.4379 15.2677 15.1877 15.1815MCL INCIDENCE 2.8215 -0.4985 
-1.3394 6.0436 -2*3105 
-0.1941 0.6850 2.1856 9.5079SUC SUR INCIDENCE -3.6000 -7.0197 -7.9022 
-0.2011 
-8*4207 -6.3811 -5.6967 -4.2718 2.9058RADIUS RATIO 0.0964 0.9534 0.925 . 0.8694 . 0.7839 0.686 0.6223. 0.5991 0.5810.STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 
-2.2000 -2.2999 
-2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
'.7
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOw)
RDG NO= 76 PCT DES SPD= 80.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.b88
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 16.110 HUB STATIC PRES= 16.12n
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEkM PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1O0400 4.9000 -3.6000 662.6000 349.2000 5440000 15.5000 19.4700
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.3000 -7.0000 629.1000 302.0000 544.1000 16.0200 19.6900
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.9000 -7.9000 699.9000 334.0000 532.2000 15.2400 19.8400
.282 12.0000 .8.4000 1.1700 4.6000 -.2000 662.1000 398.0000 545.0000 15.7100 19.7200
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .9000 -8.4000 670.0000 348.7000 530.3000 15.5600 19,7400
.689 9.4800 .9.8000 1.4700 .4000 .6.4000 667.0000 371.8000 527.9000 15.4400 19.5700
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .8000 -5.6000 689.0000 392.0000 525.8000 15.2700 19.6600
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .9600 -4.3000 699.0000 412.7000 526.4000 15.1900 19.7000
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6000 2.9000 684.0000 470.0000 527.3000 15.1800 19.4700
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 577,9600 18.7700
.1000 13.1500 576.4400 19.5600
.1500 12.8400 572.2600 19.7200
.2822 11.9700 57680200 19.5400
.4702 10.8300 565.5600 19.6100
.6887 9.5700 562.5100 19.4700
,8500 8.6700 564,6700 19.4100
.9000 8.4000 565.8400 19.2900
.9372 8.1200 567.6100 18.6500
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 s3999 ,1763 .0845 .6828 9.0000 .4723 544.6046 542.8503 43.6767
.1000 .2050 .0354 .0166 .6996 10.8000 .5338 611.0527 607.3625 67.0534
.1500 .3037 .0261 .0119 1.0688 8.5000 .5452 621.0911 619*6528 42.2437
.2822 .3042 *0449 .0191 1.9418 10.0000 .5322 610.1292 608.1639 48.9317
.4702 .2860 .0311 .0120 1.2078 840000 .5371 608.7548 608.6797 9.5619
.6887 .2930 .0242 .0082 1.2903 7.2000 .5267 S96.0292 596.0147 4.1610
.8500 .3115 .0569 .0176 .8476 7.0000 .5221 592,2605 592.2028 8.2692
.9000 .3370 .0909 .0272 .8100 7.0600 *5131 583.1078 583.0260 9.7696
,9372 .3926 .1445 .0418 .5926 7,6000 .4781 546.0534 545.8405 15.2467










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 80 TIME 9H 47M 5S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOk ANGLE 3.0^
SPEED (RPM) 10144.2716 DISTURTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 124.0351
THETA 0.9882
DELTA 0.9863
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.4958 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 512.5760 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 130.9650 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 131.9885
EOUIV. SPEED 10204.5747
PERCENT SPEED 79.8417
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5867 14.6665 14.6309 14.6828 14.7529 14.7393 14.7322 14.7235 14.6884
STATIC PRESSURE 12.7102 12.5528 12.4226 12.1279 11.9967 12.1771 12.4443 12.6203 12.7623
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7883 12.6630 12.5476 12.3149 12.2238 12.3643 12.5803 12.7282. 12.8458
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.8061 521.2531 521.1428- 519.5169 517.8145 516.8683 516.6333 516.5786 516.5545
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.0508 0.9743 0.3794 -0.0884 1.6913 1.4899 1.6652 1.7218 2.3310
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4375 0.4628 0.4735 0.5075 0.5252 0.5072 0.4802 0.4607 0.4417
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.7643 12.6469 12.5077 12.4616 12.5597 12.7023 12.8857 12.9815 13.0287
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7859 12.6718 12.5344 12.4900 12.5876 12.7274 12.9075 13.0017 13.0475
ANGLE IDEG.) 0.5681 0.5053 1.0577 2.4536 4.9156 5.9958 7.10L2 7.2736 6.8256
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4379 0.4617 0.4752 0.4862 0.4815 0.4626 0.4386 0.4251 0.4147
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4407 0.4648 0.4785 0.4897 0.4849 0.4658 0.4415 0.4278 0.4173
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 482.8384 508.2021 522.4924 534.1368 529.2034 509.1771 483.6666 469.2566 458.1150
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.7876 8.4530 3.4056 -0.8206 15.6185 13.1514 13.6200 13.4590 17.4545
WEIGHT FLOW 12.4116 9.0435 15.1543 24.5102 27.2813 21.1193 10.1870 4.9446 6.2295
AXIAL VELOCITY 468.8177 497.0279 514.3045 531.4019 528.9438 505.6339 468.4948 447.7217 428.7921
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.8416 0.8691 0.3431 -0.0821 1.5713 1.3617 1.45L8 1.4685 1.9486
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.0756 8.5711 3.4443 -0.8274 15.6040 13.0072 13.2564 12.9726 16.6340
AXIAL VELOCITY 530.0578 563.9483 574.0437 575.9463 567.8311 546.1811 522.1145 505.0062 487.8818
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 541.8994 571.9577 579.4045 577.8075 567.8346 548.9915 533.19?7 522.8208 515.9937
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 543.1942 573.0397 580.4276 578.8164 569.0553 550.1580 534.3865 524.0248 517.3272
MACH NO. 0.4984 0.5273 0.5344 0.5329 0.5234 0.5051 0.4899 0.4800 0.4735
WEIGHT FLOW 12.3952 9.0503 15.1660 24.5339 27.2915 21.1427 10.1955 4.9510 6.2376
WHEEL SPEED 1243.2711 1208.0939 1171.7977 1082.8713 959.8749 813.5626 705.7832 666.5589 626.4194
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1226.1951 1199.5226 1168.3530 1083.6983 944.2709 800.5554 692.5248 653.5862 609.7d51
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.1579 64.5074 63.6227 61.9345 58.9797 55.5593 52.4065 51.3429 49.7626
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1340.6003 1328.9055 1304.1309 1228.1136 1101.8545 970.7112 874.0049 836.9686 798.8036
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2301 1.2228 1.2009 1.1307 1.0135 0.8912 0.80L3 0.7666 0.7312
MCL INCIDENCE 3.9578 3.3074 3.1227 3.5345 2.8797 3.2593 4.0055 3.3429 1.8626
SURFACE INCIDENCE 1.7579 1.3074 1.0227 1.1345 0.4797 0.5593 0.3055 -0.4570 -2.2373
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 32.2083 31.6064 30.3722 27.6541 24.1580 21.2852 19.6706 19.1566 18.5952
STATIC TEMPERATURE 496.1256 493.7629 492.9449 491.5618 490.8817 491.7399 492.9357 493.7934 494.3489
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 646.4541 641.6053 635.2965 617.4130 591.8586 569.9691 556.3259 551.9190 547.2919
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 12.3090 12.1350 12.0445 12.1007 12.2394 12.3821 12.50L5 12.5750 12.5965
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736- 0.9464- 0.9179 - -- 0.8469- -0.7495 .-0.6347- 0.555-. 0.5198 . 0.4a85
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
I.A
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 80 TIME 9H 47M 5S UNIFORM INiLET FLO STATJ &4GLE 3.unn(
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.2265 ( 20.5058)
MASS AVERAGED TT 571.0354 (577.8446)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 121.5772 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 122.5274
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.5239 20.7799 20.7274 20.9178 20.5378 20.0888 20.0379 20.0932 20.1761
STATIC PRESSURE 15.9789 15.7253 15.6234 15.4618 15.4422 15.1825 14.9092 14.E013 14.7405
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.6070 16.4663 16.3781 16.3025 16.1996 15.9037 15.6846 15.6224 15.5980
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 568.8124 585.7902 580.4256 588.2226 572.6513 569.1833 568.1438 568.6369 570.3065
ANGLE (DEG.) 35.3240 33.7508 32.3428 40.1931 37.4955 40.1112 41.4365 41.8415 43.5980
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5585 0.5863 0.5900 0.6076 0.5922 0.5875 0.6017 0.6105 0.6177
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.3613 16.4856 16.0983 16.7039 16.6472 16.3627 16.0744 15.9732 15.8632
WEOGE PRESSURE 16.4302 16.5573 16.1786 16.7736 16.7099 16.4222 16.1394 16.0418 15.9362
ANGLE (DEG.) 45.4700 25.7810 25.7501 26.7796 29.5956 31.6408 33.3930 34.0103 34.5203
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5729 0.5791 0.6057 0.5707 0.5509 0.5444 0.5646 0.5764 0.5904
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5785 0.5848 0.6119 0.5762 0.5561 0.5494 0.5701 0.5821 0.5964
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 664.7122 669.5045 695.3682 662.7583 633.5535 625.0547 646.7082 659.7794 675.9352
SWIRL VELOCITY 383.3968 371.1344 371.2953 427.4632 385.6288 401.6172 424.93L5 435.8227 461.1412
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1352 8.3946 15.2705 22.0380 25.5616 18.9042 9.1276 4.1049 5.9702
AXIAL VELOCITY 541.0142 555.4266 586.3639 505.9601 502.6457 46*.7491 481.3731 486.7328 .484.2822
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 380.8654 368.8986 369.5737 426.3998 385.9854 405.0607 431.0310 443.4306 471.9071
AXIAL VELOCITY 59.9"7T 525.8165 554.9758 486.4587 487.2878 458.5099 496.5989 458.6384 454.6171
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 642.5429 646.6684 670.1585 647.9849 622.5119 614.2754 635.1386 647.8514 668.0241
MERIDIONAL VELUITY 516.4803 530.1135 558.0328 486.9158 487.3947 *60.7882 465*4629 471.2786 471.7752
ANGLE (DEG.) 36.6994 35.0012 33.6131 41.1756 38.3256 41.3960 43.2812 43.9714 46.0058
MACH NO. 0.5579 0.5635 0.5882 0.5625 0.5458 0.5394 0.5592 0.5708 0.5889
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1233 8.4049 15.2761 22.0609 25.5938 18.9049 9.1338 4.1063 5.9729
WHEEL SPEED 1210.3900 1179.6683 1149.5878 1073.0836 963.4400 832.2961 745.9354 715.6361 687.9906
RELAT. TANG. VELOC, 829.5244 810.7694 780.0141 646.6838 577.4546 427.2352 314.9043 272.2054 216.0834
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.0929 56.8219 54.4197 53.0225 49.8344 42.8363 34.0800 30.0103 24.6089
RELATIVE VELOCITY 977.1706 968.6934 959.0736 809.4979 755.6503 628.3753 561.9790 544.2418 518.9063
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8485 0.8442 0.8418 0.7027 0.6626 0.5517 0.4948 0.4795 0.4574
DEVIATION 2.0929 0.5219 -1.4802 1.8225 2.8344 4.1363 6.1800 7.1103 6.0089
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.0649 7.6854 9.2029 8.9119 9.1452 12.7229 18.3265 21.3325 25.1537
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.9733 0.9526 0.9327 0.8819 0.8073 0.7100 0.6439 0.6202 0.5987
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9639 0.9693 0.9764 0.9900 1.0033 1.0157 1.0307 1.0361 1.0435
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4070 1.4168 1.4166 1.4246 1.3921 1.3629 1.3601 1.3647 1.3736
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1305 1.1238 1.1137 1.1322 1.1059 1.1012 1.0997 1.1007 1.1040
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7839 0.8445 0.9190 0.8037 0.9355 0.9134 0.9209 0.9214 0.9118
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7940 0.8519 0.9229 0.8132 0.9385 0.9171 0.9242 0.9248 0.9157
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1353 0.0949 0.0475 0.1406 0.0448 0.0694 0.0743 0.0801 0.1003
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0558 0.0535 0.0467 0.0297 0.0093 -0.0005 -0.0059 -0.0080 -0.0101
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0794 0.0413 0.0007 0.1109 0.0354 0.0699 0.0802 0.0881 0.1104
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0218 0.0156 0.0082 0.0249 0.0083 0.0142 0.0165 0.0181 0.0233
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0128 0.0068 0.0001 0.0196 0.0066 0.0143 0.0178 0.0199 0.0256
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3590 0.3560 0.3509 0.4457 0.4195 0.4747 0.4973 0.4973 0.5125
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.6140 16.7517 16.4007 16.8757 16.7720 16.4812 16.2045 16.1094 15.9553
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.85i0 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 80 TIME 9H 47M 5S UNIFORM INLFT FL3W STATOr A4NGLE .
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.2278 ( 20.5070)
MASS AVERAGED TT 571.0644 (577.8741)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 121.0727 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 122.0189
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36,)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.5239 20.7799 20.7274 20.9178 20.5378 20.0888 20.0379 20.0932 20.1761
STATIC PRESSURE 16.3613 16.4856 16.0983 16.7039 16.6472 16.3627 16.0744 15.9732 15.8632
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4302 16.5573 16.1786 16.7736 16.7099 16.4222 16.1394 16.0418 15.9362
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 588.8123 585.7901 580.4255 588.2225 572.6512 569.1831 568.1436 568.6368 570.3064
ANGLE (DEG.) 35.3240 33.7508 32.3427 40.1931 37.4954 40.1112 41.4365 41.8415 43.5980
MACH NO. 0.5785 0.5848 0.6119 0.5762 0.5561 0.5494 0.5701 0.5821 0.5964
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 664.7122 669.5045 695.3682 662.7582 633.5533 625.0546 646.7031 659.7792 675.9351
SWIRL VELOCITY 383.3988 371.1343 371.2952 427.4631 385.6286 401.6170 424.93L3 435.8226 461.1411
AXIAL VELOCITY 541.0142 555.4265 586.3638 505.9601 502.6455 476.7491 481.3730 486.7326 484.2822
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1352 8.3946 15.2705 22.0380 25.5616 18.9042 9.1276 4.1049 5.9702
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 35.5205 33.7122 32.2350 39.4020 36.0617 38.9729 40.4009 40.1347 41.7076
MACH NO. 0.5764 0.5862 0.6156 0.5879 0.5762 0.5585 0.5727 0.5920 0.6058
SWIRL VELOCITY 384.8208 372.2623 372.7422 428.5317 385.6286 398.6515 419.4899 430.0257 453.6662
AXIAL VELOCITY 538.0890 556.9239 590.1010 520.6636 528.5663 491.7645 491.8762 509.0383 508.0422
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 662.5216 671.0601 699.2172 675.3839 655.1033 634.8188 649.5134 670.3271 685.9010
WEIGHT FLOW 12.1371 8.4029 15.1777 22.0582 25.5834 18.6593 8.9781 4.1049 5.9708
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 538.2988 557.3348 590.5768 521.0136 528.5695 493.0262 494.8648 513.1980 513.4200
STATIC TEMPERATURE 552.1687 548.1599 539.5728 550.2358 537.0104 535.7727 533.1834 531.4045 531.3280
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.3865 16.4672 16.0515 16.5551 16.3992 16.2541 16.0427 15.8515 15.7462
MCL INCIDENCE 6.5343 4.4571 2.6410 8.4584 2.4120 4.8629 6.2564 5.9527 7.5391
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 0.1105 -2.0677 -3.9249 2.2120 -3.6982 -1.3370 -0.1590 -0.5352 0.9576
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
U,
%L STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNTFORM INLET FLC )
0%
ROG NO= 80 PCT DES SPDO 80.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES2 17.110 HIB STATIC PRESs 17.080
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TO1
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 6.1900 .1000 662.5000 384.8000 552.2000 16.4000 20.5200
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.6000 -2.1000 671.1000 372.3000 548.2000 16.4700 20.7800
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.V000 -3.9000 699.2000 372.7000 539.6000 16.0500 20.7300
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 6.6000 2.2000 675.3000 428.5000 550.2000 16.5600 20.9200
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2.6000 -3.7000 655.0000 385.6000 537.0000 16.4000 20.5400
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 2.1000 -1.3000 634.8000 398.7000 535.8000 16.2500 20.0900
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.1000 -.2000 649.5000 419.5000 533.2000 16.0400 20.0400
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 2.3000 -.5000 670.3000 430.0000 531.4000 15.8500 20.1000
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 2.9000 .9600 686.0000 453.6000 531.4000 15.7500 20.1800
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP Ex TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 586.3400 19.7600
.1000 13.1500 585.3400 20.5100
.1500 12.8400 580.4400 20.6500
.2822 11.9700 582.3700 20.5100
.4702 10.8300 571.5100 20.2900
.6887 9.5700 568.0000 19.8600
,8500 8,6700 567.3000 19.5700
,9000 8.4000 567.8700 19.5500
.9372 8.1200 570.3300 19.1900
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.050 .4331 .1845 *0882 .6419 10.5900 .4584 533,0379 529.9302 57.4753
.1000 .3182 .0626 .0293 .7903 12.1000 .5158 596.0496 590,8137 78.8314
.1500 .3392 .0171 .0078 *9500 10.5000 .5258 604.4252 601,2235 62.1304
92822 .3471 .0940 .0399 1.8796 12,0000 .5163 595.0888 591.1450 68.3978
.4702 .3366 .0604 .0232 .8897 9.7000 .5009 572,7443 572.1547 25.9814
,6887 .3584 .0599 .0204 .9324 8.9000 .4684 535.5582 535.1985 19,6248
.8500 .4052 .1175 .0362 .7774 8.3000 .4448 509.3782 509.0361 18.6655
.9000 .4237 .1294 .0387 .7689 8.4000 .4433 507,8960 507.4868 20.3828
.9372 .4896 .2235 .0645 .6192 8.9000 .4112 473,4215 472.8152 23.9518










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 81 TIME 9H 58M 46S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SPEED (RPM) 10155.9684 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 118.1515
THETA 0.9896
DELTA 0.9861
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.4919 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 513.3069 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 125.6382 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 126.7449
EQUIV. SPEED 10209.0629
PERCENT SPEED 79.8768
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.6086 14.6293 14.5965 14.6768 14.7643 14.7482 14.7445 14.7317 14.7019
STATIC PRESSURE 12.9465 12.7966 12.5825 12.3424 12.2692 12.4727 12.77t8 12.9144 13.0313
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.9978 12.8685 12.6792 12.4872 12.4426 12.6065 12.86L0 12.9833 13.0827
TOTAL TEMPERAlURE 521.2960 521.2652 521.5119. 519.8158 517.2312 516.7282 516.5963 516.2946 516.6077
ANGLE IDEG.) -0.3895 -0.2555 -0.5508 -0.7874 1.2043 1.7996 1.8123 1.6870 2.1955
APPARENT MACH NO.- 0.4118 0.4319 0.4529 0.4859 0.5003 0.4787 0.4461 0.4286 0.4116
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.9157 12.7671 12.6661 12.6479 12.7328 12.9404 13.1307 13.1761 13.2606
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.9351 12.7893 12.6894 12.6729 12.7578 12.9616 13.1488 13.1933 13.2761
ANGLE IDEG.) -1.2551 0.4033 3.1841 2.4212 5.3110 6.1535 7.0472 7.1349 6.5108
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4204 0.4423 0.4516 0.4627 0.4615 0.4334 0.4077 0.4000 0.3844
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4231 0.4452 0.4546 0.4658 0.4646 0.4362 0.4102 0.4024 0.3867
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 464.1964 487.6056 497.5017 509.2582 507.9984 478.0460 450.5504 442.2236 425.4761
SWIRL VELOCITY -3.0665 -2.1268 -4.7082 -6.9631 10.6769 14.9133 13.8077 12.4276 15.2694
WEIGHT FLOW 12.0279 8.7219 14.5300 23.5824 26.4458 20.0760 9.6104 4.7070 5.8550
AXIAL VELOCITY 450.9799 476.9456 489.6937 506.6038 507.8584 474.6467 436.3855 421.9363 398.2750
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) -0.3501 -0.2286 -0.5002 -0.7336 1.1200 1.6513 1.5858 1.4459 1.8429
SWIRL VELOCITY -3.1191 -2.1566 -4.7617 -7.0203 10.6670 14.7498 13.4412 11.9784 14.5516
AXIAL VELOCITY 509.3770 539.4744 544.3593 547.2547 544.5938 510.6163 484.4927 473.5511 451.2482
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 520.7568 547.1364 549.4427 549.0232 544.5971 513.2438 494.7727 490.2561 477.2492
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 521.7913 548.1574 550.4752 550.0755 545.7080 514.4676 495.9835 491.4451 478.5358
MACH NO. 0.4778 0.5032 0.5054 0.5050 0.5008 0.4708 0.4532 0.4489 0.4366
WEIGHT FLOW 12.0277 8.7299 14.5367 23.5960 26.4752 20.0816 9.6202 4.7072 5.8634
WHEEL SPEED 1243.2335 1208.6114 1171.8983 1083.0361 960.8385 814.0310 706.1192 667.0354 626.6627
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1246.3526 1210.7679 1176.6596 1090.0563 950.1715 799.2811 692.6779 655.0569 612.1110
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.3238 65.6824 64.9699 63.2674 60.1807 57.2944 54.4623 53.1883 52.0574
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1350.7709 1328.6523 1298.6208 1220.5115 1095.1766 949.8784 851.2358 818.1995 776.1743
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2370 1.2197 1.1924 1.1206 1.0051 0.8693 0.7778 0.7473 0.7082
MCL INCIDENCE 5.1238 4.4824 4.4699 4.8674 4.0807 4.9944 6.0623 5.1883 4.1574
SURFACE INCIDENCE 2.9238 2.4824 2.3699 2.4674 1.6807 2.2944 2.3623 1.3883 0.0574
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 32.8920 31.7762 30.4183 27.7140 24.2519 21.1828 19.5877 19.0907 18.5326
STATIC TEMPERATURE 498.5012 496.1102 496.1318 494.5540 492.4909 494.7605 496.1841 496.2656 497.6058
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 651.2583 643.8967 637.3790 618.9203 592.1347 569.6466 556.3091 551.7823 547.5958
STATIC PRESS.I(ALT.) 12.4940 12.3056 12.2596 12.3303 12.4388 12.6697 12.8058 12.8283 12.8962
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 . 0.9464 0.91-79 *0.8469-- 0.7-4-95 -0.634-7- 0.5505- - 0.51-98 . -4.4886
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
47
Ln ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 81 TIME 9H 58M; 46S UNIFORk INLET FLOW STATUR ANGLE 3.000
00 MASS AVERAGED PT 20.8626 ( 21.1564)
MASS AVERAGED TT 578.5415 (584.6066)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 113.5776 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 114.5780
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMFRSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.1365 21.7519 21.6738 21.7833 21.1153 20.3777 20.4843 20.3752 20.5342
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8046 16.5561 16.2905 16.1691 15.9996 15.7206 15.5795 15.4809 15.4281
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.3857 17.3118 17.0947 17.0300 16.7507 16.3781 16.2939 16.1953 16.1914
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 596.2803 597.2784 591.4187 594.4234 578.5423 573.8121 571.2312 571.2563 573.4222
ANGLE (DEG.) 38.9347 38.5820 37.1201 43.0347 41.4445 45.8965 45.7719 46.0127 47.5772
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5358 0.5806 0.5924 0.6037 0.5848 0.5675 0.5813 0.5822 0.5927
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3237 17.6561 17.0716 17.4776 17.3532 16.9917 16.7603 16.6551 16.5970
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.3840 17.7220 17.1493 17.5482 17.4125 17.0436 16.8194 16.7142 16.6608
ANGLE (DEG.) 26.1025 34.7902 38.9764 31.8781 33.2417 36.3431 39.2151 39.5414 39.6292
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5360 0.5491 0.5882 0.5645 0.5322 0.5117 0.5382 0.5395 0.5547
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5408 0.5543 0.5941 0.5699 0.5370 0.5162 0.5432 0.5445 0.5600
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 627.5741 642.7984 682.5679 659.2310 616.4659 591.7032 619.61L2 621.2455 638.8667
SWIRL VELOCITY 393.5143 400.0792 411.2156 449.6379 408.0214 423.9409 441.2479 443.1814 467.2222
WEIGHT FLOW 11.3272 7.9018 14.6577 21.6745 24.1132 16.6513 8.3898 3.7101 5.4291
AXIAL VELOCITY 487.0851 501.4961 543.3310 481.5942 462.0876 410.8789 429.5175 427.7879 426.9753
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 390.9140 397.6691 409.3088 448.5193 408.3988 427.5760 447.5816 450.9178 478.1301
AXIAL VELOCITY 461.2470 475.2909 515.2867 462.9072 447.9562 390.7675 407.9408 404.0298 390.8131
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 609.8938 623.4798 661.0845 645.5706 606.9972 581.2380 611.6571 613.6363 627.6454
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 467.1264 479.1830 518.1251 463.3137 448.0545 392.7092 415.8607 415.1649 405.5631
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.2205 39.8589 38.4071 44.0337 42.2913 47.5021 47.587 48.0683 50.6660
MACH NO. 0.5248 0.5366 0.5742 0.5574 0.5283 0.5066 0.5358 0.5374 0.5495
WEIGHT FLOW 11.3380 7.9034 14.6598 21.6779 24.1244 16.4650 8.39L9 3.7120 5.3048
WHEEL SPEED 1210.3533 1180.1737 1149.6865 1073.2472 964.4073 832.7752 746.2901 716.1478 688.2577
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 819.4390 782.5044 740.3773 624.7277 556.0086 405.1991 298.7034 265.2300 210.1275
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.3146 58.5181 55.0154 53.4386 51.1368 45.8969 35.6894 32.5727 27.3893
RELATIVE VELOCITY 943.2325 917.5670 903.6658 777.7814 714.0716 564.2755 512.02?3 492.6549 456.7658
RELATIVE NACH NO. 0.8116 0.7898 0.7849 0.6715 0.6215 0.4918 0.4485 0.4315 0.3999
DEVIATION 4.3146 2.2181 -0.8845 2.2386 4.1368 7.1969 7.7894 9.6727 8.7893
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.0092 7.1642 9.9545 9.8287 9.0438 11.3974 18.7729 20.6155 24.6680
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 0.9702 0.9514 0.9317 0.8812 0.8075 0.7105 0.6442 0.6205 0.5988
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9641 0.9694 0.9765 0.9900 1.0033 1.0158 1.0307 1.0361 1.0435
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4468 1.4868 1.4848 1.4841 1.4301 1.3817 1.3892 1.3830 1.3966
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1438 1.1458 1.1340 1.1435 1.1185 1.1104 1.1057 1.1064 1.1099
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7727 0.8217 0.8909 0.8309 0.9072 0.8754 0.9307 0.9115 0.9102
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7842 0.8314 0.8968 0.8401 0.9118 0.8810 0.9339 0.9154 0.9143
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1534 0.1252 0.0743 0.1318 0.0718 0.1115 0.07L9 0.0986 0.1130
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0579 0.0526 0.0446 0.0275 0.0082 -0.0018 -0.0073 -0.0091 -0.0115
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0954 0.0726 0.0297 0.1043 0.0635 0.1133 0.0792 0.1077 0.1245
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0231 0.0197 0.0127 0.0231 0.0130 0.0217 0.0157 0.0217 0.0256
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0144 0.0114 0.0051 0.0183 0.0115 0.0220 0.0173 0.0237 0.0282
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3904 0.4002 0.3991 0.4728 0.4595 0.5365 0.5471 0.5506 0.5795
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.5214 17.8818 17.3343 17.6411 17.4602 17.1031 16.8488 16.7394 16.7242
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6790 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 -1.850. -1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5030 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 81 TIME 9H 58M 46S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATo ANGLE 3.'
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.8596 ( 21.1534)
MASS AVERAGED TT 578.4947 (584.5592)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 113.7886 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 114.7909
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.1365 21.7519 21.6738 21.7833 21.1153 20.3777 20.4843 20.3752 20.5341
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3237 17.6561 17.0716 17.4776 17.3532 16.9917 16.7603 16.6551 16.5970
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.3840 17.7219 17.1493 17.5482 17.4125 17.0436 16.8194 16.7142 16.6608
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 596.2803 597.2782 591.4186 594.4233 578.5421 573.8120 571.2311 571.2562 573.4221
ANGLE (DEG.) 38.9347 38.5820 37.1201 43.0347 41.4445 45.8965 45.7719 46.0127 47.5772
MACH NO. 0.5408 0.5543 0.5941 0.5699 0.5370 0.5162 0.5432 0.5445 0.5600
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 627.5741 642.7985 682.5677 659.2310 616.4657 591.7031 619.6112 621.2455 638.8666
SWIRL VELOCITY 393.5143 400.0793 411.2154 449.6379 408.0213 423.9408 441.2479 443.1813. 467.2220
AXIAL VELOCITY 487.0852 501.4963 543.3310 481.5942 462.0877 410.8789 429.5175 427.7879 426.9752
WEIGHT FLOW 11.3272 7.9018 14.6577 21.6745 24.1132 16.6513 8.3898 3.7101 5.4291
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (OEG.) 39.0828 38.5622 36.7725 42.5522 40.0031 44.3113 44.18L2 44.3481 45.7209
MACH NO. 0.5400 0.5554 0.6010 0.5769 0.5539 0.5268 0.5500 0.5509 0.5660
SWIRL VELOCITY 394.9739 401.2953 412.8180 450.7619 408.0213 420.8105 435.5974 437.2866 459.6486
AXIAL VELOCITY 485.3121 502.3729 551.3768 490.0190 485.2020 430.0458 447.2241 446.3471 447.2191
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 626.6505 644.0488 689.9521 666.7940 634.7306 603.1937 626.9810 628.1958 645.3367
WEIGHT FLOW 11.3437 7.9052 14.6666 21.5098 24.1514 16.6740 8.3930 3.7104 5.4339
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 485.5014 502.7435 551.8214 490.3484 485.2049 431.1491 449.94L3 449.9946 451.9530
STATIC TEMPERATURE 563.4753 562.6297 551.6286 557.3842 545.1288 543.6610 538,6608 538.5786 538.9186
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.3341 17.6413 16.9800 17.3861 17.1436 16.8678 16.6777 16.5775 16.5230
MCL INCIDENCE 10.0981 9.3107 7.1822 11.6108 6.3534 10.2149 10.0596 10.2005 11.5949
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 3.6728 2.7822 0.6125 5.3622 0.2431 4.0013 3.62L2 3.6781 4.9709
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62?3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
1-nkO
o1 STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLO)
O
RDG NO= 81 PCT DES SPDZ 80.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.S8
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 18,040 1UtB STATIC PRES2 17.920
PCT Im- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY Ex FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL TN TANG IN SlAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PNES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.6700 3.6700 626.7000 395.0000 563.5000 17.3300 21.1400
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.0400 2.8000 644.0000 401.3000 562.6000 17.6400 21.7500
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 6.000 .6000 690.0000 412.8000 551.6000 17.0000 21.6700
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 6.3000 5.4000 667.0000 450.8000 557.4000 17.4000 21.7T00
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 3.S100 .2000 634.8000 408.0000 545.0000 17.1400 21.1100
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 1.8100 4.0000 603.2000 421.0000 543.7000 16.8700 20.3800
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.0800 3.6000 627.0000 435.6000 538.7000 16.6800 20.4800
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 2.4000 3.7000 628.2000 437.3000 538.6000 16.5800 20.3800
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6800 5.0000 645.3000 459.6000 539.0000 16.5200 20.5300
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 595.6200 20.8300
.1000 13.1500 595.8000 21.3400
.1500 12.8400 591.2500 21.5200
.2822 11.9700 586.9900 21.2900
94702 10.8300 577.1000 20.8100
.6887 9.5700 572.0700 20.0900
.8500 8,6700 570.8800 19.8200
.9000 8.4000 571.7000 19.7700
99372 8.1200 573.9200 19.3600
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4121 .0814 .0390 07980 9.0700 .4585 537.3847 535.6006 43.7521
.1000 .3407 .0998 *0467 .6789 11.5400 *4969 580.4099 576.0341 71.1363
.1500 .3722 *0321 .0146 .8903 10.9000 .5100 592.6176 589.0388 65 0305
*2822 .3877 .1119 .0475 2.5534 11.7000 .4954 574.3856 570.9169 63.0298
.4702 .3896 .0756 .0290 .8839 10.4100 ,4618 532.5223 531,6340 30T.469
.6887 .4554 .0826 .0281 o9492 8.6100 .4039 465.9812 465.7487 14.7181
.8500 .5051 .1737 .0536 .7037 8.2800 .3804 439.1817 436.8923 15.9400
.9000 .5062 .1605 .0480 .7051 8.5000 .3760 434.6448 434.2635 18.2010
.9372 .5993 .2918 .0843 .5721 7,6800 .3334 387.2781 387.1116 11.3540










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 103 TIME 9H 50M 57S UNIFORM INLET LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
SPEED (RPM) 11417.1653 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 144.7539
THETA 0.9876
DELTA 0.9926
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5885 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 512.2792 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 150.1806 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 150.3491
EQUIV. SPEED 11488.3602
PERCENT SPEED 89.8862
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5t 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5882 14.6684 14.7175 14.7039 14.7330 14.7163 14.6961 14.7041. 14.6342
STATIC PRESSURE 11.5928 11.3935 11.1989. 10.8624 10.8750 11.0682 11.2201 1-1.4960 11.7098
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8778 11.7465 11.6209 11.3857 11.4022 11.5297 11.6303 11.8289 11.9772
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.9699 519.7164 519.6222 519.1580 518.6504 517.5177 517.5220 517.4742 517.6911
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.4925 2.7215 2.6180 2.4580 2.2484 1.8495 1.5860 1.7168 1.9893
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5498 0.5722 0.5907 0.6155 0.6162 0.60P7 0.5878 0.5661 0.5426
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5t 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.9956 11.9636 11.8426 11.7217 11.6944 11.7768 12.0220 12.1272 12.1891
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.0311 12.0011 11.8835 11.7649 11.7388 11.8191 12.0589 12.1622 .12.2216
ANGLE (DEG.) 8.1001 2.1849 2.1814 2.6856 3.7511 5.2874 6.4702 7.0967 6.4250
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5319 0.5431 0.5612 0.5734 0.5789 0.5684 0.5390 0.5277 0.5138
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5360 0.5474 0.5658 0.5782 0.5839 0.5731 0.5433 0.5318 0.5177
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 582.0789 593.7442 612.5228 625.1155 630.8375 619.9639 589.5079 577.7289 563.1557
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.7301 27.5772 27.5417 26.6727 24.7484 19.8766 15.81L6 16.5223 18.3121
WEIGHT FLOW 14.4253 10.2286 17.2372 27.6377 31.0639 24.4944 11.8770 5.8303 7.3366
AXIAL VELOCITY 565.3373 580.1425 602.3272 621.3489 630.3172 615.5387 571.0369 551.2173 527.2134
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.3098 2.3845 2.3264 2.2550 2.0603 1.6658 1.3591 1.4396 1.6323
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.9827 27.9625 27.8549 26.8919 24.7254 19.6586 15.39L8 15.9251 17.4513
AXIAL VELOCITY 654.2517 670.4953 684.6306 681.9194 686.2780 674.9400 647.7383 632.6569 611.3732
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 668.8681 680.0180 691.0242 684.1229 686.2821 678.4130 661.48?1 654.9745 646.6006
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 670.0629 681.6112 692.5990 685.6594 687.7330 679.7097 662.6894 656.2107 647.9008
MACH NO. 0.6229 0.6345 0.6456 0.6386 0.6407 0.6326 0.6155 0.6091 0.6008
WEIGHT FLOW 14.4310 10.2317 17.2479 27.6382 31.0727 24.5082 11.8842 5.8281 7.3382
WHEEL SPEED 1400.8058 1362.0875 1321.1444 1219.5233 1079.7608 915.3379 793.8918 749.7656 704.4515
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1385.8228 1334.1249 1293.2893 1192.6311 1055.0351 895.6792 778.5011 733.8404 687.0001
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.2359 62.9917 61.8839 60.1605 56.9569 52.8588 49.6450 48.2503 46.7353
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1538.7945 1497.4357 1466.3255 1374.9153 1258.6030 1123.6038 1021.5775 983.6225 943.4304
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.4306 1.3941 1.3669 1.2806 1.1725 1.0458 0.9419 0.9130 0.8749
MCL INCIDENCE 2.0359 1.7917 1.3839 1.7605 0.8569 0.5588 1.2460 0.2503 -1.1646
SURFACE INCIDENCE -0.1640 -0.2082 -0.7160 -0.6394 -1.5430 -2.1411 -2.4539 -3.5496 -5.2646
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 39.8740 37.7643 35.9877 3126436 27.3744 23.5399 21.4673 20.8077 20.0708
STATIC TEMPERATURE 482.4736 480.9351 479.5876 479.9563 479.2494 479.1135 481.0158 481.6826 482.7858
RELAT. TOTAL TEM6. 680.2245 668.1088 659.0326 637.5866 611.2105 584.0573 567.7633 562.1003 556.7965
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 11.2288 11.1842 11.1192 11.1737 11.1765 11.2384 11.3793 11.4444 11.4647
RADIUS-RATI8 0.9736- 0.9464 - 0.9179 0.84,69 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0non
a%
ROTOR FXIT TRAVFROE PLANE PA nING FU6FR 103 TIff 9H 50A 575 'IrU I LT FL]7 s STATOu. AGLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.7224 ( 19.8677)
MASS AVERAGED TT 568.8146 (575.9287)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 149.1522 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORP. TOTAL FLOW 149.3195
PRORF TYPE - NASA,4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.6691 19.1329 19.2099 19.8155 19.9699 20.2764 20.5977 20.7247 19.3&60
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7136 13.4197 13.4232 13.7069 14.1/81 14.3452 14.3734 14.3308 13.7308
NEDGE PRESSURE 14.6483 14.3127 14.3300 14.6709 15.0518 15.2668 15.3497 !5.3400 14.6014
TOTAL TEMPERATIRE 580.6477 575.1497 572.3038 983.R635 572.6534 572.3230 574.1299 576.2691 575.0f3
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.2137 20.3839 20.4105 27.1912 27.6052 30.1173 31.9698 32.9298 32.4507
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.662R 0.6575 0.6608 0.6697 0.6486 0.6498 0.66?0 0.6700 0.6470
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0036 13.7891 13.7943 14.4294 14.7113 14.6872 14.7700 14 .6566 14.5840
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.1190 13.8958 13.9030 14.5351 14.8124 14.9914 14.8873 14.7914 1I.6718
ANGLE (DEG.) 9.4595 15.4567 15.3870 20.1928 25.4522 25.8027 27.18L2 28.0967 28.9729
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7049 0.6917 0.6956 0.6804 0.6675 0.6712 0.6972 0.7120 0.6412
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7140 0.7004 0.7044 0.6888 0.6754 0.6793 0.70i0 0.7213 0.6484
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 802.3383 784.9189 787.1868 779.2560 758.4926 763.0723 791.6368 808.7149 732.7293
SWIRL VELOCITY 289.4011 272.6195 273.8781 355.7990 351.4523 381.5659 415.3326 434.1982 387.4924
WEIGHT FLOW 15.0799 9.7600 17.1242 27.1247 31.2737 24.4881 11.9350 5.3329 6.9864
AXIAL VELOCITY 745.5923 733.6835 736.0248 692.5735 672.1182 657.7807 665.4523 670.4068 609.4012
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 287.4887 270.9773 272.6083 354.9138 351.7773 384.8375 421.2942 441.7778 396.5390
AXIAL VELOCITY 691.4367 684.5686 688.6520 658.7864 647.0334 627.5937 624.5688 624.5976 568.0634
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 757.9090 742.3970 745.1151 749.7027 737.4869 739.7133 764.3149 780.0126 711.3300
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 700.2501 690.1628 692.4453 659.3647 647.1754 630.7121 636.6946 641.8117 589.5031
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.5473 21.5667 21.5680 28.2766 28.4946 31.4756 33.9584 35.2283 34.8696
MACH NO. 0.6708 0.6590 0.6634 0.6603 0.6551 0.6567 0.6794 0.6932 0.6279
WEIGHT FLOW 15.0576 9.7655 17.1396 27.1251 31.2999 24.4929 11.9433 5.3353 6.9928
WHEEL SPEED 1363.7581 1330.0386 1296.1035 1208.5004 1083.7714 936.4151 839.0564 804.9691 773.6924
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1076.2694 1059.0615 1023.4954 853.5867 731.9939 551.5775 417.7621 363.1913 377.1534
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.9510 56.9089 55.9199 52.3154 48.5194 41.1708 33.2706 29.5049 32.6104
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1284.0191 1264.0944 1235.7276 1078.5969 977.0623 837.8752 761.5150 737.4483 699.8276
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1364 1.1222 1.1002 0.9500 0.8679 0.7438 0.6759 0.6554 0.6178
DEVIATION 0.9510 0.6089 0.0199 1.1154 1.5194 2.4708 5.3706 6.6049 14.0104
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.2848 6.0828 5.9640 7.8451 8.4374 11.6880 16.3753 18.7453 14.1248
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.0682 1.0509 1.0310 0.9769 0.8943 0.7896 0.7176 0.6919 0.6683
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9567 0.9628 0.9712 0.9878 1.0041 1.0195 1.0382 1.0450 1.0544
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3482 1.3043 1.3052 1.3476 1.3554 1.3778 1.4015 1.4094 1.3219
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1166 1.1066 1.1013 1.1246 1.1041 1.1059 1.1093 1.1136 1.1108
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7631 0.7390 0.7795 0.7132 0.8713 0.9050 0.9251 0.9061 0.7485
PDLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7729 0.7486 0.7877 0.7250 0.8768 0.9092 0.9286 0.9105 0.7582
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1150 0.1202 0.1002 0.1678 0.0733 0.0642 0.0604 0.0830 0.2285
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0158 0.0240 0.0335 0.0644 0.0396 0.0136 0.0029 0.0007 -0.0015
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0991 0.0962 0.0667 0.1034 0.0336 0.0506 0.0574 0.0822 0.2300
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0191 0.0198 0.0168 0.0302 0.0140 0.0135 0.0135 0.0189 0.0492
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0164 0.0158 0.0111 0.016 0.0064 0.0106 0.0129 0.0187 0.0495
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2256 0.2138 0.2165 0.2954 0.3089 0.3559 0.3732 0.3766 0.3753
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.5490 14.2947 14.2992 14.7891 14.9695 15.1791 15.12?5 15.0321 14.8325
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7750 0.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6780 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8540 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 103 TIME 9H 50M 57S UNIFORM INLET -LOW STATOk ANGLF 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.7215 ( 19.8667)
MASS AVERAGED TT 568.8186 (575.9350)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 148.9161 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 149.0831
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.6691 19.1329 19.2099 19.8155 19.9699 20.2764 20.5976 20.7247 19.3460
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0036 13.7891 13.7943 14.4294 14.7113 14.8872 14.7700 14.6566 14.5840
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.1190 13.8958 13.9030 14.5351 14.8124 14.9914 14.8873 14.7814 14.6718
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 580.6476 575.1496 572.3037 583.8634 572.6532 572.3229 574.1297 576.2690 575.0637
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.2137 20.3839 20.4105 27.1912 27.6052 30.1173 31.9698 32.9297 32.4506
MACH NO. 0.7140 0.7004 0.7044 0.6888 0.6754 0.6793 0.70i0 .0.7213 0.6484
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 802.3382 784.9187 787.1867 779.2559 758.4924 763.0720 791.6358 808.7145 732.7290
SWIRL VELOCITY 289.4010 272.6195 273.8781 355.7989 351.4522 381.5657 415.3324 434.1979 387.4923
AXIAL VELOCITY 745.5923 733.6834 736.0247 692.5735 672.1178 657.7805 665.4523 670.4066 609.4007
WEIGHT FLOW 15.0799 9.7600 17.1242 27.1247 31.2736 24.4881 11.9360 5.3329 6.9864
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.4137 20.3604 20.0837 26.3495 26.0662 28.6206 30.5718 31.0633 30.5211
MACH NO. 0.7076 0.7019 0.7183 0.7129 0.7159 0.7078 0.7239 0.7476 0.6713
SWIRL VELOCITY 290.4744 273.4481 274.9454 356.6882 351.4522 378.7482 410.0139 428.4227 381.2113
AXIAL VELOCITY 739.6764 735.8359 750.9826 719.1332 717.4725 693.0729 693.0700 710.2280 645.6182
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 795.8720 786.4538 801.2447 804.0670 799.8353 792.2579 809.7693 835.2861 756.5346
WEIGHT FLOW 15.0813 9.7660 17.1316 27.1347 31.2865 24.3495 11.8386 5.3349 6.9925
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 739.9650 736.3786 751.5880 719.6166 717.4769 694.8512 697.2810 716.0318 652.4521
STATIC TEMPERATURE 527.8385 523.5989 518.8004 530.0511 519.4383 520.2250 519.7061 518.3710 527.5466
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.0840 13.7706 13.6224 14.1219 14.1919 14.5157 14.53 6 14.3032 14.3026
MCL INCIDENCE -7.5778 -8.9045 -9.5200 -4.6027 -7.5836 -5.5158 -3.6324 -3.1927 -3.7657
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -13.9961 -15.4195 -16.0762 -10.8404 -13.6937 -11.6893 -9.9881 -9.6066 -10.2288
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.68o0 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3m;2
wA
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLO")
ROG NO= 103 PCT DES SPDx 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP- 518.68d
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES- 14.30 tHUB STATIC PRES
=  14.400
PCT IM- IN RADIUS E
X 
RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PHES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.e000 -13.9900 795.9000 290.5000 527.8000 14.0800 19.6700
.100 13.1600 .7.5000 1.0600 4.4000 -15.4200 786.5000 273.4000 523.6000 13.7800 19.1400
.150 12.8300 .7.6000 1.0900 1.O000 -16.0800 801.0000 275.0000 518.8000 13.6200 19.2100
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 2.8000 -10.8400 804.0000 256.7000 530.1000 14.1200 19.8s00
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .4000 -13.6900 800.0000 351.5000 519.4000 14.1900 20.0000
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -. J000 -11.7000 792.3000 378.7000 520.2000 15.5200 20.2700
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .0000 -10.0000 809.8000 410.0000 519.7000 14.5300 20.6000
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .4000 -9.6000 835.3000 428.4000 518.4000 14.3000 20.7200
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.1000 -10.2000 756.5000 381.2000 527.5000 14.3000 19.3500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 575.0000 18.7000
.1000 13.1500 572.0800 19.0000
s1500 12.8400 567.8000 19.0000
.2822 11.9700 576.6500 19.2600
.4702 10.8300 568.9000 19.6300
.6887 9.5700 567.9000 19.9400
.8500 8.6700 571.4000 19.9500
.9000 8.4000 572.9400 19.5800
.9372 8.1200 574.3100 18.6300
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2620 .1735 .0832 .6041 8.6000 .6201 702.3924 700.5061 51.4419
.1000 .2140 .0261 .0123 1.3267 8.9000 .6397 721.1158 718.9905 55.3233
.1500 .2517 .0376 .0172 1.4212 5.8000 .6399 718.5487 718.3911 15.0481
.2822 .1952 .0982 .0419 4.0267 8.2000 .6565 741,4386 740.5534 36.2191
.4702 .2167 .0637 .0245 1.6023 7.5000 .6791 759.7183 759.6997 5.3038
.6887 .1820 .0695 .0236 4.1664 6.5000 .6974 777.7152 777,7045 -4.0721
.8500 .1911 .1071 .0331 -1.3974 6.2000 .6983 781.0416 78t.0416 .0000
.9000 .2401 *1776 .0532 .1665 6.5000 .6771 760.3973 760.3787 5.3085
.9372 .2149 .1426 .0412 .1761 7.1000 .6178 699.5084 699.3795 13.4288










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 101 TIME 9H 38M1 56S UNIFORM INLET .LOW STATiRi AN4GLI 3.
SPEED (RPM) 11398.4468 DISTURTION INOEX 0.1o)
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 140.5251
THFTA 0.9875
nELTA 0.9931
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5959 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 512.2437 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 146.5820 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 146.6675
EQUIV. SPEED 11469.9232
PERCENT SPEED 89.7419
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5719 14.6954 14.6972 14.6885 14.7334 14.7298 14.7141 14.7114 14.6448
STATIC PRESSURE 11.9093 11.6433 11.4308 11.1904 11.1543 11.2963 11.5536 11.8110 12.0264
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.1209 11.9385 11.7802 11.6075 11.5938 11.6925 11.8742 12.0709 12.2271
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.4622 520.0592 519.4844 519.0222 519.1334 516.9158 516.7518 516.8629 516.9133
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.8527 3.2494 2.4185- 2.1363 1.9451 1.6034 1.6784 1.6756 1.8562
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5196 0.5528 0.5710 0.5896 0.5951 0.5838 0.5619 0.5391 0.5142
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.2670 12.1786 12.0235 11.8505 11.8136 12.0076 12.14)6 12.3020 12.4383
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.2970 12.2125 12.0604 11.8907 11.8555 12.0455 12.1776 12.3339 12.4665
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.4371 1.2684 1.4828 2.3132 3.8360 5.4436 6.78L3 7.4148 7.0755
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4983 0.5209 0.5389 0.5577 0.5658 0.5437 0.5269 0.5081 0.4851
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5020 0.5249 0.5432 0.5623 0.5705 0.5481 0.5310 0.5119 0.4886
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 546.9453 570.6516 589.4435 608.8971 617.3140 594.4625 576.8626 557.1812 532.9865
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.1809 31.6419 24.4855 22.5817 20.9521 16.5240 16.3735 15.5524 16.1718
WEIGHT FLOW 13.7538 9.9594 16.7753 27.1475 30.6272 23.8506 11.7240 5.6881 7.0557
AXIAL VELOCITY 531.1220 557.3228 579.7178 605.3631 616.9244 590.2949 558.7639 531.6230 499.0040
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.6405 2.8647 2.1632 1.9669 1.7871 1.4534 1.4421 1.4103 1.5338
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.4757 32.0839 24.7640 22.7672 20.9326 16.3428 15.9338 14.9902 15.4116
AXIAL VELOCITY 609.1796 640.1491 654.5799 661.9132 669.8890 643.1005 632.1128 607.8517 574.5583
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 622.7889 649.2408 660.6929 664.0521 669.8929 646.4095 645.5250 629.2942 607.6644
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 624.0596 651.0510 662.1710 665.4509 671.2252 647.6289 646.7509 630.5159 608.9255
MACH NO. 0.5772 0.6039 0.6150 0.6183 0.6241 0.6005 0.5997 0.5836 0.5623
WEIGHT FLOW 13.7591 9.9631 16.7770 27.1371 30.6309 23.8355 11.7321 5.6894 7.0575
WHEEL SPEED 1396.5551 1359.4527 1319.1985 1217.7253 1077.5263 914.4009 793.2081 749.0047 703.8497
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1379.0792 1327.3688 1294.4347 1194.9579 1056.5937 898.0580 777.2693 734.0145 688.4379
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 65.6964 63.9361 62.9599 60.9387 57.6250 54.2543 50.2904 49.3926 48.5662
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1513.1838 1477.6402 1453.2979 1367.0733 1251.0580 1106.5051 1010.3711 966.8443 918.2607
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3996 1.3708 1.3499 1.2703 1.1633 1.0261 0.9358 0.8949 0.8480
MCL INCIDENCE 3.4964 2.7361 2.4599 2.5387 1.5250 1.9543 1.8904 1.3926 0.6662
SURFACE INCIDENCE 1.2964 0.7361 0.3599 0.1387 -0.8749 -0.7456 -1.8095 -2.4073 -3.4337
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 39.0264 37.2110 35.6857 31.5496 27.3251 23.4432 21.3907 20.6956 19.9104
STATIC TEMPERATURE 488.8456 484.6545 482.8999 482.1067 481.5666 482.0913 482.03?4 483.8579 486.1270
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 680.6107 667.0308 659.1247 637.9037 612.0702 583.7487 566.7654 561.4650 556.1373
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 11.6258 11.4843 11.3849 11.3482 11.3299 11.5420 11.5376 11.6802 11.8151
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 Q.7495 0.634-7 0.5515 0.5196 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
0\
aJ1
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 101 TIME 9H 38! 56S U!",1IFURk INLEt FLOW STATUR A:IGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.8923 ( 22.0424)
MASS AVERAGED TT 587.3228 (594.7118)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 139.0173 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 139.0983
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA Q.O, 104 oEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.1054 22.4229 22.3542 22.2628 22.2580 21.7174 21.49r0 21.4606 21.1.51
STATIC PRESSURE 16.7219 16.4337 16.3229 16.0187 16.1203 15.8009 15.5550 15.4170 15.3885
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.4263 17.2912 17.1948 16.9558 17.0264 16.6641 16.4341 16.3273 16.2278
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 611.2121 605.7506 599.0930 605.9089 589.8332 583.5823 580.1833 582.4793 581.9880
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.9419 31.9355 31.3996 38.5260 36.8275 38.7719 39.5320 40.2903 42.1246
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5931 0.6209 0.6240 0.6362 0.6308 0.6270 0.6315 0.6374 0.6268
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8156 16.9286 17.0609 17.2395 17.1543 16.8403 16.4878 16.3641 16.2515
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.9114 17.0296 17.1562 17.3273 17.2444 16.9252 16.5770 16.4560 16.3383
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.9643 29.7621 30.8018 29.4720 32.5971 33.5101 34.6534 35.0569 35.7567
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6307 0.6396 0.6268 0.6094 0.6151 0.6076 0.6208 0.6278 0.6184
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6377 0.6467 0.6336 0.6157 0.6216 0.6139 0.6275 0.6347 0.6250
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 741.0156 748.4360 730.7554 715.9462 712.5807 702.2296 714.6653 723.5310 712.9645
SWIRL VELOCITY 412.7037 394.9753 379.9802 445.6592 427.1107 438.5164 451.4535 463.0924 472.8629
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9092 9.7043 16.8226 24.8088 29.6883 22.1975 10.6303 4.6974 6.5625
AXIAL VELOCITY 613.2016 633.6808 622.5180 559.7506 570.3614 545.9544 547.04?5 546.2501 522.8785
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 409.9766 392.5959 378.2183 444.5505 427.5058 442.2765 457.9388 471.1763 483.9025
AXIAL VELOCITY 577.0648 590.9068 588.2172 537.1758 551.2000 524.1572 518.1914 514.1035 490.8945
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 714.7145 714.3113 702.8993 698.4078 698.4456 688.5888 699.8892 708.6423 703.3768
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 584.4203 595.7356 591.4571 537.6473 551.3209 526.7618 528.2518 528.2723 509.4218
ANGLE (DEG.) 35.3450 33.5551 32.6962 39.5576 37.7464 40.1031 41.41?7 42.4495 44.5304
MACH NO. 0.6133 0.6150 0.6076 0.5996 0.6083 0.6011 0.6136 0.6206 0.6159
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9136 9.6370 16.8274 24.8281 29.6918 22.2000 10.6448 4.7022 6.5721
WHEEL SPEED 1359.6198 1327.4662 1294.1948 1206.7189 1081.5287 935.4563 838.3337 804.1524 773.0316
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 949.6430 934.8700 915.9764 762.1684 654.0227 493.1797 380.3949 332.9761 289.1290
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.3916 57.4933 57.1493 54.8003 49.8703 43.1143 35.7578 32.2238 29.5777
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1115.0644 1108.5499 1090.3368 932.7191 855.3948 721.5983 650.9609 624.4554 585.7525
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9569 0.9544 0.9426 0.8007 0.7450 0.6300 0.5707 0.5468 0.5129
DEVIATION 2.3916 1.1933 1.2493 3.6003 2.8703 4.4143 7.8578 9.3238 10.9777
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.3047 6.4427 5.8105 6.1383 7.7546 11.1400 14.5325 17.1688 18.9885
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.0664 1.0502 1.0294 0.9753 0.8923 0.7886 0.7171 0.6912 0.6676
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9568 0.9628 0.9713 0.9878 1.0041 1.0195 1.0382 1.0449 1.0543
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5169 1.5258 1.5209 1.5156 1.5107 1.4743 1.4609 1.4587 1.4438
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1721 1.1647 1.1532 1.1674 1.1361 1.1289 1.12?7 1.1269 1.1258
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7331 0.7773 0.8293 0.7523 0.9175 0.9087 0.9311 0.8965 0.8781
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7483 0.7902 0.8391 0.7663 0.9222 0.9135 0.9347 0.9018 0.8843
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1824 0.1518 0.1131 0.1883 0.0604 0.0753 0.0627 0.1036 0.1317
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0221 0.0322 0.0395 0.0652 0.0373 C.0110 0.0022 -0.0003 -0.0031
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1603 0.1196 0.0736 0.1231 0.0231 0.0643 0.0605 0.1039 0.1349
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0291 0.0246 0.0183 0.0320 0.0112 0.0153 0.0137 0.0229 0.0293
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0256 0.0193 0.0119 0.0209 0.0043 0.0131 0.0132 0.0230 0.0300
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3469 0.3322 0.3306 0.4167 0.4186 0.4651 0.4852 0.4903 0.5072
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.1515 17.3742 17.4220 17.4619 17.3372 17.0119 16.6745 16.5528 16.3705
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.3n0(0
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 101 TIME 9H 38K 56S UNIFORM INLET 'LOW STATrJ A'L 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.8920 ( 22.0421)
MASS AVERAGED TT 587.3416 (594.7309)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 138.6687 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 138.7496
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3630 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.1054 22.4229 22.3542 22.2628 22.2580 21.7174 21.4970 21.4606 21.1451
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8156 16.9286 17.0609 17.2395 17.1543 16.8403 16.4878 16.3641 16.2515
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.9114 17.0296 17.1562 17.3273 17.2444 16.9252 16.5770 16.4560 16.3383
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 611.2119 605.7504 599.0927 605.9088 589.8331 583.5821 580.1832 582.4792 581.9879
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.9419 31.9355 31.3996 38.5260 36.8275 38.7719 39.5320 40.2903 42.1246
MACH NO. 0.6377 0.6467 0.6336 0.6157 0.6216 0.6139 0.6275 0.6347 0.6250
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 741.0158 748.4358 730.7552 715.9463 712.5805 702.2299 714.6652 723.5310 712.9644
SWIRL VELOCITY 412.7039 394.9752 379.9801 445.6592 427.1106 438.5165 451.4534 463.0923 472.8628
AXIAL VELOCITY 613.2021 633.6806 622.5182 559.7508 570.3613 545.9546 547.04 4 546.2501 522.8788
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9092 9.7043 16.8226 24.8088 29.6883 22.1975 10.6303 4.6974 6.5625
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 34.1277 31.9144 31.0959 37.7310 35.7893 37.0990 37.8447 38.5422 40.2063
MACH NO. 0.6354 0.6480 0.6414 0.6291 0.6383 0.6334 0.6413 0.6475 0.6365
SWIRL VELOCITY 414.2346 396.1756 381.4608 446.7733 427.1106 435.2785 445.6773 456.9327 465.1980
AXIAL VELOCITY 610.1833 635.1245 631.4536 576.4077 591.4336 574.5569 572.6318 572.5702 549.3585
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 738.5329 749.8084 739.0279 730.3842 730.3506 722.8031 729.1787 737.0063 725.0922
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9187 9.7079 16.8092 24.8104 29.3222 22.2029 10.6372 4.6970 6.5628
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 610.4213 635.5930 631.9628 576.7952 591.4372 576.0312 576.1109 577.2492 555.1733
STATIC TEMPERATURE 565.6562 558.9080 553.6279 561.5509 545.4463 540.2848 536.1327 537.4664 538.4137
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.8476 16.9104 16.9520 17.0540 16.9213 16.5777 16.3021 16.1914 16.0996
MCL INCIDENCE 5.1410 2.6579 1.5010 6.7863 2.1395 2.9841 3.6847 4.3471 6.0219
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -1.2822 -3.8655 -5.0640 0.5410 -3.9706 -3.2109 -2.7152 -2.1277 -0.5436
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
",I
01 STATnk INCTDENCE PLOTS (UNTFnRM INLET FLOW)
00
RDG NO= 101 PCT DES SPD= 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.b88
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 17.920 H1B STATIC PRES, 17.850
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL ANG SOLIDITY FX FLO ANG INC ANGSS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PMES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.8300 -1.3000 738.5000 414.2000 565.7000 16.8000 22.1100
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.bO00 -3.9000 749.8000 396.2000 558.9000 16.9000 22.4200
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 4.5200 -5.1000 739.0000 381.5000 553.6000 17.0000 22.3500
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.9000 .5000 730.4000 446.7000 561.6000 17.0500 22.2600
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.3000 -4.0000 730.4000 427.0000 545.4000 16.9200 22.2600
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .9000 -3.2000 722.8000 435.3000 540.3000 16.5800 21.7200
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.6000 -2.7000 729.2000 445.7000 536.1000 16.3000 21.5000
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.6000 -2.1000 737.0000 456.9000 537.5000 16.2000 21.4600
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 2.1000 -.5000 725.1000 465.2000 538.4000 16.1000 21.1500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 605.9100 21.1900
.1000 13.1500 604.4200 22.1300
.1500 12.8400 598.8000 22.3600
.2822 11.9700 601.3700 22.0200
*4702 10.8300 588.2000 21.9100
.6887 9.5700 581.4800 21,6200
.8500 8.6700 580.0800 21.0400
.9000 8.4000 580.6000 20.8800
.9372 8.1200 583.8400 20.3800
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4406 .1733 .0829 .8871 10.2300 .4956 583.8049 580.7852 59.3012
.1000 .3324 .0525 .0246 .9293 11.0400 .5580 652.4624 648.2166 74.3134
.1500 .3044 -. 0019 -.0009 .9879 9.1200 .5722 664.9193 662.8513 52.4003
.2822 .3471 .0461 .0196 1.5065 10.3000 .5523 644.4943 642.1388 55.0507
.4702 .3533 .0655 .0252 .9028 8.4000 .5464 631.0018 630.8394 14.3157
.6887 .3578 .0195 *0066 1.1252 7.7000 .5288 608.3027 608.2277 9q.548
.8500 .4068 .0885 .0273 .8153 7.8000 .4896 564.6103 564.3902 15.7648
.9000 .4287 .1103 ,0330 .8575 7.7000 .4780 552.1548 551.9395 15.4171
.9372 .4731 .1525 .0440 .6836 8.1000 .4390 510.2134 509.8708 18.6961










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 106 TIME 10 32M 27S UAIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR A L
SPEED (RPM) 11444.8720 DISTORTION INDEX ).00no
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 137.9053
THETA 0.9956
OELTA 0.9929
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5927 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 516.4110 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 143.5846 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 144.2828
EOIIV. SPEED 11470.0767
PERCENT SPEED . 89.7431
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5728 14.6950 14.6830 14.6936 14.7323 14.7338 14.7103 14.7098 14.6557
STATIC PRESSURF 12.0365 11.7676 11.5245 11.2520 11.2785 11.4408 11.6911 i1.94b3 12.1418
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.2222 12.0340 11.8455 11.6521 11.6806 11.7964 11.9781 12.1776 12.3212
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.1118 520.2386 519.2939 519.0142 518.1962 517.7178 516.4998 517.5937 518.9184
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.7591 2.3295 1.9905 1.9020 1.3783 1.3957 1.7197 1.6494 2.0264
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5075 0.5418 0.5623 0.5851 0.5854 0.5725 0.5497 0.5265 0.5040
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.3336 12.2551 12.0738 11.9404 11.9462 12.1117 12.37i5 12.4257 12.4994
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.3624 12.2875 12.1095 11.9790 11.9853 12.1476 12.4019 12.4552 12.5267
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.3261 0.3295 0.5642 1.9365 2.7053 4.2545 6.2338 6.7756 6.7698
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4904 0.5120 0.5318 0.5480 0.5509 0.5323 0.4991 0.4932 0.4788
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4939 0.5158 0.5360 0.5525 0.5554 0.5365 0.5028 0.4968 0.4822
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 538.5754 561.2705 582.0488 598.8934 601.8905 582.5132 547.8133 541.5864 526.3097
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.0634 22.3159 19.9010 19.7762 14.4772 14.0948 15.9316 14.8803 17.4332
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5432 9.8032 16.5466 26.7382 30.0077 23.4012 11.2399 5.5407 6.9493
AXIAL VELOCITY 523.0196 548.5713 572.6048 595.5025 601.6834 578.4833 530.6154 516.7497 492.7092
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.5892 2.0588 1.7817 1.7510 1.2693 1.2656 1.50L7 1.3927 1.6750
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.3389 22.6277 20.1273 19.9387 14.4638 13.9402 15.5036 14.3425 16.6137
AXIAL VELOCITY 587.9231 628.4446 646.0435 651.2269 651.7407 629.9726 590.5421 588.9144 567.1208
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 601.0577 637.3702 652.0767 653.3313 651.7448 633.2143 603.07?3 609.6889 599.79P3
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 602.3014 638.7860 653.3975 654.6401 652.9074 634.3756 604.2969 610.8960 601.0877
MACH NO. 0.5558 0.5918 0.6063 0.6075 0.6058 0.5874 0.5578 0.5642 0.5546
WFIGHT FLOW 13.3798 9.8039 16.5570 26.7593 30.0122 23.4082 11.1658 5.5418 6.9563
WHEEL SPEED 1397.0435 1359.2369 1319.4586 1217.7507 1078.5147 913.7044 793.4124 748.4859 702.4981
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1380.7042 1336.6092 1299.3311 1197.8120 1064.0509 899.7642 777.9017 734.1433 6P5.8843
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.4754 64.5058 63.3502 61.3905 58.5122 54.8640 52.21i4 50.2913 48.8308
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1505.8597 1480.7984 1453.7760 1364.4028 1247.7878 1100.2435 984.29L7 954.2990 911.1505
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3897 1.3719 1.3490 1.2663 1.1578 1.0188 0.9035 0.8814 0.8407
MCL INCIDENCE 4.2754 3.3058 2.8501 2.9905 2.4122 2.5640 3.8154 2.2913 0.9308
SURFACE INCIDENCE 2.0754 1.3058 0.7502 0.5905 0.0122 -0.1359 0.1154 -1.5086 -3.1691
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 38.6938 37.5005 35.7908 31.6171 27.4391 23.4431 21.13L3 20.6037 19.8587
STATIC TEMPERATURE 490.7533 486.1473 483.6889 453.2927 482.7188 484.2563 486.2056 486.5706 488.8075
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 680.5206 669.3473 659.9473 638.4630 612.2962 584.9098 566.5759 562.2744 557.9945
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 11.8134 11.5939 11.4534 11.4505 11.4963 11.6637 11.9077 11.8504 11.8909
RAOIUS RATIO 0.9-736- 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5199 0.85
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 10.orinn
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE - RFADI;G ,NUMFR 106 TI iF 10H 321 217S IUIriJkJM INLET FLOW STATOk ANGLE 3.00
O MASS AVERAGED PT 22.5522 ( 22.7117)
MASS AVERAGED TT 598.5466 (601.1557)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 135.0023 (PROFE INTEGRATION)
CnRR. TOTAL FLOW 135.6588
PRORE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3610 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.1772 23.6249 23.4590 23.1496 22.7029 21.9991 21.6016 21.4291 21.5914
STATIC PRESSURE 17.5151 17.2459 17.0679 16.7716 16.6957 16.2735 16.0092 15.9234 16.0270
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.2611 18.1718 18.0033 17.7153 17.5505 17.0753 16.79)0 16.6848 16.7988
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 620.3714 616.3206 608.9847 613.4796 594.6461 686.6539 583.097 581.7969 586.9167
ANGLE (DEG.) 37.8076 34.8802 34.2084 41.1252 39.-633 41.6038 41.5557 42.7543 45.9163
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5939 0.6242 0.6269 0.6304 0.6178 0.6128 0.6114 0.6088 0.6098
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.6828 17.7355 17.8591 17.9775 17.7418 17.3554 16.9973 16.8485 16.7239
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.7818 17.8450 17.9604 18.0673 17.8268 17.4336 17.0734 16.9261 16.8089
ANGLE (DEG.) 34.9360 29.0144 34.2568 31.4530 34.2150 35.5399 36.6744 37.3158 38.0777
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6273 0.6462 0.6298 0.6059 0.5981 0.5862 0.5899 0.5905 0.6090
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6342 0.6536 0.6367 0.6122 0.6042 0.5921 0.5958 0.5964 0.6154
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 742.9427 762.0684 740.2014 716.5313 697.4729 680.0926 682.8745 682.0169 704.3615
SWIRL VELOCITY 454.3908 434.8514 415.3788 470.9912 443.2872 450.3981 449.7634 458.5975 500.9655
WEIGHT FLOW 13.6874 9.8118 16.9395 24.4979 28.4907 20.9650 9.9954 4.3432 6.1856
AXIAL VELOCITY 585.6386 623.8056 611.0196 539.4297 538.4542 507.2297 507.37L6 496.0349 485.1952
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 451.3882 432.2318 413.4528 469.8195 443.6972 454.2599 456.2193 466.6030 512.6612
AXIAL VELOCITY 551.9280 588.4163 577.9335 517.9760 521.3927 488.5298 480.0666 467.5198 455.9010
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 719.2524 734.8046 714.0108 700.3865 685.4806 669.6133 669.8049 670.4466 698.3102
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 558.9632 593.2247 581.1170 518.4307 521.5071 490.9573 489.38i8 480.4048 473.1075
ANGLE (DEG.) 39.2269 36.2535 35.5330 42.1540 40.3431 42.8598 43.4813 44.8825 48.2915
MACH NO. 0.6124 0.6283 0.6125 0.5974 0.5931 0.5823 0.5836 0.5856 0.6097
WEIGHT FLOW 13.6914 9.8208 16.9462 24.5126 28.5142 20.9972 9.9859 4.3451 6.1885
WHEEL SPEED 1360.0952 1327.2549 1294.4498 1206.7445 1082.5206 934.7440 838.5497 803.5953 771.5469
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 908.7068 895.0231 880.9969 736.9248 638.8233 480.4841 382.3303 336.9923 258.8858
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.4037 56.4636 56.5908 54.8736 50.7735 44.3d24 37.9986 35.0488 28.6877
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1066.8590 1073.7699 1055.3919 901.0151 824.6603 686.9526 621.0281. 586.8155 539.3075
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9084 0.9182 0.9054 0.7686 0.7135 0.5974 0.5411 0.5125 0.4709
DEVIATION 2.4037 0.1636 0.6908 3.6736 3.7735 5.6824 10.0986 12.1488 10.0877
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.0717 8.0421 6.7593 6.5169 7.7386 10.4815 14.21i8 15.2424 20.1431
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.0666 1.0486 1.0289 0.9750 0.8922 0.7879 0.7173 0.6907 0.6666
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9568 0.9629 0.9714 0.9878 1.0041 1.0194 1.0382 1.0449 1.0541
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5904 1.6076 1.5976 1.5754 1.5410 1.4931 1.4639 1.4567 1.4732
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1904 1.1846 1.1727 1.1820 1.1475 1.1331 1.1259 1.1240 1.1310
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7422 0.7846 0.8276 0.7601 0.8900 0.9101 0.8997 0.9139 0.8922
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7584 0.7985 0.8385 0.7749 0.8965 0.9151 0.9049 0.9183 0.8979
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1929 0.1615 0.1264 0.1962 0.0865 0.0769 0.0991 0.0865 0.1225
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0255 0.0318 0.0398 0.0646 0.0359 0.0100 0.0005 -0.0011 -0.0035
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1673 0.1296 0.0865 0.1316 0.0505 0.0668 0.0986 0.0876 0.1260
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0308 0.0269 0.0208 0.0333 0.0158 0.0153 0.0210 .0.0185 0.0274
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0267 0.0216 0.0142 0.0223 0.0092 0.0133 0.n209 0.0187 (0.02R2
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3816 0.3622 0.3594 0.4418 0.4435 0.4939 0.4994 0.5191 0.5596
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.9969 18.1107 18.2137 18.1884 17.8968 17.4860 17.1540 16.9901 16.7999
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.600, 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SFLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.694n 1.7300 1.7680 l. 840 1.91]0 1. 90
M-TAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.? 0r. 9.1000 13.6000 20.5 00 25. )100 2Q.3nc10
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 106 TIME 10H 32M 27S UINIFORM INLET zLODW STATOR ArGLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.5521 ( 22.7116)
MASS AVERAGED TT 598.5446 (601.1838)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 135.0119 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 135.6684
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.1772 23.6249 23.4590 23.1496 22.7029 21.9991 21.6036 21.4291 21.5914
STATIC PRESSURE 17.6828 17.7355 17.8591 17.9775 17.7418 17.3554 16.9973 16.8485 16.7239
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.7818 17.8450 17.9604 18.0673 17.8268 17.4336 17.0754 16.9261 16.8089
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 620.3713 616.3204 608.9846 613.4795 594.6460 586.6537 583.09@6 581.7969 586.9165
ANGLE (DEG.) 37.8076 34.8802 34.2084 41.1252 39.4633 41.6038 41.5557 42.7543 45.9163
MACH NO. 0.6342 0.6536 0.6367 0.6122 0.6042 0.5921 0.5958 0.5964. 0.6154
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 742.94Z6 762.0682 740.2015 716.5312 697.4729 680.0925 682.8743 682.0172 704.3614
SWIRL VELOCITY 454.3907 434.8512 415.3788 470.9910 443.2872 450.3979 449.7632 458.5976 500.9654
AXIAL VELOCITY 585.6385 623.8054 611.0199 539.4298 538.4542 507.2298 507.37L4 496.0351 485.1951
WEIGHT FLOW 13.6874 9.8118 16.9395 24.4979 28.4907 20.9650 9.9954 4.3432 6.1856
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 37.9919 34.8484 33.8383 40.3364 37.9445 39.9540 39.8861 40.9917 44.0197
MACH NO. 0.6325 0.6551 0.6452 0.6244 0.6261 0.6081 0.6071 0.6068 0.6236
SWIRL VELOCITY 456.0761 436.1729 416.9975 472.1683 443.2872 447.0721 444.0038 452.4978 492.8451
AXIAL VELOCITY 582.9239 625.4425 621.0030 555.0458 567.5158 532.6681 530.2828 519.6894 509.0060
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 741.1061 763.7125 749.2668 729.7586 720.9165 697.2386 694.8710 693.0542 713.1199
WEIGHT FLOW 13.6966 9.8175 16.9522 24.4999 28.5251 20.9757 10.0057 4.3492 6.1896
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 583.1513 625.9040 621.5038 555.4189 567.5193 534.0348 533.5046 523.9362 514.3938
STATIC TEMPERATURE 574.5605 567.7439 562.2963 569.2244 551.4902 546.3127 543.1167 541.9419 544.6195
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.7074 17.7127 17.7346 17.8025 17.4339 17.1390 16.8481 16.7121 16.6133
MCL INCIDENCE 9.0067 5.5941 4.2456 9.3935 4.2947 5.8465 5.7384 6.8167 9.8756
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 2.5819 -0.9315 -2.3216 3.1464 -1.8154 -0.3559 -0.6738 0.3217 3.2696
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCTDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
HDG NO= 106 PCT DES RPD= 90.00 FAN INLFT TfT TEMP= 516.686
OUTER wALL STATIC PFES= 18.750 HUB STATIC PRES= 18.600
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IT STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PkES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 .5000 2.6000 741.0000 495.0000 574.6000 17.7100 23.1700
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.1600 -. 9000 763.7000 436.2000 567.7000 17.7100 23.6200
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.4000 -2.3000 749.3000 417.0000 562.3000 17.7300 23.4600
*282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.,000 3.1400 729.8000 472.2000 569.2200 17.8000 23.1500
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.4000 -1.8000 721.0000 443.3000 551.5000 17.4300 22.7000
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 1.4000 -.3600 797.2000 447.0000 506.3000 17.1400 22.0000
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.1000 -.6800 694.9000 444.0000 543.1000 16.8500 21.6100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 2.0000 .3000 693.0000 452.5000 541.9000 16.7100 21.4300
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6700 3.2700 713.0000 492.8000 544.6000 16.6100 21.5900
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 614.4000 22.3200
.1000 13.1500 612.6700 23.1500
.1500 12.68400 607.0000 23.2800
.2822 11.9700 606.3400 22.8500
.4702 10.8300 592.0000 22.4300
.6887 9.5700 580.3500 21.9400
.8500 8,6700 581.7600 21.1100
*9000 8.000 582.4000 21.0000
.9372 8.1200 586.0400 20.7200
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4835 .1557 .0748 .9489 4.9000 .5059 599.5606 599.5377 5.2321
.1000 .3611 .0795 .0373 1.0190 11,2600 .5583 657.2505 652.6812 77.3654
.1500 .3319 .0314 .0143 1.0921 10.0000 .5664 663.1511 660.2080 62.4080
,2822 .3698 .0561 .0239 2.3711 10.8000 .5426 636.4175 633.5931 59.8922
.4702 .3932 .0512 .0197 1.0645 8.5000 .5183 602.2521 602.0723 14.7143
.6887 .4753 .0123 .0042 1.1542 8.2000 .4879 564.8823 564,7137 13.8013
.8500 .4743 .1050 .0324 .8674 8.3000 .4272 496.0832 495.7500 18.1783
.9000 .4841 .0911 .0273 .8196 8.1000 .4187 486.8153 486.5187 16.9896
.9372 .5450 .1747 .0505 .7614 7.8700 .3950 461.5949 461.3490 15,0627










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 104 TIME 10H 4M 26S UNIFORM INLET LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
SPEED (RPM) 12102.7696 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 149.5966
THETA 0.9887
OELTA 0.9907
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5596 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 512.8499 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 154.4632 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 155.0296
EQUIV. SPEED 12171.4645
PERCENT SPEED 95.2309
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5253 14.6814 14.7194 14.7274 14.7295 14.7229 14.7136 14.7031. 14.6116
STATIC PRESSURE 11.1348 10.9226 10.7541 10.4053 10.5404 10.8402 10.9692 11.2271 11.4600
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5269 11.4204 11.3172 11.1025 11.1830 11.3759 11.4610 11.6370 11.7815
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.8630 519.3695 519.6315 518.4542 518.8523 518.3735 517.6385 517.3686 517.2405
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.6791 2.0943 2.3044 2.9063 2.2090 1.9172 1.5804 1.4808 1.8444
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5842 0.6098 0.6243 0.6482 0.6397 0.6182 0.6081 0.5876 0.5630
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7317 11.6935 11.6057 11.4778 11.4545 11.5449 11.7076 11.8628 11.9115
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7713 11.7369 11.6516 11.5267 11.5039 11.5922 11.7513 11.9030 11.9491
ANGLE (DEG.) 7.2582 2.7435 2.7128 2.8242 4.2591 5.1359 6.30 7 6.9421 5.9938
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5562 0.5745 0.5875 0.6020 0.6047 0.5944 0.5758 0.5576 0.5437
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5608 0.5794 0.5926 0.6074 0.6102 0.5996 0.5807 0.5622 0.5481
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 607.3795 626.2894 639.6139 654.5338 657.2810 646.7092 627.5992 608.8383 594.4221
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.2912 22.3886 25.3165 33.0174 25.3340 21.4932 16.7737 15.0190 17.9215
WEIGHT FLOW, 14.7596 10.5988 17.7012 28.4567 31.8021 25.1083 12.3788 6.0341 7.5988
AXIAL VELOCITY 589.8601 612.2119 629.1104 650.3540 656.7565 642.0685 607.9363 580.9601 556.5258
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.4620 1.8145 2.0326 2.6463 2.0134 1.7168 1.3485 1.2310 1.4991
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.5879 22.7014 25.6044 33.2887 25.3105 21.2576 16.3284 14.4761 17.0790
AXIAL VELOCITY 688.1093 715.5714 720.4149 719.2204 718.9446 708.2108 692.6064 672.6477 651.5823
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 703.4820 725.7346 727.1425 721.5447 718.9490 711.8549 707.30 0 696.3759 689.1265
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 704.7283 727.1083 728.6066 723.3201 720.3992 713.1830 708.5132 697.5687 690.4030
MACH NO. 0.6579 0.6807 0.6822 0.6768 0.6738 0.6665 0.6617 0.6506 0.6434
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7658 10.6039 17.7043 28.4741 31.8090 25.1247 12.3464 6.0324 7.6023
WHEEL SPEED 1484.2507 1443.5595 1399.6877 1292.9131 1143.7413 968.9637 841.0025 794.4280 746.6635
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1466.6628 1420.8580 1374.0831 1259.6242 1118.4308 947.7060 824.6740 779.9518 729.5843
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.3756 62.9435 62.1131 60.1950 57.2665 53.0887 49.38L3 48.2402 46.6336
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1626.6486 1595.4709 1554.6190 1451.6471 1329.5767 1185.2782 1086.4451 1045.5927 1003.5879
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5186 1.4937 1.4557 1.3583 1.2437 1.1077 1.0147 0.9752 0.9353
MCL INCIDENCE 2.1756 1.7435 1.6131 1.7950 1.1665 0.7887 0.98L3 0.2402 -1.2663
SURFACE INCIDENCE -0.0243 -0.2564 -0.4868 -0.6049 -1.2334 -1.9112 -2.7186 -3.5597 -5.3663
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 44.2568 42.5464 39.9820 34.4676 29.4286 24.8920 22.55?4 21.8262 20.9467
STATIC TEMPERATURE 478.3956 475.2679 475.3258 474.8868 475.6033 476.0251 475.9018 476.9319 477.6400
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 699.3236 687.6088 677.0323 650.3644 622.9213 592.9948 574.0396 567.7821 561.3168
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.8612 10.7648 10.7781 10.8349 10.8645 10.9286 10.96l1 11.0616 11.0596
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505. 0.51-98 0.4k85
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.00o0
w.1
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUI'BcP 104 TI'E lnH 4, 24S UNIFURM INLErT FL:W ST4TU J An\GL 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.3155 ( 20.5057)
M AS AVEPAGE0 TT 575.6548 (582.2080)
TnTAL WEIGHT FLOW 155.012R (PkOBE INTEGRATIONI)
CnRR. TOTAL FLOW 155.5812
PROE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATIOF - STA 9.0, 104 oDG.
IMMERSION IIN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.95000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.4420 19.8778 19.8274 20.3298 20.4685 20.8986 21.2243 21.3746 2(1.7587
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7614 13.5323 13.4462 13.7318 14.1945 14.040 14.5290 14.5291 14.20,7
-FD0E PRESSURE 14.8566 14.5657 14.4878 14.8114 15.2052 15.5336 15.6158 15.6449 15.2720
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 584.2043 578.8533 578.7727 500.6081 580.7247 579.1216 580.0196 580.3427 5a0.8895
ANGLE (DEG.) 19.8517 19.5003 21.1828 27.1989 28.1818 31.4113 31.9144 32.8373 34.5258
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6910 0.6816 0.6848 0.6882 0.6658 0.6651 0.67i9 0.6829 0.6770
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1609 14.1389 13.8522 14.4392 14.7127 14.9846 14.8896 14.7439 14.6683
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.2942 14.2559 13.9774 14.5596 14.8281 15.1036 15.0215 14.8854 14.7938
ANGLE (DEG.) 14.2089 11.9758 17.8491 19.7927 26.5426 26.1519 2 7 . 7 061 28.211b 2s.8537
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7336 0.7059 0.7248 0.7075 0.6946 0.6973 0.7205 0.7380 0.7129
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7437 0.7150 0.7345 0.7167 0.7034 0.7061 0.73)1 0.7482 0.7222
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 835.0704 802.6139 822.1808 813.1087 792.4094 794.5132 820.12)8 838.8945 813.0756
SWIRL VELOCITY 282.6610 267.1547 296.3962 371.3523 374.2148 412.6905 429.6042 449.2671 454.4918
WEIGHT FLOW 15.9973 10.2333 17.7632 28.1058 32.1991 25.1525 12.3934 5.5562 7.6590
AXIAL VELOCITY 782.9052 754.4089 764.8371 722.6108 698.4427 675.7983 689.80'8 696.1334 660.6534
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 280.7932 265.5453 295.0218 370.4285 374.5609 416.2290 435.7708 457.1098 465.1024
AXIAL VELOCITY 725.2773 691.4512 711.3722 686.0258 670.6798 644.8340 646.2983 647.4739 614.3203
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 787.3137 746.9126 774.6772 781.0626 769.1911 771.0457 790.7764 808.0690 789.9794
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 734.5220 697.1017 715.2905 686.6280 670.8271 648.0382 658.8458 665.3184 637.5059
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.1374 20.9810 22.4963 28.3324 29.1460 32.8009 33.9488 35.1798 37.0843
MACH NO. 0.6969 0.6609 0.6879 0.6857 0.6808 0.6833 0.7013 0.7178 0.6997
WEIGHT FLOW 16.0076 10.1415 17.7512 28.1111 32.2013 25.1731 12.4012 5.5603 7.6652
WHEEL SPEED 1444.9963 1409.5937 1373.1584 1281.2271 1147.9894 991.2755 888.8470 852.9202 820.0533
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1164.2029 1144.0484 1078.1365 910.7985 773.4283 575.0465 453.0762 395.8104 354.9509
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.7514 58.6450 56.4378 52.9884 49.0637 41.5848 34.51s7 30.7493 29.1083
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1376.5501 1339.7000 1293.8388 1140.6193 1023.8164 866.3901 799.5971 774.1539 729.6599
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2184 1.1854 1.1490 1.0014 0.9062 0.7678 0.7092 0.6877 0.6463
DEVIATION 1.7514 2.3450 0.5379 1.7884 2.0637 2.8848 6.6157 7.8493 10.5083
AIR TURNING ANGLE 6.6241 4.2984 5.6752 7.2065 8.2028 11.5038 14.8656 17.4909 17.5253
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1161 1.0975 1.0777 1.0249 0.9386 0.8303 0.7561 0.7294 0.7052
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9528 0.9594 0.9686 0.9865 1.0045 1.0216 1.0425 1.0501 1.0607
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4073 1.3539 1.3470 1.3804 1.3896 1.4194 1.44?4 1.4537 1.4207
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1237 1.1145 1.1138 1.1391 1.1192 1.1171 1.1205 1.1217 i.1230
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8277 0.7889 0.7799 0.6924 0.8258 0.8974 0.9149 0.9260 0.8568
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8358 0.7978 0.7890 0.7060 0.8337 0.9023 0.9192 0.9298 0.8637
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0841 0.0978 0.1045 0.1857 0.1044 0.0708 0.0686 0.0639 0.1324
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0117 0.0113 0.0119 0.0365 0.0600 0.0246 0.0095 0.0053 0.0021
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0723 0.0864 0.0925 0.1492 0.0443 0.0461 0.0591 0.0586 0.1303
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0136 0.0153 0.0172 0.0330 0.0197 0.0148 0.0152 0.0143 0.0296
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0117 0.0135 0.0153 0.0265 0.0081 0.0096 0.0131 0.0131 0.0291
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2092 0.2138 0.2276 0.2934 0.3153 0.3721 0.3791 0.3824 0.4013
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.7793 14.8284 14.4482 14.8442 15.n089 15.2911 15.2836 15.1648 14.9704
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.500
SnLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMFER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5030 25.1000 2q.3(O n
STATnR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 104 TIME 10H 4M 26S UNIFORM INLET ZLOW STATOR AIGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.3148 ( 20.5050)
MASS AVERAGED TT 575.6535 (582.2066)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 155.0615 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 155.6301
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.95C3
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.4420 19.8778 19.8274 20.3298 20.4685 20.8986 21.2243 21.3746 20.7587
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1609 14.1389 13.8522 14.4392 14.7127 14.9846 14.8896 14.7439 14.6683
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.2942 14.2559 13.9774 14.5596 14.8281 15.1036 15.02t5 14.8854 14.7938
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 584.2042 578.8532 578.7726 590.6080 580.7246 579.1215 580.0195 580.3426 580.8893
ANGLE (DEG.) 19.8517 19.5003 21.1828 27.1988 28.1818 31.4113 31.9144 32.8373 34.5258
MACH NO. 0.7437 0.7150 0.7345 0.7167 0.7034 0.7061 0.7301 0.7482. 0.7222
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 835.0703 802.6139 822.1803 813.1086 792.4094 794.5131 820.12)8 838.8944 813.0752
SWIRL VELOCITY 282.6609 267.1547 296.3960 371.3522 374.2147 412.6903 429.6042 449.2669 454.4915
AXIAL VELOCITY 782.9051 754.4088 764.8368 722.6109 698.4430 675.7983 689.8048 696.1334 660.6530
WEIGHT FLOW 15.9973 10.2333 17.7632 28.1058 32.1991 25.1525 12.3934 5.5562 7.6590
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 20.0467 19.4746 20.8146 26.2949 26.5443 29.5937 30.1257 30.9196 32.7971
MACH NO. 0.7366 0.7166 0.7502 0.7437 0.7476 0.7421 0.7585 0.7771 0.7405
SWIRL VELOCITY 283.7093 267.9666 297.5510 372.2805 374.2147 409.6430 424.1029 443.2912 447.1245
AXIAL VELOCITY 776.5087 756.7773 781.7055 752.4154 748.1046 720.2826 729.8542 739.1071 692.8727
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 827.9429 804.2930 837.9501 840.8326 837.3825 831.1064 848.84L0 867.9080 831.6465
WEIGHT FLOW 16.0036 10.2402 17.7732 28.1230 32.2111 25.1575 12.3936 5.5572 7.6018
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 776.8117 757.3353 782.3358 752.9211 748.1092 722.1307 734.2885 745.1467 700.2068
STATIC TEMPERATURE 527.0732 524.9811 520.2675 531.8562 522.3903 521.7082 520.2167 517.8561 523.5306
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.2543 14.1178 13.6507 14.0825 14.1266 14.4976 14.4975 14.3414 14.4224
MCL INCIDENCE -8.9454 -9.7909 -8.7886 -4.6573 -7.1055 -4.5403 -4.0811 -3.3377 -1.4656
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -15.3632 -16.3053 -15.3453 -10.8950 -13.2156 -10.7162 -10.4342 -9.7503 -7.9528
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
-I
STATnH INCIDFNCE PLOTS (UNTFORM INLET FLOK)
ROG NO= 104 PCT DES SPO= 95.00 FAN INLFT TOT TFMP= 518.686
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 14.410 hlIJ STATIC PRES= 14.260
PCT IM- IN RAUIUS EX RL AN( SOLIDITY FX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRFS PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.6800 -15.4000 827.9000 283.7000 527.1000 14.2500 20.0400
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 3.8600 -16.3000 804.2000 267.9700 525.0000 14.1200 19.8600
*150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 1.b600 -15.3000 838.0000 297.6000 520.3000 13.6500 19.8300
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 2.7100 -10.9000 840.8000 372.3000 531.8600 14.0800 20.3300
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .8500 -13.2000 837.5000 374.2000 522.4000 14.1300 20.4700
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 -.0300 -10.7200 831.0000 409.6000 521.7000 14.5000 20.9000
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .3700 -10.4000 849.0000 424.1000 520.2000 14.5000 21.2200
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .7000 -9.8000 868.0000 443.3000 517.9000 14.3400 21.3700
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 .9o00 -8.0000 831.6000 447.1000 523.5000 14.4200 20.7600
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 583.7500 19.1500
.1000 13.1500 577.7200 19.3300
.1500 12.8400 572.9100 19.5700
.2822 11.9700 583.8800 19.8400
.4702 10.8300 574.5200 19.9200
.6887 9.5700 573.9400 20.3600
.8500 8.6700 577.1200 20.4200
.9000 864000 578.3100 19.8300
.9372 8.1200 579.1500 18.6100
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2428 .2084 .1000 .1463 8.0800 .6512 740.5271 739.0002 47.5300
.1000 .1965 .0955 .0449 .4792 8.3600 .6630 748.8749 747.1761 50.4133
.1500 .2454 .0021 .0193 1.7873 5.8600 .6779 761.1744 760.9903 16.7377
.2822 .2353 .0784 .0335 5.5102 8.1100 .6952 786.3607 785.4813 37.1797
.4702 .2268 .0868 .0334 3.7425 7.9500 .7020 786.9361 786.8495 11.6740
.6887 .1882 .0844 .0287 .7159 6.7700 .7285 813.4144 813.4143 -. 4259
.8500 .1850 .1190 .0367 .2.6046 6.5700 .7334 820.6147 820.5975 5.2993
.9000 .2391 .2191 .0656 -. 0801 6.8000 .7017 789.2313 789.1724 9.6420
.9372 .2924 .3391 .0980 -. 1213 6.9900 .6280 713.2565 713.1500 12.3236










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 105 TIME 10H 19!i 235 UiIFORM INLET LOW STATOR ANbLt 3.
SPEEn (RPM) 12131.5098 DISIORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 149.4863
THETA 0.9915
DELTA 0.9912
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5666 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 514.3169 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 154.4774 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 155.1907
EOUIV. SPEED 12182.9566
PERCENT SPEED 95.3208
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5472 14.6720 14.7100 14.7230 14.7330 14.7182 14.7039 14.7042. 14.6344
STATIC PRESSURE 11.2182 10.9638 10.7257 10.3938 10.4940 10.7932 10.8898 11.2651 11.5143
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5915 11.4461 11.2956 11.0943 11.1567 11.3430 11.4043 11.6640 11.8275
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.7838 519.8505 519.3419 519.1323 518.8435 518.0906 517.0236 517.5623 516.6561
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.6247 2.1729 2.1741 2.7740 2.3944 1.9029 1.7534 1.6593 1.6709
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5788 0.6061 0.6259 0.6487 0.6428 0.6214 0.6135 0.5847 0.5599
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7547 11.7405 11.5962 11.4091 11.4187 11.5160 11.7378 11.8690 12.0215
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7942 11.7827 11.6422 11.4594 11.4690 11.5638 11.7806 11.9092 12.0573
ANGLE (DEG.) 
-1.3763 2.1802 1.9711 3.0858 4.2050 5.0119 6.3748 6.7341 6.4383
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5556 0.5685 0.5877 0.6090 0.6088 0.5971 0.57L6 0.5570 0.5333
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5602 0.5733 0.5928 0.6146 0.6144 0.6024 0.5764 0.5616 0.5375
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 606.7620 620.0585 639.8502 661.7097 661.5077 649.5118 623.2885 608.2162 583.5349
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.7146 22.9967 23.8943 31.8615 27.6358 21.4256 18.48L8 16.8117 15.9386
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7591 10.5061 17.6839 28.6005 31.9031 25.1529 12.3087 6.0230 7.5098
AXIAL VELOCITY 589.2754 606.0916 629.3971 657.5588 660.8939 644.8562 603.7108 580.3213 546.3773
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.4151 1.8885 1.9181 2.5239 2.1810 1.7037 1.4892 1.3801 1.3618
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.0014 23.3180 24.1660 32.1233 27.6102 21.1906 17.99L1 16.2040 15.1893
AXIAL VELOCITY 687.1795 706.1947 720.5910 727.7630 723.9491 711.4122 691.0231 671.5621 637.9394
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 702.5313 716.2246 727.3202 730.1146 723.9536 715.0729 705.68i2 695.2519 674.6977
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 703.7624 717.6209 728.7341 731.8270 725.4832 716.3962 706.94L3 696.4814 675.9325
MACH NO. 0.6569 0.6710 0.6823 0.6855 0.6790 0.6697 0.66)1 0.6495 0.6288
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7640 10.5064 17.6840 28.6012 31.9047 25.1624 12.3177 6.0202 7.5163
WHEEL SPEED 1485.7652 1444.2536 1401.3998 1293.2881 1144.8311 970.1429 842.29i9 795.0294 747.7909
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1468.7637 1420.9360 1377.2335 1261.1646 1117.2207 948.9523 824.3087 778.8252 732.6016
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.4377 63.2497 62.1615 59.9327 57.0571 53.0007 49.4334 48.2451 47.3563
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1628.1326 1591.2372 1557.4872 1457.2588 1331.2743 1188.2086 1085.1134 1044.0036 995.9527
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5198 1.4879 1.4584 1.3651 1.2461 1.1109 1.0133 0.9736 0.9266
MCL INCIDENCE 2.2377 2.0498 1.6615 1.5327 0.9571 0.7007 1.0334 0.2451 -0.5436
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.0377 0.0497 -0.4384 -0.8672 -1.4428 -1.9992 -2.66i5 -3.5546 -4.6436
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 44.4216 42.3640 40.1047 34.5837 29.4301 24.9285 22.57?3 21.7975 20.9365
STATIC TEMPERATURE 478.4378 476.8546 475.0468 474.4784 474.9843 475.3845 475.52[8 477.2381 478.7419
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 699.7276 688.2552 677.3793 6q1.5371 622.6705 592.657 573.30L6 567.8426 561.0"E6
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.8866 10.8486 10.7701 10.7497 10.P812 10.8945 10.9738 11.0727 11.2106
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9-179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5198 0.4885
STRFAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.o000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 105 TIl E 10H 191 23S UNIFORM INLET FLUW STATOK AoL .
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.7057 ( 21.8984)
MASS AVERAGED TT 589.8619 (594.8752)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 152.1196 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 152.8221
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500n
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.2022 21.8030 21.8119 21.4801 21.9574 22.1831 22.1730 21.6540 21.53P7
STATIC PRESSURE 15.5643 15.2745 15.0085 15.0749 15.4130 15.3931 15.2731 15.000k 14.9917
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.6211 16.3142 16.1038 16.0939 16.4539 16.4807 16.38'5 16.0675 16.03-4
TOTAL TEMPERATIRE 608.5292 597.4287 593.3305 605.9682 591.3640 589.0590 586.3350 585.1413 5R3.173P
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.2517 25.1524 25.6581 34.9174 33.1755 34.3623 35.08)3 36.5341 38.8570
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6568 0.6573 0.6730 0.6558 0.6556 0.6657 0.67?1 0.6671 0.6h30
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7459 15.6518 15.8899 16.2220 16.2069 16.1872 15.8796 15.7196 15.5641
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8781 15.7754 16.0060 16.3186 16.3170 16.3044 16.0065 15.8367 15.6828
ANGLE (DEG.) 13.0460 15.9378 13.5722 25.0922 30.6063 30.1851 30.7519 31.1290 31.6429
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7091 0.6961 0.6800 0.6392 0.6654 0.6781 0.6986 0.6838 0.6889
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7184 0.7049 0.6883 0.6464 0.6733 0.6864 0.7015 0.6923 0.6975
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 825.9975 804.4534 784.9171 748.8246 768.3134 781.0602 801.8448 784.9291 789.6572
SWIRL VELOCITY 377.1302 341.0108 339.1269 428.3257 420.4076 439.4621 456.9299 461.9742 489.3104
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8462 10.5329 18.1056 25.6701 31.7953 25.2468 12.2408 5.1825 7.3830
AXIAL VELOCITY 732.1915 726.2524 705.9746 613.5952 643.0532 642.7271 650.62?6 623.5477 607.3431
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 374.6381 338.9565 337.5544 427.2601 420.7966 443.2303 463.4888 470.0386 500.7340
AXIAL VELOCITY 683.1668 679.1106 663.3854 587.2295 620.5280 614.9498 611.5606 584.0981 567.5045
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 787.6873 764.8770 748.4863 727.4457 750.6938 761.3361 777.6700 763.1596 773.8188
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 691.8748 684.6601 667.0394 587.7450 620.6641 618.0054 623.4336 600.1961 588.9232
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.7043 26.4909 26.9337 35.9927 34.0993 35.7382 37.1125 38.7765 41.3731
MACH NO. 0.6819 0.6670 0.6536 0.6264 0.6565 0.6675 0.6841 0.6713 0.6821
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8559 10.5408 18.1230 25.6813 31.8304 25.2688 12.24'0 5.1875 7.3895
WHEEL SPEED 1446.4704 1410.2718 1374.8380 1281.5989 1149.0831 992.4821 890.2151 853.5655 821.2918
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1071.8324 1071.3152 1037.2834 854.3387 728.2864 549.2517 426.7263 383.5269 320.5578
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.1577 57.4182 57.2566 55.4740 49.5617 41.6292 34.3908 32.5788 28.5600
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1275.7411 1271.4067 1233.2470 1036.9852 956.8828 826.8058 755.4896 712.2695 670.5130
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1044 1.1088 1.0769 0.8930 0.8368 0.7249 0.6646 0.6265 0.5911
DEVIATION 1.1577 1.1182 1.3566 4.2740 2.5617 2.9292 6.4908 9.6788 9.9600
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.2800 5.8315 4.9049 4.4587 7.4954 11.3715 15.0425 15.6662 18.7962
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1171 1.0981 1.0785 1.0250 0.9397 0.8312 0.7574 0.7300 0.7060
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9527 0.9594 0.9686 0.9865 1.0045 1.0216 1.0426 1.0502 1.0609
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5262 1.4860 1.4827 1.4589 1.A903 1.5071 1.5079 1.4726 1.4717
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1707 1.1492 1.1424 1.1672 1.1397 1.1369 1.1340 1.1305 1.1287
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7505 0.8017 0.8350 0.6800 0.8627 0.9067 0.9278 0.8945 0.9058
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7648 0.8124 0.8439 0.6965 0.8703 0.9119 0.9318 0.9001 0.9108
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1578 0.1159 0.0957 0.2234 0.0947 0.0737 0.0642 0.0968 0.0924
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0118 0.0114 0.0118 0.0342 0.0607 0.0254 0.0093 0.0051 0.0015
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1460 0.1044 0.0838 0.1892 0.0339 0.0483 0.0548 0.0916 0.0908
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0261 0.0188 0.0155 0.0373 0.0177 0.0154 0.0142 0.0213 0.0207
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0241 0.0169 0.0135 0.0316 0.0063 0.0101 0.0121 0.0202 0.0204
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2879 0.2667 0.2750 0.3769 0.3753 0.4124 0.4252 0.4427 0.4647
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.2670 16.1803 16.3727 16.4905 16.4411 16.4549 16.21?4 16.0099 15.7755
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 ).5h34
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.200 5.7000 11.2000 13.30)o 1i.5000
SOLIDITY 1.640 1.6580 1.6700 1.691-0 1.730n 1.7880 1.8i0o 1.9100 1. L.
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.I0In 13.b000 20.5010 25.1000 2Q.o'Ir,
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 105 TIME 10H 19M 23S UNIFORM INLET -LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.7057 ( 21.8984)
MASS AVERAGED TT 589.8622 (594.8754)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 152.0706 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 152.7728
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3630 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.2022 21.8030 21.8119 21.4801 21.9573 22.1831 22.1730 21.6540 21.5387
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7459 15.6518 15.8899 16.2220 16.2068 16.1872 15.8796 15.7196 15.5641
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8781 15.7754 16.0060 16.3186 16.3170 16.3044 16.0055 15.8367 15.6828
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 608.5291 597.4286 593.3304 605.9681 591.3639 589.0589 586.3348 585.1412 583.1737
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.2517 25.1524 25.6581 34.9174 33.1755 34.3623 35.0803 36.5341 38.8570
MACH NO. 0.7184 0.7049 0.6883 0.6464 0.6733 0.6864 0.7075 0.6923. 0.6975
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 825.9974 804.4534 784.9171 7A8.8249 768.3137 781.0601 801.8448 784.9290 789.6572
SWIRL VELOCITY 377.1301 341.0107 339.1267 428.3257 420.4077 439.4619 456.9298 461.9741 489.3103
AXIAL VELOCITY 732.1914 726.2525 705.9745 613.5955 643.0536 642.7269 650.62?7 623.5476 607.3431
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8462 10.5329 18.1056 25.6701 31.7953 25.2468 12.2408 5.1825 7.3830
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.4626 25.1280 25.2888 34.0920 31.5468 32.5932 33.2887 34.6923 36.8215
MACH NO. 0.7136 0.7063 0.7004 0.6629 0.70,2 0.7156 0.7304 0.7120 0.7159
SWIRL VELOCITY 378.5289 342.0471 340.4483 429.3964 420.4077 436.2170 451.0786 455.8293 481.3788
AXIAL VELOCITY 727.3068 728.2634 719.5874 633.4048 683.7856 681.2678 685.9939 657.4874 641.9644
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 821.0562 805.9843 797.4924 766.4181 803.5453 811.2785 825.3442 805.3004 808.6624
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8520 10.5379 18.1194 25.6737 31.8243 25.2397 12.2498 5.1855 7.3877
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 727.5905 728.8005 720.1676 633.8304 683.7898 683.0157 690.1619 662.8603 648.7895
STATIC TEMPERATURE 552.4044 543.3156 540.3965 557.1198 537.6715 534.4034 529.8739 531.3361 529.0098
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.8138 15.6311 15.7204 15.9977 15.7296 15.7701 15.5513 15.4442 15.3075
MCL INCIDENCE -1.5266 -4.1334 -4.3107 3.1449 -2.1029 -1.5330 -0.8990 0.4658 2.6013
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -7.9473 -10.6519 -10.8711 -3.0979 -8.2131 -7.7167 -7.2712 -5.9776 -3.9284
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.10n00 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.30u0
-IwD
0 STIATOR INCTDENCE PLOTS (UNTFORM INLET FLO)
ROG NO= 105 PCT DES SPO= 95.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUJTEk rALL STATTC PRES= 16.780 HUH STATIC PkES= 16.690
PCT IU -  IN RADIUS EX PL AN SOLIDTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT NT TOT
PERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRFS PkES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.9600 -7.9000 821.0000 37.500 552.4000 15.0100 2.2000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.8900 -10.6000 806.0000 342.0000 543.4000 15.6300 21.8000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 2.3400 -10.9000 797.5000 340.4000 540.4000 15.7200 21.8100
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.4400 -3.1000 766.4000 429.4000 557.1000 16.0000 21.0800
*970 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .3600 -8.2000 803.5000 420.4000 537.7000 15.7300 21.9600
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 1.0300 -7.7000 811.3000 436.2000 534.4000 15.7700 22.1800
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 '4900 -7.2700 825.3000 451.0000 529.9000 15.5500 22.1700
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.0700 -6.0000 805.3000 455.8000 531.3000 15.4400 i1.6500
.937 6.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.9600 -3.9000 808.7000 481.4000 529.0000 15.3100 21.5400
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 598.1200 20.9300
.1000 13.1500 598.4500 21.5700
.1500 12.8400 590.6700 21.7500
.2822 11.9700 595.2400 21.1800
.4702 10.8300 586.2700 21.4000
.6887 9.5700 582.4200 21.5800
.8500 8.6700 581.3000 21.1200
*9000 8.4000 581.4800 20.8300
.9372 8.1200 583.5000 19.9200
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .3799 .1987 .0952 1.0390 9.3600 .5713 663.5380 661.0533 57.3696
.1000 .2887 .0373 .0175 .8183 9.3900 .6106 706.3355 703.7646 60.2102
.1500 .2847 .0099 .0045 1.2619 6.9400 .6213 713.1693 712.5746 29.1182
.2822 .3260 .0547 .0233 -16.7179 9.2400 .5886 680,7920 679.2635 45.5930
.4702 .3388 .0899 .0346 1.0905 7.4600 .6032 691.2591 691.2455 4.3433
.6887 .3118 .0936 .0318 1,2729 7.8300 .6152 701.7150 701.6017 12.6140
.8500 .3503 .1586 .0490 .8001 6.6900 .5888 672.9646 672.9400 5.7552
.9000 .3515 .1320 .0395 .8266 7.1700 .5710 653.9264 653.8123 12.2114
.9372 .0374 .2600 .0751 .5198 7.9600 .5088 587.4125 587.0686 20.0905










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 117 TIME 15H 15M 25S UIIFORM INLET .LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
SPEED (RPM) 12162.5846 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 147.9215
THETA 0.9985
DELTA 0.9903
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5536 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 517.9274 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 152.3750 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 153.7527
EOUIV. SPEED 12171.5137
PERCENT SPEED 95.2313
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5177 14.6744 14.7214 14.7269 14.7301 14.7234 14.7119 14.7016. 14.6330
STATIC PRESSURE 11.2559 11.0550 10.8967 10.5321 10.6242 10.9480 11.09L4 11.3640 11.5949
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.6111 11.5095 11.4138 11.1772 11.2340 11.4492 11.5446 11.7336 11.8886
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.4239 519.1360 519.0773 518.9530 518.8283 518.1756 517.86L8 517.6692 517.9521
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.4466 2.1476 2.2065 2.7913 2.2200 1.9308 1.7738 1.7886 1.9125
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5739 0.5993 0.6139 0.6401 0.6342 0.6102 0.5987 0.5767 0.5528
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7654 11.7576 11.6402 11.5219 11.4899 11.6073 11.8335 11.9721 12.0540
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8041 11.7994 11.6854 11.5698 11.5386 11.6533 11.8795 12.0101 12.0891
ANGLE (DEG.) 
-1.5418 2.7273 3.3654 4.6535 6.6399 5.9751 7.0139 7.2948 7.2031
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5517 0.5668 0.5839 0.5972 0.6009 0.5876 0.5611 0.5452 0.5294
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5562 0.5716 0.5889 0.6025 0.6063 0.5928 0.5658 0.5496 0.5335
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 602.6886 618.3272 635.9211 649.6096 653.4224 639.7828 612.4653 595.9373 579.4890
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.7823 22.6659 24.1016 31.4733 25.3108 21.4139 18.3716 17.7549 18.1166
WEIGHT FLOW 14.6029 10.4495 17.5535 28.1580 31.5170 24.8070 12.1076 5.9106 7.4290
AXIAL VELOCITY 585.3655 604.4087 625.5190 645.5252 652.8962 635.1870 593.2214 568.5704 542.5262
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2611 1.8665 1.9491 2.5470 2.0243 1.7585 1.51)8 1.4917 1.5625
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.0359 22.9826 24.3757 31.7319 25.2873 21.1791 17.8838 17.1131 17.2650
AXIAL VELOCITY 682.0172 704.2130 715.2568 712.3411 714.4277 688.8455 67 7.03i9 656.1257 631.9120
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 697.2538 714.2148 721.9363 714.6429 714.4322 692.3902 691.40!3 679.2711 668.3229
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 698.4378 715.5984 723.3567 716.3497 715.8794 693.7197 692.6550 680.5233 669.6046
MACH NO. 0.6515 0.6689 0.6769 0.6697 0.6692 0.6467 0.6457 0.6334 0.6225
WEIGHT FLOW 14.6117 10.4531 17.5541 28.1603 31.5319 24.6054 12.1175 5.9107 7.4300
WHEEL SPEED 1484.8841 1443.8900 1400.4402 1292.2972 1143.7726 969.1526 840.8245 794.2007 746.1535
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1469.8481 1420.9072 1376.0644 1260.5652 1118.4849 947.9734 822.94)5 777.0874 728.8884
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.6219 63.3139 62.3170 60.4503 57.4318 53.8561 49.9645 48.8426 47.4822
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1626.8422 1590.3083 1553.9446 1449.0472 1327.1857 1173.9069 1074.8331 1032.1213 988.9052
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5176 1.4867 1.4541 1.3548 1.2407 1.0944 1.0019 0.9607 0.9193
MCL INCIDENCE 2.4219 2.1139 1.8170 2.0503 1.3318 1.5561 1.5645 0.8426 -0.4177
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.2219 0.1139 -0.2829 -0.3496 -1.0681 -1.1438 -2.1354 -2.9573 -4.5177
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 44.3208 42.3496 40.0094 34.4268 29.4045 24.6189 22.4651 21.6650 2C.8261
STATIC TEMPERATURE 478.7326 476.4440 475.4593 476.1860 476.1277 478.1274 477.96)4 479.1673 480.6557
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 699.5006 687.2925 676.7531 651.1795 622.8908 592.8057 574.04L2 567.7311 562.0020
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.9141 10.8697 10.8302 10.9014 10.9082 11.1132 11.1145 11.2197 11.2675
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5196 0.L85
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.000o 19.000000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVFRSE PLANWE REAWNG NUMBCR 117 Tfi': - 154 S t"!FORM INLET FL IN STATUk tGL- 3.,
MASS AVERAGED PT 23.0433 ( 23.2687)
MASS AVERAGED TT 603.8337 (604.7207)
TnTAL WEIGHT FLOW 149.634q (PROBE INTEGRATIOno)
CORP. TOTAL FLOW 150.9877
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.c500
TOTAL PRESSURE 24.2188 23.8420 23.5481 23.4338 23.4952 22.8119 22.1239 21.989 22.0512
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0711 16.6929 16.3634 16.4602 16.5989 16.2771 15.96 4 15.76/9 15.5889
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.2177 17.8439 17.5250 17.5809 17.7035 17.3110 16.9130 16.739V 16.A254
TOTAL TEMPERAJTURE 625.5435 616.2169 606.9256 613.9876 601.0099 593.6005 589.0535 588.015b 5P9.n905
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.1361 31.7696 30.9926 38.6334 37.0343 38.6608 39.6369 40.5476 &0.6909
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6513 0.6572 0.6638 0.6543 0.6491 0.6405 0.63L6 0.6367 0.6H9
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3258 17.2059 16.8408 17.63n2 17.5749 17.2298 16.8159 16.5815 16.4346
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.4651 17.3361 16.9764 17.7376 17.6856 17.3323 16.9133 16.6812 16.5407
ANGLE (DEG.) 23.0732 26.2461 20.4203 27.8151 31.0124 32.5178 32.9369 33.2142 33.6958
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7000 0.6905 0.7002 0.6437 0.6503 0.6391 0.6319 0.6410 0.6549
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7089 0.6991 0.7091 0.6510 0.6578 0.6462 0.6338 0.6482 0.6625
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 827.6333 811.3666 815.8330 758.8011 758.1275 741.6812 731.2942 740.6487 756.2187
SWIRL VELOCITY 451.2464 426.1911 419.2644 473.4475 456.5976 462.0290 462.9992 476.5943 487.2730
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8970 10.5666 18.5571 26.4880 31.6602 23.6246 10.86)0 4.7866 7.1162
AXIAL VELOCITY 691.2608 688.1938 697.9783 592.3710 605.1740 577.5188 558.9395 557.0803 566.6914
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 448.2647 423.6238 417.3203 472.2697 457.0200 465.9907 469.6451 484.9140 498.6489
AXIAL VELOCITY 647.0163 646.1954 656.2357 567.2716 584.3500 554.6811 528.8092 523.8989 530.7659
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 794.7577 777.9416 781.5927 739.2827 742.7333 727.3281 715.73L1 725.2987 743.7573
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 655.2637 651.4762 659.8503 567.7696 584.4783 557.4372 539.0757 538.3377 550.7981
ANGLE (DEG.) 34.6736 33.2069 32.4141 39.7288 37.9815 39.9830 41.5552 42.7325 43.1592
MACH NO. 0.6781 0.6677 0.6766 0.6329 0.6433 0.6327 0.6242 0.6336 0.6507
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8981 10.5759 18.5704 26.4912 31.6686 23.6516 10.8666 4.7896 7.1224
WHEEL SPEED 1445.6129 1409.9163 1373.8968 1280.6171 1148.0209 991.4688 888.6539 852.6759 819.4933
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 997.3481 986.2925 956.5764 808.3471 691.0007 525.4782 419.0138 367.7619 320.8443
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.6950 56.5542 55.4021 54.9166 49.7742 43.3097 37.8574 34.3388 30.2212
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1193.3454 1182.0297 1162.0846 987.8195 905.0396 766.0701 682.7701 651.9633 637.4319
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0182 1.0145 1.0060 0.8457 0.7839 0.6664 0.5954 0.5696 0.5577
DEVIATION 0.6950 0.2542 -0.4978 3.7166 2.7742 4.6097 9.9574 11.4388 11.6212
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.9268 6.7597 6.9148 5.5336 7.6576 10.5464 12.1071 14.5038 17.2609
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1164 1.0981 1.0782 1.0245 0.9388 0.8305 0.7562 0.7295 0.7048
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9528 0.9594 0.9686 0.9866 1.0045 1.0216 1.0425 1.0501 1.0607
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.6682 1.6247 1.5995 1.5912 1.5950 1.5493 1.5042 1.4957 1.5076
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2043 1.1870 1.1692 1.1831 1.1585 1.1455 1.1374 1.1359 1.1373
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7682 0.7933 0.8468 0.7730 0.8983 0.9140 0.8957 0.8953 ).9Q04H
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7842 0.8068 0.8566 0.7873 0.9047 .19192 0.9044 0.9011 0.9102
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1703 0.14- 0.1032 0.1748 0.0790 0.0729 0.0930 0.1014 0.0999
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0117 0.0114 ;'.0119 0.0378 0.0591 0.0220 0.0078 0.0039 0.0011
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1586 0.1341 0.0913 0.1370 0.0199 0.0509 0.0852 0.0974 0.0987
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0285 0.0242 0.0175 0.0296 0.0147 0.0148 0.0197 0.0219 0.0220
PROFILE LOSS PARAN. 0.0265 0.0223 0.0155 0.0232 0.0037 0.0103 0.0181 0.0210 0.021H
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3493 0.3363 0.3320 0.4143 0.4181 0.4603 0.4853 0.4965 0.4912
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.8046 17.6852 17.3327 17.8970 17.7896 17.4235 17.0201 16.7823 16.6002
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.P656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)0 0.575 6.553L
STREAMLItLE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.00000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5n00
SnLIDTY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 ) 1. (8( 1.5 5 1.1) 1.0 4
MFTAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.AnO0 7.2000 9.1]n(0 1 3 .o000 20. 50)0 2. 100( 2 . O
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 117 TIME 15H 15i- 255S UiIFORV INLET rLUW STATOR A:GL E 3L
MASS AVERAGED PT 23.0439 ( 23.2693)
MASS AVERAGED TT 603.8428 (604.7298)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 149.5301 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EnUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 150.8820
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 24.2188 23.8420 23.5481 23.4338 23.4952 22.8119 22.1299 21.9898 22.0612
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3258 17.2059 16.8408 17.6302 17.5749 17.2298 16.8159 16.5815 16.4346
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.4651 17.3381 16.9764 17.7376 17.6856 17.3323 16.9133 16.6812 16.5407
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 625.5434 616.2167 606.9255 613.9875 601.0997 593.6003 589.0533 588.0584 589.0904
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.1361 31.7696 30.9926 38.6334 37.0343 38.6608 39.6368 40.5478 40.6909
MACH NO. 0.7089 0.6991 0.7091 0.6510 0.6578 0.6462 0.6388 0.6482. 0.6625
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 827.6333 811.3667 815.8330 758.8013 758.1275 741.6812 731.2931 740.6487 756.2188
SWIRL VELOCITY 451.2464 426.1911 419.2643 473.4474 456.5976 462.0289 462.9991 476.5941 487.2729
AXIAL VELOCITY 691.2610 688.1942 697.9784 592.3713 605.1742 577.5188 558.9395 557.0805 566.6914
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8970 10.5666 18.5571 26.4880 31.6603 23.6246 10.86)0 4.7866 7.1162
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.3569 31.8096 30.5805 37.7818 35.4469 36.9484 37.9586 38.7463 39.1010
MACH NO. 0.7054 0.6992 0.7206 0.6661 0.6854 0.6676 0.6527 0.6619 0.6709
SWIRL VELOCITY 452.9201 427.4865 420.8983 474.6310 456.5976 458.6173 457.0702 470.2550 479.3745
AXIAL VELOCITY 687.0174 688.2082 711.2555 611.2928 640.3836 608.7474 584.8950 585.0038 588.8497
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 823.9381 811.4517 827.8175 775.0365 787.3117 764.2207 745.9032 755.1010 764.9371
WEIGHT FLOW 15.8993 10.5530 18.5706 26.5047 31.6750 23.6258 10.8613 4.7915 7.0487
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 687.2855 688.7159 711.8288 611.7036 640.3875 610.3092 5886.4486 589.7843 595.0827
STATIC TEMPERATURE 569.1230 561.4982 549.9577 564.0820 549.5802 545.1074 542.8731 540.7534 540.5200
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.3801 17.2046 16.6662 17.4052 17.1610 16.9211 16.6239 16.3902 16.3179
MCL INCIDENCE 4.3699 2.5531 0.9851 6.8372 1.7971 2.8332 3.7993 4.5529 4.9049
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -2.0530 -3.9703 -5.5794 0.5918 -4.3130 -3.3615 -2.60L3 -1.9236 -1.6489
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
vi
30 STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
ROG NO* 117 PCT DES SPD= 95,00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES 18.400 HUB STATIC PRES=  18.260
PCT IN- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 7.6600 -2.0500 823,9000 452.9000 569.0000 17.3800 24.2200
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.2000 -3.9700 811.5000 427.5000 561.5000 t7.2000 23.8400
*150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.0000 -5.6000 827.8000 420.9000 5500000 16.6600 23.5500
*282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.4000 .6000 775.0000 474.6000 564.0000 17.4100 23.4300
.470 10.6200 -10.1000 1.3000 3.000 -4.3000 767.3000 456.6000 549.6000 17.1600 23.4900
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 3.1000 -3.4000 764.2000 458.6000 545.1000 16.9200 22.8100
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 3.6000 -2.6000 745.9000 457.1000 542.9000 16.6200 22.1300
.900 8*2700 -9.1000 1.6700 5.1000 -1.9000 755.1000 470.3000 540.8000 16.3900 22.0000
.937 80200 -9.0000 1.7300 5.4000 -1.6000 764.9000 479.4000 540.5000 16.3200 22,0600
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 612.3200 22.5s00
.1000 13.1500 608.3700 23.2200
.1500 12.6400 602.5000 23.2200
.2822 11.9700 602.8400 22.8200
.4702 10.8300 595.8000 22.9500
*6887 9.5700 587.7400 22.4700
.6500 8.6700 564.3000 21.7300
.9000 8.4000 584.5700 21.2400
,9372 8.1200 587.8000 20.5600
PCT IMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4286 .2398 .1142 1.0955 12,0600 .5494 647.1347 641.3600 86.2594
.1000 .3522 .0934 .0437 1.4141 11.7000 5873 686.8076 681.3919 86.0798
,1500 *3738 0479 .0219 1.1515 9.6000 .5878 684.0459 681.4429 59,6185
.2822 *3752 .1013 *0431 3.4249 10.8000 .5664 660.7772 657.8447 62.1846
.4702 .3555 .0853 *0327 1.1427 10.6000 .5759 667.2577 666.0131 40T.751
.6887 .3580 .0577 .0196 1.3441 9.9000 5495 634.1677 633.2397 34.2950
.8500 .3932 .0726 *0224 1.1290 9,8000 95032 581.7000 580.5521 36.5252
.9000 .4458 .1355 *0404 .8919 it12000 .4686 543.5945 541.4424 48.3224
.9372 *5294 .2613 .0752 .6426 11.4000 *4145 484.4012 482.2514 45.5862










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 118 TIME 1.5H 27M 37S UNIFORM INLET mLOW STATLR A:iGLE
SPFEn (RPM) 12087.2007 DISTORTION INOEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 144.0143
THETA 0.9976
DFLTA 0.9913
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5694 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 517.4794 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 149.5953 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
FOIUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 150.7191
EOUIV. SPEED 12101.3090
PERCENT SPEED 94.6820
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5815 14.6711 14.6794 14.7010 14.7404 14.7310 14.7033 14.7077. 14.6398
STATIC PRESSURE 11.5075 11.2515 11.0489 10.6894 10.8771 11.1763 11.3696 11.6423 11.8433
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8113 11.6461 11.5067 11.2689 11.4057 11.6086 11.7392 11.9403 12.0820
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.6574 519.4416 519.4601 518.7818 518.6908 517.9098 517.7921 517.8793 518.2607
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.3757 2.3240 2.3879 2.7703 2.0802 1.6298 1.8174 1.8124 1.9711
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5569 0.5838 0.6001 0.6280 0.6164 0.5933 0.57i7 0.5538 0.5309
PROBF TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.9874 11.9644 11.8026 11.6525 11.6050 11.7608 12.0298 12.0947 12.2042
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.0229 12.0020 11.8437 11.6971 11.6514 11.8037 12.06i8 12.1305 12.2366
ANGLE (DEG.) 6.5590 2.6482 2.7945 4.3653 6.5772 6.2460 7.45i5 7.2448 7.1318
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5322 0.5432 0.5622 0.5807 0.5893 0.5714 0.5392 0.5318 0.5125
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5364 0.5476 0.5669 0.5858 0.5945 0.5763 0.5435 0.5359 0.5164
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 582.4062 593.9100 613.5946 632.7107 641.5409 623.1316 589.7643 581.9769 561.8623
SWIRL VELOCITY 13.5855 23.5585 25.1659 30.4243 23.2859 17.6056 18.1255 17.5696 18.1031
WEIGHT FLOW 14.3379 10.1732 17.1092 27.6801 31.2256 24.4399 11.8106 5.8226 7.2766
AXIAL VELOCITY 565.6823 580.4746 603.4835 628.7436 641.0830 618.7547 571.2209 555.2448 526.0078
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2064 2.0349 2.1208 2.5464 1.9316 1.4683 1.5515 1.5151 1.6201
SWIRL VELOCITY 13.8186 23.8876 25.4521 30.6743 23.2642 17.4125 17.64'+3 16.9345 17.2521
AXIAL VELOCITY 655.1528 671.2958 686.2903 688.74(08 688.8014 678.2994 648.3155 639.2434 608.9608
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 669.7892 680.8300 692.6993 690.9666 688.8056 681.7896 662.G716 661.7934 644.0492
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 670.9539 682.2631 694.1756 692.6503 690.1988 683.0185 663.3293 663.0469 645.3391
MACH NO. 0.6238 0.6352 0.6472 0.6457 0.6432 0.6360 0.6162 0.6159 0.5983
WEIGHT FLOW 14.3492 10.1795 17.1216 27.6256 30.9572 24.4407 11.82L6 5.8277 7.2719
WHEEL SPEED 1475.9874 1435.1390 1391.8491 1285.0548 1137.3260 963.8097 836.03L0 789.4595 741.6286
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1462.1685 1411.2512 1366.3971 1254.3804 1114.0617 946.3971 818.38i5 772.5250 724.3764
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 65.3887 64.2461 63.1173 61.1523 58.2724 54.2310 51.0274 49.4147 48.3596
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1608.2765 1566.8946 1531.9505 1432.0979 1309.8038 1166.4064 1052.66)6 1017.2341 969.2886
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.4954 1.4589 1.4284 1.3350 1.2206 1.0861 0.979 0.9450 0.8c86
MCL INCIDENCE 3.1887 3.0461 2.6173 2.1523 2.1724 1.9310 2.6274 1.4147 0.45Q6
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.9887 1.0461 0.5173 0.3523 -0.2275 -0.7689 -1.07)5 -2.3852 -3.6403
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 43.7250 41.4043 39.1054 33.8793 28.9200 24.6877 22.20)6 21.5004 20.6139
STATIC TEMPERATURE 482.0886 480.6115 479.2607 478.8105 479.0n87 479.1069 481.203 481.3146 483.5976
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 697.9448 685.4186 675.0413 6L9.6804 621.9169 592.2684 573.3436 567.3773 561.7Q57
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 11.2156 11.1803 11.0757 11.1063 11.1591 11.2189 11.3830 11.3A50 11. c20
RADIUS RATIO 0.976- 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7405 0.6347 0.555 0.5198 0.LS85
00 STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 l.C000o
%l
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBFR 118 TIME 15H 27M 37S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 23.8900 ( 24.0976)
MASS AVERAGED TT 611.5923 (613.0209)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 141.9837 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CnRR. TOTAL FLOW 143.0503
PRORF TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 24.9530 25.2622 25.1171 24.7194 23.9885 23.0506 22.5035 22.3450 22.3486
STATIC PRESSURE 18.2157 17.9161 17.6862 17.3694 17.1116 16.6829 16.48L5 16.4821 16.3482
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.2147 19.0748 18.8635 18.5354 18.1874 17.6463 17.3679 17.3287 17.2329
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 636.1062 628.6753 620.0819 625.9361 606.9301 596.6213 590.5474 590.8166 593.5882
ANGLE (DEG.) 38.8891 36.2207 35.1232 42.1968 40.9501 43.1499 43.8544 45.3769 46.9995
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6229 0.6467 0.6531 0.6550 0.6417 0.6299 0.6211 0.6139 0.6210
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 18.4381 18.1430 18.1238 18.6375 18.4070 17.8822 17.5444 17.3519 17.2559
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.5628 18.2860 18.2632 18.7496 18.5064 17.9721 17.6299 17.4386 17.3454
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.7944 34.2033 32.4197 30.1740 32.4573 34.4623 36.4741 36.8053 37.3823
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6644 0.6958 0.6906 0.6413 0.6204 0.6071 0.6013 0.6059 0.6129
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6723 0.7046 0.6993 0.6485 0.6271 0.6135 0.6075 0.6122 0.6193
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 794.8794 825.0568 813.8059 763.4929 728.9971 708.7497 698.85)3 703.9915 713.0115
SWIRL VELOCITY 497.9288 486.4990 467.3689 512.5313 477.7699 483.5279 480.9848 496.7039 516.5092
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7461 10.5738 18.5942 26.2302 29.7023 21.6499 10.0633 4.3580 6.2498
AXIAL VELOCITY 617.3323 664.2149 664.4288 565.3005 550.5805 515.8100 500.6152 490.2138 481.6642
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 494.6384 483.5682 465.2018 511.2563 478.2118 487.6738 487.8889 505.3746 528.5677
AXIAL VELOCITY 581.1355 624.2752 626.2650 542.5837 532.6198 488.9367 474.9638 462.9004 452.7143
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 169.5734 794.4959 783.7224 746.5831 716.6329 693.0057 688.0850 694.7189 707.8658
"ERIONAL VELOCITY 588.5430 629.3767 629.7145 543.0601 532.7365 491.3662 484.1850 475.6580 469.8006
ANGLE (DEG.) 40.3545 37.7173 36.5620 43.2447 41.8657 44.8674 45.7088 47.4501 49.3578
MACH NO. 0.6490 0.6761 0.6711 0.6330 0.6156 0.5988 0.5975 0.6035 0.6145
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7549 10.5763 18.6018 26.2544 29.7084 21.4021 10.0704 4.3635 6.2516
WHEEL SPEED 1436.9512 1401.3715 1365.4687 1273.4402 1141.5504 986.0028 883.59?8 847.5857 814.5239
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 942.3127 917.8031 900.2667 762.1836 663.3383 498.3289 395.7038 342.2111 285.9562
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.0124 55.5601 55.0283 54.5301 51.2317 45.4032 39.2578 35.7331 31.3279
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1111.0066 1112.8690 1098.6449 935.8620 850.7794 699.8374 625.3131 585.9685 549.9849
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9370 0.9470 0.9407 0.7935 0.7309 0.6047 0.54?9 0.5091 0.4774
DEVIATION 2.0124 -0.7398 -0.8716 3.3301 4.2317 6.7032 11.3578 12.8331 12.7279
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.3762 8.6860 8.0889 6.6222 7.0406 8.8277 11.7696 13.6815 17.0316
REL. MACH NO.IWHL.) 1.1114 1.0934 1.0735 1.0199 0.9341 0.8261 0.75?3 0.7255 0.7009
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9532 0.9598 0.9689 0.9867 1.0045 1.0214 1.0421 1.0496 1.0600
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.7112 1.7219 1.7110 1.6814 1.6273 1.5647 1.5303 1.5192 1.5265
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2240 1.2102 1.1937 1.2065 1.1701 1.1519 1.1405 1.1408 1.1453
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7376 0.7961 0.8538 0.7725 0.8756 0.8964 0.9186 0.8999 0.8825
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7565 0.8110 0.8644 0.7884 0.8838 0.9027 0.9233 0.9056 0.8893
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.2084 0.1605 0.1121 0.1957 0.1039 0.0918 0.0739 0.1022 0.1332
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0113 0.0118 0.0163 0.0453 0.0529 0.0205 0.0055 0.0027 -0.0000
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1971 0.1486 0.0958 0.1504 0.0510 0.0712 0.0733 0.0995 0.1333
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0336 0.0273 0.0192 0.0335 0.0188 0.0180 0.0164 0.0217 0.0291
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0318 0.0253 0.0164 0.0257 0.0092 0.0139 0.0152 0.0211 0.0291
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.4018 0.3819 0.3731 0.4519 0.4568 0.5191 0.5350 0.5594 0.5793
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 18.8058 18.6051 18.5776 18.8787 18.5779 18.0899 17.6833 17.4713 17.3226
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SBLIDITY 1.6408 1.6589 1.6700 1.6940 1.7-300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANF RFADING U)MB?ER 118 TIl1 15H 271 37S UIIFORN' I'LET -L0W STAT'I) AWL 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 23.8880 ( 24.0955)
MASS AVERAGED TT 611.5583 (612.9867)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 142.2862 (PROBE INTEGRATI[ON)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 143.3551
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 24.9530 25.2622 25.1171 24.7194 23.9885 23.0506 22.50(5 22.3450 22.3486
STATIC PRESSURE 18.4381 18.1430 18.1238 18.6375 18.4070 17.8822 17.5444 17.3519 17.255q
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.5628 18.2860 18.2632 18.7496 18.5064 17.9721 17.6299 17.4386 17.3454
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 636.1061 628.6751 620.0818 625.9360 606.9299 596.6211 590.5473 590.8165 593.5880
ANGLE (DEG.) 38.8891 36.2207 35.1232 42.1968 40.9501 43.1499 43.8544 45.3769 46.9994
MACH NO. 0.6723 0.7046 0.6993 0.6485 0.6271 0.6135 0.6075 0.6122 0.6193
ARSOLUTE VELOCITY 794.8793 825.0567 813.8059 763.4932 728.9972 708.7496 698.85)2 703.9917 713.0115
SWIRL VELOCITY 497.9286 486.4988 467.3688 512.5314 477.7699 483.5278 480.9846 496.7041 516.5001
AXIAL VELOCITY 617.3323 664.2150 664.4290 565.3090 550.5808 515.8100 500.61i2 490.2140 481.6642
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7461 10.5738 18.5942 26.2302 29.7023 21.6499 10.0633 4.3580 6.2498
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 39.0924 36.1773 34.7124 41.3601 39.3986 41.4714 42.17,1 43.6365 45.1323
MACH NO. 0.6703 0.7065 0.7093 0.6618 0.6492 0.6293 0.6175 0.6209 0.6266
SWIRL VELOCITY 499.7754 487.9775 469.1902 513.8126 477.7699 479.9574 474.8254 490.0974 508.1367
AXIAL VELOCITY 614.1432 666.2937 676.2861 582.6268 580.6756 542.0385 523.0615 512.9980 504.7965
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 792.7624 827.0796 824.3763 777.8706 752.7390 725.7872 709.5414 713.2508 720.7491
WEIGHT FLOW 14.7499 10.5812 18.6072 26.2464 29.7403 21.6701 10.0759 4.3628 6.2511
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 614.3827 666.7851 676.8314 583.0183 580.6792 543.4292 526.2394 517.1900 510.1397
STATIC TEMPERATURE 583.8770 571.8289 563.5805 575.7100 559.8607 552.9090 548.7712 548.5958 550.4470
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 18.4692 18.1121 17.9623 18.4300 18.0740 17.6542 17.4051 17.2317 17.1550
MCL INCIDENCE 10.1076 6.9240 5.1203 10.4179 5.7489 7.3678 8.0444 9.4830 11.0000
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 3.6824 0.3973 -1.4475 4.1701 -0.3613 1.1614 1.6181 2.9665 4.3823
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62 3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
00
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG NO. 118 PCT DES SPD= 95.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP. 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PPES= 19.480 HUB STATIC PRES= 19.280
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.9900 3.7000 792.8000 499.8000 583.9000 18.4700 24.9500
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.9200 .4000 827.1000 487.9800 571.8000 18.1100 25.2600
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 6.0600 -1.4400 824.4000 469.2000 563.6000 17.9600 25.1200
o282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 6.1100 4.1700 777.9000 513.8000 575.7000 18 4300 24,7200
.470 10.6200 -10.1000 1.3000 5.0200 -.4000 752,7000 477.8000 559.9000 18.0700 24.0000
.689 9.4800 -9.6000 1.4700 2.9000 1.1600 725,8000 479.9000 552,9000 17.6500 23.0500
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.1000 1.6100 709.5000 474.8000 548.8000 17.4100 22.5100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 5.2100 2.9700 713.2000 490.1000 548.6000 17.2300 22.3400
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 3.5200 4.3800 720.7000 508.1000 550.4000 17.1500 22.3500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 625.4300 23o6600
.1000 13.1500 620,8400 24.5500
.1500 12.8400 613.6400 24.3200
.2822 11.9700 611.7900 24.1900
.4702 10.8300 601.8700 23.7000
.6887 9.5700 592.2000 22.9700
.8500 8.6700 588.3300 22.0200
.9000 8.4000 589.6000 21,4300
s9372 8.1200 593.0000 21.0300
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX CON TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4580 .1991 .0952 1.1572 10.3900 .5352 638,0697 634.5859 66.5857
.1000 .3870 .0993 .0464 1.2926 12,4200 .5860 692.3024 685.6988 95,3925
.1500 .4020 .1117 .0510 1.0732 10o6600 .5743 675.4269 671.6526 71.3047
.2622 .3839 .0843 .0358 -7.5714 11.5100 .5691 6687439 664,9450 71.1795
.4702 .3712 .0506 *0194 1*3521 12.1200 .5439 635,5991 633.1611 55.6171
.6887 .4049 .0148 .0050 1.3388 9.7000 .5020 584.2973 583.5490 29.5613
.8500 .4780 .0961 .0296 .9238 8.3000 o4374 510.4014 510.0586 18.7030
.9000 .5458 .1781 .0531 .7687 11,3100 .3897 456.9958 455,1078 41.4981
.9372 .6139 .2538 .0732 .6736 9,5200 .3535 416.7640 415.9777 25.5880










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 119 TI;IE 15H 33. 7S UJOiIFORk IiLCT LOj STATO AiLE 3.
SPFEn (RPM) 12122.7499 0ISTURTIfIN INoDX 0.000
ACTUIL ORIFICE FLOW 138.3949
THETA 0.9975
DELTA 0.9914
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5701 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 517.4253 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 144.1926 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 145.2613
EOIIV. SPEED 12137.5334
PERCENT SPEED 94.9654
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5362 14.6548 14.6977 14.6941 14.7385 14.7403 14.7265 14.7248 14.6552
STATIC PRESSURE 12.0008 11.6964 11.4116 10.9913 11.2318 11.4706 11.7027 11.9407 12.1488
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.1871 11.9710 11.7667 11.4709 11.6494 11.8194 11.9904 12.1745 12.3267
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.1815 519.2172 519.0302 518.8751 518.5221 518.1413 517.8485 517.7613 518.?133
ANGLE (DEG.) 3.1559 2.9933 2.7733 2.2524 1.6280 1.5727 1.6144 1.6826 1.9859
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5081 0.5453 0.5726 0.6053 0.5894 0.5705 0.5498 0.5283 0.5032
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.3031 12.2125 12.0038 11.8858 11.8836 12.0760 12.3257 12.4341 12.4989
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.3318 12.2450 12.0411 11.9254 11.9242 12.1127 12.3573 12.4638 12.5261
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.0077 1.3516 2.5217 5.3443 7.4828 5.9804 7.1976 7.2704 7.2495
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4903 0.5130 0.5412 0.5542 0.5585 0.5370 0.5058 0.4937 0.4788
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4939 0.5169 0.5456 0.5588 0.5631 0.5412 0.5106 0.4974 0.4822
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 538.5161 562.3845 591.8266 605.3310 609.7309 587.3949 555.8160 542.1210 526.3252
SWIRL VELOCITY 28.8059 28.7280 28.1879 23.6690 17.3217 16.0152 15.1740 15.1949 17.0859
WEIGHT FLOW 13.4727 9.7703 16.7122 26.8670 30.1988 23.4795 11.33L2 5.5355 6.9365
AXIAL VELOCITY 522.4459 549.3769 581.9032 601.7717 609.4514 583.2851 538.3938 517.2518 492.7346
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.8484 2.6496 2.4786 2.0717 1.4976 1.4241 1.3934 1.4213 1.6421
SWIRL VELOCITY 29.3000 29.1293 28.5085 23.8635 17.3056 15.8396 14.7712 14.6457 16.2827
AXIAL VELOCITY 587.8716 628.4456 657.5846 658.6840 660.9109 636.1098 606.2288 589.2439 566.9500
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 601.0049 637.3711 663.7256 660.8126 660.9149 639.3831 619.0919 610.0301 599.6177
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 602.7395 639.0503 665.3468 662.2467 662.1423 640.5857 620.29.)9 611.2429 600.8977
MACH NO. 0.5562 0.5920 0.6182 0.6151 0.6150 0.5936 0.5735 0.5646 0.5544
WEIGHT FLOW 13.3201 9.7605 16.7169 26.8850 30.2014 23.4968 11.3353 5.5346 6.9417
WHEEL SPEED 1479.6599 1439.7465 1396.5939 1288.7859 1140.9160 966.4787 838.4878 791.9128 743.8827
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1450.3599 1410.6168 1368.0853 1264.9224 1123.6104 950.6391 823.7156 777.2671 727.6000
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.4919 65.6849 64.1199 62.4170 59.5359 56.0761 53.0722 51.8739 50.5081
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1569.9522 1547.9281 1520.5880 1427.1301 1303.5752 1145.6547 1030.4238 988.0690 942.8377
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.4489 1.4341 1.4129 1.3256 1.2108 1.0616 0.9527 0.9127 n.8700
MCL INCIDENCE 5.2919 4.4849 3.6199 4.0170 3.4359 3.7761 4.67 2 3.8739 2.6081
SURFACE INCIDENCE 3.0919 2.4849 1.5199 1.6170 1.0359 1.0761 0.9722 0.0739 -1.4918
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 41.9748 40.7958 38.9130 34.1148 29.7357 24.6022 22.1030 21.3262 20.4735
STATIC TEMPERATURE 489.8331 485.1646 482.1304 482.3293 482.0123 483.9948 485.8492 486.6938 488.1628
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 695.7294 684.9584 674.8602 652.0463 623.5194 5Q3.2140 574.154. 567.6743 D52.1L45
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 11.7800 11.5598 11.3563 11.3819 11.4172 11.6135 11.7821 11.d59 1.S921
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7-95 0.6347 0.55)5 .5198 (0.4885
00 STRFAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000( -7.P000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 10.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 119 TIME 15H 33M 7S UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR ANGLE 3.00
SMASS AVERAGED PT 24.9345 ( 25.1499)
MASS AVERAGED TT 621.1767 (622.6927)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 135.9783 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 136.9861
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.5920 26.7747 26.3252 25.9266 24.9882 23.8278 23.1692 22.7528 24.3344
STATIC PRESSURE 19.4701 19.1626 18.7568 18.5012 18.1337 17.5920 17.32 3 17.3518 17.1669
WEDGE PRESSURE 20.2833 20.3446 19.9438 19.6617 19.1637 18.4899 18.13?8 18.0637 18.3003
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 646.2821 646.3500 638.3510 634.8292 614.2513 602.6845 596.1857 593.6436 598.8620
ANGLE (DEG.) 44.1153 41.9816 40.0833 45.2097 44.4447 47.6452 50.4146 51.1375 51.6927
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5864 0.6393 0.6428 0.6415 0.6278 0.6131 0.60L9 0.5839 0.6514
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.01 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 19.5159 19.4749 18.8237 19.6368 19.2737 18.6983 18.2804 18.1413 17.9919
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.6255 19.6185 18.9755 19.7517 19.3743 18.7854 18.3628 18.2177 18.1131
ANGLE (DEG.) 44.2970 51.1239 35.1863 33.3699 35.7046 38.7274 41.97L0 42.6559. 43.4330
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6281 0.6820 0.7006 0.6360 0.6142 0.5930 0.5861 0.5727 0.6635
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6349 0.6904 0.7095 0.6431 0.6207 0.5990 0.59?0 0.5783 0.6714
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 759.6338 821.3025 836.9534 762.8626 726.5677 696.4804 685.3697 669.1419 771.5637
SWIRL VELOCITY 527.7844 548.3818 538.0648 541.1176 508.7423 513.6087 525.4656 517.4053 600.6849
WEIGHT FLOW 13.4325 10.0907 18.0912 25.8637 28.9055 20.2836 8.9843 3.8277 6.4426
AXIAL VELOCITY 544.3431 609.4351 639.3535 537.1743 518.7026 468.2497 434.4805 416.9369 474.5185
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 524.2969 545.0782 535.5700 539.7715 509.2130 518.0126 533.0092 526.4373 614.7086
AXIAL VELOCITY 513.8879 575.4079 603.5366 515.5354 502.6928 451.7883 413.8388 388.8208 447.7502
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 739.4577 796.7495 810.1467 747.4165 716.3219 689.4912 680.3959 661.5055 771.1889
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 520.4381 580.1102 606.8609 515.9879 502.8032 454.0331 421.8733 399.5368 464.6491
ANGLE (DEG.) 45.5189 43.3999 41.5384 46.2602 45.3123 48.8437 52.1065 53.4805 53.8698
MACH NO. 0.6167 0.6679 0.6846 0.6290 0.6113 0.5925 0.5874 0.5712 0.6710
WEIGHT FLOW 13.4337 10.1002 18.0931 25.8641 28.9321 20.3181 9.0007 3.7823 6.4536
WHEEL SPEED 1440.5273 1405.8703 1370.1235 1277.1375 1145.1540 988.7333 886.1893 850.2197 816.9995
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 916.2303 860.7919 834.5533 737.3660 635.9406 470.7207 353.1802 323.7825 202.2908
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.4027 56.0231 53.9767 55.0169 51.6687 46.0339 39.9352 39.0212 23.5265
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1053.7236 1038.0223 1031.8717 899.9734 810.6980 654.0061 550.1938 514.2614 506.7744
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8789 0.8702 0.8720 0.7574 0.6919 0.5620 0.4750 0.4441 0.4409
DEVIATION 4.4027 -0.2768 -1.9232 3.8169 4.6687 7.3339 12.0352 16.1212 4.9265
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.0891 9.6617 10.1431 7.4000 7.8671 10.0421 13.1370 12.8526 26.9815
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1166 1.0972 1.0770 1.0211 0.9358 0.8280 0.7541 0.7274 0.7028
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9528 0.9595 0.9687 0.9867 1.0045 1.0215 1.0422 1.0498 1.0603
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.7605 1.8270 1.7911 1.7644 1.6954 1.6165 1.5733 1.5451 1.6604
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2424 1.2448 1.2298 1.2234 1.1846 1.1631 1.1512 1.1465 1.1556
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7204 0.7641 0.7851 0.7853 0.8796 0.8997 0.9123 0.9019 1.0000
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7416 0.7831 0.8019 0.8016 0.8882 0.9062 0.9177 0.9077 1.0000
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.2410 0.2105 0.1878 0.1984 0.1087 0.0972 0.0938 0.1089 -0.0000
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0122 0.0151 0.0194 0.0489 0.0498 0.0162 0.0032 0.0007 -0.0017
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.2288 0.1953 0.1684 0.1494 0.0588 0.0809 0.0905 0.1081 0.0017
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0363 0.0354 0.0330 0.0335 0.0194 0.0188 0.0193 0.0221 -0.0000
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0344 0.0329 0.0296 0.0252 0.0105 0.0157 0.0186 0.0219 0.0004
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.4291 0.4347 0.4263 0.4810 0.4919 0.5577 0.6098 0.6247 0.6377
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 19.8057 19.8598 19.2447 19.8653 19.4195 18.7922 18.3453 18.2378 17.9974
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2030 13.3000 15.5000n
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.91,0 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATnR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 119 TIME 15H 33M 7S UNIFORM INLET ,LOW STATIJR AVr(LE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 24.9355 ( 25.1509)
MASS AVERAGED TT 621.2017 (622.7178)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 135.9057 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 136.9129
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.5920 26.7747 26.3252 25.9266 24.9882 23.8278 23.1692 22.7528 24.3344
STATIC PRESSURE 19.5159 19.4749 18.8237 19.6368 19.2737 18.6983 18.28)4 18.1413 17.9919
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.6255 19.6185 18.9755 19.7517 19.3743 18.7854 18.36?7 18.2177 18.1131
TOTAL TEMPERAFJRE 646.2819 646.3499 638.3508 634.8291 614.2512 602.6844 596.1856 593.6435 598.8619
ANGLE (DEG.) 44.1153 41.9816 40.0833 45.2096 44.4447 47.6452 50.4146 51.1375 51.6927
MACH NO. 0.6349 0.6904 0.7095 0.6431 0.6207 0.5990 0.5920 0.5783 0.6714
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 759.6337 821.3025 836.9536 762.8628 726.5682 696.4803 685.3695 669.1419 771.5637
SWIRL VELOCITY 527.7843 548.3817 538.0649 541.1176 508.7426 513.6087 525.4655 517.4052 600.6847
AXIAL VELOCITY 544.3432 609.4351 639.3538 537.1745 518.7031 468.2498 434.48)5 416.9370 474.5185




ANGLE (DEG.) 44.2983 41.9282 39.6590 44.3679 42.9376 46.1441 48.8754 49.5071 50.3457
MACH NO. 0.6340 0.6925 0.7187 0.6551 0.6394 0.6095 0.5957 0.5824 0.6707
SWIRL VELOCITY 529.7420 550.0484 540.1619 542.4703 508.7426 509.8161 518.7375 510.5231 590.9480
AXIAL VELOCITY 541.8817 611.4335 650.5784 553.5749 545.7522 488.8529 451.9160 434.9181 488.8190
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 758.6676 823.5182 846.7674 776.0424 746.8347 707.8863 690.4517 673.6310 770.8759
WEIGHT FLOW 13.4383 10.0998 18.1080 25.8999 28.9383 20.2398 8.9862 3.8314 6.3635
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 542.0932 611.8845 651.1030 553.9469 545.7555 490.1073 454.6617 438.4721 493.9931
STATIC TEMPERATURE 598.4247 590.0659 578.8419 584.8521 567.9493 561.0926 556.6312 555.9953 549.5247
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 19.5299 19.4399 18.6679 19.4396 18.9814 18.5438 18.2138 18.0842 18.0020
MCL INCIDENCE 15.3156 12.6791 10.0709 13.4277 9.2879 12.0524 14.7P24 15.4017 16.2686
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 8.8883 6.1482 3.49q0 7.1779 3.1777 5.8340 8.3154 8.8371 9.5957
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 o.7ti39 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
ST2EAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
'.0
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLnP)
RDG NO= 119 PCT DES SPD= 95.00 FAN INLFT TOT TFMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 20.230 HUB STATIC PRES= 19.930
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLU ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT Ih TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.8200 8.8800 758.7000 529.7000 598.4000 19.5200 25.5900
.100 13*1600 -7.5000 1.0600 9.3400 6.1400 823.5000 550.0000 590.0000 19.4400 26.7700
.150 12,8300 -7.6000 1.0900 6.7700 3.4900 846.8000 540.2000 578.8000 18.6700 26.3300
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.5200 7.1700 776.0000 542.5000 584.9000 19.4400 25.9300
470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 4.1700 3.1700 747.0000 508.7000 567.9000 19.0000 25.0000
.689 9.4800 .9.8000 1.4700 3.0900 5.8300 708.0000 509.8000 561.1000 16.5400 23.8200
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.1200 8.3100 690.5000 518.7000 556.6000 16.2100 23.1700
.900 8*2700 -9.1000 1.6700 4.4200 8.8400 673.6000 510.5000 556.0000 18.0800 22.7500
*937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 4.5600 9.6000 771.0000 591.0000 549.5000 18.0000 24.3300
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 642.4000 24.9400
.1000 13.1500 640.8800 25.6800
.1500 12.8400 634.2700 25.3700
.2822 11.9700 620.9000 25.1600
.4702 10.8300 608.2400 24.2800
.6887 9.5700 598.4000 22.9600
.8500 8.6700 594.6000 22.0000
.9000 8.4000 596.3000 21.3800
.9372 8.1200 599.0700 21.1700
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4236 .1071 .0514 .9137 8.2200 .5562 670.6245 669.1345 44.6785
.1000 .3810 .1487 .0692 .7743 13.8400 .5959 714.5854 705.1119 115.9720
.1500 .4281 .1253 .0571 .8507 11.3700 .5812 694.4120 689.5702 81.8601
.2822 .4024 .1186 .0506 -2.5929 8.9200 .5731 678.0629 676.7836 41.6310
S4702 .4036 .1200 .0460 1.1000 11.8700 .5280 621.2285 619.0769 51.6589
.6887 ,4877 .1629 .0553 .8702 9.8900 .4470 525.6351 524.8708 28.3341
.8500 *5824 .2359 ,0727 .6870 8.9200 .3743 441,2399 440.7428 20.9391
*9000 .6578 .2934 .0876 .5613 10.5200 .3151 373.4462 372.3356 28.7804
*9372 .7574 .0992 ,1438 .4227 10.5600 .2931 348.7191 347.6152 27.7242










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 107 TIME 10H 48" 1S UUIFORM INLET LOW STAT J
SPEE) (RPM) 12773.0806 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 152.8415
THETA 0.9942
nELTA 0.9895
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5420 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 515.7017 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 157.3418 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 158.5495
EOUIV. SPEED 12810.0117
PERCENT SPEED 100.2269
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4521 14.6748 14.7222 14.7457 14.7400 14.7203 14.7175 14.7141 14.6351
STATIC PRESSURE 10.8170 10.6224 10.4449 10.0628 10.2335 10.6494 10.7578 10.9977 11.2342
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.2866 11.2170 11.1240 10.9129 11.0075 11.2478 11.3191 11.4806 11.6248
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.5554 519.2400 520.0247 519.5201 517.9138 518.1294 517.65L4 517.9651 517.3303
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.4508 2.2614 2.0759 2.2950 2.0380 1.9912 1.6662 1.6683 1.5087
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6048 0.6315 0.6455 0.6699 0.6594 0.6319 0.6239 0.6060 0.5830
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.4852 11.4783 11.3609 11.2548 11.2263 11.3626 11.5739 11.7093 11.7765
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5284 11.5261 11.4123 11.3092 11.2813 11.4139 11.6254 11.7530 11.8172
ANGLE (DEG.) -1.4869 2.2264 2.5071 2.6973 3.5508 4.9947 6.1596 6.4475 6.1157
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5774 0.5975 0.6141 0.6274 0.6299 0.6138 0.5932 0.5756 0.5611
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5823 0.6028 0.6198 0.6333 0.6359 0.6194 0.5954 0.5806 0.5658
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 629.2562 649.9238 666.9136 680.3630 682.9586 666.5655 642.4398 627.4580 612.4889
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.4788 25.0861 23.7812 27.1055 24.2861 23.0075 18.1021 17.4367 15.1055
WEIGHT FLOW 14.9854 10.8094 18.1023 29.0463 32.4831 25.4884 12.5221 6.1338 7.7395
AXIAL VELOCITY 611.1685 635.2477 656.0590 676.3428 682.4892 661.7536 622.2874 598.6781 573.5270
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2536 1.9404 1.8121 2.0741 1.8437 1.7744 1.4032 1.3923 1.2184
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.7443 25.4366 24.0516 27.3282 24.2636 22.7552 17.62L5 16.8065 14.3954
AXIAL VELOCITY 718.4728 749.7641 759.2143 753.5702 752.7306 733.5089 715.7774 690.4708 675.8311
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 734.5238 760.4127 766.3043 756.0054 752.7352 737.2833 730.9648 714.8280 714.7727
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 735.7167 761.8542 767.6919 757.5039 754.1293 738.6424 732.20?0 716.0640 715.9794
MACH NO. 0.6895 0.7165 0.7225 0.7120 0.7085 0.6925 0.68i9 0.6694 0.6693
WEIGHT FLOW 14.9866 10.8128 18.1058 29.0651 32.5046 25.5023 12.52?8 6.0985 7.7431
WHEEL SPEED 1562.5811 1519.4820 1472.5620 1359.3462 1204.8351 1020.0383 885.11?8 835.6245 785.7671
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1546.8368 1494.0452 1448.5100 1332.0179 1180.5713 997.2829 867.49L2 818.8177 771.3716
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.5992 63.0258 62.1200 60.4225 57.4785 53.5249 49.8830 48.8792 47.1812
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1712.3752 1676.4242 1638.7197 1531.6053 1400.1279 1240.2256 1134.3944 1086.9411 1051.6245
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6049 1.5766 1.5424 1.4396 1.3154 1.1628 1.0637 1.0161 0.9Q31
MCL INCIDENCE 2.3992 1.8258 1.6200 2.0225 1.3785 1.2249 1.4820 0.8792 -0.7167
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.1992 -0.1741 -0.4799 -0.3774 -1.0214 -1.4750 -2.2179 -2.9207 -4.618P
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 49.1845 47.1433 44.3726 37.8915 31.7742 26.2663 23.62L5 22.5935 21.8643
STATIC TEMPERATURE 474.3906 470.8381 470.8048 471.6440 470.6082 472.7280 473.0789 475.3103 474.7371
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 719.0580 705.1994 695.0766 667.3676 633.6719 600.7255 580.0651 573.5928 566.62i?
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.5149 10.4221 10.3980 10.5154 10.5446 10.6816 10.740 10.8M47 10n.3A9
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5196 0.1 5
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19. 000
\.A
ROTOIP EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE REAnING NUMIBER 107 TI'iE InH 484 !S Uis rIF , INLFT FL.): STATOR a1GLE 3.I0.
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.7842 ( 21.0043)
MASS AVERAGED TT 584.9969 (588.3747)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 159.4749 (PROBE INTEGPATIO)
CnRPR. TOTAL FLOW 160.6991
PROBF TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 10& DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36,)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.6865 20.6262 20.5962 20.6046 21.1004 21.6093 21.9095 21.7728 19.9844
STATIC PRESSURE 13.8619 13.6652 13.5342 13.7823 14.3224 14.8044 14.6532 14.7403 13.9073
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.9970 14.8301 14.7213 14.9182 15.4420 15.9228 16.0235 15.9035 14.8978
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 586.7817 582.5132 582.5270 597.6626 589.6561 586.4657 586.4670 586.7812 585.1366
ANGLE (DEG.) 19.7784 18.8510 20.2362 27.7785 28.0581 30.5881 32.1454 32.8855 36.7R30
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6938 0.7031 0.7096 0.6953 0.6831 0.6752 0.6838 0.6853 0.6617
PRORE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1853 13.9367 13.8377 14.5042 14.6878 15.0335 14.98L2 14.8449 14.7382
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3253 14.0837 13.9874 14.6306 14.8229 15.1722 15.1310 14.9953 14.8388
ANGLE (DEG.) 4.9922 17.8608 14.5986 19.8204 26.6932 26.8219 28.0888 28.4635 28.9428
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7441 0.7589 0.7646 0.7170 0.7286 0.7292 0.7469 0.7499 0.6663
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7545 0.7699 0.7758 0.7265 0.7385 0.7391 0.7575 0.7605 0.6742
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 848.0756 860.7219 865.9370 827.2026 835.2785 833.4512 852.4355 855.4536 766.5797
SWIRL VELOCITY 286.0444 277.3033 298.8106 385.2097 392.8690 422.6619 449.4399 458.7388 453.0405
WEIGHT FLOW 16.1877 10.9056 18.8255 28.2213 33.5505 26.4801 12.8293 5.6384 6.8916
AXIAL VELOCITY 795.4627 812.2037 810.5649 731.2830 737.0782 715.0232 715.2121 709.4982 605.9698
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 284.1542 275.6328 297.4251 384.2513 393.2324 426.2859 455.8912 466.7468 463.6174
AXIAL VELOCITY 735.5078 749.7642 749.1983 689.4367 706.5632 680.3272 668.5943 659.3594 565.3684
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 798.1898 805.5268 810.8506 790.6908 809.6309 806.5702 820.8393 823.5896 748.5916
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 744.8829 755.8911 753.3250 690.0420 706.7183 683.7075 681.5749 677.5316 586.7065
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.0972 20.1600 21.6264 29.0974 29.0633 32.0329 34.2488 35.2529 39.3029
MACH NO. 0.7055 0.7153 0.7211 0.6913 0.7135 0.7128 0.7264 0.7291 0.6570
WEIGHT FLOW 16.1952 10.9115 18.8197 28.1120 33.5661 26.4988 12.8349 5.6430 6.8934
WHEEL SPEED 1521.2549 1483.7298 1444.6515 1347.0602 1209.3105 1043.5265 935.4659 897.1497 863.0007
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1237.1006 1208.0967 1147.2263 962.8086 816.0778 617.2402 479.5756 430.4029 399.3833
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.9472 57.9665 56.7093 54.3711 49.1078 42.0753 35.1314 32.4259 34.2440
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1444.0455 1425.0853 1372.4525 1184.5499 1079.5521 921.1088 833.3839 802.6803 709.7404
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2765 1.2655 1.2206 1.0356 0.9514 0.8141 0.7375 0.7106 0.6229
DEVIATION 2.9472 1.6665 0.8093 3.1711 2.1078 3.3753 7.2314 9.5259 15.6440
AIR TURNING ANGLE 5.6520 5.0593 5.4107 6.0513 8.3706 11.4496 14.7506 16.4532 12.9371
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1585 1.1406 1.1195 1.0649 0.9795 0.8682 0.7917 0.7638 0.7387
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9492 0.9562 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0236 1.0457 1.0551 1.0668
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4313 1.4055 1.3989 1.3973 1.4315 1.4679 1.4886 1.4797 1.3655
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1293 1.1218 1.1201 1.1504 1.1385 1.1318 1.1329 1.1328 1.1316
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8329 0.8374 0.8367 0.6658 0.7781 0.8779 0.9045 0.8905 0.7062
PnLYTR. FFFICIENCY 0.8411 0.8450 0.8443 0.6811 0.7890 0.8843 0.9097 0.8964 0.7188
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0810 0.0764 0.0779 0.2032 0.1421 0.0883 0.0794 0.0969 0.2651
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0140 0.0132 0.0124 0.0140 0.0529 0.0372 0.0164 0.0097 0.0060
PROPILF LOSS COEFF. 0.0670 0.0632 0.0655 0.1891 0.0891 0.0511 0.0630 0.0871 0.2591
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0127 0.0122 0.0128 0.0349 0.0268 0.0183 0.0174 0.0214 0.0560
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0105 0.0101 0.0107 0.0325 '0.0168 0.0106 0.0138 0.0192 0.0548
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2082 0.2008 0.2175 0.3017 0.3127 0.3567 0.3739 0.3801 0.4455
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.8410 14.6677 14.5691 14.9719 15.0296 15.4014 15.4234 15.2886 14.9568
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6030 0.5756 n.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 18.5000
SnLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7680 1.8510 1.9100 l.o4sn
MFTAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.60n0 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.100T 29.o000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 107 TIME 10H 48M IS UNIFORM INLET FLOW STATOR A.GLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.7838 ( 21.0039)
MASS AVERAGED TT 584.9931 (588.3807)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 159.5073 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 160.7317
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.6865 20.6262 20.5962 20.6046 21.1004 21.6093 21.9095 21.7728 19.9844
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1853 13.9367 13.8377 14.5042 14.6878 15.0335 14.9812 14.8449 14.7382
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3253 14.0837 13.9874 14.6306 14.8229 15.1722 15.13L0 14.9953 14.8388
TOTAL TEMPERAIJRE 586.7816 582.5131 582.5269 597.6625 589.6560 586.4656 586.4659 586.7811 585.4365
ANGLE (DEG.) 19.7784 18.8510 20.2362 27.7785 28.0581 30.5881 32.1454 32.8855 36.7829
MACH NO. 0.7545 0.7699 0.7758 0.7265 0.7385 0.7391 0.7575 0.7605. 0.6742
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 848.0754 860.7219 865.9370 827.2026 835.2781 833.4511 852.4353 855.4534 766.5796
SWIRL VELOCITY 286.0442 277.3032 298.8106 385.2096 392.8687 422.6617 449.4397 458.7386 453.0403
AXIAL VELOCITY 795.4623 812.2036 810.5649 731.2832 737.0780 715.0230 715.21?1 709.4980 605.9698
WEIGHT FLOW 16.1877 10.9056 18.8255 28.2213 33.5505 26.4801 12.8293 5.6384 6.8916
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 19.9813 18.8242 19.8634 26.8575 26.3873 28.6586 30.2779 30.9200 34.7827
MACH NO. 0.7470 0.7718 0.7934 0.7538 0.7868 0.7819 0.7899 0.7912 0.6938
SWIRL VELOCITY 287.1051 278.1460 299.9751 386.1725 392.8687 419.5407 443.6844 452.6369 445.6968
AXIAL VELOCITY 788.6167 814.9175 829.3265 761.5871 790.8690 766.6224 758.9450 754.7007 640.6840
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 840.4841 862.5965 883.4828 855.2503 883.9772 876.5222 883.9780 886.1946 786.8751
WEIGHT FLOW 16.1926 10.9118 18.8194 28.2322 33.4884 26.4937 12.8320 5.6414 6.8955
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 788.9243 815.5185 829.9952 762.0990 790.8741 768.5893 763.5562 760.8679 647.4656
STATIC TEMPERATURE 527.9528 520.5770 517.4569 536.7744 524.7929 522.6585 521.6296 521.5793 534.0915
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.2863 13.9115 13.6007 14.1382 14.0260 14.4329 14.5327 14.4100 14.4881
MCL INCIDENCE -9.0108 -10.4418 -9.7404 -4.0943 -7.2625 -5.4778 -3.92,0 -3.3372 0.5409
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -15.4286 -16.9557 -16.2965 -10.3324 -13.3726 -11.6513 -10.28 0 -9.7499 -5.9672
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.299- -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
'.0
I-r
WD STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG.NO= 107 PCT DER SPD=10 0 . 0 0  FAN INLET TOT TEMP 518.688
OUTER wALL STATIC PPESs 14.320 HUB STATIC PRESX 14,090
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX 8L ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.7700 -15.4000 840.5000 287.1000 527.9000 14.2900 20.6900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 3.0700 -17.0000 862.6000 278.1000 520.6000 13.9100 i0.6300
.150 12.8300 -7,6000 1.0900 2.1300 -16.3000 883.5000 300.0000 517.5000 13.6000 20.6000
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 1.1000 -10.3000 855.3000 386.1000 536.8000 1401300 20.6000
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .9000 -13.4000 883.9800 392.9000 524.8000 14.0300 21.1000
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .8000 -11.6000 876,5000 419.5000 522.7000 14.4300 21.6100
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.1200 -10.3000 884.0000 443.7000 521.6000 14.5300 21.9000
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.0100 -9.7000 886.2000 452.6000 521.6000 14.4100 21.7700
,937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.1000 -5.9700 786.9000 445.7000 534.1000 14.8800 19.9800
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
0500 13.4700 58665500 19,1800
.1000 13.1500 583.2000 20.0700
.1500 12.6400 580.9400 20.2600
.2822 11.9700 589.5400 20.0200
.4702 10,8300 581.9500 20.2000
.6I67 9.570 S(.1400 80.7900
,8500 6,6790 41*9200 20.3500
.9000 6.4000 583.800 20.2200
.9372 8.1200 586.0660 18,6500
PCT 140R4 R MP VWT LOt CtF Lt IPAAM POLY EPP 4 11W WCW *6 WE COW VL. EX COR AX IX 104 Two
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .1404 .2359 .1132 .0159 8.1700 .6609 752,4043 750.7761 49.717
100 v1957 *0833 .0393 .649 7.9700 .7135 46.6767 801S.519 43.*952
.1500 .2180 .0486 .0223 .8064 6.7300 .7247 614.5223 113.9S95 30.8733
.2822 .1344 .0896 .0383 -.7004 7.1000 .714a 809.7663 809.4119 84.0226
*4702 .8400 .1273 .0490 1.2775 .O0000 .7274 817.9656 117.6647 12.480
.6687 .1844 .1142 .0368 2.6139 7.6000 .T617 I52.7784 852.69S3 119066
.8500 .2060 .2103 .0649 -1.2019 7.3200 .7417 833.1622 633.0030 16.2654
.9000 .2128 .2106 .0630 -. 5955 7.1100 .7356 627.6796 827.5510 14.5894
,9372 .,2231 .2608 .0754 -1.1861 7.1000 .6448 735.2574 735.1219 14.1151










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 108 TIME 11H 21M 34S UNIFORM INLET LUOW STATOU AI:GLE
SPEED (RPM) 12801.6495 DISTURTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 152.9776
THETA 0.9958
DELTA 0.9892
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5377 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 516.5105 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 157.0395 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 158.4158
EQUIV. SPEED 12828.6062
PERCENT SPEED 100.3724
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5022 14.6644 14.7268 14.7414 14.7380 14.7250 14.7084 14.7084 14.5728
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7718 10.5612 10.4102 10.0644 10.2780 10.6693 10.77?7 11.0081 11.2510
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.2692 11.1739 11.1052 10.9123 11.0323 11.2623 11.3266 11.4862 11.6211
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.0548 518.0358 518.5780 518.8804 519.8441 518.1857 517.7166 517.5666 517.7064
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.4488 2.1080 2.2089 2.1001 2.0405 1.9499 1.6320 1.6004 1.5046
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6111 0.6353 0.6479 0.6697 0.6566 0.6307 0.6224 0.6048 0.5778
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.4965 11.4799 11.3625 11.2729 11.2610 11.3540 11.5448 11.7161 11.7609
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5404 11.5274 11.4140 11.3268 11.3151 11.4056 11.59L9 11.7595 11.8008
ANGLE (DEG.) -2.1323 1.8980 1.9604 2.5054 3.7433 4.8423 6.1020 6.5717 6.0535
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5806 0.5965 0.6144 0.6251 0.6261 0.6151 0.5931 0.5744 0.5572
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5856 0.6017 0.6200 0.6310 0.6320 0.6208 0.5984 0.5793 0.5618
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 632.5351 648.8401 667.1235 678.0607 679.0611 667.9045 645.4510 626.1689 608.4548
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.5389 23.3456 25.3116 24.7210 24.1782 22.5753 17.8140 16.6938 14.9654
WEIGHT FLOW 15.0799 10.7922 18.1156 28.9692 32.2724 25.4999 12.5380 6.1190 7.6608
AXIAL VELOCITY 614.3535 634.2506 656.2100 674.1408 678.5935 663.0989 625.2140 597.4665 569.7504
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2501 1.8101 1.9274 1.9022 1.8503 1.7378 1.3774 1.3335 1.2175
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.8054 23.6718 25.5995 24.9242 24.1558 22.3278 17.34tl 16.0904 14.2619
AXIAL VELOCITY 723.2648 748.0415 759.6770 749.4363 746.7394 734.8997 720.1858 690.1954 670.0412
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 739.4229 758.6659 766.7714 751.8581 746.7439 738.6812 735.4678 714.5428 708.6491
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 740.6156 760.0514 768.2095 753.2755 748.1348 740.0257 736.69i2 715.7621 709.8530
MACH NO. 0.6945 0.7146 0.7231 0.7076 0.7023 0.6939 0.69)5 0.6691 0.6631
WEIGHT FLOW 15.0816 10.7943 18.1218 28.9656 32.2748 25.5069 12.54L3 6.0906 7.6622
WHEEL SPEED 1565.6035 1523.4552 1476.7551 1362.1582 1204.3420 1021.4634 886.34L6 837.1593 786.6219
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1549.7979 1499.7829 1451.1555 1337.2340 1180.1860 999.1355 869.00)3 821.0687 772.3597
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.4940 63.1676 62.1488 60.6534 57.6772 53.5239 49.7576 48.9684 47.4634
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1717.1545 1680.7504 1641.2768 1534.1072 1396.5905 1242.5465 1138.45?5 1088.4507 1048.1998
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6104 1.5803 1.5449 1.4411 1.3111 1.1652 1.0671 1.0175 0.9792
MCL INCIDENCE 2.2939 1.9676 1.6488 2.2534 1.5772 1.2239 1.3576 0.9684 -0.4365
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.0940 -0.0323 -0.4511 -0.1465 -0.8227 -1.4760 -2.343 -2.8315 -4.5365
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 49.6365 47.4067 44.5425 38.0357 31.6828 26.3268 23.6739 22.6433 21.7362
STATIC TEMPERATURE 473.3311 469.9740 469.4280 471.5957 473.1172 472.6102 472.59)6 474.9809 475.8098
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 719.1270 705.0023 693.7779 6F7.7166 635.9515 601.0983 580.3550 573.4597 567.1642
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.5045 10.4324 10.3961 10.5539 10.6019 10.6717 10.69!0 10.8933 10.8486
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 O.5196 0.4185
STRFAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.6000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000nnn
-U1
ROTOP EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE RCOAING NUMBFR 10a TIME 11H 21i 34S UPIFtu~ I LET FL'Jw STATui ANb ,L 3.0C
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.9542 ( 22.1932)
MASS AVERAGED TT 595.7454 (598.2570)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 154.5895 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLO 155.9444
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.8274 22.5721 22.4424 21.7784 21.7599 22.5603 22.51i0 22.3791 20.7200
STATIC PRESSURE 15.6813 15.4783 15.2560 15.0188 15.3187 15.5752 15.4049 15.2320 14.6577
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.8579 16.6473 16.4457 16.1295 16.3659 16.7222 16.58L9 16.4144 15.6409
TOTAL TEMPERA1JRE 607.0784 596.8609 597.4747 610.2461 594.9926 592.8677 590.7805 590.5468 589.2276
ANGLE (DEG.) 24.7924 23.6444 24.8349 34.0778 33.6852 34.5117 34.93L2 36.3138 39.6540
APPIRENT MACH NO. 0.6728 0.6742 0.6816 0.6694 0.6512 0.6684 0.6758 0.6805 0.6469
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7948 15.5817 15.9492 16.2445 16.1947 16.2276 15.9239 15.8198 15.7398
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.9443 15.7308 16.0818 16.3486 16.2998 16.3545 16.0643 15.9548 15.8302
ANGLE (DEG.) 10.1898 23.8880 16.5730 24.5783 31.9338 30.6375 31.2043 31.1439 31.5866
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7349 0.7373 0.7069 0.6536 0.6561 0.6939 0.7116 0.7125 0.6323
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7450 0.7475 0.7160 0.6611 0.6637 0.7026 0.72L0 0.7219 0.6393
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 853.2373 849.3923 817.0506 767.4133 759.7966 800.3630 818.2194 819.0960 731.9762
SWIRL VELOCITY 356.7095 339.7349 342.4057 429.6905 421.3*89 452.0433 464.5170 479.5476 461.4823
WEIGHT FLOW 16.8426 11.2739 18.9546 26.4011 30.8735 25.7244 12.4577 5.4264 6.6575
AXIAL VELOCITY 772.2624 775.9827 739.8501 635.1830 632.2014 657.4422 665.10)2 652.4971 556.7693
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 354.3524 337.6882 340.8180 428.6216 421.7786* 455.9193 471.1847 487.9189 472.2562
AXIAL VELOCITY 717.2544 719.9650 689.5222 607.1637 608.6027 628,6251 624.8976 609.9402 521.5890
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 809.1309 801.4723 773.4651 744.4673 741.4019 779.8991 793.1743 795.0936 719.1188
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 726.3970 725.8485 693.3202 607.6967 608.7362 631.7486 637.0297 626.7502 541.2747
ANGLE (DEG.) 26.2595 25.0976 26.2693 35.1754 34.6791 35.9087 36.9729 38.6121 42.1036
MACH NO. 0.7026 0.7010 0.6743 0.6397 0.6462 0.6830 0.6957 0.6986 0.6272
WEIGHT FLOW 16.8506 11.2691 18.9124 26.4087 30.8427 25.7476 12.4630 5.4303 6.6647
WHEEL SPEED 1524.1973 1487.6094 1448.7652 1349.8464 1208.8152 1044.9842 936.7657 898.7976 863.9394
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1169.8449 1149.9210 1107.9473 921.2247 787.0365 589.0645 465.5808 410.8788 391.6832
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.1626 57.7394 57.9631 56.5889 52.2799 42.9977 36.1617 33.2477 35.8908
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1377.0218 1359.8435 1306.9963 1103.6077 994.9805 863.7727 789.0323 749.4245 668.1272
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1958 1.1895 1.1394 0.9484 0.8673 0.7564 0.6931 0.6585 0.5827
DEVIATION 2.1626 1.4394 2.0631 5.3889 5.27c9 4.2977 8.2617 10.3477 17.2908
AIR TURNING ANGLE 6.3313 5.4282 4.1857 4.0644 5.3973 10.5262 13.5958 15.7206 11.5726
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1603 1.1425 1.1223 1.0663 0.9792 0.8693 0.7927 0.7650 0.7395
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9490 0.9561 0.9660 0.9855 1.0049 1.0237 1.0468 1.0552 1.0669
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5740 1.5392 1.5239 1.4773 1.4764 1.5321 1.5307 1.5215 1.4218
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1695 1.1521 1.1521 1.1760 1.1445 1.1441 1.1411 1.1410 1.1381
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8143 0.8604 0.8393 0.6684 0.8133 0.8981 0.9152 0.9022 0.7647
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8258 0.8686 0.8486 0.6860 0.8233 0.9041 0.9202 0.9078 0.7760
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1126 0.0796 0.0938 0.2290 0.1250 0.0796 0.0740 0.0911 0.2244
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0141 0.0133 0.0124 0.0137 0.0546 0.0378 0.0172 0.0099 0.0056
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0985 0.0662 0.0814 0.2153 0.0703 0.0418 0.05i7 0.0812 0.21H7
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0181 0.0128 0.0149 0.0372 0.0221 0.0162 0.0160 0.0199 0.0465
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0158 0.0106 0.0129 0.0349 0.0124 0.0085 0.0123 0.0177 0.0453
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2614 0.2528 0.2668 0.3639 0.3756 0.4101 0.4231 0.4347 0.L848
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.4212 16.2599 16.5514 16.5390 16.4347 16.5124 16.2809 16.1554 15.H971
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.5696 0.6030 0.5756 0.5534
STRFAML INE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.500
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.85 (0 1.9100 1.940
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 .400 7.2000 9.1000n 13.6000 20. 0)0 2.1 00 2 c .3n 00(
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 108 TIME 11H 21M 34S UNIFORM INLET 4LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.9537 ( 22.1927)
MASS AVERAGED TT 595.7512 (598.2629)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 154.4625 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 155.8162
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3610 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.8274 22.5721 22.4424 21.7784 21.7599 22.5603 22.5150 22.3791 20.7200
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7948 15.5817 15.9492 16.2445 16.1947 16.2276 15.9239 15.8198 15.7498
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.9443 15.7308 16.0818 16.3486 16.2998 16.3545 16.061+3 15.9548 15.8302
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 607.0784 596.8608 597.4746 610.2460 594.9924 592.8676 590.78)3 590.5467 59Q.2274
ANGLE (DEG.) 24.7924 23.6444 24.8349 34.0778 33.6852 34.5117 34.9312 36.3138 39.6540
MACH NO. 0.7450 0.7475 0.7160 0.6611 0.6637 0.7026 0.7210 0.7219 0.6393
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 853.2373 849.3923 817.0505 767.4135 759.7966 800.3628 818.2194 619.0959 731.9762
SWIRL VELOCITY 356.7095 339.7348 342.4056 429.6905 421.3887 452.0429 Z64.5159 479.5474 461.4P21
AXIAL VELOCITY 772.2624 775.9830 739.8501 635.1829 632.2015 657.4421 665.10)2 652.4967 556.7694
WEIGHT FLOW 16.8426 11.2739 18.9546 26.4011 30.8735 25.7244 12.4577 5.4264 6.6575
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 25.0132 23.6232 24.4600 33.2407 32.1034 33.0061 33.1115 34.4330 37.6821
MACH NO. 0.7390 0.7490 0.7293 0.6788 0.6953 0.7267 0.7452 0.7437 0.6541
SWIRL VELOCITY 358.0326 340.7674 343.7399 430.7647 421.3887 448.7050 458.5685 473.1691 454.0017
AXIAL VELOCITY 766.3403 778.1237 754.6660 656.2578 670.6641 689.7630 702.1321 689.1922 586.7376
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 847.0303 850.9148 830.7301 786.2119 792.9110 825.2107 843.0361 841.4724 747.6417
WEIGHT FLOW 16.8466 11.2776 18.9625 26.4021 30.8810 25.5327 12.4679 5.4285 6.6633
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 766.6393 778.6977 755.2746 656.6989 670.6684 691.5530 706.3981 694.8243 592.9988
STATIC TEMPERATURE 547.4338 536.7611 540.1336 558.8843 542.6216 536.3200 531.8127 531.8140 542.8483
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.8839 15.5598 15.7569 15.9995 15.7545 15.8769 15.5750 15.5026 15.5459
MCL INCIDENCE -3.9769 -5.6393 -5.1402 2.2930 -1.5463 -1.1191 -1.0772 0.2044 3.4710
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -10.3967 -12.1567 -11.6999 -3.9492 -7.6565 -7.3038 -7.4484 -6.2369 -3.0678
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 .0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG NOX 108 PCT DES SPO=100.00 FAN INLET TOT TFMP= 518.
688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRESz 18.840 hUB STATIC PRES
=  16.760
PCT I
M -  IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG 58 IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN 10T
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP 
PRES PRES
.050 13.'800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.3000 -10.000 847.0000 358.0006 
547.4000 15.9000 22.8300
:100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.0100 -12.2000 851.0000 
340.7000 536.7000 15.5500 22.5700
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.2000 -11.7000 830.7000 343.7000 
540.1000 15.7600 22.4400
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.6100 -3.9000 7862000 430.7000 
558.9000 b1.0000 21.7700
.70 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.100 -7.7000 793.0000 421.4000 
542.6000 15.7500 21.7600
.689 9.4800 .9.8000 1.4700 1.8800 .7.3000 825.2000 448.7000 
536.3000 15.8800 22.5600
.850 8.5900 .9.2000 16200 1.2800 -7.4000 843.0000 
458.6000 531.8000 15.5800 22.5100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.2900 -6.2000 841.5000 473.2000 531.8000 
15.5000 22.3800
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 197300 2.2000 3a1000 747.6000 454.0000 542.8000 
15.5500 20.7200
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS E
x TOT TEMP E
x TOT PRES
.0500 13.0700 602.0500 21.1500
.1000 13.1500 600.1400 22.1500
,1500 12.8400 595.5200 22.3200
.2822 11.9700 600.9300 21.4400
.4702 10.8300 591.2400 21.4500
.6887 9.5700 589.9000 22.3000
.8500 8.6700 568.4000 21.6600
.9000 8.4000 587.9000 21.3000
.9372 8.1200 559.000 20.1800
pCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEP LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH 
NO EX COR VEL EX CDR AX EX CON TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
0500 .5899 .2424 .1161 97740 9.7000 .4209 
497.4524 495.3256 45.9500
.1000 .4654 .0598 .0281 .8283 9,5100 
.5048 591,3582 589.0989 51,6431
.1500 .4355 .0180 .0082 1.0397 7.8000 
.5245 610.8659 609.9134 34.0994
.2822 .4640 .0572 .0244 1.4321 9.0100 .4894 
574.4964 573.3565 36.1730
.4702 .4328 .0516 .0198 1.0737 8,3100 .5228 
606.8221 606,6868 12.8142
.6887T 3273 .0389 .0132 1.0735 8.6800 
.6086 699,1788 698.8024 2299375
.8500 .3508 .1227 .0378 .7864 7.4800 .5948 
683.4450 683.2744 15.2670
.9000 a3685 91570 .0470 .7305 7.3900 
.5802 667.4641 667,2949 15.0265
.9372 ,3688 s1044 .0302 .7332 8.2000 
.5134 595.6027 595.1637 22.8639










RERUN 1/ 5/73 TIME 8-46- 7 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - BLD 2 *****
POINT 6 READING 128 DATE12/15/72 PAMB 14.85 TAMB 514.6 TIME 9 19 20 PAGE 1
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
UNIFORM INLET FLOW
***** OVERALL PERFORMANCE *****
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12794.0413 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 153.3906 AMBIENT PRESSURE = 14.8526
EQUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12837.0295 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 153.1035 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 514.6881
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.4383 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 0.0000 INLET TOTAL PRESSURE(MA) = 14.5900
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0018 ORIFICE EQUIVALENT FLOW = 153.9875 INLET TEMPERArURE = 515.2201
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 0.0000 BELLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLOW= 153.6992 BELLMOUTH TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.5900
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9553 INLET EQUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0000 DELTA PRESSURz (OP/P) = 0.0000
EQVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 43.4624 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 160.5657 EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (MA) = 21.9637
EQVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 34.1814 MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURE = 594.5398 EXIT TEMPERATURE (STA 12)= 593.7834
PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 104.1082 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 59.2859 STAGE PRESSURE RATIO(MA) = 1.5053
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0000 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 94.1046 TORQUEMETER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1524 0.8117 0.8222 4096.99
MIXING DUCT 0.1539 0.8039 0.8149 4136.54
TOROUEMETER -0.0055 * * -148.76
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C D E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.4877 1.5459 1.5566 1.4800 1.4841 1.5534 1.4991 1.4594 1.3853
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1726 0.1681 0.1598 0.1606 0.1457 0.1424 0.1369 0.1368 0.1389
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.6945 0.7866 0.8419 0.7364 0.8183 0.9403 0.8953 0.8324 0.7014
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7110 0.7992 0.8514 0.7505 0.8281 0.9439 0.9011 0.8411 0.7148
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.7056 22.5558 22.7112 21.5933 21.6533 22.6644 21.8826 21.2934 20.2124
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 604.19 601.87 597.55 598.00 590.29 588.59 585.78 585.73 586.81
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3503 17.3437 17.3371 17.3195 17.2955 17.2698 17.2514 17.2455 17.2398
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 162.5580 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.4477 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.3947
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0158 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.9588
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1530.1028 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2678 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.3536
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1056.2467 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6671 BEARING TEMP NO. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
293 404 408 410 423 427 437 541
C
POINT 6 READING 128 *** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ***** 9-19-20 12/15/72 PAGE 2
PT1 - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 14.59( 14.69)
25 14.55( 14.65) 26 14.64( 14.74) 27 14.63( 14.74) 28 14.60( 14.70) 29 14.57( 14.67) 30 14.571 14.68)
31 14.601 14.71) 32 14.57( 14.68) 33 14.62( 14.72) 34 14.59( 14.69) 35 14.56( 14.66) 36 0.00( 0.00)
37 14.55( 14.65) 38 14.58( 14.68) 39 14.561 14.67) 40 0.00( 0.00) 41 14.57( 14.68) 42 14.56( 14.67)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.57( 14.67) 45 0.00( 0.00) 46 14.61( 14.71) 47 0.00( 0.00) 48 14.62( 14.73)
49 0.001 0.00) 50 14.58( 14.69) 51 14.56( 14.67) 52 0.00( 0.00) 53 14.62( 14.73)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 13.23( 13.33)
54 13.221 13.31) 55 13.24( 13.33) 56 13.25( 13.34) 57 13.25( 13.34) 58 13.25( 13.35) 59 13.26( 13.35)
60 13.26( 13.35) 61 13.18( 13.28) 62 13.21( 13.31) 63 13.23( 13.32) 64 13.23( 13.33) 65 13.22( 13.31)
66 13.22( 13.32) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 13.20( 13.30) 70 0.00( 0.00) 71 13.21( 13.31)
72 13.21( 13.31) 73 0.001 0.00) 74 13.23f 13.32) 75 0.00( n.00) 76 13.21( 13.31) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.23( 13.33) 79 13.24( 13.33) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.25( 13.35) 82 13.28( 13.38)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPERATURE AVERAGE 515.22(518.68)
2 514.951518.42) 3 514.59(518.05) 4 514.831518.29) 6 515.13(518.60) 9 515.01(518.48) 10 515.13(518.60)
11 515.19(518.66) 14 515.31(518.78) 15 515.07(518.54) 16 515.49(518.96) 18 515.13(518.60) 21 515.85(519.32)
22 515.851519.32) 23 515.49(518.96)
PSBW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 13.19( 13.29)
84 13.19( 13.28) 86 13.204 13.29)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 12.71(12.81) 90 12.72(12.81) AVERAGE 12.72( 12.81)
PS3I - INNERWALL 92 12.66(12.75) 94 12.73(12.82) AVERAGE 12.70( 12.79)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 12.72112.81) 98 12.70(12.80) AVERAGE 12.71( 12.80)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 12.80(12.89) 102 12.79(12.88) AVERAGE 12.791 12.88)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 12.77112.86) 106 12.75(12.85) AVERAGE 12.76( 12.85)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 13.02(13.11) 110 13.02(13.11) AVERAGE 13.02) 13.111
P5460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.92(13.02) 114 12.93)13.02) AVERAGE 12.93( 13.02)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 13.06(13.16) 118 13.06(13.15) AVERAGE 13.06( 13.15)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 12.37(12.46) 121 12.38(12.47) 122 12.37(12.46) 123 12.37(12.46) AVERAGE 12.37( 12.46)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 12.72(12.81) 125 12.72(12.81) 126 12.72(12.81) 127 12.73(12.83) AVERAGE 12.721 12.82)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 11.50411.58) 147 11.53(11.62) 148 11.54(11.62) 149 11.55(11.63) AVERAGE 11.53( 11.61)
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 12.47(12.56) 151 12.52(12.61) 152 12.69(12.78) 153 12.51(12.61) AVERAGE 12.55( 12.64)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 11.14(11.23) 155 13.67(13.77)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 11.02(11.10) 157 11.60(11.68) 158 12.31(12.40) 159 12.66(12.75)
160 13.62(13.72) 161 14.81(14.92)
PS8O - OUTERWALL 162 16.25116.36) 163 16.32116.44)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 16.31116.43) 165 16.48(16.60) 166 15.76(15.87) 167 16.24(16.36) AVERAGE 16.20( 16.31)
PS91 - INNERWALL 168 14.85(14.95) 169 14.57(14.67) 170 14.85(14.96) 171 14.55(14.65) AVERAGE 14.70( 14.81)
PSIO0 - OUTERWALL 172 17.21(17.34) 173 16.59(16.72) 174 16.09(16.21) 175 15.89(16.00) AVERAGE 16.45( 16.57)
PS1OI - INNERWALL 176 14.85114.96) 177 14.44(14.54) 178 13.92(14.02) 179 13.14(13.23) AVERAGE 14.09( 14.19)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 16.36(16.48)
PS102I - INNERWALL 181 14.37(14.47)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 16.65(16.77)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 13.95(14.05)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 16.96(17.08)
PS106I - INNERWALL 185 14.84(14.94)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 17.21(17.34)
PS1081 - INNERWALL 187 15.64(15.75)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 17.68(17.81) 189 17.56(17.69) 190 17.37(17.49) 191 17.26(17.38) AVERAGE 17.47( 17.60)
PS111 - INNERWALL 192 16.50(16.62) 193 16.37(16.49) 194 16.21(16.33) 195 15.83(15.94) AVERAGE 16.23( 16.34)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 17.26(17.38) 197 17.39(17.51) 198 17.46(17.59) 199 17.31(17.43) AVERAGE 17.35( 17.48)
PS121 - INNERWALL 200 17.29(17.42) 201 17.19(17.32) 202 17.23(17.35) 203 17.21117.33) AVERAGE 17.23( 17.35)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 19.13(19.27)
PS13I - INNERWALL 469 19.21119.35)
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PT5 - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROUD PSS - HUB
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 0.00( 0.00) 129 0.00( 0.00) 120 12.371 12.46) 124 12.72( 12.81)
130 0.00( 0.00) 131 0.00( 0.00) 121 12.381 12.47) 125 12.72( 12.81)
132 0.00( 0.00) 133 0.00( 0.00) 122 12.37( 12.46) 126 12.72( 12.81)
134 0.00( 0.00) 135 0.00( 0.00) 123 12.37( 12.46) 127 12.73( 12.83)
136 0.00( 0.00) 137 0.00( 0.00)
138 0.00( 0.00) 139 0.00( 0.00)
140 0.00( 0.00) 141 0.00( 0.00)
142 0.00( 0.00) 143 0.00( 0.00)
144 0.00( 0.00) 145 0.00( 0.00)
PT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 21.70( 21.86) IMMERSION B - AVG 22.55( 22.71) IMMERSION C - AVG 22.71( 22.87)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248 ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352204 22.51( 22.68) 215 21.68( 21.84) 226 22.42( 22.58) 237 21.97( 22.13) 248 21.90( 22.06) 259 21.38( 21.53)
205 20.18( 20.32) 216 19.21( 19.35) 227 21.43( 21.58) 238 21.60( 21.75) 249 22.51( 22.67) 260 22.63( 22.79)
206 20.42( 20.57) 217 19.57( 19.71) 228 22.07( 22.2) 239 22.28( 22.44) 250 22.94( 23.11) 261 22.84( 23.00)
207 22.03( 22.19) 218 21.06( 21.22) 229 22.82( 22.99) 240 22.70( 22.86) 251 22.90( 23.06) 262 22.77( 22.93)208 22.40( 22.56) 219 21.80( 21.96) 230 22.86( 23.03) 241 22.68( 22.84) 252 22.93( 23.10) 263 22.78( 22.95)
209 22.394 22.55) 220 21.87( 22.03) 231 22.86( 23.02) 242 22.71( 22.88) 253 22.93( 23.09) 264 22.83( 22.99)210 22.35( 22.52) 221 21.75( 21.91) 232 22.991 23.15) 243 22.75( 22.92) 254 22.95( 23.12) 265 22.78( 22.95)
211 22.404 22.56) 222 21.65( 21.81) 233 22.85( 23.01) 244 22.68( 22.84) 255 22.91( 23.08) 266 22.64( 22.80)
212 22.424 22.58) 223 21.71( 21.87) 234 22.69( 22.85) 245 22.55( 22.71) 256 22.84( 23.00) 267 22.60( 22.77)
213 22.47( 22.64) 224 21.94( 22.10) 235 22.76( 22.92) 246 22.61( 22.77) 257 22.77( 22.93) 268 22.574 22.73)
214 22.461 22.62) 225 21.99( 22.15) 236 22.67( 22.84) 247 22.58( 22.74) 258 22.40( 22.57) 269 22.04( 22.20)
IMMERSION 0 - AVG 21.59( 21.75) IMMERSION E - AVG 21.65( 21.81) IMMERSION F - AVG 22.66( 22.82)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248
270 21.511 21.66) 281 21.591 21.74) 292 21.65( 21.80) 303 21.50( 21.66) 314 22.76( 22.92) 325 22.46( 22.62)
271 20.83( 20.99) 282 20.991 21.15) 293 19.71( 19.85) 304 21.01( 21.16) 315 21.21( 21.37) 326 21.26( 21.41)
272 21.46f 21.62) 283 21.62( 21.78) 294 21.45( 21.60) 305 21.63( 21.78) 316 22.42( 22.59) 327 22.62( 22.79)273 21.634 21.79) 284 21.78( 21.93) 295 21.63( 21.78) 306 21.77( 21.92) 317 22.84( 23.01) 328 22.75( 22.92)
274 21.63( 21.79) 285 21.79( 21.95) 296 21.67( 21.83) 307 21.82( 21.98) 318 22.89( 23.05) 329 22.78( 22.95)
275 21.634 21.78) 286 21.771 21.93) 297 21.65( 21.81) 308 21.82( 21.98) 319 22.91( 23.07) 330 22.80( 22.96)
276 21.61( 21.77) 287 21.72( 21.88) 298 21.64( 21.80) 309 21.80( 21.96) 320 22.89( 23.06) 331 22.80( 22.97)
277 21.58( 21.74) 288 21.71( 21.87) 299 21.651 21.81) 310 21.79( 21.95) 321 22.88f 23.04) 332 22.79( 22.96)
278 21.60( 21.75) 289 21.71( 21.87) 300 21.68( 21.83) 311 21.82( 21.98) 322 22.89( 23.06) 333 22.81( 22.97)
279 21.614 21.77) 290 21.71( 21.87) 301 21.71( 21.86) 312 21.88( 22.04) 323 22.92( 23.09) 334 22.83( 23.00)
280 21.67( 21.83) 291 21.75( 21.91) 302 21.77( 21.93) 313 21.97( 22.13) 324 22.86( 23.03) 335 22.80( 22.96)
IMMERSION G - AVG 21.88( 22.04) IMMERSION H - AVG 21.29( 21.44) IMMERSION J - AVG 20.21( 20.35)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216
336 21.881 22.04) 347 22.12( 22.28) 358 21.90( 22.06) 369 22.011 22.17) 380 21.31( 21.46) 391 20.92( 21.07)337 20.67( 20.82) 348 20.66( 20.81) 359 21.91( 22.07) 370 21.89f 22.05) 381 20.59( 20.74) 392 19.82( 19.96)
338 21.60( 21.75) 349 20.88( 21.03) 360 21.62( 21.78) 371 20.89( 21.05) 382 20.08( 20.23) 393 18.671 18.81)
339 22.07( 22.23) 350 21.81( 21.97) 361 20.24( 20.39) 372 19.84( 19.99) 383 19.07( 19.21) 394 18.47( 18.60)340 22.10( 22.26) 351 22.06( 22.22) 362 19.81( 19.95) 373 19.96( 20.10) 384 18.71( 18.85) 395 18.80( 18.94)
341 22.121 22.28) 352 22.14( 22.30) 363 20.29( 20.44) 374 20.80( 20.96) 385 19.21( 19.35) 396 19.46( 1Q.60)
342 22.10( 22.26) 353 22.14( 22.30) 364 21.09( 21.24) 375 21.55( 21.70) 386 20.10( 20.25) 397 20.09( 20.24)
343 22.08( 22.24) 354 22.13( 22.30) 365 21.60( 21.75) 376 21.79( 21.95) 387 20.86( 21.01) 398 20.60( 20.75)344 22.06( 22.22) 355 22.13( 22.29) 366 21.76( 21.91) 377 21.81( 21.97) 388 21.11( 21.27) 399 20.96( 21.11)
345 22.04( 22.20) 356 22.14( 22.30) 367 21.76( 21.92) 378 21.89( 22.05) 389 21.18( 21.34) 400 21.09( 21.21)
346 22.10( 22.26) 357 22.1,( 22.31) 368 21.80( 21.96) 379 21.96( 22.12) 3q0 21.23( 21.38) 401 21.12( ?1.27)
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TT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A IMMERSION B IMMERSION C IMMERSION 0 IMMERSION F
AVG 604.19(608.26) AVG 601.87(605.92) AVG 597.55(601.57) AVG 598.0n(402.02) AVG 590.29(594.26)
402 611.59(615.71) 409 607.58(611.67) 416 604.11(608.18) 423 609.64(613.75) 430 596.48(600.49)
403 600.08(604.12) 410 609.64(613.75) 417 597.83(601.85) 424 593.77(597.77) 431 586.76(590.71)
404 609.59(613.69) 411 605.85(609.93) 418 598.00(602.02) 425 600.41(604.46) 432 591.57(595.55)
405 604.78(608.86) 412 597.27(601.29) 419 591.57(595.55) 426 598.45(602.48) 433 588.17(592.13)
406 605.57(609.64) 413 599.80(603.83) 420 595.18(599.19) 427 596.65(600.66) 434 588.85(592.82)
407 604.50(608.57) 414 595.30(599.30) 421 596.48(600.49) 428 597.32(601.34) 435 589.99(593.96)
408 609.64(613.75) 415 602.49(606.54) 422 602.10(606.15) 429 606.01(610.09) 436 594.17(598.17)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 588.59(592.55) AVG 585.78(589.72) AVG 585.73(589.67) AVG 586.81(590.76)
437 609.64(613.75) 444 584.14(588.07) 451 584.03(587.96) 458 585.45(589.?9)
438 587.66(591.62) 445 581.69(585.61) 452 584.14(588.07) 459 588.85(592.82)
439 591.23(595.21) 446 591.68(595.67) 453 588.97(592.93) 460 585.62(589.56)
440 590.27(594.24) 447 585.56(509.50) 454 584.71(588.65) 461 586.874590.82)
441 584.141588.07) 448 583.97(587.90) 455 585.62(589.56) 462 585.85(589.79)
442 589.31(593.27) 449 585.51(589.45) 456 585.45(589.39) 463 586.59(590.53)
443 590.33(594.30) 450 589.48(593.44) 457 588.17(592.13) 464 587.83(591.79)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 594.53(598.54)
OUTERWALL AVERAGE 598.14(602.16)
475 598.62(602.65) 477 597.77(601.80) 479 598.45(602.48) 481 597.72(601.74)
INNERWALL AVERAGE 588.82(592.78)
485 588.40(592.36) 488 590.384594.36) 491 587.66(591.62)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 16.10 494 16.15 AVG 16.13
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.61 498 1.65 AVG 1.63
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 597.04 501 597.55 AVG 597.29
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 16.27 504 16.28 AVG 16.27
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 3.22 508 3.20 AVG 3.21
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 585.68 511 586.19 AVG 585.93
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSJA) 622 312.56 619 249.31
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 2.71 620 2.29
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 557.76 621 538.37
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -0.496 513 8.016 514 8.016 515 7.991 516 8.017 517 8.055 518 4.012 519 8.009
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - -ICE-BATH - -
520 491.750 521 491.812 522 491.566 523 491.628 524 491.689 525 491.628
ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE REtDING NUMBER 128 TIME 9H 26M 50S UNIFORM INLET ;LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
SPEED (RPM) 12755.9901 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 152.7661
THETA 0.9935
DELTA 0.9922
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5826 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 15,3284 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 157.5906 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 158.3004
EQUIV. SPEED 12797.5019
PERCENT SPEED 100.1291
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5549 14.6933 14.7074 14.7325 14.7271 14.7159 14.6984 14.7024. 14.6078
STATIC PRESSURE 10.8403 10.6564 10.4758 10.0848 10.2931 10.6765 10.78L3 11.0226 11.2683
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.3301 11.2448 11.1373 10.9205 11.0372 11.2645 11.3295 11.4946 11.6421
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.5878 520.2177 519.4173 519.2085 518.9961 517.4174 517.6327 517.2146 516.8844
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.0721 2.3139 2.2010 2.2474 1.9402 1.9180 1.7277 1.7099 1.5498
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6089 0.6300 0.6428 0.6681 0.6552 0.6297 0.62L2 0.6034 0.5786
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.5105 11.4968 11.3708 11.2834 11.2506 11.3676 11.5694 11.7101 11.8108
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5552 11.5445 11.4217 11.3368 11.3047 11.4187 11.6157 11.7535 11.8503
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.0597 2.2270 2.6630 3.1502 4.0004 4.9863 6.3001 6.4064 6.2121
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5836 0.5971 0.6119 0.6233 0.6263 0.6129 0.5896 0.5745 0.5548
MEASUIRING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5887 0.6024 0.6175 0.6291 0.6322 0.6185 0.5948 0.5794 0.5594
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 635.6959 649.4790 664.5840 676.1986 679.2808 665.6563 641.8251 626.3021 605.9285
SWIRL VELOCITY 11.5568 25.6506 25.1252 26.3816 22.9976 22.1318 18.75?6 17.8390 15.3511
WEIGHT FLOW 15.2429 10.8419 18.1113 29.0144 32.4201 25.5586 12.5375 6.1451 7.6958
AXIAL VELOCITY 617.5079 634.7909 653.7157 672.2250 678.8539 660.8794 621.6731 597.5637 567.3746
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 0.9228 1.9852 1.9227 2.0336 1.7589 1.7121 1.4603 1.4228 1.2539
SWIRL VELOCITY 11.7551 26.0090 25.4109 26.5984 22.9762 21.8891 18.2547 17.1943 14.6294
AXIAL VELOCITY 728.7344 749.3304 755.9228 748.0527 747.2028 731.2657 715.0451 691.2217 667.3223
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 745.0147 759.9730 762.9822 750.4699 747.2073 735.0284 730.2170 715.6053 705.7736
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 746.1320 761.4333 764.4165 751.9464 748.5628 736.3633 731.4702 716.8514 706.9878
MACH NO. 0.7002 0.7160 0.7191 0.7062 0.7027 0.6902 0.6851 0.6702 0.6602
WEIGHT FLOW 15.2524 10.8472 18.1171 29.0338 32.4252 25.5525 12.5394 6.1209 7.7018
WHEEL SPEED 1561.0063 1516.5711 1471.9840 1358.4261 1202.4030 1019.7429 884.2643 835.4137 785.3383
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1549.2512 1490.5622 1446.5728 1331.8275 1179.4266 997.8537 866.0094 818.2193 770.7086
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.3179 62.9851 62.1912 60.5994 57.6445 53.6245 49.86?6 48.8276 47.5184
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1719.0767 1673.1208 1635.4554 1528.7148 1396.1966 1239.3457 1132.7792 1087.0019 1045.0398
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6134 1.5734 1.5386 1.4358 1.3107 1.1616 1.0611 1.0163 0.9759
MCL INCIDENCE 2.1179 1.7851 1.6912 2.1994 1.5445 1.3245 1.4626 0.8276 -0.3815
SURFACE INCIDENCE -0.0820 -0.2148 -0.4087 -0.2005 -0.8554 -1.3755 -2.2373 -2.9723 -4.4R16
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 49.9164 46.9973 44.1678 37.7835 31.6407 26.2385 23.5561 22.5992 21.7459
STATIC TEMPERATURE 473.1318 471.7790 470.6724 472.0599 472.2896 472.3566 473.1504 474.5266 475.3893
RFLAT. TOTAL TEMP. 719.7354 705.6536 693.7961 666.9317 634.7748 600.0003 579.8304 572.6804 566.0540
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.4895 10.4394 10.4200 10.5606 10.5R99 10.7006 10.7352 10.87d4 10.9017
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464- 0.9179 0.84-69 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5196 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANcE R AfIN( \NUMBER 128 TIME 9H 26M OS UNIFURM INLET FLW STATOR ANGLE 3.nn
O MASS AVERAGED PT 22.527? ( 22.7023)
MASS AVERAGED TT 597.841 (601.3793)
TOTaL WEIGHT FLOW 155.7481 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 156.4496
PROBEF TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.5112 23.1981 23.0822 22.0953 22.1088 23.1709 22.7276 22.3282 22.2889
STATIC PRESSURE 16.2465 15.9608 15.7513 15.5650 15.7165 16.0152 15.7165 15.4792 15.4668
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.3991 17.1123 16.9239 16.5879 16.7117 17.1502 16.8282 16.5634 16.5460
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 613.3773 603.7144 601.6621 610.4101 597.5564 596.5741 592.0078 592.1520 592.5303
ANGLE (DEG.) 26.9306 25.4184 27.0726 34.7721 34.6042 35.4861 35.9186 37.2487 40.6881
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6704 0.6740 0.6810 0.6535 0.6453 0.6701 0.6696 0.6675 0.6666
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.2806 16.1139 16.5559 16.6982 16.6621 16.6131 16.2163 16.0774 15.8915
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4342 16.2637 16.6872 16.7972 16.7626 16.7451 16.3434 16.2024 16.0215
ANGLE (DEG.) 13.6774 18.0058 17.4708 25.5212 32.6972 31.5316 31.8257 31.9188. 32.2475
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7342 0.7309 0.6970 0.6384 0.6416 0.6974 0.70)6 0.6928 0.7034
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7442 0.7409 0.7059 0.6456 0.6488 0.7063 0.7116 0.7015 0.7124
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 856.3588 845.6391 808.6368 750.6248 746.3500 807.2081 809.5152 799.4248 811.3029
SWIRL VELOCITY 386.7258 362.0140 367.2416 427.7935 423.8390 467.1537 470.9438 478.4892 522.7365
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0141 11.3670 19.0204 26.3399 30.7273 26.2003 12.39?9 5.2968 7.4580
AXIAL VELOCITY 761.2714 761.7710 718.5004 616.1555 614.2944 655.2643 650.1403 629.2776 607.9948
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 384.1703 359.8332 365.5388 426.7293 424.2311 471.1592 477.7038 486.8419 534.9405
AXIAL VELOCITY 707.6844 709.2594 673.7139 5Z9.6131 589.7386 626.7992 610.6003 588.7442 568.8320
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 814.0692 801.3922 77!.6423 729.0702 727.3930 787.4357 785.4430 777.3377 797.4012
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 716.7049 715.0554 677.4248 590.1357 589.8681 629.9137 622.45 48 604.9699 590.3008
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.4616 26.8678 28.4474 35.8486 35.6835 36.8879 37.99?3 39.5400 43.1909
MACH NO. 0.7038 0.6982 0.6696 0.6256 0.6310 0.6873 0.6884 0.6803 0.6990
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0165 11.3723 19.0236 26.3493 30.6147 26.2246 12.3836 5.2970 7.4663
WHEEL SPEED 1519.7219 1480.8873 1444.0846 1346.1483 1206.8690 1043.2241 934.57)1 896.9235 862.5297
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1135.5514 1121.0541 1078.5457 919.4189 782.6377 572.0647 456.86i3 410.0816 327.5891
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.7420 57.4687 57.8676 57.3055 52.9951 42.2447 36.2778 34.1316 29.0283
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1342.8117 1329.6867 1273.6424 1092.5157 980.0335 850.9106 772.1247 . 730.8594 675.1071
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1609 1.1585 1.1067 0.9374 0.8502 0.7427 0.6
7
i8 0.6396 0.5918
DEVIATION 1.7420 1.1687 1.9676 6.1055 5.9951 3.5447 8.3778 11.2316 10.4283
AIR TURNING ANGLE 6.5758 5.5163 4.3235 3.2938 4.6493 11.3797 13.5848 14.6959 18.4900
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1571 1.1393 1.1195 1.0643 0.9777 0.8680 0.79L1 0.7637 0.7384
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9493 0.9564 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0236 1.0456 1.0551 1.0667
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.6153 1.5788 1.5694 1.4997 1.5012 1.5745 1.5462 1.5186 1.5258
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1805 1.1605 1.1583 1.1756 1.1513 1.1529 1.1436 1.1448 1.1463
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8116 0.8667 0.8664 0.6974 0.8118 0.9038 0.92L6 0.8739 0.8755
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8238 0.8750 0.8746 0.7141 0.8223 0.9098 0.9253 0.8811 0.8827
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1202 0.0799 0.0813 0.2104 0.1310 0.0794 0.0700 0.1199 0.1274
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0141 0.0132 0.0123 0.0148 0.0547 0.0369 0.0151 0.0097 0.0053
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1060 0.0666 0.0690 0.1956 0.0762 0.0425 0.0539 0.1102 0.1220
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0195 0.0129 0.0129 0.0335 0.0227 0.0164 0.0152 0.0259 0.0285
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0172 0.0108 0.0110 0.0311 0.0132 0.0088 0.01L6 0.0238 0.0273
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2877 0.2706 0.2893 0.3690 0.3678 0.4235 0.4374 0.4516 0.4936
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.8964 16.7534 17.0916 16.9754 16.9096 16.8954 16.554 16.3811 16.0841
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.500n
SALIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
MFTSL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 .n1000 13.6000 20.50)0 ?5.0o0 2P.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 128 TIAE 9H 26M 505S UNIFORM INLLET -Lw ST ATOR AcL .
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.5264 ( 22.7015)
MASS AVERAGED TT 597.4860 (601.3813)
TOTaL WEIGHT FLOW 155.7495 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EDUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 156.4511
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.5112 23.1981 23.0822 22.0953 22.1088 23.1709 22.7276 22.3282 22.2R89
STATIC PRESSURE 16.2806 16.1139 16.5559 16.6982 16.6621 16.6131 16.2163 16.0774 15.8915
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4341 16.2637 16.6872 16.7972 16.7626 16.7451 16.3484 16.2024 16.0215
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 613.3772 603.7141 601.6620 610.4100 597.5563 596.5740 592.0077 592.1519 592.5302
ANGLE (DEG.) 26.9306 25.4184 27.0726 34.7721 34.6042 35.4861 35.9186 37.2487 40.6881
MACH NO. 0.7442 0.7409 0.7059 0.6456 0.6488 0.7063 0.71L6 0.7015 0.7124
ARSOLUTE VELOCITY 856.3588 845.6392 808.6366 750.6247 746.3499 807.2082 809.5151 799.4248 811.3026
SWIRL VELOCITY 386.7258 362.0139 367.2415 427.7934 423.8388 467.1537 470.9437 478.4891 522.7363
AXIAL VELOCITY 761.2714 761.7710 718.5003 616.1555 614.2944 655.2646 650.1405 629.2776 607.9945
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0141 11.3670 19.0204 26.3399 30.7273 26.2003 12.3929 5.2968 7.L580
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 27.1531 25.3814 26.7051 33.9194 33.0698 33.8224 34.1292 35.4102 38.6874
MACH NO. 0.7389 0.7428 0.7176 0.6626 0.6776 0.7327 0.7336 0.7206 0.7287
SWIRL VELOCITY 388.1601 363.1142 368.6726 428.8628 423.8388 463.7042 464.9130 472.1247 514.2631
AXIAL VELOCITY 755.7988 764.3572 731.8618 636.7474 649.9160 691.0863. 684.9159 663.0906 641.1922
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 850.8016 847.6382 820.8994 768.8922 776.7496 834.5490 832.0855 819.2445 828.0465
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0192 11.3748 19.0224 26.3635 30.7192 26.0983 12.3939 5.2977 7.4553
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 756.0938 764.9211 732.4520 637.1753 649.9200 692.8594 689.0732 668.5093 647.9793
STATIC TEMPERATURE 553.1531 543.8361 545.5846 561.2522 547.3825 538.8296 534.57L2 536.5196 535.7331
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.3623 16.0847 16.3802 16.4596 16.2577 16.2171 15.8937 15.8013 15.6574
MCL INCIDENCE -1.8362 -3.8798 -2.8933 2.9722 -0.5799 -0.3008 -0.0533 1.1896 4.4869
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -8.2568 -10.3985 -9.4548 -3.2705 -6.6901 -6.4875 -6.43)7 -5.2597 -2.0625
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62?3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.30n0
0
o STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS LUNTFORM INLET FLOW)
c0
RDG Nn= 128 PCT DES SPD100.00 FAN INLET TOT TFMP= 518.68
OUTER WALL STATIC PPES= 17.480 IUB STATIC PRES2 17.350
PCT IN- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG S8 IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN OT
MERSION VELOCITY TFMP PRES PREb
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.8700 -8.2600 850.8000 388.2000 553.1000 16.4000 23.5100
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.1200 -10.4000 847.6000 363.1000 543.8000 16.0800 23.2000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 4.2300 -9.5000 820.9000 368.7000 545.6000 16.3800 23.0800
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.66b0 -3.3000 768.9000 428.9000 561.3000 16.4600 22.0900
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2.2100 -7.0000 776.7000 423.8000 547.4000 16.2600 22.1100
.689 9.4800. -9.8000 1.4700 2.1900 -6.5000 834.5000 463.7000 538.8000 16.2200 23.1700
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.8200 -6.4000 832.1000 464.9000 534.6000 15.8900 22.7200
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.9100 -5.3000 819.2000 472.1000 536.5000 15.8000 22.3200
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 2.8400 -2.1000 828.0000 514.3000 535.7000 15.6600 22.2900
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 608.2600 21,8600
.1000 13.1500 605.9200 22.7100
.1500 12.8400 601,5700 22.8700
,2822 11.9700 602,0200 21.7500
.4702 10.8300 594.2600 21.8100
.6887 9.5700 592.6000 22.8200
.8500 8.6700 589,7200 22,0400
.9000 8.4000 589,6700 21.4400
.9372 8.1200 590.7600 20.3500
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MAC NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 *3894 .2321 .1110 .5629 10.2700 ,5749 673.1107 669.5813 68.8402
.1000 .3062 .0688 .0323 .7125 10.2200 .6241 725.3439 721.7323 72.2929
.1500 .2835 .0313 .0143 .8882 8.8300 ,6332 732,4767 730.4814 54.0277
.2822 .3438 .0604 .0257 2.3821 10.0600 .5707 665.0389 662.8406 54.0295
.4702 .3386 .0513 .0197 1.0990 9,3100 .5762 666.7652 666.2693 25.7119
.6887 .2995 .0504 .0171 1,1352 9.5900 .6355 729.4506 728.5860 35.5063
.8500 .3430 .0996 .0307 .8453 8.0200 .5934 682.7746 682.4301 21.6847
.9000 .3775 .1350 .0404 .7872 6.0100 .5573 643.7308 643.3732 21.4553
.9372 .4903 .2926 .0845 .5611 8.8400 .4823 561.6673 560.9774 27.8290










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 125 TIilE 8H 47V 4S UNIFOR4 INLET Ln STATOR A' GIA 3.
SPEED (RPM) 12688.8720 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 152.6875
THETA 0.9870
DELTA 0.9926
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5879 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 511.9691 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 157.8152 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
FOIIIV. WEIGHT FLOW 157.9510
FOUIV. SPEED 12771.8641
PERCENT SPEED 99.9285
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.93t)0 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5226 14.7077 14.7260 14.7288 14.7372 14.7074 14.7104 14.6965 14.5890
STATIC PRESSURE 10.9140 10.7108 10.5237 10.1259 10.3232 10.6910 10.82L7 11.0725 11.3047
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.3721 11.2850 11.1719 10.9423 11.0581 11.2717 11.3600 11.5274 11.6635
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.3713 519.0796 518.6236 519.0215 518.5071 518.4873 518.2014 518.3732 518.1550
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.5178 2.3227 2.0627 2.2620 2.0950 1.8989 1.7853 1.7326 1.9140
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6014 0.6268 0.6406 0.6655 0.6537 0.6282 0.6189 0.5992 0.5744
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.5484 11.4718 11.3814 11.3009 11.2807 11.3904 11.6039 11.7543 11.8051
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5917 11.5205 11.4325 11.3539 11.3343 11.4409 11.6497 11.7967 11.8444
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.7821 2.5742 2.9637 3.1849 5.0483 5.5067 6.3465 6.7708 6.3816
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5766 0.6010 0.6123 0.6211 0.6239 0.6097 0.5859 0.5691 0.5537
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5815 0.6064 0.6178 0.6269 0.6298 0.6153 0.59?0 0.5739 0.5583
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 628.4317 653.4923 664.9906 673.9840 676.8702 662.4298 639.0189 620.7218 604.8174
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.1725 25.9068 23.5619 26.4660 24.7427 21.8057 19.30?6 17.9146 18.9232
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1503 10.9467 18.2227 29.0600 32.5034 25.5338 12.5505 6.1214 7.6934
AXIAL VELOCITY 610.3499 638.7096 654.1723 670.0164 676.3806 657.6833 618.9370 592.2330 566.2386
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.3121 1.9884 1.8007 2.0496 1.9030 1.6948 1.5096 1.4341 1.5494
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.4500 26.2688 23.8299 26.6834 24.7197 21.5666 18.7902 17.2671 18.0336
AXIAL VELOCITY 717.1914 755.6269 756.9657 744.6008 742.9566 727.8698 711.9585 688.6829 665.6655
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 733.2138 766.3590 764.0346 747.0070 742.9612 731.6151 727.0648 712.9769 704.0215
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 734.4261 767.8288 765.4217 748.4922 744.3784 732.9443 728.3355 714.2279 705.3170
MACH NO. 0.6882 0.7227 0.7202 0.7026 0.6984 0.6867 0.68L9 0.6675 0.6585
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1508 10.9535 18.2329 29.0698 32.4858 25.5420 12.5594 6.1215 7.6993
WHEEL SPEED 1558.2039 1515.1909 1470.1582 1355.9490 1200.5600 1016.6494 882.0084 832.8079 782.8035
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1541.7536 1488.9222 1446.3284 1329.2652 1175.8403 995.0827 863.2182 815.5407 764.7698
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.5658 62.76=0 62.1546 60.6655 57.7132 53.6757 49.8936 48.8389 47.3685
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1707.2217 1674.5728 1635.7305 1524.7834 1390.895. 1235.0912 1128.6136 1083.2554 1039.4800
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5998 1.5761 1.5391 1.4314 1.3,050 1.1571 1.0557 1.0125 0.9705
MCL INCIDENCE 2.3658 1.5650 1.6546 2.2655 1.6132 1.3757 1.4936 0.638Y -0.5314
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.1658 -0.4349 -0.4453 -0.1344 -0.7867 -1.3242 -2.2063 -2.9610 -4.6314
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 49.0823 47.0840 44.2389 37.6088 31.4795 26.1403 23.50?7 22.5823 21.6015
STATIC TEMPERATURE 474.3762 469.9259 469.8201 472.3176 472.3604 473.7491 474.0479 475.8999 476.7520
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 717.5108 703.7203 692.7010 666.1358 633.4776 600.7874 580.0686 573.6021 566.6798
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.5786 10.3864 10.4232 10.5918 10.6380 10.7275 10.7741 10.8991 10.9034
RADIUS RATIO O.9736- 0.9464 8.9179 - 0.8469 0.7495 A.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
%D
OT0R FXIT TRAV RSe PLAi'P pcAI G NU~UM R 12 T!I; 0, 7 .7 S 1 IF(j O INLPT FL ), STATOR AG! no.00
MASS AVERAGED PT 23.6717 ( 23.8470)
0 ASS AVERAGED TT 604.9848 (612.9244)
TnTAL WEIGHT FLOW 154.9210 (PROBE INTEGRATIOt)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 155.0542
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARA;AETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMFRSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8n10 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.2498 24.6309 24.3429 23.5873 23.7146 23.6030 23.12?2 22.7034 22.35
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3138 16.8700 16.5614 16.4046 16.6929 16.4313 16.1094 15.9199 15.916,
WFDGE PRESSURE 18.5741 18.1037 17.8039 17.5346 17.7884 17.5587 17.21L2 16.9810 16.9136
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 640.7891 624.4275 615.4680 620.9756 608.1381 600.5841 596.0549 593.9593 596.8816
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.2230 29.9742 30.3539 37.7667 37.4194 39.2481 39.3737 40.6457 43.5176
APPARENT MACH MO. 0.6774 0.6783 0.6839 0.6651 0.6544 0.6642 0.6635 0.6578 0.6441
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3398 18.5007 17.2395 17.7747 17.6580 17.4466 16.92)6 16.7650 16.6137
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.5098 18.6146 17.3854 17.8819 17.7723 17.5643 17.04L2 16.8787 16.7224
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.5336 23.6923 24.7448 29.0452 33.9165 33.1362 33.8057 33.8632. 34.4231
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7428 0.6456 0.7107 0.6418 0.6555 0.6638 0.6750 0.6649 0.6577
MEASUIRING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7532 0.6530 0.7199 0.6490 0.6631 0.6716 0.6832 0.6728 0.6654
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 884.8236 767.2280 833.2637 760.9505 768.5294 772.7855 782.2006 769.7967 764.0242
,SWIRL VELOCITY 470.5644 382.3861 420.2379 465.7410 466.9758 487.5708 492.4796 496.3532 520.L547
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1079 10.7662 19.4625 27.0043 32.0020 24.7925 11.8130 5.0470 6.9292
AXIAL VELOCITY 746.5827 663.0040 717.6012 601.1537 610.3522 596.7997 600.0531 578.1742 548.1096
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 467.4549 380.0826 418.2893 464.5824 467.4077 491.7514 499.5487 505.0178 532.6054
AXIAL VELOCITY 692.0445 623.8200 672.4110 575.5564 589.9358 571.8259 566.9435 543.6970 514.6070
ARSOLUTE VELOCITY 843.3004 735.7154 795.9063 740.8409 753.5489 757.1165 764.7000 753.8732 754.9654
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 700.8656 628.9176 676.1147 576.0618 590.0653 574.6673 577.9554 558.6814 534.0292
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.9993 31.3123 31.8463 38.8613 38.3424 40.6447 41.3335 42.8350 45.9288
MACH NO. 0.7142 0.6240 0.6846 0.6305 0.6491 0.6568 0.6665 0.6576 0.6568
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0505 10.7710 19.4499 27.0073 32.0354 24.7862 11.8234 5.0528 6.9390
WHEEL SPEED 1516.9935 1479.5396 1442.2935 1343.6934 1205.0191 1040.0592 932.1858 894.1254 859.7459
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1049.5383 1099.4569 1024.0041 879.1108 737.6110 548.3077 432.6371 389.1077 327.1405
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.2658 60.2295 56.5647 56.7642 51.3415 43.6555 36.8173 34.8563 31.4912
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1262.0393 1266.6262 1227.0760 1051.0388 944.5882 794.2817 721.9459 680.8300 626.2651
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0688 1.0743 1.0555 0.8945 0.8137 0.6891 0.6293 0.5939 0.5448
DEVIATION 0.2658 3.9295 0.6648 5.5642 4.3415 4.9555 8.9173 11.9563 12.8912
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.2999 2.5354 5.5897 3.9012 6.3717 10.0202 13.07j3 13.9825 15.8772
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1568 1.1387 1.1183 1.0629 0.9768 0.8657 0.7894 0.7615 0.7365
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9494 0.9564 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0235 1.04 4 1.0547 1.0664
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.7386 1.6746 1.6530 1.6014 1.6091 1.6048 1.5718 1.5448 1.5323
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2337 1.2029 1.1867 1.1964 1.1728 1.1583 1.1502 1.1458 1.1519
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7297 0.7799 0.8251 0.7313 0.8406 0.9124 0.9157 0.9061 0.8523
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7497 0.7952 0.8370 0.7484 0.8509 0.9181 0.92L9 0.9117 0.F60q
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.2092 0.1571 0.1212 0.2062 0.1251 0.0749 0.0776 0.0906 0.1566
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0138 0.0132 0.0123 0.0157 0.0570 0.0357 0.0153 0.0092 0.0o48
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1954 0.1438 0.1089 0.1905 0.0681 0.0391 0.06?2 0.0814 0.1517
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0354 0.0235 0.0200 0.0333 0.0226 0.0151 0.01i7 0.0194 0.0341
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0330 0.0215 0.0179 0.0308 0.0123 0.0079 0.0134 0.0174 0.0331
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3469 0.3154 0.3300 0.4039 0.4220 0.4730 0.4853 0.5012 0.538(
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.9784 18.9484 17.7937 18.0494 17.8686 17.6687 17.1654 16.9834 16.7353
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7750 n.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STRFAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.?000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5n00
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.650 1.f70n 1.6940 1.730 1.7880 1.p540 1.9100 1.054
n
MFTAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 0.lO I -nn 1.600 2 0.500) 2. '100 ~: .
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE RFADING NUMBER 125 TImE PH 47M LS UNIFO RM INLET -Lr' STATii A"LE
MASS AVERAGED PT 23.6724 ( 23.8477)
MASS AVERAGED TT 604.9990 (612.9387)
TOTaL WEIGHT FLOW 155.0352 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 155.1686
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.2498 24.6309 24.3429 23.5873 23.7146 23.6030 23.1222 22.7034 22.3552
STATIC PRESSURE 17.3398 18.5007 17.2395 17.7747 17.6580 17.4466 16.9206 16.7650 16.6137
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.5098 18.6145 17.3854 17.8819 17.7723 17.5643 17.0412 16.8787 16.7223
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 640.7889 624.4274 615.4678 620.9755 608.1380 600.5840 596.0548 593.9592 596.8815
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.2229 29.9742 30.3539 37.7667 37.4194 39.2481 39.3767 40.6457 43.5176
MACH NO. 0.7532 0.6530 0.7199 0.6490 0.6631 0.6716 0.6832 0.6728 0.6654
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 884.8236 767.2283 833.2636 760.9504 768.5295 772.7854 782.2009 769.7966 764.0242
SWIRL VELOCITY 470.5643 382.3861 420.2377 465.7409 466.9759 487.5706 492.4797 496.3530 520.4546
AXIAL VELOCITY 746.5825 663.0043 717.6012 601.1537 610.3524 596.7997 600.0535 578.1743 548.1098
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1079 10.7662 19.4625 27.0043 32.0020 24.7925 11.8130 5.0471 6.9292
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.4313 29.9347 29.9631 36.9008 35.8068 37.4781 37.64,4 38.8457 41.5335
MACH NO. 0.7495 0.6546 0.7314 0.6648 0.6911 0.6944 0.6994 0.6870 0.6775
SWIRL VELOCITY 472.3097 383.5484 421.8753 466.9052 466.9759 483.9704 486.1733 489.7511 512.0184
AXIAL VELOCITY 742.3384 665.0725 730.7941 620.8362 646.3121 630.2165 629.3834 607.1283 577.0446
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 880.9474 769.0414 845.2069 777.9514 798.1811 796.6914 799.1246 784.6998 776.7994
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1206 10.7759 19.4632 27.0323 32.0287 24.8055 11.82?2 5.0488 6.9377
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 742.6280 665.5631 731.3833 621.2534 646.3159 631.8335 633.2074 612.0898 583.1525
STATIC TEMPERATURE 576.3225 575.2870 556.1377 570.6870 555.2191 547.8510 543.02)7 542.8019 546.7750
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.4000 18.4747 17.0597 17.5392 17.2344 17.1031 16.6831 16.5584 16.4408
MCL INCIDENCE 3.4440 0.6768 0.3672 5.9556 2.1570 3.3643 3.4791 4.6532 7.3632
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -2.9786 -5.8452 -6.1968 -0.2891 -3.9531 -2.8318 -2.9195 -1.8242 0.7835
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62 3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNTFRM INLET FLOW)
RDG NO= 125 PCT DES SPODIo0.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP: 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 18.700 mUB STATIC PRESm 1R.530
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLU ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PiES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0000 6.b100 -3.0000 881.0000 472.3000 576.3000 17.4000 25.2500
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.8700 -5.8000 769.0000 383.5000 575.3000 18.4700 24.6300
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.0300 -6.2000 845.2000 421,9000 556.1000 17.0600 24.3400
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.8000 -. 2000 778.0000 466.9000 570.7000 17.5300 23.5900
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1,8000 -3.9000 798.2000 467.0000 555.2000 17.2300 23.7100
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 3.6000 -2.8000 796,7000 483.9000 547.9000 17.1000 23.6000
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.4000 -2.9000 799.0000 486.2000 543.0000 16.6800 23.1000
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 2.6600 -1.8000 784.7000 489.8000 542.8000 16.5600 22.7000
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 3.0000 .8000 776.8000 512.0000 546.8000 16.4400 22.3600
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 621.9400 23.4800
.1000 13.1500 617.8700 24.0800
.1500 12.8400 613.0800 23.9200
.2822 11.9700 609,2100 22.9500
,4702 10.8300 602.8300 23.0500
.6887 9.5700 596,0400 23.3000
.8500 8.6700 591,3300 21.9600
,9000 8.4000 591.5700 21.6700
.9372 8.1200 593.2000 20.9600
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4353 2255 .1077 1,8525 11.0100 .5803 686.6636 682.0992 79.0422
.1000 .2453 .0893 .0418 -2.8446 11.3700 .6133 720,6545 715.4803 86.2025
.1500 .3558 .0577 .0264 .9633 9.6300 .6055 709.3540 706.6222 62.1943
.2822 .3925 .1056 .0450 2,9495 10.2000 .5527 649.2228 646.9458 54.3255
.4702 .3945 .1019 .0392 1.0395 8.9000 .5610 654.9378 654.6147 20.5721
.6887 .3469 .0462 .0157 1.2139 10.4000 .5780 669.7362 668,41a6 42.0531
.8500 .4542 .1776 .0548 .8197 8.6000 .4967 577,9424 577.4354 24.2017
.9000 .4669 .1678 .0502 .7787 8.7600 .4769 556.0428 555.4436 25.8054
.9372 .5415 .2365 .0683 *7401 9.0000 .4225 495.6703 494.9910 25.9414










RERUN 1/ 5/73 TIME 8-42-17 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - BLD 2 *****
POINT 4 READING 126 DATE12/15/72 PAMB 14.85 TAMB 513.1 TIME 8 43 56 PAGE 1
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
UNIFORM INLET FLOW
***** OVERALL PERFORMANCE *****
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12717.7814 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 152.3672 AMBIENT PRESSURE = 14.8526
EQUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12794.1003 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 152.4977 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 513.1881
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.1025 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 0.0000 INLET TOTAL PRESSURE(MA) = 14.5899
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 0.9991 ORIFICE EQUIVALENT FLOW = 152.5591 INLET TEMPERAfURE = 512.5184
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 0.0000 BELLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLOW= 152.6898 BELLMOUTH TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.5899
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9467 INLET EQUIVALENT FLOW 0.0000 DELTA PRESSURE (DP/P) = 0.0000
EQVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 43.0593 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 160.9422 EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (MA) = 24.3477
EQVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 33.8644 MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURE = 609.0439 EXIT TEMPERATURE (STA 12)= 608.7402
PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 103.1425 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 60.1017 STAGE PRESSURE RATIO(MA) = 1.6687
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0000 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 92.2654 TORQUEMETER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 32.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 31.0000
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1877 0.8373 0.8485 4987.58
MIXING DUCT 0.1883 0.8346 0.8461 5003.40
TOROUEMETER -0.0055 * * ******* -147.88
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A 8 C 0 E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.7243 1.7391 1.7175 1.6685 1.7119 1.6242 1.5003 1.4934 1.4528
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.2286 0.2143 0.1988 0.1939 0.1859 0.1579 0.1490 0.1517 0.1557
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.7341 0.7966 0.8380 0.8101 0.8906 0.9393 0.8233 0.7991 0.7219
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7536 0.8117 0.8498 0.8233 0.8986 0.9433 0.8331 0.8101 0.7361
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.1575 25.3738 25.0589 24.3442 24.9769 23.6984 21.8898 21.7898 21.1971
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 629.69 622.38 614.45 611.91 607.84 593.49 588.91 590.27 592.35
STATIC PRESSURE 19.9253 19.9100 19.8947 19.8535 19.7976 19.7378 19.6949 19.6812 19.6681
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 192.1871 PRESSURE RATIO = 13.5343 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.5567
EXIT TOTALPRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0190 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 29.2553
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1578.4812 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2712 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 29.8120
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1100.3439 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6281 BEARING TEMP NO. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
293 404 408 410 423 427 437 541
POINT 4 READING 126 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ***** 8-43-56 12/15/72 PAGP 2
PT1 - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 14.58( 14.69)
25 14.56( 14.661 26 14.63( 14.73) 27 14.62( 14.72) 28 14.59( 14.69) 29 14.56( 14.67) 30 14.57( 14.67)
31 14.59( 14.70) 32 14.57( 14.68) 33 14.62( 14.73) 34 14.61( 14.71) 35 14.58( 14.68) 36 0.00( 0.00)
37 14.54( 14.64) 38 14.58( 14.69) 39 14.55( 14.66) 40 0.00( 0.00) 41 14.58( 14.69) 42 14.58( 14.68)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.56( 14.67) 45 0.00( 0.00) 46 14.61( 14.72) 47 0.0( 0.00) 48 14.621 14.73)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.58( 14.69) 51 14.56( 14.66) 52 0.00( 0.00) 53 14.62( 14.73)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 13.25( 13.35)
54 13.24( 13.33) 55 13.26(-13.35) 56 13.27( 13.36) 57 13.26( 13.36) 58 13.27( 13.37) 59 13.28( 13.37)
60 13.27( 13.37) 61 13.20( 13.30) 62 13.24( 13.34) 63 13.25( 13.35) 64 13.25( 13.35) 65 13.24( 13.34)
66 13.24( 13.34) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 13.21( 13.31) 70 0.00( 0.00) 71 13.23( 13.32)
72 13.23( 13.33) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.241 13.34) 75 0.00( 0.00) 76 13.24( 13.33) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.25( 13.35) 79 13.26( 13.35) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.27( 13.37) 82 13.30( 13.40)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPERATURE AVERAGE 512.51(518.68)
2 512.30(518.47) 3 512.36(518.53) 4 512.42(518.59) 6 512.60(518.77) 9 512.48(518.65) 10 512.54(518.71)
11 512.54(518.71) 14 512.48(518.65) 15 512.36(518.53) 16 512.72(518.89) 18 512.36(518.53) 21 512.78(518.95)
22 512.66(518.83) 23 512.60(518.77)
PSBW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 13.21( 13.31)
84 13.21( 13.31) 86 13.22( 13.32)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 12.75(12.84) 90 12.76412.85) AVERAGE 12.75.( 12.85)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 12.69(12.78) 94 12.73(12.82) AVERAGE 12.71( 12.80)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 12.75(12.84) 98 12.74(12.83) AVERAGE 12.75( 12.84)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 12.83(12.92) 102 12.82(12.91) AVERAGE 12.83( 12.92)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 12.80112.90) 106 12.77(12.87) AVERAGE 12.79( 12.88)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 13.05(13.14) 110 13.04(13.14) AVERAGE 13.05( 13.14)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.94(13.04) 114 12.93(13.03) AVERAGE 12.94( 13.03)
PS46I - INNERWALL 116 13.09(13.19) 118 13.10(13.19) AVERAGE 13.10( 13.19)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 12.43412.52) 121 12.43(12.52) 122 12.41(12.50) 123 12.42(12.51) AVERAGE 12.42( 12.51)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 12.77(12.86) 125 12.79(12.88) 126 12.79(12.88) 127 12.79(12.88) AVERAGE 12.78( 12.88)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 11.63(11.71) 147 11.63(11.71) 148 11.62(11.71) 149 11.62(11.71) AVERAGE 11.631 11.71)
PS55I - INNERWALL 150 12.55112.64) 151 12.63(12.72) 152 12.77(12.86) 153 12.60(12.69) AVERAGE 12.64( 12.73)
PS60 - ODUTERWALL 154 11.32(11.40) 155 13.76(13.86)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 11.84(11.93) 157 12.88(12.97) 158 13.08(13.17) 159 13.74(13.84)
160 17.43(17.56) 161 19.05(19.19)
PS80 - OUTERWALL 162 19.29(19.43) 163 19.15(19.29)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 19.07(19.21) 165 19.00(19.14) 166 18.22(18.35) 167 18.59118.73) AVERAGE 18.72( 18.86)
PS91I - INNERWALL 168 16.27(16.39) 169 16.98(17.10) 170 16,42(16.54) 171 16.12(16.24) AVERAGE 16.45( 16.57)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 20.53(20.68) 173 19.52(19.66) 174 18.49(18.62) 175 17.58(17.71) AVERAGE 19.03( 19.17)
PS10I - INNERWALL 176 17.82(17.94) 177 17.09117.21) 178 16.10(16.22) 179 14.01(14.11) AVERAGE 16.25( 16.37)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 19.19(19.33)
PS1021 - INNERWALL 181 17.51(17.64)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 19.63(19.77)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 17.80(17.93)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 19.79(19.94)
PS1061 - INNERWALL 185 17.91(18.04)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 19.77(19.92)
PS108I - INNERWALL 187 18.17(18.30)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 20.30(20.45) 189 20.22(20.37) 190 19.98(20.13) 191 19.72(19.87) AVERAGE 20.06( 20.20)
PS11I - INNERWALL 192 18.78(18.92) 193 18.61(18.75) 194 18.53(18.67) 195 18.27(18.41) AVERAGE 18.55( 18.69)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 19.72(19.86) 197 20.15(20.29) 198 19.95(20.09) 199 19.93(20.07) AVERAGE 19.94( 20.08)
PS12I - INNERWALL 200 19.64(19.78) 201 19.71(19.86) 202 19.64(19.79) 203 19.60(19.75) AVERAGE 19.65( 19.79)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 21.76(21.92)
PS13I - INNERWALL 469 20.80(20.95)
POINT 4 READING 126 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG *** -43-56 12/1/72 PA F 3
PT5 - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROUD PSI - HUB
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 0.00( 0.00) 129 0.00( 0.00) 120 12.43( 12.52) 124 12.77( 12.86)
130 0.00( 0.00) 131 0.00( 0.00) 121 12.43( 12.52) 125 12.79( 12.88)
132 0.00( 0.00) 133 0.00( 0.00) 122 12.41( 12.50) 126 12.79( 12.88)
134 0.00( 0.00) 135 0.00( 0.00) 123 12.42( 12.51) 127 12.79( 12.88)
136 0.00( 0.00) 137 0.00( 0.00)
138 0.00( 0.00) 139 0.00( 0.00)
140 0.00( 0.00) 141 0.00( 0.00)
142 0.00( 0.00) 143 0.00( 0.00)
144 0.00( 0.00) 145 0.00( 0.00)
PTI2 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 25.15( 25.34) IMMERSION B - AVG 25.37( 25.55) IMMERSION C - AVG 25.05( 25.24)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248 ANGLE 168 . ANGLE 352
204 26.60( 26.80) 215 25.38( 25.56) 226 25.88( 26.06) 237 26.16( 26.35) 248 24.69( 24.87) 259 23.29( 23.46)
205 23.71( 23.89) 216 22.29( 22.45) 227 24.40( 24.58) 238 23.25( 23.42) 249 24.64( 24.82) 260 23.50( 23.68)
206 22.14( 22.30) 217 21.72( 21.88) 228 23.61( 23.79) 239 24.38( 24.56) 250 25.41( 25.59) 261 25.14( 25.33)
207 23.36( 23.53) 218 23.00( 23.17) 229 25.15( 25.33) 240 25.41( 25.59) 251 25.43( 25.61) 262 25.34( 25.52)
208 25.23( 25.41) 219 24.69( 24.87) 230 25.65( 25.84) 241 25.65( 25.84) 252 25.25( 25.43) 263 25.32( 25.50)
209 26.32( 26.52) 220 25.35( 25.53) 231 25.78( 25.97) 242 25.61( 25.79) 253 25.17( 25.36) 264 25.23( 25.41)
210 26.58( 26.77) 221 25.35( 25.54) 232 25.75( 25.93) 243 25.53( 25.71) 254 25.13( 25.32) 265 25.14( 25.32)
211 26.54( 26.73) 222 25.32( 25.51) 233 25.69( 25.88) 244 25.61( 25.80) 255 25.13( 25.32) 266 25.14( 25.32)
212 26.50( 26.69) 223 25.50( 25.69) 234 25.74( 25.93) 245 25.69( 25.88) 256 25.16( 25.35) 267 25.17( 25.35)
213 26.55( 26.74) 224 25.71( 25.89) 235 25.77( 25.96) 246 25.69( 25.87) 257 25.20( 25.39) 268 25.16( 25.34)
214 26.62( 26.82) 225 25.84( 26.03) 236 25.85( 26.03) 247 26.07( 26.26) 258 25.29( 25.47) 269 24.83( 25.01)
IMMERSION D - AVG 24.34( 24.52) IMMERSION E - AVG 24.974 25.15) IMMERSION F - AVG 23.69( 23.87)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248
270 24.681 24.86) 281 24.51( 24.68) 292 25.17( 25.36) 303 25.03( 25.21) 314 23.95( 24.12) 325 24.14( 24.31)
271 23.12( 23.29) 282 23.06( 23.23) 293 22.16( 22.32) 304 22.83( 22.99) 315 22.81( 22.98) 326 22.59( 22.76)
272 23.23( 23.40) 283 23.51( 23.68) 294 24.48( 24.66) 305 24.11( 24.28) 316 22.09( 22.25) 327 22.10( 22.26)
273 24.36( 24.54) 284 24.42( 24.60) 295 25.19( 25.37) 306 25.14( 25.33) 317 23.61( 23.78) 328 23.45( 23.62)
274 24.68( 24.86) 285 24.60( 24.78) 296 25.28( 25.46) 307 25.27( 25.45) 318 23.92( 24.09) 329 23.89( 24.07)
275 24.71( 24.89) 286 24.58( 24.76) 297 25.30( 25.48) 308 25.29( 25.48) 319 23.94( 24.11) 330 23.99( 24.16)
276 24.63f 24.81) 287 24.56( 24.74) 298 25.291 25.47) 309 25.27( 25.45) 320 23.92( 24.09) 331 24.021 24.20)
277 24.591 24.77) 288 24.571 24.74) 299 25.29( 25.48) 310 25.25( 25.44) 321 23.91( 24.08) 332 24.07( 24.24)
278 24.59( 24.77) 289 24.59( 24.77) 300 25.30( 25.48) 311 25.24( 25.43) 322 23.95( 24.13) 333 24.15( 24.33)
279 24.59( 24.77) 290 24.55( 24.73) 301 25.281 25.47) 312 25.24( 25.42) 323 23.991 24.17) 334 24.191 24.37)
280 24.61( 24.79) 291 24.53( 24.71) 302 25.28( 25.47) 313 25.21( 25.39) 324 23.97( 24.14) 335 24.20( 24.37)
IMMERSION G - AVG 21.88( 22.04) IMMERSION H - AVG 21.78( 21.94) IMMERSION J - AVG 21.191 21.35)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216
336 22.70( 22.87) 347 22.94( 23.11) 358 22.68( 22.84) 369 22.65( 22.81) 380 22.36( 22.52) 391 22.14( 22.30)
337 21.78( 21.94) 348 22.09( 22.25) 359 22.81( 22.97) 370 22.43( 22.59) 381 21.63( 21.78) 392 21.25( 21.41)
338 20.77( 20.92) 349 20.97f 21.12) 360 22.49( 22.65) 371 21.59( 21.75) 382 21.40( 21.56) 393 20.27( 20.42)
339 20.79( 20.94) 350 20.89( 21.04) 361 21.31( 21.47) 372 20.64( 20.79) 383 20.491 20.64) 394 19.90( 20.05)
340 20.31( 20.46) 351 21.60f 21.75) 362 20.51( 20.66) 373 20.26( 20.41) 384 19.99( 20.14) 395 19.88( 20.03)
341 20.70( 20.85) 352 22.22( 22.38) 363 20.50( 20.65) 374 20.49( 20.64) 385 19.98( 20.13) 396 20.08( 20.23)
342 21.21( 21.36) 353 22.51( 22.67) 364 20.881 21.04) 375 20.95( 21.11) 386 20.25( 20.40) 397 20.39( 20.54)
343 21.65( 21.81) 354 22.681 22.84) 365 21.45( 21.61) 376 21.58( 21.74) 387 20.82( 20.97) 398 20.88( 21.03)
344 22.02( 22.18) 355 22.77( 22.94) 366 22.03( 22.19) 377 22.11( 22.27) 388 21.42) 21.57) 399 21.48( 21.64)
345 22.24( 22.40) 356 22.84( 23.01) 367 22.33( 22.49) 378 22.40( 22.56) 389 21.95( 22.11) 400 21.99( 22.15)
S346 22.27( 22.44) 357 22.89( 23.05) 368 22.55( 22.72) 379 22.55( 22.71) 390 22.28( 22.45) 401 22.24( 22.40)
.,
POINT 4 READING 126 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ***** 8-43-56 12/15/72 PAGF 4
TT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A IMMERSION B IMMERSION C IMMERSION 0 IMMERSION F
AVG 629.69(637.27) AVG 622.38(629.87) AVG 614.45(621.95) AVG 611.91(619.28) AVG 607.84(615.16)
402 635.96(643.61) 409 630.32(637.91) 416 622.29(629.78) 423 609.64(616.98) 430 609.70(617.04)
403 622.18(629.66) 410 609.64(616.98) 417 611.26(618.62) 424 608.64(615.07) 431 606.911614.21)
404 609.59(616.92) 411 624.38(631.90) 418 616.48(623.90) 425 616.70(624.12) 432 609.75(617.09)
405 630.10(637.68) 412 618.08(625.53) 419 611.59(618.95) 426 612.70(620.08) 433 607.13(614.44)
406 637.70(645.38) 413 620.41(627.88) 420 614.26(621.65) 427 615.20(622.61) 434 610.26(617.60)
407 629.111636.68) 414 616.92(624.35) 421 612.43(619.80) 428 610.26(617.60) 435 603.721610.99)
408 609.59(616.92) 415 621.73(629.22) 422 617.97(625.41) 429 616.20(623.62) 436 610.37(617.71)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 593.49(600.63) AVG 588.91(596.00) AVG 590.27(597.38) AVG 592.351599.48)
437 609.64(616.98) 444 589.53(596.63) 451 590.61(597.72) 458 594.05(601.21)
438 590.27(597.37) 445 590.21(597.32) 452 592.19(599.32) 459 591.29(598.41)
439 596.99(604.17) 446 588.34(595.43) 453 588.00(595.08) 460 592.47(599.61)
440 594.22(601.38) 447 587.15(594.22) 454 587.04(594.11) 461 590.951598.06)
441 592.47(599.61) 448 589.25(596.34) 455 589.82(596.92) 462 593.15(600.29)
442 593.49(600.64) 449 587.15(594.22) 456 590.21(597.32) 463 591.34(598.46)
443 596.25(603.43) 450 591.34(598.46) 457 590.83(597.95) 464 593.66(600.81)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 609.04(616.37)
OUTERWALL AVERAGE 615.844623.25)
475 615.59(623.00) 477 615.59(623.00) 479 616.59(624.01) 481 615.59(623.00)
INNERWALL AVERAGE 598.60(605.80)
485 598.73(605.94) 488 599.74(606.96) 491 597.32(604.51)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 16.08 494 16.13 AVG 16.11
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.58 498 1.63 AVG 1.61
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 613.87 501 614.20 AVG 614.04
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 16.35 504 16.36 AVG 16.36
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 3.37 508 3.34 AVG 3.36
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 594.79 511 595.75 AVG 595.27
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 318.07 619 247.30
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 5.31 620 3.17
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 555.90 621 536.54
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -0.497 513 8.010 514 8.012 515 7.987 516 8.035 517 8.030 518 4.008 519 7.988
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES -- ICE BATH -
520 491.566 521 492.057 522 491.689 523 491.812 524 491.689 525 491.628
ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 126 TIME 9H 22M 2qS UiIFOR IiLET -LO)W STATOR ANGLE 3.
SPEED (RPM) 12722.5747 OISTORTION INUEX U.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 151.8684
THETA 0.9897
DELTA 0.9928
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5905 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 513.3603 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 156.9172 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
FQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 157.2374
EQUIV. SPEED 12788.4232
PERCENT SPEED 100.0580
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.931)0 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5516 14.6450 14.7273 14.7282 14.7267 14.7207 14.7176 14.6977 14.6061
STATIC PRESSURE 10.9907 10.7487 10.5650 10.1309 10.3?50 10.7244 10.8909 11.1342 11.3953
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.4327 11.2928 11.1970 10.9449 11.0555 11.2977 11.4017 11.5706 11.7327
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 520.0794 519.1325 519.4742 518.9133 519.1229 517.7027 517.62?4 517.3976 516.7732
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2736 2.0000 2.0771 2.3470 2.0171 1.8155 1.6846 1.6719 1.6739
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5971 0.6207 0.6380 0.6651 0.6532 0.6265 0.6141 0.5946 0.5681
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.5977 11.5580 11.4171 11.3016 11.2760 11.4346 11.6999 11.8192 11.9203
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.6405 11.6035 11.4674 11.3546 11.3295 11.4844 11.7438 11.8603 11.9575
ANGLE (DEG.) 0.3377 2.3595 2.7592 3.5462 4.6434 5.4106 6.6682 6.2799 6.4311
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5737 0.5862 0.6085 0.6210 0.6236 0.6061 0.5770 0.5620 0.5422
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5785 0.5913 0.6141 0.6267 0.6294 0.6116 0.5819 0.5667 0.5466
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 625.4147 638.3692 661.2007 673.8560 676.5116 658.7075 628.8447 613.3764 592.8571
SWIRL VELOCITY 13.5063 21.7934 23.5905 27.4543 23.8114 20.7309 17.9150 17.0828 16.2227
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1054 10.7265 18.1234 29.0225 32.4139 25.4576 12.4182 6.0716 7.5984
AXIAL VELOCITY 607.4798 624.0554 650.4383 669.8497 676.0552 654.0180 609.1131 585.2415 555.1049
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.1011 1.7280 1.8164 2.1258 1.8301 1.6235 1.4409 1.3863 1.3613
SWIRL VELOCITY 13.7380 22.0978 23.8588 27.6799 23.7893 20.5036 17.4394 16.4654 15.4601
AXIAL VELOCITY 713.7235 731.4548 751.3024 744.6737 743.5185 722.4029 692.2726 679.3394 649.5386
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 729.6684 741.8435 758.3186 747.0800 743.5231 726.1202 706.9612 703.3037 686.9651
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 730.8236 743.1910 759.7070 748.6001 744.9077 727.4205 708.2033 704.5380 688.2037
MACH NO. 0.6845 0.6972 0.7142 0.7028 0.6990 0.6810 0.6614 0.6577 0.6412
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1145 10.7201 18.1318 29.0380 32.4182 25.4525 12.3665 6.0739 7.6014
WHEEL SPEED 1559.1614 1517.0782 1470.8590 1357.8486 1201.4035 1018.7388 883.6456 834.6734 784.8657
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1545.4234 1494.9803 1446.9999 1330.1687 1177.6141 998.2351 866.2061 818.2079 769.4056
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.7260 63.6085 62.3428 60.6797 57.7326 53.9679 50.7803 49.3189 48.2400
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1709.0196 1668.9210 1633.6631 1525.6070 1392.6956 1234.3922 1118.0819 1078.9347 1031.4579
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6007 1.5657 1.5360 1.4322 1.3068 1.1556 1.0442 1.0072 0.9610
MCL INCIDENCE 2.5259 2.4085 1.8428 2.2797 1.6326 1.6679 2.3803 1.3189 0.3400
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.3260 0.4085 -0.2571 -0.1202 -0.7673 -1.0320 -1.3196 -2.4810 -3.7599
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 49.3611 46.7114 44.1752 37.6537 31.5429 26.1924 23.34?6 22.5674 21.5776
STATIC TEMPERATURE 475.4664 473.0797 471.3206 472.2072 472.8578 473.7036 475.9237 476.1472 477.4602
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 719.4328 705.3137 693.9907 666.1879 634.5761 600.4041 579.8566 572.8880 565.7690
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 10.6341 10.5830 10.4806 10.5903 10.6253 10.7905 10.97?1 10.9919 11.0758
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSF PLANE REAnING NUMBER 126 TI lE oH 22i ?S IFoR: I LT FL ]W STATOR KAGLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 25.1616 ( 25.3434)
MASS AVERAGED TT 616.0846 (622.4784)
TOTAL AEIGHT FLOW 154.1383 (PROBE INTEGRATIO')
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 154.452P
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 27.2094 26.2109 25.9954 25.1811 25.7735 24.5344 23.6051 23.1056 22.78d7
STATIC PRESSURF 18.5074 18.0362 17.6945 17.5798 17.9162 17.2297 16.7856 16.6656 16.8659
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.894R 19.3291 19.0171 18.7702 19.1502 18.3688 17.8406 17.6306 17.6962
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 653.1551 635.5199 626.0607 629.3567 620.3422 607.4039 598 .80+0 597.9139 601.8997
ANGLE (DEG.) 37.3218 33.2571 33.5624 40.8753 40.5984 42.9300 43.4746 44.5187 47.9697
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6845 0.6745 0.6837 0.6620 0.6657 0.6567 0.6454 0.6339 0.6122
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 18.8702 18.6434 18.9692 19.0620 18.8561 18.4669 17.9431 17.8263 17.7694
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.0469 18.7978 19.1066 19.1739 18.9908 18.5791 18.04i8 17.9192 17.8558
ANGLE (DEG.) 44.1082 30.2741 28.7771 33.1475 35.9012 36.4335 37.9063 38.0275 38.5788
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7328 0.7062 0.6783 0.6366 0.6754 0.6431 0.6316 0.6138 0.6009
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7429 0.7153 0.6866 0.6437 0.6836 0.6504 0.6385 0.6203 0.6070
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 881.5771 841.2341 804.1630 760.2347 797.5932 755.0226 737.1242 717.2533 705.7212
SWIRL VELOCITY 533.2527 460.2883 443.7466 497.2147 519.0189 512.9744 503.7724 498.3920 519.4056
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0546 11.4477 19.4477 27.2363 33.3852 23.8056 10.9079 4.6054 6.1765
AXIAL VELOCITY 699.4452 701.8690 668.8458 574.5031 605.5855 551.4500 531.3403 506.8392 468.1745
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 529.7289 457.5155 441.6890 495.9777 519.4990 517.3727 511.0036 507.0922 531.5316
AXIAL VELOCI-TY 654.4976 658.1085 630.7727 550.7170 584.7674 530.2317 504.1113 478.0537 441.0820
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 849.3046 806.7710 773.7187 742.2437 783.0444 743.4376 725.4457 706.7287 702.1395
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 662.8403 663.4863 634.2471 551.2005 584.8956 532.8665 513.8983 491.2288 457.7293
ANGLE (DEG.) 38.9427 34.7661 34.9583 41.9545 41.5687 44.2426 45.3320 46.6284 50.2489
MACH NO. 0.7129 0.6832 0.6583 0.6272 0.6700 0.6396 0.6276 0.6105 0.6037
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0553 11.4507 19.4616 27.2397 33.3870 23.8243 10.9226 4.6089 6.1880
WHEEL SPEED 1517.9256 1481.3826 1442.9805 1345.5760 1205.8656 1042.1968 933.9154 896.1285 862.0107
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 988.1968 1023.8670 1001.2915 849.5979 686.3665 524.8241 422.9128 389.0364 330.4790
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.1481 57.0561 57.6488 57.0255 49.5638 44.5645 39.45?8 38.3781 35.8292
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1189.9116 1220.0482 1185.2652 1012.7379 901.7770 747.9217 665.5424 . 626.6220 564.5638
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9988 1.0332 1.0085 0.8558 0.7716 0.6434 0.5758 0.5413 0.4854
DEVIATION 0.1481 0.7561 1.7488 5.8256 2.5638 5.8645 11.55?8 15.4781 17.2292
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.5777 6.5523 4.6939 3.6541 8.1688 9.4033 11.3274 10.9407 12.4107
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.1569 1.1391 1.1188 1.0643 0.9774 0.8671 0.7906 0.7630 0.7381
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9494 0.9564 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0236 1.0465 1.0550 1.0667
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.8698 1.7897 1.7651 1.7097 1.7501 1.6666 1.6038 1.5720 1.5602
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2558 1.2241 1.2051 1.2128 1.1949 1.1732 1.1568 1.1556 1.1647
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7618 0.8042 0.& .-5 0.7756 0.8870 0.9051 0.9199 p.R852 0.8213
POLYTR. EFFICIFNCY 0.7817 0.8195 0.8675 0.7918 0.8955 0.9117 0.9251 0.8923 0.8321
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1989 0.1528 0.1082 0.1851 0.0988 0.0876 0.0737 0.1176 0.2044
S:IJCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0139 0.0130 0.0122 0.0155 0.0563 0.0354 0.0134 0.0085 0.0040
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1850 0.1398 0.0960 0.1696 0.0425 0.0522 0.0652 0.1090 0.2004
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0337 0.0250 0.0173 0.0297 0.0185 0.0174 0.0163 0.0241 0.0424
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0314 0.0229 0.0153 0.0272 0.0079 0.0104 0.0135 0.0223 0.0415
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3992 0.3537 0.3574 0.4344 0.4630 0.5156 0.53%0 0.5495 0.5935
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 19.3985 19.1842 19.4379 19.3215 19.0798 18.6339 18.10'5 17.9665 17.8159
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8540 1.9100 1.9540
MFTAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUNBER 126 TIME 9H 22M 28S UNIFOR' IN!LET LUOW STATUI A~;GLE J.
MASS AVERAGED PT 25.1610 ( 25.3428)
MASS AVERAGED TT 616.0706 (622.4643)
TOTaL WEIGHT FLOW 154.0306 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 154.3448
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 27.2094 26.2109 25.9954 25.1811 25.7735 24.5344 23.6051 23.1056 22.7887
STATIC PRESSURE 18.8702 18.6434 18.9692 19.0620 18.8561 18.4669 17.9431 17.8263 17.7694
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.0469 18.7978 19.1066 19.1739 18.9908 18.5791 18.0458 17.9192 17.8558
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 653.1550 635.5198 626.0606 629.3566 620.3420 607.4037 598.8038 597.9138 601.8996
ANGLE (DEG.) 37.3218 33.2571 33.5624 40.8753 40.5984 42.9299 43.4745 44.5187 47.9697
MACH NO. 0.7429 0.7153 0.6866 0.6437 0.6836 0.6504 0.6385 0.6203 0.6070
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 881.5770 841.2340 804.1631 760.2346 797.5931 755.0225 737.1241 717.2531 705.7212
SWIRL VELOCITY 533.2525 460.2882 443.7466 497.2146 519.0188 512.9742 503.77?3 498.3919 519.4056
AXIAL VELOCITY 699.4452 701.8690 668.8459 574.5029 605.5855 551.4501 531.3400 506.8395 468.1745
WEIGHT FLOW 17.0546 11.4477 19.4477 27.2363 33.3852 23.8056 10.9079 4.6054 6.1765
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 37.7349 33.2075 33.1523 40.1009 38.9958 41.2047 41.7893 42.7819 46.1176
MACH NO. 0.7365 0.7174 0.6968 0.6565 0.7092 0.6682 0.6495 0.6296 0.6134
SWIRL VELOCITY 535.2305 461.6871 445.4759 498.4576 519.0188 509.1864 497.32L1 491.7628 510.9862
AXIAL VELOCITY 690.6355 704.3268 680.9934 590.9153 640.0290 580.5383 555.4281 530.3880 490.4268
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 874.7625 843.4344 815.0584 774.1450 824.8088 774.0815 748.8129 727.2170 712.5685
WEIGHT FLOW 16.9802 11.4577 19.4665 27.2074 33.3852 23.8285 10.9175 4.6082 6.1790
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 690.9050 704.8463 681.5425 591.3124 640.0328 582.0279 558.8026 534.7221 495.6179
STATIC TEMPERATURE 589.5481 576.4436 570.8303 579.5941 563.8048 557.7114 552.2961 554.0679 559.8585
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 18.9825 18.6085 18.7992 18.8588 18.4318 18.1890 17.7800 17.6924 17.6802
MCL INCIDENCE 8.7496 3.9520 3.5591 9.1579 5.3460 7.1004 7.6532 8.6215 11.9957
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 2.3249 -2.5724 -3.0076 2.9109 -0.7641 0.8947 1.2293 2.1119 5.3675
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6243 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
%D
- STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
ROG NO= 126 PCT DES SPDOIo0.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 20.080 HUB STATIC PRESm 19.790
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG 55 IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRFS
*050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 7.3000 2.3000 874.7000 535.2000 589.5000 18.9800 27.2100
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.5100 -2.6000 843.4000 461.7000 576.4000 18.6100 26.2100
*150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.1000 -3.0000 815.0000 445.5000 570.8000 18.8000 26.0000
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.5000 2.9000 774.0000 498.5000 579.6000 186.8600 25.1800
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 3.2800 -. 7600 824,8000 519.0000 563.8000 18.4300 25.7700
.689 9.4800 .9.8000 1.4700 3.2000 .8900 774.0000 509.1000 557.7000 18.1900 24.5300
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.7000 1.2300 748.8000 497.3000 552.3000 17.7780 23.6100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.6800 2.1000 727.2000 491.8000 554.1000 17.6690 23.1000
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 .6000 5.4000 712.6000 511.0000 560.0000 17.6800 22.7900
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 637.2700 25.3400
.1000 13.1500 629.8700 25.5500
.1500 12.8400 621.8500 25.2400
.2822 11.9700 619.3000 24.5200
.4702 10.8300 615.1600 25.1500
06887 9.5700 600.6000 23.8700
.8500 8.6700 596.0000 22.0400
.9000 8.4000 597.4000 21.9400
.9372 681200 599.5000 21.3500
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4416 .2272 .1084 1.4149 11.7000 .5873 702.8876 697,1903 19.3121
.1000 *3624 .0868 .0406 1.0948 12.0100 .5989 711.7243 705,6191 93.0218
.1500 .3684 .1056 .0482 *9238 97000 .5841 690.8314 688.0964 61.4110
.2822 .4085 .1044 .0445 2.1046 9.9000 *5481 649.3814 647.3796 50.9499
.4702 ,3862 *0845 .0324 1.0768 10.3800 .5858 688.9942 687.8655 39.4212
.6887 .4240 *1041 .0354 1,1624 10.0000 .5183 606.6040 605.651 33.8615
.8500 .5789 .2692 .0830 .6791 8.9000 .3914 461,3927 460.8805 21,7346
.9000 .5718 .2136 .0639 .7101 7.7800 *3840 453,4839 453.2889 13.2949
.9372 .6553 .2818 .0814 .6943 6.6000 .3295 391,2182 391.1968 4.0968










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 109 TIME 11H 34M 6S UNIFOR1 I 'LFT LOW STATOR ANGLE 3.
SPEED (RPM) 14004.2617 DISTORTION INDEX U.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 157.7199
THETA 0.9980
DELTA 0.9882
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5238 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 517.6954 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 162.1828 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 163.9485
EQUIV. SPEED 14017.6830
PERCENT SPEED 109.6759
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4639 14.6902 14.7228 14.7481 14.7438 14.7196 14.7051 14.6993 14.6016
STATIC PRESSURE 10.3185 10.0825 9.8532 9.5328 9.8379 10.3054 10.4748 10.7082 10.9542
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.9625 10.9042 10.7888 10.6419 10.7882 11.0417 11.1359 11.2809 11.4208
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.4440 519.8881 518.4795 519.3021 519.5372 518.0003 516.5473 517.0782 517.1190
ANGLE IDEG.) 1.5036 1.9642 2.0152 2.0519 1.9696 1.8964 1.6747 1.5547 1.8803
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6418 0.6665 0.6813 0.6988 0.6830 0.6541 0.64?8 0.6266 0.6028
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.1249 11.1056 10.9984 10.8551 10.8538 10.9959 11.3038 11.4445 11.5448
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1763 11.1623 11.0584 10.9192 10.9178 11.0559 11.3610 11.4935 11.5897
ANGLE (DEG.) -1.3491 1.6248 2.2362 2.5991 3.6045 5.4177 5.6399 6.1439 5.8913
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6181 0.6387 0.6526 0.6695 0.6693 0.6526 0.6133 0.6033 0.5839
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6239 0.6449 0.6590 0.6763 0.6761 0.6590 0.6240 0.6087 0.5890
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 670.9814 691.8522 705.8400 722.8030 722.6138 705.8499 671.1584 655.7894 635.9875
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.1062 23.1957 24.4337 25.7481 24.8351 23.2036 19.0074 16.9838 19.5479
WEIGHT FLOW 15.5748 11.2014 18.6895 29.9885 33.3955 26.2863 12.8329 6.2908 7.8931
AXIAL VELOCITY 651.6795 676.3532 694.3769 718.6461 722.1473 700.7931 650.1024 625.7418 595.4307
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2710 1.6452 1.7220 1.8259 1.7586 1.6697 1.3996 1.2675 1.5035
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.3997 23.5198 24.7115 25.9597 24.8121 22.9491 18.50 8 16.3699 18.6290
AXIAL VELOCITY 783.1801 817.8387 820.9512 813.2978 807.1131 786.2739 756.2849 738.8539 708.7504
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 800.6766 829.4542 828.6177 815.9260 807.1181 790.3197 772.33L8 764.9178 749.5889
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 801.8879 830.8011 829.9960 817.3421 808.4990 791.6590 773.5773 766.1304 750.8801
MACH NO. 0.7584 0.7890 0.7882 0.7747 0.7653 0.7476 0.7287 0.7209 0.7051
WEIGHT FLOW 15.5789 11.1978 18.6934 29.9916 33.4068 26.2881 12.8337 6.2946 7.8974
WHEEL SPEED 1710.0777 1661.6956 1613.7878 1487.8115 1316.3604 1116.3420 969.59L6 915.1873 860.0215
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1692.6781 1638.1756 1589.0762 1461.8513 1291.5482 1093.3927 951.0837 898.8171 841.3924
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.6849 63.1458 62.4606 60.8323 57.9980 54.1402 50.9218 49.6015 48.3026
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1872.4960 1836.1951 1792.1409 1674.1400 1523.0017 1349.1154 1225.1801 1180.2421 1126.8651
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.7709 1.7440 1.7019 1.5869 1.4417 1.2740 1.1541 1.1106 1.0582
MCL INCIDENCE 2.4849 1.9458 1.9606 2.4323 1.8980 1.8402 2.52L8 1.6015 0.4026
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.2849 -0.0541 -0.1393 0.0323 -0.5019 -0.8597 -1.1781 -2.1984 -3.6973
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 61.1577 58.6004 54.4565 45.2614 36.6527 29.4220 25.85L7 24.7658 23.4246
STATIC TEMPERATURE 465.8035 462.2611 461.1179 463.5893 464.9991 465.8632 466.90 4 468.3350 470.2935
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 758.2903 743.7547 728.5492 697.3282 658.5264 617.2785 591.4304 584.0127 575.7529
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 9.8795 9.7405 9.7704 9.9166 10.0037 10.1572 10.3276 10.3973 10.4771
RADIUS RATIO e.9-736. -0.9464- 9.9179 0.8469- 0.7495- 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
'.3
ROTrOP EXIT TRAVERSE PLAN 0  RF fI ( U BE I Oq TT! 1F H-Y 14 6Ss UNIFUR I 1!L T FL J, ST/TO) A ,L
MASS AVERAGED OT 21.6556 ( 21.9124)
MASS AVERAGED TT 600.2447 (601.3956)
TOTAL JEIGHT FLOW 164.3792 (PROiE INTEGATIN )i
CORR. TOTAL FLOV 166.1680
PRnBF TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATIlAN - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.RlnO 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.8407 21.6501 21.5697 20.6621 21.9023 22.7362 23.25)9 22.8696 21.;217
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1797 13.6920 13.3866 13.7622 14.5123 15.1980 15.420 15.1603 14.8643
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5096 15.2623 15.1314 14.9273 15.7633 16.4686 16.7433 16.4651 16.0261
TOTAL TEMPEKRAJRE 598.9489 594.0009 594.2119 610.8450 603.7333 602.1966 599.49?6 597.c347 5,5.5p'2
ANGLE (DEG.) 20.0241 19.5149 20.4001 29.5674 30.3937 32.0928 33.4770 33.9900 35.5784
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7169 0.7249 0.7302 0.6978 0.7020 0.6949 0.701I 0.7016 0.6791
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.3246 14.5810 13.8947 14.6525 14.7563 15.2857 15.2581 15.0960 15.0343
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.4964 14.7371 14.0733 14.7756 14.9140 15.4506 15.4407 15.2723 15.1795
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.6264 17.2809 17.1164 18.9996 24.1949 28.8496 29.2948 29.6309. 29.8343
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7883 0.7622 0.8056 0.7092 0.7619 0.7640 0.7878 0.7821 0.7393
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.8004 0.7733 0.8183 0.7185 0.7730 0.7752 0.7948 0.7939 0.7495
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 903.2599 872.0362 918.3576 828.0465 879.0685 881.4693 905.63)9 897.9698 851.3543
SWIRL VELOCITY 308.2917 290.4705 319.3587 408.2786 444.7351 466.7660 495.1470 495.9573 488.6852
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1904 11.2719 19.7758 27.2986 34.1251 27.4694 13.48L4 5.8647 7.9158
AXIAL VELOCITY 845.9169 819.5887 858.7282 719.6540 758.2274 744.2993 748.74L7 735.5672 683.1355
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 306.2544 288.7207 317.8778 407.2629 445.1465 470.7683 502.2544 504.6150 500.0941
AXIAL VELOCITY 776.1786 755.8511 788.9141 684.2507 726.1018 707.1457 690.0850 681.7107 634.5672
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 844.5676 815.8327 855.5145 797.6571 852.6809 853.2827 865.2090 864.1636 827.7137
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 786.0722 762.0279 793.2595 684.8514 726.2613 710.6595 703.4826 700.4987 658.5171
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.5074 20.8807 21.9209 30.7242 31.4759 33.6156 36.0082 36.4694 38.1973
MACH NO. 0.7425 0.7182 0.7557 0.6896 0.7472 0.7476 0.7599 0.7605 0.7265
WEIGHT FLOW 17,1970 11.2725 19.7884 27.3111 34.1449 27.4898 13.3900 5.8655 7.9197
WHEEL SPEED 1664.8506 1622.5971 1583.2010 1474.3641 1321.2497 1142.0474 1024.7517 982.5704 944.5535
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1358.5959 1333.8764 1265.3230 1067.1011 876.1030 671.2791 522.4972 477.9554 444.4593
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.9469 60.2614 57.9157 57.3083 50.3425 43.3678 36.6025 34.3061 34.0171
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1569.6151 1536.2007 1493.4200 1267.9613 1137.9857 977.5746 876.2939 848.0210 794.4739
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3799 1.3523 1.3192 1.0962 0.9972 0.8565 0.7697 0.7463 0.6973
DEVIATION 3.9469 3.9614 2.0156 6.1083 3.3425 4.6678 8.7025 11.4061 15.4170
AIR TURNING ANGLE 4.7380 2.8844 4.5449 3.5239 7.6554 10.7723 14.3193 15.2953 14.2855
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.2346 1.2155 1.1966 1.1401 1.0515 0.9374 0.8581 0.8284 0.8020
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9424 0.9504 0.9614 0.9834 1.0057 1.0276 1.0550 1.0650 1.0790
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5100 1.4737 1.4650 1,4009 1.4855 1.5446 1.5811 1.5558 1.4944
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1530 1.1425 1.1460 1.1762 1.1620 1.1625 1.1605 1.1561 1.1517
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8150 0.8207 0.7880 0.5723 0.7372 0.8122 0.8694 0.8604 0.8003
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8254 0.8302 0.7991 0.5920 0.7514 0.8233 0.8775 0.8688 0.8113
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0961 0.0893 0.1102 0.2681 0.1752 0.1461 0.1161 0.1277 0.1898
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0179 0.0173 0.0161 0.0135 0.0136 0.0658 0.0350 0.0253 0.0156
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0781 0.0720 0.0941 0.2546 0.1616 0.0802 0.0810 0.1024 0.1741
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0146 0.0133 0.0175 0.0427 0.0323 0.0297 0.0250 0.0276 0.0402
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0119 0.0107 0.0149 0.0405 0.0298 0.0163 0.0175 0.0221 0.0369
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2111 0.2100 0.2201 0.3143 0.3375 0.3751 0.3999 0.3988 0.4152
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.1483 15.3564 14.7745 15.0373 15.1243 15.6940 15.8625 15.5936 15.36 5
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STRFAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.85i0 1.9100 1.9840
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 2?.)000
STATnR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 109 TI 11H 34! 6S UNIIFORCI IILET zL Y SfATU A;g 0 l 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.6549 ( 21.9117)
MASS AVERAGED TT 600.2432 (601.3941)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 164.1921 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOIIV. WEIGHT FLOW 165.9797
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.8407 21.6501 21.5697 20.6621 21.9023 22.7361 23.25)9 22.8696 21.8217
STATIC PRESSURE 14.3246 14.5810 13.8947 14.6525 14.7563 15.2857 15.2581 15.0960 15.0343
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.4964 14.7370 14.0733 14.7756 14.9140 15.4506 15.4407 15.2723 15.1795
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 598.9488 594.0008 594.2118 610.8458 603.7332 602.1964 599.49?4 597.8346 595.5880
ANGLE (DEG.) 20.0241 19.5149 20.4001 29.5674 30.3936 32.0928 33.4770 33.9900 35.5783
MACH NO. 0.8004 0.7733 0.8183 0.7185 0.7730 0.7752 0.7948 0.7939 0.7495
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 903.2599 872.0359 918.3576 828.0463 879.0684 881.4691 905.63)6 897.9697 851.3543
SWIRL VELOCITY 308.2916 290.4703 319.3586 408.2784 444.7350 466.7658 495.1457 495.9571 488.6850
AXIAL VELOCITY 845.9170 819.5883 858.7280 719.6539 758.2273 744.2992 748.74L2 735.5674 683.1359
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1904 11.2719 19.7758 27.2986 34.1251 27.4694 13.48L4 5.8647 7.9158
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 20.2626 19.4982 19.9339 28.6461 28.4411 30.3820 31.7018 31.9400 33.4478
MACH NO. 0.7910 0.7748 0.8414 0.7437 0.8275 0.8113 0.8285 0.8265 0.7765
SWIRL VELOCITY 309.4351 291.3531 320.6031 409.2990 444.7350 463.3192 488.8050 489.3604 480.7637
AXIAL VELOCITY 837.1926 821.8380 883.0231 748.2742 820.1150 789.2789 790.3881 783.9672 726.7951
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 893.7926 873.4688 941.0345 854.2205 933.8241 917.8325 934.2723 930.4637 878.6898
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1923 11.2749 19.7791 27.3105 34.1383 27.2825 13.4279 5.8668 7.9194
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 837.5191 822.4442 883.7351 748.7771 820.1200 791.3040 795.1902 790.3737 734.4881
STATIC TEMPERATURE 532.4670 530.4432 520.6414 550.1708 531.1642 532.2937 527.2586 526.1109 531.6144
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 14.4589 14.5609 13.5719 14.3155 13.9790 14.7514 14.8238 14.6112 14.6522
MCL INCIDENCE -8.7294 -9.7673 -9.6700 -2.3045 -5.2087 -3.7500 -2.4955 -2.3089 -0.8081
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -15.1473 -16.2817 -16.2260 -8.5438 -11.3188 -9.9279 -8.8581 -8.7299 -7.3021
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
r.3
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RPG NO= 109 PCT DES SPD=110o. FAN INLET TOT TEMP: 516.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PPES= 14.120 HUB STATIC PRES= 13.640
PCT IN- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL TN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRFS PRES
*050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.4o00 -15.1000 893.8000 309.4000 532.5000 14.4600 21.8400
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 2.7000 -16.3000 873.5000 291.4000 530.4000 14.5600 21.6500
.150 12.8300 .7.6000 1.0900 2.0000 -16.2000 941.0000 320.6000 520.6000 13.5700 21.5700
*282 12.0000 .8.4000 101700 1.2000 -8.5000 854.2000 409.3000 550.2000 14.3100 20.6600
*470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.!600 -11.3000 933.8000 444.7000 531.2000 13.9800 21.9000
.689 9.4800 .9.8000 1.4700 *6500 -9.9000 917.8000 463.3000 532.3000 14.7500 22.7400
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .9300 -8.8600 934.3000 488.8000 527.3000 14.8200 23.2500
.900 8.2700 -9,1000 1.6700 .3600 -8.7300 930.5000 489.4000 526.1000 14.6100 22.8700
9937 8.0200 -9.o000 1.7300 -1.4400 -7.3000 878.7000 480.8000 531.6000 14.6500 21.8200
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 598.0300 20.1700
.1000 13.1500 595.6000 20.9600
.1500 12.8400 590,8800 20.8700
*2822 11.9700 601.1300 20.3000
.4702 10.8300 596.0600 21.0100
.6867 9.5700 594.5200 21.5500
.8500 8.6700 595.4300 20.5300
.9000 8.4000 594.1600 20.7200
*9372 8.1200 595.8700 19.8500
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 *2030 .2263 .1086 -.5386 7.9400 97344 836.3650 834.7692 51.6416
.1000 .1302 .0973 .0459 -4,8934 7.2000 .7768 877.7885 876.8140 41.3495
.1500 .2151 .0875 .0401 *7285 6.6000 .7742 871.6807 871,1497 30.4212
02822 .1951 b0567 .0242 .3748 6.6000 .7504 855.0156 8548280 17.9061
*4702 .2173 .1124 .0432 .6310 8.3600 .7928 894.3001 894.0839 19.6651
.6887 at155 .1489 .0507 1.1291 7.4500 .8255 925.5914 925.5318 10.5003
.8500 .21068 3227 .0996 -3.6595 7.1300 .7821 883.0651 882.9488 14.3329
.9000 .1946 .2603 .0779 -.59248 6.4600 .7931 893.1585 893.1409 5,6118
.9372 .1955 .2748 .0794 -2.6890 4.5600 .7504 851,2598 850.9910 -21.3922










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 110 TIME 13H 28M 46S UINIFORM INLET :LOW STATOR AJGLF 3
SPEED (RPM) 13958.3090 DISTORTION INDEX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 157.5578
THETA 1.0002
nELTA 0.9884
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5266 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 518.8214 (518.'881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 161.7947 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
FOUJIV. WEIGHT FLOW 163.7015
EOUIV. SPEED 13956.5177
PERCENT SPEED 109.1973
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5242 14.6761 14.6958 14.7519 14.7418 14.7126 14.6979 14.6978 14.6007
STATIC PRESSURE 10.2964 10.0595 9.8587 9.5378 9.8261 10.2986 10.4478 10.7039 10.9561
VEDGE PRESSURE 10.9697 10.8862 10.7819 10.6457 10.7811 11.0354 11.1176 11.2777 11.4218
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.5263 519.4292 518.8056 519.2316 519.3453 517.5600 518.3207 518.2155 517.5814
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.5863 2.1398 2.0184 2.0002 1.8910 1.7856 1.6890 1.7411 1.7913
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6460 0.6673 0.6800 0.6987 0.6836 0.6542 0.6442 0.6268 0.6027
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.1129 11.1446 11.0018 10.9098 10.8757 11.0271 11.3070 11.4223 11.4957
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1658 11.2001 11.0611 10.9727 10.9391 11.0862 11.3592 11.4719 11.5416
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.6455 1.7390 2.3561 2.5524 3.1969 5.0120 5.4613 6.0453 6.0195
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6245 0.6335 0.6501 0.6641 0.6669 0.6488 0.6179 0.6055 0.5893
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6303 0.6395 0.6565 0.6708 0.6736 0.6551 0.6236 0.6110 0.5944
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 677.3941 686.5206 703.3457 717.4007 720.1820 701.9963 670.7466 658.1099 641.4676
SWIRL VELOCITY 18.2197 25.0748 24.3848 24.9113 23.7643 21.7290 19.1577 19.0869 18.7829
WEIGHT FLOW 15.7296 11.1337 18.5954 29.8500 33.3078 26.1816 12.7814 6.2910 7.9265
AXIAL VELOCITY 657.8839 671.0703 691.9223 713.2977 719.7502 697.0097 649.6989 627.9024 600.5874
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.3454 1.7971 1.7273 1.7837 1.6906 1.5747 1.41:)9 1.4179 1.4287
SWIRL VELOCITY 18.5322 25.4251 24.6621 25.1160 23.7422 21.4907 18.6491 18.3970 17.9000
AXIAL VELOCITY 788.0218 809.3181 816.8027 805.4749 803.3881 780.7496 756.17L0 742.2431 716.6732
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 805.6265 820.8127 824.4306 808.0778 803.3929 784.7668 772.2154 768.4264 757.9682
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 806.8617 822.2191 825.8080 809.4698 804.7424 786.0668 773.46L6 769.6819 759.2376
MACH NO. 0.7636 0.7799 0.7837 0.7664 0.7614 0.7417 0.7286 0.7246 0.7138
WEIGHT FLOW 15.6841 11.1366 18.6007 29.8578 33.3152 26.1818 12.7931 6.2950 7.9301
WHEEL SPEED 1704.1220 1655.1751 1606.2413 1481.4205 1310.8585 1111.9434 963.7080 910.1932 855.8863
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1685.5893 1629.7499 1581.5789 1456.3043 1287.1163 1090.4527 945.0538 891.7962 837.9860
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.4548 63.2684 62.4685 60.9751 58.0285 54.2587 50.7476 49.2499 47.8704
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1868.2194 1824.7787 1783.5575 1665.4761 1517.2696 1343.4827 1220.43L3 1177.1911 1129.9276
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.7681 1.7309 1.6927 1.5768 1.4355 1.2677 1.1496 1.1083 1.0623
MCL INCIDENCE 2.2547 2.0684 1.9685 2.5751 1.9286 1.9587 2.3476 1.2499 -0.0295
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.0548 0.0684 -0.1314 0.1750 -0.4713 -0.7412 -1.35 3 -2.5500 -4.1295
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 60.8340 57.6533 53.7228 44.8213 36.4035 29.2559 25.70)2 24.6461 23.4400
STATIC TEMPERATURE 464.3145 463.0375 461.9878 464.5956 465.3340 466.2013 468.5238 468.9141 469.6668
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 754.9510 740.7915 727.0205 695.8841 657.3318 616.2246 592.5036 584.2412 575.7907
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 9.8711 9.8187 9.7953 9.9993 10.0104 10.2084 10.3237 10.3612 10.j951
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7-495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.no000
1.3
ur5
ROTOR EXIT TRAVFRSE PLANE RFAOING NUMBER 110 T1:E F ?-" AS UNIFu) Iv iLET .L j: STAT -' vL .(
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.1108 ( 22.3685)
MASS AVERAGED TT 60.8094 (604.65i1)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 162.6916 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
C0RQ. TOTAL FLOW 164.6089
PROB
F 
TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 OFG.
I:IM RSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.950)
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.3741 22.4025 22.3421 21.1109 22.2764 23.0655 23.5143 23.2109 21.9687
STATIC PRESSURE 14.8558 14.6332 14.3832 14.4223 14.8914 15.4652 15.5708 15.3534 14.7134
WFDGE PRESSURE 16.1250 15.9556 15.8266 15.5355 16.1339 16.745k 16.9134 16.6823 15.9329
TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 604.1620 600.2466 600.7096 613.0164 607.2534 602.1719 601.058 600.1043 600.3A73
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.4823 20.9857 21.9954 30.4571 32.3235 33.2061 33.7532 35.1763 39.943
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7005 0.7137 0.7196 0.6769 0.6950 0.6932 0.70?7 0.7036 0.6934
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 14.9951 15.8501 14.4712 15.4787 15.5364 15.7672 15.6656 15.5331 15.3i04
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.1591 15.9848 14.6535 15.5880 15.6780 15.9257 15.8424 15.7041 15.5277
ANGLE (OEG.) 26.8319 7.1499 19.7803 20.9121 27.6092 30.1322 30.2557 30.4601 30.7278
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7672 0.7116 0.8004 0.6730 0.7267 0.7482 0.77?9 0.7686 0.7220
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7784 0.7210 0.8130 0.6811 0.7366 0.7588 0.7844 0.7799 0.7317
ARSOLUTE VELOCITY 885.7503 823.3382 917.6739 790.1277 844.3490 R65.0974 889.72?8 884.5632 836.00n17
SWIRL VELOCITY 323.3465 294.0370 342.9044 400.2028 451.4539 472.2412 490.08 4 503.6199 525.2623
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1896 11.1676 20.0971 26.8921 33.2466 27.3084 13.47?9 5.8183 7.4607
AXIAL VELOCITY 821.6080 766.5663 848.9146 680.5766 713.4836 721.4955 733.2342 714.5557 637.3266
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 321.2099 292.2656 341.3143 399.2072 451.8716 476.2903 497.1171 512.4112 537.5250
AXIAL VELOCITY 758.0211 713.3992 781.8115 649.5766 685.4780 686.6593 685.1550 664.2176 588.5530
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 833.1082 777.2769 857.9383 763.7792 821.9767 839.3092 858.1331 854.2877 814.3943
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 767.6833 719.2290 786.1179 650.1468 685.6284 690.0712 698.4568 682.5234 610.7661
ANGLE (DEG.) 22.9376 22.2499 23.5578 31.5342 33.3549 34.7075 35.9233 37.6066 42.3571
MACH NO. 0.7271 0.6768 0.7538 0.6564 0.7150 0.7337 0.7534 0.7502 0.7109
WEIGHT FLOW 17.2008 11.1708 20.1072 26.9189 33.2615 27.3224 13.4805 5.8204 7.4088
WHEEL SPEED 1659.0521 1616.2303 1575.7972 1468.0307 1315.7276 1137.5477 1018.5333 977.2089 940.0119
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1337.8425 1323.9648 1234.4827 1068.8233 863.8559 661.2573 521.4163 464.7976 402.4868
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.1520 61.4877 57.5112 58.6887 51.5617 43.7786 36.7424 34.2549 33.3844
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1542.4522 1506.7089 1463.5327 1251.0290 1102.8749 955.7506 871.6172 825.7573 731.4579
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3463 1.3120 1.2859 1.0752 0.9594 0.8355 0.7652 0.7251 0.6385
DEVIATION 4.1520 5.1877 1.6112 7.4887 4.5617 5.0786 8.8424 11.3549 14.7844
AIR TURNING ANGLE 4.3026 1.7807 4.9572 2.2862 6.4668 10.4800 14.0052 14.9950 14.4859
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.2320 1.2126 1.1927 1.1364 1.0480 0.9341 0.8536 0.8246 0.7985
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9427 0.9507 0.9617 0.9835 1.0056 1.0274 1.0544 1.0644 1.0783
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5404 1.5264 1.5203 1.4310 1.5111 1.5690 1.5997 1.5792 1.5046
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1651 1.1555 1.1578 1.1806 1.1692 1.1634 1.1596 1.1580 1.1599
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7939 0.8240 0.8038 0.5955 0.7379 0.0386 0.8934 0.8808 0.7726
PnLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8061 0.8342 0.8151 0.6152 0.7527 0.8485 0.9049 0.8883 0.7853
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1138 0.0950 0.1096 0.2609 0.1818 0.1274 0.0907 0.1107 0.2235
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0178 0.0169 0.0159 0.0132 0.0148 0.0648 0.0339 0.0248 0.0163
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0959 0.0780 0.0936 0.2476 0.1669 0.0625 0.0557 0.0859 0.2072
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0172 0.0136 0.0176 0.0400 0.0326 0.0257 0.0195 0.0239 0.0477
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0145 0.0112 0.0150 0.0379 0.0300 0.0126 0.0122 0.0185 0.0442
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2261 0.2213 0.2359 0.3188 0.3588 0.3894 0.39,5 0.4167 0.4in5
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.7412 16.4859 15.3316 15.8106 15.8469 16.1434 16.1421 15.9824 15.6866
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.604)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9. 1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.78i0 1.5 30 1.9100 1. 5,)
MFTAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2(1000 9.no10 13.6000 20.501)0 2 . 1000 2,.3000 c
STATnR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 110 TIME 13H 28M 46S UNIFORY I'LET -Lf W STATr- AL:,.L 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.1106 ( 22.3683)
MASS AVERAGED TT 604.8078 (604.6525)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 162.6865 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUJIV. WEIGHT FLOW 164.6037
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.3741 22.4025 22.3421 21.1109 22.2764 23.0855 23.5133 23.2109 21.9687
STATIC PRESSURE 14.9951 15.8501 14.4712 15.4787 15.5364 15.7672 15.6656 15.5331 15.3904
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.1591 15.9848 14.6535 15.5880 15.6780 15.9257 15.84?4 15.7041 15.5277
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 604.1619 600.2465 600.7095 613.0163 607.2533 602.1719 601.0557 600.1042 600.3672
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.4823 20.9857 21.9954 30.4571 32.3235 33.2061 33.7582 35.1763 39.4942
MACH NO. 0.7784 0.7210 0.8130 0.6811 0.7366 0.7588 0.78'4 0.7799 0.7317
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 885.7502 823.3380 917.6738 790.1274 844.3490 865.0974 889.728 884.5631 836.0017
SWIRL VELOCITY 323.3464 294.0369 342.9042 400.2026 451.4539 472.2411 490.08 4 503.6197 525.2623
AXIAL VELOCITY 821.6077 766.5663 848.9144 680.5766 713.4837 721.4955 733.2343 714.5554 637.3268
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1896 11.1676 20.0971 26.8921 33.2466 27.3084 13.47 9 5.8183 7.4607
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 21.7127 20.9992 21.5250 29.5898 30.5328 31.2087 31.8371 33.2044 37.4101
MACH NO. 0.7704 0.7212 0.8343 0.7026 0.7798 0.7995 0.8158 0.8078 0.7514
SWIRL VELOCITY 324.5457 294.9304 344.2405 401.2030 451.4539 468.7540 483.8066 496.9210 516.7480
AXIAL VELOCITY 814.0227 767.3537 871.7897 705.5401 764.4180 772.7420 778.1759 758.2485 674.6338
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 877.5592 823.5419 938.8779 812.9163 888.6401 906.3577 921.1862 912.6055 856.2859
WEIGHT FLOW 17.1919 11.1618 20.1006 26.9072 33.2556 27.3165 13.4701 5.8165 7.4659
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 814.3404 767.9199 872.4927 706.0142 764.4226 774.7246 782.9040 764.4446 681.7748
STATIC TEMPERATURE 540.2046 543.8116 527.4501 558.0843 541.5773 534.0685 530.5983 530.9641 539.5728
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 15.1125 15.8472 14.1608 15.1869 14.9108 15.1557 15.1866 15.1115 15.1091
MCL INCIDENCE -7.2787 -8.2652 -8.0775 -1.3602 -3.1169 -2.9212 -2.3594 -1.0341 3.1960
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -13.6972 -14.7807 -14.6349 -7.6001 -9.2271 -9.1012 -8.7228 -7.4655 -3.3398
RABIUS RATIO 6.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG NO. 110 PCT DES SPD=110.10 FAN INLET TOT TEMP: 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PREsm 15.970 HUB STATIC PRES= 15.910
PCT IM - IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES 
PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.3300 -13.7000 877.6000 324.5000 540.2000 
15.1100 22.3700
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.3900 -14.8000 823.5000 294.9000 543.8000 15.8400 
22,4000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.2400 -14.6000 938.9000 344.2000 527.4000 
14.1600 22.3400
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 1.9300 -7.6000 812.9000 401.2000 558.1000 15.1900 
21.1100
.470 10.6200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.6400 -9.2000 888.6000 451.4500 541.6000 14.9100 
22.2800
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1*4700 -. 1000 -9.1000 906.4000 468.8000 534.1000 15.1600 
23.0900
.850 6.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.2800 -8.7000 921.0000 483.8000 530.6000 15.1900 
23.5100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.4300 -7.4000 912.6000 496.9000 530.9600 15.1100 
23.2100
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1,7300 1.7800 -3.3000 856.3000 516,7000 539.6000 
15.1100 21.9700
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 603.9600 20.6500
.1000 13.1500 603.2900 21.9600
.1500 12.8400 599,5200 22.1700
.2822 11.9700 605.8000 21.0100
.4702 10.8300 602.2100 21.7100
.6887 9.5700 597.2500 22.4100
.8500 8.6700 597.4700 22,4600
*9000 8.4000 596.9000 21.7000
.9372 8.1200 598.6000 20,0700
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANGVELOCITY VELOCITY
00500 .3312 .2369 .1136 .4138 8.7300 ,6175 717,0258 
714.9792 54.1360
01000 .1694 .0671 .0315 .1747 8.8900 .6907 794.5137 
792,1826 60.8160
.1500 .2902 .0208 .0095 .9977 7.8400 .7016 803,4483 
802.1640 45.4097
o2822 .2851 .0169 .0072 4.2173 7.3300 .6398 742.1727 
741.7516 24.9952
o4702 .3058 .0773 90297 1.0716 8.7400 .6793 781.8230 
781.5028 22.3754
,6687 .2746 .0858 .0292 *9942 6,7000 .7158 816.6919 
816.6906 -1.4254
.8500 .2649 .1262 *0389 .6581 7.4800 .7189 820.0197 
819.8150 1683179
.9000 .3010 .1864 .0558 .5210 7.5300 .6805 779,6603 
779,4175 19.4569
.9372 .3729 .2770 .0800 .3950 7.7800 .5855 679.2951 
678.9673 21,1002










ROTOR !NLFT TRAVERSE PLA\!E READING NUfBER 113 TI0E 13H 45K 6S UIFIO , I LET Lro. STTJr A LE 3
SPFEn (RPM) 14050.4546 0ISTORTInN Ilfi)FX i0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 156.9819
THETA 1.0041
DELTA 0.9891
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5369 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 520.8335 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 162.0186 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 164.1294
EOUIV. SPEED 14021.4861
PERCENT SPEED 109.7056
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMM6RSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400)
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5525 14.7012 14.7094 14.7379 14.7362 14.7087 14.6949 14.6868 14.5821
STATIC PRESSURE 10.4055 10.1284 9.9282 9.6352 9.9307 10.4178 10.5626 10.8008 11.n422
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0438 10.9340 10.8251 10.6814 10.8362 11.1035 11.1849 11.3395 11.4766
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.6683 519.2212 518.2046 519.5922 518.8502 518.6365 517.7161 517.7543 517.5172
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.3998 2.0658 2.0448 2.0686 1.9440 1.9794 1.9029 1.5925 1.8953
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6402 0.6642 0.6764 0.6939 0.6774 0.6466 0.6367 0.6191 0.5949
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.1105 11.1087 10.9569 10.8845 10.8623 10.9911 11.2675 11.4005 11.4823
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1641 11.1656 11.0176 10.9476 10.9259 11.0510 11.32)5 11.4502 11.5282
ANGLE (DEG.) 2.2857 2.9810 2.9835 4.1391 5.2864 5.7225 6.1372 6.9391 6.2421
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6270 0.6393 0.6559 0.6656 0.6678 0.6522 0.62L9 0.6070 0.5891
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6329 0.6454 0.6624 0.6724 0.6746 0.6587 0.6277 0.6125 0.5943
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 680.0249 692.4010 709.1612 718.9621 721.1467 705.4915 674.7888 659.5752 641.3238
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.1405 24.4154 24.9089 25.8196 24.4629 24.2064 21.7141 17.4969 19.8689
WEIGHT FLOW 15.7767 11.1977 18.6869 29.8088 33.2933 26.1862 12.8229 6.2906 7.9056
AXIAL VELOCITY 660.4916 676.8491 697.6321 714.8201 720.6921 700.4034 653.54?6 629.3438 600.4219
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.1765 1.7274 1.7433 1.8438 1.7363 1.7415 1.5855 1.2965 1.5120
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.4174 24.7565 25.1922 26.0317 24.4402 23.9410 21.1377 16.8644 18.9349
AXIAL VELOCITY 798.3661 819.8843 826.6786 807.6267 805.2105 786.4148 762.14L7 744.1344 716.3309
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 816.2021 831.5289 834.3986 810.2365 805.2154 790.4613 778.3127 770.3845 757.6061
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 817.3873 832.9083 835.7859 811.6544 806.5835 791.8265 779.6194 771.6029 758.8989
MACH NO. 0.7748 0.7913 0.7944 0.7687 0.7633 0.7478 0.7350 0.7266 0.7134
WEIGHT FLOW 15.7774 11.1998 18.6900 29.8143 33.3085 26.1982 12.8234 6.2930 7.9088
WHEEL SPEED 1711.8206 1663.2135 1614.6542 1487.8001 1317.5890 1115.9601 968.7597 914.8378 859.9238
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1695.4030 1638.4569 1589.4618 1461.7682 1293.1486 1092.0189 947.6219 897.9731 840.9888
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.2931 63.0921 62.3027 61.0012 58.0905 54.1011 50.60 8 49.3734 47.9860
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1881.6417 1837.3838 1795.1626 1671.3014 1523.3528 1348.0853 1226.2780 1183.1518 1131.9138
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.7836 1.7457 1.7063 1.5829 1.4417 1.2731 1.1551 1.1142 1.0641
MCL INCIDENCE 2.0931 1.8921 1.8026 2.6012 1.9905 1.8011 2.2028 1.3733 0.OR60
SURFACE INCIDENCE -0.1068 -0.1078 -0.2972 0.2012 -0.4094 -0.8988 -1.4971 -2.4265 -4.0139
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 62.2699 58.7676 54.6095 45.1163 36.6781 29.3720 25.8233 24.7808 23.4645
STATIC TEMPERATURE 463.0207 461.3795 460.0751 464.6261 464.6453 466.4179 467.1819 468.2522 469.6535
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 757.9130 742.8588 728.2475 697.6830 657.9940 617.7734 592.2039 584.6419 576.1326
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 9.7847 9.7262 9.7022 9.9676 10.0180 10.1480 10.26)4 10.3344 10.3851
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736-- 0.9464- 0.9179 0.84-9 0.7495 0.6347 0.55:)5 0.5196 0.4488
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000nn
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE REAING NUMBER 113 T IHE 13H 45(i' 65 UIHUr INLET FLIW STATU A!4GLE .
MASS AVERAGED PT 24.0224 ( 24.2852)
MASS AVERAGED TT 523.0958 (620.5292)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 160.9256 (PROBE INTEGRATInt)
CnRR. TOTAL FLOW 163.0222
PROn~ TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 OEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.4053 25.1522 24.7905 23.4189 23.5862 24.8313 24.29L1 23.9245 23.1655
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9344 16.7419 16.4839 16.1928 16.2026 16.7684 16.3994 16.1412 15.7990
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.3524 18.1507 17.8761 17.3794 17.4190 18.1087 17.71.4 17.4356 17.0172
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 638.6489 622.7702 621.7797 627.8033 619.2456 613.8166 607.23?5 606.1861 605.8663
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.8622 28.0580 28.4066 35.5606 38.1480 37.9985 37.9035 39.4771 L5.0045
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6981 0.6992 0.7000 0.6672 0.6728 0.6873 0.6814 0.6880 0.6789
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8648 17.3014 17.2975 17.5073 17.3465 17.1846 16.9882 16.7869 16.6967
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.0571 17.4697 17.4548 17.6181 17.4668 17.3472 17.1411 16.9356 16.8259
ANGLE (DEG.) 17.5977 14.6672 20.9041 27.7280 33.9341 33.0457 32.3739 32.5843 .32.6544
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7768 0.7411 0.7264 0.6511 0.6696 0.7348 0.7239 0.7204 0.6918
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7885 0.7514 0.7362 0.6586 0.6776 0.7449 0.7336 0.7301 0.7005
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 920.7928 870.5862 854.8468 775.0001 790.6855 858.1076 842.5896 838.1477 807.2509
SWIRL VELOCITY 443.2221 408.4648 405.8264 450.4036 488.3849 526.7711 513.6032 527.2889 565.0396
WEIGHT FLOW 17.9258 11.8220 20.0442 27.3167 31.1914 27.1780 12.8054 5.4926 7.0429
AXIAL VELOCITY 804.1523 766.3390 750.3544 630.0344 621.7885 674.2742 659.55L6 640.1763 564.9537
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 440.2934 406.0041 403.9447 449.2830 488.8367 531.2878 520.9755 536.4936 578.2311
AXIAL VELOCITY 744.4766 714.1572 701.8780 603.2274 600.6652 644.7006 621.3003 599.3030 530.5046
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 873.9841 827.4531 814.0418 753.3815 775.3184 838.6577 820.8863 817.5110 799.1078
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 753.9661 719.9933 705.7442 603.7571 600.7969 647.9042 633.3625 615.8197 550.5269
ANGLE (DEG.) 30.5671 29.5843 29.8861 36.6335 39.0931 39.4480 39.9355 41.7875 47.4112
MACH NO. 0.7438 0.7103 0.6975 0.6387 0.6633 0.7262 0.7128 0.7102 0.6927
WEIGHT FLOW 17.9262 11.8299 20.0451 27.3438 31.2166 27.1997 12.8190 5.4934 7.0514
WHEEL SPEED 1666.5474 1624.0794 1584.0501 1474.3528 1322.4830 1141.6567 1023.8721 982.1952 944.4464
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1226.2539 1218.0752 1180.1053 1025.0698 833.6460 610.3689 502.8966 445.7017 366.2154
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.4148 59.4132 59.1193 59.5025 54.2204 43.2914 38.4501 35.8954 33.6323
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1439.5009 1414.9547 1375.0354 1189.6596 1027.5809 890.1290 808.7354 760.1866 661.2059
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2252 1.2147 1.1783 1.0087 0.8791 0.7708 0.7022 0.6604 0.5732
DEVIATION 2.4148 3.1132 3.2193 8.3025 7.2204 4.5914 10.5501 12.9954 15.0323
AIR TURNING ANGLE 5.8782 3.6788 3.1833 1.4987 3.8701 10.8096 12.1527 13.4779 14.3536
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.2358 1.2169 1.1976 1.1404 1.0525 0.9374 0.8578 0.8282 0.8021
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9424 0.9504 0.9614 0.9834 1.0057 1.0276 1.0549 1.0650 1.0790
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.7457 1.7108 1.6853 1.5890 1.6005 1.6882 1.6530 1.6289 1.5886
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2313 1.1994 1.1998 1.2082 1.1934 1.1835 1.17?9 1.1707 1.1707
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7429 0.8288 0.8021 0.6769 0.7411 0.8770 0.8910 0.8738 0.8263
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7621 0.8412 0.8160 0.6971 0.7576 0.8857 0.8984 0.8822 0.8372
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1830 0.1129 0.1334 0.2361 0.1996 0.1072 0.1033 0.1243 0.1818
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0182 0.0173 0.0162 0.0134 0.0136 0.0657 0.0355 0.0261 0.0166
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1648 0.0955 0.1172 0.2227 0.1859 0.0415 0.0678 0.0982 0.1651
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0292 0.0173 0.0205 0.0353 0.0337 0.0218 0.0217 0.0263 0.0387
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0263 0.0146 0.0180 0.0333 0.0314 0.0084 0.0142 0.0208 0.0351
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3039 0.2939 0.2996 0.3653 0.4170 0.4500 0.4573 0.4798 0.5522
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 17.6023 17.9706 17.9162 17.8012 17.5618 17.4854 17.3157 17.0933 16.8120
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5n000
SOLIDITY 1.6480 1.65&0 1.6700- 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.850 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.3000
STATnR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 113 TIME 13H 15M S UNIIFORM I!LET -L: STATiiOR AF'F 3
MASS AVERAGEI) PT 24.0230 ( 24.2858)
MASS AVERAGED TT 623.1103 (620.5437)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 160.7570 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 162.8514
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 25.4053 25.1522 24.7905 23.4188 23.5862 24.8313 24.291i 23.9245 23.1655
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8648 17.3014 17.2975 17.5073 17.3465 17.1846 16.9832 16.7869 16.6967
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.0571 17.4697 17.4548 17.6181 17.4668 17.3471 17.14L0 16.9356 16.8259
TOTAL TEMPERARJRE 638.6488 622.7701 621.7796 627.8032 619.2455 613.8165 607.23?4 606.1860 605.8662
ANGLE (DEG.) 28.8622 28.0580 28.4066 35.5606 38.1480 37.9985 37.9035 39.4771 45.n045
MACH NO. 0.7885 0.7514 0.7362 0.6586 0.6776 0.7449 0.7336 0.7301. 0.7n05
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 920.7928 870.5861 854.8470 775.0001 790.6854 858.1076 842.5895 838.1476 807.2509
SWIRL VELOCITY 443.2221 408.4647 405.8265 450.4034 488.3848 526.7711 513.6030 527.2887 565.0396
AXIAL VELOCITY 804.1525 766.3388 750.3546 630.0345 621.7886 674.2742 659.5517 640.1764 564.9538
WEIGHT FLOW 17.9258 11.8220 20.0442 27.3167 31.1914 27.1780 12.8054 5.4926 7.0429
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 29.0971 28.0165 27.9830 34.7004 36.5200 36.0809 36.3797 37.5746 43.3698
MACH NO. 0.7830 0.7535 0.7496 0.6758 0.7058 0.7752 0.7487 0.7489 0.7069
SWIRL VELOCITY 444.8660 409.7062 407.4080 451.5293 488.3848 522.8813 507.0260 520.2753 555.8805
AXIAL VELOCITY 798.3663 769.0157 765.7759 651.0868 658.5366 716.5558 687.2261 675.2146 587.4515
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 915.0888 872.7280 868.8340 793.5136 820.6767 889.3444 858.1958 857.5864 814.0310
WEIGHT FLOW 17.9343 11.8300 20.0566 27.3338 31.2072 27.1840 12.7254 5.4977 6.9876
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 798.6779 769.5830 766.3933 651.5244 658.5407 718.3944 691.4014 680.7325 593.6697
STATIC TEMPERATURE 569.2135 559.4969 559.1893 575.4707 563.3248 548.1555 546.1783 545.2112 550.9521
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 16.9555 17.2678 17.0822 17.2519 16.9197 16.6953 16.7503 16.4951 16.6002
MCL INCIDENCE 0.1084 -1.2428 -1.6144 3.7537 2.8702 1.9635 2.2108 3.3716 9.2189
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -6.3128 -7.7634 -8.1769 -2.4895 -3.2399 -4.2290 -4.1802 -3.0953 2.6198
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
vi
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOO)
RDG NOs 113 PCT DES SPDz110.00 FAN INLET TnT TEMPs 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 18.550 HUB STATIC PRES
=  18.380
PCT IHM IN RADIUS EX SL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT 
IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES 
PRES
*050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.4800 -6.3100 915.0000 444.9000 569.2000 17.0000 
25.4000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.8200 -7.8000 8727000 409.7000 559.5000 17.2700 
25.1500
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.0200 -8.2000 868.8000 407.4060 559.2000 17.0800 
24.7900
.282 12.0000 .8.4000 1.1700 2,7200 -2.5000 793.5000 451.5000 575.5000 17.2500 
23.4200
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2.1900 -3.2400 820.7000 488.4000 563.3000 16.9200 23.5900
.689 9.4800 .9.8000 1.4700 -. 1000 -4.2300 889.3000 522.9000 548.2000 16.7000 24,8300
.850 8.5900 -902000 1.6200 2.1700 -4.1800 858.2000 507.0000 546.2000 16.7500 
24.2900
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.9400 -3.1000 857.6000 520.3.000 545,2000 16.5000 
23.9200
.937 8.0200 .9.0000 1.7300 1.9800 2,6200 814.0000 555.9000 551.0000 16.6000 23.1700
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP E
X TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 627.7500 23.3900
.1000 13.1500 625.0800 24.6100
.1500 12.8400 621.9700 24.3100
e2822 11.9700 617,5200 23.0400
.4702 10.8300 612.3400 22.9300
.6887 9.5700 608.2400 24.2500
,8500 8,6700 603.3500 23.0900
.9000 8.4000 603.1100 22.6000
.9372 .8.1200 604.4400 21.5200
PCT INMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX nACH NO EX COR 
VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 s4446 .2393 .1147 .7862 8.8800 *5858 696*0035 693.8770 
54.3656
.1000 *3106 .0685 .0322 .6763 9.3200 .6497 764.6463 
761.9422 64.2499
.1500 .3285 .0623 .0285 .8072 8.4200 .6355 747.3465 745.6861 
49.7899
.2822 93798 *0616 *0263 205797 81200 .5690 671,6777 670,9210 
31.8745
.4702 .4074 .0990 .0380 1.1559 9.2900 .5649 664.3661 663.8829 
25*3878
,6887 .3647 .0713 .0243 1.1037 6.7000 o6387 742.4022 
742.4010 -1.2957
.8500 *3864 .1592 .0491 .7753 8.3700 .5786 674.4707 673.9870 
25.5385
.9000 .4225 .1779 .0532 .7375 8.0400 .5503 643.2714 
642,9027 21.7766
.9372 .4952 .2511 .0725 .6137 7.9800 *4794 564.8905 564.5533 
19.5173










ROTIR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 114 TIME 14H 5F 575 UNIFOK4 INLET =LDW STATOR A'r(LE 3.
SPEE (RPM) 13991.8444 DISTORTION INOfX 0.000
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 156.9018
THFT4 1.0035
DELTI 0.9890
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.5351 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 520.5414 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 161.7433 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 163.8252
EOUIV. SPEED 13966.9153
PERCENT SPEED 109.2787
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION(IN.) 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9&0n
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5451 14.6690 14.7360 14.7382 14.7303 14.7106 14.7023 14.6791 14.5895
STATIC PRESSURE 10.4319 10.1585 9.9587 9.6579 9.9189 10.3874 10.5694 10.7784 11.0341
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0571 10.9398 10.8516 10.6913 10.8276 11.0864 11.19L4 11.3223 11.4728
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.7591 519.5120 518.6043 519.4290 519.7138 517.8339 517.3416 517.1674 516.7032
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.5072 2.0128 2.0248 2.1926 2.0363 2.0002 1.7749 1.8247 1.7557
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6382 0.6610 0.6757 0.6929 0.6778 0.6486 0.6366 0.6204 0.5960
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.1262 11.1197 10.9864 10.8917 10.8638 11.0100 11.2932 11.4303 11.4751WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1793 11.1756 11.0469 10.9546 10.9272 11.0694 11.34i8 11.4792 11.5212
ANGLE (DEG.) 5.1525 2.8119 3.3871 4.2140 5.5532 5.9557 5.8595 6.8377 6.5097
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6247 0.6355 0.6549 0.6649 0.6672 0.6504 0.6198 0.6031 0.5906
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6306 0.6416 0.6614 0.6716 0.6740 0.6568 0.6255 0.6085 0.5957
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 677.6831 688.6160 708.1407 718.2399 720.5391 703.6544 672.61L2 655.6302 642.7946
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.3184 23.6582 24.6300 27.3392 25.6020 24.3974 20.1878 19.9275 18.4481
WEIGHT FLOW 15.7363 11.1363 18.7014 29.8000 33.2403 26.1750 12.8116 6.2675 7.9293
AXIAL VELOCITY 658.1873 673.1706 696.6365 714.0453 720.0446 698.5709 651.4773 625.5109 601.8403
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 1.2813 1.6882 1.7282 1.9562 1.8204 1.7623 1.4838 1.4893 1.4005
SWIRL VELOCITY 17.6155 23.9888 24.9101 27.5639 25.5782 24.1299 19.6519 19.2073 17.5808
AXIAL VELOCITY 786.5425 812.9029 824.5952 805.9852 803.7698 783.2487 757.6338 737.7675 718.0962
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 804.1141 824.4484 832.2958 808.5899 803.7747 787.2790 773.7092 763.7930 759.4730
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 805.3272 825.8084 833.6755 810.0596 805.1782 788.6523 774.9792 765.0690 760.7340
MACH NO. 0.7620 0.7837 0.7921 0.7670 0.7618 0.7444 0.73)1 0.7198 0.7153
WEIGHT FLOW 15.6741 11.1378 18.7021 29.7983 33.2467 26.1791 12.8056 6.2683 7.9299
WHEEL SPEED 1705.0088 1656.2768 1607.7502 1482.2426 1311.3703 1112.4778 965.3394 911.7940 857.2515
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1687.3934 1632.2876 1582.8400 1454.6786 1285.7918 '1088.3476 945.68i5 892.5867 839.6706
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.5204 63.2024 62.2637 60.9325 57.9898 54.1193 50.7120 49.4463 47.8711
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1869.1963 1828.6820 1788.3225 1664.3033 1516.3486 1343.2455 1221.8629 1174.7726 1132.1865
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.7687 1.7355 1.6992 1.5759 1.4348 1.2680 1.15L2 1.1053 1.0646
MCL INCIDENCE 2.3204 2.0024 1.7637 2.5325 1.8898 1.8193 2.31?0 1.4463 -0.0288
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.1204 0.0024 -0.3362 0.1325 -0.5101 -0.8806 -1.3879 -2.3536 -4.1288
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 60.9569 57.9301 54.1777 44.6825 36.3233 29.2197 25.72)9 24.5721 23.4645
STATIC TEMPERATURE 464.7317 462.6203 460.7234 464.6953 465.6083 466.1120 467.4445 468.5545 468.6820
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 755.7885 741.5957 727.0607 695.7346 657.4992 616.1542 591.4732 583.1738 575.0477
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 9.9006 9.7774 9.7414 9.9841 10.0282 10.1812 10.31t7 10.3935 10.3724
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55:)5 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 114 TIME 14H 5- 57S FikiI~Uk !IALT FL.Jv. STATUR ANGLE 3. )0
MASS AVERAGED PT 25.2352 ( 25.5145)
VASS AVERAGED TT 632.4538 (630.2022)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 161.0866 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 163.1601
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.)500
TOTAL PRESSURE 27.6233 26.5821 25.9807 24.6862 24.4933 26.1066 24.91?3 24.3729 23.9459
STATIC PRESSURE 18.3334 17.8891 17.4091 17.0528 16.9782 17.6613 16.9791 16.6894 16.5897
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.8941 19.3387 18.8417 18.3087 18.2123 19.0656 18.2932 17.9590 17.79R0
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 656.2924 636.5871 633.7491 637.0038 627.9960 619.9504 610.6012 609.5292 612.9603
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.5944 30.7334 31.5913 38.9671 41.1501 40.2659 40.5840 42.5425 46.3826
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7017 0.6901 0.6937 0.6680 0.6649 0.6857 0.6794 0.6754 0.6653
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.9681 17.6440 18.1629 18.4554 18.2566 18.0262 17.8008 17.6250 17.5104
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.1910 17.8453 18.3266 18.5722 18.3741 18.1986 17.9448 17.7590 17.6358
ANGLE (DEG.) 18.2136 25.0331 21.9210 29.8684 35.4221 34.4331 34.6209 34.6649. 35.0937
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7967 0.7769 0.7244 0.6512 0.6545 0.7372 0.70L2 0.6882 0.6760
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.8091 0.7886 0.7342 0.6586 0.6621 0.7474 0.71)2 0.6968 0.6842
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 954.8933 918.6750 860.5205 780.7405 778.7870 865.5775 820.6957 806.0621 795.2849
SWIRL VELOCITY 513.0526 468.3642 449.9092 490.6808 512.4515 557.9480 530.0056 539.8008 570.1665
WEIGHT FLOW 18.6549 12.2525 20.1311 27.3256 30.4408 27.5753 12.4387 5.2224 6.9873
AXIAL VELOCITY 802.4125 787.7698 731.5677 606.6540 586.3997 658.7070 618.7209 588.2159 543.2958
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 509.6622 465.5427 447.8230 489.4602 512.9254 562.7322 537.6134 549.2236 583.4778
AXIAL VELOCITY 743.6222 732.1113 685.8315 581.5463 566.4285 630.3952 584.7173 552.8260 510.0684
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 910.1867 873.4976 823.0987 761.2651 764.9873 848.1141 803.4564 790.8912 788.4954
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 753.1008 738.0939 689.6094 582.0569 566.5529 633.5276 596.0693 568.0620 529.3193
ANGLE (DEG.) 34.3901 32.4167 33.1050 40.0375 42.1122 41.7092 42.5481 44.7611 48.7850
MACH NO. 0.7667 0.7454 0.6991 0.6408 0.6494 0.7307 0.6938 0.6824 0.6778
WEIGHT FLOW 18.6583 12.2575 20.1313 27.3536 30.4312 27.5884 12.4536 5.2241 6.9883
WHEEL SPEED 1659.9160 1617.3056 1577.2770 1468.8452 1316.2411 1138.0942 1020.2563 978.9276 941.5114
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1150.2536 1151.7625 1129.4539 979.3849 803.3155 575.3622 482.6430 429.7039 358.0336
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.7864 57.3468 58.5932 59.2768 54.8061 42.2455 38.9975 37.1054 34.0747
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1374.8617 1367.9689 1323.3393 1139.2913 983.0044 855.8029 766.9698 712.2779 639.0359
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1581 1.1673 1.1240 0.9591 0.8345 0.7373 0.6623 0.6146 0.5493
DEVIATION 0.7864 1.0468 2.6932 8.0768 7.8061 3.5455 11.0975 14.2054 15.4746
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.7340 5.8555 3.6704 1.6556 3.1837 11.8738 11.7144 12.3409 13.7964
REL. MACH NO.(WHL.) 1.2329 1.2134 1.1940 1.1376 1.0488 0.9350 0.8550 0.8261 0.7998
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9427 0.9506 0.9616 0.9835 1.0056 1.0274 1.0546 1.0646 1.0786
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.8991 1.8121 1.7630 1.6749 1.6627 1.7746 1.6944 1.6603 1.6413
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2651 1.2253 1.2220 1.2263 1.2083 1.1972 1.1802 1.1785 1.1862
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7547 0.8182 0.7891 0.6987 0.7479 0.9003 0.8998 0.8707 0.8142
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7756 0.8327 0.8052 0.7196 0.7652 0.9080 0.9069 0.8796 0.8266
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1953 0.1324 0.1546 0.2367 0.2072 0.0930 0.0989 0.1334 0.2082
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0179 0.0170 0.0160 0.0132 0.0150 0.0648 0.0343 0.0241 0.0167
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1773 0.1153 0.1385 0.2235 0.1922 0.0281 0,0646 0.1092 0.1915
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0326 0.0215 0.0241 0.0357 0.0345 0.0192 0.0207 0.0278 0.0441
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0296 0.0187 0.0216 0.0337 0.0320 0.0058 0.0135 0.0228 0.0405
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3452 0.3260 0.3331 0.4003 0.4481 0.4808 0.4937 0.5202 0.5736
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 18.7311 18.3909 18.7520 18.7327 18.4540 18.3091 18.0633 17.8492 17.6081
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATnR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 114 TIME 14H 5M 57S UNIFORMi INLET LCOW STATUR ANGLE 3.
MASS AVERAGED PT 25.2320 ( 25.5112)
MASS AVERAGED TT 632.4483 (630.1966)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 160.6755 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 162.7437
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION (IN.) 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 .4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 27.6233 26.5821 25.9807 24.6862 24.4933 26.1066 24.91?3 24.3729 23.9459
STATIC PRESSURE 17.9681 17.6440 18.1629 18.4554 18.2566 18.0262 17.80)8 17.6250 17.510(
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.1910 17.8453 18.3266 18.5722 18.3741 18.1986 1
7
.94't8 17.7590 17.6358
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 656.2923 636.5869 633.7490 637.0036 627.9959 619.9502 610.6010 609.5291 612.9602
ANGLE (DEG.) 32.5944 30.7334 31.5913 38.9671 41.1501 40.2659 40.58+0 42.5425 46.3826
MACH NO. 0.8091 0.7886 0.7342 0.6586 0.6621 0.7474 0.71)2 0.6968 . 0.6842
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 954.8933 918.6749 860.5205 780.7407 778.7867 865.5776 820.69 6 806.0620 795.2849
SWIRL VELOCITY 513.0525 468.3641 449.9092 490.6809 512.4514 557.9480 530.00i4 539.8006 570.1664
AXIAL VELOCITY 802.4126 787.7698 731.5675 606.6542 586.3999 658.7073 618.72)8 588.2160 543.2958
WEIGHT FLOW 18.6549 12.2525 20.1311 27.3256 30.4408 27.5753 12.4387 5.2224 6.9873
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE (DEG.) 33.1799 30.8355 31.1679 38.0966 39.5623 38.8197 38.8030 40.7195 44.4362
MACH NO. 0.7960 0.7870 0.7462 0.6741 0.6861 0.7659 0.72,7 0.7103 0.6938
SWIRL VELOCITY 514.9554 469.7876 451.6625 491.9075 512.4514 553.8282 523.2185 532.6208 560.9243
AXIAL VELOCITY 786.5426 785.9723 745.7295 626.4341 619.2818 687.3406 649.6860 617.8056 571.0766
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 941.2138 917.0254 873.2129 797.6044 804.5850 884.8567 838.0389 820.2977 805.5264
WEIGHT FLOW 18.5284 12.2206 20.1396 27.3508 30.4635 27.3023 12.4492 5.2262 6.9947
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 786.8494 786.5521 746.3308 626.8551 619.2856 689.1043 653.6333 622.8540 577.1215
STATIC TEMPERATURE 582.8916 566.7354 570.5143 584.1701 574.1798 555.0696 552.4325 553.8132 559.2902
STATIC PRESS.(ALT.) 18.2031 17.6716 17.9603 18.2122 17.8825 17.7111 17.5341 17.4127 17.3622
MCL INCIDENCE 4.1928 1.5782 1.5731 7.1522 5.9126 4.7093 4.6487 6.5422 10.2965
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -2.2300 -4.9444 -4.9919 0.9066 -0.1976 -1.4902 -1.7569 0.0495 3.6862
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
v,
STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS (UNIFORM INLET FLOW)
RDG NO' 114 PCT DES SPD=110.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRESX 19.900 HUB STATIr PRES= 19.610
PCT IM -  IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.1500 -2.2300 941.2000 515.0000 582.9000 18.2000 27.6200
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.1200 -4.9400 917.0200 469.8000 566.7000 17.6700 26.5800
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 4.2000 -4.9900 873.2000 451.6000 570.5000 17.9600 25.9800
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.2000 .9000 797.6000 491,9000 564.2000 18.2100 24.6800
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2.0000 -. 2000 804.6000 512.4000 574.2000 17.8800 24.4900
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .9000 -1.5000 864.9000 553.8000 555.1000 17.7100 26.1100
50SO 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.1000 -1.7600 838.0000 523.2000 552.4000 17.5300 24.9100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.2800 .0500 820.3000 532.6000 553.8000 17.4100 24.3700
.937 6.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 -.4000 3.7000 805.5000 560.9000 559.3000 17.3600 23.9400
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 644.9300 25.1100
.1000 13.1500 639.9300 25.9900
.1500 12,8400 633,0500 25.6100
.2822 11.9700 628.7000 24.2800
.4702 10.8300 619.5000 23.9500
.6887 9.5700 617.0100 25.6500
.8500 8.6700 608,1200 24.1600
.9000 8.4000 607.9200 22.9000
.9372 8.1200 609.4600 22,0100
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4797 .2665 *1276 .7338 9,5500 .5871 706.9438 704.0900 63.4577
.1000 .3813 .0662 .0311 .7480 10.2200 .6315 753.6075 749.8552 75.1098
.1500 .3724 .0461 .0211 ,9152 8,8000 .6142 730.5111 728.5493 53.5013
.2822 .4256 .0618 .0264 15745 8,.6000 .5470 653,0589 652.0406 36.4547
.4702 .4498 *0817 .0314 1.3620 9.1000 .5317 631.1669 630.7824 22,0274
.6887 .3778 .0548 .0186 1,0032 7.7000 .6261 734.1650 734.0744 11.5318
.8500 .4108 .1016 .0313 .8800 8.3000 .5514 647.1253 646.6907 23.7131
.9000 .5054 .2112 .0632 ,6974 7.3800 .4738 560.1722 560.0324 12.5133
.9372 .5979 .2933 .0848 .6595 5,6000 .4082 485.9770 485.9652 -3.3927










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 224 TIME 13H 33M 36S RADIAL INLET DI0TOrTION STATOR ANGLE
ROTOR SPEED 9023.6358 DISTORTION INDEX 0.068
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 105.4183
THETA 1.0165
DELTA 0.9609
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.1215 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 527.2679 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 112.8705 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQIIV. WEIGHT FLOW 118.4297
EQUIV. SPEED. 8949.9172
PERCENT SPEED 70.0251
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.8514 14.9361 14.9785 14.9333 14.9832 13.9682 13.9888 13.9964 13.9518
STATIC PRESSURE 12.7600 12.6263 12.5150 12.2741 12.0355 12.4853 12.6008 12.6914 12.7817
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.8645 12.7627 12.6779 12.4767 12.2988 12.5225 12.6304 12.7162 12.7994
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.8494 520.7404 518.1377 518.1491 517.7763 519.3286 516.7315 517.9804 517.7936
ANGLE 0.6469 -0.8349 -0.7356 1.4358 1.7438 2.2136 2.0872 2.1754 3.0652
APPARENT MACH NO,. 0.4575 0.4792 0.4938 0.5132 0.5385 0.3981 0.3847 0.3726 0.3530
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.51 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.1288 13.0119 12.9431 12.9142 12.8764 12.9760 13.0664 13.0896 13.1310
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.1485 13.0350 12.9680 12.9388 12.9025 12.9855 13.0750 13.0980 13.1384
ANGLE 1.4939 1.0913 1.3793 2.1815 2.4522 3.6673 6.4478 7.0421 7.3441
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4207 0.4452 0.4584 0.4571 0.4670 0.3244 0.3121 0.3092 0.2941
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4233 0.4482 0.4615 0.4602 0.4703 0.3261 0.3136 0.3107 0.2955
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 464.4184 490.6842 504.6689 503.3306 513.8506 360.2894 346.7975 343.6916 327.1460
SWIRL VELOCITY 5.0946 -6.9937 -6.3780 12.5477 15.6361 13.8244 12.2401 12.4536 16.3885
WEIGHT FLOW 11.7542 8.6082 14.5450 22.8898 26.0150 14.3116 6.9794 3.4433 4.2267
AXIAL VELOCITY 451.1783 479.9130 496.7311 500.5983 513.5845 357.6382 335.8430 327.8385 306.0439
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 0.5807 -0.7476 -0.6674 1.3375 1.6212 2.0466 1.84L2 1.8772 2.5960
SWIRL VELOCITY 5.1820 -7.0914 -6.4505 12.6508 15.6216 13.6728 11.9152 12.0035 15.6181
AXIAL VELOCITY 510.2322 542.4512 552.7432 540.8288 550.9506 381.6193 369.6589 365.2430 343.4697
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 521.6311 550.1555 557.9051 542.5766 550.9539 383.5830 377.50?3 378.1273 363.2605
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 522.6676 551.2049 558.9437 543.7191 552.1676 384.8222 378.7045 379.3447 364.6450
MACH NO. 0.4787 0.5061 0.5136 0.4989 0.5071 0.3488 0.3431 0.3437 0.3301
WEIGHT FLOW 11.7647 8.6084 14.5517 22.9152 26.0403 14.3167 6.9891 3.4495 4.2346
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1089.3198 1060.0797 1030.7005 950.9844 841.8891 711.8425 618.9482 583.8136 548.7429
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1084.1377 1067.1710 1037.1513 938.3334 826.2672 698.1696 607.03 8 571.8100 533.1248
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.3057 62.7279 61.7235 59.9622 56.3049 61.2152 58.1235 56.5242 55.7304
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1203.1016 1200.6350 1177.6842 1083.9089 993.1099 796.6030 714.841)4 685.5266 645.1203
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1020 1.1025 1.0822 0.9946 0.9120 0.7221 0.6477 0.6212 0.5840
MCL INCIDENCE 2.1057 1.5279 1.2234 1.5622 0.2049 8.9152 9.7235 8.5242 7.8304
SURFACE INCIDENCE -0.0942 -0.4720 -0.8764 -0.8377 -2.1950 6.2152 6.0235 4.7242 3.7304
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 28.1042 27.8742 27.0405 24.2974 22.0684 18.3637 17.3246 16.9807 16.5439
STATIC TEMPERATURE 498.9622 495.3391 492.1470 493.5545 492.4294, 506.9810 504.8322 506.0124 506.7391
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 620.2298 615.8567 607.5294 591.2956 574.4223 559.8923 547.2292 545.0964 541.3393
STATIC PRESS. 12.6948 12.5389 12.5108 12.5973 12.5706 12.8405 12.8940 12.8974 12.9374
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5515 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7010 15.0000 19.0000
NOTEE-ALL-PRE-SSRE UNI-TS IN PSIA A-NO TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STO. -S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION IINITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 224 TIME 13H 33M 36S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.2475 ( 17.9491)
MASS AVERAGED TT 564.3203 (555.1376)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 106.9769 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 112.2k59
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.7897 17.8254 17.8887 18.1863 18.1575 17.5226 1
7
.87 0 18.0123 18.0114
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1126 14.0035 13.9053 13.8340 13.9354 13.7647 13.66?5 13.5731 13.4788
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.9102 14.8239 14.7527 14.7487 14.8263 14.5713 14.5494 14.5030 14.4282
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 555.0526 551.1540 548.5836 558.9437 552.8790 558.4112 557.4759 557.2412 558.2472
ANGLE 21.5859 21.6072 21.7298 28.8398 27.4672 37.6286 40.6096 40.4793 41.4073
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5086 0.5200 0.5320 0.5554 0.5460 0.5201 0.55)3 0.5651 0.5720
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1405 15.0071 14.6443 14.9193 15.0220 14.8966 14.7713 14.6946 14.6327
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.1794 15.0495 14.6957 14.9709 15.0708 14.9353 14.8196 14.7475 14.6870
ANGLE 23.7032 17.0801 17.5634 18.1947 21.9863 28.5991 35.4617 35.4733 35.7519
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4815 0.4977 0.5375 0.5346 0.5229 0.4832 0.5244 0.5422 0.5479
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4855 0.5020 0.5424 0.5395 0.5275 0.4872 0.5291 0.5472 0.5530
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 546.2913 562.5591 605.5246 608.0793 592.2958 551.1221 597.0232 615.4808 622.2335
SWIRL VELOCITY 200.3421 206.5798 223.6629 293.0820 273.1788 335.5072 385.7606 395.4889 406.8395
WEIGHT FLOW 10.5223 7.1992 13.2716 20.7427 23.8507 15.2308 7.6099 3.5026 5.1061
AXIAL VELOCITY 506.3720 521.5709 561.1921 532.2400 525.5066 435.2175 449.9242 463.3986 461.3519
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 199.0182 205.3353 222.6258 292.3529 273.4314 338.3839 391.2978 402.3927 416.3377
AXIAL VELOCITY 479.5786 483.0588 531.9037 511.0585 508.2644 419.2857 427.2940 436.7036 432.8116
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 525.8121 529.4438 580.2390 590.0227 578.1189 541.1988 586.2899 603.4924 613.1854
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 485.6917 487.0063 534.8335 511.5073 508.3759 421.3691 435.5897 448.7392 449.1468
ANGLE 22.4960 22.9869 22.6736 29.7240 28.2324 38.8392 42.4150 42.5938 43.8231
MACH NO. 0.4665 0.4711 0.5185 0.5226 0.5142 0.4781 0.5191 0.5359 0.5444
WEIGHT FLOW 10.5384 7.0733 13.2788 20.7582 23.8520 15.2460 7.6194 3.5035 5.1069
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1060.5100 1035.1368 1011.1647 942.3892 845.0159 728.2338 654.1601 626.7985 602.6793
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 861.4917 829.8013 788.5389 650.0361 571.5845 389.8498 262.8623 224.4058 186.3415
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.5867 59.5917 55.8527 51.8013 48.3498 42.7750 31.1095 26.5688 22.5326
RELATIVE VELOCITY 988.9712 962.1563 952.8064 827.1557 764.9539 574.0511 508.7582 501.7219 4,6.2673
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8775 0.8561 0.8514 0.7326 0.6804 0.5071 0.4504 0.4456 0.4317
DEVIATION 4.5867 3.2917 -0.0472 0.6013 1.3498 4.0750 3.2095 3.6688 3.9326
AIR TURNING ANGLE 3.7189 3.1361 5.8707 8.1609 7.9550 18.4401 27.0139 29.9554 33.1978
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 0.8714 0.8526 0.8365 0.7903 0.7186 0.6283 0.5694 0.5473 0.5280
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9710 0.9754 0.9810 0.9920 1.0026 1.0123 1.0239 1.0280 1.0337
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.1978 1.1934 1.1942 1.2178 1.2118 1.2544 1.2777 1.2869 1.2909
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0636 1.0584 1.0587 1.0787 1.0677 1.0752 1.0788 1.0757 1.0781
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8314 0.8869 0.8853 0.7352 0.8320 0.8886 0.9193 0.9853 0.9682
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8357 0.8897 0.8881 0.7425 0.8365 0.8921 0.92?0 0.9859 0.9694
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0635 0.0396 0.0415 0.1398 0.0886 0.0932 0.0853 0.0161 0.0402
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0234 0.0235 0.0198 0.0071 0.0007 -0.0106 -0.0151 -0.0167 -0.0189
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0400 0.0160 0.0217 0.1327 0.0879 0.1039 0.1005 0.0328 0.0591
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0095 0.0060 0.0069 0.0255 0.0170 0.0191 0.0196 0.0037 0.0095
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0060 0.0024 0.0036 0.0242 0.0168 0.0213 0.0231 0.0076 0.0139
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2190 0.2419 0.2412 0.3108 0.3043 0.3941 0.4361 0.4229 0.4148
STATIC PRESS. 15.3251 15.3118 14.8924 15.0979 15.1609 14.9851 14.8747 14.8138 14.7234
RADIUS RAFIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.85,0 1.9100 1.9;40
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 224 TIME 13H 33M 36S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOk ANGL . 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.2474 ( 17.9490)
MASS AVERAGED TT 564.3142 (555.1316)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 107.1152 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 112.3909
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.7897 17.8253 17.8887 18.1863 18.1575 17.5226 17.8740 18.0123 18.0113
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1405 15.0071 14.6443 14.9193 15.0220 14.8965 14.7713 14.6946 14.6327
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.1794 15.0495 14.6957 14.9709 15.0708 14.9352 14.8196 14.7475 14.6870
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 555.0525 551.1539 548.5835 558.9436 552.8789 558.4111 557.4718 557.2411 558.2471
ANGLE 21.5859 21.6072 21.7298 28.8398 27.4672 37.6286 40.6096 40.4793 41.4073
MACH NO. 0.4855 0.5020 0.5424 0.5395 0.5275 0.4872 0.5291 0.5472 0.5530
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 546.2909 562.5586 605.5246 608.0792 592.2958 551.1220 597.02 8 615.4808 622.2335
SWIRL VELOCITY 200.3419 206.5796 223.6628 293.0819 273.1788 335.5071 385.7603 395.4888 406.8395
AXIAL VELOCITY 506.3716 521.5708 561.1921 532.2399 525.5066 435.2176 449.9240 463..3987 461.3520
WEIGHT FLOW 10.5223 7.1992 13.2716 20.7427 23.8507 15.2308 7.6099 3.5026 5.1061
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 21.7007 21.5889 21.4798 28.1650 26.2103 36.0849 39.0150 38.8007 39.5066
MACH NO. 0.4834 0.5029 0.5501 0.5533 0.5523 0.5014 0.5386 0.5570 0.5633
SWIRL VELOCITY 201.0850 207.2074 224.5345 293.8145 273.1788 333.0297 380.8204 390.2283 400.2448
AXIAL VELOCITY 504.2992 522.6539 569.6133 547.7754 553.9288 455.9608 469.0297 484.3440 484.4314
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 544.0132 563.5088 613.6217 622.7984 618.5210 566.3804 607.1563 625.8555 633.1251
WEIGHT FLOW 10.5376 7.2052 13.2796 20.7463 23.8799 15.2418 7.6112 3.5021 5.1111
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 504.4960 523.0392 570.0725 548.1435 553.9323 457.1307 471.8794 488.3020 489.5591
STATIC TEMPERATURE 530.2816 524.6288 517.2854 526.7130 521.1059 531.6942 526.9271 524.7020 524.9608
STATIC PRESS. 15.1613 14.9981 14.5633 14.7709 14.7588 14.7581 14.6725 14.5902 14.5225
MCL INCIDENCE -7.2908 -7.6751 -8.1228 -2.7860 -7.4394 1.9675 4.8621 4.6077 5.3147
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -13.7092 -14.1910 -14.6801 -9.0249 -13.5496 -4.2250 -1.5449 -1.8693 -1.2433
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
WA
HUR RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCEF PLOTS
RDG NO= 224 PCT DES SPD= 70.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRE: 15.040 HUb STATIC PRFSZ 15.190
PCT IM-  IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL TN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
*050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.6000 -13.7100 544.0000 201.0000 530.3000 15.1600 17.7900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.5600 -14.1900 563.5000 207.2000 524.6000 15.0000 17.8300
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.3400 -14.6800 613.6000 224.5000 517.3000 14.5600 17.8900
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.2700 -9.0200 622.8000 293.8000 526.7000 14.7800 18.1900
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 -. 0900 -13.5500 618.5000 273.1000 521.1000 14.7500 18,1600
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .9800 -4.2300 566,4000 333.0000 531,7000 14.7600 17,5200
*850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.3300 -1.5400 607.2000 380.8000 526.9000 14.6700 17.8700
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.6000 -1.8000 625.9000 3q 0 .20 00 524.7000 14.5900 18.0100
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 2.2700 -1.2400 633.1000 400.2000 524.9000 14.5200 18.0100
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 551.4000 17.0500
.1000 13.1500 551.6000 17.6800
.1500 12.8400 549.2000 17.8400
.2822 11.9700 554.9000 17.9200
94702 10.8300 551.0000 17.8500
.6887 9.5700 553.7000 17.2300
.8500 8.6700 556,9000 17.5800
*9000 8.4000 557.8000 17.6800
81372 .1200 558.7000 17.3300
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2504 .2814 .1346 -. 6327 10.0000 .4262 481.8731 479.5733 47.0226
.1000 .1617 .0530 .0249 .2498 10.0600 .4846 545.2253 542.6602 52.8258
.1500 .2342 .0150 .0069 .8444 7.9400 .4975 557.8971 556.9495 32.5036
.2822 .2715 .0792 .0338 1.9702 8.6700 .5021 565.6547 5647337 32.2657
.4702 .2741 .0909 .0350 .8440 7.0100 .4933 554.2956 554.2949 -,8707
.6887 .3281 .1051 .0357 1,9858 7.7800 .4331 490.4272 490.3555 8.3880
.8500 .3210 .0906 .0280 .7224 7.5300 .4639 525.4722 525.3306 12.1966
.9000 *3233 .0965 .0289 .6414 7.7000 .4722 534.9313 534.7228 14.9362
.9372 .3844 .1948 .0563 .5182 8.2700 .4388 498.9416 498.5500 19.7624










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 227 TIME 14H 7M 59S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STAiTOR ANfLE 3
ROTOR SPEED 9025.3956 DISTORTION INDEX 0.043
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 84.7685
THETA 1.0231
DELTA 0.9760
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.3433 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 530.7182 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 91.1666 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 94.4849
EQUIV. SPEED 8922.5177
PERCENT SPEED 69.8107
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.93)0 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.7581 14.8242 14.8352 14.8978 14.8043 14.2731 14.2879 14.3012 14.2556
STATIC PRESSURE 13.4136 13.3451 13.2713 13.0117 13.1495 13.4472 13.4145 13.4119 13.4504
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.4379 13.3770 13.3097 13.0875 13.1981 13.4500 13.4187 13.4166 13.4527
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.7412 520.4639 520.5125 517.2176 519.1601 517.2814 516.0681 51.5.9093 516.0596
ANGLE -2.3753 -1.1031 -2.8143 0.4338 1.9823 2.6882 2.2354 2.2179 3.0745
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3683 0.3858 0.3967 0.4341 0.4083 0.2924 0.30)7 0.3033 0.2889
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6221 13.4560 13.4284 13.5269 13.7062 13.7845 13.7468 13.7386 13.7504
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.6333 13.4704 13.4434 13.5413 13.7169 13.7889 13.7517 13.7436 13.7550
ANGLE 3.7816 2.1468 3.4175 1.9556 2.1797 1.2632 2.3757 5.6848 5.8256
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3384 0.3723 0.3777 0.3718 0.3319 0.2225 0.2343 0.2390 0.2265
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3401 0.3744 0.3799 0.3738 0.3336 0.2236 0.2354 0.2401 0.2275
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 375.4837 412.3620 418.1968 411.7382 368.3948 248.4115 261.4464 266.5580 252.7934
SWIRL VELOCITY -15.1199 -7.7655 -20.2127 3.1013 12.7426 11.5737 9.88?4 9.8473 12.7020
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8539 7.4868 12.4508 19.6046 19.6468 10.5122 5.5602 2.8216 3.4441
AXIAL VELOCITY 364.5051 403.2794 411.1708 409.6188 368.1541 246.4972 253.1647 254.2562 236.4856
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -2.1530 -0.9958 -2.5840 0.4066 1.8969 2.4891 1.9783 1.9242 2.6190
SWIRL VELOCITY -15.3793 -7.8739 -20.4426 3.1268 12.7308 11.4468 9.6200 9.4914 12.1049
AXIAL VELOCITY 408.0818 452.0063 451.9852 439.5626 383.4030 262.3353 277.5102 281.5179 263.6369
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 417.1985 458.4261 456.2062 440.9830 383.4053 263.6852 283.3984 291.4488 278.8277
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 418.4889 459.4945 457.6590 441.9872 384.6042 264.9276 284.5732 292.6289 280.1376
MACH NO. 0.3802 0.4187 0.4169 0.4022 0.3486 0.2386 0.2565 0.2639 0.2525
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8661 7.4973 12.4334 19.6408 19.3399 10.5433 5.5741 2.8245 3.4466
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1086.0976 1057.1149 1025.1980 948.9263 838.1922 711.0659 617.4498 583.1932 547.9814
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1101.4768 1064.9886 1045.6407 945.7993 825.4614 699.6192 607.8296 573.7018 535.8763
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 69.2554 66.7107 66.4289 65.0027 65.0865 69.3489 65.0031 63.0690 62.5113
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1177.8395 1159.4633 1140.8279 1043.5526 910.1569 747.6608 670.6499 643.4874 604.0764
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0701 1.0565 1.0394 0.9496 0.8250 0.6734 0.6046 0.5803 0.5444
MCL INCIDENCE 7.0554 5.5107 5.9289 6.6027 8.9865 17.0489 16.6031 15.0690 14.6113
SURFACE INCIDENCE 4.8554 3.5107 3.8289 4.2027 6.5865 14.3489 12.9031 11.2690 10.5113
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 28.0378 27.2439 26.6336 24.1716 21.4269 18.6806 17.5986 17.2603 16.8224
STATIC TEMPERATURE 507.0728 502.8227 503.0105 500.9956 506.8315 511.4526 509.3582 508.8161 509.5573
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 623.2673 615.1480 611.7642 591.4253 575.8747 557.8767 546.6248 543.1147 539.7919
STATIC PRESS. 13.3567 13.1394 13.1621 13.3263 13.6104 13.7183 13.6485 13.6251 13.6371
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE- UNITS-IN PSIA -AND TEM-PERA*TURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA ST.--S.L. CONDITIONS,VELOCITY-
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 227 TIMF 14H 7M 59S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.8356 ( 19.2986)
MASS AVERAGED TT 583.8638 (570.6290)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 86.3594 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 89.5028
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.5675 19.9036 19.7904 19.4571 18.9462 18.7199 18.9404 18.7075 18.8485
STATIC PRESSURE 16.1202 15.9700 15.8002 15.5152 15.5500 15.4085 15.1992 15.0961 15.0021
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.7003 16.6256 16.4654 16.1724 16.1190 15.9650 15.8227 15.6981 15.6435
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 572.9181 572.8227 571.7487 571.2096 572.4171 572.2840 564.0638 559.7503 562.1374
ANGLE 33.8045 33.8932 34.8338 41.0991 53.2049 62.8015 51.4097 50.4088 50.7152
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4813 0.5137 0.5195 0.5209 0.4861 0.4824 0.5135 0.5069 0.5230
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0382 16.0022 16.7820 16.5344 16.3806 16.2186 16.0348 16.0110 15.9563
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.0940 16.0660 16.8266 16.5775 16.4170 16.2539 16.0780 16.0501 15.9993
ANGLE 35.2007 34.7147 32.6911 32.5900 43.5729 56.1400 56.3111 52.8768 49.7225
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5359 0.5618 0.4871 0.4839 0.4572 0.4538 0.4895 0.4730 0.4896
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5408 0.5672 0.4912 0.4879 0.4608 0.4574 0.4937 0.4769 0.4937
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 614.8447 643.8091 561.2547 559.2257 528.9552 526.1364 562.5847 542.3037 561.7011
SWIRL VELOCITY 341.2101 358.2191 320.0062 367.3984 423.5687 467.5070 437.5514 414.9070 431.1969
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1198 7.7437 12.0115 17.8242 15.1601 8.9762 6.3665 2.8038 4.2230
AXIAL VELOCITY 509.6087 533.2246 459.8505 421.1722 316.8155 240.2528 349.1737 343.1351 352.7420
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 338.9554 356.0612 318.5225 366.4844 423.9605 471.5156 443.8320 422.1497 441.2639
AXIAL VELOCITY 481.0239 505.2998 438.1692 405.9024 308.3035 232.6370 333.0123 325.1334 332.0239
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 594.2935 622.3439 544.4677 547.8714 524.8292 526.7373 559.39L3 538.9906 560.4835
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 487.1554 509.4290 440.5827 406.2589 308.3711 233.7929 339.4775 334.0942 344.5551
ANGLE 35.1155 35.1180 35.9537 42.0092 53.8883 63.6426 53.0371 52.3129 52.9589
MACH NO. 0.5217 0.5471 0.4758 0.4776 0.4570 0.4579 0.4907 0.4738 0.4926
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1097 7.7541 12.0275 17.8457 15.1981 9.0076 6.3825 2.8096 4.2242
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1057.3730 1032.2418 1005.7667 940.3496 841.3053 727.4394 652.5765 626.1327 601.8428
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 718.4174 676.1803 687.2443 573.8651 417.3447 255.9238 208.7444 203.9829 160.5789
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 55.8592 53.0061 57.3368 54.7042 53.5399 47.5876 31.5874 31.4064 24.9878
RELATIVE VELOCITY 868.0114 846.6035 816.3441 703.1126 518.9117 346.6354 398.52L2 391.4434 380.1366
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.7620 0.7443 0.7134 0.6129 0.4519 0.3013 0.3496 0.3441 0.3341
DEVIATION -0.1407 -3.2938 1.4368 3.5042 6.5399 8.8876 3.6874 8.5064 6.3878
AIR TURNING ANGLE 13.3962 13.7045 9.0920 10.2985 11.5466 21.7612 33.4156 31.6625 37.5234
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 0.8667 0.8507 0.8312 0.7878 0.7156 0.6275 0.5680 0.5467 0.5272
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9713 0.9755 0.9812 0.99.20 1.0026 1.0123 1.0238 1.0279 1.0336
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3258 1.3426 1.3340 1.3060 1.2797 1.3115 1.3256 1.3081 1.3221
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0980 1.1006 1.0984 1.1043 1.1025 1.1063 1.0930 1.0849 1.0892
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8545 0.8719 0.8708 0.7584 0.7109 0.7567 0.9009 0.9377 0.9294
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8602 0.8771 0.8759 0.7673 0.7208 0.7659 0.9048 0.9401 0.9322
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0846 0.0779 0.0791 0.1751 0.2535 0.3072 0.1366 0.0854 0.1138
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0177 0.0153 0.0128 0.0029 -0.0044 -0.0135 -0.0177 -0.0191 -0.0213
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0668 0.0625 0.0663 0.1721 0.2580 0.3208 0.1544 0.1046 0.1351
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0144 0.0141 0.0127 0.0298 0.0435 0.0579 0.03L3 0.0190 0.0263
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0114 0.0113 0.0107 0.0293 0.0443 0.0605 0.0353 0.0233 0.0313
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3401 0.3528 0.3588 0.4236 0.5595 0.7118 0.5850 0.5657 0.5625
STATIC PRESS. 16.2550 16.2397 16.9495 16.6454 16.4185 16.2131 16.0658 16.0420 15.9681
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6030 0.5756 0.5534
STRFAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 227 TIME 14H 7M 59S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.8357 ( 19.2987)
MASS AVERAGED TT 583.8651 (570.6304)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 86.3707 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 89.5144
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.5675 19.9036 19.7903 19.4571 18.9462 18.7199 18.9404 18.7075 18.8485
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0382 16.0022 16.7820 16.5344 16.3806 16.2186 16.0348 16.0110 15.9563
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.0940 16.0660 16.8266 16.5775 16.4170 16.2539 16.0780 16.0501 15.9993
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 572.9180 572.8225 571.7486 571.2095 572.4170 572.2839 564.0637 559.7502 562.1373
ANGLE 33.8045 33.8932 34.8338 41.0991 53.2049 62.8015 51.4097 50.4088 50.7152
MACH NO. 0.5408 0.5672 0.4912 0.4879 0.4608 0.4574 0.4937 0.4769 0.4937
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 614.8446 643.8091 561.2552 559.2256 528.9552 526.1360 562.5850 542.3036 561.7009
SWIRL VELOCITY 341.2100 358.2191 320.0065 367.3983 423.5686 467.5067 437.5516 414.9068 431.1967
AXIAL VELOCITY 509.6086 533.2246 459.8509 421.1721 316.8155 240.2527 349.1739 343.1350 352.7419
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1198 7.7437 12.0115 17.8242 15.1601 8.9762 6.3665 2.8038 4.2230
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 33.9540 33.8413 34.5366 40.3445 51.9086 61.5493 49.9JO 48.7650 48.9288
MACH NO. 0.5394 0.5688 0.4964 0.4970 0.4692 0.4592 0.4959 0.4806 0.4970
SWIRL VELOCITY 342.4755 359.3079 321.2535 368.3167 423.5686 464.0546 431.9486 409.3882 424.2073
AXIAL VELOCITY 507.6380 534.9072 465.8014 432.6326 331.0310 250.4560 362.7455 357.8451 368.6952
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 613.3430 645.5296 566.9627 569.1561 538.1898 528.1066 566.1241 546.3288 565.2683
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1352 7.7547 12.0168 17.8528 15.1984 9.0069 6.3702 2.8087 4.2267
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 507.8360 535.3017 466.1770 432.9234 331.0330 251.0986 364.9494 360.7693 372.5978
STATIC TEMPERATURE 541.4607 538.0623 544.9313 544.3548 548.3159 549.1611 537.5469 535.0595 535.6993
STATIC PRESS. 16.0543 15.9829 16.7241 16.4359 16.2951 16.2008 16.0003 15.9730 15.9216
MCL INCIDENCE 4.9672 4.5862 4.9445 9.4016 18.2589 27.4972 15.8132 14.6535 14.8367
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -1.4560 -1.9386 -1.6233 3.1545 12.1486 21.2393 9.3400 8.0950 8.1788
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62?3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
HUB RADIAL DIST. STATUR INCIDENCE PLOIS
RDG NO= 227 PCT DES SPDa 70.00 FAN INLET TOT TFMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 16.890 HUB STATIC PRES 16.810
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SnLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TFMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 10000 6.3000 -1.4500 613.3000 342.5000 541.4000 16.0500 19.5600
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.7500 -1.9400 645.5000 359.3000 538.1000 16.0000 19.9000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 7.6800 -1.6200 566.9000 321.2000 544.9000 16.7200 19.7900
*282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 6,6300 3.1500 569.1000 368.3000 544.4000 16.4400 19,4500
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.3700 12.1400 538.2000 423.6000 548,3000 16.2900 18.9400
,689 9.4800 -9.6000 1.4700 .6.4800 21.2000 528.1000 464.1000 549.0000 16.2000 18.7200
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -3.9700 9.3000 566.1000 431.9000 537.5000 16.0000 18.9400
.900 6.2700 -9,1000 1*6700 -.5400 8.1000 546.3000 409.4000 535.1000 15.9700 18.7100
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.9900 8.2000 565.3000 424.2000 535,7000 15.9200 1808400
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13,4700 571.0000 19.0400
.1000 13.1500 542.4000 19.4700
.1500 12.8400 571.1000 19.4700
*2822 11.9700 569.6000 18.9100
.4702 100.300 570.1000 18.2200
.6887 9.5700 569.0000 18.1400
85S00 86.700 564.5000 18.0800
.9000 684000 563.5000 17.9900
.9372 8.1200 563.5000 17.7900
PCT IMMERS DIF PACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COP TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4429 .1481 .0708 .7663 10.7000 .4178 481,0183 478.1134 52.7842
.1000 .42685 1103 .0516 -*4670 11,2500 .4561 510.1900 S06.6536 59.9664
.1500 .2796 *1042 .0074 .4360 12,1800 .4565 523.9563 519.3777 69.1153
.2822 .4119 .1794 .0762 .5613 12.0300 .4076 469.1587 466.0212 54.1678
,4702 .5733 .2717 .105 .5799 8.4700 .3360 388.9227 388.8115 9.2986
.6887 .6055 .2302 .0778 .7597 .3200 .3286 360.1005 377.6722 -42.8968
.8500 .5913 .2925 .0901 .5037 2.2300 .3227 372.0319 371.1392 -25,7573
.9000 .5668 .2628 .0787 *4552 5.5600 .3118 359.3165 359.3005 -3.3864
.9372 .6275 .3596 .1039 .4528 7.9900 *2851 329.0701 3288716 11.4270










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 229 TIME 14H 37M 54S RADIAL INLET DISTO-TION STATOR ANGLE 3
ROTOR SPEED 11603.1043 DISTORTION INDEX 0.115
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 129.1754
THETA 1.0152
DELTA 0.9316
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.6915 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 526.5957 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 136.5230 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 147.6513
EQUIV. SPEED 11515.6574
PERCENT SPEED 90.0998
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 15.1556 15.2272 15.1717 15.0437 15.1736 13.4639 13.4688 13.5218 13.4674
STATIC PRESSURE 11.3324 11.0866 10.8714 10.4962 10.2779 10.9383 11.19L3 11.2771 11.5374
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8284 11.6820 11.5275 11.2641 11.1869 11.1478 11.3498 11.4281 11.6370
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.4256 518.4812 517.7226 517.9437 519.3694 518.6247 518.9201 518.9531 519.5963
ANGLE -0.9160 1.6656 1.6734 1.9266 1.9043 1.9882 1.9526 2.0274 2.1726
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6056 0.6270 0.6388 0.6563 0.6744 0.5263 0.5005 0.4961 0.4615
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.1004 12.0567 11.8844 11.7403 11.5486 11.5517 11.7604 11.8497 11.9312
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.1446 12.1031 11.9334 11.7899 11.6053 11.5756 11.7807 11.8694 11.9488
ANGLE 4.6208 1.7607 1.5762 2.4007 1.6168 2.4426 5.9825 6.7756 7.2033
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5714 0.5821 0.5957 0.6004 0.6308 0.4696 0.4415 0.4355 0.4169
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5762 0.5872 0.6010 0.6057 0.6368 0.4729 0.4444 0.4383 0.4195
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 623.0585 634.1197 648.0514 652.8045 683.7965 516.5702 486.7041 480.2511 460.3729
SWIRL VELOCITY -9.6773 18.0297 18.6295 21.8351 22.7213 17.8036 16.0705 16.2184 16.3495
WEIGHT FLOW 14.5502 10.2966 17.1128 26.9624 31.1364 18.1446 8.70L8 4.3014 5.3289
AXIAL VELOCITY 605.2588 620.0118 637.6454 649.0990 683.3815 512.8420 471.3670 458.1389 430.9467
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.7930 1.4392 1.4702 1.7560 1.7227 1.8177 1.7071 1.7287 1.8404
SWIRL VELOCITY -9.8434 18.2816 18.8413 22.0145 22.7002 17.6084 15.6438 15.6322 15.5809
AXIAL VELOCITY 710.0992 726.6284 733.1209 717.0734 753.7775 553.8286 523.9037 516.9416 483.8988
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 725.9632 736.9486 739.9672 719.3907 753.7821 556.6783 535.0199 535.1772 511.7812
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 727.0436 738.1817 741.2092 720.7231 755.1150 557.9537 536.2613 536.4322 513.0664
MACH NO. 0.6807 0.6921 0.6952 0.6742 0.7095 0.5127 0.4917 0.4919 0.4695
WEIGHT FLOW 14.5547 10.2987 17.1243 26.9678 31.1540 18.1506 8.6896 4.3030 5.2799
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1404.8695 1366.9490 1326.7103 1223.8526 1081.5770 916.5330 794.7054 750.4755 704.8294
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1414.7128 1348.6670 1307.8690 1201.8380 1058.8764 898.9245 779.06L6 734.8432 689.2486
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 62.8354 61.3468 60.4998 59.0965 54.5542 58.2314 55.5209 53.9348 53.4055
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1590.1048 1536.8784 1502.6882 1400.6914 1299.7718 1057.3343 945.0836 909.0703 858.4774
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.4887 1.4409 1.4094 1.3103 1.2213 0.9715 0.8667 0.8336 0.7856
MCL INCIDENCE 0.6354 0.1468 -0.0001 0.6965 -1.5457 5.9314 7.1209 5.9348 5.5055
SURFACE INCIDENCE -1.5644 -1.8531 -2.1001 -1.7034 -3.9456 3.2314 3.4209 2.1348 1.4055
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 43.7093 40.6660 38.3326 32.9956 28.8043 21.1625 19.1960 18.6890 17.9335
STATIC TEMPERATURE 475.3425 473.1184 472.0531 474.7455 471.8214 492.7015 494.9600 494.9763 497.6358
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 686.2071 669.7492 659.7611 637.9052 612.6984 585.7941 569.3775 563.8347 559.1183
STATIC PRESS. 11.1131 11.0542 10.9835 11.0931 10.8448 11.2531 11.4150 11.4596 11.5792
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NeTE-C ALL PRESSURE- UN-IT-S IN-PSIA-AND TEMPERATURE--HNITS IN-DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED- TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 229 TIME 14H 37M 54S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.8158 1 20.1962)
MASS AVERAGED TT 589.1249 (580.2784)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 132.6908 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 143.5067
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.1017 19.7359 19.9110 20.3384 20.7631 19.8787 19.8619 20.0769 20.1024
STATIC PRESSURE 13.5642 13.2328 13.1981 13.4215 13.7182 13.4281 13.2496 13.2393 13.2604
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.3072 14.9651 14.9726 15.2430 15.5753 15.1483 15.0075 15.0389 15.0615
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 574.4521 571.2875 570.0804 586.7406 578.8521 584.7406 585.4333 586.7691 587.7645
ANGLE 20.1846 21.6286 21.6915 28.8696 29.2105 37.7521 40.4824 41.2668 42.7161
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6363 0.6414 0.6514 0.6554 0.6543 0.6355 0.6457 0.6561 0.6558
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4232 14.2685 14.5577 14.9225 15.1197 15.0762 14.81LO 14.6826 14.5686
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5065 14.3771 14.6620 15.0274 15.2304 15.1637 14.9061 14.7877 14.6781
ANGLE 15.1886 12.9040 13.2585 18.2588 26.5354 27.7083 34.0442 34.5811 34.8636
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6204 0.6883 0.6760 0.6721 0.6804 0.6342 0.6538 0.6758 0.6857
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6271 0.6969 0.6842 0.6802 0.6888 0.6413 0.6614 0.6840 0.6942
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 708.8246 779.6181 766.3599 773.1414 775.7344 730.6065 751.9414 776.2903 787.1317
SWIRL VELOCITY 243.7889 286.5573 282.5954 372.9910 378.5576 446.0191 484.5871 506.9267 528.0943
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5221 9.2513 16.0967 25.1550 29.7671 19.5129 9.1787 4.1509 6.0101
AXIAL VELOCITY 663.1492 722.7086 710.4405 676.5220 677.0580 576.0006 567.7341 577.6990 571.9710
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 242.1779 284.8312 281.2850 372.0631 378.9077 449.8435 491.5429 515.7760 540.4233
AXIAL VELOCITY 621.8329 675.0102 666.5637 643.5784 651.6210 552.8362 536.8030 542.7391 535.4619
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 675.6572 738.6528 727.7888 744.7372 754.7592 715.6403 736.3268 760.3874 775.8687
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 629.7591 680.5263 670.2353 644.1434 651.7640 555.5831 547.2246 557.6970 555.6712
ANGLE 21.2480 22.8480 22.8489 29.9947 30.1396 39.0851 42.4273 43.4887 45.2113
MACH NO. 0.5956 0.6570 0.6468 0.6530 0.6685 0.6271 0.6455 0.6687 0.6834
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5269 9.2567 16.1110 25.1341 29.7892 19.5278 9.18L9 4.1525 6.0103
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1367.7145 1334.7859 1301.5642 1212.7913 1065.5942 937.6377 839.9164 805.7314 774.1075
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1125.5364 1049.9549 1020.2790 840.7280 706.6865 487.7943 348.3735 289.9554 233.6841
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.7723 57.0509 56.6987 52.5418 47.3154 41.2828 32.4817 27.4707 22.8089
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1289.7396 1251.2076 1220.7310 1059.1245 961.3540 739.3347 648.7054 628.5697 602.8090
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1370 1.1130 1.0849 0.9288 0.8515 0.6478 0.5696 0.5527 0.5309
DEVIATION 4.7723 0.7509 0.7987 1.3418 0.3153 2.5828 4.58L7 4.5707 4.2089
AIR TURNING ANGLE 2.0631 4.2958 3.8011 6.5546 7.2388 16.9486 23.0391 26.4640 30.5965
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.0661 1.0521 1.0329 0.9791 0.8955 0.7904 0.7184 0.6926 0.6686
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9568 0.9627 0.9711 0.9877 1.0041 1.0195 1.0383 1.0451 1.0545
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3263 1.2960 1.3123 1.3519 1.3683 1.4764 1.4746 1.4847 1.4926
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1059 1.1018 1.1011 1.1328 1.1145 1.1274 1.1281 1.1306 1.1311
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7923 0.7543 0.7977 0.6763 0.8174 0.9222 0.9142 0.9133 0.9226
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8004 0.7632 0.8054 0.6897 0.8253 0.9264 0.9188 0.9180 0.9269
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0899 0.1057 0.0894 0.1944 0.1076 0.0684 0.0904 0.0989 0.0979
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0114 0.0138 0.0201 0.0549 0.0531 0.0049 -0.00t9 -0.0039 -0.0068
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0784 0.0919 0.0693 0.1395 0.0545 0.0634 0.0924 0.1029 0.1047
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0133 0.0173 0.0147 0.0349 0.0210 0.0143 0.0235 0.0229 0.0231
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0116 0.0150 0.0114 0.0250 0.0106 0.0133 0.021)9 0.0239 0.0247
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2283 0.2354 0.2381 0.3172 0.3393 0.4167 0.4531 0.4581 0.4619
STATIC PRESS. 15.8147 14.7710 15.0310 15.2739 15.3892 15.2529 14.9932 14.8784 14.7087
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)0 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
-SOLIBITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7680 1.8580 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50-0 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 229 TIME 14H 37M 545 RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.8161 ( 20.1964)
MASS AVERAGED TT 589.1226 (580.2762)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 132.5393 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 143.3429
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.1017 19.7359 19.9110 20.3384 20.7631 19.8787 19.8619 20.0769 20.1024
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4232 14.2685 14.5577 14.9225 15.1197 15.0762 14.8110 14.6826 14.5686
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5065 14.3771 14.6620 15.0274 15.2304 15.1637 14.9061 14.7877 14.6781
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 574.4520 571.2874 570.0803 586.7405 578.8519 584.7405 585.4331 586.7690 587.7643
ANGLE 20.1846 21.6286 21.6915 28.8696 29.2105 37.7521 40.4824 41.2668 42.7161
MACH NO. 0.6271 0.6969 0.6842 0.6802 0.6888 0.6413 0.6614 0.6840 0.6942
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 708.8246 779.6178 766.3599 773.1412 775.7344 730.6065 751.9410 776.2902 787.1316
SWIRL VELOCITY 243.7888 286.5572 282.5953 372.9908 378.5575 446.0190 484.5867 506.9266 528.0942
AXIAL VELOCITY 663.1494 722.7084 710.4404 676.5217 677.0581 576.0007 567.7338 577.6993 571.9709
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5221 9.2513 16.0967 25.1550 29.7671 19.5129 9.1787 4.1509 6.0101
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 20.3277 21.6088 21.3927 28.0363 27.6353 36.0422 39.30L9 39.4328 40.7063
MACH NO. 0.6231 0.6982 0.6959 0.7022 0.7284 0.6633 0.6672 0.6985 0.7081
SWIRL VELOCITY 244.6930 287.4282 283.6966 373.9232 378.5575 442.7256 478.38L4 500.1839 519.5340
AXIAL VELOCITY 659.5198 724.6432 723.1870 701.1828 722.0397 607.4250 583.4383 607.2328 602.8905
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 704.6208 780.9860 778.3102 795.9477 816.1412 753.7107 758.0045 791.3232 801.4675
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5350 9.2557 16.0922 25.1566 29.7551 19.5161 9.0574 4.1551 6.0156
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 659.7770 725.1777 723.7700 701.6541 722.0440 608.9837 586.9832 612.1950 609.2720
STATIC TEMPERATURE 533.1151 520.5920 519.8033 534.1662 523.4093 537.5327 537.6598 534.7027 534.2902
STATIC PRESS. 15.4735 14.2515 14.4083 14.6353 14.5900 14.7994 14.7378 14.4955 14.3889
MCL INCIDENCE -8.6643 -7.6552 -8.2099 -2.9148 -6.0145 1.9247 5.1507 5.2451 6.5272
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -15.0822 -14.1711 -14.7672 -9.1536 -12.1246 -4.2677 -1.2580 -1.2371 -0.0436
RABIUS-RATIO 0.9766- 0.9534 9.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
-. HUR RADIAL DIST. STATOR TNCInENCE PLlTS
00 RDG NO 229 PCT DES SPO= 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMPs 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 15.290 HUB STATIC PRES= 15.470
PCT IM- IN RADTUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MENSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.7000 -15.1000 704.0000 244.7000 533.1000 15.5000 20.1000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.9000 -14.2000 781.0000 287.4000 520.6000 14.3000 19.7300
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.000 2.2000 -14.7000 778.0000 283.7000 519.8000 14.4100 19.9100
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 2.1200 -9.1000 795.9000 373.9000 534.2000 14.6300 20.3400
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.4000 -12.1000 816.0000 378.6000 523.4000 14.5900 20.7600
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700.. .6000 -4.300 753.7000 442.7000 537.5000 14.8000 19.8800
.6850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 104000 -1.26'00 758.0000 478.4000 537.7000 14.7300 19.8600
.900 802700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.4600 -1.2400 791.3000 500.2000 534.7000 14.5000 20.0700
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.3000 30 -. 0400 8015000 519.5000 534.3000 14.3900 20.1000
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX T70 TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 573.8000 180.200
.1000 13.1500 571.0000 19.4900
.1500 12,8400 565.9000 19.4800
.2822 11.9700 575.8000 19.7800
.4702 10.6300 574.1000 20.1800
.6887 95700 579.0000 19,4400
.6500 8,6700 581.5000 19.4300
09000 6.4000 58109000 19.3500
.9372 8.1200 583.9000 18.7600
PCT IJMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF OEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2381 .1783 .1333 -.2574 9.1000 .5520 629.2970 627.1809 51.5636
.1000 .2730 .0442 .0206 .8319 9.4000 .5975 676.1901 673,7188 57.7581
.1500 .2187 .0782 .0358 1,0711 608000 .5961 671.6483 671.1533 25.7831
.2822 03131 .0981 .0419 5.5490 7.5200 .6133 695.7007 695.124S 25.7357
.4702 .2906 .0940 .0361 1.0145 8.5000 .6352 717,6906 717.4764 17.5347
.6887 .3096 .0866 00295 1.4352 7.4000 .58s1 667.6919 667.6553 609919
.i500 ,3087 .0638 .0259 1.0639 7.6000 ,S02 665.9494 665.7506 16.2706
.9000 .3478 *1293 .0387 .8942 7.5600 05760 659,6087 659.3946 16.6062
.9372 .4150 .2347 .0678 .6121 7.3000 .5329 614,0705 613.9124 13.9316










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 230 TIME 14H 48M 57S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STAT(OR ANGLE
ROTOR SPEED 11652.0393 P)ISTORTION INDEX 0.109
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 127.3189
THETA 1.0170
DELTA 0.9341
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.7287 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 527.5286 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 134.6136 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 145.3206
EQUIV. SPEED 11553.9960
PERCENT SPEED 90.3997
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 15.1629 15.1766 15.1614 15.0412 15.1041 13.5165 13.52 7 13.6100 13.5525
STATIC PRESSURE 11.3755 11.1443 10.9043 10.4824 10.3890 11.1672 11.4184 11.6871 11.8494
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8600 11.7064 11.5438 11.2553 11.2241 11.3389 11.5439 11.7838. 11.9167
TOTAL TEMPERA1JARE 519.2467 518.7397 519.1163 518.1699 519.5362 517.8128 517.6877 517.8484 518.5951
ANGLE -0.8127 1.7284 1.7198 2.0083 1.7953 2.0416 2.0347 2.1106 2.5311
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6029 0.6203 0.6363 0.6570 0.6652 0.5072 0.4807 0.4583 0.4325
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.1683 12.0994 12.0049 11.7930 11.6280 11.7277 11.9485 12.0739 12.1178
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.2112 12.1440 12.0512 11.8413 11.6814 11.7494 11.9666 12.0914 12.1336
ANGLE 1.7074 1.3255 1.5443 2.5494 1.5142 2.6272 6.4270 7.4513 7.3959
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5647 0.5733 0.5821 0.5946 0.6171 0.4518 0.4215 0.4145 0.4005
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5695 0.5782 0.5871 0.5998 0.6228 0.4548 0.4241 0.4171 0.4029
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 616.1681 625.0238 634.0835 646.8794 669.8492 497.6833 465.30L9 457.8366 442.8025
SWIRL VELOCITY -8.4914 18.4406 18.7325 22.5539 20.9854 17.6130 16.00L9 16.0956 18.3193
WEIGHT FLOW 14.4782 10.1806 16.8695 26.8437 30.6636 17.7364 8.4487 4.1755 5.2053
AXIAL VELOCITY 598.5807 611.0995 623.8877 643.1765 669.4838 494.0754 450.6182 436.7355 414.4060
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.7052 1.4982 1.5186 1.8335 1.6313 1.8686 1.7765 1.8310 2.1225
SWIRL VELOCITY -8.6371 18.6982 18.9456 22.7392 20.9659 17.4198 15.5770 15.5138 17.4581
AXIAL VELOCITY 700.6739 713.9063 713.6471 709.3383 735.1558 532.9313 501.2344 484.2859 470.0537
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 716.3273 724.0458 720.3116 711.6305 735.1603 535.6735 511.8695 501.3695 497.1384
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 717.3923 725.2924 721.5607 712.9884 736.4495 536.9536 513.1197 502.6364 498.4929
MACH NO. 0.6708 0.6789 0.6750 0.6663 0.6903 0.4924 0.4696 0.4596 0.4556
WEIGHT FLOW 14.4856 10.1849 16.8782 26.8456 30.6702 17.7522 8.4585 4.1301 5.2080
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1409.7891 1371.1579 1329.3390 1227.6592 1085.0031 920.3048 798.2995 753.7765 707.8581
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1418.4261 1352.4598 1310.3932 1204.9200 1064.0373 902.8848 782.7224 738.2625 690.3999
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 63.2057 61.8376 61.2030 59.4339 55.3589 59.3199 56.8171 55.8189 54.2435
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1589.0425 1534.0760 1495.3186 1399.3747 1293.3041 1049.8319 935.2351 892.4141 850.7634
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.4859 1.4359 1.3990 1.3078 1.2123 0.9628 0.8559 0.8160 0.7776
MCL INCIDENCE 1.0057 0.6376 0.7030 1.0339 -0.7410 7.0199 8.4171 7.8189 6.3435
SURFACE INCIDENCE -1.1942 -1.3623 -1.3969 -1.3660 -3.1409 4.3199 4.7171 4.0189 2.2435
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 43.7767 40.5202 38.1554 33.0307 28.6592 21.2712 19.2836 18.7034 18.0719
STATIC TEMPERATURE 476.3416 474.9267 475.7220 475.8766 474.2966 493.8420 495.8029 496.8422 497.9044
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 686.8483 670.9329 662.0829 638.7961 613.8160 585.4744 568.5051 563.0595 558.1707
STATIC PRESS. 11.2139 11.1459 11.1717 11.1669 10.9820 11.4514 11.6264 11.7747 11.7534
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESS~SRE-UNITS IN PSIA AND-TEMPER*TURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKIE CORRECTED-T-NASA- STB. S.L-. CONOITI9NS, -VELOC-ITY-
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
'.0
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 230 TIMEF 14H 48M 57S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
o MASS AVERAGED PT 20.0868 ( 21.5020)
MASS AVERAGED TT 602.5732 (592.4750)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 129.7155 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 140.0330
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.9238 21.4823 21.6462 21.9077 21.9594 20.4798 20.7225 20.6572 20.7477
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2686 14.7974 14.6751 14.6699 14.7204 14.2681 14.1967 14.1269 14.0949
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.0256 16.5571 16.5053 16.5668 16.6191 15.9082 15.9126 15.8435 15.8419
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 598.6620 590.5725 586.4028 598.1801 589.9363 591.8517 591.5964 589.7351 590.3133
ANGLE 27.6291 27.3082 26.8789 33.8828 34.4331 44.6615 46.5301 46.1233 46.8779
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6122 0.6216 0.6348 0.6448 0.6438 0.6119 0.6262 0.6276 0.6331
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7553 15.5519 15.7905 16.3605 16.4367 16.1340 15.7764 15.6750 15.5653
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8790 15.6694 15.9051 16.4646 16.5399 16.2073 15.8658 15.7657 15.6617
ANGLE 29.2026 21.8292 20.8668 24.0726 28.5908 34.0318 41.4509 42.4095 42.0978
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6950 0.6869 0.6785 0.6522 0.6495 0.5881 0.6298 0.6336 0.6469
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7038 0.6955 0.6868 0.6597 0.6570 0.5940 0.6367 0.6407 0.6543
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 804.5308 790.9256 778.8957 758.8184 749.7406 685.0142 730.6363 733.5976 747.8095
SWIRL VELOCITY 372.0251 361.9338 351.3894 422.7367 423.9194 480.3815 527.0573 524.3223 540.6208
WEIGHT FLOW 14.4964 9.4764 16.6260 25.0953 28.8285 17.2405 8.4696 3.8104 5.6086
AXIAL VELOCITY 710.7422 700.9894 693.2623 629.5093 618.3538 486.0938 499.6354 504.1593 506.2980
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 369.5668 359.7535 349.7600 421.6851 424.3116 484.5004 534.6226 533.4751 553.2422
AXIAL VELOCITY 664.0050 656.3971 651.2032 602.1936 596.4472 468.4239 474.4357 474.3622 476.0039
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 768.2087 754.1050 743.2282 736.4036 732.8907 676.2304 721.6058 723.3147 742.3612
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 672.4688 661.7611 654.7902 602.7224 596.5781 470.7514 483.6466 487.4357 493.9691
ANGLE 29.0629 28.6896 28.2039 34.9573 35.3832 45.9061 48.3541 48.2974 49.2328
MACH NO. 0.6691 0.6602 0.6526 0.6386 0.6410 0.5858 0.6282 0.6310 0.6491
WEIGHT FLOW 14.5024 9.4797 16.6299 25.1162 28.8301 17.2625 8.4769 3.8044 5.6131
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1372.5036 1338.8956 1304.1434 1216.5632 1089.0332 941.4964 843.7148 809.2755 777.4341
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1002.9368 979.1418 954.3832 794.8781 664.7214 456.9959 309.0922 275.8005 224.1918
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.1583 55.9470 55.5466 52.8287 48.0926 44.1507 32.5822 29.5021- 24.4113
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1207.5167 1181.7979 1157.4096 997.5495 893.1738 656.0884 573.9790 560.0530 542.4643
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0517 1.0347 1.0163 0.8651 0.7812 0.5684 0.4997 0.4885 0.4743
DEVIATION 0.1583 -0.3529 -0.3533 1.6286 1.0926 5.4507 4.6822 6.6021 5.8113
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.0473 5.8905 5.6563 6.6052 7.2663 15.1692 24.2348 26.3168 29.8321
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.0693 1.0549 1.0347 0.9818 0.8977 0.7933 0.72L4 0.6954 0.6714
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9566 0.9625 0.9710 0.9876 1.0041 1.0197 1.0386 1.0455 1.0549
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4458 1.4154 1.4277 1.4565 1.4538 1.5151 1.5324 1.5177 1.5309
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1529 1.1384 1.1296 1.1544 1.1355 1.1429 1.14?7 1.1388 1.1382
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7247 0.7523 0.8248 0.7329 0.8313 0.8799 0.9067 0.9104 0.9338
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7386 0.7641 0.8334 0.7466 0.8399 0.8867 0.9122 0.9155 0.9377
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1620 0.1395 0.0973 0.1840 0.1162 0.1174 0.1098 0.1113 0.0892
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0114 0.0148 0.0223 0.0559 0.0503 0.0041 -0.0026 -0.0050 -0.0073
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1505 0.1247 0.0750 0.1280 0.0659 0.1132 0.1125 0.1163 0.0965
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0275 0.0235 0.0164 0.0328 0.0224 0.0235 0.0249 0.0253 0.0207
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0255 0.0210 0.0127 0.0228 0.0127 0.0227 0.0255 0.0265 0.0225
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3038 0.2935 0.2890 0.3707 0.3988 0.5018 0.5409 0.5309 0.5326
STATIC PRESS. 16.2423 16.0358 16.2619 16.6523 16.6584 16.2357 15.8856 15.8006 15.6331
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8540 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50;)0 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 230 TIME 14H 48M 57S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.0868 ( 21.5021)
MASS AVERAGED TT 602.5725 (592.4744)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 129.7319 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 140.0506
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.9238 21.4823 21.6462 21.9077 21.9594 20.4798 20.7225 20.6572 20.7477
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7553 15.5519 15.7905 16.3605 16.4367 16.1340 15.7764 15.6750 15.5653
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8790 15.6694 15.9051 16.4646 16.5399 16.2073 15.8658 15.7657 15.6617
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 598.6619 590.5724 586.4026 598.1799 589.9362 591.8516 591.5963 589.7349 590.3132
ANGLE 27.6291 27.3082 26.8788 33.8828 34.4331 44.6615 46.5301 46.1233 46.8779
MACH NO. 0.7038 0.6955 0.6868 0.6597 0.6570 0.5940 0.6367 0.6407 0.6543
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 804.5306 790.9255 778.8957 758.8182 749.7406 685.0141 730.6361 733.5973 747.8094
SWIRL VELOCITY 372.0249 361.9338 351.3894 422.7365 423.9194 480.3813 527.0570 524.3220 540.6205
AXIAL VELOCITY 710.7421 700.9894 693.2623 629.5094 618.3538 486.0938 499.6353 504.1592 506.2981
WEIGHT FLOW 14.4964 9.4764 16.6260 25.0953 28.8285 17.2405 8.4696 3.8104 5.6086
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 27.8206 27.3122 26.5264 33.0317 32.8362 43.0138 44.90?8 44.3652 44.9639
MACH NO. 0.6997 0.6962 0.6979 0.6778 0.6877 0.6079 0.6449 0.6495 0.6627
SWIRL VELOCITY 373.4048 363.0339 352.7587 423.7933 423.9194 476.8342 520.3078 517.3481 531.8574
AXIAL VELOCITY 706.6203 702.0078 705.7180 650.8057 655.8936 510.1056 521.0852 527.9512 531.5377
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 800.3346 791.6633 790.3683 777.8252 781.7992 699.9532 739.3289 742.9815 .756.6338
WEIGHT FLOW 14.5076 9.4736 16.6282 25.1069 28.8548 17.2583 8.4725 3.8157 5.6139
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 706.8959 702.5257 706.2869 651.2431 655.8977 511.4145 524.2512 532.2656 537.1641
STATIC TEMPERATURE 545.4040 538.4918 534.4467 547.9788 539.0656 551.2140 546.2684 543.9397 542.7522
STATIC PRESS. 15.8121 15.5420 15.6364 16.1092 16.0072 15.9591 15.6696 15.5594 15.4549
MCL INCIDENCE -1.1685 -1.9475 -3.0721 2.0839 -0.8135 8.9141 10.7856 10.2177 10.8299
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -7.5893 -8.4677 -9.6335 -4.1582 -6.9237 2.7038 4.3428 3.6952 4.2139
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62?3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
%n
WUB RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS
RDG NO= 230 PCT DES SPow 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMPs 618.688
OUTER WALL STATITC PRES2 17.030 HUB STATIC PRESN 17.080
PCT IN- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.1800 -7.6000 800.3000 373.4000 545.4000 573.8000 15.8100
.100 13.1600 -T.5000 1.0600 5.7100 -8.5000 791.7000 363.0000 538.5000 571.0000 15.5400
150 12.8300 .7.6000 1.0900 2.9000 -9.6000 790.4000 352.8000 534.4000 565.9000 15.6300
.282 12.0000 -*.4000 1.1700 3.3180 -4.2000 777.8000 423.8000 548.0000 575.8000 16.1100
.470 10*8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.2300 -6.9000 761.8000 423.9000 539.1000 574.1000 16.0100
*689 9.4800 9.68000 1.4700 2.1800 2.7000 700.0000 476.8000 551.0000 579.0000 15.9600
8650 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 2.6700 4.3400 739.3000 520.3000 546.3000 581.5000 15.6700
*900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 2.3100 4*0000 74296800 517.3000 543.9000 582.0000 15.5600
.937 8*0200 -9.0000 1.7300 2.7000 4.2000 756.6000 531.9000 542.7000 583.9000 15.4500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 586.9000 20.4800
.1000 13.1500 585.2000 21.1700
.1500 12,8400 580.7000 21.3700
.2822 11.9700 587.9000 21.3400
.4702 10.8300 564.5000 21.3000
.6667 9.5700 588.1000 19.9000
8500 866700 567.2000 19.9500
.9000 6.4000 566.3000 19.6300
*9372 861200 58865000 19.3400
PCT IMMIRS DIF FACT LosS COE LOSS PARAN POLY EFF DEV AMS EM ACH NO iX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANS
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4403 .0084 .0040 -46.6035 9.5000 s5200 601,4184 598.9622 54.2990
.1000 .3561 .0101 .0048 -47.5931 10.2100 .569 650.5462 647.3164 64.7251
.1500 .3486 .0104 .0048 -54.4969 7,5000 .5712 661.2584 660.4115 33.4550
.2422 .3600 .0093 *0040 .165,4072 687180 T576 662.7344 661.6235 38.3S75
*4702 .3607 *0095 .0036 .57.9055 683300 .5726 657.3362 657.1848 14.1103
*6887 o4334 .0070 00024 -47.3659 8.9800 .4737 550.9030 550.5043 20,955
.8500 .4559 .0076 .0023 -36.3874 8.700 .4770 S54.0913 553.4898 s25.115
.9000 .4673 .0075 .0023 -31.1826 8.4100 .4672 542.8327 542.3916 21.8795
.9372 .5362 .0068 .0020 -22.1907 8.7000 .4253 496.6924 496,3408 23,4068










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 231 TIME 15H OM 29S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOk A~NGL
ROTOR SPEED 11599.1830 DISTORTION INDEX 0.099
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 120.9641
THETA 1.0158
DELTA 0.9417
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.8406 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 526.9191 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 128.0208 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 137.0068
EQUIV. SPEED 11508.2322
PERCENT SPEED 90.0417
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.9784 15.1809 15.1832 15.0680 14.8730 13.7321 13.7015 13.7171 13.6711
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7703 11.4831 11.3101 11.0178 11.1382 11.8390 11.95?0 12.0299 12.1577
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.0945 11.9391 11.8206 11.5913 11.6196 11.9298 12.0236 12.0934 12.2009
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.2249 520.0674 519.0877 517.8528 518.6217 518.1847 517.79S3 518.0917 518.6313
ANGLE -0.2934 1.7470 1.7495 1.8436 1.6165 2.3135 2.17i4 2.1723 2.9966
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5612 0.5959 0.6088 0.6237 0.6044 0.4528 0.4359 0.4280 0.4063
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.3759 12.2823 12.1336 11.9920 12.0584 12.3632 12.4561 12.5024 12.5293
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.4112 12.3232 12.1776 12.0367 12.0980 12.3780 12.4691 12.5149 12.5408
ANGLE 2.5558 1.3198 1.6206 1.7904 1.5273 4.5159 6.6445 7.4292 7.6999
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5252 0.5540 0.5702 0.5756 0.5511 0.3879 0.3693 0.3643 0.3532
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5293 0.5585 0.5750 0.5805 0.5556 0.3901 0.37L4 0.3663 0.3551
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 575.0741 605.0155 621.8389 627.3453 602.1060 429.1703 409.1168 403.6355 391.6144
SWIRL VELOCITY -2.8616 18.0418 18.6885 20.0793 16.9841 17.2103 15.0491 14.6047 19.1793
WEIGHT FLOW 13.7363 10.0357 16.8229 26.6005 28.4368 16.0848 7.7469 3.8144 4.7659
AXIAL VELOCITY 558.7059 591.5312 611.8307 623.8139 601.8331 425.9834 396.17U3 385.0182 366.3744
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.2577 1.5349 1.5506 1.6949 1.4887 2.1302 1.9116 1.8670 2.5233
SWIRL VELOCITY -2.9107 18.2939 18.9010 20.2442 16.9684 17.0216 14.6496 14.0769 18.2777
AXIAL VELOCITY 645.9317 681.6998 697.2193 683.1558 651.8903 456.6149 437.9187 430.8448 413.7530
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 660.3620 691.3817 703.7305 685.3634 651.8941 458.9644 447.2105 446.0433 437.5936
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 661.3812 692.6283 704.9848 686.6579 653.1070 460.2770 448.4638 447.2925 439.0235
MACH NO. 0.6143 0.6457 0.6582 0.6396 0.6060 0.4194 0.4083 0.4072 0.3994
WEIGHT FLOW 13.7492 10.0013 16.8316 26.5592 28.4399 16.0929 7.7527 3.8183 4.7753
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1402.8848 1363.9830 1324.1107 1223.1712 1081.6582 916.3310 795.0543 750.6147 705.0300
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1405.7955 1345.6889 1305.2096 1202.9269 1064.6897 899.3094 780.4047 736.5378 686.7520
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.8387 62.8072 61.6679 60.3280 58.5216 62.9626 60.1853 58.8013 57.4952
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1553.1705 1512.9067 1482.8375 1384.4692 1248.4106 1009.6562 899.4600 861.0706 814.3196
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.4426 1.4104 1.3844 1.2897 1.1585 0.9200 0.8189 0.7839 0.7408
MCL INCIDENCE 2.6387 1.6072 1.1679 1.9280 2.4216 10.6626 11.7853 10.8013 9.5952
SURFACE INCIDENCE 0.4388 -0.3927 -0.9319 -0.4719 0.0216 7.9626 8.0853 7.0013 5.4952
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 41.8441 39.6701 37.7846 32.7725 27.7186 21.3758 19.3523 18.7595 18.0422
STATIC TEMPERATURE 483.6896 480.0104 477.6657 478.6488 483.1031 500.5583 501.0754 501.4487 502.5816
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 685.1761 671.1286 660.9212 638.0221 612.8809 585.3729 568.3358 563.1258 557.7999
STATIC PRESS. 11.6101 11.4690 11.3507 11.4409 11.6043 12.1664 12.2152 12.2366 12.2475
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE -UNI-TS IN -PSA- AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELnCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
w
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 231 TIME 15H OM 29S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.6360 ( 21.9113)
MASS AVERAGED TT 608.3266 (598.8240)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 122.4958 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 131.0940
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.3003 22.4399 22.6208 22.6202 21.4712 20.8535 21.2138 21.0551 21.1378
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8215 15.4743 15.4348 15.2294 15.0105 14.8285 14.7792 14.6927 14.6438
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.4442 17.2133 17.2290 17.0710 16.6246 16.3383 16.3863 16.2819 16.2651
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 606.4843 599.9709 593.7207 603.9547 594.5226 601.8521 594.4319 591.4424 592.4320
ANGLE 31.8963 30.5652 29.5152 36.5210 39.4063 52.5385 48.9911 47.9108 48.5351
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6031 0.6275 0.6361 0.6473 0.6159 0.6010 0.6189 0.6175 0.6236
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.01 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.3113 16.6114 16.8522 17.0502 16.9493 16.5009 16.3102 16.2749 16.1957
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4279 16.7225 16.9610 17.1529 17.0254 16.5739 16.3971 16.3588 16.2839
ANGLE 39.1215 28.3318 24.7011 25.7850 31.2076 45.0909 47.4606 46.4973 45.0110
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6757 0.6622 0.6550 0.6415 0.5855 0.5825 0.6181 0.6116 0.6222
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6839 0.6700 0.6625 0.6488 0.5914 0.5883 0.6246 0.6180 0.6289
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 788.0818 769.4213 758.3065 750.9744 683.2030 684.3339 719.4772 710.3901 722.2058
SWIRL VELOCITY 415.3094 390.3281 372.8217 446.6194 433.6928 542.2675 539.9477 523.0030 536.3467
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9731 9.4277 16.6919 24.9593 24.9968 14.9378 8.2382 3.7098 5.4580
AXIAL VELOCITY 667.3216 660.9275 658.5545 603.1115 527.8695 415.5212 469.5190 472.3924 473.9366
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 412.5650 387.9766 371.0931 445.5083 434.0939 546.9173 547.6980 532.1329 548.8684
AXIAL VELOCITY 626.1178 621.2583 620.8526 577.9021 510.9947 401.0270 444.8559 446.7285 446.4960
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 757.3403 737.6136 727.0983 730.8801 671.3293 679.9619 713.0254 703.4351 718.9595
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 634,0985 626.3352 624.2723 578.4095 511.1069 403.0196 455.53L4 459.0404 463.3476
ANGLE 33.3404 31.9439 30.8272 37.5814 40.2934 53.6819 50.7275 49.9238 50.8100
MACH NO. 0.6549 0.6400 0.6330 0.6300 0.5804 0.5843 0.6186 0.6115 0.6258
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9850 9.4321 16.7012 24.9848 25.0057 14.9507 8.2529 3.7158 5.4671
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1365.7819 1331.8892 1299.0137 1212.1156 1085.6761 937.4308 840.2851 805.8809 774.3278
RELAT. TAMI. Yet-LOC 9532170 943*9125 927.9206 766.6070 651.5821 390.5136 292.5871 273.7480 225.4593
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.3675 56.4338 56.689 52.9654 51.8892 44.0972 32.7126 30.8097 25.9470
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1144.8597 1132.8132 1118.3705 960.3351 828.1241 561.1824 541.4020 534.4680 515.2891
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9900 0.9829 0.9737 0.8278 0.7159 0.4822 0.4697 0.4646 0.4485
DEVIATION 0.3675 0.1338 0.1689 1.7654 4.8892 5.3972 4.8126 7.9097 7.3470
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.4711 6.3733 5.5990 7.3626 6.6324 18.8653 27.4726 27.9915 31.5481
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.0665 1.0506 1.0315 0.9786 0.8949 0.7903 0.7187 0.6926 0.6690
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9568 0.9628 0,9712 0.9877 1.0041 1.0195 1.0383 1.0451 1.0545
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4888 1.4781 1.4898 1.5012 1.4436 1.5185 1.5482 1.5349 1.5461
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1658 1.1536 1,1437 1.1662 1.1463 1.1614 1.1480 1.1415 1.1422
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7243 0.7671 0.8374 0.7384 0.7542 0.7833 0.8970 0.9182 0.9300
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7393 0.7795 0.8463 0.7528 0.7665 0.7956 0.9031 0.9229 0.9341
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1778 0.1459 0,0998 0.1944 0.1879 0.2460 0.1333 0.1100 0.1043
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0134 0.0199 0.0274 0.0618 060361 0.0012 -0.0048 -0.0069 -0.0095
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1644 0.1260 0.0724 0.1326 0.1518 0.2448 0.1382 0.1170 0.1139
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0300 0.0243 0.0166 0.0345 0.0335 0.0494 0.0301 0.0247 0.0240
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0277 0.0210 0.0121 0.0235 0.0270 0.0491 0.03L2 0.0263 0.0262
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3366 0.3214 0.3143 0.3966 0.4329 0.5944 0.5634 0.5435 0.5442
STATIC PRESS. 16.7231 17.0376 17.2732 17.3167 17.0926 16.5519 16.3898 16.3598 16.2359
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIBI-T-Y- - 1.6400 - 1.6580- 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8580 -1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 231 TIME 15H O 295S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATCR ANGF 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.6366 ( 21.9119)
MASS AVERAGED TT 608.3315 (598.8288)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 122.3667 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 130.9559
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.d100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.95nr
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.3003 22.4399 22.6208 22.6202 21.4712 20.8535 21.2138 21.0551 21.1377
STATIC PRESSURE 16.3113 16.6114 16.8522 17.0502 16.9493 16.5009 16.3101 16.2749 16.1957
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4279 16.7225 16.9610 17.1529 17.0254 16.5739 16.3971 16.3588 16.2839
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 606.4842 599.9708 593.7205 603.9546 594.5225 601.8519 594.43L8 591.4422 592.4319
ANGLE 31.8963 30.5652 29.5152 36.5210 39.4063 52.5384 48.9911 47.9108 48.5351
MACH NO. 0.6839 0.6700 0.6625 0.6488 0.5914 0.5883 0.6246 0.6180 0.6289
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 788.0820 769.4211 758.3065 750.9745 683.2028 684.3337 719.4772 710.3900 722.2059
SWIRL VELOCITY 415.3094 390.3279 372.8217 446.6195 433.6926 542.2674 539.9477 523.0028 536.3468
AXIAL VELOCITY 667.3218 660.9275 658.5546 603.1115 527.8695 415.5210 469.5191 472.3922 473.9366
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9732 9.4277 16.6919 24.9593 24.9968 14.9378 8.2382 3.7098 5.4580
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 32.0908 30.5675 29.1365 35.6788 37.9233 51.0071 47.6672 46.7503 46.6509
MACH NO. 0.6808 0.6708 0.6729 066648 0.6122 0.5965 0.6280 0.6188 0.6355
SWIRL VELOCITY 416.8499 391.5143 374.2746 447.7360 433.6926 538.2634 533.0332 516.0465 527.6530
AXIAL VELOCITY 663.7641 661.8829 670.4414 622.5853 555.6448 434.7767 484.5904 484.4523 497.0989
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 784.8612 770.2813 769.1756 768.0105 705.6470 693.2518 723.04L8 711.2157 729.2408
WEIGHT FLOW 13.9824 9.4251 16.7078 24.9701 25.0155 14.9632 8.1805 3.6564 5.4654
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 664.0230 662.3713 670.9820 623.0036 555.6482 435.8923 487.5317 488.4111 502.3607
STATIC TEMPERATURE 555.1877 550.5612 544.5300 555.0549 553.1608 561.9789 551.0746 549.4616 548.2524
STATIC PRESS. 16.3548 16.5997 16.7033 16.8210 16.6740 16.3964 16.26,0 16.2648 16.1081
MCL INCIDENCE 3.1033 1.3101 -0.4599 4.7328 4.2735 16.9279 13.5658 12.6223 12.5347
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -3.3191 -5.2124 -7.0234 -1.5111 -1.8366 10.6971 7.1072 6.0803 5.9009
RABIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6869 0.62?3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
,n%_n
-. HUP RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS
RDG NOs 231 PCT DES SPD= 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER OALL STATIC PRES= 17.710 HUB STATIC PRES= 17.710
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 6.9000 -3.3000 784.9000 416.8000 555.2000 16.3500 22.3000
.100 t3.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.7000 -5.2000 770,2000 391.5000 550.6000 16.6000 22*4400
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.9700 -7.0000 769.2000 374.3000 544.5000 16.7000 22.6200
.2R2 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.9400 -1.5000 768.0000 447.7000 555.1000 16.1200 22.6200
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2,6800 -1.8000 T05.6000 433.7000 553,2000 16.6700 21.4700
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .9200 10.7000 693.3000 538.3000 561,9000 16.4000 20.8500
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -. 0500 7.1000 723.0000 533.0000 551.1000 16.2700 21.2100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .2300 6.0800 711.2000 516.0000 549,5000 16.2700 21,0600
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 .5500 5.9000 729.2000 527.6000 548.3000 16.1100 21.1400
PCT IIMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 597.3000 21.2000
.1000 13.1500 595.9000 21.9700
.1500 12.8400 589.9000 22.2900
.2822 11,9700 597.1000 22.1900
.4702 10.8300 590.6000 20.9200
.6887 9.5700 593.4000 20.1100
.8500 8.6700 590.1000 20.2000
09000 6.4000 589.0000 20.1100
.9372 8.1200 590.1000 19.5900
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DIV ANG EN MAC NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX IN CGO TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.500 o4474 .1849 .0882 1.0521 11.3000 .5135 599.5648 595.2223 72.0298
.1000 .3441 .0805 .0377 1.0580 11.2000 .5636 653.9149 649,4491 76.2927
.1500 .3225 .0557 .0255 1.1677 6.5700 .5828 671.3974 669.7863 464836
.2822 .3462 .0741 .0316 1.7323 10,3400 .5769 6690598 666.9745 57.6144
.4702 .4078 .1146 .0440 ,9700 97T800 .4937 574.2760 973.6479 26.8S19
.6887 .S316 .1663 .0566 1.2042 7.7200 .4300 504.2077 504.1427 680957
.o500 .5193 .2045 .0631 787 6150 150 .4376 S11.3987 511,3985 -,4463
.9000 .5084 .1983 .0594 .7319 6.3300 .4300 502.3349 502.3309 2.0165
.9372 .5906 .3082 .0891 .6060 6,5500 .3824 44688265 448.8059 4,3084










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 223 TIME 13H 20M 52S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATLjR ANGLE 3
ROTOR SPEED 12847.8484 DISTURTION INDEX 0.135
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 136.6199
THETA 1.0118
DELTA 0.9187
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.5026 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 524.8513 (518.6882)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 143.8744 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 157.5177
EOUIV. SPEED 12772.1948
PERCENT SPEED 99.9311
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 15.1807 15.3385 15.2859 15.1189 15.2722 13.2577 13.2833 13.3494 13.2613
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6088 10.2658 10.0214 9.6080 9.3021 10.4681 10.6104 10.7150 10.9178
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.3765 11.2403 11.0907 10.8405 10.7887 10.7430 10.8573 10.9514 11.0940
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.0636 518.8127 517.2635 518.1331 520.0052 517.1840 519.0704 518.7164 518.9131
ANGLE 
-0.2658 1.5045 1.6882 1.8549 1.9442 1.9717 1.5575 1.8302 1.8894
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6553 0.6813 0.6927 0.7059 0.7223 0.5564 0.5445 0.5393 0.5113
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.6112 11.5645 11.4451 11.2195 10.9613 10.9146 11.1151 11.2147 11.3039
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.6666 11.6245 11.5068 11.2829 11.0346 10.9466 11.1447 11.2426 11.3287
ANGLE 2.3921 2.2477 2.1308 2.0294 2.5488 2.6619 5.57 3 6.6357 7.3234
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6249 0.6419 0.6500 0.6602 0.6974 0.5302 0.5070 0.5014 0.4796
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6307 0.6481 0.6563 0.6668 0.7049 0.5344 0.5108 0.5051 0.4830
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 677.8164 695.0370 703.1872 713.5015 750.5927 580.3454 556.0389 550.1355 527.2121
SWIRL VELOCITY -3.0553 17.8501 20.3931 22.9770 25.4640 19.8355 14.6453 16.7720 16.2829
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1819 10.8415 17.9024 28.2190 32.5667 19.2792 9.3965 4.6640 5.7794
AXIAL VELOCITY 658.5253 679.6246 691.8908 709.4809 750.1195 576.1627 538.6236 524.8609 493.5896
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.2236 1.2552 1.4456 1.6572 1.7105 1.7887 1.3428 1.5422 1.5635
SWIRL VELOCITY -3.1077 18.0995 20.6250 23.1658 25.4404 19.6180 14.2565 16.1657 15.5175
AXIAL VELOCITY 795.2296 825.0136 816.2934 799.6937 850.8741 627.2005 607.1785 599.4330 567.5148
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 812.9955 836.7311 823.9164 802.2780 850.8791 630.4277 620.06L7 620.5786 600.2150
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 814.0163 837.9345 825.1787 803.6097 852.2517 631.7330 621.2399 621.8177 601.4664
MACH NO. 0.7712 0.7967 0.7831 0.7602 0.8121 0.5848 0.5744 0.5750 0.5550
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1858 10.8427 17.9035 28.2252 32.5797 19.2844 9.4067 4.6661 5.7800
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1557.2066 1515.6200 1472.1279 1357.1461 1198.8602 1017.9560 881.2915 832.5538 782.2517
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1560.3139 1497.5204 1451.5029 1333.9800 1173.4195 998.3379 867.0359 816.3880 766.7342
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 62.4786 60.8062 60.4196 58.9768 54.0532 57.7287 54.4297 52.7598 51.9456
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1759.4151 1715.4256 1669.0410 1556.6478 1449.4507 1180.7273 1065.9394 1025.4788 973.7242
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6669 1.6310 1.5839 1.4726 1.3812 1.0930 0.9857 0.9483 0.8985
MCL INCIDENCE 0.2786 -0.3937 -0.0803 0.5768 -2.0467 5.4287 6.0297 4.7598 4.0456
SURFACE INCIDENCE -1.9213 -2.3937 -2.1803 -1.8231 -4.4467 2.7287 2.3297 0.9598 -0.0543
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 54.5415 51.4848 47.5112 39.5971 33.9786 23.1089 20.6983 20.0107 19.0910
STATIC TEMPERATURE 464.7331 460.3222 460.7073 464.4058 459.3616 484.0414 486.9044 486.5121 488.7712
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 723.2175 705.4595 692.0830 666.0029 634.7723 599.8170 581.6030 574.0990 567.7699
STATIC PRESS. 10.2424 10.0941 10.1953 10.3090 9.8974 10.5163 10.6200 10.6683 10.7567
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7030 15.0000 19.0000
NO- TE&-ALL-PRE-S-SRE- UNITS -IN*PSIA-ANB--TEMPER-ATURE- UNITS IN BEG. RANKINE- CORRECT-ED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
k1 UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
-.1
vi ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 223 TIME 13H 20M 525 RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
00 MASS AVERAGED PT 19.5305 ( 21.2566)
MASS AVERAGED TT 598.6302 (591.6007)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 140.9438 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 154.3092
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.7724 20.9072 21.0750 20.5012 22.1754 21.3937 21.3176 21.3328 20.9755
STATIC PRESSURE 13.3102 13.1566 13.0135 13.0635 13.8016 13.5478 13.5250 13.5095 13.4952
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.3887 15.2832 15.1943 15.1254 16.0799 15.7116 15.6783 15.6671 15.5864
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 577.8483 576.7095 577.7149 601.3368 592.0089 600.8902 598.3494 598.8539 598.2750
ANGLE 18.4247 19.1484 20.2241 31.2767 29.2124 37.7369 40.3682 40.9311 43.7492
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6690 0.6844 0.7000 0.6739 0.6936 0.6792 0.6775 0.6792 0.6656
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.5903 14.3943 14.4592 14.9248 15.0853 15.2607 14.9414 14.8001 14.6523
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.6866 14.5337 14.6016 15.0343 15.2397 15.3852 15.0744 14.9385 14.7849
ANGLE 14.2530 13.6836 13.4714 16.9089 27.1602 27.2125 33.2182 33.9050 34.1422
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6464 0.7400 0.7435 0.6809 0.7522 0.7030 0.7216 0.7322 0.7251
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6537 0.7502 0.7539 0.6892 0.7629 0.7120 0.73L2 0.7422 0.7348
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 738.3131 837.1102 842.8073 791.9479 859.9689 816.2192 832.8721 844.7952 836.6767
SWIRL VELOCITY 232.5813 273.7951 290.6625 410.8466 419.6887 498.1123 535.4751 547.9130 572.4144
WEIGHT FLOW 14.2296 10.1074 17.6164 24.3007 32.4429 21.5592 10.1073 4.4952 6.1932
AXIAL VELOCITY 698.1616 788.5205 788.9757 676.3457 750.5639 643.6283 629.89L3 631.8364 597.9708
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 231.0443 272.1457 289.3147 409.8245 420.0770 502.3834 543.1614 557.4776 585.7782
AXIAL VELOCITY 653.2599 730.5843 732.6731 644.5294 718.8248 615.2538 584.3224 584.5217 560.5577
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 701.7191 786.1635 792.4131 765.1074 833.5640 797.4557 806.8770 820.2236 826.2737
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 661.5867 736.5546 736.7089 645.0951 718.9825 618.3110 595.6667 600.6312 581.7140
ANGLE 19.4503 20.4051 21.5213 32.4104 30.2674 39.1880 42.8608 43.5949 46.2098
MACH NO. 0.6188 0.6999 0.7042 0.6638 0.7369 0.6940 0.7061 0.7184 0.7247
WEIGHT FLOW 14.2409 10.1146 17.6228 24.3019 32.4623 21.5531 9.9921 4.4555 6.2003
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1516.0223 1479.9581 1444.2256 1344.8794 1203.3127 1041.3959 931.4291 893.8529 859.1398
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1284.9778 1207.8124 1154.9111 935.0548 783.2356 539.0125 388.2677 336.3754 273.3617
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 62.7580 58.6243 57.4667 55.3983 47.4493 41.0804 33.0972 29.2505 25.1700
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1445.2903 1414.6810 1369.8754 1135.9908 1063.1995 820.2698 711.0346 688.4084 642.7423
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.2745 1.2596 1.2175 0.9855 0.9399 0.7139 0.6222 0.6029 0.5637
DEVIATION 6.7579 2.3243 1.5667 4.1983 0.4493 2.3804 5.1972 6.3505 6.5700
AIR TURNING ANGLE -0.2793 2.1818 2.9529 3.5784 6.6039 16.6482 21.3324 23.5093 26.7755
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.1518 1.1371 1.1186 1.0630 0.9758 0.8665 0.7885 0.7613 0.7360
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9498 0.9565 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0235 1.0463 1.0547 1.0662
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3683 1.3630 1.3787 1.3560 1.4520 1.6136 1.6048 1.5980 1.5817
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1111 1.1115 1.1168 1.1605 1.1384 1.1618 1.1527 1.1544 1.1529
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8425 0.8281 0.8212 0.5648 0.8106 0.9031 0.9454 0.9256 0.9132
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8494 0.8354 0.8292 0.5830 0.8203 0.9094 0.9439 0.9304 0.9186
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0652 0.0729 0.0814 0.2691 0.1163 0.0902 0.0567 0.0826 0.1039
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0153 0.0145 0.0134 0.0116 0.0285 0.0217 0.0062 0.0029 -0.0000
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0498 0.0584 0.0679 0.2574 0.0878 0.0684 0.0504 0.0797 0.1040
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0091 0.0114 0.0131 0.0451 0.0227 0.0190 0.0127 0.0188 0.0240
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0069 0.0091 0.0109 0.0431 0.0171 0.0144 0.0113 0.0182 0.0240
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2123 0.2178 0.2271 0.3440 0.3457 0.4230 0.4705 0.4729 0.4979
STATIC PRESS. 16.0457 15.0746 15.1375 15.2579 15.4600 15.5081 15.2876 15.1297 14.7896
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8580 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 223 TIME 13H 20M 52S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STAT(OR A;i.LF 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.5310 ( 21.2571)
MASS AVERAGED TT 598.6592 (591.6294)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 140.9245 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 154.2881
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)10 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.7724 20.9072 21.0750 20.5012 22.1754 21.3937 21.3176 21.3328 20.9755
STATIC PRESSURE 15.5903 14.3943 14.4592 14.9248 15.0853 15.2607 14.94L4 14.8001 14.6523
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.6866 14.5337 14.6016 15.0343 15.2397 15.3852 15.0744 14.9385 14.7849
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 577.8481 576.7093 577.7148 601.3367 592.0088 60068901 598.3492 598.8538 598.2749
ANGLE 18.4247 19.1484 20.2241 31.2767 29.2124 37.7369 40.3682 40.9311 43.7492
MACH NO. 0.6537 0.7502 0.7539 0.6892 0.7629 0.7120 0.73L2 0.7422 0.7348
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 738.3124 837.1101 842.8070 791.9475 859.9688 816.2191 832.87L7 844.7947 836.6766
SWIRL VELOCITY 232.5810 273.7950 290.6624 410.8462 419.6886 498.1122 535.4747 547.9125 572.4143
AXIAL VELOCITY 698.1609 788.5205 788.9755 676.3453 750.5640 643.6283 629.8911 631.8361 597.9707
WEIGHT FLOW 14.2296 10.1074 17.6164 24.3007 32.4429 21.5592 10.1013 4.4952 6.1932
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 18.8434 19.2989 19.8489 30.3930 27.3282 35.8637 38.5731 39.1084 41.7418
MACH NO. 0.6391 0.7446 0.7711 0.7108 0.8172 0.7402 0.7419 0.7583 0.7487
SWIRL VELOCITY 233.4437 274.6272 291.7950 411.8733 419.6886 494.4341 528.6178 540.6247 563.1358
AXIAL VELOCITY 683.0437 783.2658 807.3340 701.2240 811.1599 682.9516 661.8345 664.0484 630.1304
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 723.0262 831.4995 859.9970 814.5019 914.1874 845.3710 850.9598 861.2864 850.8327
WEIGHT FLOW 14.1006 10.0633 17.6239 24.3132 32.4462 21.5791 10.1120 4.4908 6.1947
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 683.3102 783.8438 807.9849 701.6953 811.1649 684.7038 665.8556 669.4750 636.8003
STATIC TEMPERATURE 534.2725 519.2141 516.3967 546.2937 522.3860 541.7032 538.1508 537.2292 538.1124
STATIC PRESS. 15.7822 14.4702 14.2236 14.6403 14.3013 14.8709 14.6975 14.5765 14.4643
MCL INCIDENCE -10.1491 -9.9667 -9.7550 -0.5564 -6.3215 1.7457 4.4175 4.9179 7.5736
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -16.5665 -16.4810 -16.3110 -6.7969 -12.4317 -4.4462 -1.9868 -1.5615 0.9918
RABIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
V.0
HUR RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS
ROG NO= 223 PCT DES SPD100.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP- 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRESz 15.330 HUb STATIC PRESm 15.580
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLu ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.5600 -16.6000 723.0000 233.4000 534.3000 15.7800 20.7700
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.2000 -16.5000 831.5000 274.6000 519.2000 14.4700 20.9100
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.6600 -16.3000 860.0000 291.8000 516.4000 14.2200 21.0800
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 1.4800 -6.8000 814.5000 411.9000 546.3000 14.6400 20.5000
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.1200 -12.4000 914.2000 419.7000 522.4000 14.3000 22.1800
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 1.1000 -4.4000 845.4000 494.4000 541.7000 14.8700 21.3900
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.0400 -2.0000 851,0000 528.6000 538.2000 14.6900 21.3200
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.3600 -1.5600 861.3000 55406000 37.2000 14.5700 21.3300
*937 8.0200 *9.0000 1.7300 1.8700 .9900 850.8000 563.1400 538.1000 14.4600 20.9800
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOY PRES
.0500 13.4700 579.2300 18.8700
.1000 13.1500 578.6000 20.2100
.1500 12.8400 576.8000 20.5700
*2822 11.9700 586.0000 20.0500
*4702 10,8300 587.5000 21.2200
*6867 9,5700 594.4000 20.7200
.8500 8,00 0 595,7000 20,7500
*9000 8.4000 595.0000 20.3000
.9372 8.1200 596,9000 19.3400
PCT IMMNRS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LS0S PARAN POLY EFF DEV ANg EX MACN NO EX CONR YL EX COR AX EX CON TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
0500 ,2478 .3808 41825 -. 3700 6.9600 ,5517 631.9529 629.9525 501.422
.1000 .2476 .1087 .0511 .5693 9.7000 .6388 724.2329 721.2513 65.6391
1500 .2651 .0743 *0340 .8124 8.2600 .6589 744.0304 742.5129 47.4956
.t 22 *3296 .0768 .0318 -2.8534 6.8800 .6252 714.4439 714.2056 1864517
.4702 TO148 elit# 90468 .8359 8.2200 .6885 781.8358 781.6864 I5.2821
,6887 ,3011 .1028 .0349 1.1935 7.9000 .6570 753.2963 753.1575 14.4614
,6500 .3011 .0860 .0265 .8511 7.2400 .6558 752.8937 752.7697 13.6653
.9000 *3404 .1524 .0456 TIS715 7.400 .285 723.4934 723.2896 17.1716
.9372 ,4111 .2515 .072OT .507 7.8700 565 5655 65285 6,1766 24237










RERUN 2/ 7/73 TIME 8-48- 2 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - BLD 2 *****
POINT 7 READING 220 DATE 2/ 1/73 PAMB 14.74 TAMB 523.6 TIMP 12 21 18 PAGE 1
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
HUB RADIAL DISTORTION
***** OVERALL PERFORMANCE ***
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12850.4054 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 137.2722 AMBIENT PRESSURE = 14.7446
EQUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12801.1456 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 135.7268 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 523.6881
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.1576 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 132.1253 INLET TOTAL PRESSURE(MA) = 13.6595
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0113 ORIFICE EQUIVALENT FLOW = 148.2568 INLET TEMPERAfURE = 522.6878
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.0389 BELLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLOW= 146.5877 BELLMOUTH TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.5131
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9685 INLET EQUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0000 DELTA PRESSURE (DP/P) = 0.0588
EQVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 41.8450 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 141.7360 EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (MA) = 20.7244
EQVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 32.9094 MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURE = 607.2871 EXIT TEMPERATURE (STA 12)= 606.5682
PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 100.2338 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 50.4302 STAGE PRESSURC RATIOIMA) = 1.5172
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.1577 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 86.8419 TORQUEMETER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 P599 = 14.7454
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1604 0.7865 0.7986 3916.71
MIXING DUCT 0.1618 0.7798 0.7923 3950.42
TORQUEMETER -0.0061 *****+***t* -149.42
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C D E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.4681 1.5477 1.5785 1.5005 1.5967 1.4720 1.4309 1.4069 1.3706
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1619 0.1561 0.1479 0.1638 0.1615 0.1661 0.1601 0.1593 0.1638
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.7145 0.8496' 0.9396 0.7484 0.8835 0.7011 0.6718 0.6415 0.5740
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7295 0.8586 0.9434 0.7623 0.8909 0.7169 0.6879 0.6582 0.5924
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.0537 21.1411 21.5623 20.4964 21.8106 20.1070 19.5463 19.2177 18.7218
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 607.31 604.28 600.04 608.35 607.13 609.55 606.38 605.99 608.31
STATIC PRESSURE 16.7216 16.7214 16.7211 16.7205 16.7195 16.7186 16.7179 16.7177 16.7175
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 154.4211 PRESSURE RATIO = 10.8747 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.5015
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0197 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 25.3311
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1396.8371 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2655 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.8326
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 943.6845 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.7054 BEARING TEMP NO. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE-NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 344 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 541
POINT 7 READING 220 *** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ****4 12-21-18 2/ 1/73 PAGE 2
PT1 - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 14.51( 15.61)
25 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.55( 15.65) 27 0.00( 0.00) 28 0.00( 0.00) 29 14.49( 15.59) 30 0.00( 0.00)
31 14.52( 15.62) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.54( 15.64) 34 0.00( 0.00) 35 14.50( 15.60) 36 0.00( 0.00)
37 14.48( 15.58) 38 14.50( 15.61) 39 14.49( 15.59) 40 0.00( 0.00) 41 14.48( 15.58) 42 14.48( 15.58)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.48( 15.58) 45 0.00( 0.00) 46 14.52( 15.62) 47 O.On ( 0.00) 48 14.57( 15.67)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.50( 15.60) 51 0.00( 0.00) 52 0.00( 0.00) 53 14.53( 15.64)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 13.45( 14.47)
54 13.79( 14.84) 55 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.43( 14.45) 57 0.00( 0.00) 58 0.00)( 0.00) 59 13.43( 14.45)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.38( 14.40) 62 0.00( 0.00) 63 13.42( 14.44) 64 0.00( 0.00) 65 0.00( 0.00)
66 13.41( 14.43) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.00( 0.00) 70 0.00( 0.00) 71 13.40( 14.42)
72 13.40( 14.42) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 -13.42( 14.44) 75 0.00( 0.00) 76 13.41( 14.43) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.42( 14.44) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.44( 14.46) 82 13.45( 14.48)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPERATURE AVERAGE 522.68(518.68)
2 522.63(518.631 3 522.57(518.57) 4 522.69(518.69) 6 522.57(518.57) 9 522.57(518.57) 10 522.33(518.33)
11 522.39(518.39) 14 522.57(518.57) 15 522.51(518.51) 16 522.63(518.63) 18 522.45(518.45) 21 523.82(519.81)
22 523.11(519.10) 23 522.75(518.75)
PSBW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 0.00( 0.00)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 11.39(12.25) 90 11.43(12.30) AVERAGE 11.41( 12.28)
PS3I - INNERWALL 92 11.39(12.25) 94 11.36(12.23) AVERAGE 11.37( 12.24)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 11.49(12.36) 98 11.51(12.39) AVERAGE 11.50( 12.38)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 11.43(12.30) 102 11.43(12.29) AVERAGE 11.43( 12.30)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 11.67(12.56) 106 11.66(12.55) AVERAGE 11.67( 12.56)
PS43I - INNERWALL 108 11.50(12.38) 110 11.51(12.39) AVERAGE 11.51( 12.38)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.06412.98) 114 12.06112.98) AVERAGE 12.06( 12.98)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 11.49(12.36) 118 11.50(12.37) AVERAGE 11.49) 12.37)
PS5O - OUTERWALL 120 11.57(12.45) 121 11.59412.47) 122 11.56(12.43) 123 11.57112.45) AVERAGE 11.571 12.45)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 11.22(12.08) 125 11.25(12.10) 126 11.25(12.10) 127 11.25(12.11) AVERAGE 11.24( 12.10)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 10.85(11.67) 147 10.84111.66) 148 10.85(11.68) 149 10.85(11.68) AVERAGE 10.85( 11.67)
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 11.07(11.91) 151 11.11(11.95) 152 11.21(12.06) 153 11.13(11.97) AVERAGE 11.13( 11.97)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 10.58)11.38) 155 10.11110.87)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.27(11.05) 157 10.51(11.31) 158 11.15)12.00) 159 11.43(12.29)
160 12.59(13.55) 161 12.87(13.85)
PS80 - OUTERWALL 162 15.25(1-6.411 163 15.30(16.46)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 15.48(16.66) 165 15.73(16.92) 166 14.87(16.00) 167 15.47(16.64) AVERAGE 15.39( 16.56)
PS91 - INNERWALL 168 13.88(14.93) 169 13.75(14.80) 170 13.93(14.98) 171 13.50(14.52) AVERAGE 13.77( 14.81)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 16.36(17.60) 173 15.91(17.11) 174 15.50(16.68) 175 15.24(16.40) AVERAGE 15.75( 16.95)
PS1OI - INNERWALL 176 14.99416.12) 177 14.25(15.33) 178 13.21(14.21) 179 10.71(11.52) AVERAGE 13.29( 14.30)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 15.78)16.97)
PS102I - INNERWALL 181 14.88(16.01)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 16.10(17.32)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 14.99(16.13)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 16.36(17.60)
PS1061 - INNERWALL 185 15.20(16.36)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.52(17.77)
PSI081 - INNERWALL 187 15.42(16.59)
PS11O - OUTERWALL 188 16.98(18.27) 189 16.86(18.14) 190 16.67(17.94) 191 16.56(17.82) AVERAGE 16.77( 18.04)
PS11I - INNERWALL 192 15.94(17.15) 193 15.80(17.00) 194 15.71(16.90) 195 15.52(16.70) AVERAGE 15.74( 16.94)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 16.66(17.93) 197 16.78(18.05) 198 16.80(18.07) 199 16.63(17.90) AVERAGE 16.72( 17.99)
PS121 - INNERWALL 200 16.71(17.98) 201 16.70(17.96) 202 16.79(18.06) 203 16.65(17.92) AVERAGE 16.71( 17.98)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 18.44(19.84)
PS131 - INNERWALL 469 18.10(19.47)
POINT 7 READING 220 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG '**** 12-21-18 2/ 1/73 PLGF 3
PT5 - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROUD PS5 - HUB
INGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 14.22( 15.30) 129 14.30( 15.39) 120 11.57( 12.49) 124 11.22( 12.08)
130 14.43( 15.53) 131 14.46( 15.56) 121 11.59( 12.47) 125 11.25( 12.10)
132 14.46( 15.56) 133 14.49( 15.59) 122 11.56( 12.43) 126 11.25( 12.10)
134 14.22( 15.30) 135 14.24( 15.33) 123 11.57( 12.45) 127 11.25( 12.11)
136 12.88( 13.86) 137 12.97( 13.95)
138 12.21( 13.14) 139 12.20( 13.12)
140 12.22( 13.15) 141 12.26( 13.19)
142 12.18( 13.10) 143 12.20( 13.13)
144 12.12( 13.04) 145 12.36( 13.29)
PTL2 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 20.05( 21.57) IMMERSION B - AVG 21.14( 22.74) IMMERSION C - AVG 21.56( 23.19)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248 ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352
204 21.03( 22.63) 215 20.15( 21.68) 226 20.94( 22.53) 237 20.76( 22.?4) 248 21.02( 22.62) 259 20.40( 21.95)
205 19.05( 20.49) 216 18.16( 19.54) 227 19.96( 21.47) 238 19.95( 21.46) 249 21.34( 22.96) 260 21.47( 23.10)
206 18.83( 20.26) 217 18.21( 19.59) 228 20.14( 21.67) 239 20.68( 22.25) 250 21.87( 23.53) 261 21.63( 23.27)
207 19.92( 21.43) 218 19.54( 21.02) 229 21.03( 22.62) 240 21.20( 22.81) 251 21.82( 23.48) 262 21.60( 23.24)
208 20.36( 21.90) 219 20.38( 21.92) 230 21.37( 22.99) 241 21.081 22.68) 252 21.81( 23.46) 263 21.69( 23.34)
209 20.42( 21.97) 220 20.46( 22.01) 231 21.39( 23.02) 242 21.12( 22.73) 253 21.68( 23.33) 264 21.71( 23.35)
210 20.51( 22.06) 221 20.11( 21.63) 232 21.22( 22.83) 243 21.45( 23.08) 254 21.55( 23.18) 265 21.58( 23.22)
211 20.63( 22.20) 222 19.82( 21.32) 233 21.30( 22.91) 244 21.65( 23.29) 255 21.47( 23.10) 266 21.56( 23.20)
212 20.70( 22.27) 223 19.94( 21.45) 234 21.36( 22.98) 245 21.81( 23.46) 256 21.53( 23.16) 267 21.65( 23.29)
213 20.87( 22.45) 224 20.15( 21.68) 235 21.21( 22.82) 246 21.87( 23.53) 257 21.57( 23.21) 268 21.55( 23.18)
214 20.91( 22.50) 225 20.20( 21.74) 236 21.36( 22.98) 247 21.61( 23.25) 258 21.47( 23.10) 269 21.06( 22.66)
IMMERSION D - AVG 20.49( 22.05) IMMERSION E - AVG 21.81( 23.46) IMMERSION F - AVG 20.10( 21.63)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248
270 20.69( 22.26) 281 20.38( 21.92) 292 21.67( 23.32) 303 21.64( 23.28) 314 20.34( 21.89) 325 20.38( 21.92)
271 19.96( 21.47) 282 19.93( 21.44) 293 20.43( 21.98) 304 20.92( 22.51) 315 19.44( 20.91) 326 19.56( 21.04)
272 20.68( 22.25) 283 20.70( 22.27) 294 21.90( 23.56) 305 22.01( 23.68) 316 18.80( 20.22) 327 19.20( 20.66)
273 20.68( 22.24) 284 20.71( 22.28) 295 21.99( 23.66) 306 22.08( 23.75) 317 20.07( 21.59) 328 20.17( 21.70)
274 20.61( 22.18) 285 20.59( 22.15) 296 21.93( 23.60) 307 22.05( 23.73) 318 20.32( 21.87) 329 20.27( 21.80)
275 20.58( 22.15) 286 20.49( 22.05) 297 21.90( 23.56) 308 22.04( 23.71) 319 20.35( 21.90) 330 20.31( 21.85)
276 20.56( 22.12) 287 20.39( 21.94) 298 21.86( 23.52) 309 21.99( 23.66) 320 20.34( 21.88) 331 20.34( 21.88)
277 20.55( 22.11) 288 20.35( 21.89) 299 21.82( 23.48) 310 21.961 23.63) 321 20.27( 21.80) 332 20.35( 21.89)
278 20.58( 22.14) 289 20.33( 21.87) 300 21.82( 23.48) 311 21.93( 23.59) 322 20.24( 21.77) 333 20.30( 21.84)
279 20.61( 22.17) 290 20.33( 21.87) 301 21.80( 23.46) 312 21.89( 23.55) 323 20.26( 21.79) 334 20.26( 21.79)
280 20.70( 22.27) 291 20.42( 21.97) 302 21.81( 23.47) 313 21.87( 23.53) 324 20.28( 21.82) 335 14.73( 15.84)
IMMERSION G - AVG 19.54( 21.02) IMMERSION H - AVG 19.211 20.67) IMMERSION J - AVG 18.72( 20.14)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216
336 14.98( 16.12) 347 20.14( 21.66) 358 19.82( 21.33) 369 19.82( 21.33) 380 19.85( 21.36) 391 19.93( 21.44)
337 19.11( 20.56) 348 19.08( 20.53) 359 19.81( 21.31) 370 19.81( 21.32) 381 19.43( 20.90) 392 19.17( 20.63)
338 18.04( 19.41) 349 17.96( 19.32) 360 19.69( 21.19) 371 19.45( 20.92) 382 19.02( 20.46) 393 17.90( 19.26)
339 18.51( 19.91) 350 18.86( 20.29) 361 18.63( 20.05) 372 18.49( 19.89) 383 18.00( 19.37) 394 17.31( 18.63)
340 19.30( 20.77) 351 19.75( 21.25) 362 17.90( 19.26) 373 17.76( 19.10) 384 17.30( 18.61) 395 17.28( 18.59)
341 19.72( 21.21) 352 19.92( 21.43) 363 18.13( 19.50) 374 17.84( 19.19) 385 17.21( 18.52) 396 17.59( 18.92)
342 19.87( 21.38) 353 19.95( 21.47) 364 18.67( 20.09) 375 18.39( 19.79) 386 17.50( 18.83) 397 18.03( 19.40)
343 20.05( 21.57) 354 20.03( 21.55) 365 19.31( 20.77) 376 19.19( 20.65) 387 18.26( 19.65) 398 18.58( 19.99)
344 14.95( 16.08) 355 20.03( 21.55) 366 19.66( 21.16) 377 19.67( 21.17) 388 19.02( 20.47) 399 19.14( 20.60)
345 20.16( 21.69) 356 20.05( 21.57) 367 19.78( 21.28) 378 19.84( 21.34) 389 19.63( 21.12) 400 19.51( 20.99)
346 20.21( 21.74) 357 20.14( 21.66) 368 19.88( 21.38) 379 19.87( 21.?8) 390 19.86( 21.37) 401 19.73( 21.23)
POINT 7 READING 220 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ***** 12-21-18 2/ 1/73 PAGF 4
TT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A IMMERSION B IMMERSION C IMMERSION D IMMERSION E
AVG 607.31(602.66) AVG 604.28(599.66) AVG 600.04(595.45) AVG 608.35(603.69) AVG 607.13(602.48)
402 612.98(608.29) 409 608.69(604.04) 416 605.12(600.49) 423 609.36(604.70) 430 611.03(606.36)
403 602.77(598.16) 410 609.25(604.59) 417 600.02(595.43) 424 604.17(599.55) 431 609.31(604.65)
404 609.25(604.59) 411 603.72(599.10) 418 598.73(594.15) 425 607.36(602.71) 432 605.85(601.21)
405 609.36(604.70) 412 602.04(597.43) 419 596.70(592.14) 426 607.58(602.93) 433 609.25(604.59)
406 608.19(603.54) 413 603.50(598.88) 420 599.63(595.04) 427 608.47(603.82) 434 604.73(600.10)
407 610.59(605.92) 414 602.71(598.10) 421 599.68(595.10) 428 610.87(606.19) 435 606.52(601.88)
408 609.31(604.65) 415 604.34(599.71) 422 602.04(597.43) 429 615.59(610.88) 436 609.59(604.92)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 609.55(604.89) AVG 606.38(601.74) AVG 605.99(601.35) AVG 608.31(603.66)
437 609.42(604.76) 444 608.75(604.09) 451 607.36(602.71) 458 610.48(605.81)
438 609.31(604.65) 445 608.64(603.98) 452 608.30(603.65) 459 610.76(606.08)
439 609.81(605.14) 446 604.06(599.43) 453 602.71(598.10) 460 605.57(600.93)
440 608.92(604.26) 447 603.67(599.05) 454 601.54(596.93) 461 604.95(600.32)
441 609.031604.37) 448 606.13(601.49) 455 605.96(601.32) 462 607.08(602.43)
442 609.53(604.87) 449 605.62(600.99) 456 606.07(601.43) 463 607.24(602.60)
443 609.98(605.31) 450 609.08(604.42) 457 606.35(601.71) 464 609.20(604.53)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 607.28(602.64)
OUTERWALL
475 606.241601.60) 477 605.51(600.88) 479 606.96(602.32) 481 606.57(601.93) AVERAGE 606.321601.68)
INNERWALL
485 609.03(604.37) 488 609.70(605.03) 491 608.08(603.43) AVERAGE 608.94604.28)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.82 494 15.88 AVG 15.85
OELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.39 498 1.44 AVG 1.41
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 605.01 501 605.57 AVG 605.29
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.77 504 15.79 AVG 15.78
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.38 508 2.37 AVG 2.38
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 605.79 511 606.24 AVG 606.01
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 320.55 619 242.06
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 4.34 620 2.37
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 565.29 621 525.73
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.496 513 8.010 514 8.022 515 8.005 516 8.035 517 7.991 518 4.019 519 7.998
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE BATH
520 491.382 521 491.321 522 491.321 523 491.137 524 491.137 525 491.076
ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 220 TIME 12H 38M 2AS RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATrR ANGLF 3
ROTOR SPEED 12821.0688 DISTORTION INDEX 0.131
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 135.8858
THETA 1.0061
DELTA 0.9229
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.5635 I 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 521.8670 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 143.7329 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 156.2097
EOUIV. SPEED 12781.9645
PERCENT SPEED 100.0075
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 15.1516 15.3185 15.2757 15.1078 15.2272 13.3095 13.3433 13.3860 13.3370
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6383 10.3147 10.0515 9.6475 9.4075 10.5526 10.7148 10.8695 11.0933
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.3835 11.2598 11.1013 10.8518 10.8090 10.8182 10.9500 11.0789 11.2480
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.6103 518.8369 518.1411 517.9138 519.2156 518.5616 517.7359 517.8759 518.4725
ANGLE -0.1794 1.5713 1.7477 2.0317 2.0971 1.9410 1.7422 1.9551 2.0657
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6523 0.6778 0.6908 0.7039 0.7170 0.5521 0.5389 0.5268 0.4993
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.6240 11.5820 11.4360 11.2291 10.9953 11.0378 11.2858 11.3937 11.4626
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.6785 11.6411 11.4977 11.2921 11.0668 11.0683 11.3133 11.4190 11.4858
ANGLE 2.8700 2.5388 2.5913 2.4321 2.8419 3.9155 6.5377 7.5062 7.7648
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6213 0.6386 0.6501 0.6584 0.6907 0.5199 0.49L2 0.4818 0.4669
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6270 0.6447 0.6565 0.6650 0.6981 0.5239 0.4948 0.4853 0.4701
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 674.1313 691.7042 703.3367 711.6695 744.0322 569.6157 539.4362 529.5398 513.7196
SWIRL VELOCITY -2.0513 18.5529 21.1162 25.1016 27.2255 19.1660 15.8925 17.2449 17.3465
WEIGHT FLOW 15.2066 10.8763 18.0090 28.3691 32.5869 19.2121 9.3069 4.5810 5.7411
AXIAL VELOCITY 654.9486 676.3454 692.0173 707.5858 743.4932 565.5204 522.4954 505.1782 480.9127
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.1522 1.3136 1.4974 1.8414 1.8524 1.7620 1.5078 1.6538 1.7140
SWIRL VELOCITY -2.0865 18.8121 21.3563 25.3079 27.2003 18.9559 15&4706 16.6216 16.5311
AXIAL VELOCITY 784.1449 819.3752 815.9354 786.1836 840.0018 615.1932 586.7454 574.6934 551.4280
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 801.6630 831.0127 823.5551 788.7241 840.0070 618.3587 599.1950 594.9662 583.2015
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 802.6829 832.2363 824.8382 790.1304 841.4431 619.6508 600.4133 596.2309 584.4896
MACH NO. 0.7592 0.7906 0.7827 0.7460 0.8004 0.5729 0.5540 0.5499 0.5384
WEIGHT FLOW 15.1723 10.8806 18.0053 28.2089 32.6002 19.2286 9.31L7 4.5835 5.7416
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1557.5789 1516.7435 1472.0054 1358.4714 1200.6889 1017.3805 883.1014 833.8663 783.1825
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1559.6653 1497.9313 1450.6491 1333.1636 1173.4886 998.4245 867.63L7 817.2447 766.6514
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 62.7972 60.9798 60.4160 59.3908 54.4043 58.2288 55.3708 53.9450 52.7394
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1753.6301 1713.0027 1668.1203 1549.0029 1443.1515 1174.4015 1054.4283 1010.8774 963.2642
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6587 1.6273 1.5829 1.4625 1.3729 1.0858 0.9719 0.9323 0.8874
MCL INCIDENCE 0.5972 -0.2201 -0.0839 0.9908 -1.6956 5.9288 6.9708 5.9450 4.8394
SURFACE INCIDENCE -1.6027 -2.2201 -2.1839 -1.4091 -4.0956 3.2288 3.2718 2.1450 0.7394
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 53.9334 51.2783 47.4064 39.0634 33.6915 23.1613 20.7099 19.9698 19.1270
STATIC TEMPERATURE 466.7501 461.1323 461.5327 465.9916 460.1846 486.5883 487.7645 488.3127 490.0299
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 723.8233 705.6070 693.0577 665.5450 633.8265 601.4363 580.2035 573.2934 567.2814
STATIC PRESS. 10.3410 10.1418 10.1921 10.4408 9.9836 10.6535 10.83L4 10.8985 10.9485
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSI-A"D -TEMPERATURE-UNITS IN- 05G. RAK.INE-CORRECTED TO ~ASA- ST4. S.L. CONDITION-S, VELQCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
U,
o1 ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 220 TIME 12H 38M 26S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
0 MASS AVERAGED PT 21.3129 ( 23.0923)
MASS AVERAGED TT 610.6941 (606.9741)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 137.0352 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 148.9306
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.5974 23.4658 23.4708 22.3576 24.1753 22.3021 22.0123 21.7531 21.7681
STATIC PRESSURE 15.6511 15.3061 15.1466 14.9313 15.3164 14.5902 14.4469 14.3585 14.3504
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.8763 17.5573 17.4216 17.0148 17.7017 16.7238 16.5463 16.4218 16.4176
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 607.2883 600.1739 599.7928 613.9595 607.1512 610.2427 605.4949 604.2114 605.4991
ANGLE 26.5390 27.0223 27.6078 39.8975 34.6802 44.8439 47.0181 46.6162 52.0272
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6427 0.6575 0.6668 0.6372 0.6826 0.6549 0.6520 0.6469 0.6480
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.2839 16.3267 16.7771 17.1314 17.0535 16.7411 16.2384 16.0935 15.9791
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4400 16.4773 16.9125 17.2247 17.2006 16.8444 16.3492 16.2015. 16.0912
ANGLE 17.2611 18.1519 19.4380 23.0260 29.8741 33.4838 39.7630 40.4412 40.3764
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7377 0.7292 0.7007 0.6222 0.7148 0.6463 0.6661 0.6629 0.6717
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7479 0.7391 0.7097 0.6289 0.7243 0.6537 0.6740 0.6707 0.6797
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 855.0485 842.4687 812.3331 735.6520 831.6285 759.6344 778.9587 774.4901 784.4276
SWIRL VELOCITY 380.9223 381.7847 375.6534 471.5721 473.1746 534.4320 566.4929 558.1927 613.5767
WEIGHT FLOW 15.9479 10.5031 17.8611 22.6137 32.4587 19.3288 9.0205 3.9977 5.3062
AXIAL VELOCITY 762.7129 748.5762 718.3223 564.0457 683.8572 537.3543 527.93L8 527.5599 478.9119
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 378.4052 379.4848 373.9116 470.3989 473.6123 539.0145 574.6245 567.9370 627.9015
AXIAL VELOCITY 708.5168 697.7651 674.2939 540.7507 658.6491 516.4833 500.9290 486.8929 451.7122
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 812.1038 800.1809 775.1555 717.8314 812.1771 748.9927 769.4158 757.5559 784.1990
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 717.5479 703.4671 678.0079 541.2255 658.7936 519.0495 510.6542 500.3118 468.7608
ANGLE 28.0725 28.5056 28.9735 40.9678 35.6777 46.1678 48.8633 49.3356 54.2090
MACH NO. 0.7065 0.6983 0.6742 0.6125 0.7056 0.6438 0.6650 0.6548 0.6795
WEIGHT FLOW 15.9497 10.5073 17.8777 22.4143 32.4893 19.3278 9.0257 3.9306 5.3125
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1516.3850 1481.0560 1444.1058 1346.1934 1205.1486 1040.8075 933.3422 895.2623 860.1621
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1137.9798 1101.5711 1070.1943 875.7942 731.5360 501.7931 358.7179 327.3253 232.2606
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.7669 57.4377 57.6444 58.2848 47.9951 44.0317 35.0869 33.1945 26.3574
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1345.3149 1307.0287 1266.8900 1029.5339 984.4560 721.9478 624.0563 597.8743 523.1459
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1704 1.1406 1.1019 0.8785 0.8553 0.6205 0.5394 0.5167 0.4533
DEVIATION 1.7669 1.1377 1.7444 7.0848 0.9951 5.3317 7.1869 10.2945 7.7574
AIR TURNING ANGLE 5.0302 3.5420 2.7715 1.1059 6.4091 14.1971 20.2839 20.7504 26.3819
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.1524 1.1380 1.1188 1.0642 0.9774 0.8660 0.7900 0.7624 0.7369
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9497 0.9565 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0235 1.0464 1.0549 1.0664
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5574 1.5318 1.5364 1.4798 1.5876 1.6756 1.6496 1.6250 1.6321
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1664 1.1567 1.1575 1.1854 1.1693 1.1767 1.1695 1.1667 1.1678
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8085 0.8249 0.8268 0.6372 0.8316 0.8965 0.9049 0.8906 0.8930
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8200 0.8351 0.8369 0.6565 0.8422 0.9037 0.9114 0.8978 0.9001
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1121 0.0997 0.1021 0.2563 0.1237 0.1045 0.1091 0.1320 0.1407
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0151 0.0145 0.0134 0.0118 0.0314 0.0205 0.0051 0.0019 -0.0007
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0969 0.0852 0.0887 0.2445 0.0922 0.0840 0.1040 0.1300 0.1415
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0182 0.0161 0.0163 0.0397 0.0239 0.0210 0.0240 0.0289 0.0322
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0157 0.0138 0.0142 0.0379 0.0178 0.0169 0.0229 0.0284 0.0324
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2942 0.3007 0.3052 0.4232 0.4107 0.5136 0.5579 0.5598 0.6304
STATIC PRESS. 16.9165 16.9456 17.3118 17.3593 17.3445 16.8807 16.3644 16.3136 15.9822
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580- 1.6700- 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.-8580- 1.9100.- 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 220 TIME 12H 38M 26S RADIAL INILFT )I STOTIOIN STATOfR APGLF 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.3118 ( 23.0912)
MASS AVERAGED TT 610.6950 (606.9750)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 137.1166 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 149.0191
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500TOTAL PRESSURE 23.5974 23.4658 23.4708 22.3576 24.1753 22.3021 22.01?3 21.7531 21.7681
STATIC PRESSURE 16.2839 16.3267 16.7771 17.1314 17.0534 16.7411 16.2384 16.0935 15.9791
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4400 16.4773 16.9125 17.2247 17.2006 16.8444 16.3492 16.2015 16.0912
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 607.2882 600.1738 599.7926 613.9593 607.1510 610.2426 605.4948 604.2113 605.4990
ANGLE 26.5390 27.0223 27.6078 39.8975 34.6802 44.8439 47.0181 46.6162 52.0272
MACH NO. 0.7479 0.7391 0.7097 0.6289 0.7243 0.6537 0.6740 0.6707 0.6797
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 855.0484 842.4682 812.3331 735.6520 831.6284 759.6344 778.9587 774.4902 784.4272
SWIRL VELOCITY 380.9221 381.7844 375.6533 471.5720 473.1745 534.4320 566.49 8 558.1926 613.5764
AXIAL VELOCITY 762.7127 748.5759 718.3224 564.0457 683.8570 537.3543 527.93L8 527.5600 478.9117
WEIGHT FLOW 15.9479 10.5031 17.8611 22.6137 32.4587 19.3288 9.0205 3.9977 5.3062
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 26.7582 26.9994 27.2206 39.0551 32.9367 43.1280 45.3827 44.8976 50.2202
MACH NO. 0.7425 0.7406 0.7219 0.6427 0.7617 0.6700 0.6826 0.6792 0.6839
SWIRL VELOCITY 382.3351 382.9448 377.1172 472.7508 473.1745 530.4857 559.2385 550.7680 603.6306
AXIAL VELOCITY 757.2771 750.5958 732.1475 581.6563 729.3966 565.3398 550.8224 551.7455 501.5702
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 849.4735 844.0211 824.9763 750.6232 870.2727 777.0460 788.0130 783.5076 788.8720
WEIGHT FLOW 15.9543 10.5063 17.8690 22.6374 32.4636 19.3533 9.0224 3.9979 5.3120
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 757.5725 751.1494 732.7378 582.0472 729.4012 566.7903 554.1690 556.2543 506.8793
STATIC TEMPERATURE 547.1385 540.9750 543.3100 567.2529 544.1884 560.1182 554.0152 553.3016 553.8336
STATIC PRESS. 16.3669 16.3037 16.5924 16.9373 16.4658 16.5102 16.1181 15.9752 15.9205
MCL INCIDENCE -2.2313 -2.2606 -2.3774 8.1114 -0.7130 9.0286 11.2684 10.7545 16.1418
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -8.6517 -8.7805 -8.9393 1.8651 -6.8232 2.8180 4.8227 4.2276 9.4702
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
-4
HUB RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCInENCE PLOIS
00 ROG NO= 220 PCT DES SPD=100.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OJTER WALL STATIC PRES= 17.990 MUR STATIC PkFS: 17.980
PCT Im- IN RADIU ELX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANS IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.U800 -7.4000 1.0400 4.5000 -8.6000 849.5000 382.3000 547.1000 16.3700 i3.6000
.100 13.1600 -7.5000C 1.0600 2.5000 -8.8000 844,0000 382.9000 541.0000 16.3000 23.4700
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 1.3200 -8.9300 825.0000 377.1000 543.3000 16.5900 23.4700
.282 12.000n -8.4000 1.1700 1.1700 1.8600 750.6000 472.8000 567.2000 16.9400 22.3600
.470 10.6200 -10.1000 1.3000 1.2400 -6.8000 870.3000 473.2000 544.2000 16.4700 24.1800
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 1.7700 2.8200 777.0000 530.5000 560.1000 16.5100 22.3000
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.5900 4.8200 788.0000 559.2000 554.0000 16.1200 22.0100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .6000 4.2000 783.5000 550.8000 553.3000 15.9800 21.7500
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 .5700 9.4700 788.9000 603.6000 553.8000 15.9200 21.7700
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP Ex TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 602.7000 21.5700
.1000 13.1500 599.7000 22.7400
.1500 12.8400 595.5000 23.1900
.2822 11.9700 603.7000 22.0500
.702 10.8300 602.5000 23.4600
.6687 9.5700 604.9000 21.6300
.8500 8.6700 601.7000 21.0200
.9000 8.4000 601.4000 20.6700
.9372 8.1200 603.7000 20.1400
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4775 .2808 .1346 .5999 8.9000 .5159 604.9490 603.0841 47.4637
.1000 .1067 -,5955 -. 2806 -1.3583 7.0000 .8116 915,7740 914.9024 39,9455
.1500 .3427 .0407 .0187 1.2062 5.9200 .6135 707.6787 707*4909 16.3023
.2822 .4090 .0572 .0244 4.1041 6.5700 .5473 640.3217 640.1882 13.0747
.4702 .3661 .0934 .0359 .9730 8.3400 .6280 727.5183 727.3480 15.7438
.6887 .4363 .1157 .0393 1,0094 8.5700 .5205 611.1374 610.8458 18.8764
,8500 .4992 .1681 .0519 .8220 7.7900 .4776 561.6052 561.3889 15.5830
.9000 .5288 .1872 .0560 .7742 6.7000 .4507 531.0956 531.0665 5.5615
.9372 .6084 .2786 .0805 .6456 6.5700 .4058 486.9094 80.8856 4.7842










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 222 TIME 13H 7M 555 RADIAL INLET OISTORTIOI" STiTOR An>GI F
ROTOR SPEED 12834.4901 DISTORTION INDEX 0.117
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 130.1556
THET4 1.0131
DELTA 0.9325
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.7045 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 525.5063 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 138.9231 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 149.9496
EQUIV. SPEED 12750.9566
PERCENT SPEED 99.7649
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 15.0620 15.2231 15.2017 15.1076 15.0935 13.4686 13.4743 13.4970 13.4353
STATIC PRESSURE 10.9036 10.5925 10.3386 10.0083 10.2425 11.1666 11.2621 11.3701 11.4945
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5137 11.3818 11.2307 11.0154 11.1383 11.3299 11.4079 11.4996 11.5962
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.2191 519.1099 517.8789 517.9733 519.4378 519.0686 518.3686 517.6887 518.4566
ANGLE -0.2736 1.6023 1.7382 1.9576 1.9100 1.9892 1.8801 2.0769 2.2511
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6314 0.6580 0.6720 0.6871 0.6733 0.5031 0.4934 0.4837 0.4633
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7382 11.6821 11.5481 11.3973 11.3667 11.6440 11.84il 11.8455 11.9141
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7882 11.7368 11.6054 11.4562 11.260 11.6662 11.8651 11.8648 11.9314
ANGLE 1.3357 1.4625 1.9695 1.8615 2.1091 3.1719 6.2952 6.9058 7.4947
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6021 0.6209 0.6330 0.6412 0.6432 0.4576 0.4300 0.4330 0.4152
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6075 0.6267 0.6390 0.6474 0.6495 0.4607 0.43?8 0.4358 0.4178
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 654.5716 673.7899 686.0732 694.3248 696.4016 503.8574 474.4735 477.6085 458.5979
SWIRL VELOCITY -3.0370 18.4298 20.4849 23.5967 23.2103 17.3737 15.0854 16.5228 16.8741
WEIGHT FLOW 14.9657 10.7111 17.7912 28.1651 31.3656 17.8283 8.5501 4.2879 5.3154
AXIAL VELOCITY 635.9414 658.8195 675.0348 690.3713 695.9767 500.2206 459.5399 455.6050 429.2652
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.2336 1.3662 1.5128 1.7617 1.7218 1.8217 1.6403 1.7707 1.8954
SWIRL VELOCITY -3.0891 18.6873 20.7179 23.7906 23.1887 17.1832 14.6849 15.9256 16.0809
AXIAL VELOCITY 756.6536 782.5533 783.4830 772.4755 770.3932 539.2683 511.8059 514.1309 484.9321
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 773.5575 793.6679 790.7997 774.9717 770.3980 542.0431 522.6654 532.2673 512.8741
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 774.5787 794.8946 792.0740 776.3336 771.7390 543.3129 523.8851 533.5345 514.1765
MACH NO. 0.7297 0.7510 0.7480 0.7316 0.7268 0.4985 0.4799 0.4891 0.4706
WEIGHT FLOW 14.9669 10.6832 17.7452 28.1759 31.3782 17.8288 8.56L2 4.2911 5.2923
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1555.8811 1512.6665 1468.8068 1355.0984 1197.5206 1014.4168 880.4216 831.9942 781.2947
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1558.9699 1493.9790 1448.0890 1331.3078 1174.3316 997.2335 865.7375 816.0685 765.2137
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 63.6097 62.0210 61.3613 59.7959 56.7340 61.4740 58.8798 56.8864 56.1687
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1740.3385 1691.7096 1649.9468 1540.4414 1404.4810 1135.0265 1011.2756 974.3080 921.1903
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.6396 1.5984 1.5583 1.4517 1.3227 1.0415 0.9263 0.8932 0.8431
MCL INCIDENCE 1.4097 0.8210 0.8613 1.3959 0.6340 9.1740 10.4798 8.8864 8.2687
SURFACE INCIDENCE -0.7902 -1.1789 -1.2386 -1.0040 -1.7658 6.4740 6.7798 5.0864 4.1687
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 52.9328 49.5434 46.1637 39.0359 32.4923 23.1540 20.6249 19.8911 18.9743
STATIC TEMPERATURE 469.2013 466.4449 465.7093 467.8475 469.7654 494.4667 495.5249 494.0265 496.4483
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 721.7014 704.9817 692.0831 665.2055 634.2807 601.8364 580.6448 572.9346 567.0903
STATIC PRESS. 10.5681 10.4710 10.4856 10.5822 10.6192 11.3647 11.5091 11.4595 11.5438
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESSJ-RE UNITS IN PSIA AND-TEM.PERATURE UNITS IN DE G. RANKINE- CORRECTED-TO NASA-STD. S.L. CDTITIONS, VELOCITY
CF% UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
wD
-ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 222 TIME 13H 7M 55S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.8622 ( 24.5162)
MASS AVERAGED TT 630.7547 (622.5711)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 131.1053 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 141.5113
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 26.1930 25.6679 25.3998 24.9543 24.1353 22.9991 22.7084 22.3119 22.5517
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0729 16.5685 16.3348 16.1600 15.8440 15.4203 15.2333 15.1405 15.2359
WEDGE PRESSURE 19.4375 18.9107 18.6619 18.4289 18.0055 17.4290 17.2144 17.0438 17.1764
TOTAL TEMPERAITRE 638.7091 625.6652 616.5057 625.2765 620.2437 623.5618 611.3794 607.8358 610.7207
ANGLE 33.6799 32.0723 31.3339 39.6360 47.8659 54.3312 50.9639 50.6685 53.1632
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6674 0.6757 0.6788 0.6729 0.6611 0.6424 0.6419 0.6326 0.6362
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.01 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.5568 17.9693 17.6398 18.1716 17.9889 17.4384 17.0882 16.9854 16.9030
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.7488 18.1302 17.8039 18.3048 18.1047 17.5398 17.1922 17.0818 17.0083
ANGLE 29.2552 29.0586 23.7195 27.5926 32.0437 41.5030 49.9750 49.8696 48.4988
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7673 0.7230 0.7312 0.6807 0.6546 0.6347 0.6435 0.6299 0.6481
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7786 0.7327 0.7412 0.6890 0.6621 0.6418 0.6508 0.6368 0.6555
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 910.0355 853.0109 856.7234 807.3702 774.2294 754.5001 757.3352 740.6827 761.9195
SWIRL VELOCITY 503.3825 451.8895 444.6418 514.7123 574.1349 611.9918 585.2876 568.8463 605.3121
WEIGHT FLOW 16.4131 10.7384 18.8516 26.5074 25.2357 16.1782 8.4659 3.7001 5.2736
AXIAL VELOCITY 755.3657 721.1497 730.3373 621.3869 519.3945 439.2576 474.5704 466.1196 .453.4402
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 500.0561 449.1672 442.5801 513.4319 574.6659 617.2394 593.6888 578.7764 619.4437
AXIAL VELOCITY 703.0324 675.3000 684.0562 584.5762 503.3367 424.0654 451.1844 440.5415 428.2905
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 870.8753 816.4736 818.7522 779.1708 764.6572 750.6391 751.4300 735.4114 762.9997
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 711.9937 680.8185 687.8241 585.095 503.4472 426.1726 459.9438 452.6829 444.4550
ANGLE 35.3856 33.5906 32.8647 41.2446 48.7298 55.4471 52.7057 52.6609 55.2776
MACH NO. 0.7413 0.6982 0.7050 0.6628 0.6533 0.6382 0.6455 0.6319 0.6565
WEIGHT FLOW 16.4162 10.7475 18.8510 26.1857 25.2569 16.1934 8.4693 3.7009 5.2840
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1514.7320 1477.0748 1440.9677 1342.8506 1201.9685 1037.7753 930.5099 893.2520 858.0888
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1014.6756 1027.9074 998.3873 829.4189 627.3024 420.5358 336.8210 314.4758 238.6449
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.9430 56.4823 55.4358 54.8002 51.2510 44.6187 36.2157 34.7875 28.2331
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1239.5570 1232.9261 1212.3855 1015.0195 804.3428 598.7264 570.0848 551.1958 504.4717
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0552 1.0543 1.0440 0.8635 0.6872 0.5090 0.4895 0.4736 0.4340
DEVIATION -1.0569 0.1823 -0.4641 3.6002 4.2510 5.9187 8.3157 11.8875 9.6331
AIR TURNING ANGLE 8.6666 5.5386 5.9254 4.9957 5.4830 16.8553 22.6640 22.0988 27.9356
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.1517 1.1361 1.1171 1.0621 0.9749 0.8638 0.7879 0.7609 0.7353
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9498 0.9566 0.9663 0.9856 1.0049 1.0234 1.0462 1.0546 1.0661
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.7390 1.6861 1.6708 1.6517 1.5990 1.7076 1.6853 1.6530 1.6785
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2301 1.2052 1.1904 1.2071 1.1940 1.2013 1.1794 1.1741 1.1779
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7409 0.7813 0.8268 0.7415 0.7371 0.8176 0.8937 0.8845 0.8936
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7601 0.7967 0.8388 0.7590 0.7538 0.8308 0.9012 0.8923 0.9011
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1954 0.1561 0.1210 0.2050 0.21% 0.2125 0.1366 0.1533 0.1582
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0147 0.0138 0.0128 0.0119 0.0501 0.0130 0.0015 -0.0004 -0.0034
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1807 0.1423 0.1081 0.1930 0.1695 0.1994 0.1350 0.1537 0.1617
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0342 0.0260 0.0205 0.0348 0.0397 0.0423 0.0296 0.0329 0.0356
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0316 0.0236 0.0183 0.0328 0.0306 0.0397 0.0293 0.0330 0.0364
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3697 0.3457 0.3409 0.4357 0.5424 0.6237 0.5961 0.5930 0.6301
STATIC PRESS. 18.1913 18.5411 18.2343 18.5891 18.1248 17.4897 17.1643 17.0539 16.8886
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7-880 -1.8580 - 1.9100 1.4540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 222 TIME 13H 7M 5RS RADIAL ILFT DISTSTO TICI\ STATOP A'GL F  3
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.8649 ( 24.5191)
MASS AVERAGED TT 630.7753 (622.5914)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 131.2998 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 141.7213
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 26.1930 25.6679 25.3998 24.9543 24.1353 22.9991 22.7034 22.3119 22.5517
STATIC PRESSURE 17.5568 17.9693 17.6398 18.1716 17.9889 17.4384 17.0832 16.9854 16.9030
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.7488 18.1302 17.8039 18.3048 18.1047 17.5398 17.1922 17.0818 17.0083
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 638.7090 625.6651 616.5056 625.2764 620.2436 623.5617 611.3793 607.8357 610.7205
ANGLE 33.6799 32.0723 31.3338 39.6360 47.8659 54.3312 50.9639 50.6685 53.1632
MACH NO. 0.7786 0.7327 0.7412 0.6890 0.6621 0.6418 0.6508 0.6368 0.6555
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 910.0355 853.0109 856.7235 807.3702 774.2294 754.4999 757.3351 740.6827 761.9195
SWIRL VELOCITY 503.3824 451.8895 444.6418 514.7122 574.1348 611.9918 585.2875 568.8462 605.3121
AXIAL VELOCITY 755.3656 721.1498 730.3374 621.3868 519.3946 439.2577 474.5703 466.1197 453.4402
WEIGHT FLOW 16.4131 10.7384 18.8516 26.5074 25.2357 16.1782 8.4659 3.7001 5.2736
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 33.9072 32.0502 30.9384 38.7366 46.3856 52.8173 49.9338 49.0949 51.4229
MACH NO. 0.7747 0.7342 0.7528 0.7055 0.6797 0.6498 0.6504 0.6411 0.6583
SWIRL VELOCITY 505.2495 453.2629 446.3746 515.9990 574.1348 607.4728 577.7925 561.2800 595.5001
AXIAL VELOCITY 750.6957 722.9683 743.7123 642.2385 546.0262 459.8180 484.9735 485.2918 474.0014
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 905.9544 854.5997 868.7534 824.9601 793.0093 763.1914 756.8927 745.2448 .764.8805
WEIGHT FLOW 16.4203 10.7404 18.8447 26.5289 25.2463 16.2071 8.3419 3.6947 5.2751
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 750.9885 723.5015 744.3120 642.6702 546.0295 460.9979 487.9201 489.2575 479.0187
STATIC TEMPERATURE 570.6003 565.0318 553.9671 568.8987 567.9879 575.2041 563.8517 561.8120 562.1747
STATIC PRESS. 17.6235 17.9442 17.4489 17.9073 17.7196 17.3223 17.0942 16.9260 16.8635
MCL INCIDENCE 4.9204 2.7939 1.3433 7.7926 12.7359 18.7428 15.8471 14.9861 17.3572
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 
-1.5027 -3.7297 -5.2215 1.5466 6.6256 12.5073 9.3738 8.4249 10.6729
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
HUB RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIENCE PLOTS
RDG NO= 222 PCT DES SPD100.00 FAN INLFT TOT TEMPz 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRESs 17.640 HUB STATIC PRESs 17.460
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 6.5300 -1.5000 905.9500 505.3000 570.6000 17.6200 26,1900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.5200 -3.7000 654.6000 453.3000 565.0000 17.4400 25.6700
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.5900 -5.2000 86687000 446.4000 554.0000 17.4500 25.4000
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 3.9600 1.1400 824,9600 516.0000 568.9000 17.9100 24.9500
e470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 2.2400 6.6300 793.0000 574.2000 56680000 17.7200 24.1300
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1*4700 -2.8000 12.5000 763.2000 607.5000 175.2000 17.2300 22.9900
.850 865900 -9.2000 1.6200 -5.3000 9.4000 756.9000 577.8000 563,9000 17.0900 22.7100
.900 862700 -9.1000 1.6700 -2.2200 8,4000 745,2000 561.3000 561.8000 16.9300 22.3100
.937 680200 -9.0000 1.7300 -. 4500 10.6700 764.9000 S95.5000 562.2000 16.8600 22.5500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
60500 13.4700 620.9000 24,1300
.1000 13.1500 614.7000 24,7600
.1500 12,8400 610.7000 24.9600
.2622 11.9700 615.1000 24.2700
.4702 10.8300 613.9000 22.7400
.6887 9.5700 612.4000 21.5200
.8500 8.6700 605.8000 20.6700
.9000 6.4ee0 605.6000 20.4200
a9372 8.1200 609.0000 20.1100
-PCT IMtER Off FACT LOSS COeF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF KDV AS SEX *ACH NO EX COR VtL ex C"4 AM EN 04 TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 @3371 .2404 .11468 -0311 10.9300 .6849 799.8844 794,695 909656
91000 *2366 .1177 .0553 .3987 10.0200 .7144 827.0497 823.2144 79.5565
.1500 .2478 .0513 *0253 -1.1910 861900 .7238 834,1779 832.1409 52.2331
r.Sa2 .2613 .0966 0041 .3929 9,360 ,6944 6#6,4545 64.1191 15,694
.4762 .3499 .2166 .0633 -. 7438 9.3400 .6198 725.3885 72461342 26.3521
.6687 .4338 .25SE .0667 1.2257 4.0000 .507 641.6134 647.8391 -31.6846
.6500 .4865 .3630 .1116 .2737 .9000 .4946 582.9015 510.4094 -13,8429
.9000 .4776 .3513 .1051 .2937 3.8800 .4768 562.6150 562.1927 -21.7938
.9372 .5230 .4288 01239 02550 5.5500 .4531 537o1431 537.1266 -4.2187










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 242 TIME IOH 28M 35S RADIAL INLET DISTRjfTIO STATRJK AF;:.,L
ROTOR SPEED 8972.8680 UISIuRTION INDEX 0.091
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 110.8361
THETA 1.0055
DELTA 0.9599
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.1076 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 521.5436 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 116.5267 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 121.7204
FOUIV. SPEED 8948.2696
PERCENT SPEED 70.0122
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.8544 13.8468 13.8159 14.2734 15.1840 15.2030 15.13L3 15.1029 14.6438
STATIC PRESSURE 12.6953 12.6487 12.5951 12.3679 12.1734 12.2458 12.4165 12.5593 12.7704
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7127 12.6681 12.6158 12.4537 12.4454 12.5053 12.6259 12.7350 12.8475
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.9547 523.2653 521.7444 518.6374 517.0679 516.8083 517.6187 517.9740 517.2447
ANGLE 0.5372 0.3255 -1.8364 1.5277 1.8735 1.8581 1.9180 1.5456 2.2253
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3526 0.3587 0.3625 0.4456 0.5406 0.5356 0.5150 0.4995 0.4363
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 12.8402 12.7304 12.7165 12.7621 12.8634 12.9191 13.0235 13.0941 13.1548
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.8500 12.7416 12.7274 12.7788 12.8932 12.9482 13.0495 13.1185 13.1710
ANGLE 3.1712 3.2652 3.2330 4.1465 5.5429 6.1705 7.6833 8.0296 7.8691
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3296 0.3467 0.3443 0.4006 0.4889 0.4843 0.46t6 0.4530 0.3920
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3313 0.3485 0.3461 0.4030 0.4925 0.4878 0.4678 0.4561 0.3943
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 365.9195 384.5458 381.9678 442.8506 537.0366 532.1662 511.3171 498.9963 433.6197
SWIRL VELOCITY 3.3335 2.1369 -12.0490 11.7464 17.5571 17.1410 16.5837 12.8478 15.7726
WEIGHT FLOW 8.9583 6.5133 10.6287 19.7917 27.4121 21.7437 10.5384 5.1351 5.7198
AXIAL VELOCITY 355.4940 376.1368 375.8027 440.4284 536.7199 528.3651 495.2137 476.1347 405.8908
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 0.4870 0.2949 -1.6874 1.4320 1.7373 1.6962 1.6659 1.3139 1.8659
SWIRL VELOCITY 3.3907 2.1668 -12.1860 11.8429 17.5408 16.9531 16.1434 12.3834 15.0312
AXIAL VELOCITY 397.8858 419.9915 412.6485 472.7239 577.3180 571.4688 554.0533 538.8908 460.3774
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 406.7748 425.9566 416.5022 474.2514 577.3216 574.4092 565.8052 557.9009 486.9046
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 407.8033 426.9689 417.6835 475.3994 578.5863 575.6631 567.0553 559.0711 488.1921
MACH NO. 0.3702 0.3881 0.3794 0.4337 0.5327 0.5298 0.52L5 0.5137 0.4458
WEIGHT FLOW 8.9743 6.5174 10.6315 19.7953 27.4445 21.7480 10.5492 5.1380 5.7281
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1086.9288 1057.3245 1026.9429 950.3618 842.3105 713.4450 618.3038 583.7096 548.9331
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1083.5378 1055.1574 1039.1286 938.5188 824.7695 696.4917 602.1601 571.3261 533.9019
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 69.4234 68.0168 68.1584 63.1918 55.0089 50.4871 46.78 9 45.6813 47.6361
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1157.3762 1137.8912 1119.4921 1051.5378 1006.7496 902.7992 826.2768 798.5403 722.5836
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0507 1.0343 1.0170 0.9593 0.9269 0.8309 0.7599 0.7338 0.6599
MCL INCIDENCE 7.2234 6.8168 7.6584 4.7918 -1.0910 -1.8128 -1.6170 -2.3186 -0.2638
SURFACE INCIDENCE 5.0234 4.8168 5.5584 2.3918 -3.4910 -4.5128 -5.3170 -6.1186 -4.3638
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 25.8152 25.0984 24.5591 23.0565 22.4100 20.3194 19.0940 18.7325 17.6219
STATIC TEMPERATURE 509.9643 507.9489 507.1289 499.8150 489.2711 489.3053 490.8907 491.9759 497.4483
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 622.6523 616.7330 612.1214 591.9037 573.4299 556.9485 547.6406 545.0157 540.8174
STATIC PRESS. 12.6029 12.4801 12.5089 12.5422 12.5157 12.5565 12.5703 12.6136 12.7755
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7030 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE&-ALL PRESSHRE-UN-ITS-IN PSI AND -TEMPERATURE- UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION INITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 242 TIME 10H 28M 35S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLr 3.1
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.4665 ( 18.1950)
MASS AVERAGED TT 560.1652 (557.0983)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 110.6976 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 115.6315
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.7638 17.8973 17.9381 18.1889 18.3354 18.1918 18.4896 18.6061 18.4231STATIC PRESSURE 14.2492 14.1153 14.0550 13.9508 14.0803 14.0340 13.8007 13.6715 13.4870
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.0348 14.9421 14.8982 14.8562 14.9898 14.9254 14.7938 14.7192 14.5359
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 570.2540 567.2987 566.6117 565.6347 549.0592 548.7394 550.9515 551.5285 550.5591
ANGLE 31.3086 30.6600 32.1432 32.6726 25.6072 28.5337 3 1.20t6 31.5945 33.4675
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4940 0.5144 0.5220 0.5456 0.5442 0.5393 0.5735 0.5884 0.5918
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2042 14.7611 14.8210 14.9864 15.1052 15.0734 14.9505 14.8731 14.7883
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.2413 14.8101 14.8696 15.0366 15.1558 15.1218 15.0078 14.9347 14.8479
ANGLE 33.7179 27.6400 26.0583 25.4927 20.4855 22.1832 23.0050 24.1421 24.5463
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4729 0.5272 0.5247 0.5286 0.5287 0.5207 0.5541 0.5692 0.5638
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4768 0.5319 0.5294 0.5334 0.5335 0.5253 0.5594 0.5747 0.5692
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 543.0615 601.5355 599.3405 604.8602 597.0225 588.3036 625.0370 641.2797 635.3602
SWIRL VELOCITY 281.4455 306.0156 318.2558 326.2873 258.0201 280.0172 320.83L5 331.6994 345.4381
WEIGHT FLOW 9.4445 6.8963 11.7991 19.7551 24.8646 18.7339 9.28L5 4.2117 5.9705
AXIAL VELOCITY 462.7422 516.2116 506.4965 508.7816 538.3581 515.0071 529.6611 539.2880 522.5446
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 279.5857 304.1720 316.7801 325.4756 258.2588 282.4182 325.4368 337.4897 353.5027
AXIAL VELOCITY 438.5676 484.5292 481.2576 486.6863 521.3843 487.5467 501.1409 505.9587 487.3410
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 525.6786 576.2992 579.2112 586.6748 582.8390 566.4052 606.5791 b00.6978 617.8839
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 444.1577 488.4888 483.9085 487.1136 521.4987 489.9693 510.8703 519.9031 505.7341
ANGLE 32.4588 32.0666 33.3001 33.7189 26.3072 30.0314 32.9474 33.6525 35.9004
MACH NO. 0.4609 0.5084 0.5107 0.5165 0.5201 0.5047 0.5419 0.5551 0.5526
WEIGHT FLOW 9.4533 6.8480 11.8046 19.6953 24.9004 18.5291 9.2934 4.2122 5.9610
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1058.1828 1032.4463 1007.4784 941.7721 845.4390 729.8731 653.4790 626.6871 602.8882
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 778.5968 728.2741 690.6984 616.2966 587.1803 447.4548 328.0421 289.1972 249.3853
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.2972 56.1485 54.9848 51.6777 48.3906 42.4034 32.7056 29.0852 .26.2487
RELATIVE VELOCITY 896.3753 876.9288 843.3453 785.5577 785.3287 663.5402 607.1246 594.9235 563.8795
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.7859 0.7737 0.7436 0.6916 0.7008 0.5913 0.5423 0.5321 0.5043
DEVIATION 4.2972 -0.1514 -0.9151 0.4777 1.3906 3.7034 4.8056 0.1852 7.6487
AIR TURNING ANGLE 9.1261 11.8682 13.1735 11.5141 6.6183 8.0837 14.0773 16.5961 21.3874
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 0.8696 0.8519 0.8332 0.7897 0.7191 0.6297 0.5690 0.5472 0.5281
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9711 0.9754 0.9811 0.9920 1.0026 1.0124 1.0239 1.0280 1.0337
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.2821 1.2925 1.2983 1.2743 1.2075 1.1965 1.2219 1.2319 1.2580
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.0883 1.0841 1.0859 1.0906 1.0618 1.0617 1.0643 1.0647 1.0644
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8322 0.9032 0.9000 0.7908 0.8946 0.8515 0.9151 0.9478 1.0524
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8380 0.9067 0.9036 0.7979 0.8974 0.8552 0.9175 0.9493 1.0507
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.0906 0.0515 0.0558 0.1322 0.0501 0.0831 0.0575 0.0377 -0.0454
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0143 0.0121 0.0098 0.0038 0.0016 -0.0041 -0.0084 -0.0099 -0.0144
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.0763 0.0394 0.0459 0.1284 0.0485 0.0873 0.0659 0.0477 -0.0310
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0136 0.0086 0.0095 0.0242 0.0096 0.0171 0.0130 0.0086 -0.0104
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0115 0.0066 0.0079 0.0235 0.0093 0.0180 0.0149 0.0109 -0.0071
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2926 0.3040 0.3267 0.3421 0.2933 0.3528 0.3730 0.3682 0.3498
STATIC PRESS. 15.3571 15.0026 15.0140 15.1639 15.2470 15.2813 15.1419 15.0915 14.9711
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.600)0 0.5756 C.5534
STRFAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000) 13.3000 15.oo00
SOL-IDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7d80 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.h6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 242 TIME 10H 28M 35S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 17.4663 ( 18.1948)
MASS AVERAGED TT 560.1606 (557.0938)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 111.0423 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 115.9916
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.7638 17.8973 17.9381 18.1889 18.3354 18.1918 18.4896 18.6061 18.4231
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2041 14.7610 14.8210 14.9864 15.1052 15.0734 14.95)5 14.8731 14.7883
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.2413 14.8101 14.8696 15.0366 15.1558 15.1218 15.0078 14.9347 14.8479
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 570.2539 567.2985 566.6115 565.6345 549.0591 548.7392 550.9514 551.5284 550.5590
ANGLE 31.3086 30.6600 32.1432 32.6726 25.6072 28.5337 31.2046 31.5945 33.4675
MACH NO. 0.4768 0.5319 0.5294 0.5334 0.5335 0.5253 0.5594 0.5747 0.5692
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 543.0610 601.5353 599.3404 604.8601 597.0220 588.3035 625.0370 641.2795 635.3598
SWIRL VELOCITY 281.4453 306.0154 318.2557 326.2871 258.0198 280.0172 320.83L5 331.6993 345.4377
AXIAL VELOCITY 462.7419 516.2113 506.4964 508.7814 538.3577 515.0070 529.66L2 539.2878 522.5445
WEIGHT FLOW 9.4445 6.8963 11.7991 19.7551 24.8646 18.7339 9.28L5 4.2117 5.9705
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 31.4775 30.6354 31.8115 31.9455 24.4180 27.0858 29.6658 29.9584 31.6531
MACH NO. 0.4750 0.5330 0.5361 0.5461 0.5592 0.5474 0.5764 0.5921 0.5856
SWIRL VELOCITY 282.4891 306.9454 319.4959 327.1027 258.0198 277.9495 316.7230 327.2874 339.8383
AXIAL VELOCITY 460.3967 517.2946 514.0707 523.5867 567.3299 542.4956 555.0485 566.8335 550.2560
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 541.1524 602.6887 606.4630 618.5099 624.1599 611.6862 642.8607 659.4245 652.5632
WEIGHT FLOW 9.4490 6.9015 11.8151 19.7713 24.8719 18.7581 9.2890 4.2149 5.9711
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 460.5764 517.6760 514.4852 523.9386 567.3334 543.8876 558.4210 571.4656 556.0803
STATIC TEMPERATURE 545.6515 536.8200 535.8390 533.8169 516.7375 517.7119 516.6296 515.3911 515.2185
STATIC PRESS. 15.2211 14.7498 14.7516 14.8507 14.8272 14.8387 14.76L9 14.6767 14.6051
MCL INCIDENCE 2.4897 1.3780 2.2171 0.9970 -9.2318 -7.0546 -4.5439 -4.3067 -2.6217
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -3.9324 -5.1445 -4.3484 -5.2444 -15.3419 -13.2241 -10.8941 -10.7115 -9.0968
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
-l%_I
TIP RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS
0\
kOG N01 242 PCT DES SPD= 70.00 FAN INLET TOT TFMP= 518.688
OUTER wALL STATIC PFRS= 15.160 HUB STATIC PPFS= 15.100
PCT IM- IN RADTUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT TN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 3.6900 -3.9000 541.2000 282.5000 545.7000 15.2200 17.7600
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.6000 -5.1000 602.7000 306.9000 536.8000 14.7500 17.9000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.1000 -4.3000 606.5000 319.5000 535.8000 14.7500 17.9400
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.5500 -5.2000 618,5000 327.1000 533.8000 14.8500 18.1900
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .0900 -15.3400 624.2000 258.0000 516.7000 14.8200 18.3400
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .0200 -13.2200 611.7000 277.9000 517.7000 14.8400 18.1900
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 -. 2000 -10.9000 642.9000 316.7000 516.6000 14.7600 18.4500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .2400 -10.7000 659.4000 327.3000 515.4000 14.6700 18.6100
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.1000 -9.1000 652.6000 339.8000 515.2000 14.6100 18.4200
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 565.9000 17.2600
.1000 13.1500 565.7000 17.7500
.1500 12.8400 563.6000 17.6900
.2822 11.9700 557.1000 17.9500
*4702 10.8300 548.9000 18.0100
.6887 9.5700 546.9000 17.9600
8500 8.6700 549.4000 18.2100
.9000 8.4000 551.3000 18.1600
*9372 8.1200 552.9000 17.7100
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF OEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .3028 .1969 .0944 1.5255 8.0900 .4349 497;8027 496.7706 32.0376
.1000 *2818 .0476 .0223 1.0634 11.1000 e4808 547.9812 544.3496 62.9834
.1500 .3122 ,0784 .0358 1.2136 9.7000 .4758 541.5580 539.4140 48.1414
.2822 .2775 .0719 .0306 -.9433 10.9500 .4991 563.5535 560.9116 54.5037
.4702 .2517 .0937 .0361 .5545 7.1900 .5052 565.9168 565.9161 .8889
.6887 .2353 .0687 .0234 .9380 6,8200 .5023 561.8046 561.8045 .1961
.8500 .2415 .0650 .0201 .8120 6.0000 .5234 585.5824 585.5788 -2.0441
.9000 .2627 .1142 .0342 .5680 6.3400 .5197 582.6494 582.6443 2.4406
.9372 .3120 .1864 .0538 .3773 7.1000 .4824 543.5623 543.4621 10.4350










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 243 TIME 10H 39M 29S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR A.';L C
ROTOR SPEED 8962.8739 DISTORTION INDEX 0.081
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 106.0534
THETA 1.0069
DELT4 0.9636
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.1620 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 522.2974 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 111.2935 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 115.8911
EQUIV. SPEED 8931.8523
PERCENT SPEED 69.8838
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.9521 13.9360 13.9097 14.2696 15.1436 15.1509 15.0920 15.0655 14.6593
STATIC PRESSURE 12.9200 12.8804 12.8148 12.5794 12.3556 12.4517 12.6660 12.8000 12.9923
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.9311 12.8926 12.8289 12.6375 12.5800 12.6574 12.8196 12.9275 13.0438
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.4333 521.6850 521.1614 518.1863 517.7801 517.8683 517.7330 517.4654 517.0868
ANGLE 0.0180 -1.8505 -2.8418 0.9871 1.8711 1.7787 1.8474 1.6664 2.2643
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3312 0.3352 0.3418 0.4201 0.5215 0.5133 0.4884 0.4726 0.4117
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.0757 12.9693 12.9280 12.9283 13.0287 13.0945 13.2052 13.2693 13.3325
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.0837 12.9785 12.9373 12.9425 13.0549 13.1196 13.2275 13.2902 13.3464
ANGLE 3.7266 4.2275 5.0551 3.6772 5.4689 6.1241 7.5794 8.0172 7.3285
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3043 0.3204 0.3233 0.3759 0.4653 0.4581 0.4380 0.4269 0.3685
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.3058 0.3220 0.3250 0.3781 0.4685 0.4612 0.4409 0.4297 0.3705
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 338.2904 355.9251 359.1123 416.2853 512.0004 504.3492 483.0140 471.1536 408.2118
SWIRL VELOCITY 0.1035 -11.2429 -17.5264 7.1353 16.7164 15.5513 15.0893 13.0787 15.1084
WEIGHT FLOW 8.4459 6.1458 10.1610 18.8466 26.4178 20.8308 10.0773 4.9088 5.4558
AXIAL VELOCITY 328.6658 347.9736 353.0709 414.0933 511.6995 500.7687 467.8198 449.5434 382.0989
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 0.0164 -1.6893 -2.6243 0.9268 1.7406 1.6268 1.6097 1.4219 1.9037
SWIRL VELOCITY 0.1052 -11.3999 -17.7257 7.1940 16.7009 15.3807 14.6887 12.6060 14.3982
AXIAL VELOCITY 365.4095 385.5450 385.7386 443.6745 548.5770 540.5516 521.6706 506.8396 432.1690
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 373.5729 391.0208 389.3409 445.1082 548.5802 543.3331 532.7392 524.7188 457.0707
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 374.5880 392.1943 390.7465 446.1663 549.8313 544.5527 533.9598 525.9029 458.3524
MACH NO. 0.3393 0.3556 0.3543 0.4061 0.5048 0.4997 0.4895 0.4818 0.4176
WEIGHT FLOW 8.4295 6.1221 10.1348 18.8524 26.4346 20.8506 10.0918 4.9124 5.4651
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1086.5132 1056.9817 1025.6313 949.0307 840.1866 711.4066 617.10L1 582.9249 548.0095
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1086.4077 1068.3816 1043.3572 941.8366 823.4854 696.0258 602.4124 570.3188 533.6112
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 71.0241 69.8979 69.5366 64.7050 56.3299 52.0238 48.5124 47.3847 49.4180
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1148.8422 1137.6887 1113.6336 1041.7187 989.4788 882.9849 804.1838 774.9795 702.6055
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0407 1.0317 1.0098 0.9482 0.9085 0.8103 0.7373 0.7100 0.6401
MCL INCIDENCE 8.8241 8.6979 9.0366 6.3050 0.2299 -0.2761 0.1124 -0.6152 1.5181
SURFACE INCIDENCE 6.6241 6.6979 6.9366 3.9050 -2.1700 -2.9761 -3.5875 -4.4152 -2.5819
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 25.9755 25.4899 24.7587 23.0661 22.2433 20.1695 18.95?6 18.5739 17.5663
STATIC TEMPERATURE 510.6630 508.8006 508.3847 501.6222 492.6439 493.2083 494.0291 494.4833 499.6420
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 621.3751 617.2198 612.1648 591.9199 574.0490 558.0447 547.7955 544.3900 540.6329
STATIC PRESS. 12.8831 12.7687 12.7529 12.7369 12.7244 12.7740 12.8103 12.8522 13.0012
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA-AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKI.NE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CUNOITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 243 TIME O1H 39M 29S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.0997 ( 18.7821)
MASS AVERAGED TT 567.0230 (563.1045)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 105.8411 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 110.2134
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500TOTAL PRESSURE 18.5965 18.9052 18.8444 18.9137 18.9550 18.4899 18.7358 18.6774 18.6978
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2347 15.1092 14.9791 14.7841 14.8131 14.6488 14.4209 14.2898 14.1701
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.9698 15.9035 15.7831 15.6312 15.6626 15.4452 15.2939 15.1807 15.0873
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 577.3642 578.8820 576.6964 570.9852 556.0938 552.5538 552.1544 551.8426 552.4621
ANGLE 37.2034 37.5411 38.3920 36.9992 30.2115 33.3562 35.0559 35.5278 37.5892
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4716 0.5032 0.5097 0.5290 0.5293 0.5135 0.5459 0.5523 0.5622
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.3861 15.8496 15.6557 15.7991 15.8291 15.7128 15.5445 15.4469 15.3512
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.4360 15.8959 15.7049 15.8467 15.8769 15.7538 15.5938 15.4972 15.4040
ANGLE 30.1346 33.5016 33.7517 30.9718 24.4384 26.8948 27.8321 28.4364 28.8142
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5228 0.5040 0.5170 0.5092 0.5096 0.4838 0.5188 0.5233 0.5335
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5275 0.5083 0.5216 0.5136 0.5140 0.4878 0.5234 0.5280 0.5383
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 602.4825 582.8275 596.4379 586.5938 579.5653 549.6310 587.61L9 592.4311 603.9699SWIRL VELOCITY 363.4416 354.4130 369.7981 352.7816 291.6205 301.2367 334.6533 340.2601 363.7216
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8780 6.4634 11.2946 18.9609 23.9312 17.1794 8.6349 3.8358 5.5654
AXIAL VELOCITY 478.7594 461.1965 466.7044 468.1723 500.8251 457.6124 476.9271 476.5395 472.4886
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 361.0400 352.2780 368.0835 351.9040 291.8902 303.8196 339.4569 346.1998 372.2131
AXIAL VELOCITY 453.7830 438.2097 444.3948 450.6537 484.7424 440.8188 451.8485 448.9721 443.1480
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 585.2156 565.8311 579.6966 572.8727 566.7862 538.0079 573.0099 577.6170 592.4352
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 459.5672 441.7906 446.8426 451.0494 484.8489 443.0092 460.6209 461.3458 459.8732
ANGLE 38.4456 38.7326 39.5715 37.9241 31.0025 34.5149 36.8556 37.5742 39.9645
MACH NO. 0.5116 0.4927 0.5062 0.5010 0.5021 0.4770 0.5097 0.5141 0.5275
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8941 6.4712 11.3065 18.9814 23.9326 17.2058 8.6389 3.8397 5.5706ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1057.7780 1032.1117 1006.1921 940.4531 843.3072 727.7878 652.2080 625.8443 601.8737
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 696.7376 679.8335 638.1087 588.5489 551.4169 423.9681 312.7511 279.6446 229.6604
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.5914 56.9823 54.9981 52.5345 48.6757 43.7420 34.1757 31.2222 26.5376
RELATIVE VELOCITY 834.6529 810.7726 779.0062 741.5088 734.2608 613.1934 556.7629 539.4822 514.0305
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.7296 0.7061 0.6802 0.6485 0.6504 0.5437 0.4953 0.4801 0.4576
DEVIATION 0.5914 0.6823 -0.9018 1.3345 1.6757 5.0420 6.2757 8.3222 7.9376AIR TURNING ANGLE 14.4327 12.9156 14.5384 12.1704 7.6541 8.2817 14.3367 16.1624 22.8804
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 0.8689 0.8501 0.8317 0.7883 0.7174 0.6280 0.5679 0.5465 0.5272
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9712 0.9755 0.9812 0.9920 1.0026 1.0123 1.0238 1.0279 1.0336
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3328 1.3565 1.3547 1.3254 1.2516 1.2203 1.2414 1.2397 1.2754
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1051 1.1096 1.1065 1.1018 1.0739 1.0669 1.0664 1.0664 1.0684
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8128 0.8294 0.8495 0.8219 0.8948 0.8740 0.9585 0.9529 1.0521
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8202 0.8365 0.8558 0.8289 0.8981 0.8775 0.9597 0.9544 1.0503
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1193 0.1148 0.1023 0.1274 0.0608 0.0791 0.0304 0.0367 -0.0503SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0129 0.0117 0.0089 0.0028 0.0005 -0.0053 -0.0097 -0.0113 -0.0155
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1063 0.1030 0.0934 0.1245 0.0603 0.0844 0.0402 0.0481 -0.0347
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0200 0.0188 0.0175 0.0228 0.0116 0.0159 0.0067 0.0082 -0.0115
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0178 0.0169 0.0160 0.0223 0.0115 0.0170 0.0089 0.0107 -0.0079ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3635 0.3756 0.3949 0.3856 0.3416 0.4012 0.4229 0.4236 0.4091
STATIC PRESS. 15.5561 16.0149 15.8213 15.9344 15.9572 15.8226 15.6913 15.5963 15.4694
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 -5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 243 TIME 10H 39M 29S RAUIAL INLET DISTOT ION STATOR ANGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.0998 ( 18.7823)
MASS AVERAGED TT 567.0316 (563.1131)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 105.7499 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 110.1184
MEASURING PLANE
IiMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.950r)
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.5965 18.9052 18.8444 18.9137 18.9550 18.4898 18.7358 18.6774 18.6978
STATIC PRESSURE 15.3861 15.8496 15.6557 15.7991 15.8291 15.7128 15.5444 15.4469 15.3512
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.4360 15.8959 15.7049 15.8467 15.8769 15.7538 15.5938 15.4972 15.4040
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 577.3641 578.8818 576.6963 570.9851 556.0937 552.5537 552.1542 551.8425 552.4619
ANGLE 37.2034 37.5411 38.3920 36.9992 30.2114 33.3562 35.0559 35.5278 37.5892
MACH NO. 0.5275 0.5083 0.5216 0.5136 0.5140 0.4878 0.5234 0.5280 0.5383
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 602.4824 582.8275 596.4379 586.5938 579.5652 549.6310 587.61L8 592.4311 603.9698
SWIRL VELOCITY 363.4414 354.4129 369.7981 352.7815 291.6203 301.2366 334.6531 340.2600 363.7215
AXIAL VELOCITY 478.7592 461.1965 466.7042 468.1723 500.8251 457.6124 476.9270 476.5394 472.4884
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8780 6.4634 11.2946 18.9609 23.9312 17.1794 8.6349 3.8357 5.5654
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 37.3718 37.5140 38.0554 36.2375 28.9294 31.8825 33.4687 33.8879 36.2474
MACH NO. 0.5262 0.5094 0.5272 0.5246 0.5358 0.5042 0.5366 0.5403 0.5434
SWIRL VELOCITY 364.7895 355.4901 371.2392 353.6635 291.6203 299.0123 330.3676 335.7343 357.8258
AXIAL VELOCITY 476.6212 462.0578 473.2258 481.5614 526.6339 479.7146 498.7290 498.8578 487.0634
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 601.1361 584.0430 602.5494 598.5430 602.8602 567.1680 601.5922 605.5354 .609.3544
WEIGHT FLOW 9.8862 6.4683 11.3071 18.9906 23.9472 17.1825 8.6466 3.8366 5.4844
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 476.8071 462.3986 473.6073 481.8850 526.6370 480.9454 501.7592 502.9344 492.2190
STATIC TEMPERATURE 547.1018 550.3583 546.3646 541.2205 525.9068 525.8278 522.0930 521.4014 521.6587
STATIC PRESS. 15.3995 15.8376 15.5944 15.6794 15.5904 15.5438 15.4014 15.3125 15.2955
MCL INCIDENCE 8.3863 8.2616 8.4661 5.2918 -4.7204 -2.2456 -0.7179 -0.3451 2.0210
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 1.9618 1.7340 1.8954 -0.9524 -10.8305 -8.4274 -7.0913 -6.7821 -4.5025
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
-1
TIP RADIAL DIST. STATOR INIDOENCE PLnTS
00
O
RDG NOD 243 PCT DES SPDz 70.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 16.160 HUB STATIC PRES= 16,080
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL A'G SnLIOTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT Is STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRFS PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.5000 1.9600 601.1000 364.8000 547.1000 15.4000 18.5900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.1000 1.7300 584.0000 355.5000 550.4000 15.8300 18.9100
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 8.1000 1.8900 602.5000 371.2000 546.4000 15.9V00 18,8400
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.8000 -.9500 598.5000 353.6600 541.2000 15.6700 18.9100
o470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 -.2000 -10.8300 602.9000 291.6000 525.9000 15.5900 18.9600
.689 9,4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .0800 -8.4300 567,2000 299.0000 525,8000 15.5400 18.4900
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .1200 -7.0900 601.6000 330.4000 522.1000 15.4000 18,7400
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 .4500 -6.7800 605,6000 335.7000 521.4000 15.3100 18,6800
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 .7400 -4.5000 609.4000 357.8000 521.6000 15.3000 18.7000
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 576.3000 18.1100
.1000 13.1500 577.4000 18.5000
.1500 12.8400 575.5000 18.5700
.2822 11.9700 562.3000 18.6700
.4702 10.8300 553.9700 18.6200
*6887 9.5700 551.1000 18.4200
.8500 8.6700 552.4000 18.5000
,9000 8.4000 553.8000 16.4200
.9372 8.1200 555,6000 18.0100
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .4714 .1505 .0720 .7066 9.9000 .4072 471,4564 469.2859 45.1871
01000 .3634 .1331 00624 06309 10.6000 .4447 513.7620 510.8531 54.5944
.1500 .3630 .0931 .0423 .3088 12.7000 .4514 520.3309 515,1399 73.3153
.2822 .3375 *0741 .0315 -2.4315 11,2000 .4613 525.1902 522.5016 53.0738
.4702 .3275 .1009 .0388 .8839 6.9000 .4585 518.2420 518.2389 -1.8090
.6887 .2975 .0237 .0081 1.1841 6.8800 .4424 499.4566 499.4561 .6974
.8500 .3217 .0719 .0222 .7577 6.3200 .4509 509.2291 509.2279 1.0665
.9000 .3330 .0772 .0231 .6552 6.5500 .4441 502.4554 502.4399 3.9462
.9372 .4098 .2029 .0586 .4630 6.7400 .4053 460.7368 460,6984 5.9505










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 244 TIME 10H 46M 56S RAOIAL INLET DISTUOTI(ON' STATOR ANGLe 3
ROTOR SPEED 8963.9330 DISTuRTION INDEX 0.073
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 101.8629
THETA 1.0088
DELTA 0.9669
MASS AVERAGED PT 14.2106 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 523.3020 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 107.7250 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 111.8984
EOUIV. SPEED 8924.3287
PERCENT SPEED 69.8249
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.0458 14.0324 14.0079 14.3098 15.0930 15.1113 15.0504 15.0236 14.6684
STATIC PRESSURE 13.1146 13.0579 12.9828 12.7615 12.5170 12.6034 12.8399 12.9725 13.1363
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.1213 13.0664 12.9935 12.8028 12.6993 12.7721 12.9592 13.0690 13.1728
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.9568 522.2224 521.9678 518.4785 517.6295 517.6763 517.4419 516.9243 516.8593
ANGLE -0.1765 -1.6414 -3.0788 0.8396 1.8776 1.7648 1.8933 1.7234 2.5430
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.3133 0.3208 0.3294 0.4018 0.5028 0.4960 0.4672 0.4506 0.3949
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 13.2414 13.1150 13.0571 13.0745 13.1408 13.2275 13.3490 13.4143 13.4573
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.2486 13.1235 13.0660 13.0872 13.1642 13.2497 13.3683 13.4322 13.4695
ANGLE 4.8442 4.2177 4.5493 3.5248 5.1615 6.2110 7.5679 7.8303 7.5802
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.2900 0.3107 0.3168 0.3594 0.4462 0.4374 0.4149 0.4031 0.3510
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.2914 0.3122 0.3184 0.3614 0.4492 0.4402 0.4174 0.4055 0.3529
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 322.6862 345.2950 352.0001 398.3487 491.7181 482.2965 458.2282 445.5353 389.2963
SWIRL VELOCITY -0.9661 -9.6748 -18.6108 5.8075 16.1107 14.7554 14.6711 12.7902 16.1813
WEIGHT FLOW 8.1685 6.0343 10.0659 18.2351 25.5692 20.1027 9.6531 4.6882 5.2519
AXIAL VELOCITY 313.5040 337.6168 346.0066 396.2673 491.4270 478.8758 443.8028 425.0887 364.3281
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE -0.1607 -1.4943 -2.8349 0.7889 1.7487 1.6193 1.6783 1.4783 2.1440
SWIRL VELOCITY -0.9826 -9.8099 -18.8225 5.8553 16.0958 14.5936 14.28L6 12.3279 15.4207
AXIAL VELOCITY 349.3459 375.0544 379.1157 424.2037 526.2044 515.2188 486.4287 476.6994 410.9048
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 357.1504 380.3812 382.6561 425.5745 526.2076 517.8699 496.7498 493.5156 434.5813
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 358.1663 381.5135 384.1192 426.6137 527.4500 519.0767 497.97?5 494.7016 435.9089
MACH NO. 0.3241 0.3457 0.3481 0.3877 0.4833 0.4752 0.4551 0.4520 0.3965
WEIGHT FLOW 8.1781 6.0293 10.0698 18.2456 25.5982 20.1036 9.5588 4.6838 5.2575
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1086.0937 1055.5477 1023.9756 947.9643 839.6008 710.9392 616.7545 582.7388 547.6685
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1087.0762 1065.3575 1042.7982 942.1090 823.5050 696.3454 602.47?8 570.4108 532.2476
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 71.8127 70.3513 69.8495 65.6903 57.4222 53.3621 50.4939 49.1340 50.7684
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1144.2423 1131.2276 1110.7893 1033.7711 977.2690 867.8053 780.8544 754.2717 687.1305
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0355 1.0252 1.0068 0.9397 0.8954 0.7946 0.7137 0.6892 0.6250
MCL INCIDENCE 9.6127 9.1513 9.3495 7.2903 1.3222 1.0621 2.0939 1.1340 2.8684
SURFACE INCIDENCE 7.4127 7.1513 7.2495 4.8903 -1.0777 -1.6378 -1.6050 -2.6659 -1.2315
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 26.1420 25.5762 24.9180 23.1039 22.1193 20.0576 18.7475 18.4313 17.5119
STATIC TEMPERATURE 511.2059 510.0181 509.6021 503.3264 494.5053 495.2784 496.8374 496.6098 501.0884
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 620.9314 617.3156 613.0077 592.2985 573.8892 557.8802 547.50J2 543.8352 540.2755
STATIC PRESS. 13.0596 12.9184 12.8810 12.8997 12.8633 12.9454 13.0554 13.0580 13.1617
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7030 15.0000 19.0000
NOTEt ALL-PRE-SSldRE- UNITS IN PSIA-AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. -RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
zo UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UIJNITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 244 TIME 10H 46M 56S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.,
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.4931 ( 19.1246)
MASS AVERAGED TT 572.3166 (567.2706)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 100.7020 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 104.6033
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.0815 19.3152 19.4083 19.3140 19.2274 18.7811 18.87)1 18.8854 18.9425
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7931 15.6452 15.5528 15.3226 15.2239 15.0557 14.8232 14.7165 14.6217
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.4838 16.3807 16.3167 16.1070 16.0096 15.7939 15.6138 15.5282 15.4608
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 586.2958 586.1037 584.0172 574.4420 559.1836 554.9661 555.0336 554.4393 555.9507
ANGLE 43.6310 42.5580 41.9215 39.7204 33.1368 36.1560 3 7.8445 38.3546 41.4566
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4621 0.4910 0.5042 0.5160 0.5183 0.5037 0.5273 0.5362 0.5465
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8107 16.4170 16.2907 16.2743 16.2421 16.0775 15.8777 15.7871 15.7013
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8614 16.4597 16.3379 16.3199 16.2867 16.1167 15.92?7 15.8344 15.7515
ANGLE 33.1560 36.7386 38.1963 34.8715 27.0827 30.1417 31.9255 32.1231 32.2098
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5208 0.4836 0.5022 0.4965 0.4928 0.4726 0.4936 0.5081 0.5202
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5254 0.4877 0.5065 0.5008 0.4969 0.4765 0.50?8 0.5125 0.5248
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 605.1019 563.4260 583.3166 574.1801 562.8864 538.6881 567.2433 577.5798 591.5525
SWIRL VELOCITY 416.7245 380.3970 389.1390 366.7001 307.6835 316.8617 345.2634 354.5321 387.1631
WEIGHT FLOW 9.1412 5.9341 10.7798 18.3073 22.9593 16.5878 8.1607 3.6644 5.2445
AXIAL VELOCITY 437.1324 414.2894 433.3776 441.3750 471.3251 433.6359 444.3999 448.0384 438.2786
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 413.9708 378.1054 387.3347 365.7879 307.9681 319.5785 350.2193 360.7210 396.2019
AXIAL VELOCITY 414.8483 384.9765 412.8590 425.1995 456.4426 416.5599 421.6381 422.8464 411.9022
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 590.5351 542.5682 568.5007 561.9274 551.5313 527.4662 555.2267 565.5100 583.5868
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 420.1361 388.1226 415.1330 425.5728 456.5428 418.6297 429.8239 434.5001 427.4482
ANGLE 44.8710 44.4105 43.1045 40.6384 33.9502 37.4289 39.6472 40.4002 43.8179
MACH NO. 0.5121 0.4688 0.4930 0.4896 0.4864 0.4661 0.4917 0.5012 0.5173
WEIGHT FLOW 9.1576 5.8194 10.7864 18.3294 22.9573 16.5644 8.1659 3.6697 5.2516
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1057.3693 1030.7118 1004.5675 939.3960 842.7193 727.3096 651.8419 625.6445 601.4991
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 643.3982 652.6061 617.2328 573.6082 534.7512 407.7311 301.6225 264.9234 205.2971
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.8558 59.2591 56.0765 53.4276 49.5112 44.2445 35.0588 31.3716 25.6543
RELATIVE VELOCITY 768.4239 759.2982 743.8491 714.2397 703.1286 584.3761 525.0948 508.8956 474.1927
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.6664 0.6561 0.6451 0.6223 0.6201 0.5164 0.4650 0.4510 0.4203
DEVIATION 0.8558 2.9591 0.1765 2.2276 2.5112 5.5445 7.1588 8.4716 7.0543
AIR TURNING ANGLE 14.9568 11.0922 13.7729 12.2626 7.9110 9.1175 15.4351 17.7624 25.1140
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 0.8686 0.8494 0.8305 0.7874 0.7169 0.6276 0.5676 0.5464 0.5270
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9712 0.9755 0.9812 0.9920 1.0026 1.0123 1.0238 1.0279 1.0336
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.3585 1.3764 1.3855 1.3497 1.2739 1.2428 1.2537 1.2570 1.2913
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1232 1.1223 1.1188 1.1079 1.0802 1.0720 1.0726 1.0725 1.0756
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7410 0.7802 0.8202 0.8279 0.8917 0.8893 0.9183 0.9303 1.0017
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7520 0.7899 0.8283 0.8350 0.8953 0.8926 0.9209 0.9326 1.0016
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1891 0.1631 0.1347 0.1314 0.0689 0.0766 0.0683 0.0619 -0.0019
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0122 0.0109 0.0085 0.0023 -0.0002 -0.0063 -0.0111 -0.0126 -0.0164
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1768 0.1521 0.1262 0.1290 0.0601 0.0830 0.0795 0.0745 0.0145
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0315 0.0251 0.0225 0.0231 0.0129 0.0153 0.0150 0.0138 -0.0004
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0294 0.0234 0.0210 0.0226 0.0129 0.0166 0.0175 0.0166 0.0033
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.4329 0.4238 0.4294 0.4105 0.3696 0.4287 0.4498 0.4534 0.4629
STATIC PRESS. 15.9564 16.6163 16.4379 16.3952 16.3545 16.1831 15.9958 15.9075 15.7i24
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20)0 13.3001 1",io00(
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8540 1.9100 1. 440
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 ?f0.Sr0)0 25.1000 2).3)00
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 244 TIME 10H 46M 56S RADIAL INLET DISTOrTI On STATI R A4.L
=
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.4928 ( 19.1244)
MASS AVERAGED TT 572.3534 (567.3070)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 100.5165 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 104.4106
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3610 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.0815 19.3152 19.4083 19.3140 19.2274 18.7811 18.871 18.8854 18.9425
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8107 16.4169 16.2907 16.2743 16.2421 16.0775 15.8777 15.7871 15.7013
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8614 16.4597 16.3379 16.3199 16.2867 16.1167 15.92 7 15.8344 15.7515
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 586.2957 586.1035 584.0171 574.4419 559.1835 554.9660 555.0385 554.4392 555.9506
ANGLE 43.6310 42.5580 41.9215 39.7204 33.1368 36.1560 37.8445 38.3546 41.4566
MACH NO. 0.5254 0.4877 0.5065 0.5008 0.4969 0.4765 0.50?8 0.5125 0.5248
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 605.1016 563.4260 583.3165 574.1797 562.8864 538.6876 567.2431 577.5797 591.5525
SWIRL VELOCITY 416.7242 380.3970 389.1389 366.6998 307.6834 316.8613 345.2632 354.5320 387.1630
AXIAL VELOCITY 437.1320 414.2896 433.3776 441.3747 471.3252 433.6355 444.3947 448.0384 438.2786
WEIGHT FLOW 9.1412 5.9341 10.7798 18.3073 22.9593 16.5878 8.16)7 3.6644 5.2445
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 43.8315 42.5452 41.6228 38.9934 32.2666 34.6294 36.2707 36.6765 39.5782
MACH NO. 0.5245 0.4886 0.5112 0.5102 0.5094 0.4911 0.5132 0.5229 0.5342
SWIRL VELOCITY 418.2699 381.5532 390.6553 367.6165 307.6834 314.5217 340.84?0 349.8164 380.8873
AXIAL VELOCITY 434.6974 414.7427 438.6626 453.0814 486.3406 454.4290 463.50?8 468.7212 459.7746
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 604.0889 564.5116 588.4046 584.4701 576.3415 554.4383 578.4141 588.7508 601.5848
WEIGHT FLOW 9.1390 5.9360 10.7805 18.3177 22.6586 16.6035 8.1646 3.6674 5.2489
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 434.8671 415.0487 439.0163 453.3860 486.3436 455.5949 466.3190 472.5516 464.5413
STATIC TEMPERATURE 555.7733 559.4357 555.0563 546.0489 531.6060 529.4386 527.2683 525.6959 525.9457
STATIC PRESS. 15.8209 16.4064 16.2395 16.1713 16.1067 15.9264 15.7662 15.6740 15.5980
MCL INCIDENCE 14.8486 13.2966 12.0363 8.0496 -1.3831 0.5083 2.10tO 2.4662 5.3871
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 8.4215 6.7652 5.4628 1.8034 -7.4933 -5.6805 -4.2892 -3.9934 -1.1717
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
TIP DADIAL DIST. STATOP INCIDENCE PLrTS
RDG NO= 244 PC
T DES SPD= 70.00 FAN IKNLFT TOT TEMP
= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PPES= 16.740 HUb STATIC PRES= 16.620
PCT Im
' IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIOTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRFS PHES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 100400 4.5000 8.4200 60400000 418.3000 555.8000 15.8200 19.0800
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.1000 6.8000 5640.5000 381.6000 559.4000 16.4100 19.3200
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 8.6000 5.5000 588.4000 390.7000 555.1000 16.2300 19.4100
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 6.6000 1.8000 584.5000 367.6000 546.1000 16.1700 19.3100
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .7000 -7.5000 576.3000 307.7000 531.6000 16.1100 19.2300
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 *7000 -5.6000 554.4000 314.5000 529.4000 15.9200 18.7800
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.2000 -4.2000 578.4000 340.8000 527.3000 15.7700 18.8700
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.1000 -3.9900 588.7000 349.8000 525.7000 15.6700 18.8800
.937 8.0200 -q.0000 1.7300 1.5400 -1.2000 601.6000 380.9000 525.9000 15.6000 18.9400
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 584.7000 18.6500
.1000 13.1500 584.0000 18.8300
.1500 12.8400 581.0000 19.0000
.2822 11.9700 566.0000 19.0700
.4702 10.8300 557.8000 18.9400
.6887 9.5700 553.9000 18.6500
,8500 8.6700 554,4000 18,6300
.9000 8,4000 555.1000 18.5500
.9372 8.1200 557.3000 18.2700
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX CON AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 5377 .1319 .0632 .8138 8.9000 .3967 462.9462 461.5191 36.3223
.1000 .4132 .1684 .0788 .5941 11.6000 .4148 483.1668 479.4618 59*7201
.1500 .3959 .1289 .0565 .9362 13.2000 .4312 500.2736 494.6487 74.8086
.2822 .3670 .0764 .0324 -4.4759 12.0000 .4393 502.6486 499.3175 57.7730
.4702 .3531 .0929 .0357 .8416 7.8000 .4299 488.7826 488.7461 5.9715
.6887 .3587 .0455 .0155 .9985 7.5000 .4053 460.0898 460,0555 5.6209
.8500 .3800 .0774 *0239 .8595 7.4000 .4053 460.3258 460,2248 9.6403
.9000 .4033 .1028 .0308 .7325 7.2000 .3980 452,5774 452,4939 8,6883
.9372 .0751 .2006 .0580 .5860 7.5400 .3695 421.9063 421.7539 11.3387










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 246 TIME 11H 17M 46S RADIAL INLET OISTOITIuC STATOR ANGLE 3
ROTOR SPEED 11531.8759 DISTURTION INDEX 0.137
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 131.2407
THETA 1.0083
DELTA 0.9383
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.7897 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 523.0054 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 137.7040 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 147.3637
FOUIV. SPEED 11484.1850
PERCENT SPEED 89.8535
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.3624 13.3876 13.3836 14.0144 15.4728 15.4874 15.3877 15.3329 14.6317
STATIC PRESSURE 11.5433 11.3977 11.2476 11.1169 11.0597 11.1633 11.25L3 11.4716 11.7166
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.6285 11.5075 11.3810 11.3953 11.7399 11.8069 11.8370 11.9713 11.9819
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.9243 521.3951 519.8924 517.6309 518.5268 518.1588 517.9096 517.9238 516.7543
ANGLE 1.9573 2.4183 2.0659 1.7662 2.0120 1.7956 1.7592 1.2961 1.9615
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4500 0.4699 0.4867 0.5516 0.6405 0.6347 0.6237 0.6051 0.5418
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5t 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.6910 11.5931 11.5172 11.5355 11.7339 11.8593 12.0386 12.1507 12.2517
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7108 11.6149 11.5403 11.5694 11.7928 11.9155 12.0887 12.1972 12.2830
ANGLE 1.0165 0.8654 1.9210 4.1376 5.7341 5.5781 6.8603 7.4756 6.9796
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4382 0.4550 0.4649 0.5305 0.6350 0.6235 0.5973 0.5810 0.5061
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4410 0.4580 0.4681 0.5346 0.6411 0.6293 0.6026 0.5860 0.5099
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 483.1470 501.0491 511.6130 580.6098 688.1177 676.4309 649.6430 632.9998 555.1480
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.0330 20.6810 18.1551 17.8041 24.1578 21.0551 19.3263 13.6668 17.8546
WEIGHT FLOW 10.7021 7.6812 12.8510 23.4619 32.2318 25.4805 12.4128 6.0547 6.7964
AXIAL VELOCITY 469.1425 489.6823 503.2891 577.3658 687.6560 671.6224 629.2357 604.0583 519.7229
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 1.7521 2.1628 1.8712 1.6320 1.8190 1.5983 1.4833 1.0680 1.6173
SWIRL VELOCITY 16.3080 20.9699 18.3616 17.9504 24.1354 20.8242 18.8132 13.1728 17.0153
AXIAL VELOCITY 532.1258 554.2481 561.0166 629.0319 758.9669 745.2869 725.5340 705.5921 601.6288
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 544.0139 562.1199 566.2557 631.0647 758.9714 749.1219 740.9283 730.4825 636.2949
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 545.2726 563.5173 567.5568 632.3195 760.3505 750.4122 742.1846 731.6327 637.5771
MACH NO. 0.5004 0.5180 0.5220 0.5854 0.7149 0.7047 0.6962 0.6853 0.5906
WEIGHT FLOW 10.7131 7.6802 12.8643 23.4682 32.2400 25.4715 12.4126 6.0548 6.7990
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1397.6719 1359.3983 1320.3203 1220.8767 1079.4970 914.4388 793.3063 749.1676 704.8331
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1381.3636 1338.4283 1301.9586 1202.9264 1055.3614 893.6145 774.4931 735.9947 687.8177
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 68.5045 67.2185 66.4947 62.3183 54.2781 50.0268 46.2690 45.2155 47.2285
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1484.6264 1451.6779 1419.7682 1358.4087 1299.9325 1166.0748 1071.8275 1036.9630 936.9974
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3626 1.3346 1.3058 1.2576 1.2223 1.0950 1.0054 0.9714 0.8680
MCL INCIDENCE 6.3045 6.0185 5.9947 3.9183 -1.8218 -2.2730 -2.1310 -2.7844 -0.6714
SURFACE INCIDENCE 4.1045 4.0185 3.8947 1.5183 -4.2218 -4.9731 -5.83L0 -6.5844 -4.7714
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 35.3118 33.6863 32.1691 30.1921 29.3055 25.1696 . 22.9367 22.2557 20.0258
STATIC TEMPERATURE 497.0084 494.8107 493.0022 484.3969 470.3900 471.3049 472.0994 473.4056 483.0220
REL4T. TOTAL TEMP. 681.7153 671.2331 661.2741 637.7769 611.0888 584.4400 567.64)1 562.8342 555.8768
STATIC PRESS. 11.2609 11.1481 11.1147 11.1116 11.0045 11.1176 11.1330 11.1970 11.5546
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND-TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOGITY
00 UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
C1
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 246 TIME 11H 17M 46S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.n
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.9888 ( 20.2368)
MASS AVERAGED TT 587.2636 (582.4159)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 133.2802 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 142.6294
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.4530 19.3649 19.4095 19.8404 20.8089 20.7646 20.75?9 20.6445 20.0561
STATIC PRESSURE 13.5828 13.3184 13.3593 13.3922 13.9301 14.0297 13.7661 13.6114 13.5979
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.0876 14.8648 14.9067 15.0401 15.6799 15.7506 15.5307 15.3798 15.2481
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 607.4801 599.1461 590.1301 594.6760 573.1783 572.4219 569.9575 569.3101 569.4792
ANGLE 31.9756 31.0057 30.1135 33.2627 26.7377 30.4636 31.92)8 '32.6446 36.3126APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6138 0.6266 0.6259 0.6418 0.6490 0.6410 0.6571 0.6624 0.6382
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4271 14.5862 14.6094 14.8424 15.1173 15.3316 15.2554 15.1476 15.0192
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.4944 14.6745 14.6982 14.9358 15.2294 15.4356 15.3615 15.2540 15.1132
ANGLE 19.6975 13.8034 19.6481 24.2842 24.8385 25.6827 25.8169 26.5991 26.6604
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5797 0.6423 0.6431 0.6502 0.6830 0.6650 0.6699 0.6720 0.6489
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5854 0.6495 0.6503 0.6576 0.6914 0.6729 0.6780 0.6801 0.6563
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 681.9015 746.3172 742.6380 754.8239 775.2877 756.0023 759.7852 761.5367 738.0121
SWIRL VELOCITY 360.1544 383.5334 371.8422 413.7056 348.7917 381.9725 398.07L1 405.6890 431.2853
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1655 7.9754 14.1433 23.1229 31.0594 23.2642 11.08L1 4.8805 6.5517
AXIAL VELOCITY 576.9164 638.1654 641.1147 630.7033 692.3601 649.4047 639.0136 633.2747 586.8554
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 357.7745 381.2230 370.1180 412.6764 349.1144 385.2477 403.7851 412.7709 441.3542
AXIAL VELOCITY 544.0393 600.9320 604.7838 603.1130 665.3410 620.7405 600.9575 586.0002 546.7540
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 657.7869 716.6524 712.7472 732.0462 752.3833 734.0460 734.5728 730.8893 719.6530
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 550.9739 605.8427 608.1151 603.6425 665.4869 623.8249 612.6248 602.1504 567.3895
ANGLE 33.2821 32.3478 31.4241 34.3376 27.6515 31.7837 33.8534 35.1146 38.8604MACH NO. 0.5634 0.6217 0.6221 0.6362 0.6691 0.6516 0.6535 0.6504 0.6386
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1677 7.9800 14.1463 23.1381 31.0735 23.2894 11.0896 4.8504 6.5446
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1360.7074 1327.4123 1295.2955 1209.8420 1083.5061 935.4954 838.4373 804.3271 774.1118
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1002.9327 946.1894 925.1774 797.1652 734.3917 550.2476 434.6521 391.5561 332.7575
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 61.2174 57.3688 56.6834 52.8658 47.8181 41.4142 35.3555 33.0345 30.3905
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1144.3102 1123.5302 1107.1392 999.9281 991.0621 831.8230 751.1535 718.2626 657.7675
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9801 0.9747 0.9664 0.8690 0.8814 0.7384 0.6683 0.6391 0.5837
DEVIATION 5.2174 1.0688 0.7834 1.6658 0.8181 2.7142 7.4555 10.1345 11.7905
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.2870 9.8496 9.8112 9.4524 6.4599 8.6126 10.9134 12.1809 16.8379
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.0669 1.0483 1.0290 0.9766 0.8941 0.7891 0.7174 0.6912 0.6686
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9568 0.9630 0.9713 0.9878 1.0041 1.0195 1.0382 1.0449 1.0545
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.4557 1.4464 1.4502 1.4157 1.3448 1.3407 1.3486 1.3464 1.3707
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1639 1.1491 1.1351 1.1488 1.1053 1.1047 1.1004 1.0992 1.1020
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.6892 0.7443 0.8280 0.7003 0.8373 0.8336 0.8869 0.8932 0.9232
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7052 0.7573 0.8368 0.7146 0.8440 0.8403 0.8916 0.8976 0.9265
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.2077 0.1638 0.1057 0.2072 0.0892 0.1044 0.0779 0.0767 0.0670SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0350 0.0454 0.0567 0.0632 0.0534 0.0221 0.0083 0.0049 -0.0019
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1727 0.1183 0.0490 0.1439 0.0358 0.0822 0.0696 0.0717 0.0689
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0305 0.0266 0.0173 0.0369 0.0173 0.0218 0.0171 0.0168 0.0147
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0253 0.0192 0.0080 0.0256 0.0069 0.0172 0.0152 0.0157 0.0152
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2966 0.2995 0.2937 0.3511 0.3126 0.3778 0.4013 0.4132 0.4228
STATIC PRESS. 15.6855 14.9244 14.9533 15.1111 15.4138 15.6115 15.5781 15.5378 15.2429
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.85.0 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.50)0 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 246 TIME 11H 17M 46S RADIAL INLET )ISTOTIiI0 STATOR AiGL
MASS AVERAGED PT 18.9885 ( 20.2364)
MASS AVERAGED TT 587.2688 (582.4212)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 133.1777 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 142.5199
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.4530 19.3649 19.4095 19.8404 20.8089 20.7646 20.75?9 20.6445 20.0561
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4271 14.5862 14.6094 14.8424 15.1173 15.3316 15.2554 15.1476 15.0192
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.4944 14.6745 14.6982 14.9358 15.2294 15.4356 15.36L5 15.2540 15.1132
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 607.4800 599.1460 590.1300 594.6759 573.1782 572.4219 569.9574 569.3100 569.4790
ANGLE 31.9756 31.0057 30.1135 33.2627 26.7377 30.4636 31.9208 32.6446 36.3126
MACH NO. 0.5854 0.6495 0.6503 0.6576 0.6914 0.6729 0.670 0.6801 0.6563
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 681.9010 746.3172 742.6379 754.8238 775.2876 756.0023 759.7859 761.5366 738.0121
SWIRL VELOCITY 360.1540 383.5334 371.8420 413.7054 348.7916 381.9724 398.0708 405.6889 431.2852
AXIAL VELOCITY 576.9159 638.1655 641.1146 630.7032 692.3601 649.4047 639.0134 633.2747 586.8554
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1655 7.9754 14.1433 23.1229 31.0594 23.2642 11.08t1 4.8805 6.5517
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 32.1650 30.9836 29.7725 32.4226 25.1758 28.9118 30.2181 30.8671 34.3605
MACH NO. 0.5830 0.6508 0.6595 0.6758 0.7354 0.7019 0.7020 0.7030 0.6749
SWIRL VELOCITY 361.4899 384.6991 373.2911 414.7396 348.7916 379.1520 392.9733 400.2928 424.2943
AXIAL VELOCITY 573.8224 639.6697 651.5353 651.9602 741.0385 685.5047 673.7102 668.7180 619.5880
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 679.2239 747.6953 752.2157 773.9089 819.9251 785.7870 784.3505 784.9281 757.1978
WEIGHT FLOW 11.1688 7.9787 14.1445 23.1301 31.0654 23.1703 11.0863 4.8814 6.5519
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 574.0463 640.1416 652.0606 652.3984 741.0430 687.2636 677.8035 674.1825 626.1462
STATIC TEMPERATURE 568.9304 552.4601 542.9966 545.0093 517.2930 521.1284 518.87L6 518.1464 521.9745
STATIC PRESS. 15.4561 14.5703 14.4975 14.6137 14.5266 14.9448 14.9354 14.8439 14.7821
MCL INCIDENCE 3.1776 1.7265 0.1765 1.4744 -8.4739 -5.2240 -3.9882 -3.3906 0.1142
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -3.2449 -4.7963 -6.3874 -4.7673 -14.5841 -11.3981 -10.3418 -9.8028 -6.3894
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
, TIP RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS00
RDG NO= 246 PCT DES SPD= 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TFMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES2 15.350 HUB STATIC PRES" 15.240
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX BL ANG SOLTDITY FX FLO ANG INC ANG SS TN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MEROInN VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.400 -7.4000 1.0400 6.9100 -3.2000 679.2000 361.5000 568.9000 15.4500 19.4500
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 8.0000 -4.8000 747.7000 384.7000 552.5000 14.5700 19.3600
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 4.7000 -6.4000 752.2000 373.3000 542.9900 14.5000 19.4100
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.4000 -4.8000 773.9000 414.7000 545,0000 14.6100 19.8400
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .8000 -14.6000 819.9000 348.8000 517.3000 14.5300 20.8100
.689 9.4800 -.98000 1.4700 .9000 -11.4000 785.8000 379.2000 521.1000 14.9400 20.7600
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .6000 -10.3000 784.4000 392.9700 518.9000 14.9400 20.7500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.4000 -9.8000 784.9000 400.3000 518.1000 14.8400 20.6400
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6500 -6.4000 757.2000 424.3000 521.9700 14.7800 20.0600
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 598.0200 1866100
.1000 13.1500 596.9000 19.1200
.1500 12.8400 589.4000 19.0900
.2822 11.9700 585.8000 19.4000
,4702 10,8300 569.6000 20.1500
.6887 9.5700 S68.3000 20.1300
.6500 686700 570.7000 20.4100
.9000 684000 571.0000 19.6700
.9372 681200 571.7000 18.6000
PCT IMMERS DIP FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2891 .2100 .1002 .3774 11.3100 .5324 620.8308 616,3214 74.6922
.1000 .2999 .0501 .0234 1.0246 12.5000 .5701 661.5664 655.1281 92.0722
.1500 .3231 .0652 ,0298 .8226 9.3000 .5685 655.6640 653.4592 53.7241
.2822 .3161 .0841 .0358 2.8937 10.8000 .5910 677.9319 674,9232 63.7990
.4702 .2607 .1051 .0404 .8356 7.9000 .6401 719.9377 719.8675 10.0519
.6867 .2425 .1082 .0368 .8055 7.7000 .6407 719,7753 719.6865 11.3057
.8500 .2078 .0585 .0181 .4981 6.8000 .6585 739,7178 739.6773 7.7462
.9000 .2613 .1672 .0501 .3180 7.5000 .6141 693.6165 693.4094 16.9466
.9372 .3406 .2765 .0799 .2591 7.6500 .5407 615.9819 615.7265 17.7365










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 248 TIME IIH 36M 545 RADIAL INLET DISTORTIOUN STATOR ANGI 3
ROTOR SPEED 11521.5787 DISTORTION INDEX 0.135
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 130.2304
THETA 1.0111
DELTA 0.9390
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.8002 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 524.4579 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 137.0665 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 146.7724
EQIJIV. SPEED 11458.0275
PERCENT SPEED 89.6489
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.3992 13.3977 13.3758 14.0713 15.4400 15.4769 15.3784 15.3335 14.5812
STATIC PRESSURE 11.6321 11.4682 11.3309 11.1387 11.0744 11.1884 11.2972 11.4774 11.7759
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7097 11.5687 11.4493 11.4238 11.7378 11.8205 11.8652 11.9754 12.0180
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.6098 522.0052 521.3480 518.3218 518.0623 517.4844 517.54L2 517.2433 515.9298
ANGLE 1.7688 1.9728 1.8130 1.6842 1.9976 1.7318 1.7408 1.2506 2.1028
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4430 0.4626 0.4765 0.5538 0.6381 0.6325 0.6200 0.6048 0.5327
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7664 11.6680 11.5345 11.5458 11.7643 11.8788 12.06L6 12.1867 12.3021
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7855 11.6887 11.5571 11.5805 11.8217 11.9343 12.11L0 12.2325 12.3317
ANGLE 1.8425 0.8033 1.3472 3.7683 5.3340 5.3411 6.6939 7.4200 6.8726
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4320 0.4458 0.4616 0.5348 0.6295 0.6207 0.5941 0.5773 0.4950
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0,4348 0.4487 0.4648 0.5391 0.6354 0.6265 0.5994 0.5822 0.4987
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 476.5708 491.2424 508.1206 585.1691 682.4660 673.5867 646.4205 629.1526 543.4772
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.2919 16.5425 15.8249 17.1111 23.7887 20.2222 19.0298 13.1076 18.6810
WEIGHT FLOW 10.6008 7.5603 12.7509 23.6592 32.0015 25.3998 12.3627 6.0310 6.6672
AXIAL VELOCITY 462.8039 480.2352 499.9260 581.9243 682.0139 668.8209 626.1202 600.3966 508.7594
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 1.5888 1.7653 1.6445 1.5545 1.8095 1.5404 1.4681 1.0309 1.7362
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.5371 16.7736 16.0049 17.2517 23.7666 20.0004 18.5246 12.6338 17.8028
AXIAL VELOCITY 523.1139 543.2431 556.4808 634.7052 751.2891 742.7476 721.7997 701.0942 586.3179
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 534.8005 550.9586 561.6775 636.7562 751.2937 746.5695 737.1149 725.8261 620.1017
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 536.0105 552.2188 562.9063 637.9875 752.6639 747.8375 738.3639 726.9669 621.4112
MACH NO. 0.4915 0.5071 0.5175 0.5910 0.7070 0.7020 0.6922 0.6806 0.5746
WEIGHT FLOW 10.5920 7.5646 12.7555 23.6718 32.0051 25.4114 12.3687 6.0347 6.6624
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1393.5740 1355.5093 1315.4734 1217.2842 1077.5211 912.9505 791.78L2 747.9531 703.7897
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1379.0366 1338.7357 1299.4685 1200.0324 1053.7541 892.9500 773.2565 735.3191 685.9867
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 68.8035 67.6305 66.6244 62.0490 54.5125 50.1021 46.3709 45.3724 47.8879
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1479.1055 1447.6766 1415.6621 1358.5049 1294.1562 1163.9266 1068.2994 1033.2074 924.7182
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3564 1.3295 1.3014 1.2585 1.2156 1.0926 1.0016 0.9673 0.8551
MCL INCIDENCE 6.6035 6.4305 6.1244 3.6490 -1.5874 -2.1978 -2.0290 -2.6275 -0.0120
SURFACE INCIDENCE 4.4036 4.4305 4.0244 1.2490 -3.9874 -4.8978 -5.7290 -6.4275 -4.1120
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 35.2342 33.6672 32.0270 30.2543 29.1242 25.1367 22.8783 22.2174 19.8383
STATIC TEMPERATURE 498.5029 496.4475 494.8244 484.4461 470.9372 471.0130 472,2348 473.3498 483.9379
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 682.0693 672.0951 662.5804 638.0445 610.2602 583.5829 567.0776 562.0135 554.7814
STATIC PRESS. 11.3587 11.2400 11.1428 11.1086 11.0604 11.1365 11.1621 11.2443 11.6561
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
-- NOTES ALL- PiE-SSJRE-UNITS -IN PSIA A-NDTEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
00 UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
ko
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 248 TIME 11H 36M 54S RADIAL INLET )ISTORTION STATUR ANGLE 3.0
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.1700 ( 21.4792)
MASS AVERAGED TT 598.3907 (591.8077)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 131.7532 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 141.0828
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.3917 21.4520 21.3866 21.2499 21.9356 21.6830 21.2176 20.8514 20.6711
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4640 15.1059 14.9634 14.6589 14.9021 14.7483 14.33?8 14.1418 14.0529
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.9931 16.7270 16.6018 16.3366 16.6909 16.5120 16.0839 15.8481 15.7360
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 620.1950 614.5019 606.5018 606.5647 581.3845 577.7166 572.6697 571.6556 571.9419
ANGLE 37.8654 36.3713 35.5759 39.0953 31.0086 34.0294 34.6602 35.8014 37.9416
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5833 0.6072 0.6127 0.6248 0.6373 0.6363 0.64L8 0.6386 0.6367
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7694 16.4574 16.3132 16.3660 16.3689 16.2946 16.0514 15.8984 15.7578
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8775 16.5464 16.4046 16.4523 16.4735 16.3945 16.1459 15.9877 15.8464
ANGLE 40.8609 35.5733 31.1664 29.6629 27.8055 29.1568 28.9603 29.3369 29.2537
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6670 0.6208 0.6276 0.6160 0.6530 0.6449 0.6371 0.6279 0.6281
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6750 0.6274 0.6344 0.6226 0.6605 0.6522 0.6442 0.6348 0.6350
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 785.5611 731.4774 734.6991 724.1278 749.0899 738.4719 726.9232 716.6069 717.9546
SWIRL VELOCITY 481.0819 432.8695 426.6723 456.3594 385.8902 411.9520 409.8644 414.3609 435.8644
WEIGHT FLOW 12.2419 8.0375 14.2531 22.0759 30.4772 22.8699 10.6654 4.5716 6.4778
AXIAL VELOCITY 618.7506 587.7474 596.5022 561.6464 642.0120 610.0701 592.8009 574.4972 559.0564
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 477.9029 430.2619 424.6940 455.2241 386.2471 415.4843 415.7477 421.5941 446.0402
AXIAL VELOCITY 582.5588 555.1391 563.4243 539.2011 618.9429 584.4409 559.5191 538.7671 523.4981
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 760.0377 706.7401 708.8368 706.7907 730.5329 720.2621 706.6403 696.6820 703.7074
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 589.9843 559.6756 566.5279 539.6744 619.0787 587.3449 570.38?0 553.6156 543.2559
ANGLE 39.3162 37.7282 36.9597 40.1210 31.9247 35.3634 36.5653 37.9925 40.3785
MACH NO. 0.6511 0.6046 0.6104 0.6066 0.6428 0.6348 0.6248 0.6157 0.6214
WEIGHT FLOW 12.2556 8.0409 14.2371 22.1007 30.4941 22.8886 10.6765 4.5724 6.4869
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1356.7175 1323.6154 1290.5401 1206.2817 1081.5236 933.9726 836.8255 803.0231 772.9655
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 878.8143 893.3534 865.8459 751.0574 695.2763 518.4884 421.0778 381.4290 326.9251
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.1251 57.9335 56.8032 54.3009 48.3180 41.4371 36.4363 34.5661 31.0391
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1058.4874 1054.1902 1034.7189 924.8436 930.9496 783.4564 708.9724 672.2931 634.0401
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9069 0.9019 0.8910 0.7937 0.8192 0.6905 0.6219 0.5942 0.5599
DEVIATION 0.1251 1.6335 0.9032 3.1009 1.3180 2.7371 8.5363 11.6661 12.4391
AIR TURNING ANGLE 12.6784 9.6969 9.8211 7.7481 6.1944 8.6650 9.9346 10.8062 16.8488
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.0644 1.0454 1.0258 0.9743 0.8928 0.7879 0.7162 0.6901 0.6678
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9570 0.9632 0.9715 0.9878 1.0041 1.0194 1.0381 1.0448 1.0543
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.5964 1.6011 1.5989 1.5101 1.4206 1.4009 1.3797 1.3598 1.4176
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1867 1.1771 1.1633 1.1702 1.1222 1.1163 1.1055 1.1051 1.1085
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7633 0.8100 0.8763 0.7323 0.8622 0.8677 0.9033 0.8717 0.9648
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7783 0.8221 0.8842 0.7473 0.8688 0.8739 0.9076 0.8771 0.9665
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1792 0.1426 0.0904 0.2077 0.0869 0.0917 0.0707 0.0975 0.0333
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0372 0.0474 0.0584 0.0633 0.0513 0.0217 0.0078 0.0045 -0.0026
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1419 0.0952 0.0320 0.1444 0.0355 0.0700 0.0629 " 0.0929 0.0360
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0304 0.0228 0.0148 0.0357 0.0167 0.0192 0.0153 0.0210 0.0073
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0241 0.0152 0.0052 0.0248 0.0068 0.0146 0.0136 0.0200 0.0078
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3757 0.3547 0.3528 0.4146 0.3639 0.4253 0.4415 0.4576 0.4419
STATIC PRESS. 16.0929 16.7607 16.6330 16.5769 16.6147 16.5321 16.3094 16.1456 15.9332
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.200 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.85,0 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000O 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 248 TIME 11H 36M 54S RADIAL INLET DISTOi ION STATOR A'GLLE
MASS AVERAGED PT 20.1702 ( 21.4793)
MASS AVERAGED TT 598.3895 (591.8063)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 131.6561 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 140.9789
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.3917 21.4520 21.3866 21.2499 21.9356 21.6830 21.2176 20.8514 20.6711
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7694 16.4574 16.3132 16.3660 16.3689 16.2946 16.05L4 15.8984 15.7578
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8775 16.5464 16.4046 16.4523 16.4735 16.3945 16.1459 15.9877 15.8464
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 620.1948 614.5018 606.5017 606.5645 581.3844 577.7165 572.6696 571.6555 571.9416
ANGLE 37.8654 36.3713 35.5759 39.0953 31.0086 34.0294 34.66-)2 35.8014 37.9416
MACH NO. 0.6750 0.6274 0.6344 0.6226 0.6605 0.6522 0.6442 0.6348 0.6350
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 785.5608 731.4773 734.6993 724.1274 749.0898 738.4718 726.92 6 716.6065 717.9542
SWIRL VELOCITY 481.0817 432.8694 426.6724 456.3591 385.8901 411.9518 409.8640 414.3606 435.8642
AXIAL VELOCITY 618.7506 587.7472 596.5023 561.6460 642.0119 610.0702 592.8005 574.4969 559.0563
WEIGHT FLOW 12.2419 8.0375 14.2531 22.0759 30.4772 22.8699 10.6664 4.5716 6.4778
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 38.0364 36.6350 35.2060 38.2667 29.4438 32.3265 32.9924 34.0287 36.1333
MACH NO. 0.6734 0.6242 0.6425 0.6364 0.6952 0.6788 0.6628 0.6521 0.6487
SWIRL VELOCITY 482.8661 434.1850 428.3352 457.4999 385.8901 408.9100 404.6155 408.8492 428.7991
AXIAL VELOCITY 616.2440 582.8960 606.0781 578.9945 682.6283 645.1749 622.2411 604.4947 586.3179
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 783.8594 727.9724 743.3703 739.0169 785.0207 766.0868 746.2384 734.7058 732.2214
WEIGHT FLOW 12.2558 7.9781 14.2632 22.0937 30.4974 22.8674 10.6678 4.5757 6.4565
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 616.4844 583.3260 606.5666 579.3836 682.6325 646.8303 626.0217 609.4345 592.5241
STATIC TEMPERATURE 568.8229 570.2327 560.3795 561.2458 530.2187 529.0374 526.4673 526.8944 527.5963
STATIC PRESS. 15.7912 16.5008 16.2044 16.1824 15.8832 15.9280 15.8017 15.6703 15.5800
MCL INCIDENCE 9.0512 7.3820 5.6144 7.3225 -4.2059 .. -1.8004 -1.1971 -0.2031 1.9058
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 2.6264 0.8550 -0.9539 1.07-7 -10.3161 '.-7.9834 -7.5675 -6.6412 -4.6166
RABIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62-3 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
%.0*
TIP RAnIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS
RDG NO= 248 PCT DES SPO= 90.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PRES= 17.200 HUB STATIC PRESz 17.030
PCT I- IN RADTUS EX RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VFL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSIN VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.9000 2.6000 783.9000 482.9000 568.8000 15.7900 21.3900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.5000 .9000 727.9000 434.2000 570,2000 16.5000 21.4500
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 6.6000 -.9600 743.4000 428.3000 560.4000 16.2000 21.8700
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.9000 1.1000 739.0000 457.5000 561.2000 16.1800 21.2500
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .700 -10.3000 785.0000 385.9000 530.2000 15.8800 21.9300
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .8500 -7.9000 766.1000 408.9000 529.0000 15.9200 21.6800
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .6080 -7.6000 746.2000 404.6000 526.5000 15.8000 21.2200
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.0000 -6.6000 734.7000 4086.8000 526.9000 15.6700 20.8500
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.5000 -4.6000 732.2000 428.8000 527.6000 15.5800 20.6700
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
*0500 13.4700 614.1000 20.2500
.1000 13.1500 611.1000 20.9200
.1500 12.8400 604.0000 21.0900
.2822 11.9700 596.3000 20.8600
.4702 10.8300 578.6000 21.4100
.6887 9.5700 574.0000 21.2300
*.500 686700 573,4000 20.9700
*9000 8.4000 573.8000 20.2800
.9372 8.1200 575.1000 19.3600
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF OEV AND eX MACn NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COr TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .5188 .2036 *0974 .8140 10.3000 .4894 580.7987 577.7221 59.7018
.1000 .3573 .1071 .0501 .8878 12,0000 .5379 633.7101 628.2687 82.7158
*1500 .3533 .1376 .0627 1.0274 11.2000 .5499 643.2509 638.9880 73.9334
.2822 .3827 .0769 .0327 3.5491 11.3000 .5366 624.5751 621.2666 64.2016
.4702 .3514 *0860 .0331 ,915S 7.3700 .5747 656.3077 656.3004 3.0928
,6887 .3349 .0781 .0266 1.0307 7,6500 .5662 644.6551 644.5841 9.5633
98500 .3214 .0461 .0142 .8305 6.8080 .5516 628.5705 628.5351 6.6700
.9000 .37468 1100 .0329 .6748 7.1000 .5044 577.7575 577.6695 10.0833
.9372 .4834 .2574 .0744 .5143 7.5000 .4311 497.6518 497,4613 13.0270











ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 249 TIME 11H 45M 7S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATOR AN;GLE
ROTOR SPEED 11539.5334 DISTORTION INDEX 0.134
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 128.1204
THETA 1.0142
DELTA 0.9396
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.8097 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 526.0911 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 134.7929 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 144.4629
EQUIV. SPEED 11458.0570
PERCENT SPEED 89.6491
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.4262 13.4177 13.3901 13.9903 15.4369 15.4757 15.3645 15.3220 14.6064
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7552 11.5994 11.4629 11.2460 11.0964 11.2224 11.3869 11.5923 11.9453
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8198 11.6838 11.5632 11.4900 11.7500 11.8426 11.9220 12.0518 12.1558
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.7252 523.4555 522.7477 517.5990 518.3134 516.6489 516.6270 516.8636 516.8649
ANGLE 0.9926 1.7632 1.4293 1.7155 2.0223 1.7984 1.7786 1.2770 2.1479
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4305 0.4489 0.4625 0.5378 0.6366 0.6301 0.6129 0.5957 0.5189
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.9093 11.8250 11.6786 11.6474 11.7991 11.9270 12.1376 12.2679 12.3641
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.9265 11.8435 11.6990 11.6787 11.8556 11.9814 12.1851 12.3118 12.3930
ANGLE 1.1993 0.5933 2.0405 2.9857 5.1635 4.6589 6.4384 7.3481 6.7327
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4148 0.4259 0.4433 0.5144 0.6257 0.6157 0.5850 0.5677 0.4901
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4173 0.4286 0.4463 0.5184 0.6316 0.6214 0.5901 0.5725 0.4937
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 458.0805 470.0563 488.6631 563.8469 678.6516 668.5044 637.1142 619.2677 538.3101
SWIRL VELOCITY 7.7100 14.1476 11.9989 16.7932 23.9475 20.8413 19.1631 13.1743 18.8998WEIGHT FLOW 10.2670 7.2911 12.3505 22.8980 31.8519 25.2783 12.2363 5.9602 6.6189
AXIAL VELOCITY 444.9848 459.5762 480.8704 560.7114 678.1918 663.7511 617.0946 590.9580 503.9093
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 0.8932 1.5835 1.2991 1.5891 1.8321 1.6015 1.5042 1.0614 1.7729SWIRL VELOCITY 7.8423 14.3453 12.1353 16.9312 23.9253 20.6127 18.6543 12.6981 18.0114
AXIAL VELOCITY 501.9817 517.9254 534.1013 609.3120 746.9601 736.2239 709.3767 684.3470 580.8986
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 513.1963 525.2813 539.0891 611.2810 746.9648 740.0123 724.4282 708.4880 614.3702
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 514.2662 526.4792 540.2235 612.5121 748.3405 741.2987 725.6840 709.6313 615.6856MACH NO. 0.4707 0.4824 0.4956 0.5658 0.7025 0.6953 0.6793 0.6629 0.5690
WEIGHT FLOW 108.2635 7.2918 12.3591 22.9016 31.8701 25.2932 12.2447 5.9478 6.6206
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1392.0930 1353.6336 1313.7145 1218.1365 1077.2625 913.6908 792.4833 748.2295 703.1546
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1384.2504 1339.2881 1301.5789 1201.2052 1053.3371 893.0782 773.8288 735.5313 685.1430
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 69.6585 68.5846 67.5018 63.0291 54.6581 50.3547 46.8886 46.0730 48.1174
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1476.3193 1438.6149 1408.8024 1347.7974 1291.3073 1159.8304 1060.0031 1021.2547 920.2561
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.3512 1.3181 1.2924 1.2452 1.2123 1.0878 0.9922 0.9540 0.8505
MCL INCIDENCE 7.4585 7.3846 7.0018 4.6291 -1.4418 -1.9452 -1.51L3 -1.9269 0.2174SURFACE INCIDENCE 5.2585 5.3846 4.9018 2.2291 -3.8418 -4.6452 -5.213 -5.7269 -3.8825
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 35.4086 33.5905 32.0315 29.9827 29.0813 25.0905 22.77L9 22.0310 19.8420
STATIC TEMPERATURE 501.4886 500.1622 498.2549 486.4189 471.7079 471.0612 472.94L4 475.0704 485.4048RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 684.7417 674.0859 664.8225 637.3912 610.4789 582.6573 566.1503 561.6284 555.6889
STATIC PRESS. 11.5354 11.4424 11.3207 11.2575 11.1026 11.2027 11.2800 11.4086 11.7259
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.7000 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA-AND-TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L.-CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 249 TIMF 11H 45A 7S RADIAL IINLFT DISTORTION STATOK ANGLE 3.0
kMASS AVERAGED PT 21.2426 ( 22.6058)
MASS AVERAGED TT 609.6820 (601.1028)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 128.6070 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 137.8333
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.6139 23.3760 23.2769 22.7853 23.0204 22.2419 21.5482 21.3576 21.2846
STATIC PRESSURE 16.7259 16.4490 16.2191 15.8007 15.6957 15.3781 14.909 14.7679 14.7925
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.2597 18.2098 18.0098 17.5717 17.5507 17.1175 16.5899 16.4377 16.4386
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 631.5990 633.2860 625.8725 616.1970 590.2958 581.6240 574.06L7 574.2071 575.3633
ANGLE 43.6733 42.8987 41.7594 42.6284 35.0117 37.0108 38.3154 38.6772 41.3963
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5616 0.6085 0.6170 0.6210 0.6349 0.6234 0.6229 0.6233 0.6190
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0594 17.3296 17.5879 17.4866 17.3633 17.1257 16.79L7 16.6209 16.4778
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.1617 17.4446 17.6924 17.5809 17.4675 17.2161 16.8737 16.7027 16.5618
ANGLE 46.1689 45.2072 42.0888 35.2816 29.6881 32.4224 32.8005 32.7607 33.0360
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6407 0 0.6608 0.6388 0.6204 0.6407 0.6162 0.6016 0.6032 0.6096
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6479 0.6685 0.6460 0.6270 0.6479 0.6228 0.6078 0.6095 0.6160
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 762.6142 786.1257 757.7541 735.1202 741.2629 710.5515 690.1277 691.8483 699.4554
SWIRL VELOCITY 525.6092 534.1911 503.9111 497.5743 425.2781 426.4674 424.5322 427.7287 457.2287
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4963 8.1150 14.1334 22.3341 29.9977 21.9493 9.9858 4.3942 6.2200
AXIAL VELOCITY 550.5343 574.8858 564.3999 540.5730 607.0984 565.7224 537.2552 534.3302 518.6940
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 522.1359 530.9731 501.5746 496.3364 425.6716 430.1241 430.6260 435.1953 467.9033
AXIAL VELOCITY 519.7685 543.6242 535.0904 518.8594 584.0595 543.2139 508.4032 502.3187 485.4084
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 742.1392 763.8079 736.2967 719.0773 723.6251 695.7876 674.6099 675.9253 688.2710
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 526.3938 548.0665 538.0378 519.3150 584.1876 545.9131 518.2737 516.1626 503.7285
ANGLE 45.0759 44.2736 43.0956 43.6744 36.0389 38.3217 40.2100 40.8488 43.8896
MACH NO. 0.6291 0.6479 0.6262 0.6123 0.6312 0.6089 0.5931 0.5944 0.6054
WEIGHT FLOW 11.5040 8.1235 14.1394 22.3409 29.9303 21.9687 9.9909 4.3949 6.2142
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1355.2753 1321.7837 1288.8144 1207.1267 1081.2637 934.7298 837.5677 803.3200 772.2680
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 833.1395 790.8106 787.2397 710.7903 655.5921 504.6056 406.94L7 368.1245 304.3647
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.7147 55.2765 55.6496 53.8477 48.2964 42.7484 38.1386 35.4964 31.1414
RELATIVE VELOCITY 985.5006 962.1632 953.5360 880.2901 878.1093 743.4030 658.9454 633.9869 588.5409
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.8355 0.8162 0.8110 0.7496 0.7660 0.6505 0.5794 0.5575 0.5177
DEVIATION 1.7147 -1.0234 -0.2503 2.6477 1.2964 4.0483 10.2386 12.5964 12.5414
AIR TURNING ANGLE 11.9437 13.3081 11.8522 9.1814 6.3617 7.6063 8.7499 10.5766 16.9760
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.0624 1.0441 1.0243 0.9749 0.8927 0.7886 0.7168 0.6904 0.6673
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9572 0.9633 0.9716 0.9878 1.0041 1.0195 1.0381 1.0448 1.0542
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.6843 1.7421 1.7383 1.6286 1.4912 1.4372 1.4024 1.3939 1.4572
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2059 1.2098 1.1972 1.1904 1.1388 1.1257 1.1111 1.1109 1.1131
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7767 0.8158 0.8643 0.7825 0.8693 0.8669 0.9115 0.8961 1.0022
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7923 0.8295 0.8744 0.7968 0.8765 0.8736 0.9157 0,9009 1.0021
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1841 0.1602 0.1167 0.1888 0.0924 0.0993 0.0681 0.0845 -0.0022
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0390 0.0519 0.0611 0.0605 0.0503 0.0208 0.0068 0.0033 -0.0029
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1451 0.1083 0.0555 0.1283 0.0421 0.0784 0.06L2 0.0812 0.0006
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0299 0.0275 0.0197 0.0328 0.0177 0.0203 0.0144 0.0180 -0.0005
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0236 0.0186 0.0093 0.0223 0.0081 0.0161 0.0129 0.0173 0.0001
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.4321 0.4346 0.4224 0.4517 0.4114 0.4611 0.4881 0.4920 0.4939
STATIC PRESS. 17.3261 17.6346 17.8761 17.6950 17.6043 17.3176 16.9855 16.8183 16.6171
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8590 1.9100 1.9540
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 249 TIME 11H 45M 7S RADIAL INLET DISTORTION STATUR AINGLE 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.2426 ( 22.6058)
MASS AVERAGED TT 609.6683 (601.0891)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 128.6800 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 137.9115
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.3600 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.6139 23.3760 23.2769 22.7853 23.0204 22.2419 21.5482 21.3576 21.2846
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0594 17.3296 17.5879 17.4866 17.3633 17.1257 16.79L7 16.6209 16.4778
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.1617 17.4446 17.6924 17.5809 17.4675 11.2161 16.8736 16.7027 16.5618
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 631.5989 633.2859 625.8724 616.1969 590.2957 581.6238 574.06L6 574.2070 575.3631
ANGLE 43.6733 42.8987 41.7594 42.6284 35.0117 37.0108 38.3154 38.6772 41.3963
MACH NO. 0.6479 0.6685 0.6460 0.6270 0.6479 0.6228 0.6078 0.6095 0.6160
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 762.6141 786.1257 757.7540 735.1202 741.2627 710.5514 690.1275 691.8481 699.4553
SWIRL VELOCITY 525.6091 534.1911 503.9110 497.5741 425.2779 426.4673 424.5321 427.7285 457.2285
AXIAL VELOCITY 550.5342 574.8859 564.3998 540.5730 607.0984 565.7224 537.2552 534.3302 518.6937
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4963 8.1150 14.1334 22.3341 29.9977 21.9493 9.9858 4.3942 6.2200
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 43.8376 42.8692 41.4560 41.8140 33.4537 35.2974 36.6530 36.9052 39.4789
MACH NO. 0.6472 0.6702 0.6522 0.6393 0.6766 0.6449 0.62L6 0.6234 0.6279
SWIRL VELOCITY 527.5585 535.8147 505.8748 498.8180 425.2779 423.3183 419.0957 422.0393 449.8171
AXIAL VELOCITY 548.4249 576.2416 571.6862 556.6310 642.6641 596.9383 562.1289 561.0055 545.0898
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 761.8452 787.8981 764.4574 748.4537 771.4667 733.8660 704.7089 706.5014 .711.9622
WEIGHT FLOW 11.5077 8.1178 14.1161 22.3472 30.0082 21.9727 9.9897 4.3995 6.2208
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 548.6390 576.6667 572.1472 557.0050 642.6679 598.4698 565.5442 565.5899 550.8594
STATIC TEMPERATURE 583.0011 581.3387 577.0179 569.8051 540.8753 537.0342 532.9360 532.8532 533.3692
STATIC PRESS. 17.0695 17.3052 17.4969 17.3112 16.9430 16.8177 16.6071 16.4366 16.3205
MCL INCIDENCE 14.8547 13.6208 11.8694 10.8721 -0.1960 1.1780 2.4907 2.6967 5.2867
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 8.4276 7.0892 5.2960 4.6240 -6.3062 -5.0125 -3.9019 -3.7647 -1.2711
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
%0
TIP RADIAL DTST. STATOR INCIOENCF PLOTS
RIG Nn= 249 PCT DES SPD= 90.0 FAN INLFT TOT TFHD= 518.688
OUTFR WALL STATTC PtS= 18.500 HIUB STATIC PNES= 18.230
PCT IN- IN RADIUS tx RL ANG SOLIDITY EX FLO A'G INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSIlN VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0800 .0400 8.4000 761.8000 527.6000 583.0000 17.0600 22.6100
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 4.2000 7.1000 787.9000 535.8000 581.3000 17.3100 23,3700
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 5.3000 5.3000 764.5000 505.9000 577.0000 17.5000 23.2600
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 6.1000 4.6000 748.4000 498.8000 569.8000 17.3100 22.7800
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .6600 -6.3000 771,5000 425.3000 540,9000 16.9400 23.0200
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 1.5000 -5.0000 733.9000 423.3000 537.0000 16.8200 22.2400
.650 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 1.0900 -3.9000 704.7000 419.1000 532.9000 16.6100 21,5500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.3500 -3.7000 706.5000 422.0000 532.q0 00  16.4300 21.3600
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 2.1700 -1.3000 712.0000 449.8000 533.4000 16.3200 21.2800
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13o4700 628.9000 21.7000
.1000 13.1500 625.8000 22.0700
.1500 12.8400 620.4000 22.3600
.2822 11.9700 605.0000 22.3800
.4702 10,8300 587.2000 22.5900
,6887 9.5700 578.4000 21.9200
,6500 8.6700 576.8000 21.2500
.9000 8.4000 577.1000 20.7300
.9372 8.1200 579,6000 20.0100
PeT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .5693 .1640 ,07688 7648 4,4400 .4642 581,6914 581.6912 4061
.1000 .5191 .2145 .1009 .8098 8.7000 .5108 610.6597 609,0198 4447236
.1500 .4437 .1592 .0727 .8587 9.9000 .5308 630.5468 627.8530 5861442
.2822 .4088 .0731 .0311 4.1576 11.5000 ,5351 627.4350 623.8824 66,6738
.4702 .3832 .0707 .0272 1,0046 7.7600 .5520 636.5566 636.5143 7.3324
.6887 .3838 .0590 .0201 1.0613 8,3000 .5137 590.2627 590,0604 15.4513
.8500 .4100 .0607 .0187 .7559 7.2900 .4699 541.3212 541.2232 10.2975
.9000 .4686 .1278 .0382 ,6942 7.4500 .4300 497.2814 497.1434 11.7158
.9372 .5764 .2560 .0739 .5618 8.1700 .3658 426.0745 425,7690 16.1331










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 251 TIME 13H 21M 565 RADIAL INLFT DISTO TI)", STATOR A4
ROTOR SPEED 12858.0019 DISTURTION INDEX 0.161
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 138.4112
THETA 1.0101
DELTA 0.9270
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.6241 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 523.9479 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 144.8285 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 157.0124
EQOUIV. SPEED 12793.3011
PERCENT SPEED 100.0962
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.0858 13.1207 13.0861 14.0940 15.6060 15.6048 15.4748 15.4232 14.5365
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6812 10.6134 10.5071 10.3969 10.6011 10.7478 10.8022 11.0244 11.2647
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.8741 10.8275 10.7380 10.9034 11.5225 11.6043 11.5899 11.7024 11.6220
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.9709 519.9824 519.4141 517.9709 519.0848 518.6815 517.9511 517.9537 516.4154
ANGLE 1.5870 2.7125 2.8863 1.9332 1.8965 1.8045 1.7064 1.1474 2.1998
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5210 0.5310 0.5390 0.6167 0.6727 0.6644 0.6550 0.6405 0.5744
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 10.9404 10.9309 10.8889 10.9538 11.1893 11.3839 11.6251 11.7436 11.8270
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.9688 10.9601 10.9182 11.0013 11.2646 11.4543 11.6876 11.8012 11.8648
ANGLE 2.6697 3.4211 4.6783 6.4518 7.0808 6.6067 7.23?0 7.9588 7.4267
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5084 0.5135 0.5152 0.6055 0.6985 0.6794 0.6460 0.6303 0.5464
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5122 0.5174 0.5191 0.6109 0.7060 0.6865 0.6523 0.6362 0.5508
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 557.4817 562.8230 564.6350 658.0212 751.6990 732.7691 699.2005 683.2755 597.2049
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.0011 26.0551 27.9885 22.0847 24.8756 22.9219 20.1762 13.0606 21.4743
WEIGHT FLOW 11.5799 8.1291 13.3621 25.3253 33.6628 26.5060 12.8837 6.3070 7.0258
AXIAL VELOCITY 541.4249 549.9340 555.1151 654.2838 751.2461 727.5568 677.2543 652.0680 559.0239
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 1.4006 2.3936 2.5956 1.7595 1.6681 1.5687 1.4037 0.9215 1.7865
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.2585 26.4191 28.3068 22.2661 24.8526 22.6705 19.6405 12.5885 20.4648
AXIAL VELOCITY 623.0750 631.0180 623.4090 723.8426 852.3618 826.8239 800.5233 781.6037 655.1310
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 636.9948 639.9804 629.2310 726.1817 852.3671 831.0783 817.5039 809.1755 692.8799
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 638.1930 641.5322 630.8697 727.5212 853.7234 832.3873 818.7611 810.3041 694.2360
MACH NO. 0.5912 0.5945 0.5839 0.6811 0.8137 0.7907 0.7752 0.7673 0.6473
WEIGHT FLOW 11.5908 8.1363 13.3622 25.3321 33.6708 26.5078 12.8894 6.3097 7.0292
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1559.9187 1516.4163 1471.5054 1359.6018 1201.9057 1018.1653 883.7023 834.5436 785.4372
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1544.6601 1489.9972 1443.1985 1337.3356 1177.0529 995.4947 864.06L7 821.9549 764.9721
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.5897 66.7558 66.4431 61.4980 54.0898 50.1437 46.5859 45.4490 47.8312
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1670.8491 1621.6242 1574.4055 1521.7773 1453.2662 1296.8041 1189.5054 1153.4187 1032.1168
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5479 1.5028 1.4574 1.4248 1.3851 1.2320 1.1277 1.0922 0.9623
MCL INCIDENCE 5.3897 5.5558 5.9431 3.0979 -2.0101 -2.1562 -1.8140 -2.5509 -0.0687
SURFACE INCIDENCE 3.1897 3.5558 3.8431 0.6979 -4.4101 -4.8562 -5.5140 -6.3509 -4.1687
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 43.0739 40.3016 37.6012 36.1088 34.8781 28.7953 25.7034 24.8370 21.4407
STATIC TEMPERATURE 485.9666 485.6205 486.2206 473.9487 458.3364 460.9760 462.1958 463.3451 476.4480
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 719.0469 705.1742 692.9512 666.5597 634.3678 601.0362 579.8749 573.9920 564.7860
STATIC PRESS. 10.3289 10.3299 10.3870 10.3302 10.0976 10.3298 10.3901 10.4455 10.9673
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 251 TIME 13H 21M 56S RADIAL INLET OISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.C
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.7895 ( 21.3463)
MASS AVERAGED TT 601.9699 (595.9270)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 142.2309 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 154.1963
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.2281 20.6787 20.5676 21.0729 21.9456 21.5629 21.80 6 21.5427 20.7512
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6961 13.3030 13.1671 13.3067 13.8251 13.9977 13.87L5 13.6283 13.2090
WEDGE PRESSURE .15.7022 15.2630 15.1263 15.3423 15.9500 16.0226 15.9614 15.7053 15.1971
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 613.7261 606.9517 605.2971 608.3198 590.0987 584.4897 581.0853 581.4190 582.1226
ANGLE 28.4926 29.0729 30.6320 32.4501 29.7126 32.0063 31.76L3 33.5630 37.3937
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6710 0.6734 0.6776 0.6891 0.6910 0.6655 0.68?7 0.6875 0.6823
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4572 14.5752 14.4530 14.8619 15.2946 15.4612 15.2741 15.1626 14.9994
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5705 14.7014 14.5800 14.9902 15.4345 15.5840 15.4104 15.2948 15.1137
ANGLE 13.0715 15.2818 15.2303 21.8401 25.1808 26.4701 25.00L8 25.1312- 24.7208
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6807 0.7157 0.7189 0.7151 0.7274 0.6973 0.7220 0.7171 0.6886
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.6890 0.7252 0.7285 0.7245 0.7373 0.7062 0.73L6 0.7266 0.6972
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 798.4090 831.7921 834.5314 833.6708 833.3315 797.9414 822.1568 817.2514 788.7988
SWIRL VELOCITY 379.8001 403.1898 424.3654 446.9894 413.0230 421.5148 428.8093 446.3210 472.8898
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5581 8.9806 15.3416 25.3315 31.8852 23.7622 11.8044 5.0758 6.7260
AXIAL VELOCITY 699.7215 725.1978 716.6502 702.9853 723.7375 674.4026 692.6445 672.7114 618.6567
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 377.2904 400.7610 422.3977 445.8773 413.4050 425.1290 434.9645 454.1122 483.9300
AXIAL VELOCITY 653.8811 677.7235 672.1284 669.0814 684.2766 643.7486 649.1808 627.2743 576.3560
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 763.0280 792.9853 797.8216 805.3562 800.4413 774.9646 792.7780 789.3020 770.1695
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 662.2159 683.2618 675.8307 669.6689 684.4267 646.9473 661.7843 644.5622 598.1087
ANGLE 29.9474 30.5606 32.1091 33.6404 31.1015 33.4000 33.7824 35.8594 39.9694
MACH NO. 0.6558 0.6881 0.6933 0.6975 0.7052 0.6839 0.7029 0.6993 0.6792
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5503 8.9830 15.3470 25.3425 31.6064 23.7820 11.8162 5.0802 6.7229
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1518.6631 1480.7362 1443.6149 1347.3132 1206.3700 1041.6099 933.9762 895.9891 862.6384
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1141.3727 1079.9751 1021.2171 901.4357 792.9648 616.4808 499.0118 441.8770 378.7082
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.8782 57.6801 56.5040 53.3918 49.2019 43.6187 37.0178 34.4325 32.3411
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1319.5684 1277.9640 1224.5942 1122.9616 1047.4889 893.6381 828.8372 781.4828 707.9221
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.1342 1.1089 1.0641 0.9726 0.9229 0.7887 0.7348 0.6923 0.6243
DEVIATION 3.8782 1.3801 0.6040 2.1918 2.2019 4.9187 9.1178 11.5325 13.7411
AIR TURNING ANGLE 7.7114 9.0757 9.9391 8.1061 4.8879 6.5249 9.5680 11.0164 15.4900
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.1574 1.1394 1.1200 1.0643 0.9777 0.8669 0.7908 0.7625 0.7390
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9493 0.9564 0.9661 0.9855 1.0049 1.0236 1.0465 1.0549 1.0668
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.6222 1.5760 1.5717 1.4951 1.4062 1.3818 1.4089 1.3967 1.4275
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.1803 1.1672 1.1653 1.1744 1.1368 1.1268 1.1218 1.1225 1.1272
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.8197 0.8277 0.8320 0.6964 0.7465 0.7618 0.8431 0.8165 0.8401
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.8315 0.8384 0.8423 0.7130 0.7584 0.7724 0.8505 0.8249 0.8480
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1187 0.1101 0.1103 0.2114 0.1522 0.1538 0.1117 0.1369 0.1470
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0125 0.0113 0.0118 0.0170 0.0271 0.0564 0.0291 0.0216 0.0041
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1062 0.0987 0.0984 0.1943 0.1250 0.0973 0.08?6 0.1153 0.1429
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0181 0.0177 0.0182 0.0372 0.0287 0.0311 0.0240 0.0295 0.0317
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0162 0.0159 0.0162 0.0342 0.0236 0.0197 0.0177 0.0249 0.0308
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.2736 0.2810 0.2977 0.3453 0.3581 0.4005 0.4017 0.4267 0.4381
STATIC PRESS. 15.9066 15.0696 14.9198 15.2294 15.7494 15.7696 15.6795 15.5425 15.2389
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.60)00 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11.20,)0 13.3000 1.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8540 1.910() 1.9546
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 25.1000 29.3000
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 251 TIME 13H 21t 56S RA)IAL InLET rISTtTUN STATOR A;L 3
MASS AVERAGED PT 19.7905 ( 21.3474)
MASS AVERAGED TT 601.9616 (595.9186)
TnTAL WEIGHT FLOW 142.5111 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 154.5000
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.950n(
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.2281 20.6787 20.5676 21.0729 21.9456 21. 5 629 21.80?6 21.5427 20.7512
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4572 14.5752 14.4530 14.8619 15.2946 15.4612 15.27i1 15.1626 14.9994
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5705 14.7014 14.5800 14.9902 15.4345 15.5840 15.41)4 15.2948 15.1137
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 613.7260 606.9516 605.2969 608.3197 590.0986 584.4896 581.0852 581.4159 582.1225
ANGLE 28.4926 29.0729 30.6320 32.4501 29.7126 32.0063 31.76t3 33.5630 37.3937
MACH NO. 0.6890 0.7252 0.7285 0.7245 0.7373 0.7062 0.73t6 0.7266 0.6972
ABSQLUTE VELOCITY 798.4090 831.7920 834.5312 833.6705 833.3315 797.9413 822.1558 817.2512 788.7988
SWIRL VELOCITY 379.8001 403.1897 424.3652 446.9891 413.0229 421.5147 428.8093 446.3208 472.8897
AXIAL VELOCITY 699.7215 725.1978 716.6500 702.9851 723.7375 674.4025 692.6445 672.7112 618.6569
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5581 8.9806 15.3416 25.3314 31.8852 23.7621 11.8044 5.0758 6.7260
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 28.6890 29.0394 30.2065 31.5151 27.9396 30.1835 29.9460 31.6694 35.3796
MACH NO. 0.6852 0.7269 0.7408 0.7477 0.7850 0.7413 0.7611 0.7528 0.7170
SWIRL VELOCITY 381.2089 404.4151 426.0189 448.1065 413.0229 418.4022 423.3181 440.3842 465.2244
AXIAL VELOCITY 695.6182 727.4099 730.7905 729.8165 777.7679 718.3716 733.8132 712.9023 654.1341
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 794.3342 833.6103 847.2690 857.6734 881.5136 833.7912 851.8939 843.7723 809.1153
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5658 8.9855 15.3517 25.3359 31.8888 23.7666 11.8111 5.0791 6.7263
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 695.8896 727.9466 731.3799 730.3070 777.7726 720.2149 738.2717 718.7278 661.0580
STATIC TEMPERATURE 561.2196 549.1033 545.5979 547.3248 525.4718 526.7047 520.8421 522.3192 527.9329
STATIC PRESS. 15.5095 14.5517 14.2886 14.5456 14.6136 14.9712 14.8569 14.7964 14.7342
MCL INCIDENCE -0.2997 -0.2191 0.6108 0.5663 -5.7101 -3.9490 -4.2620 -2.5817 1.1441
SUC SUR INCIDENCE -6.7209 -6.7405 -5.9534 -5.6748 -11.8202 -10.1264 -10.6139 -9.0005 -5.3703
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
'.0
o TIP RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLnTS
RDG Nns 251 PCT OES SPD=O10.00 FAN INLET TOT TEMP= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PPES: 15.460 HUB STATIC PRES= 15.290
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX RL ANG SOLIDTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN RTAT IN STAT IN TOT
MERSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 6.0000 -6.8000 794.3000 381.2000 561.2000 15.5100 21.2300
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 5.7500 -6.7400 833.6000 404.4000 549.1000 14.5500 20.6800
*150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 3.0200 -5.9500 847.3000 426.0000 545.6000 14.2900 20.5700
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 4.5000 -5.7000 857.7000 448.1000 547.3000 14.5500 21.0700
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .9700 -11.8000 881.5000 413.0000 525.5000 14.6100 21.9500
.689 9.4600 -9.8000 1.4700 *9800 -10.1300 833.8000 416.4000 526.7000 14.9700 25,5600
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .6000 -10.6000 851.9000 423.3000 520.8000 14.8600 21.8000
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.6000 -9.0000 843.8000 440.4000 522.3000 14.8000 21.5400
*937 8*0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6200 -5.4000 809.2000 465.2000 527.9000 14.7300 20.7500
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 606.7000 19.9000
.1000 13.1500 603.0000 20.2000
.1500 12.8400 59684000 20.1200
.2822 11.9700 598.7000 20.6700
*4702 10.8300 564.2000 21.0800
,6887 9.5700 576.0000 20.6100
.S500 6.6700 578,6000 20,9900
.9000 8.4000 578.2000 20.0800
.9372 861200 S77.9000 18.5200
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF OEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COP VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .2880 .2325 .1112 -. 1943 10.4000 .6123 713.0576 709.1514 74.5348
.1000 .3098 .0783 .0367 1.0061 10.2500 .6316 731.5950 727.9140 73.2971
.1500 .355O .0717 .0328 1.3246 7.6200 .6274 724.3509 723.3450 38.1621
.2822 .306S .0613 .0261 2.8132 9.9000 .6617 761.0304 758.6844 59.7097
.4702 .2919 .1185 .0456 .9272 8.0700 .6868 777.8962 777,7847 13.1689
,6887 .2671 .4674 .1590 1.3682 7.7800 .6635 748.3360 748,2265 12.7991
.8500 .2413 .1167 .0360 .5668 6.8000 .6865 773.8437 773.8012 8.1035
.9000 .2945 .2166 .0648 .3984 7.7000 .6350 720.0290 719.7482 20.1044
*9372 ,4083 .3704 .1070 .3013 7.6200 .5297 607.4262 607.1834 17.1723










RERUN 2/ 7/73 TIME 9-40-30 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - BLD 2 *****
POINT 14 READING 252 DATE 2/ 2/73 PAMB 14.69 TAMB 526.1 TIMF 13 19 21 PAGE 1
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
TIP RADIAL DISTORTION
***** OVERALL PERFORMANCE *****
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12893.5039 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 139.0101 AMBIENT PRESSURE = 14.6954
EQUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12795.7322 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 137.8532 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 526.1881
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.1152 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 133.7118 INLET TOTAL P ESSURE(MA) = 13.6140
DRF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0083 ORIFICE EOUIVALENT FLOW = 151.2042 INLET TEMPERATURE = 526.6452
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.0396 BELLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLOW= 149.9459 BELLMOUTH TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.4540
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9639 INLET EQUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0000 DELTA PRESSURE (OP/P) = 0.0581
EQVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 42.6768 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 144.2075 EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (MA) = 20.4219
EOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 33.5636 MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURE = 610.5434 EXIT TEMPERATURE (STA 12)= 611.1637
PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 102.2265 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 51.4078 STAGE PRESSURE RATIO(MA) = 1.5000
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.1612 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 87.6023 TOROUEMFTER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 24.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 24.0000 P599 = 14.6936
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1604 0.7635 0.7766 3997.38
MIXING DUCT 0.1593 0.7692 0.7820 3967.92
TORQUEMETER -0.0060 * * * # 
-149.92
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C D E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.4692 1.5013 1.5184 1.5130 1.5283 1.5040 1.4965 1.4252 1.3385
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.2070 0.1970 0.1874 0.1732 0.1468 0.1325 0.1296 0.1288 0.1287
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.5590 0.6225 0.6739 0.7231 0.8757 0.9314 0.9403 0.8255 0.6736
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.5820 0.6433 0.6924 0.7387 0.8829 0.9352 0.9436 0.8340 0.6867
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.0023 20.4390 20.6724 20.5991 20.8073 20.4764 20.3741 19.4039 18.2236
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 635.71 630.43 625.37 617.87 603.97 596.46 594.93 594.51 594.46
STATIC PRESSURE 16.3249 16.3145 16.3040 16.2760 16.2379 16.1971 16.1679 16.1585 16.1496
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 151.9216 PRESSURE RATIO = 10.6987 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.2974
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0120 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.7394
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1475.1176 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2639 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.0369
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1012.3091 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6826 BEARING TEMP NO. 1 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 344 360 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 541
0
POINT 14 READING 252 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ****t 13-19-21 2/ 2/73 PAv 2
PT1 - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 14.45( 15.60)
25 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.48( 15.63) 27 0.00( 0.00) 28 0.00( 0.00) 29 14.43( 15.58) 30 0.00( 0.00)
31 14.464 15.61) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.47( 15.62) 34 0.00( 0.00n) 35 14.43( 15.58) 36 0.00( 0.00)
37 14.411 15.56) 38 14.44( 15.59) 39 14.40( 15.54) 40 0.00( 0.00) 41 14.44( 15.59) 42 14.44( 15.59)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.43( 15.58) 45 0.00( 0.00) 46 14.46( 15.61) 47 0.00( 0.00) 48 14.50( 15.66)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.44( 15.59) 51 0.00( 0.00) 52 0.00( 0.00) 53 14.48( 15.63)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVERAGE 13.34( 14.40)
54 13.66( 14.75) 55 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.32( 14.38) 57 0.00( 0.00) 58 0.00( 0.00) 59 13.32( 14.38)
60 0.001 0.00) 61 13.27( 14.33) 62 0.00( 0.00) 63 13.321 14.37) 64 0.00( 0.00) 65 0.00( 0.00)
66 13.314 14.37) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.00( 0.00) 70 0.00( 0.00) 71 13.28( 14.34)
72 13.29( 14.34) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.31( 14.37) 75 0.00( 0.00) 76 13.31( 14.36) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.31( 14.37) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.33( 14.39) 82 13.35( 14.42)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPERATURE AVERAGE 526.64(518.68)
2 526.21(518.26) 3 526.15(518.20) 4 526.33(518.38) 6 526.63(518.67) 9 526.69(518.73) 10 526.33(518.38)
11 526.39(518.44) 14 526.81(518.85) 15 526.63(518.67) 16 526.93(518.96) 18 526.87(518.91) 21 527.10(519.14)
22 526.81(518.85) 23 527.10(519.14)
PSBW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 0.00( 0.00)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 11.29(12.19) 90 11.33(12.23) AVERAGE 11.314 12.21)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 11.37(12.27) 94 11.38(12.29) AVERAGE 11.38( 12.28)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 11.31(12.21) 98 11.33(12.23) AVERAGE 11.32( 12.22)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 11.61(12.53) 102 11.59(12.52) AVERAGE 11.60( 12.52)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 11.33(12.23) 106 11.33(12.23) AVERAGE 11.33( 12.23)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 11.98(12.93) 110 11.97(12.92) AVERAGE 11.97( 12.93)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 11.39(12.30) 114 11.39(12.30) AVERAGE 11.39( 12.30)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 12.12(13.08) 118 12.11(13.07) AVERAGE 12.11( 13.08)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 10.95(11.82) 121 10.97(11.84) 122 10.96(11.83) 123 10.93(11.80) AVERAGE 10.951 11.82)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 11.91(12.86) 125 11.85(12.79) 126 11.85(12.79) 127 11.96(12.92) AVERAGE 11.891 12.84)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 10.26(11.08) 147 10.29(11.11) 148 10.27(11.09) 149 10.22(11.03) AVERAGE 10.26( 11.08)
PS55I - INNERWALL 150 11.72(12.65) 151 11.69(12.62) 152 11.87(12.82) 153 11.81(12.75) AVERAGE 11.77( 12.71)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 9.90(10.69) 155 9.72(10.49)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.32(11.14) 157 11.63(12.56) 158 12.09(13.06) 159 12.69(13.70)
160 14.57(15.73) 161 15.00(16.19)
PS8O - OUTERWALL 162 15.45(16.67) 163 15.38(16.60)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 15.03(16.23) 165 15.68(16.92) 166 14.64(15.81) 167 15.11(16.31) AVERAGE 15.12( 16.32)
PS9I - INNERWALL 168 13.53(14.60) 169 13.44(14.51) 170 13.75(14.84) 171 13.40(14.47) AVERAGE 13.53( 14.60)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 16.24(17.53) 173 15.68(16.93) 174 15.00(16.19) 175 14.52(15.68) AVERAGE 15.36( 16.58)
PSIOI - INNERWALL 176 14.24(15.37) 177 13.88(14.98) 178 13.51(14.58) 179 12.90(13.93) AVERAGE 13.63( 14.72)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 15.53(16.76)
PS102I - INNERWALL 181 13.97(15.08)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 15.91(17.17)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 13.98(15.10)
PS106O - OUTERWALL 184 16.07(17.35)
PS106I - INNERWALL 185 14.48(15.63)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.14(17.42)
PS1O08I - INNERWALL 187 14.89(16.07)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 16.56(17.88) 189 16.46(17.77) 190 16.28(17.57) 191 16.10(17.38) AVERAGE 16.35( 17.65)
PS11 - INNERWALL 192 15.46(16.69) 193 15.34(16.56) 194 15.21(16.42) 195 14.96(16.15) AVERAGE 15.24( 16.46)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 16.20(17.49) 197 16.40(17.70) 198 16.45(17.75) 199 16.28(17.57) AVERAGE 16.33( 17.63)
PS12I - INNERWALL 200 16.14(17.42) 201 16.11(17.39) 202 16.18(17.46) 203 16.11(17.39) AVERAGE 16.14( 17.L2)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 17.90(19.32)
PS131 - INNERWALL 469 17.87(19.29)
POINT 14 READING 252 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ****** 13-19-21 2/ 2/73 PAGF 3
PT5 - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROUD PS5 - HUB
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 12.09( 13.05) 129 12.11( 13.07) 120 10.95( 11.82) 124 11.91( 12.86)
130 12.11( 13.07) 131 12.12( 13.09) 121 10.97( 11.84) 125 11.85( 12.79)
132 12.12( 13.09) 133 12.09( 13.05) 122 10.96( 11.83) 126 11.85( 12.79)
134 13.03( 14.07) 135 13.05( 14.09) 123 10.93( 11.80) 127 11.96( 12.92)
136 14.40( 15.54) 137 14.42( 15.57)
138 14.42( 15.56) 139 14.43( 15.58)
140 14.42( 15.56) 141 14.43( 15.58)
142 14.40( 15.54) 143 14.41( 15.56)
144 13.64( 14.72) 145 13.61( 14.70)
PT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 20.00( 21.59) IMMERSION B - AVG 20.43( 22.06) IMMERSION C - AVG 20.67( 22.31)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248 ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352
204 21.06( 22.73) 215 20.37( 21.99) 226 20.82( 22.47) 237 20.59( 22.22) 248 20.66( 22.30) 259 19.52( 21.07)
205 18.97( 20.48) 216 18.18( 19.63) 227 19.68( 21.25) 238 19.14( 20.66) 249 19.14( 20.66) 260 19.76( 21.33)
206 17.59( 18.99) 217 17.18( 18.55) 228 19.32( 20.86) 239 19.20( 20.73) 250 20.70( 22.35) 261 20.78( 22.43)
207 18.85( 20.35) 218 18.05( 19.49) 229 20.41( 22.03) 240 20.06( 21.65) 251 20.92( 22.58) 262 20.91( 22.58)
208 20.41( 22.03) 219 19.30( 20.84) 230 20.86( 22.51) 241 20.33( 21.95) 252 21.02( 22.69) 263 20.84( 22.50)
209 20.781 22.43) 220 19.92( 21.50) 231 20.69( 22.34) 242 20.45( 22.07) 253 20.82( 22.47) 264 20.651 22.29)
210 20.78( 22.43) 221 20.18( 21.79) 232 20.62( 22.26) 243 20.68( 22.33) 254 20.73( 22.38) 265 20.62( 22.26)
211 20.77( 22.42) 222 20.40( 22.03) 233 20.82( 22.48) 244 20.84( 22.49) 255 20.85( 22.51) 266 20.79( 22.44)
212 20.78) 22.43) 223 20.63( 22.27) 234 20.75( 22.40) 245 20.83( 22.49) 256 20.95( 22.62) 267 20.901 22.56)
213 20.89( 22.55) 224 20.60( 22.24) 235 20.64( 22.28) 246 20.88( 22.54) 257 20.87( 22.53) 268 20.79( 22.44)
214 21.01( 22.68) 225 20.42( 22.04) 236 20.93( 22.59) 247 21.04( 22.71) 258 20.88( 22.54) 269 20.63( 22.27)
IMMERSION D - AVG 20.59) 22.23) IMMERSION E - AVG 20.80( 22.46) IMMERSION F - AVG 20.47( 22.10)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248
270 20.76( 22.41) 281 20.80( 22.45) 292 20.51( 22.14) 303 20.84( 22.50) 314 20.77( 22.42) 325 20.28( 21.90)
271 19.73( 21.30) 282 19.92( 21.50) 293 19.55( 21.11) 304 20.28( 21.90) 315 19.70( 21.26) 326 19.42( 20.97)
272 20.54( 22.18) 283 20.481 22.11) 294 20.72( 22.36) 305 21.01( 22.68) 316 20.50( 22.13) 327 20.34( 21.96)
273 20.64( 22.28) 284 20.65( 22.29) 295 20.89( 22.55) 306 21.07( 22.74) 317 20.58( 22.22) 328 20.531 22.16)
274 20.64( 22.28) 285 20.66( 22.31) 296 20.92( 22.58) 307 21.02( 22.69) 318 20.51( 22.14) 329 20.52( 22.15)
275 20.65( 22.29) 286 20.661 22.30) 297 20.91( 22.57) 308 20.96( 22.63) 319 20.48( 22.11) 330 20.47( 22.09)
276 20.67) 22.32) 287 20.67( 22.32) 298 20.88( 22.54) 309 20.911 22.57) 320 20.51( 22.14) 331 20.47( 22.09)
277 20.67( 22.32) 288 20.66( 22.31) 299 20.89( 22.55) 310 20.89( 22.55) 321 20.60( 22.24) 332 20.53( 22.16)
278 20.70( 22.34) 289 20.69( 22.34) 300 20.90( 22.56) 311 20.84( 22.50) 322 20.67( 22.31) 333 20.70( 22.35)
279 20.72( 22.36) 290 20.74( 22.39) 301 20.87( 22.53) 312 20.81( 22.46) 323 20.66( 22.30) 334 20.91( 22.57)
280 20.79( 22.44) 291 20.87( 22.53) 302 20.90( 22.56) 313 20.79( 22.44) 324 20.56( 22.20) 335 14.64( 15.80)
IMMERSION G - AVG 20.37( 21.99) IMMERSION H - AVG 19.40( 20.94) IMMERSION J - AVG 18.22( 19.67)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216
336 14.96( 16.15) 347 20.79( 22.44) 358 20.024 21.61) 369 20.15( 21.75) 380 19.13( 20.65) 391 19.12( 20.64)
337 19.60( 21.15) 348 19.77( 21.34) 359 20.11( 21.71) 370 20.19( 21.79) 381 18.73( 20.22) 392 18.48( 19.94)
338 19.48( 21.03) 349 19.22( 20.75) 360 19.301 20.83) 371 19.63( 21.19) 382 18.16( 19.60) 393 17.44( 18.82)
339 20.04( 21.64) 350 19.94( 21.52) 361 18.87( 20.37) 372 18.47( 19.93) 383 17.37( 18.75) 394 16.99( 18.34)
340 20.55( 22.19) 351 20.51( 22.14) 362 18.01( 19.45) 373 18.07( 19.51) 384 17.08( 18.44) 395 16.98( 18.33)
341 20.70( 22.34) 352 20.75( 22.40) 363 18.06( 19.50) 374 18.50( 19.97) 385 17.34( 18.72) 396 17.27( 18.64)
342 20.72( 22.36) 353 20.84( 22.50) 364 18.64( 20.13) 375 19.19( 20.72) 386 17.90( 19.32) 397 17.66( 19.06)
343 20.78( 22.43) 354 20.85( 22.51) 365 19.304 20.83) 376 19.68( 21.25) 387 18.53( 20.01) 398 18.10( 19.53)
NJ 344 15.21( 16.42) 355 20.87( 22.53) 366 19.78( 21.35) 377 19.87( 21.45) 388 18.86( 20.36) 399 18.57( 20.05)
0 345 20.791 22.44) 356 20.87( 22.53) 367 19.94( 21.52) 378 20.03( 21.62) 389 19.02( 20.53) 400 18.87( 20.37)346 20.78( 22.44) 357 20.87( 22.52) 368 20.14( 21.74) 379 20.20( 21.81) 390 19.12( 20.64) 401 19.07( 20.59)
POINT 14 READING 252 * * TRANSONIC FAN RIG ***** 13-19-21 2/ 2/73 PAGF L
TT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A IMMERSION B IMMERSION C IMMERSION D IMMERSION E
AVG 635.71(626.10) AVG 630.43(620.91) AVG 625.37(615.92) AVG 617.87(608.54) AVG 603.97(594.85)
402 639.17(629.52) 409 630.54(621.01) 416 624.66(615.22) 423 609.64(600.43) 430 609.70 (600.49)
403 628.18(618.69) 410 609.70(600.49) 417 626.53(617.06) 424 612.98(603.72) 431 609.64(600.43)
404 609.64(600.43) 411 628.84(619.33) 418 624.11(614.68) 425 615.26(605.96) 432 603.27(594.16)
405 609.64(600.43) 412 627.13(617.66) 419 622.01(612.61) 426 617.48(608.15) 433 609.64(600.43)
406 636.39(626.78) 413 629.55(620.04) 420 623.33(613.92) 427 617.20(607.87) 434 601.42(592.34)
407 642.44(632.73) 414 633.44(623.87) 421 627.57(618.09) 428 621.84(612.45) 435 601.26(592.17)
408 609.64(600.43) 415 632.46(622.90) 422 627.68(618.20) 429 626.53(617.06) 436 605.74(596.58)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 596.46(587.45) AVG 594.90(585.92) AVG 594.51(585.52) AVG 594.46(585.48)
437 609.70(600.49) 444 593.72(584.75) 451 594.68(585.69) 458 593.83(584.86)
438 609.64(600.43) 445 594.00(585.02) 452 596.25(587.24) 459 597.94(588.91)
439 595.63(586.63) 446 591.34(582.41) 453 587.44(578.56) 460 588.91(580.01)
440 595.41(586.41) 447 594.56(585.58) 454 591.80(582.85) 461 594.22(585.25)
441 594.56(585.58) 448 595.13(586.13) 455 594.39(585.41) 462 595.46(586.47)
442 599.46(590.40) 449 596.37(587.36) 456 595.30(586.30) 463 592.59(583.63)
443 597.21(588.19) 450 599.52(590.46) 457 599.57(590.51) 464 597.04(588.02)
TT14 - MIXING WJCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 610.54(601.31)
OUTERWALL
475 618.80(609.45) 477 617.92(608.58) 479 618.53(609.18) 481 617.31(607.98) AVERAGE 618.14(608.80)
INNERWALL
485 597.77(588.74) 488 598.45(589.41) 491 596.53(587.52) AVERAGE 597.59(588.56)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.81 494 15.89 AVG 15.85
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.44 498 1.50 AVG 1.47
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 616.20 501 616.81 AVG 616.51
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.75 504 15.76 AVG 15.75
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.45 508 2.43 AVG 2.44
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 593.94 511 594.45 AVG 594.20
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 308.15 619 237.92
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 1.59 620 2.31
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 569.61 621 527.88
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.497 513 7.981 514 8.003 515 7.991 516 8.017 517 8.017 518 4.020 519 7.988
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE BATH
520 491.995 521 492.057 522 492.118 523 491.812 524 491.750 525 491.750
ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 252 TIME 13H 33M 44S RADIAL INLET )ISTCflTImNd STATJR ANGLE
ROTOR SPEED 12846.4566 DISTURTION INIOX 0.161
ACTUaL ORIFICE FLOW 138.0610
THETA 1.0117
DELTA 0.9266
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.6184 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 524.7972 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 143.9869 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EQUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 156.2923
EQUIV. SPEED 12771.4684
PERCENT SPEED 99.9254
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.1018 13.1416 13.0889 14.0708 15.6008 15.6105 15.4776 15.4360 14.4817
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7077 10.6372 10.5291 10.4138 10.5883 10.7533 10.8150 11.0193 11.3100
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.8980 10.8502 10.7556 10.9084 11.5135 11.6095 11.5982 11.7036 11.6413
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.2033 519.6658 519.3459 518.4052 518.9778 518.3083 518.2582 517.7125 516.5461
ANGLE 1.6792 2.7975 2.6482 1.9624 1.9030 1.8302 1.7193 1.1583 2.2054
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5196 0.5303 0.5370 0.6141 0.6732 0.6643 0.6554 0.6413 0.5672
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.0207 11.0095 10.9179 10.9865 11.2094 11.4064 11.6459 11.7616 11.8552
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0478 11.0375 10.9467 11.0327 11.2841 11.4763 11.7069 11.8190 11.8914
ANGLE 2.8020 3.1270 4.2400 6.2725 6.9858 6.6489 7.24L3 7.8751 7.3754
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4995 0.5054 0.5117 0.5997 0.6962 0.6777 0.6442 0.6294 0.5380
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.5032 0.5092 0.5156 0.6051 0.7036 0.6847 0.6505 0.6354 0.5423
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 548.1735 554.3893 560.9651 652.1779 749.4078 730.9798 697.4148 682.4297 588.4842
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.6070 26.4679 25.5143 22.2194 24.8854 23.1920 20.2771 13.1677 21.2141
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4330 8.0439 13.2885 25.1001 33.5620 26.4577 12.8473 6.3012 6.9180
AXIAL VELOCITY 532.3617 541.6563 551.6145 648.4625 748.9537 725.7698 675.5202 651.2587 550.8587
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 1.4870 2.4755 2.3796 1.7896 1.6758 1.5936 1.4158 0.9308 1.7965
SWIRL VELOCITY 15.8747 26.8377 25.8044 22.4020 24.8623 22.9377 19.7388 12.6917 20.2169
AXIAL VELOCITY 610.5190 619.7738 619.9645 715.9926 848.7781 823.4685 797.6493 780.1576 643.5595
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 624.1583 628.5764 625.7541 718.3063 848.7832 827.7055 814.5738 807.6785 680.6414
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 625.3747 630.1553 627.2878 719.6526 850.1407 829.0226 815.8282 808.8081 681.9948
MACH NO. 0.5785 0.5832 0.5804 0.6731 0.8098 0.7872 0.7731 0.7657 0.6349
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4340 8.0466 13.3015 25.1001 33.5733 26.4534 12.8535 6.3038 6.9203
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1556.9084 1514.2891 1469.0898 1356.7128 1199.9780 1016.7934 881.93?8 833.3129 783.9975
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1541.0337 1487.4515 1443.2849 1334.3105 1175.1156 993.8555 862.1938 820.6211 763.7805
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.9510 67.0919 66.5605 61.7050 54.1597 50.2118 46.6269 45.4555 48.2944
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1662.6358 1614.8127 1573.0984 1515.3703 1449.5959 1293.3850 1186.13L6 1151.4180 1023.0508
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5382 1.4947 1.4556 1.4174 1.3809 1.2281 1.1241 1.0900 0.9525
MCL INCIDENCE 5.7510 5.8920 6.0604 3.3050 -1.9402 -2.0881 -1.7730 -2.5444 0.3944
SURFACE INCIDENCE 3.5510 3.8919 3.9605 0.9050 -4.3402 -4.7881 -5.4730 -6.3444 -3.7055
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 42.7753 40.1139 37.6061 35.8380 34.7327 28.7049 25.6282 24.8096 21.2533
STATIC TEMPERATURE 487.5375 486.5324 486.5333 475.2953 458.7519 461.1100 462.87L5 463.3315 477.9670
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 718.4287 704.1099 692.8898 666.4419 633.8560 600.3310 579.9490 573.5419 564.7797
STATIC PRESS. 10.4426 10.4367 10.4173 10.3855 10.1335 10.3700 10.4233 10.4701 11.0385
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.5505 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
NOTE& ALL PRSSRE- UNITS-IN PSIA-AND T EMPERATIURE UNITS IN- DEG. RANKINE- CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, -VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHESU,
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 252 TIMF 13H 33*1 44S PO)I/AL IN1LFT UISTURTIJl STITujK a L
C MASS AVERAGED PT 21.1208 ( 22.7920)
(% MASS AVERAGED TT 616.0228 (608.8518)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 140.8700 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 152.9090
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.4198 22.6980 22.7025 22.5449 23.1343 22.8925 22.85+6 21.8329 21.2044
STATIC PRESSURE 15.3143 14.7805 14.7037 14.6009 14.8346 14.9577 14.6011 14.1239 13.897?
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.5031 16.9108 16.8461 16.7286 17.0399 17.u986 16.7819 16.1865 15.8740
TOTAL TEMPERAIRE 642.3010 628.6542 622.9532 621.7445 600.0752 591.7732 587.3678 585.2044 585.3646
ANGLE 35.8424 34.3271 35.5153 38.1665 34.0903 35.8501 35.n016 37.6639 e1.8761
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6591 0.6627 0.6673 0.6674 0.6758 0.6595 0.6759 0.6682 0.6568
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8367 15.9432 16.0492 16.5178 16.6338 16.t536 16.2691 16.1172 15.9673
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.0033 16.0837 16.1862 16.6349 16.7641 16.6795 16.4032 16.2268 16.0640
ANGLE 20.8777 19.2511 21.4897 27.2296 25.7268 30.5954 28.0798 27.8508 27.5786
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7586 0.7195 0.7127 0.6739 0.6944 0.6882 0.7051 0.6653 0.6426
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7695 0.7291 0.7220 0.6820 0.7032 0.6968 0.7142 0.6732 0.6498
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 902.2020 850.7848 839.8101 797.2926 805.0784 793.4083 808.4852 764.9653 741.4865
SWIRL VELOCITY 527.0190 478.7151 486.9924 492.3713 451.2273 463.2627 459.93L4 462.2718 489.3738
WEIGHT FLOW 14.1179 9.1626 15.7122 24.2604 31.0922 23.7930 11.7258 4.7008 6.2028
AXIAL VELOCITY 729.5936 701.0599 682.3550 626.4477 666.7058 641.1499 656.5462 598.8916 545.8768
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 523.5365 475.8313 484.7344 491.1465 451.6447 467.2349 466.5333 470.3414 500.7989
AXIAL VELOCITY 681.0017 657.5164 642.8159 599.6439 642.0499 613.6233 617.6312 561.2359 512.0583
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 866.6831 816.8026 808.7253 776.2892 785.9196 774.4849 784.4457 744.9755 730.9366
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 689.6822 662.8897 646.3567 600.1705 642.1908 616.6723 629.6222 576.7037 531.3842
ANGLE 37.5119 35.8515 36.9768 39.2732 35.0825 37.2423 37.02L7 39.9147 44.3076
MACH NO. 0.7359 0.6971 0.6927 0.6625 0.6849 0.6786 0.6909 0.6540 0.6398
WEIGHT FLOW 14.1245 9.1696 15.7280 24.2825 31.1033 23.8133 11.7370 4.7009 6.2106
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1515.7322 1478.6589 1441.2455 1344.4502 1204.4350 1040.2069 932.1058 894.6683 861.0570
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 992.1958 1002.8275 956.5109 853.3037 752.7899 572.9718 465.5724 424.3268 360.2580
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 55.1967 56.5346 55.9515 54.8796 49.5333 42.8963 36.4811 36.3450 34.1358
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1208.3516 1202.1171 1154.4217 1043.2312 989.4955 841.7726 783.0591 715.9890 641.9929
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.0260 1.0259 0.9888 0.8903 0.8623 0.7376 0.6897 0.6286 0.5620
DEVIATION -0.8032 0.2346 0.0515 3.6796 2.5333 4.1963 8.5811 13.4450 15.5358
AIR TURNING ANGLE 12.7542 10.5572 10.6089 6.8254 4.6263 7.3154 10.1458 9.1105 14.1585
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.1562 1.1386 1.1183 1.0628 0.9766 0.8660 0.7895 0.7616 0.7378
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9494 0.9564 0.9662 0.9856 1.0049 1.0235 1.0464 1.0547 1.0666
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.7875 1.7271 1.7344 1.6022 1.4828 1.4664 1.4766 1.4144 1.4642
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2347 1.2097 1.1994 1.1993 1.1562 1.1417 1.1333 1.1303 1.1332
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7656 0.8027 0.8511 0.7208 0.7608 0.8141 0.8819 0.7975 0.8626
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7838 0.8172 0.8622 0.7386 0.7737 0.8238 0.8832 0.8072 0.8698
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.1893 0.1516 0.1146 0.2183 0.1615 0.1334 0.0917 0.1593 0.1337
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0122 0.0113 0.0119 0.0185 0.0286 0.0552 0.0283 0.0212 0.0032
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.1770 0.1402 0.1027 0.1998 0.1328 0.0782 0.0634 0.1381 0.1305
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0329 0.0252 0.0192 0.0370 0.0302 0.0273 0.0198 0.0336 0.02R3
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0308 0.0233 0.0172 0.0339 0.0249 0.0160 0.0137 0.0291 0.0276
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.3633 0.3388 0.3533 0.4034 0.4039 0.4483 0.4455 0.4863 0.5017
STATIC PRESS. 16.3484 16.4119 16.4783 16.7989 16.9060 16.8202 16.6119 16.3824 16.1010
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7750 0.bo96 0.6000 il.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7o3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 i.7000 11.200 13.3000 15.50(!0
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.8530 1.9100 1.9gq;'
METAL CAASER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6000 20.5000 2.1000 . 3n..
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 252 TIME 13H 33M 44S RADIAL Ih'LT 0ISTO ITi STA4 4 (
MASS AVERAGED PT 21.1209 ( 22.79211
MASS AVERAGED TT 616.0204 (608.8494)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 140.5800 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 152.5943
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.4198 22.6980 22.7025 22.5449 23.1343 22.8925 22.8546 21.8329 21.2n44
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8367 15.9432 16.0492 16.5178 16.6338 16.5536 16.2691 16.1172 15.9673
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.0033 16.0837 16.1862 16.6349 16.7641 16.6795 16.4032 16.2268 16.0640
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 642.3009 628.6541 622.9531 621.7444 600.0751 591.7731 587.3677 585.2043 585.3645
ANGLE 35.8424 34.3271 35.5153 38.1665 34.0903 35.8501 35.0126 37.6639 41.8761
MACH NO. 0.7695 0.7291 0.7220 0.6820 0.7032 0.6968 0.7142 0.6732 0.6498
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 902.2017 850.7846 839.8100 797.2925 805.0784 793.4082 808.4852 764.9653 741.4865
SWIRL VELOCITY 527.0188 478.7150 486.9923 492.3711 451.2271 463.2625 459.93L3 462.2717 489.3738
AXIAL VELOCITY 729.5935 701.0599 682.3551 626.4477 666.7059 641.1499 656.5452 598.8917 545.8767
WEIGHT FLOW 14.1179 9.1626 15.7122 24.2605 31.0922 23.7931 11.7258 4.7008 6.2028
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 36.0527 34.2889 35.5339 37.2819 32.4144 34.0193 33.5278 35.8663 39.8992
MACH NO. 0.7665 0.7309 0.7238 0.6989 0.7386 0.7258 0.7308 0.6902 0.6629
SWIRL VELOCITY 528.9736 480.1700 488.8901 493.6019 451.2271 459.8417 454.0417 456.1230 481.4413
AXIAL VELOCITY 725.6738 703.2049 683.5508 647.3768 709.6342 680.2566 684.2677 629.8978 574.8202
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 899.0378 852.7544 841.6473 815.2260 841.7862 823.3724 825.5068 782.6911 755.2527
WEIGHT FLOW 14.1273 9.1674 15.5558 24.2733 31.0928 23.6067 11.6463 4.7013 6.2089
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 725.9569 703.7236 684.1019 647.8120 709.6385 682.0020 688.4250 635.0452 580.9047
STATIC TEMPERATURE 575.1101 568.2245 564.1066 566.6312 541.1830 535.4795 530.7790 534.3834 538.1512
STATIC PRESS. 15.8826 15.9158 16.0236 16.2747 16.1034 16.1249 16.0234 15.8789 15.7912
MCL INCIDENCE 7.0667 5.0342 5.9425 6.3370 -1.2353 -0.1034 -0.6584 1.6494 5.7115
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 0.6427 -1.4910 -0.6260 0.0919 -7.3455 -6.2906 -7.0321 -4.8036 -0.8507
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.6223 0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 7.2999 8.3000
04a
pl> TIP RADIAL DIST. STATOR INCIDENCE PLOTS
O
00 RfG NO= 252 PCT DES SPD=100.o0 FAN INLFT TOT TFMP= 518.688
OUTEk WALL STATIC PRESM 17.630 HUB STATIC PRES= 17.420
PCT IM- IN RADIUS EX PL ANG SnLIOTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL TN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOT
MEHSION VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 -7.4000 1.0400 5.8000 .6000 899.0000 529.0000 575.1000 t5.8800 23.4200
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 7.0000 -1.5000 852.7000 480.1000 568.2000 15.9200 22.7000
.150 12.8300 -7.6000 1.0900 4.5000 -.6000 841.6000 488.9000 564.1000 16.0200 22.7000
.282 12.0000 -8.4000 1.1700 5.4000 .1000 815.2000 493.6000 566.6000 16.2700 22.5400
.470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 .3000 -7.3000 841.8000 451.2000 541.2000 16.1000 23.1300
.689 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .3000 -6.2000 823.4000 459.8000 535.5000 16.1200 22.8900
.850 8.5900 -9.2000 1.6200 .9000 -7.0000 825.5000 454.0000 530.8000 16.0200 22.8500
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.3000 -4.8000 782.7000 456.1000 534.4000 15.8800 21.8300
.937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.6000 -. 9000 755.2000 481.4000 538.2000 15.7900 21.2000
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EY TOT TEMP EY TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 626.1000 21.5900
.1000 13.1500 620.9000 22,0600
.1500 12.8400 615.9000 22.3100
.2822 11.9700 608.5000 22.2300
.4702 10.8300 594.9000 22.4600
.6887 9,5700 587.5000 22.t000
.8500 8.6700 585.9000 21.9900
.9000 8.4000 585.1000 20.9400
.9372 8.1200 585.5000 19.6700
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .5231 .2427 .1161 1.1040 10.2000 .5468 651.5109 648.1756 65.8393
.1000 .4197 .0944 .0442 1.1854 11.5000 .5768 682.1990 677.1140 83.1391
.1500 .4089 .0584 .0267 1.3381 9.1000 05923 696,5447 694.3974 5486503
.2822 .3790 .0494 .0210 5.3970 1008000 .5899 689.7328 686.6717 64.9096
.4702 .3736 ,0953 .0367 1.0217 7.4000 .6060 699.3371 699.3275 3.6617
.6887 .3663 .1167 .0397 .9016 7.1000 .5886 676.2701 676.2609 3.5409
.8500 .3523 .1259 .0389 .7471 7.1000 .5844 670.9086 670.8258 105S382
.9000 .4035 .1496 .0448 .6975 7.4000 .5179 598.2587 598.1047 13.5729
.9372 .5307 .2828 .0817 .5682 7.6000 .4192 48.7104 488.5198 13.6456










ROTOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE RFADING NUMBER 254 TIME 13H 51M 2PS RADIAL INLFT O)ISTORTI'u STAT)R -,L
ROTOR SPEED 12825.5117 OISTURTIION INDEX 0.158
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 137.969Q
THETA 1.0059
DELTA 0.9279
MASS AVERAGED PT 13.6373 ( 14.6960)
MASS AVERAGED TT 521.7572 (518.6881)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 144.6662 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 156.3566
EFUIV. SPEED 12787.7381
PERCENT SPEED 100.0527
PROBE TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 328 DEG.
IMMERSION 0.4000 0.8400 1.2900 2.3600 3.8700 5.6100 6.9300 7.4300 7.9400
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.1210 13.1679 13.1189 14.1329 15.5762 15.5891 15.4623 15.3976 14.4730
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7961 10.6796 10.5694 10.4153 10.5552 10.6881 10.7571 10.9588 11.2675
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.9717 10.8884 10.7928 10.9265 11.4862 11.5650 11.5596 11.6549 11.6086
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.9537 519.7990 519.3842 517.9293 518.9756 518.4215 518.5318 518.1796 517.1177
ANGLE 1.5760 2.9976 2.8004 1.9942 1.9970 1.8671 1.7703 1.3104 2.2407
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.5119 0.5281 0.5354 0.6175 0.6741 0.6671 0.6581 0.6434 0.5701
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 5.5, 260 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 11.0641 11.0118 10.9277 10.9638 11.1982 11.4142 11.6451 11.7769 11.8693
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0908 11.0403 10.9569 11.0118 11.2726 11.4835 11.7058 11.8331 11.9051
ANGLE 3.1302 3.8610 4.9657 6.6943 7.3526 6.9120 7.5199 7.9728 7.6023
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.4959 0.5080 0.5137 0.6077 0.6955 0.6753 0.6431 0.6249 0.5356
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.4995 0.5118 0.5176 0.6132 0.7030 0.6823 0.6493 0.6307 0.5398
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 544.3293 557.1006 563.0530 660.3490 748.7830 728.6815 696.2304 677.8340 585.9219
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.5449 28.4982 27.0794 22.8618 26.0916 23.5850 20.8432 14.7973 21.4602
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4419 8.1216 13.4106 25.5298 33.6374 26.4875 12.8736 6.2840 6.9183
AXIAL VELOCITY 528.6540 544.2133 553.5999 656.5748 748.2872 723.4730 674.3558 646.8394 548.4489
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 1.3974 2.6493 2.5181 1.8150 1.7601 1.6259 1.4772 1.0569 1.8272
SWIRL VELOCITY 14.7944 28.8964 27.3873 23.0496 26.0673 23.3264 20.2899 14.2625 20.4514
AXIAL VELOCITY 605.4710 623.4890 621.7453 726.3874 847.2618 820.7872 785.7976 772.0990 640.0818
MERIDONAL VELOCITY 618.9976 632.3443 627.5515 728.7347 847.2669 825.0107 802.4705 799.3356 676.9635
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 620.1921 634.0132 629.1535 730.0995 848.6641 826.3423 803.7450 800.4954 678.3280
MACH NO. 0.5734 0.5871 0.5822 0.6838 0.8082 0.7843 0.7603 0.7569 0.6312
WEIGHT FLOW 11.4394 8.1279 13.4139 25.5287 33.6432 26.4949 12.8134 6.2848 6.9196
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1559.2664 1516.0241 1470.9074 1359.0649 1201.5091 1017.9778 882.8232 833.9987 784.5621
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 1544.4717 1487.1274 1443.5201 1336.0150 1175.4414 994.6513 862.5332 819.7359 764.1106
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 68.1601 66.9644 66.5039 61.3897 54.2158 50.3262 47.0651 45.7220 48.4608
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1663.8961 1615.9847 1574.0300 1521.8375 1448.9731 1292.2746 1118.10L1 1144.9473 1020.8546
RELATIVE MACH NO. 1.5385 1.4964 1.4567 1.4253 1.3799 1.2265 1.1145 1.0826 0.9500
MCL INCIDENCE 5.9601 5.7644 6.0038 2.9897 -1.8841 -1.9737 -1.3338 -2.2779 0.5608
SURFACE INCIDENCE 3.7601 3.7644 3.9038 0.5897 -4.2841 -4.6737 -5.0338 -6.0779 -3.5391
RELATIVE TOTAL PRESS 42.9633 40.2216 37.7017 36.1684 34.6537 28.6661 25.3232 24.6160 21.2197
STATIC TEMPERATURE 487.8398 486.2477 486.3711 473.5957 458.9543 461.5759 464.74L6 464.8591 478.9078
RELAT. TOTAL TEMP. 718.9894 704.2132 693.0028 666.2175 633.9207 600.5984 580.3083 573.9394 565.4494
STATIC PRESS. 10.4984 10.4270 10.4265 10.3349 10.1336 10.3849 10.5418 10.5320 11.0653
RADIUS RATIO 0.9736 0.9464 0.9179 0.8469 0.7495 0.6347 0.55)5 0.5198 0.4885
STREAMLINE SLOPE -12.0000 -9.6000 -7.8000 -4.6000 0.2000 5.8000 11.70)0 15.0000 19.0000
h) - NOTE& ALL-PRESSURE-UNITS IN PSIA ANB-TEMPERATURE-UNITS IN- BEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STO. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
C UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
O.0
ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 254 TIMF 13H 51M 28S RADIAL INLET 0ISTO'TI STiAT, AJ;LF .
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.2496 ( 23.9768)
0 MASS AVERAGED TT 622.3150 (618.6546)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 138.5735 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
CORR. TOTAL FLOW 149.7716
PROBF TYPE - NASA 4 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 104 DFG.
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36)0 5.6800 5.9500
TOTAL PRESSURE 24.8886 24.4540 24.2186 23.8781 24.3003 23.9257 23.3075 22.0193 22.1031
STATIC PRESSURE 16.5405 16.0893 15.9618 15.6680 15.7861 15.7672 15.1336 14.7205 14.8396
WEDGE PRESSURE 18.8089 18.3414 18.1881 17.8731 18.0535 17.9666 17.3093 16.7081 16.8192
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 657.0748 642.5578 634.4592 630.7957 609.7041 600.1321 592.83i2 587.4756 593.7105
ANGLE 41.9873 38.8768 38.8852 41.5317 37.6648 39.0486 38.79q6 42.0092 45.9392
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.6459 0.6548 0.6533 0.6572 0.6658 0.6532 0.66 2 0.6406 0.6372
PROBE TYPE - NASA 2 PARAMETER LOCATION - STA 9.0, 300 DEG.
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9951 17.5968 17.3646 17.6939 17.6470 17.4008 17.0794 16.9263 16.7488H
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.1662 17.7341 17.5026 17.8116 17.7782 17.5291 17.2003 17.0167 16.8465
ANGLE 29.7436 26.1846 24.0149 29.9316 27.3788 32.7311 30.6771 30.1794 30.3612
APPARENT MACH NO. 0.7488 0.6938 0.6976 0.6612 0.6836 0.6819 0.6735 0.6182 0.6353
MEASURING PLANE
MACH NO. 0.7594 0.7025 0.7065 0.6690 0.6920 0.6903 0.68L7 0.6248 0.6A23
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 901.9041 831.5099 830.8845 789.3144 799.7412 792.0917 778.2171 715.2245 738.3666
SWIRL VELOCITY 602.1206 520.8736 520.7464 523.0394 488.6564 497.6109 483.84L5 474.0142 525.3586
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5969 9.0951 15.7996 24.1605 30.8705 23.6611 11.1387 4.2922 5.9929
AXIAL VELOCITY 669.0233 646.0627 645.7117 590.5318 633.0536 613.4361 601.85?1 526.2776 508.4133
CALCULATING PLANE
SWIRL VELOCITY 598.1417 517.7356 518.3316 521.7381 489.1085 501.8777 490.7866 482.2888 537.6236
AXIAL VELOCITY 627.3797 608.5492 609.7887 565.7442 611.0254 586.4191 568.4058 486.8016 477.3154
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 873.3610 803.5500 803.6462 770.6953 783.5577 774.8398 760.1339 695.5911 731.7230
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 635.3767 613.5222 613.1476 566.2408 611.1594 589.3330 579.4421 500.2179 495.3302
ANGLE 43.5881 40.3440 40.3191 42.6325 38.6308 40.5101 40.7591 44.6747 48.3412
MACH NO. 0.7327 0.6767 0.6812 0.6519 0.6767 0.6739 0.6644 0.6064 0.6361
WEIGHT FLOW 13.6022 9.1018 15.8110 24.1655 30.8914 23.6279 11.1474 4.2332 5.9928
ROTOR TANG. VELOC. 1518.0280 1480.3528 1443.0287 1346.7814 1205.9719 1041.4180 933.0469 895.4044 861.6772
RELAT. TANG. VELOC. 919.8861 962.6173 924.6970 825.0430 716.8634 539.5403 442.2602 413.1155 324.0537
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 55.3668 57.4889 56.4526 55.5377 49.5510 42.4745 37.3528 39.5524 33.1935
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1117.9867 1141.5083 1109.5105 1000.6620 942.0238 799.0100 7 28.9356 648.7543 591.9146
RELATIVE MACH NO. 0.9380 0.9613 0.9404 0.8464 0.8136 0.6949 0.6371 0.5656 0.5145
DEVIATION -0..6331 1.1889 0.5526 4.3377 2.5510 3.7745 9.45?8 16.6524 14.5935
AIR TURNING ANGLE 12.7932 9.4755 10.0511 5.8520 4.6647 7.8516 9.7132 6.1695 15.2673
ROTOR REL. MACH NO. 1.1574 1.1401 1.1198 1.0643 0.9778 0.8670 0.7902 0.7623 0.7383
IDEAL PRESS. RATIO 0.9493 0.9563 0.9662 0.9855 1.0049 1.0235 1.0465 1.0548 1.0667
ROTOR PRESS. RATIO 1.8968 1.8570 1.8460 1.6895 1.5600 1.5347 1.5073 1.4300 1.5271
ROTOR TEMP. RATIO 1.2637 1.2361 1.2215 1.2179 1.1748 1.1576 1.1432 1.1337 1.1481
ADIABATIC EFFY. 0.7570 0.8156 0.8606 0.7390 0.7731 0.8244 0.8666 0.8034 0.8667
POLYTR. EFFICIENCY 0.7777 0.8308 0.8720 0.7574 0.7868 0.8346 0.8741 0.8131 0.8744
TOTAL LOSS COEFF. 0.2138 0.1559 0.1169 0.2186 0.1685 0.1383 0.1111 0.1596 0.1427
SHOCK LOSS COEFF. 0.0123 0.0113 0.0119 0.0169 0.0290 0.0547 0.0261 0.0199 0.0030
PROFILE LOSS COEFF. 0.2015 0.1445 0.1050 0.2016 0.1395 0.0836 0.0849 0.1396 0.1397
TOTAL LOSS PARAM. 0.0370 0.0252 0.0193 0.0365 0.0316 0.0285 0.0237 0.0322 0.0305
PROFILE LOSS PARAM. 0.0349 0.0234 0.0173 0.0336 0.0261 0.0172 0.0181 0.0281 0.0299
ROTOR DIFFUS. FACT. 0.4338 0.3866 0.3905 0.4419 0.4458 0.4901 0.4950 0.5464 0.5606
STATIC PRESS. 17.4256 18.0014 17.7585 17.9534 17.8850 17.6520 17.3358 17.1780 16.8355
RADIUS RATIO 0.9775 0.9531 0.9287 0.8656 0.7759 0.6696 0.6000 0.5756 0.5534
STREAMLINE SLOPE -9.1000 -7.3000 -6.0000 -2.4000 1.2000 5.7000 11. 2000 13.3000 15.5000
SOLIDITY 1.6400 1.6580 1.6700 1.6940 1.7300 1.7880 1.854t) 1.9Ioo 1.9 40
METAL CAMBER 6.2000 4.9000 4.6000 7.2000 9.1000 13.6u0C 20.5010 ?5.lo00 4.30t0h
STATOR INLET TRAVERSE PLANE READING NUMBER 254 TI$E 13H 511A 29S RA IAL It'LFT i)I STi <T IOI STATI I P
MASS AVERAGED PT 22.2486 ( 23.9757)
MASS AVERAGED TT 622.2937 (618.6333)
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW 138.6708 (PROBE INTEGRATION)
EOUIV. WEIGHT FLOW 149.8768
MEASURING PLANE
IMMERSION 0.3100 0.6400 0.9600 1.8100 3.0200 4.4300 5.36 )0 5.6a00( 5.950
TOT4L PRESSURE 24.8886 24.4540 24.2186 23.8781 24.3003 23.1257 23.3075 22.0193 22.1031
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9951 17.5968 17.3646 17.6939 17.6470 17.4008 17.0794 16.9263 16.7488
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.1662 17.7341 17.5026 17.8116 17.7782 17.5291 17.20)3 17.0167 16.8465
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 657.0746 642.5577 634.4591 630.7956 609.7039 600.1320 592.8351 
587.4755 593.7103
ANGLE 41.9873 38.8768 38.8852 41.5317 37.6648 39.0486 38.79i6 42.0092 
45.9392
MACH NO. 0.7594 0.7025 0.7065 0.6690 0.6920 0.6903 0.68L7 0.6248 0.6423
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 901.9037 831.5100 830.8844 789.3144 799.7411 792.0917 778.2170 715.2242 
738.3666
SWIRL VELOCITY 602.1203 520.8735 520.7463 523.0393 488.6563 497.6109 483.84L4 474.0140 
525.3586
AXIAL VELOCITY 669.0232 646.0629 645.7118 590.5319 633.0536 613.4361 601.85?1 526.2774 
508.4133
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5969 9.0951 15.7996 24.1605 30.8705 23.6611 11.1337 
4.2922 5.9929
CALCULATING PLANE
ANGLE 42.2126 38.8182 38.5256 40.6521 35.9901 37.2633 37.07L0 40.2420 43.9987
MACH NO. 0.7573 0.7047 0.7148 0.6837 0.7224 0.7143 0.6982 0.6364 0.6515
SWIRL VELOCITY 604.3537 522.4565 522.7754 524.3468 488.6563 493.9365 477.6455 467.7091 516.8428
AXIAL VELOCITY 665.2217 648.3889 655.6226 609.6467 671.8288 648.2523 631.2309 
551.6419 534.2338
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 899.6862 833.8366 839.7250 805.1878 831.5556 817.1072 795.4427 
727.4434 748.1288
WEIGHT FLOW 13.5944 9.1045 15.7891 24.1875 30.8955 23.6627 11.1396 
4.2958 6.0014
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY 665.4812 648.8671 656.1512 610.0564 671.8330 649.9157 635.0650 556.1499 
539.8887
STATIC TEMPERATURE 589.8625 584.7944 575.8999 577.0953 552.2525 544.6922 540.2700 
543.5345 547.3399
STATIC PRESS. 17.0288 17.5628 17.2353 17.4700 17.1720 17.0315 16.8321 16.7675 16.6204
MCL INCIDENCE 13.2290 9.5668 8.9366 9.7094 2.3403 3.1489 2.9062 6.0608 
9.8544
SUC SUR INCIDENCE 6.8026 3.0382 2.3656 3.4621 -3.7699 -3.0466 -3.4839 
-0.4279 3.2487
RADIUS RATIO 0.9766 0.9534 0.9295 0.8694 0.7839 0.6868 0.62?3 
0.5991 0.5810
STREAMLINE SLOPE -1.6000 -2.2000 -2.2999 -2.1000 -0.2000 4.0999 6.2999 
7.2999 8.3000
Ih3
TIP PADIAL DIST. STATOR TNCIOENCE PLnTS
RDG NO= 254 PCT DER SPDIO0.00 FAN INLFT TOT TFHD= 518.688
OUTER WALL STATIC PREt= 18.980 HUB STATIr PRES: 18.710
PCT Im- IN RADTUS EX RL ANG SOLTDTTY EX FLO ANG INC ANG SS IN VEL IN TANG IN STAT IN STAT IN TOTMERSInN 
VELOCITY TEMP PRES PRES
.050 13.4800 
-7.4000 1.0400 4.1000 6.8000 899.7000 604.4000 589.9000 17.0200 24.8900
.100 13.1600 -7.5000 1.0600 6.1800 3.0000 833.8000 522.5000 584.8000 17.5600 24.4500
.150 12.8300 
-7.6000 1.0900 5.6600 2.4000 839.7000 522.8000 575.9000 17.2300 24.2200
.282 12.0000 
-8.4000 1.1700 5.0000 3.5000 805.2000 524.3000 577.1000 17.4700 23.8800*470 10.8200 -10.1000 1.3000 -.2000 -3.8000 831.6000 488.6000 552.3000 17.1700 24.3000
.69 9.4800 -9.8000 1.4700 .4000 -3.0500 817.1000 493.9000 544.7000 17.0300 23.9300.850 8.5900 
-9.2000 1.6200 1.2000 -3.5000 795.4000 477.6000 540.3000 16.8300 23.3100
.900 8.2700 -9.1000 1.6700 1.5000 
-. 4000 727.4000 467.7100 543.5000 16.7600 22.0200*937 8.0200 -9.0000 1.7300 1.5000 3.2000 748.1000 516.8000 547,3400 16.6200 22.1000
PCT IMMERSION EX RADIUS EX TOT TEMP EX TOT PRES
.0500 13.4700 640.7000 23,0500
.1000 13.1500 634.4000 23.5600
.1500 12.8400 628.7000 23.7900
*2822 11.9700 616.8000 23.5100
*4702 10.8300 605.2000 23.7600
.6887 9.5700 594.2000 23.3100
.8500 8.6700 590.7000 22.4500
.9000 8.4000 590.4000 21.4200
o9372 8.1200 591.9000 20.4300
PCT IMMERS DIF FACT LOSS COEF LOSS PARAM POLY EFF DEV ANG EX MACH NO EX COR VEL EX COR AX EX COR TANG
VELOCITY VELOCITY
.0500 .5804 .2338 .1121 1.1504 8.5000 .5353 645.9786 644.3254 46.1858
.1000 .4413 .1292 .0606 1.1338 10.6800 .5665 677.9980 674.0579 72.9880
.1500 .4260 .0615 .0281 1.1978 10.2600 .5804 690.4508 687.0846 68.0957
.2822 .4161 .0577 .0246 5.4402 10.4000 .5674 669.5627 667.0148 58.3562
.4702 *4063 .0757 .0291 1.0532 6.9000 .5850 682.5047 682.5005 
-2.3824
.6887 *4034 .0899 .0306 1.1067 7.2000 .5637 653.1128 653.0968 4.5595.8500 .4293 .1327 .0410 .8180 7.4000 .5140 596.7980 596.6671 12.4984
.9000 .4760 .1141 .0341 .7152 7.6000 .4416 515.9884 515.8116 13.5070
.9372 .6348 .3047 .0880 .6382 7.5000 .3553 418.4450 418.3016 10.9536










MASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 263 TIME 15H 3iM 9S IRCU. INLtT f)ISTORTI r;  STATCIO AALE 3.00 ) r
ROTOR SPEEO 8961.9291
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 108.2304
THFTA 1.0099
nELTA 0.9669
E011IV. ROTOR SPEED 8917.5787
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.7721
PROBE NO. 1 - NAS 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATI')h - STA. 5.5, 046 E(0., I FRSIHi 0.8L
ARSnLITE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 6o0.0000 Ion.non 1(00 .()0 12000)0 la.nn 16p.a n )rt
RFLATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.00n00 34.(000 54.0000 74.00)n 94.0,, 11 L.on(
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.8469 13.4977 13.4492 13.4226 13.4225 14.3054 14.3593 14.5137 1L.50'n
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.4667 12.1587 12.2103 12.2523 12.1987 12.4098 12.57,2 12.6367 12.6 60
ANGLE 20.8067 5.5258 -0.3869 -2.8764 -R.&28p -14.5055 -7.7876 -5.2378 -2.711'
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3901 0.3891 0.3741 0.3633 0.3720 0.4:52 0.4345 0.4491 I. 21
STATIC PRESSURE 12.4521 12.1446 12.1.987 12.2423 12.1874 12.3o35 12.5370 12.5935 12.6470
TOTAL TEMPERARJRE 526.7399 527.1857 530.5019 531.3270 529.6275 529.3040 527.17?7 527.0780 527.2694
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3923 0.3913 0.3759 0.3649 0.3738 0.4612 0.4445 0.4548 0.' 72
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 434.8428 433.9394 418.6440 407.0386 416.0463 509.5259 490.7934 501.6269 493.7324
AXIAL VELOCITY 398.6904 422.5691 409.4868 397.6638 402.7461 4R3.1602 475.82-5 488.7042 4H2.4256
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1295.7386 1199.8142 1154.2837 1133.8685 1098.8383 1073.10o5 1124.09'7 1148.0728 1165.1432
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.1692 1.0821 1.0366 1.0166 0.9874 0.9721 1.0132 1.0409 1.0555
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 72.5383 70.1981 70.0655 70.2750 69.4588 65.2977 66.5993 66.4823 67.0573
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0000 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5207 14.5040 14.4295 14.5277 14.5025 14.5120 14.50L6 14.5000 14.3568
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.6350 12.6273 12.7006 12.7306 12.7378 12.6924 12.6792 12.6945 12.6080
ANGLE -2.1174 -0.4591 -0.4471 -0.0852 0.1453 0.1470 0.4634 1.4099 6.6353
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4501 0.4493 0.4308 0.4384 0.4344 0.4416 0.4421 0.4399 0.4347
STATIC PRESSURE 12.5911 12.5839 12.6681 12.6936 12.7031 12.6536 12.6402 12.6567 12.5735
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 526.4897 527.0537 527.1061 527.1601 527.6930 526.9638 526.5643 526.3656 525.6876
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4559 0.4549 0.4352 0.4433 0.4391 0.4467 0.4473 0.4449 0.4393
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 502.5033 501.7578 480.8716 489.4576 485.2557 493.0337 493.4627 490.8709 484.6149
AXIAL VELOCITY 491.2011 490.7782 470.3497 478.7615 474.6504 482.2584 482.6641 480.0051 470.9857
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1173.2049 1185.8973 1177.4522 1183.6835 1183.6993 1186.9394 1189.5765 1195.6215 1231.3009
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0644 1.0752 1.0657 1.0720 1.0711 1.0755 1.0784 1.0838 1.1163
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.8275 67.0674 67.7857 67.5349 67.7091 67.4431 67.4711 67.6851 68.6419
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VFLOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
'.3
I.A




ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 108.2304
THFTA 1.0099
OELTA 0.9669
FOUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8917.5787
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.7721
PROBF NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, j/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 260 DEG., IMMERSI(ON 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.Ou00 120. 00:0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.00)00 240.0000 260.00Con
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4713 14.4605 14.4025 14.5375 14.4269 14.5113 14.4632 14.4276 14.367A
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.5776 12.6005 12.6171 12.6541 12.6673 12.7105 12.7125 12.7054 12.7350
ANGLE 12.7716 15.2829 16.6102 18.4316 19.1717 20.6730 23.8684 25.1047 27.1333
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4520 0.4478 0.4389 0.4496 0.4350 0.4391 0.4332 0.4299 0.41A5
STATIC PRESSURE 12.3647 12.3922 12.4188 12.4428 12.4726 12.5105 12.5191 12.5157 12.55k2
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 524.7240 524.1460 524.1179 523.9981 524.0784 524.1419 524.2587 523.9296 524.6936
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4793 0.4747 0.4649 0.4766 0.4607 0.4652 0.4587 0.4552 0.4427
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 526.3876 521.2210 510.9269 523.1915 506.4351 511.2177 504.4656 500.5388 487.6994
AXIAL VELOCITY 513.3375 502.7629 489.5821 496.3283 478.3240 478.2777 461.30L3 453.2344 a34.n004
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1086.7522 1100.4515 1102.2499 1122.5981 1115.5629 1128.3550 1142.8510 1147.1904 1149.0346
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9897 1.0023 1.0030 1.0228 1.0148 1.u268 1.0393 1.0432 1.0430
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.7148 65.4448 66.0499 66.1476 66.7907 67.0284 68.0182 68.4410 69.3068
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.00)0 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 20.0000 300.0000 320.0000 140.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.00)0 60.0000 80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4179 14.5772 13.9693 13.4245 13.4789 13.4530 13.4490 14.3457 14.3555
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7615 12.7758 12.5688 12.2592 12.2416 12.1649 12.10-9 12.3053 12.5370
ANGLE 32,6053 34.9721 34.9721 34.9721 28.2136 22.1414 12.3574 1.4072 7.3118
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4211 0.4381 0.3913 0.3624 0.3734 0.3818 0.39L2 0.4732 0.4441
STATIC PRESSURE 12.5805 12.5759 12.4202 12.1377 12.1120 12.0294 11.9539 12.0713 12.3341
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.5896 524.0707 524.6603 524.4768 525.1355 525.1408 524.5973 522.8102 523.n883
AqSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4455 0.4641 0.4131 0.3821 0.3q37 0.4028 (.41?9 0.5026 0.4706
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 490.1905 510.0316 456.2500 422.8839 435.7010 445.4589 456.0211 549.7790 516.419(
AXIAL VELOCITY 412.9219 417.9210 373.8521 346.5119 383.9197 412.599 445.4326 549.5629 512.150
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1180.2224 1208.4000 1164.6387 1137.9215 1115.6163 1090.4552 1039.3789 1016.4116 1042.0681
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0727 1.0996 1.0546 1.0282 1.0083 0.9662 0.94L3 0.9293 0.9497
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 70.7159 70.9215 72.2025 73.0632 71.0093 69.2743 66.80!2 61.5984 63.258
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN OEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TU NASA STD. S.L. CUi[UITI)ONS, VFLICITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN OFG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION IUNITS IN INCHES
IASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 263 TI E 15H 3M QS CIRCU. . !NL:-T DISTiOTI 4N STATOR ANGLE 3., (
ROTOR SPEE) 8961.9291
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 108.230&
THETA 1.0099
OELTA 0.9669
OIOUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8917.5787
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.7721
PRnRB NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - ST,. 5.5, 32? OF-G., Ii'FERSIOv 7.43
ARSnLUTE SCREE1t ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.ooo0 100.0000 120.00)O 1LO.onno( 1i.o
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.00)0 172.0000 192.000rC,
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.5323 14.4512 14.5283 14.5324 14.3793 14.5029 14.5495 14.5455 14.514 ,
wEDGE PRESSURE 12.1474 12.0883 12.3441 12.4319 12.4R57 12.5492 12.5540 12.5673 12.506.
ANIGLE 
-17.3598 -26.3575 -18.8123 -10.1437 -4.1387 -1).6164 1.2743 2. 7 3d7 3.811?
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3957 0.5114 0.4880 0.4775 0.4536 0.4593 0.4638 0.4617 n.457R
STATIC PRESSURE 12.1132 11.8960 12.1970 12.3019 12.3896 12.4448 12.4432 12.4594 12.1941
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.8945 524.7771 524.9518 524.1902 523.8372 524.3265 524.60L9 524.4089 524.8725
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4009 0.5345 0.5061 0.4936 0.4661 0.4726 0.4779 0.4754 0.4710
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 442.8417 583.8927 554.4624 541.1043 512.0366 519.1468 524.7896 522.0927 517.6526
AXIAL VELOCITY 405.0458 503.8224 503.2957 509.1141 487.5779 495.5000 500.7993 497.8194 493.1041
RELATIVE VELOCITY 608.7476 613.8918 656.8122 712.2331 734.5139 761.9521 777.8252 785.1502 788.6819
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.5511 0.5620 0.5995 0.6498 0.6686 0.6937 0.7033 0.7149 0.7176
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 55.1201 49.3104 51.2428 53.1711 55.1834 55.7335 55.9941 56.4054 56.7742
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.3657 14.4420 14.5008 14.3283 14.3143 14.2804 13.8403 13.4603 13.4463
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.6277 12.6504 12.6542 12.7106 12.6539 12.4837 12.30L9 12.2559 12.1678
ANGLE 4.0508 7.0325 8.0716 17.5710 28.0604 35.1809 35.1809 21.6801 3.1749
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4331 0.4390 0.4454 0.4172 0.4233 0.4424 0.4137 0.3683 0.3804
STATIC PRESSURE 12.5558 12.5714 12.5674 12.6552 12.5925 12.4017 12.2516 12.2336 12.1411
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.6386 524.5481 524.4860 5
2 4
,
4 6 2 3  
524.3735 525.1888 524.3041 523.8834 523.5581
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4428 0.4495 0.4567 0.4248 0.4317 0.4533 0.4209 0.3719 0.3846
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 487.2950 494.8551 502.4306 468.6398 475.9344 499.2285 464.3857 411.7105 425.2687
AXIAL VELOCITY 464.0647 469.0991 475.2364 428.1857 404.8839 395.3523 367.7595 367.4158 405.3517
RELATIVE VELOCITY 769.1090 791.9044 803.3658 830.2899 886.9235 938.1596 908.1102 806.8827 723.3511
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6988 0.7193 0.7303 0.7527 0.8046 0.8520 0.8231 0.7289 0.6543
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.7015 58.1762 58.2114 61.6183 64.4401 66.1787 67.0098 64.4964 59.5833
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN-DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
lk-F
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 263 TIME 15H 3M 95 rIRCU. INLcT ISTORTIMI; STATOrh uiLE A .r r
ROTOR SPEED 8961.9291




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.7721
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.1353 17.0254 16.7875 16.6006 17.2992 17.2382 17.3205 17.5962 17.9463
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.2847 14.2719 14.2280 14.3976 14.5157 14.5364 14.5295 14.6280 14.4655
ANGLE 23.2780 24.6835 27.4767 34.8217 36.1616 33.0876 31.9800 27.2507 21.8527
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5165 0.5084 0.4919 0.4556 0.5070 0.4996 0.5074 0.5206 0.5637
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0519 14.0586 14.0515 14.2737 14.3021 14.3395 14.3147 14.3792 14.0936
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 555.0249 554.5271 553.7814 551.3010 570.0346 568.0643 571.5308 574.7009 569.3640
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5400 0.5302 0.5106 0.4695 0.5285 0.5197 0.5290 0.5449 0.5979
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 606.1769 595.5433 574.2292 _528. 8B3'9 601.9485 591.3887 603.2711 622.1183 675.5616
AXIAL VELOCITY 555.3185 539.6876 508.1624 433.2345, 484.9651 494.3658 510.5273 551.6614 625.2774
RELATIVE VELOCITY 969.4733 953.0166 921.8449 850.4255 834.4045 866.2341 878.3416 930.6357 1002.1649
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8636 0,8485 0.8197 0l7550 7326 .. 0.7612 _0j1Q2 0,*152- 08869
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.1161 60.3982 61.0564 62.9296 59.7542 60.2068 59.7529 59.2604 57.9560
*********** * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * ** *
ABSOLUTE SCIEEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 2*0.00 ZO.000 280.0000 300.0000 320.000 340.0000
_ RELATIVE SCREN ANGLE 74.90_.. 9 Q _ 116,_QQQ0. llA.h..eo1 i6.o LL'0 6 e.o 216.0000 236000Q0
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.5768 17.3208 17.2351 17.1940 17.1775 17.1820 17.1037 17.1553 17.1629
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3307 14.2598 14.2273 14.1922 14.2060 14.2233 14.2170 14.2524 14.2646
ANGLE _21.3198 19.7713 - 18.8935 19,8960 21,0052. .1208 22.1Q1 21.6387 22, 949
APPARENT Ma- NUB!eR 0.5440 0.5ri 0.5307 0.5308 0.5280 0.5266 0.5207 0.5215 0.5209
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0114 13.9809 13.9593 13.9245 13.9453 13.9660 13.9749 14.0077 14.0213
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 561,7001 558.6619 _557263- 5411s35_L 5#7646 556.6866 556.69a)2 555.326Z 555.0274
ABSOLUTE MAIH NUMBER 0.5784 0.5617 0.5571 0.5573 0.5539 0.5522 0.5450 0.5460 0.5452
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 650.5946 631.2514 625.5531 625.2036 622.3989 620.0969 612.4827 612.7161 611.7754
AXILk_- 0TY__ .. 64.3764. 592.3442 590.1423. 586.2111:. 579.4073 576.8184 565.8735 567.9506 562.8590
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1000.9761 1012.2023 1019.7989 1009.2212 996.8622 995.0708 982.94Z2 987.8847 976.7065
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8900 0.9008 0.9083 0.8996 0.8872 0.8862 0.877 0.8803 0.8705
RELATIVE fLOW ANGLE 58_l7953 59.5832 59,8627 _ 1695 59.7533 59,8201 59.99L4 60,0250 59,9660
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONSt VELOCITY
UN.. ITS IN EPS. ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. QF ARC, AND IMMERSIOh UNITL.IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 263 TIME 15H 3M 9S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTIY, STATOR ANGLE 3.nf 01 -
ROTOR SPEED 8961.9291




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.7721
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ARSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.00nnn
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.00)0 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.8102 17.6408 17.5701 17.5619 17.5768 17.5540 17.4850 17.4741 17.4677
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.4918 14.4848 14.4183 14.3954 14.4004 14.3864 14.3560 14.3618 14.3703
ANGLE 27.2058 26.1965 26.3823 25.5356 25.5567 26.1356 26.4300 27.3605 28.0175
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5508 0.5382 0.5390 0.5406 0.5413 0.5408 0.5333 0.5368 0.5355
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0823 14.1165 14.0491 14.0218 14.0245 14.0123 13.99)8 14.0008 14.0132
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 563.8094 559.4790 559.1257 557.3206 556.5285 556.7801 557.1457 556.3928 556.1138
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5891 0.5733 0.5744 0.5763 0.5772 0.5766 0.5734 0.5716 0.5700
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 663.0387 643.9637 644.8243 645.8387 _ 646.2880 645.8417 642.7154 640.4092 638.4963
AXIAL VELOCITY 589.6616 577.7937 577.6401 582.7257 583.0284 579.7813 575.5130 568.7433 563.6435
RELATIVE VELOCITY 801.6621 806.0020 804.3212 813.6344 813.5659 807.2796 803.1141 792.5100 784.9482
RELATIVE MH NUMBER 0.7L23 0.7176 0.7164 _.0.7260 07266 0.7207 0.71,6 0.7074 0.7007
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.6624 54.3633 54.3139 54.3884 54.3720 54.3131 54.3732 54.3336 54.3179
ABSOLUTE SCREEN AN4LE 18Q00000 2-4~0900 220000 240,00 26QtOQ - 280.0000 300.0000 329.Q000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN A N GE240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 . 0.0000 20.0000 4.0.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.4184 17.4304 17.1924 16.9538 16.5494 17.1994 17.0472 17.0741 17.5291
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3801 14.3860 14.2744 14.2302 14.1858 14.3468 14.3663 14.3241 14.5558
ANGLE 28.1246 28.5468 30.5166 34.0706 39.3536 38.6441 40.0159 37.5633 32.8132
APPARENT MACH NULMBER 0.5305 0 509 0.5224 0.5065 0.4744 0.5156 0.5005 0.5072 0.5222
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0378 14.0424 13.9581 13.9T73 13.9860 14.0475 14.1058 14.0475 14.2336
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 555*3180 555.2715 553.0184 552.0113 546.9373 564.4745 564.1454 565.2044 .569.4557
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5638 0.5643 0.5538 0.5345 0.4962 0.5456 0.5273 0.5354 0.5537
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 631.5730 632.0548 619.7386 598.7317 555.4098 617.3438 597.5201 606.7924 628.6569
AXIAL VELOCITY 556.9764 555.1911 533.8722 495.9402 429.4554 482.1549 457.6062 480.9765 528.3296
7RELATIVE L : 71 7.4176 753.3581 711.9574 64.592 666.86 650.2817 676.9080 731.2487
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6979 0.6941 0.6732 0.6356 0.5848 0.5894 0.5738 0.5973 0.6440
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.5289 54.4662 54.6751 55.1381 56.7315 54.1316 54.8644 54.6030 54.1504
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
N .. RAN Ot TNSOICF PAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 263 TIME 15H 3M 9S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTIO-, STATORk ,i~LF 3.
ROTOR SPEED 8961.9291




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.7721
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000onnn
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.00-)0 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.6741 16.8068 18.3256 18.1994 17.9341 17.8881 17.79L6 17.7978 17.7429
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.0862 14.1625 14.7541 14.6240 14.5284 14.4757 14.4128 14.4128 14.3890
ANGLE 39.6753 35.5243 26.3831 30.9694 30.7402 30.4153 30.9833 31.0215 31.3016
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4968 0.5006 0.5652 0.5678 0.5560 0.5583 0.5559 0.5573 0.5554
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7151 13.7818 14.2015 14.0679 14.0082 13.9537 13.8957 13.8955 13.8775
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 562.3180 566.1311 574.2905 568.3893 564.7579 562.3644 561.2731 562.1385 561.6792
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5357 0.5401 0.6147 0.6178 0.6047 0.6064 0.6047 0.6053 0.6030
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY _ 605.6049 612.2907 - 696.235L 959649 . 80.0377 680.3514 677.957L 679.0525 676.3971
AXIAL VELOCITY 461.2673 492.5353 614.9692 589.0692 576.9302 579.0832 573.7460 574.4483 570.5561
RELATIVE VELOCITY 534.4790 577.3634 708.9808 663.6354 657.1080 660.4826 653.5793 653.7950 649.5959
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER _ 0.4728 0,5091 0.6260. .5891- 0.5843 0.54P6 0o583Q PQ58L 0.5791
RELATIVE OiM A#SLE 48.7075 49.0365 48.5638 47.9072 48.2187 48.2585 48.2230 48.1976 48.2077
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * *
A§SIIUTE SCREEN MWS 180.0000 ER.00O 220.00* 240.0000 260.D000 280.0000 300.00)0 320.0000 340.0000
REAITIVE SCREEN ANSLE 1"f8900. P _ 22a... 28&@ _ 288.0000 0.D&00 12AfL 0D000 3Af.0QQ
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.6534 17.6487 17.5798 17.4754 17.4032 17.2253 16.8740 16.2342 16.6344
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3592 14.3492 14.3196 14.2978 14.2628 14.1594 14.06)7 14.0707 14.0980
ANGLE 31.4073 31.6135 32.2434 -329407 . 33.9384 35.9348 39.26!6 42.5002 43.0278
APPARENT NMAH NUBER 0.5513 0.5519 0.5493 0.5432 0.5408 0.5366 0.5171 0.4566 0.4919
STATIC PRESSURE 13.8589 13.8478 13.8254 13.8192 13.7909 13.7008 13.6434 13.7738 13.7362
TOTAL TEMPERAAJRE 558.9437 559.1422 558.9538 558.9120 557.2627 555.8287 551.6914 546.5757 556.3148
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5983 0.5990 0.5960 0.5889 0.5862 0.5813 0.5539 0.4902 0.5302
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 669.7930 670.6359 667.4454 659.9853 656.1657 650.2338 624.3596 548.8483 596.4580
AXIAL VELOCITY 564.3670 563.8631 557.4450 547.0471 537.8126 520.4297 478.32L7 400.7821 431.9244
RELATIVE VELOCITY 645.0317 643.4477 635.5613 624.8484 613.0898 590.4339 545.9474 489.6457 498.4391
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.5761 0.5747 0.5675 0.5575 0.5477 0.5279 0.4837 0.4374 0.4430
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 48.3174 48.2729 48.2477 48.2998 48.2436 48.1070 48.2738 50.2059 48.5915
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN-PSIA AND-TEMPERATURE-UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE-CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS,.VELJCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
FAN STATR EXI T  REAnI0fG 263
INMERSION .6530
RFLATIVF SCREEN ANGLE .1000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 IO.Oou 11 .000i 140.UO0 1b0.0000
TOTAL PDESSUJRF 17.1200 17.2100 17.3300 17.3700 17.2400 17.1300 i7.0 nu 17.0100 17.0600
STATIC PRESSURE 19.R0115 10.7500 14.646o 10.5109 14.3664 14.3164 14.3eu2 14.3131 10.2b97
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 570.0000 512.000O 571.000 57.000 0 Sb.700j 'r61I.300o0 559Q.o0O 559.6000 558.3000
MACH NUMFFR .4604 .4746 .0b96 .5135 .51 .5.512b .508o .bu8o .509
CORRECIED VFLLCTY 525.1207 541.6261 5641.Q890 582.9102 5d60. 6o 77. 437 '11.a203 R71.60U8 572.5973
RFLATIVF SCREFN ANGLE 180.0000 200.00 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 260.0000 3o0.OuO 3e.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSIIRE 17.0300 17.0500 17.1000 17.1000 17.0500 16.Qb00 16.900 17.000u 17.0600
STATIC PRESSUPE 14.2730 14.3898 14.a109 10.4577 14.5255 14.5155 14.6044 14.7522 14.0000
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 559.0000 558.0000 557.600 557.7000 557.3000 556.200o 553.7000 549.0000 562.0000
MACH NUMBER .5087 .4983 .5005 .u956 .4840 .4703 .4600 .4547 .055
CORRECTED VELOCITY 572.0262 560.381d 562.5338 557.3654 544,6865 52 9.4483 517.7110 509.2524 515.7578
IMMERSION 2.9730
RELATIVF SCREEN ANGLE .0000 ,0.000 40000 b600000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140,0000 
160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.8000 17.1700 17.6800 17.7200 17.5300 17.4000 17.0000 17.3800 
17.3200
STATIC PRESSURE 14.7851 14.7500 14.6699 14.5498 14.4247 14.37u7 14.3746 14.3598 14.3597
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 561.5000 564.8000 565.7000 562.5000 558.5000 55q.0000 553.5000 556.*000 
553.6000
MACH NUMBER .4311 .4710 .5233 .5382 .5352 .5296 .5296 5294 
.5245
CORRECTED VELMCITY 089.3056 534.2196 591.366 605.3347 599.9779 592.1390 591.3344 592.7194 586.0014
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 
340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.3000 17.3000 17.3000 17.2100 17.20n00 17.1000 16.7600 16.5200 
16.6200
STATIC PRESSURE 14.3546 14.4248 14.4498 14.4849 14.5449 14.5949 10.6799 14.7600 14.8000
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 556.0000 552.6000 555.0000 552.1000 553.0000 454.0000 550.0000 550.0000 561.0000
MACH NUMBER .5233 .5162 .5137 .5076 .4953 .4811 .4392 .4044 
.4104
CORRECTED VELOCITY 586.0438 576.759a 575.3232 567.3187 554.7120 544.0138 493.0313 455.2271 
466.3887
IMMERSION 5.4030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40,0000 60.0000 80.0000 100,.000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.1800 16.5100 17.0200 17.6000 17.9800 17.9600 17.9000 17.8000 17.8300
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7647 14.7500 14.6943 14.5905 14,4858 14.4358 14.427/ 14.4086 14.4330
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 553.0000 558.0000 563,0000 569.0000 567.0000 562.0000 561.5000 561.0000 560.0000
MACH NUMBER .3640 .4045 .4630 .5246 .5643 .5674 .5637 .5625 .5579
CORRECTED VELOCITY 412.0798 458,6656 5204,7163 594.2312 635. 788 635.9883 631.7647 630.1820 624.P124
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 30.000u 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.7400 17.7300 17.7000 17.6400 17.5700 17.1000 17.1000 16.7000 16.3200
STATIC PRESSURE 14.4401 14.4615 14,4905 14.5134 14.5653 14.6153 14.696e 14.7081 14I8000
TOTAL TEMPERATUPRE 558.5000 558.0000 558.0000 557.5000 556.5000 555.0000 550.5000 548.0000 547.0000
MACH NUMBER .5503 .5475 .5423 .5354 .5246 .5054 .4703 .4228 .3763
CONRECTFD VELOCTTY 615.9b09 612.7116 607.2616 599.6326 587.7093 566.4953 528.5691 474.3426 403.3677
I. NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 264 TIME 15H 23M 23S CIRCUM. INLET OISTORTIfnh STATQi AirL
ROTOR SPEED 8972.4251
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 104.2982
THETA 1.0096
DELTA 0.9696
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8929.3031
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8638
PROBF NO. 1 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.00)0 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.5441 13.5953 13.4883 13.4929 13.4675 14.3007 14.3457 14.4844 14.4974
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.5275 12.4222 12.4804 12.4528 12.4216 12.6733 12.7538 12.7740 12.8103
ANGLE 15.3035 2.3978 -4.5389 -7.2293 -15.1702 -16.2586 -7.0736 -3.7322 -).7353
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3356 0.3613 0.3349 0.3404 0.3417 0.4190 0.4133 0.4274 0.4241
STATJC PRE .URE 12.5209 12.4123 12.4740 12.4457 12.4143 12.6471 12.7312 12.7431 12.7812
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 526.9462 528.3845 532.2987 533.2828 533.2079 531.2342 529.2932 528.4023 527.1589
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3368 0.3629 0.3360 0.3416 0.3430 0.4226 0.4156 0.4316 0.4280
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 374.8245 403.7266 .375.8564 _38R23566 _3B3.8176- 469.2467 461,9582_ 477.6122 473.2249
AXIAL VELOCITY 354.1672 394.5735 366.5396 371.1551 362.8850 441.3848 448.57L0 466.2272 462.6806
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1231.0848 1168.1075 1115.4520 1100.1496 1049.1168 1052.6254 1122.0536 1152.4926 1165.9638
__RELA.IVLMAH NLIELR _.I62 07 _0_501 ... 922_ .A83o_ 0.9376 0.94a1 1.019 .... 1.0415 1.0546
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 73.6109 70.9486 71.4308 70.9707 70.5254 66.7961 67.7700 67.5314 67.9184
*** ** ** ** *** ****** *** **** ** * * **** * ****** ** * *** * ****
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174AQQQ0_jA _t1IAQAlHa0K_ 234OQ0000 Zi O 40_rI& 0Q9Q 2QzQ0
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5208 14.4856 14.4347 14.5114 14.5177 14.4896 14.5086 14.4780 14.3771
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.8048 12.8010 12.7584 12.7560 12.7614 12.7895 12.8158 12.8047 12.7726
.. ANGLE -1.8397 -0.21_4 0.058 _ 0.9808 0.0925 0.3230 0,60. L . ,19494 5,7733
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4276 0.4239 0.4236 0.4331 0.4331 0.4260 0.4246 0.4225 0.4146
STATIC PRESSURE 12.7737 12.7719 12.7296 12.7220 12.7274 12.7594 12.7863 12.7764 12.7483
.. 01AL TEqPERATURE... 527.3291 527.9030 528.3236 528.1787 528.5258 528.1809 528.2367 527.3977 527.1472
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4318 0.4278 0.4275 0.4376 0.4376 0.4300 0.4286 0.4263 0.4179
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 477.3396 473.3822 473.2052 483.9130 484.0774 475.8344 474.3791 471.5427 462.4702
AALAL YELOlX ..._466.6785 461.0346 462.8644~ _ 3al380 473.4987 465.4293 463.9884 460.9831 450.1681
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1166.7404 1177.3612 1179.2972 1183.8129 1183.9687 1182.3220 1183.7785 1192.4913 1215.7160
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0555 1.0642 1.0655 1.0706 1.0704 1.0686 1.0697 1.0782 1.0987
RELATIVE- FLOY _ALE.. 67,7595 8,0967 6841366 . 61.1667 .-- 67t7.65 68.0778 68.1616.- 68.4359- 69.2654
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
-_ _UNITSLN Fe-_ANGL.ki&IT-IN DEG. DE ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 264 TIME 15H 23M 23S CIRCUN. INLET DISTORTIh' STATOkR NGLE 3.00 Uo;
ROTOR SPEED 8972.4251
ACTUL ORIFICE FLOW 104.2982
THET4 1.0096
OELT 0.9696
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8929.3031
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8638
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.3366 14.4830 14.4166 14.5497 14.4551 14.5107 14.4857 14.4419 14.4485
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7472 12.7444 12.7384 12.7704 12.7679 12.7949 12.7875 12.8066 12.8313
ANGLE 15.9817 16.4439 17.9513 19.4497 20.3265 20.9690 23.4135 24.9401 26.8973
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4131 0.4313 0.4241 0.4356 0.4247 0.4277 0.4257 0.417b 0.4152
STATIC PRESSURE 12.5750 12.5526 12.5546 12.5734 12.5830 12.6064 12.60L2 12.6286 12.6557
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.4103 523.2851 523.0914 523.3567 523.4784 523.9534 523.35L2 523.5594 523.6467
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4367 0.4566 0.4488 0.4614 0.4495 0.4,27 0.4506 0.4419 0.4391
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 480.3668 501.7533 493.4224 506.8276 494.3240 497.9987 495.4213 486.3754 483.4108
AXIAL VELOCITY 461.7770 481.2059 469.3789 477.8821 463.5193 464.9961 454.5909 441.0009 431.0963
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1078.5947 1095.8289 1099.7593 1118.4780 1115.0991 1121.6272 1134.4440 1136.6124 1145.3954
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9807 0.9973 1.0003 1.0182 1.0140 1.0197 1.03L8 1.0328 1.0404
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.8219 66.2916 66.8862 66.8639 67.4276 67.4815 68.1624 68.7931 69.3742
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 28Q.000 . _O00000 320,o000 34QQQ0Q 0.0o00 20.0000 09.OoJ0Q 60 _OQO . 0.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4279 14.5800 13.9539 13.5791 13.6045 13.5879 13.57L4 14.3759 14.4227
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.8717 12.9026 12.7008 12.4637 12.5065 12.4963 12.4637 12.6582 12.7936
ANGLE 32.0170 34.9721 34.9721 34.9513 23.7937 18.4276 10.1532 1.2806 9.6508
APPARENT MkH NUMBER 0.4070 0.4214 0.3690 0.3520 0.3487 0.3479 0.3500 0.4301 0.4173
STATIC PRESSURE 12.7041 12.7194 12.5698 12.3479 12.3926 12.3831 12.3542 12.4690 12.6163
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.8133 523.8236 524.2774 524.3657 524.7835 524.5791 524.22d7 523.8083 524.7087
ABSOLUTE MCH NUMlBER 0.4301 0.4459 0.3891 0.3709 0.3674 0.3665 0.3638 0.4554 0.4413
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 474.0001 490.6639 430.3623 410.8230 407.2408 406.1887 408.46?4 500.7330 486.2795
AXIAL VELOCITY 401.8850 402.0508 352.6398 336.7146 372.6099 385.3420 402.0332 500.5804 479.3719
RELATIVE VELOCiTY 1165.2743 1193.4739 1144.8166 1129.2002 1073.5194 1044.5573 998.9959 989.6274 1040.9589
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0575 1.0846 1.0351 1.0196 0.9687 0.9426 0.90 0 0.9001 0.9448
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 70.9707 71.3819 72.8789 73.3954 70.8578 69.7499 68.0772 63.1674 65.2724
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
N,
. NASA TRANSNIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 264 TIME 15H 23M 235 CIRCUM. INLTT DISTORTIuN STATOR AiGL .. .
ROTOR SPEED 8972.4251
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 104.2982
THETA 1.0096
DELTA 0.9696
EOUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8929.3031
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.6638
PROBF NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 OEG., I4;JERSIU4 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0O00 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.00)0 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.8897 14.4568 14.5184 14.5049 14.3688 14.5406 14.5439 14.5464 14.5434
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.4174 12.3936 12.6240 12.7078 12.7218 12.7219 12.69 9 12.7202 12.7379
ANGLE -29.6206 -27.4924 -17.2445 -7.8734 -1.4716 0.9293 2.247b 3.3808 3.9307
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4032 0.4741 0.4513 0.4387 0.L?06 0.4410 0.4452 0.4419 0.4392
STATIC PRESSURE 12.3761 12.2692 12.5298 12.6288 12.6629 12.6401 12.600i 12.6372 12.6581
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.0891 523.7294 523.5839 523.9350 523.6809 524.4388 523.9339 523.8065 523.3757
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4092 0.4898 0.4635 0.4492 0.4287 0.4517 0.4555 0.4528 0.4197
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 451.4218 536.8037 509.1653 494.1999 472.3631 497.1638 501.9833 497.9475 494.5234
AXIAL VELOCITY 378.7101 458.8871 465.9769 467.6579 450.7355 474.4865 478.81 6 474.5378 471.n113
RELATIVE VELOCITY 528.0345 580.2727 643.4085 699.3725 726.5506 757.3999 768.7570 772.8930 773.6528
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.4787 0.5294 0.5857 0.6356 0.6594 0.6882 0.6942 0.7028 0.7037
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.0791 50.3581 52.8106 54.9867 56.9783 56.7221 56.8745 57.2493 57.4757
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.000Q 312.000 152.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.3678 14.4664 14.5337 14.3388 14.3143 14.2936 13.807 13.5549 13.5612
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.7867 12.8088 12.8009 12.8426 12.8121 12.6792 12.5453 12.5100 12.4792
ANGLE 4.1470 6.9143 8.1573 16.4355 26.8570 35.1809 35.1809 10.8520 1.1023
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4114 0.4205 0.4297 0.3998 0.4010 0.4173 0.3723 0.3404 0.3466
STATIC PRESSURE 12.7366 12.7496 12.7318 12.8029 12.7714 12.6238 12.5210 12.4967 12.4640
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.7674 523.9532 524.3811 524.3927 525.1878 525.0547 524.2321 523.8124 524.9173
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4184 0.4286 0.4389 0.4055 0.4069 0.4249 0.3761 0.3427 0.3492
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 461.4883 472.3879 483.5410 447.9616 449.7725 469.0129 416.3394 380.0848 387.5572
AXIAL VELOCITY 439.4400 447.9042 457.2802 411.5762 386.5257 371.4240 329.7104 356.8665 369.8614
RELATIVE VELOCITY 752.7949 776.0126 790.8986 809.5451 860.6876 912.6776 867.8666 734.4403 689.9490
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6825 0.7041 0.7179 0.7328 0.7766 0.8270 0.7840 0.6622 0.6217
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.5514 58.8388 58.7953 61.9587 64.8034 66.9088 68.2957 63.0212 60.6806
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CRR-RECTED TO NASA STD. S.L-. CONDITIONS, VLnCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 264 TIME 15H 231 23S rIRCU
, . 
INLET DISTOnTIi, STATOK ANGLE 3.00 ~(,
ROTOR SPEED 8972.4251




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8638
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.9254 17.8976 17.7347 17.6715 18.5175 18.5520 18.5436 18.6312 18.5987
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.0544 15.0871 15.0763 15.3349 15.5572 15.5969 15.5417 15.5562 15.2646
ANGLE 28.4727 28.9950 32.2222 39.3384 40.9917 39.7816 39.1293 34.9176 28.0645
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5056 0.5001 0.4873 0.4547 0.5052 0.5041 0.5088 0.5143 0.5389
STATIC PRESSURE 14.8361 14.8814 14.8991 15.2040 15.3328 15.3745 15.3086 15.3085 14.9530
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 562.2667 561.0775 561.3694 561.2535 583.4344 583.6429 588.4092 587.5360 578.7156
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5269 0.5203 0.5051 0.4685 0.5264 0.5251 0.5307 0.5373 0.5672
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 596.1471 588.4245 572.2861 532.5500 606.5987 605.3689 613.8524 620.6865 648.2304
AXIAL VELOCITY 522.7341 513.4032 483.0289 411.0878 457.0222 464.3334 475.2557 507.8431 570.5748
RELATIVE VELOCITY 915.1840 909.0063 875.4393 809.5264 784.3319 797.1809 803.6184 848.9039 927.1329
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8089 0.8038 0.7728 0.7122 0.6806 0.6916 0.6947 0.7349 0.8112
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.1864 60.4634 61.0339 63.0034 59.6908 59.7002 59.3193 59.0294 58.3087
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0030 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 76,0000 96.0000 116.0000 136,0000 156,0000 176,0000 196#090Q. 216.0000 236,0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.3926 18.0554 17.9683 17.9408 17.9037 17.9792 17.9046 17.9375 17.9268
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.1988 15.1160 15.0729 15.0103 15.0127 15.0570 15.0737 15.0804 15.0817
ANGLE 27.0957 25.7906 25.1596 25.9054 26.5366 25.6946 26.9936 26.9425 27.7594
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5292 0.5103 0.5074 0.5112 0.5080 0.5098 0.50?0 0.5041 0.5030
STATIC PRESSURE 14.9167 14.8854 14.8502 14.7790 14.7894 14.8284 14.8638 14.8654 14.8692
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 570.6888 566.2251 564.2389 563,2699 564.5889 563.3166 563.7557 562.7139 562.7547
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5553 0.5325 0.5290 0.5336 0.5297 0.5319 0.52 6 0.5251 0.5238
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 631.1206 604.2269 599.4066 603.8698 600.3597 602.0718 592.2673 594.3850 593.0981
AXIAL VELOCITY 560.4176 542.6179 541.1066 541.7742 535.7253 541.1176 526.3702 528.5137 523.5142
RELATIVE VELOCITY 934.7786 944.0776 949.7929 942.8283 935.7407 944.7183 929.8453 930.7052 922.1605
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8226 0.8320 0.8382 0.8332 0.8256 0.8347 0.8205 0.8222 0.8145
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.9751 60.0317 60.2500 60.0374 60.1286 60.1171 60.4074 60.3301 60.3370
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
- -NASA TRANSORtFi NROT1OR EXIf READING NO. 264 TIME 15H 23M 235 C-IRCUM. INLET DISTORTIO ' STATOR AP;(L: 3.no ()P;
ROTOR SPEED 8972.4251




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8638
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 OEG., !IMFRSIOi'N 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0010 200.0000 220.0n00
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.9284 18.0237 18.0881 18.1357 18.0944 18.0389 18.0675 18.0511 18.0178
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.9058 15.0114 15.0211 15,0271 15.0017 15.0055 14.9790 14.9937 14.C954
ANGLE 33.0779 31.3908 30.9822 30.4583 30.2175 30.9227 30.84i8 31.3783 32.1784
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5204 0.5179 0.5221 0.5253 0.5244 0.5197 0.:)245 0.5218 0.5189
STATIC PRESSURE 14.5812 14.6919 14.6890 14.6854 14.6630 14.6809 14.64)7 14.6632 14.6731
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 567.9804 561.6563 560.9095 560.3340 559.6124 561.0127 560.1594 559.1306 558.5809
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5515 0.5483 0.5535 0.5574 0.5564 0.5505 0.5514 0.5531 0.5496
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 625.4975 618.6920 623.7800 627.6213 626.1224 620.6637 626.4758 622.3660 618.3815
AXIAL VELOCITY 524.1030 528.1162 534.7625 540.9864 541.0236 532.4223 537.8337 531.3229 523.3745
RELATIVE VELOCITY 728.3936 744.6419 750.1806 756.6938 758.8426 750.0318 752.2908 745.6576 736.3009
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6422 0.6600 0.6657 0.6721 0.6743 0.6653 0.6632 0.6627 0.6544
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.2624 54.6536 54.5157 54.4364 54.5114 54.6290 54.4366 54.5267 54.5929
**** ** *** * *** * *************** * * *** * ** ** * * * * ** ** * *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.00000 340.0000 20..000 O0 40.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.9446 17.9987 17.8054 17.6309 17.2955 18.0269 18.0465 17.9107 17.9984
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.0154 15.0289 14.9851 14.9238 14.9922 15.2539 15.2520 15.0184 15.1034
ANGLE 32.2389 32.3356 34.5343 37.7624 43.3070 43.0843 45.2302 43.7606 39.2686
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5110 0.5141 0.5025 0.4938 0.4565 0.4944 0.4962 0.5080 0.5069
STATIC PRESSURE 14.7150 14.7197 14.7082 14.6699 14.8119 14.9931 14.9866 14.7262 14.8127
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 558.7958 557.7566 557.4518 557.2933 555.1513 571.0230 572.9485 574.7539 577.5345
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5400 0.5438 0.5297 0.5193 0.4758 0.5199 0.5221 0.5364 0.5350
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 608.2892 611.7194 596.5414 585.3507 537.5517 593.1787 596.5565 612.8959 612.9007
AXIAL VELOCITY 514.4901 516.8401 491.4053 462.7378 391.1600 433.2162 420.1208 442.6440 474.4846
RELATIVE VELOCITY 733.4468 733.1781 707.5313 673.0578 618.0339 618.9242 596.6726 612.4749 660.3585
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6511 0.6518 0.6282 0.5971 0.5471 0.5425 0.5222 0.5360 0.5764
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.9502 54.8175 55.2174 55.4896 57.6686 55.0086 54.8491 54.142~ 54.3004
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT RFADING NO. 264 TIME 15H 23M 23S CIPRCIU. I,;LET DIST(RTIT I STATK L;L'GL~ 3.
ROTOR SPEED 8972.4251




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8638
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ASSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.o000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 , 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.00)0 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.9589 17.1662 18.4441 18.3787 18.0691 17.8935 11.9035 17.8891 17.8384
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.9020 14.8705 15.1531 15.1429 14.9571 14.8751 14.8520 14.8587 14.8562
ANGLE 46.4658 41.0215 30.5613 33.9654 34.6795 34.3388 34.5259 34.1490 34.4730
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4338 0.4576 0.5374 0.5334 0.5267 0.5206 0.5236 0.5216 0.5179
STATIC PRESSURE 14.6268 14.5551 14.6604 14.6605 14.4964 14.4311 14.4017 14.4124 14.41%8
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 562.9729 568.1536 575.4245 571.1019 565.6472 562.9202 562.09L4 561.7278 560.2625
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4646 0.4913 0.5823 0.5776 0.5699 0.5629 0.5654 0.5643 0.5599
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 529.0783 560.6568 662.5409 655.0756 643.8682 634.8554 638.0890 635.6831 630.1547
AXIAL VELOCITY 361.3756 418.7619 563.1002 536.7528 523.2058 517.9452 519.4457 519.7634 513.2753
RELATIVE VELOCITY 449.5607 506.9835 649.8356 612.6210 600.1599 599.2610 598.9427 601.4961 595.7363
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.3948 0.4443 0.5711 0.5401 0.5312 0.5313 0.5316 0.5340 0.5293
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 50.7147 49.9496 48.5923 48.2780 48.4206 48.6653 48.5679 48.6715 48.7550
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.00)0 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 288.0000 308.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.8115 17.8036 17.7653 17.7017 17.6344 17.5215 17.2697 16.7049 17.0514
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.8582 14.8448 14.8350 14.8099 14.8069 14.7915 14.8633 14.9703 15.1006
ANGLE 34.6320 34.9471 35.7544 36.0443 36.9423 39.0919 42.73i2 47.1135 50.0715
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5155 0.5162 0.5140 0.5113 0.5059 0.4979 0.4614 0.3988 0.4202
STATIC PRESSURE 14.4262 14.4116 14.4070 14.3887 14.3974 14.3996 14.5348 14.7473 14.8436
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 560.6902 560.6646 561.1183 560.2718 558,5102 557.7202 555.5755 550.6094 560.1783
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5571 0.5579 0.5554 0.5522 0.5461 0.5369 0.5024 0.4257 0.4495
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 627.4876 628.2904 625.8939 622.0530 614.6204 604.4298 566.4203 481.0701 511.2934
AXIAL VELOCITY 510.1801 508.9309 502.0632 497.2001 485.7230 464.1552 412.0736 324.7183 325.7781
RELATIVE VELOCITY 593.0268 590.3302 581.4005 576.8966 565.0116 540.0701 492.4659 439.2083 415.0410
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.5265 0.5242 0.5159 0.5121 0.5020 0.4798 0.4368 0.3887 0.3649
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 48.7973 48.7375 48.6904 48.7460 48.8181 48.8258 49.5814 53.0420 51.3816
NOTEE-ALL- PRESSRE-UNITS IN PSIA -AND-TEMPERATURE, UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED-TO -NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
FAN STATOR EYIT FrANI6, 264
IMFRSION .6530
RELATIVF SCREFN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0,00 80.0000 00,noOo 120.no00 10 oO0u loO.0u00
TOTAL PRESSIIRE 18,.800 18.1800 18.2000 18.1500 18.0300 17.Q600 17.Q500 17.9500 17.9500
STATIC PRFSSURE 15.7555 15.7478 15.6322 15.3219 15.2768 15.3000 15.~l11 i5.302e 15.3044
TOTAL TFMOERATURE 52.0000 586.5000 583.5000 577.5000 573.0000 57.n0000 567.5000 56b.n000 565.S 00
MACH NUMRFR .4478 .4576 .712 .4979 .4922 .4 58 .4831 .4030 .0820
CNkRECTED VELOCITY 516.7341 529.693. 543.3,64 5S6977~ 561.2795 552.828 5~A.7521 547.9u71 547.4252
RFLATIVE CREEFN ANGLE 18.o0000 200.0000 220o0000 24n.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.9500 17.9000 17.8500 17.8500 17.8200 17.8000 17.8200 17.8800 18.000
STATIC PRESRURE 1.3144 15.3255 15.3700 15.4167 15. 745 15.5323 15.6391 15.6967 15.7589
TOTAL IEMPERATURE 566.0000 5sa.5000 563.5000 560.0000 564.5000 564.5000 563.0000 563.000u 571.0000
MACH NUMBEk .4817 .4763 .t473 .a624 .4536 .4456 .4359 .4354 .4400
COVRECTED VELOCITY 546.5695 539.9066 529.6520 524.5969 515.2220 5.0.4621 495.2532 499,6595 503.2675
IMMEHSION 2.9730
RELATIVF SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60,0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.6400 17.8500 17.9800 18.0000 17.9300 17.9000 17.9700 18.0200 18.0500
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7749 15.7400 15.6400 15.3996 15.3099 15.3000 15.3050 15.3100 15.3199
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 56q.000D 571.0000 570000 15 00 567.0000 564.0000 564.0000 563.5000 562.5000 558.0000
MACH NUMBER .0028 .4278 .0508 .4774 .4805 .4189 .4844 .4882 *4897
CORRECTED VELOCITY 461.2556 489.7594 515.3453 542.3666 544,2252 542,.864 548.2519 551.8388 551.2927
RFLATIVF SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240,0000 260.0000 280,0000 300.000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURF 180.0000 18.0000 17.Q500 17.9300 17.8500 17.7500 17.4000 17.2000 17.3500
STATIC PRESSURE 15.3299 15.3449 15.3700 1540051 15.4551 15.5051 15.6002 15.6851 15.7550
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 561.0000 559.5000 558.5000 558.0000 557.0000 55S.0000 555,0000 561.0000 568.0000
MACH NUMBER .0845 .4830 .4761 *a707 .4584 U438 .3980 .3653 .3737
CORRECTED VFLnCITY 547.1002 Sd.74to 536.8404 530*82A7 516.9816 500.2642 450.3774 016.5482 428.5739
IMMERSION 5.4030
RELATIVE SCDEEN ANGLE .0000 2n.0000 40.0000 o0.0000 80.0000 100,0000 120.000L 140.000 190.0000
TOTAL PRESSURF 16.1500 16.7000 17,000 18.0000 18,3500 18.2500 18.2000 18.1000 180.600
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7953 15.7319 15.6481 15.4811 15.3424 15.3U00 15.3091 15.3181 15.3362
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 559.9000 563.0000 566.0000 572.0000 570.0000 56405000 561.5000 560.5000 560.0000
MACH NUMBER .1784 .2933 .3923 . O91 .5122 .5083 .503. .4941 .a890
CORRECTED VELOCITY 205.1215 336.6520 448.4626 535.6666 581.5217 570.4455 567.6061 557.2514 551.0425
RFLATIVEF SCREEN ANGE 18n.0000 200.0000 220.00u 240,0000 260.0000 2o0.0000 300.OO 320.OuOU 3o0.0000
TOTAL PRESSuRF 18.0000 17.9400 17.850 178500U 17.8000 17.6500 17.3600 16.9oo0 16.3500
STATIC PRESSURE 15.3462 15.3653 15.3700 15.3928 15.0347 15.76bo 15.5595 15.6120 15.7509
TOTAL TFMPERATURE 550.5000 560.4000 561.000 559.5000 55.n000 ;57.0000 557.000 5555.o u 51.600V
MACH NUMBER .0828 .4757 .u073 .4b69 .559 .0374 .34
8 0 .329 .2lt1
CORRECTED VELOCITY 544.5997 537.,303 528.4757 525.1980 514.8225 a94.1675 ab51.sd2 315.120( 2b3.P70
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 266 TIME 15H 49M 41S CIRCUM. INLtT DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.nO OFG
ROTOR SPEED 8953.9586
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 90.4505
THETA 1.0063
OELTA 0.9770
EOUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8925.6791
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8355
PROBE NO. 1 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 016 OEG., IMIMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.00)0 94.0000 114.0000TOTAL PRESSURE 13.8352 13.8598 13.8272 13.8403 13.8651 14.3493 14.4915 14.5919 14.5888
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.9635 12.9456 13.0843 13.1480 13.2507 13.6068 13.67j2 13.4991 13.4168
ANGLE 5.8035 -5.1794 -15.6170 -19.9102 -27.2370 -26.3554 -9.8947 -4.5682 -1.7'90
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3062 0.3137 0.2819 0.2717 0.2552 0.2765 0.29)0 0.3352 0.3479STATIC PRESSURE 12.9598 12.9412 13.0846 13.1497 13.2544 13.6080 13.67+2 13.4921 13.4n81
TOTAL TEMPERAIURE 529.8011 530.6433 532.9589 532.1695 532.4185 531.5131 529.1819 529.3665 530.6905
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3069 0.3145 0.2819 0.2713 0.2544 0.2763 0.29)1 0.3364 0.3493ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 343.1747 351.7018 316.5361 304.6655 286.0072 309.9226 324.5388 375.2469 389.7515
AXIAL VELOCITY 334.0288 342.6719 298.6569 280.9001 249.8720 272.8046 312.9210 365.9310 381.0723RELATIVE VELOCITY 1162.7283 1103.5228 1039.8545 1017.1407 982.6644 982.7491 1071.7534 1113.0179 1135.0814
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0400 0.9868 0.9260 0.9060 0.8743 0.8761 0.9533 0.9978 1.0172
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 73.6328 72.3875 73.6366 74.2339 75.4281 74.1566 73.38)2 71.4218 71.0568
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0000 274.9000 294a.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5553 14.5453 14.5823 14.5095 14.5653 14.5471 14.5883 14.5544 14.4973
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.3264 13.2738 13.2423 13.2001 13.1728 13.1663 13.1514 13.1501 13.1108
ANGLE 
-2.5274 -1.3835 -0.7058 -0.8210 .-0.2346 -0.1353 0.0238 0.2518 2.3891
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3571 0.3638 0.3736 0.3700 0.3815 0.3801 0.3877 0.3834 0.3816
STATIC PRESSURE 13.3164 13.2628 13.2298 13.1882 13.1589 13.1527 13.1365 13.1359 13.0970
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 531.3156 531.2384 531.4060 530.1669 531.0588 529.8476 529.4179 529.7545 528.6120
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3587 0.3654 0.3754 0.3718 0.3836 0.3821 0.3898 0.3855 0.3836
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 400.2338 407.5703 418.4573 414.0134 427.1441 425.0366 433.2214 428.6786 426.2284
AXIAL VELOCITY 391.1235 398.5527 409.2831 404.9264 417.8067 415.7474 423.7545 419.3071 416.5676
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1133.1321 1142.9680 1151.1936 1148.8722 1157.4849 1157.3870 1161.4933 1161.3538 1174.7898
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0156 1.0249 1.0329 1.J317 1.0395 1.0405 1.0452 1.0444 1.0575
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 70.5632 70.3796 70.0254 70.1846 69.7449 69.8351 69.5454 69.7403 70.0741
NOTE9 ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 266 TIME 15H 49M 41S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORT ION STAT[0K /'AGLE A.nr -
00 ROTOR SPEED 8953.9586
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 90.4505
THETA 1.0063
DELTA 0.9770
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8925.6791
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8355
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5349 14.5111 14.5117 14.5665 14.5159 14.5032 14.5327 14.4950 14.4873
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.4775 13.3856 13.3327 13.2818 13.2408 13.2105 13.1774 13.1801 13.1775
ANGLE 12.0008 11.5705 12.4503 12.3175 12.2994 12.6604 13.2153 13.6193 13.9792
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3302 0.3415 0.3499 0.3655 0.3647 0.3675 0.3765 0.3710 0.3703
STATIC PRESSURE 13.3686 13.2692 13.2104 13.1477 13.1077 13.0755 13.0353 13.0425 13.0405
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.0161 521.8932 521.9212 522.5749 522.1186 522.1162 522.6147 522.3992 522.1259
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3477 0.3597 0.3687 0.3853 0.3845 0.3875 0.3971 0.3912 0.3905
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY _ 384.8484 397.8031 407.5367- 425.6304 424.5533 427.7904 438.2681 431.8792 430.9933
AXIAL VELOCITY 376.4177 389.6986 397.9320 415.8108 414.7872 417.3674 426.6394 419.7137 418.2072
RELATIVE VELOCITY 994.7408 999.6295 1010.2837 1020.1405 1019.3940 1023.4780 1033.1513 1031.6808 1033.2812
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8987 0.9040 0.9142 _ ~
9 2 3 6  Q.923 019272 0.9362 0.9347 0.9363
AE--- IA-IVE tFLO ANGLE 69.2721 68.7012 68.5006 67.8232 67.8579 67.8138 67.5609 67.8614 67.9641
* * * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * * *4* *** * * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELTIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.0000 300tQQ__ 32~0Q00 :3600000 .S__Q O00__ . t 4.o o0OQ _Ql QQ 8000Q
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4817 14.5899 13.9403 13.8695 13.8751 13.9149 13.9199 14.5243 14.5719
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.1843 13.2086 13.0201 12.9166 13.0199 13.1722 13.2954 13.6053 13.5826
ANGLE 15,7494 17.6657 21.2496 11,416 6.3425 2.0241 -2.2456 -2.1598 7.8178
APPARENT MAC NUMBER 0.3685 0.3795 0.3138 0.3204 0.3027 0.280, 0.2566 0.3069 0.3184
STATIC PRESSURE 13.0487 13.0636 12.9260 12.8189 12.9328 13.0966 13.23L2 13.5115 13.4812
TOTAL TfERA-RE _521.8443 522.0904 521.1028. 521.3848___521.1833 520.9420 520.9044 521,2231 521.1014
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3886 0.4004 0.3302 0.3373 0.3185 0.2954 0.2701 0.3229 0.3352
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 428.8259 441.5185 365.6370 373.3711 352.9365 327.7703 300.1263 357.7674 370.9889
AXIAL VELOCITY........ 412.7062 420.6769 340,7613 365.9655 350,7572 327.5477 299.8791 357.4936 367.5210
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1042.3321 1061.6387 1031.1951 985.1477 947.0887 913.1019 881.56)5 901.2112 964.0211
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9446 0.9628 0.9314 0.8899 0.8547 0.8231 0.7935 0.8135 0.8710
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 68.3983 68.3831 71.7130 69.6200 69.6769 70.2653 71.21 6 68.3618 69.1305
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 266 TIME 15H 49M 41S CIRCUh. INLtT DISTORTION STATUR ANGLE 3.00 0~.
ROTOR SPEED 8953.9586
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 90.4505
THETA 1.0063
OELTA 0.9770
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 8925.6791
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8355
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.00)0 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.3337 14.5791 14.5444 14.5243 14.5009 14.6015 14.46?8 14.5064 14.5059
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.0317 13.1104 13.3010 13.3702 13.3596 13.3330 13.2951 13.2703 13.2489
ANGLE -20.1688 -14.5331 -7.9361 -1.4152 1.7875 2.2361 3.4950 2.9393 3.2280
APPA.RENT MACH NUMBER 0.3713 0.3923 0.3595 0.3459 0.3441 0.3626 0.3436 0.3589 0.3621
STATIC PRESSURE 13.0069 13.0760 13.2803 13.3541 13.3442 13.3111 13.2792 13.2499 13.2273
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 523.1716 523.1156 523.1765 523.2394 522.5248 522.8185 522.7737 522.9949 522.6061
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3750 0.3972 0.3627 0.3484 0.3466 0.3659 0.3513 0.3620 0.3654
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 414.7702 438.6022 401.4856 386.0896 383.8543 404.8110 389.0576 400.7054 404.1755
AXIAL VELOCITY 373.6024 406.3903 379.8704 368.4205 366.2270 386.1246 370.72,3 382.0155 385.2282
RELATIVE VELOCITY 578.0383 624.7671 646.6107 674.7753 690.4361 705.2194 702.3873 706.4936 710.1421
RELATIVE MAGH NUMBER 0.5226 0.5659 0.5841 0.6089 0.6234 0.6374 0.6343 0.6383 0.6420
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 55.8968 55.7268 58.3886 60.2299 60.9387 60.1606 61.0590 60.4688 60.3895
** ** ** * ** ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4*444*4 * *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000 252.0000 272,0000 292.0000 312.0000 33~20000 352,Q000 _.aq 0 90_
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.4322 14.5658 14.5702 14.4429 14.3905 14.3347 13.8501 13.8865 13.8646
WEDGE PRESSURE 13.2373 13.2286 13.1900 13.2023 13.1791 13.0696 13.0134 12.9822 13.0315
ANGLE 4.1578 4.3468 4.5717 7.5224 12.0268 20.9963 9.4213 -0.4835 -8.8876
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3535 0.3734 0.3797 0.3604 0.3566 0.3656 0.2996 0.3116 0.2988
STATIC PRESSURE 13.2188 13.2026 13.1613 13.1814 13.1597 13.0470 13.0095 12.9759 13.0277
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 522.0313 522.5831 523,3040 522.2939 522.8943 522.3280 522934A? 522k-.h3 1522,1Q19
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3563 0.3772 0.3838 0.3636 0.3596 0.3691 0.3003 0.3127 0.2995
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 394.2196 416.9144 424.3279 402.1726 398.0575 408.0615 333.4667 347.0469 332.5540
AXIAL VELOCITY 375.3805 396.9020 403.8470 380.8610 372.3261 365,7278 314,3757 331,2458 313.9453
RELATIVE VELOCITY 708.9510 724.0591 729.9904 731.3195 751.1312 800.5891 697.4181 658.6302 609.7973
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6409 0.6551 0.6604 0.6613 0.6786 0.7241 0.6282 0.5935 0.5492
RELATIVEFLOW ANGLE 60.9819 60.1318 59.9039 61.828 62.5566 64,4245 64.72.Q 62.2152 _61.6588
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKI4E CORRECTED TOUNAS$A SToD. S.L. CONDIT.IQNS,tVELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARCq AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 266 TIME 15H 49M 415 CIRCUV. INLzT !IET0T i0j SnTaTI> l -L .
ROTOR SPEED 8953.9586




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8355
PRO)BE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., I'P-IERSI0iN 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.00000 j80.000 100.o000 1?20. 00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.uOOO 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.2732 19.1958 19.1766 19.0543 19.9706 20.0o48 20.096 20.0276 19.7565
WEOGE PRESSURE 16.1558 16.1652 16.1900 16.5204 16.8558 17.0367 16.9911 16.9857 16.4562
ANGLE 35.6269 36.6524 38.2059 43.9117 47.1282 48.,702 49.9592 50.9599 48.0341
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5085 0.5016 0.4978 0.4562 0.4983 0.4190 0.4955 0.4910 0.5180
STATIC PRESSURE 15.9141 15.9410 15.9749 16.3773 16.6307 16.281 16.7714 16.7771 16.1-3
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 575.6700 575.7710 575.7362 577.8099 595.6573 601.3821 607.-574 609.9875 610.3399
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5303 0.5221 0.5176 0.4702 0.5182 0.5093 0.5148 0.5096 0.5418
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 606.8566 598.0298 593.0962 542.1117 603.8124 596.7730 605.9682 601.3415 637.5313
AXIAL VELOCITY 492.2188 478.7866 465.1227 389.8889 410.1972 391.2082 389.3194 378.2790 425.6950
RELATIVE VELOCITY 839.2994 828.5761 812.6339 763.8051 718.9649 701.8355 689.4116 680.56
7
4 702.7180
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.7335 0.7234 0.7092 0.6625 0.6170 0.5989 0.58i7 0.5767 0.5972
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.5293 59.8989 60.1351 62.8829 60.2141 60.7859 60.4670 60.8550 58.7114
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 76T0000 96.0000 116.0000 136,0000 156,0000 176.0000 196,00)0 216.QPO 236,000Q
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.1244 19.0185 18.9895 19.0766 19.2373 19.1967 19.29L3 19.2186 19.2094
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.2025 16.0729 16.0087 16.0395 16.1140 16.0912 16.13i3 16.1474 16.1335
ANGLE 46.2769 43.5604 40.4638 38.5992 36.1177 35.7907 35.8393 36.3234 36.5948
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4926 0.4963 0.5000 0.5040 0.5096 0.5085 0.5117 0.5050 0.5056
STATIC PRESSURE 15.9999 15.8629 15.7906 15.8111 15.8701 15.8504 15.8854 15.9148 15.8996
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 599.5771 589.6751 586.7202 582.0345 579.6456 577.7615 577.7893 576.6726 577.2712
ARSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5114 0.5158 0.5203 0.5250 0.5316 0.5304 0.5342 0.5262 0.5269
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 598.2942 598.2412 601.5983 604.3480 610.3455 608.0084 612.19+5 602.9223 603.9757
AXIAL VELOCITY 412.8883 432.7805 456.8516 471.3853 492.00n47 a92.1447 495.23L4 484.7494 4F3.9072
RELATIVE VELOCITY 728.8382 756.7782 788.5805 807.9676 834.1147 837.,734 837.090 831.9518 829.0866
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6230 0.6526 0.6820 0.7019 0.7265 0.7306 0.73)5 0.7261 0.7233
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.3892 60.1564 59.8348 59.6595 59.3849 59.4816 59.31)3 59.6918 59.6491
NOTE& ALL PRESSJRE UNITS IN PSIA ANO TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTE TU NASA STD. S.L. CUNOITIOS, VELnCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 266 TIME 15H 49M 415 CIRCULM. INLET DISTORT IOl STATOR ANGLE 3.no ne=
ROTOR SPEED 8953.9586




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8355
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., I- PERSI 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.rno00
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.0000 148.00000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.0375 18.0279 18.6803 18.9022 18.6814 18.4398 18.27L9 18.2515 18.1513
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.5862 16.4338 15.8839 16.0213 15.8826 15.7989 15.7051 15.7129 15.6657
ANGLE 64.3820 58.8161 40.7265 37.1269 40.6583 41.5120 41.9221 42.1950 42.2369
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.3482 0.3661 0.4870 0.4918 0.4872 0.4751 0.4701 0.4675 0.L635
STATIC PRESSURE 16.4061 16.2352 15.4872 15.6104 15.4854 15.4291 15.3476 15.3603 15.3220
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 571.0501 572.5398 574.3831 574.2614 570.1187 566.4196 565.12L4 562.8873 561.9734
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.3705 0.3897 0.5245 0.5301 0.5248 0.5111 0.5054 0.5025 0.4980
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 428.1737 450.3332 599.9046 605.8499 597.9429 581.3067 574.4886 570.2272 564.8913
AXIAL VELOCTTY 184.5158 232.0696 450.0374 477.6550 449.0163 431.0001 423.2834 418.3812 414.1969
RELATIVE VELOCITY 314.9058 346.9527 521.8561 558.9921 521.8156 507.9259 501.8749 498.0047 496.0703
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.2725 0.3003 0.4563 0.4891 0.4579 0.4466 0.4415 0.4389 0.4373
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.1922 55.7564 48.7287 48.9895 48.7910 49.1874 49.3594 49.4703 49.6446
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 288.0000 308,0-aQ 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.1004 18.0747 18.0345 18.0156 17.9603 17.9020 17.74+9 17.3833 17.9837
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.6523 15.6653 15.6350 15.6251 15.6416 15.6933 15.8332 16.1361 16.5069
ANGLE 42.1272 41.9353 42.2901 42.0819 42.8000 44.4401 48.40?2 54.6208 65.4094
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4604 0.4567 0.4563 0.4556 0.4488 0.4378 0.4062 0.3278 0.3520
STATIC PRESSURE 15.3149 15.3346 15.3058 15.2975 15.3261 15.3965 15.59L0 15.9821 16.3235
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 561.4319 560.6126 561.6747 560,1310 560.0730 559.7073 557.7492 555.7327 564.3047
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4945 0.4903 0.4898 0.4890 0.4814 0.4691 0.4339 0.3486 0.3746
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 560.7915 555.9260 555.8785 554.2813 546.0014 532.4660 493.1756 398.0085 430.1715
AXIAL VELOCITY 411.8907 409.5283 407.2514 407.3949 396.8227 376.7593 324.8715 229.0754 178.4583
RELATIVE VELOCITY 495.9547 496.4210 493.0980 494.6150 485.8617 467.8757 427.9037 391.8905 307.0992
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.4373 0.4379 0.4345 0.4364 0.4284 0.4122 0.3755 0.3432 0.2674
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 49.7958 49.9847 49.9525 50.0292 50.2671 50.6654 52.3038 59.2525 59.4004
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TU NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
//--ENO
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 266 TIME 15H 49M 41S CIRCU. ILtT )ISTLRTIfll, STATO AwbL . -
ROTOR SPEED 8953.9586




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 69.8355
PROBF NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.00)0 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.00)0 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.6059 18.5882 18.5121 18.6044 18.6098 18.6055 18.6525 18.6417 18.6191
WEDGE PRESSURE _ 15.8265 15.7260 15,6682 -,-,. 15,6809 15.6720 15.6470 15.68i3 15.7162 15.7019
ANGLE 56.6490 50.0406 45.3020 43.0518 41.7591 41.2667 40.7649  40.2044 40.0604
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4864 0.4947 0.4940 0.5003 0.5016 0.5036 0.5036 0.4999 0.4995
STATIC PRESSURE _ -- 15.5763 15.4564 15.4013 _15,3971 15.3850 15.3548 15.3933 15.4329 15.4201
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 588.3233 583.6616 574.9063 572.5317 568.5921 567.2989 566.5130 566.5617 566.0824
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5104 0.5203 0.5195 0.5270 0.5286 0.5310 0.53L1 0.5266 0.5260
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 591.5843 600.0754 594.7189 _601o.34 6_1.2541 603.2196 602,8308 598.0287 597,.893
AXIAL VELOCITY 325.2289 385.3876 418.2968 439.6457 448.4939 453.3953 456.5679 456.7280 457.0548
RELATIVE VELOCITY 478.7328 545.1070 594.7036 618.2946 631.8273 637.1210 642.3583 647.8284 649.2581
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.4130 0.4726 0.5195 0.16 0._Q555S ,5609 01.9 959L ~ . 9
RELAtiVE lElOMNLE 55.8083 54.386 54.8773 54.58f35 54.6302 54.5618 54.5947 54.8143 54.8545
AMSOLUTE SCREIW tj 40, oo 20, ORW 22o.0000 '24#40. 2 60 0 000 kARO 30 0 3& O - 34I00.. a _
RELATIVE SCREEN AhMl 240.0000 260.0000 I 280o0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.6732 18.6101 16.5476 18.5357 18.3792 19.3475 19.4501 19.0554 19.2665
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.7529 15.7548 15.7541 15.7666 15.9316 16.4019 16.5561 16.5327 16.4394
ANGLE .- 39.oA48 40,1111 _41OL-_0 ---- 42-tZ_ - 47,0711 4§.5916 54,96nl 4amil 6199
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4989 0.4936 0.4886 0.4864 0.4565 0Z4416 0.4854 0.4551 0.4816
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4715 15.4873 15.4996 15.5174 15.7399 16.1290 16.2971 16.3363 16.1917
TOTAL TEMPEATURIE 565 .4395 56417Z41 565.3618 56-9l11 -56 .1236 5786454 581,6184_ 585,3879 591.8090
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5254 0.5190 0.5130 0.5104 0.4758 0.5166 0.5091 0.4742 0.5047
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 596.1948 588.9703 582.7760 579.2406 541.8800 593.4313 586.8097 550.1181 587.0168
AxIAL YVELJTY 458,2668 450,4289_ 439,0869 __-6850 .363,485 392.5000 336.9048 270.9406 273.7822
RELATIVE VELOCITY 652.2423 648.1177 637.5891 623.0949 573.4875 560.6828 496.7237 455.9234 425.8635
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.5748 0.5712 0.5612 0.5490 0.5036 0.4880 0.4310 0.3930 0.3661
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.9067 __55.200 55,4448 55 7 5.7.6316 55.0051 55,851.5 5.9277.L 5_ 7,2 2
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPSI ANGLE_ I TS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSI1N_ UN LLi IN-HES
FAN SIATON EVYT EADINL ?to
IMMENSInN .6530
RELATIVF SCREFN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 14,0000O o0.0000 do8,0000 j0.00r OU 1,.OuO 140.0000 lbn.0o00
TOTAL PRESSINRE 19.300C 19.30000 19.1.7000 .55 000 1.5 o8 18.5000 18.5500 18.8000 18.9500
STATIC PRESSUDE 16.8500 16.830 16.E0(IJ Ib.7uu 16.6445 16.613a 1(.6134 16.6069 16.591l
TOTAL TFMPEPATUPE 507.0000 602.5000 605.0000 605.0000 601.5000 5b7.u00 r51.5000 S81.0U00 579.2000
MACH NUMBER .4i7 ,4461 ,da .41)5 .3966 ,4950 .4u00 ,ael .399
CORRECTED VELOCITY 520.7233 525.3555 509.6934 79q.26S 467.94t0 abn.7230 4b3.907 914437 50T76375
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 1o0.0000 200.0000 220,0000 240.0000 260.0000 26b.0000 300.0000 3£0.o000 30.0000
TOTAL PPESSURE j .9500 1R.9500 1P.o500 18.500 18.8500 18.8000 IP.9000 19.1000 19.2500
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9550 16.5561 16.A567 16.5745 16.5834 16.0o02 16.6511 16.7e6 16.8055
TOTAL TEMPERATURE S78.5000 575.2000 573.5000 575.2000 575.6000 575.2000 57,.5000 577.5000 567.5000
MACH NUMBER .4436 .4434 .4434 .4416 e4317 .4798 .4293 .4395 .448
CONRECTED VELOCITY 511.3378 509.7589 509.0011 507.7598 496.9677 549.7201 493.7780 506.4455 516.6610
IMMERSION 2.9730
RFLATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80,0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 10.4000 18.4600 18.4600 18.4400 18.3500 18.3500 18.3500 18.3600 18.4000
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8500 16.8300 16.8000 16.7000 16.6251 16.5901 16.5901 16.5602 16.5601
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 574.5000 581.2000 587.0000 590.0000 588.0000 580.0000 573.0000 567.5000 566.0000
MACH NUMBER .3568 .3658 .3694 .3790 .3782 .3823 .3823 .3866 .3909
CORRECTED VELOCITY 412.6698 825.2684 431.0511 443.4714 441. 438 443.4185 440.7346 443.6183 447.6199
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 2s0.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.O00
TOTAL PRESSURE 1.4500 18.5000 18.5000 18.5500 18.6000 18.6200 18,3500 18.1000 18.2000
STATIC PRESSURE 16.5401 16.5451 16.5451 16.5551 16.5601 16.2740 16.6550 16.7499 16,8249
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 566.0000 56 5.00O 564.5000 563.0000 562.0000 561.6000 562.0000 565.6000 570.0000
MACH NUMBER .3982 4026 .4026 .4065 .4108 .4429 .3747 .3346 .3369
CORRECTED VELOCITTY 55.7581 8 0.2600 460.0569 463.6607 468.0069 503.0634 428.0714 364.5940 388.6418
IMMERSION 5.4030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 0.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 
160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURF 16.8600 16.8500 16. 000 t1.2500 19.0500 18.8200 18.5400 18.l500 
18.3500
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8500 16.8300 16.8000 16.7000 16.6047 16.5657 16.5657 16.5114 
16.5276
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 564.0000 569.0000 513.0000 574.5000 574.5000 569.5000 568.5000 562,5000 
562.0000
MACH NUMBER 0.291 .0412 .0921 .3584 ,4474 *4308 .4043 .4014 .3895
CORRECTED vELOCITY 33.7832 48,0071 107.6551 414,4173 513.8052 493.3383 061t9057 457,8880 
04404642
RELATIVE SCREF ANGLE 180.1000 2000000 220.000 240.0000 26n.0(00 280.0000 3000000 000 20.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSIJRF ,1.3000 18.2000 18.1700 18.1500 18.1200 18.0000 17.6800 17.3500 
17.0200
STATIC PRESSURE 16.5236 16.5328 16.5S28 1(.534 16.5357 16.4979 16.6591 16.774s 16,8453
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 561.0000 5~n.0000 50.0000 560.O000 560.0000 560.OOo 5o.0000 560.0000 560.0000
MACH NUMBER .3847 .3730 .3698 .173 .3639 .3550 .2921 .*Z01 .1215
CORRECTED vELOCITY 38.8090 825.8b26 421.8435 419.1550 415.3393 405.4505 335.6431 253.2095 140.2949
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 276 TIME II1H 6M 46S CIRCU. INLET DISTORT IN STATOR AN(LE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11514.1850
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 134.6376
THETA 0.9979
DELTA 0.9515
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11526.2795
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1829
PROBE NO. 1 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE- SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.0000 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 12.6589 12.6909 12.6194 12.6289 12.5644 14.0522 14.2039 14.4681 14.4359
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.9255 10.6355 10.5379 10.4992 10.3761 10.7886 11.1100 11.2535 11.3364
ANGLE 16.0896 6.5462 2.8255 0.4496 -3.4495 -9.7177 -5.0142 -2.2647 -0.6813
APPARENT MACH NUiBER 0.4634 0.5087 0.5139 0.5204 0.5300 0.6261 0.6028 0.6099 0.5978
STATIC PRESSURE 1,.8798 10.5516 10.4478 10.4006 10.2650 10.4463 10.8322 10.9503 11.0682
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.2087 519.0778 518.7086 518.8121 518.2424 516.1902 516.5986 517.2738 517.1614
ABSOLUTE 0ACH NUMBER 0.4701 0.5203 0.5264 0.5339 0.5451 0.6647 0.6343 0.6435 0.6278
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 513.4739 566.0364 572.1236 579.9067 591.0930 709.7661 680.0060 689.5391 673.8793
AXIAL VELOCITY 483.3829 550.2121 558.9704 567.2178 577.1737 684.7162 662.7101 673.9669 659.1088
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1603.0893 1554.1011 1524.3496 1506.1518 1474.0573 1448.6855 1490.3496 1523.6355 1533.7066
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.46-78 1.4285 1.4025 1.3867 1.3594 1.3568 1.3902 1.4219 1.4288
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 72.8673 70.1026 69.4499 68.9428 68.1839 64.2101 65.5536 65.6666 66.2819
S* *** *S S * * S * * * * * * * * * ** * ** ****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * 4 *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN-ANGLE 180.000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0000 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL PRESSJRE 14.4417 14.4162 14.2971 14.4188 - 14.4570 14.3787 14.4533 14.4012 14.1013
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.4033 11.4137 11.4456 11.4907 11.5041 11.4849 11.5077 11.4952 11.3720
ANGLE -0.2236 0.0618 0.1862 0.3531 0.3797 0.5998 1.3093 2.7763 7.2907
APPARENT MACH RNaBER 0.5907 0.5872 0.5727 0.5787 0. 5806 0.5757 0.5799 0.5765 0.5628
STATIC PRESSURE 11.1539 11.1738 11.2417 11.2724 11.2804 11.2737 11.2858 11.2819 11.1900
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.3373 517.3594 516.6728 516.9835 516.8770 516.7662 516.9801 517.0287 516.2853
"SOLUTE- NMCH RUBER 0.6187 0.6143 0.5961 0.6035 0.6059 0.5998 0.6050 0.6008 0.5842
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 664.9950 660.5879 641.9370 649.4934 651.8914 645.6509 651.0146 646.8898 629.7324
AXIAL VELOCITY 65e.4586 646.1521 627.9060 635.2891 637.6328 631.5088 636.6294 632.0431 611.2037
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1534.6171 -1535.6353 1528.9229 1533.8051 1535.1026 1534.6178 1544.0233 1556.6857 1591.5797
RELAT-IVE MACH NUMBER 1.4279 1.4281 1.4199 1.4252 1.4269 1.4256 1.4349 1.4459 1.4767
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.5718 66.7242 67.2246 67.0502 66.9918 67.1836 67.1433 67.4574 68.5651
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPSt ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 276 TIME 11H 6M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11514.1850
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 134.6376
THETA 0.9979
DELTA 0.9515
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11526.2795
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1829
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.59 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.9308 14.3699 14.3289 14.5210 14.3164 14.5003 14.3633 14.3248 14.2120
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1475 11.2782 11.3542 11.4387 11.4245 11.4737 11.4839 11.4980 11.5354
ANGLE 7.5848 7.9880 9.0316 10.1411 10.9965 11.6193 12.9101 13.5230 14.6406
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5732 0.5985 0.5861 0.5938 0.5769 0.5880 0.5744 0.5691 0.5541
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7879 10.8589 10.9601 11.0244 11.0482 11.0713 11.1109 11.1356 11.1988
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 513.9892 516.1048 516.6118 517.2357 517.5139 517.3111 .517.16L2 517.2958 517.7887
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6154 0.6453 0.6307 0.6397 0.6197 0.6329 0.6168 0.6106 0.5934
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 659.5545 690.6117 676.4079 685.8185 666.1118 679.0440 662.9167 656.8597 639.8483
AXIAL VELOCITY 653.7485 683.8741 667.9863 675.0681 653.8467 665.0936 646.1254 638.6158 619.0409
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1338.6993 1361.3683 1362.3444 1378.5172 1373.7918 1387.6889 1388.7298 1390.1227 1388.5081
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.2492 1.2722 1.2702 1.2859 1.2782 1.2933 1.2921 1.2923 1.2877
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 63.9706 63.3266 63.8793 63.9077 64.5472 64.3914 65.0481 65.3252 65.9702
** ** *** ** **** ** *** **** ** ** ** ** ** * * ** * ** * * * * * ** **** * **
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.O 00 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0800 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2646 14.5431 13.5139 12.6555 12.6868 12.6367 12.6280 14.1631 14.2278
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5679 11.6352 11.2915 10.8079 10.6664 10.6068 10.5322 10.7860 10.9469
ANGLE 17.4675 19.5179 27.4830 20.7874 15.7315 11.6041 7.4260 2.6183 5.3463
APPARENT MA4H NUMJER 0.5553 0.5735 0.5131 0.4801 0.5039 0.5063 0.5157 0.6360 0.6234
STATIC PRESSURE 11.2284 11.2592 11.0246 10.5945 10.4264 10.3650 10.2798 10.2954 10.4809
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.0072 516.2423 517.2391 518.2637 520.8934 522.7143 522.4886 515.4228 515.2251
ABSOLUTE MACH NU4BER 0.5947 0.6157 0.5471 0.5103 0.5368 0.5396 0.5501 0.6905 0.6753
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 640.7326 661.3053 592.5786 555.2733 584.1129 587.9426 598.6241 734.3836 719.4399
AXIAL VELOCI-TY 611.1563 623.2748 525.6823 519.1024 562.2052 575.8954 593.5713 733.5766 716.2714
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1412.5337 1443.5765 1453.0337 1379.5496 1361.0602 1330.5088 1301.7332 1334.4397 1353.2940
RELAT-IVE MACH NUMBER 1.3112 1.3441 1.3416 1.2678 1.2509 1.2211 1.1962 1.2548 1.2703
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.6025 66.6464 70.1100 69.3793 67.5553 66.5942 65.4867 61.2001 62.1075
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
l.A
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 276 TIME 11H 6M 465 CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
OROTOR SPEED 11514.1850
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 134.6376
THETA 0.9979
DELTA 0.9515
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11526.2795
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1829
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.0000 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.0696 14.3682 14.5183 14.5188 14.2747 14.3404 14.5255 14.5339 14.5261
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.5886 10.8192 1-1.0507 11.1909 11.2327 11.3514 11.3845 11.4373 11.4833
ANGLE 12 -12.107 -9.6270 -5.9530 -3.2081 -1.4723 0.1563 0.8072 1.7886
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5566 0.6496 0.6366 0.6212 0.5951 0.5875 0.6002 0.5951 0.5892
STATIC PRESSURE 10.3171 10.1380 10.4361 10.6492 10.8068 10.9522 10.9309 11.0039 11.0726
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 515.9084 518.2153 517.8443 517.9167 517.4398 517.6660 517.9168 517.9932 517.7262
ABSOLUTE MAGH NUMBER 0.5911 0.7245 0.7031 0.6803 0.6431 0.6325 0.6503 0.6430 0.6349
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 636.3628 769.2042 748.3296- 726.1783 689.3277 678.9467 696.7400 689.6053 681.3213
AXIAL VELOCITY 594.9275 717.5004 705.0997 689.7300 657.0243 647.8602 665.0369 658.1696 650.0332
RELATIVE VELOCITY 861.7593 937.5387 954.1053 972.9541 972.2428 979.9197 1005.7034 1006.1514 1008.4327
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8004 0.8830 0.8965 0.9115 0.9071 0.9129 0.9387 0.9382 0.9397
RELATIVE LOW- ANGLE 34.1230 51.2781 52.2515 53.3991 54.7019 55.2917 55.2865 55.5763 55.9681
ABSOLUTE- SCEEI ANGLE 180.0000* 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000- 252.0000 272.0800 292.0000 -312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAt .ESSRE . I 122 - 14.3913 14.40Z9- 141615 14.1169 14.1018 13.4069 12.7450 12-.6806
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.4896 11.5527 11.5737 11.6138 11.5375 11.3398 11.0146 10.7099 10.5730
ANGLE 2.0103 3.2746 4.2522 9.0942 13.6783 23.1597 25.3839 12.0389 1.8719
APPAItNL T #aW-NtMER- 0.5395 0.5690 0.5677 0.5398 0.5446 0.5667 0.5373 0.5046 0.5161
STATIE PRESSURE 11.1865 11.2174 11.2426 -1-1.3620 11.2747 11.0186 10.78L8 10.5527 10.3955
TOTAL TEMPERATURE - 517.1552 517.5888 517.8061 517.4735 517.6328 517.6380 517.9585 518.3395 517.7474
--AtSOLtfE ItnACmtW SER -  0.5948 0.6072 0.6954 - .5697 0.5758 0.6041 0.5666 0.5262 0.5403
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 640.8962 653.6620 651.9788 615.7583 622.0003 650.5942 612.86L2 571.7934 585.9110
AXIAL VEL-DOITY 611.3930 622.9927 620.7533 580.9999- 578.3019 574.9167 532.8729 534.8094 558.9809
RELtATIVE-VfLCITY -  9824e291 1001.1077 1007.5835 1018.3752 1055.4099 1141.2595 1124.6338 1007.6421 945.0361
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9118 0.9300 0.9357 0.9423 0.9770 1.0598 1.0398 0.9274 0.8715
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.8961 56.8971 57.1600 59.1329 60.1418 62.1765 63.6002 60.9238 58.2142
N- -- T -AE ttP-- OE- WTS-IN.-SI-*.-TEPERATURE.-WITS IN-BEG.- *MINE GI ..- iG.T..TO- -AP-SA-OT-.- L-.-0NP0IITION&s...V&LOC ITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 27'6 TIME 1LH 6M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11514.1850




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1829
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.,O 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE- 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0030 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE- 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0030 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.5117 18.5493 18.1120 17.3264 19.1175 19.5098 19.5677 19.8135 20.4276
WEOGE PRESSURE 14.0520 14.0621 13.9196 14.1731 15.0124 15.0-754 14.9401 15.0661 15.0750
ANGLE- 22.6155 24.4759 27.9004 35.2763 36.3651 35.6902 33.4535 28.4066 23.1361
AP-PARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6401 0.6417 0.6250 0.5435 0.5980 0.6184 0.6332 0.6382 0.6735
STATIC PRESSURE - 13.3444 13.3450 13.2991 13.8706 14.4813 14.4395 14.2286 14.3194 14.1721
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 571.0853 568.1217 -566.7448 559.4999 595.5007 602.0656 .604.599 607.1312 595.8507
ABSOLUTE MACH NUM-BER 0.7001 0.7023 0.6792 0.5728 0.6427 0.6702 - 0.6905 0.6974 0.7421
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 782.6639 782.8740 758.3940 643.3994 738.8067 772.0199 795.0499 803.9961 842.6914
AXIAL VELOCITY 720.4975 710.6189 668.5527 524.1275 593.6839 625.6877 661.8480 705.4263 772.8054
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1255.1877 1230.4079 1181.2167 1090.6574 1070.2160 1078.3890 1109.6075 1180.4507 1262.2686
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.1229 1.1039 1.0579 0.9710 0.9311 0.9362 0.9637 1.0240 1.1117
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.0638 59.9116 60.4116 64.2608 60.9031 59.7973 59.1040 59.0566 58.4414
**** * ****** * **** *** *  * * * * * ** * *** * **** ** ** ** ** * **
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 76.0000 96.0000 116.0000 136.0000 156.0000 176.0000 196.0000 216.0000 236.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.5372 19.3979 19.1762 19.0733 18.9622 18.9316 18.8666 18.9081 18.9258
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.5272 14.4700 14.2914 14.2076 14.1375 14.1625 14.1349 14.1537 14.1784
ANGLE 22.1912 20.0446 19.9400 19.8080 20.8389 20.7330 21.7298 21.4929 22.7847
APPARENT MACHNUIMBER 0.6647 0.6609 0.6620 0.6626 0.6615 0.6575 0.6558 0.6568 0.6558
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6929 13.6540 13.4813 13.3999 13.3379 13.3768 13.3573 13.3712 13.3982
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 584.6439 576.4739 573.4200 571.8767 572.3095 571.3153 571.2837 570.6152 570.4970
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7312 0.7264 0.7278 0.7285 0.7272 0.7223 0.7201 0.7214 0.7202
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 823.6102 813.1030 812.3000 811.9393 810.9327 805.2522 803.0382 803.8548 802.5691
AXIAL VELOCITY- 760.4967 761.6776 761.4286 761.7205 755.7517 750.9814 743.8999 745.8699 737.9147
RELATIVE-VELOCITY 1270.6476 1297.3331 1298.5327 1300.2234 1285.9365 1285.8772 1271.8164 1275.2290 1257.3836
RELATIVE 44AEH NUMBER 1.1280 1.1591 1.1634 1.1666 1.1532 1.1534 1.1405 1.1444 1.1283
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.0177 59.5018 59.5331 59.5561 59.4764 59.6337 59.5957 59.5966 59.5122
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 276 TIME 11H 6M 465 CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEC
ROTOR SPEED 11514.1850




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1829
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.4702 20.3373 20.1424 20.0680 20.0385 20.0107 19.8214 19.6978 19.6497
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.2127 15.2043 15.0945 15.0342 14.9864 14.9310 14.8280 14.7397 14.7331
ANGLE 28.8830 27.9611 28.5327 27.4662 27.9175 27.9295 27.9759 28.7215 29.4765
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6653 0.6583 0.6555 0.6559 0.6579 0.6606 0.6576 0.6572 0.6548
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0627 14.1229 14.0474 13.9879 13.9247 13.8478 13.7804 13.7016 13.7168
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 588.8024 581.8891 580.3357 578.5269 577.4943 575.8609 576.7204 574.5511 572.8954
ABSOLUTE KACH NURBER 0.7526 0.7411 0.7365 0.7370 0.7403 0.7448 0.7398 0.7392 0.7354
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 848.2876 831.7111 825.9693 825.2771 827.8433 831.1336 826.7738 824.6585 819.6278
AXIAL VELOCITY 742.7367 734.5907 725.6210 732.2229 731.4701 734.2962 730.1301 723.1673 713.5041
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1005.3134 1012.8193 1003.1740 1017.5574 1012.1951 1013.0719 1011.0581 1000.1838 988.3494
RELATIVE MACH NdMBER 0.8919 0.9024 0.8945 0.9088 0.9052 0.9078 0.9047 0.8966 0.8868
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.5413 54.0456 54.1195 54.2603 54.1446 54.0633 54.1639 54.1304 54.1726
* $ * * * * *1 * * * * * * * * * * * 6 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.8000 200.8000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 1-V.439 19.4904 19.1442 18.7134 17.9045 18.8990 19.3238 19.0201 19.4489
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.7160 14.6579 14.4777 14.2841 - 14.1971 14.5918 14.8071 14.4506 14.8317
ANGLE 30.0458 29.8252 31.7268 34.9901 39.1913 40.6571 40.4132 39.3256 35.2844
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.649 0.6512 0.6446 0.6333 0.5854 0.6193 0.6287 0.6391 0.6346
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7457 13.6787 13.5668- 13.4737 13.6547 13.8509 13.9972 13.5866 13.9816
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 572.0799 570.1432 568.2181 565.7210 557.2394 583.6374 588.0494 588.4677 595.8738
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7273 0.7296 0.7190 0.7014 0.6344 0.6814 0.6948 0.7103 0.7033
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 810.8741 811.8475 799.8256 780.3257 706.2300 771.8574 788.6033 804.9483 802.6728
AXIAL VELOCITY 701.8849 704.2870 680.2774 639.2597 547.3399 585.5311 600.4130 622.6536 655.1946
RELATIVE VELOCITY 978.1202 981.3907 952.4522 904.4028 842.8430 827.2194 832.0134 848.9718 904.5036
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8773 0.8820 0.8562 0.8130 0.7571 0.7303 0.7330 0.7492 0.7925
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.3360 54.3339 54.4628 54.7448 56.9992 54.7067 54.1830 53.7416 54.0803
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 276 TIME 11H 6M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11514.1850




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1829
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0030 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 106.0000 128.0010 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.2271 18.0026 20.6991 21.3558 20.8742 20.3698 19.9900 19.9780 19.6645
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.2034 14.1770 15.7031 16.1731 15.8072 15.4934 15.2835 15.1823 14.9823
ANGLE 41.7826 36.0071 27.4120 33.7331 34.2301 33.0205 32.9697 32.9462 32.9611
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6078 0.5944 0.6409 0.6430 0.6431 0.6377 0.63L4 0.6388 0.6356
STATIC PRESSURE 13.5268 13.5500 14.8071 15.2382 14.8930 14.6265 14.4564 14.3274 14.1530
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 578.2198 584.5676 598.1418 594.3682 587.7349 580.4742 578.2153 580.3631 575.7252
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6669 0.6503 0.7088 0.7116 0.7117 0.7045 0.6966 0.7059 0.7019
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 753.2955 740.0207 809.9089 810.2479 805.8282 793.5574 783.84L4 794.8976 787.6464
AXIAL VELOCITY- 556.2230 591.7629 709.0659 665.6619 658.2634 657.1824 649.5037 658.8330 652.7161
RELATIVE VELOCITY 651.6785 717.4034 851.5754 774.5031 766.2869 775.6227 771.8757 777.1433 773.6817
RELATIVE ACH NUMBER 0.5770 0.6305 0.7453 0.6802 0.6768 0.6886 0.6859 0.6902 0.6895
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 49.0217 49.9879 49.7227 48.8247 48.8392 49.2293 49.4252 49.2137 49.3515
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0900 288.0000 308.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.5549 19.5639 19.4332 19.2574 19.1381 18.9563 18.4227 17.1664 18.0881
WEDGE PRESSURE -14.9108 14.9042 14.8233 14.7014 14.6336 14.5121 14.3831 14.2348 14.4785
ANGLE 32.9300 33.0322 33.7215 34.2802 35.1393 36.5760 39.6636 44.7196 45.4918
APPARENT MACH NIMBER 0.6346 0.6357 0.6342 0.6332 0.6312 0.6298 0.6053 0.5242 0.5730
STATIC PRESSURE 14.0898 14.0788 14.0090 13.8981 13.8422 13.7334 13.7070 13.8020 13.9111
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 572.9067 573.0514 573.8756 572.4504 569.1151 567.7563 562.6038 552.6733 574.9141
ASStLUT NMACH N #EtR 0.7007 0.7021 0.7001 0.6988 0.6964 0.6945 0.6639 0.5670 0.6242
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 784.4409 785.9580 784.5442 782.2672 777.4824 774.6646 739.9796 633.4055 706.5519
AXIAL VELOCITY 650.2824 650.8046 644.6297 638.6454 628.3343 615.0675 563.7089 446.0703 491.0133
RELATIVE VELOCITY 772.6268 772.0583 763.0212 755.1983 742.6472 723.8479 673.3303 590.8475 593.5907
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6901 0.6896 0.6809 0.6746 0.6652 0.6489 0.6041 0.5289 0.5244
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 49.4186 49.3751 49.3116 49.2839 49.2702 49.1484 49.5688 52.4641 49.9085
-NOTE&-AL-L-PREft6RE-4.46-- IN P-IA AND-T-E*PERAWRRE- UMIL .I s-- DE*,4 R*N%4B-C4Ai B T D- NASA-ST TD. -S.L .- G O IT OIT M- VELOC ITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARCt AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
LD
FAN STATOR EXIT WFAjING 276
IMERSION .6530
RFLATIVE SCREFN ANGLE .0000 20,0000 40,0000 b6.0000000 0000 10n.0000 120.0000 1400000 10.0000
TOTAL PRESSUIRE 18.9000 19.3000 19.a000 19.3000 10.0000 18.7000 18.5500 18.5300 
18.5200
STATIC PRESSURE 1~.1609 15.0100 14.9767 14.5734 14.2836 14.1336 14.1691 
14.2334 14.2445
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 600.5000 602.50(0 601.0000 595.0000 586.0000 573.0000 571.0000 571.0000 
511.000
MACH NUMBFR 6 5701 .6052 .6277 .6464 .6517 .6453 .6325 .6256 .6230
CORRECTED VELOCITY 664.3074 703.5882 727.0038 743.2804 743.1905 728.2423 713,6592 706.4667 
74.7630
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 260,220. 240.0000 6.000U 280.0000 300.0000 
320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSUIRF 18.0000 1P.0000 18.0000 19.0000 18.4500 18.3200 
1.2000 i8.1o00 18.2000
STATIC PRESSURE 14.265 14.2636 14.2670 14.3959 14.5425 14.6945 14.9355 
15.1153 15.1664
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 573.0000 570.0000 568.0000 570.0000 570.0000 569.000 566.0000 
578.0000 595.0000
MACH NUMBER .5861 .5862 .5841 .5741 .5931 .5702 .5390 .5188 
.5171
CORRECTED VELOCITY 665.9984 6aO.343
8  660.9101 651.498 671,6502 646.7610 611.7293 596.2102 603.0259
IMMERSION 2.9730
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20,0000 40000 60.0000 80O0000 100.0000 10.0000 100000 20. . 00000 600000
TOTAL PRESSURE 1868500 19.3000 19,9000 19.9000 1908000 19.6500 19.5000 19.3500 19.2500
STATIC PRESSURE 15.1998 15.0700 14.8651 14.5501 14.2253 14.0753 14.1302 14,2101 14.2251
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 585e.000 587.5000 586.0000 58100000 578.0000 577.0000 576755000 575.5000 572.0000
MACH NUMBER .5486 *6052 .6592 .6841 .7039 7.072 .6942 .6790 .6718
CORRECTED VELOCITY 632.6045 694.7746 751.1143 773.71019 792.0441 794.7683 781.1796 74.8593 755.1222
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 1800000 200000 00 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320,0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.2500 19.2500 19.2500 19.2000 19.100 19.0300 18.5000 17.9000 18.2000
STATIC PRESSURE 14.2451 14.2053 14.2054 14.310 14.4803 14.6751 14.9549 15.1697 15.2247
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 571.0000 571.0000 569.0000 567.0000 564.5000 562.0000 562.0000 570.000 581.0000
MACH NUMBER o6702 . 35 .6734 618 .6435 .6208 .5598 .4920 .115
CORRECTED VELOCITY 752.7822 756.1240 754.7894 741.5235 720.9575 695.8266 631.6673 562.9166 589.7856
IMMERSION 5.4030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 
160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.1500 17.0000 18.1000 19.5000 20.4000 20.6000 20.5000 20.1500 
19.6000
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2405 15.0700 14.8528 L4,5257 14.1642 14.0142 10,095 14.1857 
14.20Z7
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 563.0000 574o0000 582.0000 590.0000 589.0000 585.0000 580.0000 575.0000 
571.0000
MACH NUMBER .2889 .4185 ,5391 .6625 .7411 .7627 ,7520 .7262 
.6941
CORRECTED VELOCITY 333.6559 483,6214 620.3737 757.1201 837.8127 856.7661 842.3052 812.7248 
777.2750
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320,0000 34.80000
TOTAL PRESSURF !1.1580 19.2500 19.2500 19q1500 19.0000 18.8000 18.4000 17.8000 
16.5000
STATIC PRESSURE 14.2241 14.1442 14.1199 14.2208 14.4151 14.6547 a14.753 15.2267 15.2858
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 578.0000 570.0000 569.0000 570.0000 570.0000 569.0000 567.0000 561.0000 
555.0000
MACH NUMBER .6658 .6714 .6804 .6661 .6407 .6073 .5505 .4776 .3323
CORRECTED VELOCITY 747.5879 760.5676 701.
9 264 747.9186 721.5680 686.0035 6d4.5771 542.862b 319.9263
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 278 TIME 11H 23M 46S CIRCUP. INLET DISTORT ION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11497.4980
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 131.6912
THETA 0.9990
DELTA 0.9535
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11502.9094
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.0000
PROBE NO. I - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.0000 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 12.8253 12.7910 12.7086 12.7802 12.7092 14.0481 14.3057 14.4816 14.4090
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0260 10.8205 10.8125 10.9538 11.0463 11.2157 11.3186 11.4582 11.5203
ANGLE 14.4565 3.8822 0.7039 -1.8316 -10.1937 -6.9605 -3.6870 -1.6841 -0.0471
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4697 0.4947 0.4859 0.4745 0.4520 0.5763 0.5881 0.5881 0.5744
STATIC PRESSURE 10.9759 10.7529 10.7525 10.9009 11.0068 11.0082 11.0783- 11.2150 11.3113
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.7837 522.0323 522.0204 522.7242 522.1994 517.1313 516.8905 517.0645 517.4841
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4768 0.5041 0.4944 0.4820 0.4578 0.6005 0.6154 0.6154 0.5982
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 520.2860 550.8411 540.7949 528.2015 502.5497 646.6130 661.4029 661.4550 644.5287
AXIAL VELOCITY 493.4680 537.6206 528.9389 516.4063 484.1363 628.0206 645.6684 646.7332 630.4438
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1592.8095 1522.7239 1491.5588 1465.4707 1387.7918 1456.1067 1495.5346 1516.3144 1525.8722
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.4599 1.3935 1.3637 1.3374- 1.3644 1.3523 1.3916 1.4107 1.4163
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 72.4256 70.1530 70.0724 70.1884 70.3716 66.2058 66.1847 66.4408 67.1010
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000.
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.000 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.5193 14.4399 14.3191 14.4453 14.4709 14.4247 14.4554 14.4227 14.1-469
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5556 11.5443 11.5824 11.5614 11.5447 11.5700 11.5717 11.5682 11.5485
ANGLE 0.0168 0.1431 0.2080 0.3215 0.3778 0.6093 0.8865 2.4873 5.9014 -
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5804 0.5699 0.5588 0.5730 0.5773 0.5701 0.5727 0.5701 0.5462
STATIC PRESSURE 11.3314 11.3841 11.4054 11.3547 11.3288 11.3695 11.3654 11.3677 11.3963
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.4504 517.5718 517.2647 517.4966 517.5877 517.3316 517.5633 517.6275 517.5761
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6057 0.5927 0.5-794 0.5965 0.6017 0.5930 0.5962 0.5930 0.5643
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 651.9842 639.0622 625.3816 642.8412 - 648.1049 639.2157 642.5732 639.4162 610,3236
AXIAL VELOCITY 637.7368 625.0953 611.7118 628.7842 633.9288 625.2137 628.4592 624.8796 593.9585-
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1529.6759 1525.4593 1520.3796 1528.8275 1531.6370 1530.1316 1534.3124 1548.6350 1567.3826
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.4210 1.4149 1.4086 1.4187 1.4220 1.4196 1.4237 1.4364 1.4493
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.9154 67.2699 67.6414 67.1947 67.0652 67.3285 67.2785 67.5832 68.8231
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND-TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
4-
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 278 TIME 11H 23M 465 CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11497.4980
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 131.6912
THETA 0.9990
DELTA 0.9535
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11502.9094
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.0000
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.8468 14.3771 14.3108 14.5216 14.3358 14.5111 14.3427 14.3180 14.3060
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.3833 11.4186 11.4456 11.5588 11.5191 11.5705 11.5149 11.5699 11.6091
ANGLE 8.7037 9.2372 9.8455 10.8282 11.4198 11.8942 13.18L7 13.6670 14.5155
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5364 0.5831 0.5739 0.5802 0.5677 0.5780 0.5689 0.5601 0.5544
STATIC PRESSURE 11.0795 11.0289 11.0748 11.1707 11.1590 11.1870 11.1526 11.2220 11.2698
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 516.6578 516.7727 516.5959 516.9190 516.7454 517.1253 516.8127 -517.2226 518.0907
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5733 0.6271 0.6162 0.6237 0.6089 0.6210 0.6103 0.6002 0.5937
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 618.9251 672.9842 662.0453 669.6825 654.8361 667.1265 656.2090 646.4052 640.3864
AXIAL VELOCITY 611.7648 664.2217 652.2603 657.7239 641.8383 652.7689 638.8859 628.0700 619.9133
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1323.1660 1360.7467 1359.4862 1373.1680 1369.0241 1381.0900 1385.3442 1383.1409 1386.4067
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.2257 1.2680 1.2655 1.2789 1.2731 1.2856 1.2884 1.2844 1.2854
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 65.1856 63.9805 64.3680 64.4053 64.8804 64.7013 65.24L0 65.5767 65.9079
** ** ***** * **** *** ** *** *** ***** * * * ** * **** *****s*ato* * **
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 -260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 •80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2252 14.4974 13.3305 12.8272 12.7940 12.7001 12.6853 14.1554 14.3373
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.6586 11.7985 11.4329 10.9758 10.8857 11.0883 11.0601 11.3871 11.4293
ANGLE 16.9401 19.2229 25.7036 18.6087 12.6115 8.4278 4.5026 2.7403- 7.1772
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5407 0.5504 0.4734 0.4771 0.4858 0.4445 0.4468 0.5662 0.5783
STATIC PRESSURE 11.3407 11.4605 11.2153 10.7627 10.6637 10.9084 10.8783 11.0343 11.0499
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.2480 518.7757 519.3280 520.1557 522.7782 528.5008 528.1796 520.6141 518.0339
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5782 0.5892 0.5029 0.5069 0.5167 0.4711 0.4736 0.6072 0.6213
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 624.7828 636.2625 548.1946 552.8085 564.3259 519.6065 522.1102 655.4864 668.0573-
AXIAL VELOCITY 597.6435 600.7584 493.9290 523.8818 550.6817 513.9680 520.4704 654.7014 662.7870
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1396.0228 1422.1830 1406.8902 1360.8617 1322.8656 1264.8710 1235.5482 1289.4995 1338.6535
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.2919 1.3171 1.2907 1.2479 1.2112 1.1469 -1.1209 1.1945 -1.2451
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 66.8231 67.0989 70.6542 68.9443 67.3981 67.8852 67.1560 63.0812 63.6582
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 278 TIME 11H 23M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11497.4980
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 131.6912
THETA 0.9990
DELTA 0.9535
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11502.9094
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.0000
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.0000 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.2245 14.3761 14.4625 14.4581 14.2334 14.4112 14.5466 14.5353 14.5358
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0906 11.1425 11.3424 11.4963 11.4803 11.5408 11.4859 11.5541 11.5819
ANGLE 
-15.2704 -13.0059 -8.7347 -4.3578 -1.4349 -0.1309 0.7717 1.3386 1.8736
APPARENT MACH NLUMBER 0.5076 0.6143 0.5994 0.5816 0.5626 0.5722 0.5907 -0.5820 0.5789
STATIC PRESSURE 10.9219 10.6359 10.8941 11.1154 11.1683 11.1940 11.0687 11.1697 11.2087
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.9478 518.2891 518.0227 517.7720 516.9403 517.6823 517.7546 517.6106 517.7298
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5299 0.6703 0.6492 0.6244 0.5988 0.6116 0.6370 0.6250 -0.6207
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 575.3112 716.6881 695.6697 670.9452 644.7835 658.0962 683.4595 671.3964 667.2144
AXIAL VELOCITY 531.3887 668.0370 656.9904 638.7305 615.2709 628.1520 652.3091 640.6894 636.5468
RELATIVE VELOCITY 802.0166 901.4223 927.3457 949.5762 956.7288 976.1499 1000.8316 997.1242 998.5552
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.7387 0.8431 0.8654 0.8837 0.8885 0.9072 0.9328 0.9282 0.9290
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 55.2338 52.1737 53.4161 54.8274 56.0299 56.0134 55.6735 56.0531 56.2630
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0800 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2328 14.3922 14.4544 14.1877 14.1406 14.0620 13.1961 12.8344 12.8741
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.5861 11.6736 11.6819 11.6954 11.6284 11.4935 11.2261 11.0520 11.1316
ANGLE 2.0736 2.9335 3.8209 8.3153 12.7805 22.2030 21.5836 4.1794 0.1021
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5501 0.5550 0.5599 0.5325 0.5359 0.5445 0.4861 -0.4670 0.4605
STATIC PRESSURE 11.3074 11.3788 11.3725 -11.4604- 11.3861 11.2321 11.0957 10.9504 11.0376
TOTAL TEMPERAUJRE 517.6135 518.1-890 518.5215 518.0898 518.5084 518.2449 518.1700 518.7904 518.9584
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.582T 0.5890 0.5953 4.5606 0.5649- 0.5756 -0.5037 0.4816 0.4740
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 629.0222 635.7367 642.2808 606.8708 611.4830 622.2103 548.4848 525.7357 517.9085
AXIAL VELOCITY 600.0441 606.0869 61-1.8158 573.7107 570.4434 553.3882 489.7765 499.9475 494.3438
RELATIVE VELOCITY 974.1208 985.3361 996.7007 1005.6353 1040.5359 1111.4532 1050.0575 929.3677 889.5811-
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9025 0.9130 0,9239 0.9290 0.9613 1.0283 0.9645 -0.8513 -0.8142
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.1641 57.2013 57.2550 59.1338 60.1291 62.4523 63.9572 60.5952 59.7925
NOTES AL-PRES StE-WI-TS- N-PSIAN -TEPE*A*TE-UNIT -- I-tEG.-RANI&-W 6GT- .TO-.T -NA6A-ST.-S.I .- G NIT-ION6,-VQI-TY- --
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
r.
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 278 TIME 11H 23M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11497.4980




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.0000
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 68.0800 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 -140.0000- 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.8157 19.9972 19.7328 19.5282 21.9524 22.4563 22.3020 22.4455 22.7398-
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.4429 15.5165 15.5110 16.0815 17.2872 17.4938 17.0748- 17.2690 16.6569
ANGLE 22.3339 29.2273 32.2077 40.3871 42.7270 42.9155 48.7468 40.0482 31.0260
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6077 0.6132 0.5967 0.5341 0.5945 0.6084 0.6300 0.6240 0.6123
STATIC PRESSURE 14.8484 14.8904 14.9685 15.7680 16.6947 16.8167 16.2831 16.5067 15.6177
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 585.3124 582.6285 584.1274 581.9515 619.4790 627.3634 629.9132 636.6841 629.3560
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6556 0.6630 0.6410 0.5614 0.6381 0.6566 0.6860 0.6778 0.7531
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 746.0377 752.0670 729.9211 643.7924 748.3684 773.1900 806.5751 801.9418 877.3550
AXIAL VELOCITY 688.1710 654.7091 616.1763 489.4490 548.7914 565.2732 609.9309 612.7288 750.0545
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1249.6914 1161.6045 1121.9131 1032.2898 985.6117 979.6514 1006.31L5 1016.3396 1152.7290--
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0983 1.0241 0.9852 0.9902 0.8404 0.8319- 0.8559- - -0.8590 0.9895
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 61.0816 60.5144 61.1457 64.5611 60.8124 59.9345 58.6979 58.8335 56.8645
** ** ** * ** ** ** * * *** **** * *** ** ** * ** * ** * ** * * * * * *** * * * * * *
ABSOLUTE-SCREEN-ANGLE 180,0000 200.0000 220.0000 - z0.000 - 260,0000 280.000 300.0000 320.0000 - 340.0000
RELATIVE-SCREEN-ANGLE 76.0000 96.0000 116.0000 136.0000 156.0000 176.0000 196.0000 216.0000 236.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.3072 20.3315 20.0500 29.0227 19.9464 19.9617 19.9038 20.0511 24.0266.
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.9075 15.5795 15.4333 15.3738 15.3562 15.3785 15.3798 15.4724 -1-5.4811
ANGLE 28.3304 27.2794 24.9941 26.7530 26.3821 26.0213 27.9050 27.2646 -27.6979-
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6600 0.6287 0.6231 0.6262 0.6229- 0.6221 0.6184 0.6201- -0.6178
STATIC PRESSURE 15.0146 14.8638 14.7561 14.6818 14.6837 -14.7097 -14.7313 - 14.8106- 14.8311-
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 600.0442 590.8437 586.1577 584.&228 585.4728 583.1010 584.9057 58-3.7171. 584.4458- -
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7253 -0.6843 0.6766 0.6809 0.6763 0.6752 0.6701 --0.6724 -0.6694-
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 828.3254 779.5709 768.5257 772.0428 767.7642 765.0022 760.9153 - 762.5572 759.8811
AXIAL VELOCITY 727.2919 691.1045 694.6873 687.6278 686.0225 685.6651 670.7467 676.1349 -671.1062
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1183.8634 1190.6877 1219.2915 1196.6163 1200.8949 1205.2347 1179.8759 1188.5664 1182.4724
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0367 1.0452 1.0735 1.0553 1.0579 1.0637 -1.0391 1.0481- -1.0417-
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.3537 59.7879 60.2484 60.0367 60.1829 60.2849 60.3029 60.2866 60.3439
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED-TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC# AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 278 TIME 11H 23M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11497.4980




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.0000
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 280.000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.1828 20.6351 20.5013 20.6234 20.7381 20.6995 20.6718 20.6144 20.5782
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.6606 15.7029 15.6386 15.6556 15.6639 15.6739 15.6126 15.6089 15.5820
ANGLE 35.7581 33.0109 32.9789 32.2455 31.8625 31.8972 31.8224 32.8356 33.4910APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6715 0.6371 0.6342 0.6401 0.6461 0.6431 0.6462 0.6432 0.6431
STATIC PRESSURE 14.4132 14.7809 14.7452 14.7108 14.6649 14.7013 14.61-60 14.6400 14.6151
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 608.0846 587.2010 584.7951 582.1852 581.5841 581.8790 582.5380 581.1595 580.6731
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7627 0.7073 0.7027 0.7119 0.7214 0.7167 0.72L6 0.7167 0.7167
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 872.4445- 800.9446 794.6161 802.2625 811.5853 806.9303 812.4007 806.5018 -806.1003
AXIAL VELOCITY 707.9561 671.6204 666.5551 678.5030 689.2671 685.0557 690.2-592 677.6217 672.2410
RELATIVE VELOCITY 912.5743 934.1646 933.1982 944.8881 952.3886 950.7597 953.1432 937.8282 928.7559
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.7978 0.8249 0.8253 0.8385 0.8466 0.8444 0.8466 0.8335 0.8257
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 52.1951 54.2843 54.4616 54.3174 54.1045 54.2246 54.0869 54.1489 54.1013
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 3490.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.4224 20.3706 20.1300 19.9105 19.3036 -21.1288 21.5305 21.1932 21.1667-
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5657 15.5614- 15.4407 15.3669 15.5815 16.5852 16.7284 16.3312. 16.1436
ANGLE 33.6756 33.9162 35.6540 38.8475 43.3333 45.8445 47.2650 48.1661- 44.3291
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6352 0.6324 0.6274 0.6198 0.5618 0.5986 0.61L6 0.6219 0.6345
STATIC PRESSURE 14.6682 14.6851 14.6046 14.5838 15.1002- 15.8757 15.9.91 15.4853 -- 15.21-90
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 579.5700 577.4940 577.1034 576.1379- 570.3802 600.7567 606.0057 610.7486 -610.9846
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7042 0.7001 -0.6929 -0.6821 0.6029 0.6524 0.6705 .0.6850 0.7032
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 792.6358 786.9912 779.3601 767.5568- 681.4354 752.3833 774.8532 793.2968 8-12.5967
AXIAL VELOCITY 659.5990- 653.0643 633.2485 597.76,0- 495.6446 524.1035 525.8106 529.0968- 581.2-666
RELATIVE VELOCITY 923.3475 918.9605 894.2204 -849.9296 792.2075- 756.7212 737.0629 724.2556 778.4688RELATIVE MACH NUIBER 0.8204 0.0175 0.7950 0.7553 -0.7009 0.6562 0.6378 0.6254 0.6737
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.4583 54.5990 54.6942 54.8794 57.9666 55.2923 54.4951 53.8491 53.2507
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONSt VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 278 TIME 11H 23M 46S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11497.4980




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.0000
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0030 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.0000 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.1475 18.7528 20.5373 21.0380 20.6989 20.3237 20.2888 20.1769 20.0743
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.0927 15.6044 15.8772 16.1125 15.8807 15.7549 15.7021 15.6462 -15.5852
ANGLE 53.7646 47.0557 33.3265 -35.5239 35.8479 35.2219 35.1664 35.3139 35.5859
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5046 0.5193 0.6178 0.6294 0.6272 0.6143 0.6164 0.6139 0.6124
STATIC PRESSURE 15.6509 15.1419 15.0786 15.2501 15.0405 14.9771 14.9182 14.8755 14.8237
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 588.5274 590.8164 601.6035 595.1455 584.5081 580.3773 580.91L1 580.6587 578.4773
ABSOLUTE NACH NUMBER 0.5446 0.5614 0.6794 0.6940 0.6912 0.6751 0.6777 0.6746 0.6727
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 629.1686 648.6726 781.4906 792.4838 782.5451 763.1546 766.16L1 762.8148 759.4563
AXIAL VELOCITY 369.6074 438.3161 644.9885 637.4881 627.0009 616.1436 618.9833 615.1866 610.4587
RELATIVE VELOCITY 490.2167 565.6126 765.8841 743.7090 735.4657 735.1382 737.0289 733.8866 729.2522
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.4243 0.4895 0.6659 0.6513 0.6496 0.6503 0.65L9 0.6490 0.6460
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 52.5008 51.7390 49.4019 48.9006 49.0550 49.5372 49.4797 49.5329 49.5720
**** ** ** ****** **** ****** ** ** ** *** *** **** * * **** * * ** ** ** ** *
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 2&8.0000 308.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.9930 19.9356 19.8934 19.6767 19.6073 19.4524 18.9894 17.9825 19.3934
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.5322 15.5223 15.4916 15.4258 -15.4121 15.4409 15.5636 15.8930 16.2889
ANGLE 35.5690 35.7695 36.4864 37.1658 37.8691 39.7787 43.7204 51.0418 55.9279
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6116 0.6088 0.6086 0.6001 0.5967 0.5840 0.5408 0.4238 -0.5055
STATIC PRESSURE 14.7767 14.7788 14.7502 14.7-213 14.7214 14.7966 15.0489 15.6166 15.8396
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 577.4149 576.8725 578.8347 576.9217 573.4532 572.8-067 566.9865 -561.5114 584.2226
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6717 0.6682 0.6680 0.6574 0.6532 0.6376 -0.5861 0.4535 0.5457
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 757.7021 753.7169 754.7748 742.5797 735.9953 719.3296 662.9485 516.2319 628.0388
AXIAL VELOCITY 609.1747 604.4849 599.9547 585.1595 574.6494 547.0831 474.7219 -322.3168 349.8959
RELATIVE VELOCITY 728.7650 724.7872 716.5300 703.8041 693.0306 664.7811 605.3430 532.9867 466.5053
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6460 0.6425 0.6341 0.6231 0.6151 0.5892 0.5352 0.4682 0.4053
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 49.6126 49.6764 49.5651 49.7644 49.8406 50.0535 51.4069 58.3905 52.6454
-NOTE -ALL PRSSURE -tI S Il-et DEG. *~ .~ OF ARC4 AND IM2M6-IUITINN - -E
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE LIITS IN DEG. OF ARCP AND IMME"IbN UNITS IN IN ES
FAN STATOw EMIT 4EAITKG 276
IMFHSION .6510
RFLATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .9000 (0.000u 40.0000 60.00uou 80o.n00 on0.o0n0 12n.0oO 140I.00o 1o0.0000
TOAL PRESSRE 21.05n0 21.6000 21.7000 21.5000 20.9)00 20.1500 lQ.950v 19. 9 500 19.9200
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0590 16.9891 16,7934 16.4011 16.0642 15.9342 1.9677 16.0044 16.0022
TOTAL TFMPERATUPE 630.1000 620.0000 607.00c0 593.o000 59000000 589.000o 566.0000 566.0000 5S5.0000
MACH NUMBER .5564 .5959 .6164 .6311 .6248 .5689 .5714 .5700 .5682
CORRECTED VELOCITY 66U,6622 703.1143 717.9679 725.3749 716.8660 677.2596 657.2580 655.7535 653.2198
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.o000 2b0.0000 280.n000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSIIRF 19.9000 19.8600 19.,500 19.8000 19.7500 19.6100 19.7500 eo.OOOu .20500
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0022 16.0467 16.0912 16.14j5 16.2423 16.3336 16.4850 16.7062 16.9781
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 584.0000 586*0000 586.0000 585.0000 588.0000 602.0000 617.0000 629.0000 633.0000
MACH NUMBER .5669 .5604 .5559 .5479 .5360 .5222 .5147 .513b .5225
CORRECTED VELOCITY 651.2090 645.3337 640. 967 631.2746 619.8392 611.0029 611.0307 615.6901 6e7.7666
IMMERSION 2.9730
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160,0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.2000 20.7500 21.1000 21.0500 20.5500 20.4000 20.5500 20.6500 20.6500
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0192 16.9502 16.7701 16.4450 16.1148 15.q848 16.0149 16.0199 16.0100
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 600.0000 604.0000 593,0000 585.0000 583,0000 585.0000 585.0000 584.0000 562.0000
MACH NUMBER 05012 .5454 .5823 .6045 .5997 .6007 .6076 .6133 .6141
CORRECTED VELOCITY 591.9079 638.6398 673,0031 692.1917 685.9142 688.1446 695,5150 700.9919 700.6167
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180*.000 200.0000 220.0000 240,0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURF 206500 20.6500 20.6000 20.5500 20.4600 20.3000 1q.7000 19.3000 19.6500
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0100 16,035 16.0601 16.1251 16.2151 16.2753 16.3606 16.5507 16.9004
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 581.0000 580.0000 578.0000 575*0000 575.0000 580.0000 590.0000 601,0000 608.0000
MACH NUMBER .6141 ,6121 .6071 .5989 .5861 .5708 .5220 .4737 .4691
CORRECTED VELOCITY 700.0145 697.3337 690.8154 680.3241 666.6780 653.2574 605.5707 557.1949 555.1727
IMMERSION 5,4030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160,0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.1500 17.1500 17.5500 20.0000 21,0500 20.8500 20.6300 20.4000 20.3000
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9704 16.9095 16.7457 16.4491 16.1677 16.0377 16,0434 16.0362 16.0181
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 595.0000 598.0000 596.0000 585.0000 573.0000 573.0000 578.0000 575.0000 574.0000
MACH NUMBER .1227 .1422 .2598 .5359 .6257 .6239 .6103 .5966 .5917
CORRECTED VELOCITY 146.5874 170.1837 308,0142 618.1519 707.4070 705,5026 694.1532 677.8819 672.1262
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE t10.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURF 20.0000 19.9500 19.9000 19.8400 19.7000 19.4300 19.0000 18.4000 17.6500
STATIC PRESSURE 16.0181 16.0228 16.027e 16.1007 16.1866 16.2142 16.2303 16.3879 16.8189
TOTAL TEMPEPATURE 574.0000 574.,0000 573.0000 573.0000 572,0000 566.0000 566.0000 577.O 00 588.0000
MACH NUMBER .5722 .5685 .5647 .55U1 .5373 .5150 .4798 .4101 .2634
CORRECTED VELOCITY 651.3476 647.3572 642.7694 631.39a9 612.7160 585.5915 547.3685 475.2212 311.0813
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 280 TIME 11H 51M 29S CIRCUP. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11530.7460
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 121.0167
THETA 1.0023
DELTA 0.9614
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11517.2991
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1126
PROBE NO. 1 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000- 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.0000 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.0989 13.0662 13.1530 13.1252 13.1929 14.2233 14.2345 14.3846 14.4010
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.3693 11.3532 11.4711 11.7112 11.8633 12.6395 12.6737 12.4609 12.3140
ANGLE 7.3283 -1.6470 -7.2988 -13.7902 -21.1122 -18.3807 -8.3627 -2.0780 0.1182
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4543 0.4525 0.4464 0.4067 0.3925 0.4141 0.4106 0.4575 0.4782
STATIC PRESSURE 11.3274 11.3124 11.4334 11.6923 11.8490 12.6157 12.6515 12.4128 12.2517
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 524.4370 527.8553 526.7921 529.5546 531.4115 526.9854 530.0568 528.7849 527.2047
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4603 0.4584 0.4518 0.4097 0.3947 0.4174 0.4138 0.4637 0.4860
ABSOLUTE- VELOC-ITY 506.1751 505.8173 498.3547 454.6342 439.3294 461.8186 459.2688 511.9007 534.6526
AX-IAL VELOCITY 491.2424 494.5684 483.6833 432.4124 402.0133 429.6051 444.6594 500.3992 522.9682
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1535.2293 1463.4817 1414.8585 1355.5627 1299.0905 1320.0435 1398.1842 1461.8639 1488.0322
RELATIVE MACH NUMIER - 1.3961- 1.3263 1.2828 1.2216 1.1673 1.1932 1.2598 1.3243 1.3528
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 71.8858 70.9407 70.7358 71.9382 72.4444 71.5970 71.9893 70.7128 70.2368
ABSOLUTE SCREEN-ANGLE-180.000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0030 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0000 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL-PRESSURE 14.4583 14.4491 14.4838 14.4252 14.4890 14.4497 14.5001 14.4520 14.3117
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.1526 11.9645- 11.8889- 11.7962 11.7909 11.7662 11.7492 11.7561 11.7370
ANGLE 0.6-303 1.3626 2.1924 1.2572 0.9979 1.1144 -1.4922 2.7017 4.4951
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5043 0.5261 0.5385 0.5438 0.5505 0.5497 0.5564 0.5511 0.5398
STATIC PRESSURE 12.0632 11.8427 11.7464 11.6453 11.6272 11.6045 11.5744 11.5918 11.5941
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 524.7077 522.7038 521.7811 520.5490 520.6496 520.6240 520.3442 520.9462 521.2480
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5152 0.5406 0.5552 0.5614 0.5695 0.5684 0.5765 0.5701 0.5567
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 563.8254 589.0239 603.4723 609.1373 617.3741 616.3156 624.3695 618.2103 604.6940
AXIAL VELOCITY 551.4725 575.9966 589.8716 595.6888 603.7956 602.7386 610.5274 604.0579 589.7389
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1503.3730 1519.9886 1533.7020 1527.3250 1528.3102 1528.9788 1536.0228 1544.8887 1555.5423
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.3738 1.3952 1.4111 1.4078 1.4098 1.4103 1.41-4 1.4248 1.4322
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 69.4432 68.8232 68.5355 68.2613 68.0064 68.0499 67.8857 68.2117 68.8143
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 280 TIME 11H 51M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11530.7460
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 121.0167
THETA 1.0023
DELTA 0.9614
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11517.2991
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1126
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5t 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2707 14.3350 14.3851 14.4937 14.3582 14.4569 14.3969 14.3236 14.3847
WEDGE PRESSURE 12.3874 12.2499 12.1703 12.0870 11.9743 11.9461 11.8792 11.8680 11.8887
ANGLE 10.8270 11.7775 13.1408 13.1497 13.3161 13.2093 13.9295 14.2373 14.7497
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4541 0.4791 0.4945 0.5159 0.5158 0.5291 0.53L2 0.5253 0.5288
STATIC PRESSURE 12.1753 12.0093 11.9101 11.7971 11.6872 11.6391 11.5706 11.5691 11.5837
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 531.9187 530.0681 529.0264 526.9377 527.5086 526.5735 524.69L6 526.1370 526.1411
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4817 0.5092 0.5263 0.5503 0.5502 0.5651 0.5675 0.5608 0.5648
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 532.4216 560.4370 577.7267 601.3505 601.6172 616.4234 617.7154 611.7034 615.8462
AXIAL VELOCITY 522.9163 548.6096 562.5692 585.5520 585.4117 600.0827 599.5190 592.8848 595.5220
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1293.1599 1316.8203 1338.0583 1352.8046 1354.3319 1362.7960 1369.5944 1368.2714 1375.1377
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.1699 1.1965 1.2191 1.2379 1.2387 1.2495 1.2583 1.2544 1.2613
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.9821 67.3817 67.1954 66.5940 66.6226 66.2336 66.3584 66.5715 66.5834
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 249.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2229 14.4500 13.1056 13.1504 13.0455 13.0141 12.9775 14.1705 14.2772
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.8827 11.9703 11.5836 11.3016 11.4595 11.8537 12.0621 12.7088 12.7393
ANGLE 16.0245 17.0809 19.9711 12.5377 3.5850 0.0265 -4.1423 -1.3308 9.3243
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5132 0.5255 0.4236 0.4702 0.4342 0.3677 0.3249 0.3974 0.4068
STATIC PRESSURE 11.6017 11.6683 11.4170 11.0903 11.2841 11.7324 11.9680 12.5527 12.5736
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 526.7728 525.7561 525.8618 524.1114 -529.6902 540.7613 542.6184 547.7095 543.2550
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5473 0.5611 0.4482 0.4993 0.4599 0.3876 0.3420 0.4197 0.4299
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 598.1790 611.8233 494.0999 546.9822 508.2757 435.4580 386.1468 473.2951 -482.3974
AXIAL VELOCITY 574.9071 582.2413 464.3649 533.9105 -507.2535 435.4341 385.1170 473.1414 475.9981
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1373.993 1397.6131 1334.8334 1314.7367 1224.4992 1167.1751 1122.9197 1171.5130 1254.6631
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.2571 1.2818 1.2109 1.2002 1.1080 1.0391 0.9948 1.0390 1.112 -
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.2923 67.3826 70.8174 67.8972 67.4971 69.5403 71.0693 68.0067 69.2233
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
.10
%1 NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 280 TIME 11H 51M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 OEG
0
ROTOR SPEED 11530.7460
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 121.0167
THETA 1.0023
DELTA 0.9614
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 11517.2991
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1126
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/IN 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.0000 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.0134 14.5488 14.4688 14.4453 14.3868 14.5809 14.3451 14.4123 14.4710
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.7825 11.9539 12.2352 12.3060 12.2704 12.2023 12.0574 11.9856 11.9414
ANGLE -21.3327 -16.1573 -9.5630 -2.1774 1.4307 2.2376 2.5164 2.4671 2.6759
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5038 0.5372 0.4952 0.4839 0.4821 0.5108 0.5043 0.5199 0.5311
STATIC PRESSURE 11.6112 11.7017 12.0752 12.1670 12.1347 12.0097 11.8811 11.7756 11.7051
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 521.2501 521.5535 521.5898 521.1596 521.8634 521.7260 521.0445 520.7395 520.6920
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5252 0.5664 0.5148 0.5012 0.4991 0.5337 -0.5258 0.5450 0.5588
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 572.3435 614.8191 561.7483 547.3950 545.5847 581.3526 572.8432 592.3983 606.5141
AXIAL VELOCITY 511.8928 565.6167 529.3882 522.1452 520.6134 554.5161 546.2990 564.9673 578.3435
RELATIVE VELOCITY 750.1876 815.7420 843.3299 892.0476 917.2667 945.6428 942.2380- 954.5060 965.3499
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6884 0.7516 0.7729 0.8168 0.8391 0.8682 0.8649 0.8781 0.8894
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.4400 54.0044 56.6689 58.4821 59.2634 58.4360 58.7246 58.1967 57.8853
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2536 14.5035 14.5196 14.3017 14.2088 14.0885 13.1689 13.2127 13.2222
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.9374 11.9572 11.9241 11.9217 11.9146 11.7571 11.5835 11.5433 11.7438
ANGLE 3.3510 3.8074 4.0101 7.5797 11.3441 19.4379 6.1345 -3.4725 -11.9135
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5096 0.5324 0.5378 0.5165 0.5078 0.5149 0.43L9 0.4434 0.4150
STATIC PRESSURE 11.7514 11.7173 11.6708 11.7207 11.7330 11.5625 11.5187 11.4663 11.6947
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 520.3737 520.6168 520.4202 520.0888 520.8241 520.4678 521.0041 521.3657 521.5739
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5323 0.5604 0.5673 0.5407 0.5301 0.5387 0.4414 0.4545 0.4224
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 579.1876 608.1391 615.0146 587.6914 577.1374 585.8447 484.6874 498.6312 464.7320
AXIAL VELOCITY 551.9737 579.3019 585.7223 556.4814 541.0477 529.9334 460.2192 475.1476 434.8573
RELATIVE VELOCITY 952.4510 974.9712 981.1295 988.7122 1007.5917 1067.2694 911.8484 855.4121 779.6883
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8754 0.8985 0.9050 0.9098 0.9255 0.9815 0.8305 0.7797 0.7086
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.7359 58.0981 57.9765 59.4739 60.6395 62.5167 62.13L7 59.8034 59.7017
S-NOTE& -ALL-P~RE SRE- UTS -ISNPSI--AND-TEMPE 4RATJRE- UN4T-S7IN-DE-RNKINE-CS.RECT89- TGNASA-ST -S.-L. -C-ONB I T-LQNS,-VQc.ITY..-.
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 280 TIME 11H 51M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11530.7460




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1126
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.2987 22.2621 22.0773 22.1597 24.4641 25.3063 24.7183 24.7737 22.7608
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.3175 17.3822 17.4965 18.1621 19.3069 19.7335 19.5342 19.2805 17.6739
ANGLE 34.8954 36.1416 37.8026 44.7196 47.2458 47.9679 48.5835 47.3445 39.4281
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6121 0.6054 0.5862 0.5409 0.5919 0.6073 0.5902 0.6098 0.6126
STATIC PRESSURE 16.6249 16.7265 16.9403 17.7841 18.6611 18.9774 18.89L0 18.5254 16.9652
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 605.3735 604.6352 604.7326 605.7813 643.7210 654.2391 658.7052 669.4186 649.8121
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6617 0.6525 0.6271 0.5696 0.6345 0.6551 0.6323 0.6585 0.6622
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 765.0533 754.8698 727.6941 665.8538 758.8307 787.7796 765.0167 800.6311 792.9988
AXIAL VELOCITY 626.1343 608.3222 573.8133 472.3578 514.3705 526.6927 505.3662 541.6954 611.3508
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1090.5730 1074.1569 1054.1478 982.3249 928.4703 912.4848 909.7081 918.3358 1028.4443
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9432 0.9285 0.9084 0.8404 0.7764 0.7588 0.75L9 0.7554 0.8588
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.0587 60.3969 61.3613 64.2470 60.9354 59.9262 60.8683 59.3843 59.1899
** ** ***** ****** ***** *** * ** ** ** ******** * *** * **** * ** ** **** ***
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000-
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 76.0000 96.0000 116.0000 136.0000 156.0000 176.0000 196.0000 216.0000 236.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.1966 22.3189 21.9553 22.3162 22.41-38 22.3371 22.4105 22.1627 22.0875
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.4632 17.2089 17.0235 17.1518 17.2111 17.1492 -17.1938 17.2417 17.2114
ANGLE 41.4030 40.6151 41.4921 40.0829 36.5306 35.3497 34.8986 34.3301 34.3925
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5959 0.6213 0.6143 0.6252 0.6262 0.6264 0.6273 0.6100 0.6079
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8576 16.4661 16.3306 16.3868 16.4367 16.3762 16.4135 - 16.5648- 16.5476
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 649.5611 632.4295 627.7573 624.1075 613.6747 610.8909 60-8.1795 606.7090 606.1961
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6399 0.6741 0.6645 0.6794- 0.6809 0.6812 0.6823 0.6587 -0.6559
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 768.1587 795.2712 782.0629 795.8320 790.7685 789.2818 788.7407 762.7725 759.4800
AXIAL VELOCITY 575.1325 602.5687 584.7417 607.7520 634.0900 642.3653 645.4952- 628.5145 625.3371-
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1003.5709 1011.8997 1000.9504 1019.2356 1068.4955 1084.7438 1090.9352 1098.0779 1097.2098
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8360 0.8577 0.8505 0.8702 0.9201 0.9362 0.9437 0.9483 0.9476
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.1039 59.1458 59.6267 59.1119 59.2323 59.2851 59.3067 60.1346 60.2403
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
'JI NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 280 TIME 11H 51M 29S CIRCUM. INLtT DISTORTION STATUR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11530.7460




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1126
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.0000 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.6839 20.1220 21.5004 21.7580 21.4464 20.8891 20.4996 20.3482 20.3337
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.8782 17.6243 17.0682 17.2881 16.9852 16.6318 16.4536 16.4084 -16.3709
ANGLE 64.5895 58.8204 38.5914 36.9285 40.4466 41.9123 41.6391 41.0878 40.8432
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.4612 0.4394 0.5840 0.5829 0.5871 0.5801 0.5694 0.5632 0.5653
STATIC PRESSURE 17.4912 17.2880 16.3563 16.5717 16.2643 15.9533 15.8212 15.8014 15.7576
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 603.6486 602.0610 606.5767 604.7134 599.1012 592.0199 588.0962 584.2686 584.4525
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.4954 0.4709 0.6376 0.6362 0.6413 0.6328 0.6198 0.6122 0.6147
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 582.4376 554.0941 740.1011 737.4341 739.5499 726.1337 709.9146 699.5206 702.3752
AXIAL VELOCITY 249.1091 285.5054 572.2669 582.8832 557.0770 535.1029 525.3400 521.9657 526.0028
RELATIVE VELOCITY 390.2673 454.3339 686.9936 706.0889 664.2760 642.3956 641.22-29 -645.0476 648.6711-
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.3320 0.3861 0.5918 0.6091 -0.5761 0.5598 0.5598 0.5645 0.5677
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 56.9925 57.4003 49.7108 49.9659 49.5206 49.7115 50.1796 50.5284 50.4693
**** **** ** *** * *** ***** *** ** ** ********* **** * * * * * * * * **
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.e000 200. 220 240.0000 .0000 0. 0 - 260.0000 280.0000 30-0.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN-ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 288.0000 300.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.3554 20.2570 20.1375 20.0916 20.0207 19.8343 19.6943 19.0778 20.9561
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.3847 16.3866 16.3236 16.3155 16.3844- 16.5467 16.82L5 17.6138 17.8444
ANGLE 40.7988 40.8290 41.0439 41.0184 41.7344- 43.8324 48.9876 60.8827 66.0706
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5656 0.5589 0.5561 0.5536 0.5429 0.5155 0.4800 0.3397 0.4848
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7699 15.7942 15.7414 15.7406 15.8369 16.0657 16.4170 17.4325 17.4039
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 585.1516 583.4956 583.9126 581.4854 580.5008 581.2999 580.1839 577.7844 595.5660
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6151 0.6071 0.6038 0.6010 0.5886 0.5571 0.5167 0.3613 .0.5221
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 703.1785 693.6546 690.4355 685.9774 672.1-867 638.8133 594.3293 420.2264 608.1296
AXIAL VELOCITY 526.9498 519.5809 515.5239 512.3892 496.6990 456.5989 387.0492 203.6238 245.9450
RELATIVE VELOCITY 649.4064 646.5953 643.2914 642.5153 631.1932 601.9995 544.5663 500.4251 365.8641
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.5681 0.5659 0.5626 0.5629 0.5527 0.5250 0.4734 0.4302 0.3141
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 50.4506 50.7244 50.8007 50.9379 51.3108 52.3359 54.1210 67.5057 55.6231
--- -NOTE ALL PSREGE ITS-IN-EGS ;TMPRA- SI ry4... I Y
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC AND IMMERSION UITSIN IN
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 280 TIME 11H 51M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 11530.7460




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 90.1126
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.2922 21.4424 21.1342 21.3433 21.3174 21.5033 21.6725 21.6696 21.5956
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.9023 16.5421 16.2597 16.4039 16.4590 16.4837 16.5883 16.6089 16.5756
ANGLE 63.2127 49.7852 42.6726 41.4678 40.9705 39.9582 39.6942 39.1921 39.4490
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6418 0.6206 0.6238 0.6250 0.6194 0.6282 0.6301 0.6284 0.6267
STATIC PRESSURE 15.8669 15.6945 15.4042 15.5323 15.6232 15.5854 15.6712 15.7026- 15.6835
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 644.3188 631.2452 606.6785 595.8329 592.4119 591.0949 591.0834 591.6530 591.5991ABSOLUTE MACH NLUMBER 0.7146 0.6832 0.6878 0.6895 0.6815 0.6941 0.6968 -0.6943- 0.6919
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 846.6114 804.3641 793.5864 788.3020 777.6548 789.9254 792.6700- 790.5548- 787.9267
AXIAL VELOCITY 381.5491 519.3316 583.4596 590.6797 587.1492 60-5.4692 -609.9122 612.6858 608.4103RELATIVE VELOCITY 506.4354 703.4912 802.4357 816.6183 824.5428 839.4680 843.3984 850.0374 -846.2145
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.4275 0.5975 0.6955 0.7160 0.7226 0.7376 0.7413- 0.7466 0.7430
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.0042 53.5632 53.9774 54.1861 54.5444 54.1975 54.1257 54.2155 54.2833
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 269.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320,0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 4.00000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.6258 21.5467 21.3848 21.3773 21.0827 23.3487 23.5928 23.2740 -23.5203
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.6353 16.6491 16.6123 16.6958 17.1128 18.4730 18.47L2 18.3657 17.8651
ANGLE 39.5709 39.3925 40.4509 42.5965 48.1173 49.5792 53.41L7 -59.0997 - 57.34-96
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6240 0.6184 0.6117 0.6050 0.5542. 0.5885 0.6020 0.5.920 0.6397
STATIC PRESSURE 15.7590 15.8102 -15.8194 15.9422 16.6155 17.7483 17.6580 17.6236- 16.7923
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 591.2976 588.7296 588.4111 588.1263 586.1879 61680346 625.89i6 633.6518. 634.5971
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6880 0.6801 0.6707 - 0.6613 -0.5934 0.6386 0.6572 0.6434 0.7112
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 783.7107 773.7983 763.8086 753.7453 680.5954 748.1037 772.9983 762.6033 839.2090
AXIAL VELOCITY 604.0947 597.9857 581.2116 554.8457 454.3608 485.0581 460.8554 391.6275 452.7586
RELATIVE VELOCITY 844.0891 845.4853 830.4976 801.6604 738.3994 710.5588 - 656.95L0 584.8759 592.4985
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.7410 0.7431 0.7293 0.7033 0.6438 0.6066 0.5585 --0.4934 -0.5021
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.4083 54.7281 55.0130 55.3108 58.3935 55.6796 54.9488 56.1928 52.6133
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN- DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
FAN STATOR EYIT REAjIk;G 280
IMMENSION .6530
RFLATIVE SCREEN A~'GIE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 I0l.Ou0 120.0000 140.0000 160.o000
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.5500 23.1000 22.3000 21.6000 21.3500 21.2000 21.4000 21.7600 22.0200
STATIC PRESSURE 1R.3500 18.2109 18.0309 17.9000 17.8412 17.8480 17.9281 17.9281 17.8625
TOTAL TFMPERATURE 645.0000 651.0000 654.0000 653.0000 647.0000 622.0000 618.0000 616.0000 613.0000
MACH NUMBFR .6078 .5929 .5594 .5251 .5130 .5020 .5093 .5334 .5535
CORRECTED VELOCTTY 729.3118 715.9213 679.5i00 639.5934 622.7025 598.1061 604.4120 630.4819 651.2790
RFLATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.000 240.0000 260.0000 28600000 300.000Q 320.0000 340.000u
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.0500 21.7500 21.6800 21.6200 21.6000 21.7000 22.0500 23.1000 23.5500
STATIC PRESSURE 17.7580 17.7858 17.8036 17.8303 17.8781 17.9514 le1.095 18.295 18.o123
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 609.0000 607.0000 606.0000 605.0000 605.0000 60.0000 6040000 614.0000 6.$.0000
MACH NUMBFR .9648 .5439 .5380 .5320 .5269 .5276 .5390 .5870 .6035
CORRECTED VELOCITY 661.6530 637.5398 630.4602 623.2617 617.5848 617.0124 630.5449 688,7745 718.3067
IMMERSION 2.9730
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 2000000 40.0000 60.0000 80,0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.1000 21.3000 21.4000 21.3500 21.1000 21,0000 21.1000 21,.3000 21.5000
STATIC PRESSURE 18.3500 18.2498 18.0698 17.9000 17.8101 17.8052 17.8504 17.8504 17,8203
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 612.0000 619.0000 626.0000 630.0000 628,0000 614.0000 596.0000 590.0000 589.0000
MACH NUMBER .4511 .4751 .4976 .5082 .4981 *4913 .4940 .5088 .5249
CORRECTED VELOCITY 535.6284 566.1103 590.9626 608.9569 596.5250 582.1885 577.3407 590.0116 607.1626
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200,0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.6000 21,5500 21.5000 21.5000 21.4600 21.4000000 20.900 20.7700 20.9000
STATIC PRESSURE 17.7152 17.7352 17.7453 17.7603 17.8004 17.8853 18.0751 18.2751 18.3851
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 589.0000 588.0000 567.0000 586.0000 585.0000 580.0000 585.0000 593.0000 604.0000
MACH NUMBER .5398 .5350 ,5309 .5297 .5238 .5128 .4602 .4315 .4319
CORRECTED VELOCITY 623.5335 617.7139 612.7211 610.8816 603.9299 591.4040 533.8122 505.1493 510.2752
IMMERSION 5.4030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 2000.0000 4000t2o60.0000 80.0000 100.00 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 18.3500 18.3000 18.5000 21.0000 22.0000 21.6000 21.0500 20.6500 20.4000
STATIC PRESSURE 18.3500 18.2905 18.1105 17.9000 17.7776 17.7604 17.7689 17,7689 17.7551
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 590.000 599.0000 60.0000 607.0000 607.0000 596.0nu0 5S8.0000 583.0000 581.0000
MACH NUVBFR .0000 .0272 .17ah .4832 .5603 5363 .4980 .4683 .0498
CORRECTED VELOCITY .0000 32.5777 209.4a36 569.6860 655.5544 623.2955 q77.1222 541.8906 520,4481
RELATIVF SCREEN AMGLE 180,0000 200.0000 22n.0000 240.0000 26n.0000 280.0000 3v0.OOO 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURF 20*2500 20.3000 20.3500 20.3000 20.1500 19.P000 19.2500 18.8500 18.5500
STATIC PRESSURE 17.6704 17.6823 17.6842 17.6870 17.7189 17.8161 1*O0540 18.2547 18.3566
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 579.0000 578.0000 577.0000 580.000u 580.0000 978.0000 577.n000 578.0u00 56?.0000
MACH NUMBER .0455 .a485 .115? .481 ,0325 .3913 .304u .214o .1224
CORRECTED VELOCITY 510.7663 517.6290 521.b625 518.n30o 500.7299 453.711 354.212e 251.QP6 144.40041
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 283 TIME 13H 34M 50S CIRCUF. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12759.4842
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 142.1225
THETA 1.0031
DELTA 0.9415
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12739.7066
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.6769
PROBE NO. 1 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.0000 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 12.3743 12.3442 12.2763 12.3107 12.2366 13.9736 14.3618 14.3526 14.1910
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.3319 9.8840 9.7482 9.7027 9.6076 10.1673 10.6020 10.7374 10.8056
ANGLE 16.5965 6.3176 2.5039 0.2743 -4.4150 -9.8399 -4.6257 -1.7859 -1.0676
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5141 0.5724 0.5834 0.5931 0.5980 0.6894 0.6729 0.6573 0.6362
STATIC PRESSURE 10.2434 9.7083 9.5523 9.4846 9.3796 9.5655 10.0703 10.2813 10.4280
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.2882 517.9130 517.8191 517.4843 517.0772 515.9592 516.7043 516.2888 516.9995
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5266 0.5958 0.6094 0.6218 0.6281 0.7560 0.7304 0.7070 0.6782
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 572.1053 642.4179 655.9980 668.1484 674.1291 797.5954 773.7702 750.9292 723.4704
AXIAL VELOCITY 537.2386 624.7272 641.0767 653.5407 657.5252 769.1749 754.5023 734.1782 707.5434
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1782o3085 1727.0497 1695.2955 1677.3897 1629.7701 1607.5036 1663.9874 1688.5492 1685.3843
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.6405 1.6019 1.5750 1.5611 1.5185 1.5238 1.5708 1.5898 1.5799
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 72.8729 69.7052 68.8638 68.2817 67.5860 63.9332 65.1296 66.0345 66.7717
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 ~ 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000- 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0000.- 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.1626 14.3444 14.1798 14.3969 14.4039 14.3826 14.3896 14.3411 14.0027
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.8744 10.9129 10.8965 10.9861 11.0209 10.9913 10.9872 10.9756 10.8694
ANGLE -0.1314 0.2120 0.0911 0.3529 0.5510 0.6775 1.4232- 3.1432- 7.1751
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6260 0.6372 0.6250 0.6336 0.6303 -0.6318 0.6328 0.6300 0.6125
STATIC PRESSURE 10.5298 10.5277 10.5546 10.6115 10.6567 10.6229 10.6153 10.6140 -10.567 -
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.1149 517.5044 517.3432 517.4315 517.6767 517.2263 -517.6243 -517.3551 -516.8681
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMB48ER 0.6646 0.6796 0.6633 0.6747 0.6703 0.6723 0.6737 0.6699 .0.6468
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 710.2410 725.2112 709.0953 729.3441 716.2448 71-7.8594- -719.5022 --715.6158 692.5591
AXIAL VELOCITY 694.7188 709.3592- 693.5991 704.5901 700.5623 702.1253 703.5-716-- -698.9703 672.3467-
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1690.3107 1700.4689 1692.2782 1699.9498- 1700.3823 1702.4761 - 17-11.4222 1721.4628 1759.8762-
RELATIVE MACH NUIMBER 1.5817 1.5936- 1.5830 1.5922 1.5914 1.5944 1.6025-- 1.6181 1.6437
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.2089 66.9032 67.2657 67.0361 67.1590 67.1386 67.2038 67.5389 68.6658
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONOITIGNSr VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 283 TIME 13H 34M 50S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12759.4842
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 142.1225
THETA 1.0031
DELTA 0.9415
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12739.7066
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.6769
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.80000 80.oe00 100.0000 1 0.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2276 14.2131 14.3348 14.5315 14.2997 14.5235 14.2479 14.3650 14.2965
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.7299 10.8013 10.9081 11.0168 11.004& 11.0770 11.0163 11.0425 11.0690
ANGLE 7.6733 7.9757 8.8112 10.0292 10.6229 11.6518 12.8932 14.0323 15.5447
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6477 0.6385 0.6369 0.6414 0.6231 e.6342 0.6174 0.6245 0.6157
STATIC PRESSURE 10.2105 10.3035 10.4095 10.5013 10.5371 10.5780 10.5624 10.5697 10.6171
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.3865 516.1396 516.8115 516.7433 516.3427 516.7689 516.7531 --516.3752 51-7.6945
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7049 0.6936 0.6917 0.6971 0.6750 0.6883 0.6680 0.6-766 0.6659
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 749.7513 737.9013 736.5083 741.7550 719.8774 733.1973 713.3245 721.5525 711.9591
AXIAL VELOCITY 742.9977 730.7241 727.7773 730.3013 707.5025 719.0503 695.3036 699.9849 685.8821
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1495.78-49 1491.7098 1499.3791 1514.9554 -1507.1719- 1525.6988 1524.9847 1541.1-717 1549.0066
RELATIVE NACHNULBER 1.4064 1.4022 1.4082 1.4239 - 1.4-32 1.4323 -1.4201 1.4453 1.4489
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 63.5841 63.9007 64.1077 64.2596 64.8525 64.7956 65.4888 65.5719 66.1158
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.6000 200.0000 --220.000- 240 0 26.00 00 - 20.0000 30-0.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.000 300.0000 320.0000 - 340.0000 0.0000- 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.1144 14.5266 13.2504 12.2743 12.3958 12.3490 12.3562 14.1119 14.1773
WEDGE- PRESSURE 11.0966 11.2113 10.7365 10.1148 9,9329 9.7709- 9.7656 10.1750 10.4638
ANGLE- 18.1829 19.9325 27.7020 20.7991 15.780 12.0952 7.2604 1.4460 4.9975
APPARENT 4ACH NUIBER 0.5963 0.6196 0.5564 0.5330 0.5714 0.5880 0.5895 0.6997 0.6731
STATI- PRESSURE 10.6890 10.7437 10.4196 9.8496 9.6157 9.4281 9.4202 9.4902 9.8668
TOTAL TEMPERATURE- -517.1680 51-7.6758 518.4290 517.41-83 517.4821 516.9149 517.1577 515.5265 516.5552
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6427 0.6707 0.5960 0.5695 0.6133 0.6329 0.6347 0.7745 0.7385
ABSOLUTE-VELOCITY 680.7546 716.6401 642.9076 615.4928 659.6361 678.8652 680.7461 814.7011 781.3527
AXI-AL- VELOCITY 654.3296 673.6770 569.1915 575.3546 634.7192 663.7603 675.2514 814.3970 778.3401
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1557.1550 1591.9581 1601.5034 1529.0120 1516.7467 1495.6818 1450.8378 1465.7349 1486.2630
RELAT-IVE--MACH NULBER 1.4532 1.4900 1.4848 1.4148 1.4102 1.3945 1.3527 1.3935 1.4047
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.2065 67.0622 70.4335 69.3783 67.2910 66.0681 65.0407 60.9413 62.3583
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA ANO TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONSt VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 283 TIME 13H 34M 50S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12759.4842
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 142.1225
THETA 1.0031
DELTA 0.9415
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12739.7066
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.6769
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE--SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.0000 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.0287 14.3730 14.4833 14.5119 14.2119 14.2252 14.5265 14.5075 14.5146
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.1454 10.5876 10.7976 10.9202 10.9178 11.0232 11.0798 11.1171 11.1505
ANGLE 
-14.0328 -13.2300 -10.4738 -6.2556 -3.5682 -1.5418 0.3164 0.9980 1.8762
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6085 0.6753 0.6614 0.6504 0.6253 0.6146 0.6341 0.6284 0.6253
STATIC PRESSURE 9.7084 9.7195 10.0234 -10.2190 10.3695 10.5209 10.4790 10.5435 10.5906
TOTAL TEMPERATURE -517.7790 -518.1438 518.0312 518.1333 517.1417 517.4082 518.2193 517.3948 518.1039
ABSOLUTE MACH -NUBER 0.6620 0.7688 0.7445 0.7258 0.6863 0.6707 0.6992 0.6908 0.6863
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 708.1178 811.3655 788.1895 770.4055 731.4815 716.4500 744.7673 736.0262 732.1436
AXIAL VELOCITY 657.4496 755.6567 740.8818 731.3604 696.9664 683.6265 710.8714 702.4408 698.4907
RELATIVE VELOCITY 936.4367 1008.0505 1021.9277 1052.4645 1052.6528 1061.3644 1097.1200 1097.2935 1102.4606
RELATIVE-MACH NUMBER 0.8773 0.9552 0.9652 0.9915 0.9876 0.9936 1.0300 1.0298 1.0334
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.7224 51.8557 52.7819 53.9445 55.2524 55.9885 55.8304 56.1515 56.4249
ABSOLUTE- SCREEN ANGLE-180.0000 -- 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000- 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 - 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2071 14.3222 14.2544 -14.0943 14.0380 13.9838 13.2482 12.4355 12.3654
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1138 11.1661 11.1726 11.1715 11.0856 10.9019 10.5283 10.1665 10.0099
ANGLE- 2.2912 3.6027 5.1388 9.6641 14.3819 23.4801 25.6472 13.2125 1.7683
APPARENT -NMACH -MUJER 0.6027 0.6069- -0.6002 0.55 0.5906 0.6070 0.5823 0.5441 0.5577
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6606 10.6920 10.7276 10.7054 10.6836-- 10.4388 10.1769 9.9360 9.7504
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.8961 518.4859 518.6022 518.0637 516.3121 518.1264 519.0637 518.1219 518.0716
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6537 0.6598 0.6502 0.6301 0.6368 0.6598 0.6254 0.5752 0.5925
ASSOLUTE VELOCITY 700.1006 706.4741 697.1202 676.8139 683.6204 706.2844 672.7860 621.7368 639.1376
-AXIAL-VELOCITY 667.7600 673.1-160 662.9641 637.6514 633.8089 622.7401 583.7888 579.0859 609.7930
RELATIVE-VELOCITY 1084.2464 1099.8895 -1106.4672 1129.1045 1170.7332 1255.0996 1242.8826 1116.8011 1039.8946
RELAT-VE-MACH-NUMBER 1.0125 1.0272 1.0321 -1.0512 -1.0906 1.1726 1.1554 1.0333 0.9640
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.1697 57.3339 57.8823 59.3890 60.4390 62.5339 63.7986 61.4877 58.4356
NST EC-AL-L-RESRE-UNtT - -P9AIAfTEPE R*4URE-W U4T3IN-DE.- R IEC1-CSf CTBE -T8sNA ST-3.-S.-L ..*GN BI-T4N-S,-V5IBQ-TY -
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCIES
%_n
v_ NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 283 TIME 13H 34M 505 CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
00
ROTOR SPEED 12759.4842




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.6769
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.5994 19.3856 19.0054 17.9549 20.1696 20.9564 21.0381 21.4510 22.3868
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.3588 14.1880 14..0605 14.3223 15.3720 15.6396 15.2785 15.6014 15.9384
ANGLE 21.3932 22.7462 27.7096 34.9851 36.1822 35.4109 33.0407 27.5006 23.9086
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6819 0.6830 0.6706 0.5776 0.6354 0.6606 0.6920 0.6904 0.7141
STATIC PRESSURE 13.4640 13.2990 13.2300 13.9022 14.6267 14.7597 14.2805 14.5903 14.7855
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 579.2965 578.0084 578.1534 573.6328 608.7908 618.2758 622.6149 628.7081 611.0938
ABSOLUTE RACH NUM-BER 0.7526 0.7540 0.7384 0.6158 0.6936 0.7260 0.7653 0.7633 0.7934
ABSOLUTE- VELOCITY 841.4472 -841.9464 826.4219 696.9627 801.0321 841.4290 885.42L7 887.5481 905.9125
AXIAL VELOCITY .781.2813 774.3367 729.7955- 569.7865 645.1895 684.3108 740.5522 785.2635 825.9475
RELATIVE VELOCITY- 1403.0344 1303.7465 1310.1220 1214.0093 1189.4942 1199.2029 1236.2384 1321.4662 1380.0479
RELATIVE-MACH NU4-BER 1.2549 1.2392- 1.1707 1.0726 1.0299 1.0347 1.0686 1.1364 1.2087
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.8102 60.6902 60.8018 64.7864 61.4451 60.2098 58.9955 59.1986 59.0185
**** ** *** **** ** ********* ** ** ** ** ** * *** **** * ***** * * ** ** ** ***
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0090 26.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 76.0000 96.0000 116.0000 136.0000 156.0000 176.0000 196.0000 216.0000 236.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.9834 20.4316 20.2650 20.2057 20.1712 20.0673 19.9686 20.0156 19.9508
WED6E PRESSURE 15.2248 14.8468 14.7096 14.7080 14.6451 14.5340 14.4823 14.5040 14.4671
ANGLE 20.4675 18.5877 19.8863 19.2962 20.6105 20.8266 21.6841 20.6735 21.0669
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6929 0.6912 0.6924 0.6892 0.6921 0.6949 0.6933 0.6943 0.6935
STATIC PRESSURE 14.2257 13.8803 13.7465 13.7593 13.6875 13.5713 13.5299 13.5459 13.5150
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 593.1831 585.7454 585.1107 581.9749 582.9055 581.3168 579.6658 578.7840 579.4325
ABSOLUTE MACH-NUMBER 0.7665 0.7643 0.7658 0.7618 0.7655 0.7690 0.7670 0.7682 0.7672
ABSOLUTE-VELOCITY- 865.51-74 857.8999 859.0047 852.6552 857.0290 859.3566 856.1897 856.7452 856.2369
AXIAL VELOCITY 808.5843 810.7951 805.4796 802.4453 799.9099 800.9456 793.3877 799.3156 796.7650
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1422.0317 1447.2940 1428.8486 1435.7369 1417.8774 1415.3009 1402.1092 1416.8971 1411.0765
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.2593 1.2894 1.2739 1.2828 1.2664 1.2665 1.2561 1.2705 1.2644
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.2976 60.6631 60.5099 60.7202 60.4911 60.4145 60.4174 60.4923 60.4697
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPSt ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 283 TIME 13H 34M 50S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12759.4842




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.6769
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.e000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.0711 20.3420 20.5934 20.9857 20.9720 21.0144 21.0028 20.8628 20.6121
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.0614 15.0172 15.1279 15.3076 15.2952 15.2804 15.2285 15.1268 15.0355
ANGLE 30.2707 29.8229 28.9893 28.3830 29.3472 28.9739 29.8424 29.4201 30.5552
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6096 0.6731 0.6788 0.6869 0.6871 0.6904 0.6937 0.6937 0.6868
STATIC PRESSURE 14.5738 13.8941 13.8460 13.9211 13.9077 13.8555 13.7673 13.6753 13.6741
TOTAL TEMPE-RATURE 608.5216 603.7775 596.5634 594.9954 592.1582 589.8880 593.1456 590.2496 587.3644
ABSOLUTE--MACH NUMBER 0.7936 0.7655 0.7751 0.7889 0.7892 0.7950 0.8009 0.8009 0.7888
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 904.2269 872.1974 876.6819 889.4121 887.6011 891.7529 900.0823 897.8971 883.6214
AXIAL VELOCITY 780.9077 -756.6584 766.8112 782.4633 773.6599 780.1091 780.6975 782.0738 760.8909
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1082.0509 1080.3021 1093.7531 1106.2568 1091.3959 1098.1134 1087.3917 1093.1476 1072.3348
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.9497 0.9482 0.9670 0.9812 0.9704 0.9790- 0.9676 0.9751 0.9572
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.1810 54.9908 54.9651 54.7267 54.6669 54.6084 54.3220 54.4175 54.6405
ABSOLUTE SCREEN-ANGLE 180.0090 200.000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 200.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.5614 20.4052 20.0880 19.5120 18.5734 19.9008 20.2651 20.4454 20.8999
WEDGE-PRESSURE 14.9729 14.8758 14.6626 14.3682 14.2051 15.0144 15.1428 14.7639 15.2819
ANGLE 31.8442 30.9438 32.1872 35.0972 -. 39.0144-- 42.4725- 42.6666 40.7107 35.7725
-APPARENT MACH-NURER 0.688 0.6475 0.6861 0.6760 0.6310 0.6476 0.6590 0.6984 0.6842
,STATIC PRESSURE .13.5954 13.5216-- 13.3431 13.1791 .13.4-1408 14.8446 14.0597 13.2794 13.9279
TOTAL TENPERATURE 586.6251 583.4664 582.0479 578.6940 560.9255 600.4167 -607.5947 609.3769 615.2860
ABSOLUTE -MACH NUMBER 0.7921 0.7899 0.7875 0.7793 9.6980 0.7237 0.7422 0.8109 0.7843
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 886.4099 881.8243 -878.3-441 850.7205 779.0370 826.8950 850.9357 922.2892 899.7007
AXIAL VELOCITY 752.9640 756.2861 743.3249 702.5613 605.2829 609.9023 625.6840 699.0853 729.9419
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1053.7194 1066.0495 1046.7093 999.6112 -936.3283 888.7543 886.5616- 923.3896 996.8425
RELATIVE MACH n4UBER-- 0.9417 0.9550 0.9384 0.8966 -0.8390 O.7778 0.7732 0.8119 0.8690
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.4499 54.6467 54.6181 54.8978 57.1184 55.5391 54.7864 52.8698 53.7851
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARCt AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
'.0vl
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 283 TIME 13H 34M 50S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12759.4842




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.6769
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.0000 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL -PRESSURE 18.9629 18.7059 21.6641 22.3522 22.1646 21.5712 21.0388 20.8317 20.6935
WEDGE PRESSURE 14.4946 14.4017 16.1629 16.7540 16.5882 16.1435 15.7840 15.6438 15.5064
ANGLE 43.0713 36.8489 29.8503 34.1684 34.2102 33.7737 33.7435 33.9659 34.3825
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6318 0.6282 0.6609 .0.6554 0.6571 0.6572 0.6542 0.6531 0.6556
STATIC PRESSURE 13.7088 13.6358 15.1206 15.7091 15.5424 15.1255 14.8064 14.6815 14.5375
TOTAL TE4PERATU-RE 595.7495 601.0938 614.2385 606.9678 602.1600 596.2463 591.1323 591.1670 588.8866
ABSOLUTE MACH NUBER 0.6970 0.6925 0.7358 0.7283 0.7307 0.7307 0.7257 0.7251 0.7286
ABSOLUTE- VELOCITY 796.0561 794.8628 848.9020 836.1016 835.2945 831.2344 823.5832 822.0195 823.9872
AXIAL VELOCITY 576.0617 628.9169 726.5852 683.4812 -682.4913 682.5878 676.5376 673.5389 671.9056
RELATIVE -VELOCITY 693.2760 775.1419 887.9499 8Z5.5456 824.6670 828.8159 826.1753 822.6433 817.9307
RELATIVE -NACH NUMBER 0.6070 0.6753 0.7696 0.7191 0.7214 0.7286 0.7290 0.7257 0.7233
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 49.7813 50.4532 50.2142 49.8838 49.8947 50.0323 50.1934 50.1978 50.1043
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0800 200.0000 -220,0000 240,0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE- SCREEN-ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 288.0000 308.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.55"94 20.3551- 20.2279- 20.0477 19.6920 19.6079 18.9265 17.3037 18.5907
WEDGE PRE-S-SURE 15.3942 15.2867 15.2161 15.0097 14.7900 14.6822 14.4207 14.2404 14.6570
ANGLE 34.1353 34.3550- -34.7610 35.2497 36.0206 36.8902 39.7756 45.4293 48.1452
APPARENT -ACH NUMBER 0.6565 0.6530 0.6510 0.6566 0.652-8- 0.6564 0.6356 0.5350 0.5929
STATIC PRESSURE 14.4272 14.3469 14.2917 14.0662 13.8o14 13.7602 13.6227 13.7829 14.0141
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 585.4430 584,1309 584.5231 581.9473 577.9488 575.7747 571.0211 559.4777 586.7845
ABSOLUTE MAGH NUMBER 0.7298 0.7250 0.7224 0.7299 0.7248 0.7297 0.7018 0.5794 0.6485
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 822.8041 817.0095 814.5992 820.4959 811.8903 815.9228 784.3412 650.3791 739.5040
AXIAL VELOCITY 672.8684 666.4291 661.3041 661.8975 649.1261 - 645.2392 596.5533 452.4690 489.5561
RELAT-IVE VELOCITY 820.7241 815.6115 809.3826 804.6389 791.8532 781.8061 733.6943 643.3409 615.9003
RELATIVE MACH NURBER 0.7280 0.7238 0.7178 0.7158 0.7070 0.6992 0.6565 0.5732 0.5401
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 50.1601 50.2549 50.2565 50.0655 50.1632 49.9725 50.3935 54.4067 51.0298
NOTE-AkLL P*E-SttE-NtfTS--IN-PSIA A9-TEfP@RATftUe9ITS 1f~m- . 4W-NEGS.R,,CTB-TO-NA486STB.-SL-.-GBNIT IN&tfVELCITY--
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG:;OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UN'WIN INCHES' *,
FAN STATOR EXIT HFADING 283
IMMFRSION .6530
RFLATTVF SCREFN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 10o.0000 140.0000 lO.o00U
TOTAL PRESSIIRE 20.0000 20.5000 20.7000 20.4500 19.9400 19.3500 19.1100 19.2500 19.3700
STATIC PRFSSURE 15.44h6 15.1956 12.8781 14.4781 14.1814 14.0781 14.0781 1i.0781 14.0981
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 617.0000 620.0000 617.0C0 610.00(0 598.0000 588.000 586.0000 956.0000 564.0000
MACH NUMBER . 189 .6683 .7034 .7201 .7151 .6897 .679 .683b .6896
CORRECTED VELOCITY 725.1559 780.3064 815.7330 828.5514 815.2019 782.1887 769.(058 774.7535 779.0710
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 22n.0000 240.0000 260.0000 820.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 1lo.500 19.2500 19.1000 19.0400 19.0000 19.0500 19.1000 19.1500 19.3500
STATIC PRESSURE 14.2584 14.1117 14.1330 14.2240 14.3761 14.5980 t4.9055 15.1807 15.3931
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 587.0000 584.0000 582.0000 581.0000 580,0000 579.0000 5/7.0000 566.0400 610.0000
MACH NUMBER .6869 .6811 .6703 .6591 ,6440 .6286 .6059 .5850 .5611
CORRECTED VELOCITY 778.6496 770.6086 758.1A32 745.8609 729.4189 712.6b47 687.5199 670.5078 69.9242
IMMERSION 2.9730
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 19.4500 20.3000 2t.0000 21.0500 20.3000 20.0500 20.1000 20.1500 20.1100
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4699 15.1801 14.8004 14.4004 14.1153 14.0004 14.0004 14.0004 14.0204
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 609.0000 610.0000 608.0000 603.0000 599,0000 597.0000 597.0000 595.0000 591.0000
MACH NUMBER .5814 .6580 .7250 .7569 .7396 .7351 .7377 .7404 e7367
CORR4CTED VELOCITY 679.6259 763.0274 832.3299 861.6502 841.1261 835,0830 837.8271 839.1444 832.5880
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 18i0.000 200.0000 220.n000 240.0000 260,0000 200.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.0000 1q.9500 19.8800 19.8000 19.6700 19.5000 18.9000 18.2500 1866000
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1107 13.9756 13.9658 14.0608 14.2556 14.5552 14.9249 15.2597 15.4398
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 591.0000 588.0000 584.00 582.0000 578.0000 575.0000 575.0000 583.0000 598.0000
MACH NUMBER .7238 .7316 .7285 .7167 ,6941 .6601 .5907 .51Z1 .5227
CORRECTED VELOCITY 819.4154 825.2137 819.3111 805.9013 780.0070 743.0452 670.3154 56099670 609.1991
IMMERSION 5,030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20,0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 16.1000 17.2000 18.3000 19.4000 20.1000 20.2500 20.2500 20.1500 20.0000
STATIC PRESSURE 15.4943 15.1638 14.7189 14.3189 14.0461 13.9189 13.9189 13.9189 13.9319
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 574.0000 594.0000 603.0000 606.0000 606.0000 598.0000 594.0000 591.0000 SS.0000
MACH NUMBER o2347 .4281 .5665 .6732 .7342 .7519 .7519 *7466 ,7371
CORRECTED VELOCITY 273.7029 501. 724 660.0652 776.6980 840,4970 852.9783 850,1208 842.6467 828,7217
RFLATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200,0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSUJRE 19.7500 19.8000 19.7000 19.5000 19.2500 19.0000 18.7000 18.2000 16.7000
STATIC PRESSURE 13.9560 13.8331 13.7907 13.8898 14.1293 14.5104 14.9453 15.3330 15.4086
K. TOTAL TEMPERATUR 564.0000 5830000 51.00000000  0 00 579,0000 578.0000 579.0000 573.0000 564.0000
0' MACH NUMBER .7222 .7545 .7323 .7134 ,6796 .6327 .5750 .5010 .3298
CORRECTED VELOCITY 812.8214 824.6545 021.0644 801.1165 765.8246 716.3841 655.88619 572,7451 379.1960
SRERUN t1/313 TIMEl 9-14-19 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - RLD 2 a*
POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMB 14.74 TAMB 510.6 TIlF L3 25 32 PA : 1
STATOR EXIT---R IRCUJ4ND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
I/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION
***** OVFRALL PPRFRki\ANF *8*
MECH4NICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12857.0354 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 142.5138 AMBIEhNT PRFSSIRF = 14.7495
EDUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12854.6023 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 140.9698 AMBIENT TEMPFATURE = 519.6981
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.5758 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 152.0746 INLFT TOTAL PRESSURF(MA) = 14.2792
ORF TO RELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0109 ORIFICE EQUIVALENT FLOW = 147.22P5 INLET TFMPFRArURF = 518.8R47
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 0.9371 BELLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLOW= 145.6334 BELLMOUTH TnT1L PRESSURE = 14.4935
DRF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9347 INLET EOIVALENT FLOW = n.0000 DELTA PRFSSIIUR (OP/P) = n.n1R3
EOVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 41.5547 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 152.4589 EXIT TOTAL PRESS(IRE (MA) = 21.3250
EOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 32.6811 MIXING DUCT TEMPFRATURE = 605.2221 EXIT TEMPERATUIR (STA 12) =  599.3326
PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 99.5386 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 51.7498 STAGE PqESSUR9 RATIO(MA) = 1.4087
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0357 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 90.7639 TOROUFMFTER R-AING = n.0
INNER ISC1HARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 P599 = 14.7515
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICINFY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1550 0.7891 0.8008 3898.51
MIXING DUCT 0.1663 0.7350 0.7497 4185.10
TOROUEMETER -0.0059 ******* ****** -149.50
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C D E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5410 1.5018 1.5811 1.5124 1.4722 1.5069 1.3634 1.4942 1.3448
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1611 0.1693 0.1597 0.1711 0.1495 0.1418 0.1399 0.1366 0.1434
AoIA BATI EFFICIENCY 0.8146 0.7259 0.8736 0.7317 0.7801 0.8750 0.6609 0.8883 0.6148
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.8255 0.7411 0.8815 0.7468 0.7917 0.8820 0.6754 0.8944 0.63n5
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.9255 21.3687 22.4973 21.5199 20.9478 21.4415 19.399? 21.2607 19.1347
TOTAL TEMPERAIJRE 602.48 606.76 601.79 607.67 596.47 592.49 591.48 589.80 593.32
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8715 16.8674 16.8634 16.8524 16.8376 16.8217 16.8104 16.8n67 16.8032
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 161.0943 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3446 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.9363
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0216 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.8233
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1602.9788 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2734 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.3597
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1114.5826 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6682 BEARING TEMP NO. 1 = 609.5704
RAO ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 452 541
n rINT 12 REAnIC 2A4 *6*4 TRNSnMIr A IC -** i- 5-37 2/ 6/712 1
PTI - PITOT STATIC RAKE xVFi-;C 14.( 16.7)
25 0.00( 0.00) ?6 14.52( 15.00) 27 0. nn 0.00) 2P .n00( n, ) ~) e 14, ( 14 9 ) 3fl .n( .l)
31 14.50( 14.98) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.?( 15. n) 34 n.n01 0.00) 35 1.4P( 14.96) 36 ).00) n.n)
37 14.46( 14.93) 38 14.491 I.q96) 39 1/.46( 14.96) 40 0.00( 0.nn) 41 14.47( 14.94) 42 14.47( 1].q4)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.46( 14.94) 45 0.00( 0.00) 46 14.51( 14.0c) 47 n.on( .o00) 48 14.53( 15.nl)
&9 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.4P( 1I.95) 51 0.00no( O.00) 52 0.00( o.on) 53 14.52( 14.99)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVFRAG 13.34( 11.7P)
54 13.73( 14.18) 55 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.32( 13.76) 57 0.On( 0.(0) 58 n.i0( 0.On) 59 13.33( 1.76)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.27( 13.71) 62 0.00( o.nn) 63 13.32( 13.75) 64 0.0)( 0.00) 65 0.00( n.on)
66 13.31( 13.75) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( .nn00 69 0.00( n.00) 70 n0.0( o.nn) 71 13.28( 13.72)
72 13.28( 13.72) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.32( 13.75) 75 0.00( 0.00) 76 13.31( 13.74) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.31( 13.75) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.33( 13.77) 82 13.35( 13.79)
TTO - INLFT SCREEN TEMPERATURF AVFRAGE 518.88(519.6P)
2 518.91(518.72) 3 518.67(518.48) 4 51.55(518.36) 6 519.03(51.PA) 9 519.33(519.14) 10 51H.67(51P.4P)
11 518.85)518.66) 14 519.03(518.84) 15 518.79(518.60) 16 518.85(518.66) 18 51.79(518.60) 21 519.21(510.02)
22 518.73(518.54) 23 518.85(518.66)
PSBW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 0.00( 0.00)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 11.44(11.81) 90 12.24(12.64) AVERAGE 11.84( 12.23)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 11.46(11.83) 94 12.22(12.62) AVERAGE 11.84( 12.23)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 11.44(11.81) 98 12.27(12.681 AVERAGE 11.85( 12.24)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 11.55(11.93) 102 12.31(12.72) AVERAGE 11.93( 12.32)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 11.43(11.81) 106 12.35(12.75) AVERAGE 11.89 12.28)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 11.62(12.00) 110 12.56(12.97) AVERAGE 12.09 12.49)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 11.51(11.88) 114 12.57(12.99) AVERAGE 12.04( 12.44)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 11.57(11.95) 118 12.64(13.05) AVERAGE 12.10( 12.50)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 12.08(12.48) 121 12.04(12.44) 122 10.99(11.35) 123 11.53(11.91) AVERAGE 11.66( 12.04)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 11.26(11.63) 125 12.33(12.74) 126 12.37(12.78) 127 11.87(12.26) AVERAGE 11.96( 12.35)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 11.28(11.66) 147 11.16(11.52) 148 10.35(10.69) 149 10.99q11.36) AVERAGE 10.95( 11.31)
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 11.21111.58) 151 12.13(12.52) 152 12.28(12.69) 153 11.82(12.21) AVERAGE 11.86( 12.25)
PS60 - DUTERWALL 154 10.65(11.00) 155 10.22(10.56)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 11.09(11.46) 157 10.79(11.15) 158 13.14(13.57) 159 11.96(12.35)
160 15.28(15.78) 161 13.54(13.99)
PS8O - OUTERWALL 162 15.74(16.26) 163 15.33(15.83)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 15.33(15.84) 165 15.59(16.10) 166 17.14(17.70) 167 15.64(16.16) AVERAGE 15.93( 16.45)
PS91 - INNERWALL 168 13.63(14.08) 169 13.86(14.31) 170 14.16(14.63) 171 14.16(14.63) AVERAGE 13.95( 14.41)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 16.08(16.61) 173 15.46(15.97) 174 14.97115.46) 175 14.83(15.31) AVERAGE 15.33( 15.84)
P510I - INNERWALL 176 14.34(14.81) 177 13.96(14.41) 178 13.55(13.99) 179 12.86(13.28) AVERAGE 13.67( 14.12)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 15.10(15.60)
PS102I - INNERWALL 181 13.79(14.24)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 15.46(15.97)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 13.56114.01)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 15.88(16.41)
PS1061 - INNERWALL 185 14.22(14.69)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.25(16.79)
PS108I - INNERWALL 187 14.75(15.23)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 16.69)17.24) 189 16.63(17.18) 190 16.43(16.97) 101 16.28(16.82) AVERAGE 16.51( 17.05)
PSIII - INNERWALL 192 15.46(15.97) 193 15.26(15.76) 194 14.92(15.42) 195 14.85(15.33) AVERAGE 15.12( 15.62)
PSI?O - OUTERWALL 196 17.19(17.75) 197 16.58(17.13) 198 16.47(17.01) 199 17.24(17.81) AVERAGE 16.87( 17.43)
PS12I - INNERWALL 200 17.30(17.87) 201 16.44(16.98) 202 16.44(16.98) 203 17.00(17.56) AVERAGE 16.79( 17.35)
SP5130 - OUTERWALL 465 18.21(18.81)
w_ PS13I - INNERWALL 469 18.17(18.76)
POINT IZ READING 284 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG ***** 91- 5-32 2/ /73 -
Pl - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROUD PSS - HjB
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 14.22( 14.69) 129 13.981 44.44) 120 12.08( 12.48) 124 11.761 11.63)
130 14.201 14.66) 131 14.331 14.81) 121 12.04( 12.44) 125 12.33( 12.74)
132 14.07( 14.53) 133 14.28( 14.75) 122 10.99( 11.15) 126 12.37( 12.78)
134 14.294 14.76) 135 14.47( 14.95) 123 11.53( 11.91) 127 11.87( 12.26)
136 14.44( 14.91) 137 14.11( 14.57)
138 14.07( 14.54) 139 14.38( 14.86)
140 14.204 14.67) 141 14.04( 14.50)
142 13.92( 14.38) 143 13.94( 14.40)
144 13.79( 14.25) 145 13.94( 14.39)
PT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 21.92( 22.64) IMMERSION B - AVG 21.36( 22.n7) IMMERSION C - AVG 22.49( 23.23)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 2&P ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352
204 20.96( 21.65) 215 24.48( 25.29) 226 21.38( 22.nA) 237 20.73( 21.41) 248 20.69( 21.37) 259 21.741 ?2.45)
205 19.02( 19.64) 216 20.671 21.35) 227 20.371 21.04) 238 20,30( 20.C7) 249 20.91( 21.60) 260 19.56( 2n.21)
206 18.86( 19.48) 217 19.57( 20.21) 228 20.91( 21.59) 239 21.45( 22.16) 250 21.49( 22.20) 261 20.63( 21.31)
207 20.15( 20.82) 218 21.15( 21.84) 229 21.42( 22.13) 240 21.50( 22.21) 251 21.49( 22.19) 262 22.72( 23.47)
208 20.611 21.29) 219 23.511 24.28) 230 21.43( 22.13) 241 21.29( 21.99L5. l 21.54( 22.21) 263 24.24( 25.04)
209 -20.831 T.2) 220 24.31j 25.11) 231 21.541 22.24) 242 21.47( 22.18) 253 21.551 22.26) 264 24.70( 25.51)
21& 20.87( 22.561 221 24.45( 25.25) 232 21.16# 21.86) 243 21.901 22.62) 254 21.461 22.171 265 24.75( 25.57)
Y1 .f22 .52) L22 24.444 5,24) 233 2Q.99L 1.68. 244 .U1( 22.86) 2s 21.361 227 .Q726.2A.701 5.1)I
2220.7 21.44) 213 24.42( 25.23) 234 21.21( 21.91) 245 22.114 22.84) 256 21.411 22.12) 267 24.82( 25.64)
213 20.721 21.41) 224 24.431 25.23) 235 21.411 22.12) 246 21.96( 22.69) 257 21.444 22.15) 268 24.88( 25.69)
214 20.701 21.381 225 24.47f 25.281 236 21.37! 22.171 247 21.311 22.01) 258 21.22( 21,92L 269 24.74( 25.56)
. -- - -
IIERSION 0 - AV9 1.511 22.21 IMKERS1O - G 20.94 21.631 IMMERSION F - AVG 21.444 22.14)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE Z20 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 2,. ... ... A E &72 ANGE 4
27'- " T *2'AT-T 22z591 23.33 292 20.E671 21.35) 303 21.34( 22.05) 314 21.631 22.34) 325 20.981 21.67)
271 19.971 20.63) 282 21.37( 22.07) 293 19.161 19.79) 304 21.02( 21.71) 315 20.11( 20.77) 326 20.07( 20.73)
272 20.86( 21.54) 283 22.481 23.21) 294 19.994 20.65) 305 21.70( 22.41) 316 21.20( 21.89) 327 21.571 22.28)
273 2.Tr'[21.721 28I4 02.siE 23.1sj 295 2 .52i 21.201 306 21.68f 22.40) 317 21.54( 22.24) 328 21.72l 22.43)
274 20.994 21.68) 285 22.43( 23.17) 296 20.541 21.21) 307 21.64( 22.?5) 318 21.54f 22.25) 329 21.72( 22.43)
275 20.904 21.58) 286 22.30( 23.03) 297 20.48( 21.15) 308 21.65( 22.36) 319 21.53( 22.23) 330 21.73( 22.4.)
276 2-d. - 1 .471 287 22.26( 22.99) 298 20.41i 21.09) 309 21.631 22.4) 320 21.50( 22.21) 331 21.74( 27.45)
277 20.691 21.37) 288 22.27( 23.00) 299 20.37( 21.04) 310 21.67( 22.38) 321 21.47( 22.17) 332 21.79( 22.51)
278 20.69( 21.37) 289 22.311 23.04) 300 20.39( 21.06) 311 21.67( 22.?8) 322 21.43( 22.131 333 21,82( 22,54)
279 20.68 2it.36F 290 22.3if 23.05) 301 20.391 21.06) 312 21.67( 22.38) 323 21.37( 22.07) 334 21.84( 22.55)
280 20.731 21.41) 291 22.284 23.01) 302 20.45( 21.13) 313 21.651 22.?6) 324 21.29( 21.99) 335 14.73( 15.21)
tMRER 'T G ---AV - 1q.39f 20.03) IMMERSION H - AVG 21.26(-21.95) IMMERSION J - AVG 19.13( 9.76)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216
336 14.85( 15.34) 347 18.234 18.83) 358 21.081 21.78) 369 23.05( 23.81) 380 19.71( 20.36) 391 21.37( 22.07)
337 20.27( 20.93) 348 18.25 18.85) 359 21.051 21.74) 370 22.97( 23.72) 381 1R.784 19.40) 392 20.47( 21.14)
338 20.57 21.24) 349 18.001 18.59) 360 20.904 21.59) 371 21.901 22.62) 382 18.12( 18.72) 393 18.80( 19.41)
339 21.314 22.01) 350 17.61( 18.19) 361 19.78( 20.43) 372 20.84( 21.53) 383 17.69( 18.27) 394 18.02( 18.62)
340 21.62( 22.33) 351 17.33( 17.90) 362 18.681 19.29) 373 21.12( 21.81) 384 17.65(.18.23) 395 18.03( 1.6A2)
341 21.70( 22.41) 352 17.28( 17.85) 363 18.54( 19.15) 374 21.56( 22.27) 385 17.77( 18.35) 396 18.694 19.31)
342 21.72( 22.44) 353 17.33( 17.90) 364 19.18( 19.81) 375 22.21( 22.94) 386 1R.n7( 18.67) 397 19.61 2n.?26)
343 -21;73T 27.44) 354 17.51( 18.08) 365 20.16( 20.82) 376 22.85( 23.60) 37 18.52( 19.13) 398 20.45( 21.13)
344 14.98( 15.48) 355 17.83( 18.41) 366 20.83( 21.51) 377 22.99( 23.74) 388 18.R( 19.42) 399 21.07( 21.7A)
345 21.744 22.46) 356 18.23( 18.83) 367 20.97( 21.66) 378 22.97( 23.72) 389 18.92q 19.54) 400 21.31( 27.01)
346 21.77( 22.48) 357 18.42( 19.03) 36A 21.071 21.77) 379 22.88( 23.63) 390 lq.7?( 19.44) 4nl0 1.3)( ?.n,)
TTI2 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMrRSION A IMMERSTON B IM6ERSI) , C I' F STni r IF S 
AVG 602.48(602.26) AVG 606.7(h806.53) AVG 601.70( 0 .) AvIG AO7.A7(Af7. 4a) AV 5A,47(4oa. 2)402 616.98(616.74) 409 612.04(611.8()) 41A 606.?9(606.06) 42? AnQ.6A(6f.a4) 4r) - 0-.2 (A6.9.04)
403 597.R3(597.60) 410 609.59(600.36) 417 595.936(59.',) 4?L 600,02(AOn..9) 31 609.53(A0q.3)
404 609.64(609.41) 411 504.11(503.85) 418 591.51(591.2Q) 425 4n0.25(600.C2) 432 5QL.*5(504.*4 )405 609.64(609.41) 412 638.03(637.79) 419 627.30(A27.n ) z)6 A ?.5 A2.' 2?) 433 60 .A4(0 ,41 )
406 602.04(601.81) 413 595.92595.69) 420 )90.5{s590.3A) 427 soc.52(Req.20) 434 5n.n5(50on.33)
407 603.39(603.16) 414 594.22(594.00) 421 591.46(591.2?) 423 605.R(An.a5) 435 590.15(59?.93)
408 609.64(609.41) 415 640.05(639.80) 422 636.50(636.26) 429 631.59(631.a4)' 436 609.81(A09.5)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMERSInN J
AVG 592.49(592.26) AVG 591.48(591.26) AVG 589.80(59.58) AVG 593.32(599.*9)
437 609.64(609.41) 444 601.14(600.92) 451 601.4?(601.20) 4ra 6f5.06(60L.RA)
438 609.59(609.36) 445 594.05(593.83) 452 609.53(609.30) 459 h63.72(403.40)
439 592.81(592.59) 446 589.53(589.31) 453 584.54(584.32) 460 587.32(587.10)
440 617.86(617.63) 447 623.06(622.82) 454 618.75(618.51) 461 617.20(616.c6)
441 585.79(585.57) 448 585.79(585.57) 455 586.24(586.0 ) 462 889.14(588.01)
442 589.25(589.03) 449 581.69(581.47) 456 581.47(581.25) 463 583.7418P3.52)
443 584.20(583.98) 450 577.30(577.08) 457 577.59(577.37) 464 578.30(578.17)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 605.22(604.99)
OIlTERWALL
475 620.52(620.28) 477 618.69(618.46) 479 600.86(600.64) 481 600.47(600.24) AVERAGE 610.14(609.91)
INNERWALL
485 596.08(595.86) 488 5Q8.62(598.39) 491 595.07(594.84) AVERAGE 596.59(596.36)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.95 494 15.99 AVG 15.97
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.54 498 1.57 AVG 1.55
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 609.70 501 609.64 AVG 609.67
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.81 504 15.82 AVG 15.82
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.46 508 2.45 AVG 2.46
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 592.76 511 593.21 AVG 592.98
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 316.42 619 236.37
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 5.02 620 2.36
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 564.25 621 532.57
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.498 513 8.013 514 8.006 515 8.018 5165 .052 517 A.047 518 4.017 519 7.098
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE- RATH
520 491.444 521 491.382 '22 491.382 523 491.121 524 491.321 525 491.n14
0%
%L
SR RI! 1/31/73 TIMFP 9-1-l - TRANISON(IC 9P I r, - p t" 7
PATINT 12 READING 284 nATF 2/ 8/73 PAMV 14.74 TAE 1 9.4 TI 
'
1 Lc 26 , 'r- 1
STATOR FXIT - CIRCUJM A ND RADIAL MASS AVFRAGFn
I/RFV - 90 !)EGRPF CIRCUMFFRFNTIAL DISTORTtIO
*: c OVFRALL pcPFORMAn '.F P ;,"
MFCHANICAL SPFE (RPM) = 12870.2972 ORIFICE ACTUAL FiLOW = 142.7006 AiIFMIT PRPSSJR = 14.7A91
EOUIVALFNT SPEED (RPM) = 12868.2834 BFLLMOITH ACTUAL FLOW = 140.9516 AMBIENT TFMDF2ATIIE = 519.6891
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.6829 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 110.4108 INLFT TOTAL PRFSSIIRF(IA) = 13.27R9
ORE TO PELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0124 ORIFICF FOUIVALENT FLOW = 17.95? INLFT TPFPERAfURF = 518.806
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.1950 BFLLMOIJTH FOUIVALFNT FLOW= 15,.0174 BELLMOUTH TnT1L PRESSUR = 14.4Q64
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9594 INLET EQUIVALENT FLOW = o.nnrOi DELTA PRFSSIUR (nP/P) = 0.0839
EOVT. FLOW PER ANN. ARFA = 44.5818 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 148.7255 EXIT TOTAL PRSSUIRE (MA) = 21.1680
FOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 35.0618 MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURF = 603.9PP4 EXIT TEMPERATIRF (STA 12)= 603.9n78
PERCENT DESIGN FOVT. FLOW= 106.7R95 INNER ORIFICE FLOW 51.8558 STAGE PFSSIUR RATIO(MA) = 1.5941
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0163 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 90.8448 TOROUFMETER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.on00 P599 = 14.7514
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIFNtY POLYTROPIC EFFICI ENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1639 0.8675 0.8759 4128.17
MIXING DUCT 0.1640 0.8667 0.8752 4132.10
TOROUEMETER -0.0059 ******* see## -149.65
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C 0 E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5603 1.6151 1.7578 1.5477 1.6244 1.5116 1.6111 1.5073 1.3938
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1829 0.1860 0.1743 0.1793 0.1637 0.1382 0.1377 0.1360 0.1438
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.7389 0.7869 1.0006 0.7392 0.9061 0.9050 1.0584 0.9133 0.6908
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7546 0.8007 1.0005 0.7547 0.9123 0.9104 1.0546 0.9181 0.7049
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.7194 21.4474 23.3428 20.5530 21.5714 20.0727 21.3946 20.0156 18.5089
TOTAL TEMPERAPlJRE 613.78 615.38 609.32 611.91 603.81 590.57 590.3t 589.41 593.47
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8117 16.8071 16.8025 16.7903 16.7737 16.7559 15.7431 16.1391 16.73 2
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 160.8222 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3255 TURBINE GAS F!LOW = 0.3584
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0144 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.R23
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1581.8206 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.26A6 TURRINE TOTAL rLOW = 25.2407
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1098.6326 TURBINE EFFICIFNCY = 0.6617 BEARING TEMP NO. 1 = 609.570&
RAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 & a 433 437 438 452 541
POINT 12 REAnING 284 ** TPfrS CT ( UI. -- 3' t/ ic I- ? A
PT1 - PITOT STATIC RAKF A\V ,N 14.1. ( 1 .r
25 0.00o( 0.00) 26 14.q3( 16.08) 27 0.00( 0.n) 2p 0.00( 0 .r) 29 la.47( 1.)? ) 30 ,. ( (r.f"
31 14.60( 16.05) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.61( 16.nh) '4 n.on( 0o.n) 35 11.4P( 1A.ri) 36 0(-.0 ( r.0
37 14.16( 16.01) 38 14.4q( 16.04) 39 14.47( 16.n2) 40 0.0n( 0.00) 41 14.47( 16.01) 42 1.L7( I4.n0)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.47( 16.01) 45 0.00( .o00) 46 14.50)( 1.n5) 47 n.00( 0.00) 48 1.54)( 1A.09)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.4R( 16.03) 51 0.00( 0.00) 52 0.00( 0.no) 53 14.82( 16.07)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKF AVFRAGF 13.35( 14.77)
54 13.74( 15.20) 55 0.00( 0.00) q6 13.33( 1A.75) 87 0.00( 0.00) 0.(0no n.00) 59 13.33( 14.75)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.27( 14.69) 62 0.00( O.00) 63 13.37( 14.74) 64 n .0n( 0.00) 5 (0.00( nnn)
66 13.32( 14.74) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.00( on.) 70 0.00() 0.00) 71 13.28H( 1.4.70
72 13.29( 14.71) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.32( 14.74) 75 0.00( 0.no) 76 13.31( 14.73) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.32( 14.74) 79 0.00( 0.00) RO 0.0( o0.00) 81 13.34( 14.77) 82 13.36( 14.79)
TTO - INLFT SCREEN TEMPERATURE AVPRAGE 518.9R5 18.. ,1
2 518.79(518.63) 3 518.79(518.63) 4 518.67(518.51) 6 519.03,18.87) 9 518.91(518.75) 10 51R.67(51R.51)
11 518.79(518.63) 14 518.79(518.63) 15 518.73(518.57) 16 518.79(518.63) 18 518.85)58!.69) 21 519..15(1P.99)
22 518.79(518.63) 23 519.03(518.87)
PS8W - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 0.00( n0.00)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 11.43(12.65) 90 12.23(13.54) AVERAGE 11.83( 13.09)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 11.49(12.71) 94 12.21(13.51) AVERAGE 11.85( 1i.11)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 11.42(12.64) 98 12.29(13.60) AVERAGE 11.85( 13.12)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 11.54(12.77) 102 12.34(13.66) AVERAGE 11.94( 13.21)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 11.39(12.60) 106. 12.37(13.70) AVERAGE 11.88( 13.15)
PS43I - INNERWALL 108 11.60(12.84) 110 12.59(13.93) AVERAGE 12.10( 13.39)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 11.45(12.67) 114 12.6013.95) AVERAGE 12.02( 13.31)
PS46I - INNERWALL 116 11.56(12.79) 118 12.68(14.03) AVERAGE 12.12( 13.41)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 12.04(13.32) 121 12.09(13.38) 122 11.81(13.07) 123 10.91(12.07) AVERAGE 11.714 12.96)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 11.21(12.41) 125 11.61(12.84) 126 12.41(13.74) 127 12.27(13.58) AVERAGE 11.88( 13.14)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 11.28112.49) 147 11.24(12.44t i48 11.01112.19) 149 10.21111.30) AVERAGE 10.94( 12.101
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 11.07412.25) 151 11.66(12.90) 152 12.29(13.60) 153 12.08(13.37) AVERAGE 11.78) 13.03)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 10.71111.85) 155 10.34(11.44)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.50411.63) 157 10.88112.05) 158 11.49(12.72) 159 11.77(13.02)
160 12.63113.98) 161 13.45(14.88)
PS80 - UTERWALL 162 14.92(16.52) 163 14.97(16.57)
PS90 --OTERWALL 164 15.31(16.95) 165 15.59117.26) 166 14.73116.31) 167 18.22(20.16) AVERAGE 15.96) 17.67)
PS91 -INNERWALL 168 16.02(17.73) 169 13.69415.15) 170 14.10415.61) 171 13.87(15.35) AVERAGE 14.42( 15.96)
PS100 - OUTE ALL 172 15.90117.59) 173 15.5211.18) 174 15.24)11.87) 175 15.21(16.84) AVERAGE 15.47( 17.121
PS10-- 1TRRW(- - 176 14.38(19.92) 171 13.9315.42) 178 13.41(14.8 ) 179 i2.48(i3.81) AVERAGE 13.55) 15.00)
PS1020 - DUTERWALL 180 15.36(17.00)
PS1021 - INNERWALL 181 13.96(15.45)
PS 104 - OURWiALL 82 15.58t17.24)
PS1041 - INNERWALL 183 13.81115.29)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 15.89(17.58)
PS1061- INNERWALL 185 14.40(15.94)
PS108 - OUTERWALL 186 16.15(17.87)
PS1081 - INNERWALL 187 14.88(16.47)
PSl11 - OUTERWALL 188 16.67(18.44) 189 16.51(18.28) 190 16.36(18.11) 191 16.2818.02) AVERAGE 16.46( 1R.21)
PS11I - INNERWALL 192 15.55117.21) 193 15.36)17.00) 194 15.06(16.67) 195 14.96(16.56) AVERAGE 15.23( 16.86)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 17.621q9.50) 197 16.77(18.57) 198 16.56(1R.33) 199 16.30(18.03) AVERAGE 16.81( 1R.61)
PS121 - INNERWALL 200 17.49(19.36) 201 16.59(18.36) 202 16.44(1R.20) 203 16.38(18.12) AVERAGF 16.73( IR.51)
PS130 - NUTERWALL 465 18.31(20.26)(0% PS131 - INNERWALL 469 18.02(19.94)
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POUFIT 12 READING 2A4 ** ** TRA S)KIC F-Ar R IC ~- 1A-2-3A 2/ /7 pce
TTI2 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A IMMFRSION P IMMERSION C IMmERSIf n I'ARsIn~N
AVG 613.78(613.59) AVG 615.39(615.19) AVG 609.37(609.13) AVG A1l.91)611.72) AV 603.91(603.62)
402 605.74(605.55) 409 601.14(600.96) 416 597.93(597.64) 423 609.64(609.45) 430 603.R93(03.64)
403 596.25(596.07) 410 609.64(609.45) 417 594.62(994.43) 424 998.62(5Q8.43) 431 609.64(609.45)
404 609.59(609.40) 411 593.89(593.70) 418 589.65(589.46) 425 599.01(59R.P2) 432 592.64(597.46)
405 609.48(609.28) 412 599.12(59P.93) 419 593.10 592.91) 426 601.26(601.07) 433 609.59(609.40)
406 599.74(599.55) 413 595.30(595.11) 420 590.55(590.37) 427 997.83(597.64) 434 58P.23(58.0o5)
407 653.16(652.95) 414 646.29(646.09) 421 644.39(644.19) 428 A36.72(636.5?) 435 617.86(617.67)
408 609.64(609.45) 415 669.57(669.36) 422 658.92(658.71) 429 645.37(645.17) 436 634.97(634.77)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 590.57(590.39) AVG 590.31(590.12) AVG 589.41(589.23) AVG 593.47(593.29)
437 609.64(609.45) 444 593.15(592.97) 451 592.30(592.12) 458 995.92(595.731
438 609.64(609.45) 445 591.46(591.27) 452 609.59(609.40) 459 599.68(599.50)
439 590.44(590.25) 446 587.95(587.76) 453 582.89(582.71) 460 585.6P(585.49)
440 590.21(590.03) 447 593.94(593.76) 454 594.96(994.77) 461 596.53(596.35)
441 580.73(580.54) 448 582.95(582.77) 455 583.57(583.39) 462 586.30(586.12)
442 587.95(587.76) 449 583.06(582.88) 456 584.37(584.19) 463 585.11(584.3)
443 610.14(609.95) 450 611.70(611.51) 457 610.37)610.19) 464 609,64(A09.45)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 603.98(603.79)
OUTERWALL
475 607.24(607.05) 477 607.52(607.33) 479 609.87(609.67) 481 609.64(609.45) AVERAGE 608.574608.38)
INNERWALL
485 595.13(594.94) 488 598.454598.26) 491 594.28)594.09) AVERAGE 595.95(595.76)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.94 494 15.99 AVG 1i.9 7
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.54 498 1.58 AVG 1.56
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 609.70 501 609.70 AVG 609.70
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.81 504 15.84 AVG 15.82
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.47 508 2.46 AVG 2.47
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 593.04 511 592.98 AVG 593.01
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 313.67 619 237.21
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 2.25 620 2.37
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 563.90 621 532.46
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.496 513 8.013 514 8.012 515 8.018 516 8.052 517 8.047 518 4.016 519 8.009
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE RATH
520 491.444 521 491.566 522 491.382 523 491.260 524 491.321 525 491.076
0N
'.0
,RERU N T- IT7T" TIME 9-18-13 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - RLD 2 *'4'
o POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMB 14.74 TAMR 51Q.6 TIM'F L3 27 32 (-o- I
.. -STATfOR(XT-- CIRCUM ANr RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
I/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION
****- OVERALL PrRF0RMA9~P F *****
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12767.5157 ORIFICE ACTIAL FLOW = I i 1.111 A BIFNT PRFSSRE= 14.749
EQUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12757.4113 BFLLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 14n.4589 AMIFNT TFPEATURE = 519.~ 1
PERCENT EOUIVALENT SPEED = 99.8154 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 119.713n INLET TOTAL P-FSSIJRF('A) 13.31 1
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0103 ORIFICE EOUIVALFNT FLOW = 156.7050 INLET TFMPERAFURF 519.510?
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.1854 BFLLMOUTH EOUIVALENT FLOW= 155.1014 ItELLMnUTH TOTAL PRESSIIRF 14.4953
ORF TO FXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9&33 INLET EQUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0000n DELTA PRESSIIR (FP/P) = n.nRll
EOVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 44.2294 EXIT FLOW (STA 17) = 150.4276 EXIT TOTAL PRSS1URE (MA) = 21.320
EOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 34.7846 MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURE = 606.1370 EXIT TEMPERATURF (STA 12)= 60,.576P
PERCENT DESIGN EOVT. FLOW= 105.9454 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 51.8039 STAGE PRESSJUR RATIO(MA) = .6nn
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0190 OUTER ORIFICE FLnW = 90.10n72 TUROUFMETER PAnING =.n
INNER DISCHAAGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGF VALVE = 26.0000 P599 = 1 .7516
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIEN Y POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1714 0.8374 0.8478 4299.85
R rxNVO T 0.6670.8699 4181.55
TOROUEMETER 
-0.0059 ***** ***** 
-148.46
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C E. F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5117 1.6956 1.6149 1.6353 1.6601 1.5237 1.6057 1.4462 1.4538
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.2040 0.1959 0.1838 0.1855 0.1644 0.1477 0.1434 0.1425 0.1526
AO 14AT IC fI- Ci EN C 0.6123 0.8285 0.7961 0.8108 0.9457 0.8639 1.0083 0.7788 0.7378
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.6340 0.8407 0.8094 0.8234 0.9494 0.8717 1.0078 0.7900 0.7512
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.1349 22.5846 21.5103 21.7813 22.1119 20.2954 21.3R66 19.2634 19.3644
TOTAL TEMPERAFJRE 625.49 621.31 615.02 615.91 604.93 596.27 594.03 593.56 598.83
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9725 16.9613 16.9501 16.9201 16.8793 16.8357 16.8044 16.7944 16.7848
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 161.5025 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3734 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.4498
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0181 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.7446
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1604.6500 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2715 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.1945
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1114.5826 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.665B BEARING TEMP ;4O. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 133 437 438 452 541
POINT 12 REAOINIC 284 9*04 TRANN.IC FAN P!rC ***lt*- 12-/7-7 ;/ 7  'F 2
PTI - PITOT STATIC RAKE 6VR 14.49)( 1 .00
75 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.62( 16.02) 27 o.0o ( 0.00) ?8 n.On( . 00) 2 1..17( 15.97) . ( .
31 14.51( 16.01) 32 O.o0( 0.00) 33 14.51( 16.n1) 'A .)o( n.00) 35 14. ( .9 ) 0.0 ( qno
37 14.46( 15.96) 38 14.49( 15.99) 19 14.47( 15.97) 4n 0.0 ( 0n o0) 41 14.4(( 1.P) c2 14.  . .q)1
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.47( 15.96) 5 0.00( 0.00nn) 46 14.50( 16.0) 47 0.n0( 0.00) 4 14.54( 1'.n)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.4q( 15.98) 81 0.00( 0.00) 52 0.00( 0.00) 53 14.5'( 1A.n?)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKF AVERkAG 1 3.35 1 L.7-)
54 13.74( 15.16) 53 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.3&( 14.72) 57 0.00( n.nn) bn nnn( .nn) 59 13.341 ] .7;)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.28( 14.66) 62 O.00( .0nn) 63 13.33( 14.71) 4 0.n0( o .in ) 65 0.00( n. n)
66 13.331 14.70) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.On 0.00) 70 nn( n.nn) 71 13.79( 14.Ak)
72 13.29( 14.67) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.32( 14.70) 75 O.00N( O.n) 76 13.31( 14.69) 77 0.00( n.nf))
78 13.32( 14.70) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.34( 14.72) h2 13.37( 14.75)
TTO - INLET SCRFEN TEMPERATURE A\VFRAGF 8I4.51(5)i.AP)
2 519.33(518.51) 3 519.4(5518.63) 4 519.39(518.57) o 519.69(51R.97) 9 519.57(518.75) In 519.?7(51P.45)
11 519.21(518.39) 14 519.57(518.75) 15 519.57(518.75) 16 519.57("18.75) 18 519.33(518.51) 21 519.93)510.11)
22 519.45(518.63) 23 519.69(518.87)
PSRW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGF 0.00( n.o0)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 11.69(12.90) 90 12.12(13.38) AVERAGE 11.91( 13.14)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 11.71(12.92) 94 12.06(13.31) AVERAGE 11.88) 13.11)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 11.75(12.97) 98 12.21(13.47) AVERAGE 11.98( 13.22)
PS41 - INNERWALL 100 11.76(12.97) 102 12.24(13.51) AVERAGE 12.00( 13.24)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 11.87(13.09) 106 12.31(13.59) AVERAGE 12.09( 13.34)
PS43I - INNERWALL 108 11.97(13.21) 110 12.50(13.80) AVERAGE 12.24( 13.50)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.18(13.44) 114 12.55(13.84) AVERAGE 12.36( 13.64)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 12.0113.25) 118 12.63(13.93) AVERAGE 12.32( 13.59)
PS5O - OUTERWALL 120 11.68(12.89) 121 12.10(13.35) 122 11.97(13.21) 123 11.06(12.20) AVERAGE 11.70( 12.91)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 11.83(13.05) 125 11.23(12.39) 126 12.42(13.71) 127 12.38(13.66) AVERAGE 11.96( 13.20)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 11.12(12.27) 147 11.30(12.47) 148 11.17112.32) 149 10.41(11.49) AVERAGE 11.00( 12.14)
PS551 - INERWALL 150 11.77(12.99) 151 11.17(12.32) 152 12.31(13.58) 153 12.17(13.43) AVERAGE 11.85( 13.08)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 10.90(12.03) 155 10.50(11.58)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.70(11.81) 157 11.02(12.16) 158 11.74(12.95) 159 11.98(13.22)
160 12.94(14.28) 161 13.64(15.05)
PS80 - OUTERWALL 162 14.84(16.37) 163 15.07(16.63)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 15.53(17.14) 165 15.64(17.25) 166 14.67(16.19) 167 18.05(19.92) AVERAGE 15.97( 17.62)
PS9I - INNERWALL 168 15.41(17.00) 169 13.88(15.31) 170 13.98(15.42) 171 13.60(15.01) AVERAGE 14.22( 15.69)
PSIOO - OUTERWALL 172 15.99(17.65) 173 15.54)17.15) 174 15.21(16.78) 175 15.16(16.72) AVERAGE 15.48( 17.08)
PSIOI- INRERWALL 176 14.66(16.17) 177 14.10(15.56) 178 13.45(14.85) 179 12.24(13.50) AVERAGE 13.61( 15.02)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 15.37(16.96)
PS102I - INNERWALL 181 14.36(15.85)
P51040 - OU tRWALL 182 15.62(17.23)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 14.31(15.79)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 15.94(17.59)
PS1061 - INNERWALL 185 14.80(16.33)
PSl080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.16(17.84)
PS108I - INNERWALL 187 15.21(16.79)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 16.68(18.40) 189 16.55(18.26) 190 16.40(18.09) 191 16.30(17.98) AVERAGE 16.48( 18.18)
PS11II - INNERWALL 192 15.85(17.49) 193 15.65(17.27) 194 15.37(16.96) 195 15.27(16.85) AVERAGE 15.53( 17.14)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 17.60(19.42) 197 17.3919.18) 198 16.63(18.34) 199 16.30(17.99) AVERAGE 16.98( 1R.73)
PS12I - INNERWALL 200 17.18(18.96) 201 17.14(18.92) 202 16.49(18.19) 203 16.?6(17.951 AVFRAGE 16.77( 1R.O)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 18.44(20.35)
. PS13I - INNERWALL 469 17.94(19.80)
POINT 12 READING 284 ***** TRANSOrNIC PM RIG **** 1-7C-732 / /7 =
PT5 - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROUD PS5 - IB
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 14.20( 15.67) 129 12.40( 13.68) 120 11.68( 12.R8) 124 11.83( 13.r5)
130 14.38( 15.87) 1S1 12.33( 13.60) 121 12.10( 13.35) 125 11.23( 12.-9)
132 14.32( 15.80) 133 12.301 13.57) 122 11.97( 13.21) 126 12.42( 13.71)
134 14.46( 15.96) 135 12.33( 13.60) 123 11.061 12.70) 127 12.38( 13.66)
136 14.07( 15.53) 137 12.27( 13.54)
138 14.45( 15.95) 139 12.22( 13.&9)
140 14.43( 15.93) 141 12.42( 13.70)
142 14.41( 15.90) 143 12.31( 13.59)
144 13.97( 15.42) 145 12.49( 13.78)
PT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 20.13( 22.21) IMMERSION P - AVG ??.58( 24.01) IMMERSION C - AVG 21.1( 23.73)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248 ANGLE 168 ANGLF 35?
204 21.44( 23.65) 215 20.50( 22.62) 226 25.47) 28.10) 237 20.56( 22.69) 248 20.47( 22.59) 259 20.57( 22.69)
205 19.27( 21.26) 216 18.70( 20.64) 227 23.35( 25.77) 238 19.48( 21.50) 249 21.19( 23.38) 260 21.83( 24.09)
206 18.61( 20.54) 217 19.44( 21.45) 228 19.96( 22.02) 239 20.12( 22.20) 250 21.44( 23.66) 261 22.02( 24.2c)
207 19.52( 21.54) 218 20.26( 22.35) 229 20.90( 23.06) 240 2n.98( 23.15) 251 21.30( 23.50) 262 21.99( 24.27)
208 20.68( 22.82) 219 19.94( 22.00) 230 23.57( 26.01) 241 21.24( 23.43) 252 21.39( 23.60) 263 21.88( 24.14)
209 20.87( 23.02) 220 19.70( 21.74) 231 24.99( 27.58) 242 21.62( 23.86) 253 21.38( 23.59) 264 21.77( 24.02)
210 20.63( 22.77) 221 19.71( 21.75) 232 25.11( 27.71) 243 21.74( 23.98) 254 21.25( 23.45) 265 21.74( 23.98)
211 20.53( 22.65) 222 19.924 21.98) 233 25.04( 27.62) 244 21.56( 23.791 255 21.21( 23.40) 266. 21 .7814,04)
212 20.67( 22.81) 223 20.19( 22.27) 234 25.06( 27.65) 245 21.64( 23.88) 256 21.31( 23.52) 267 21.79( 24.04)
213 20.92( 23.08) 224 20.34( 22.44) 235 25.051 27.64) 246 21.61( 23.84) 257 21.26( 23.46) 268 21.73( 23.98)
214 20.98( 23.15) 225 20.411 22.52) 236 25.10( 27.69) 247 21.39( 23.60) 258 21.13( 23.31) 269 ?1.20( 23.39)
IMMERSION D - AVG 21.78( 24.03) IMMERSION E - AVG 22.11( 24.39) IMMERSION F - AVG 20.29 22.39)
INGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 24R8
270 23.44( 25.86) 281 20.49( 22.61) 292 23.41( 25.84) 303 21.12( 23.30) 314 20.66( 22.79) 325 21.48( 23.70)
271 21.61( 23.85) 282 20.16( 22.25) 293 21.16f 23.35) 304 20.52( 22.65) 315 19.65( 21.68) 326 20.21( 22.31)
272 19.80( 21.85) 283 21.20( 23.39) 294 20.86) 23.02) 305 21.25( 23.44) 316 18.60( 20.53) 327 21.53( 23.75)
273 21.01( 23.18) 284 21.23( 23.42) 295 22.14( 24.43) 306 21.33( 23.54) 317 17.86( 19.71) 328 21.681 23.93)
274 22.84( 25.20) 285 21.13( 23.31) 296 22.94( 25.31) 307 21.32( 23.53) 318 17.73( 19.56) 329 21.70( 23.94)
275 23.37( 25.78) 286 21.01( 23.18) 297 23.29( 25.70) 308 21.32( 23.53) 319 17.91( 19.75) 330 21.67( 23.91)
276 23.37( 25.78) 287 20.91( 23.07) 298 23.50( 25.93) 309 21.31( 23.51) 320 18.34( 20.24) 331 21.65( 23.89)
277 23.42( 25.84) 288 20.84( 22.99) 299 23.67( 26.12) 310 21.31( 23.52) 321 19.08( 21.05) 332 21.66( 23.90)
278 23.59( 26.03) 289 20.79( 22.94) 300 23.82( 26.29) 311 21.38( 23.59) 322 19.97( 22.03) 333 21.75( 24.no)
279 23.68( 26.13) 290 20.71( 22.85) 301 23.90( 26.37) 312 21.43( 23.64) 323 20.67( 22.81) 334 21.87( 24.14)
280 23.72( 26.17) 291 20.71( 22.85) 302 23.96( 26.43) 313 21.511 23.73) 324 20.54( 22.66) 335 14.73( 16.25)
IMMERSION G - AVG 21.38( 23.59) IMMERSION H - AVG 19.26( 21.25) IMMERSION J - AVG 19.36( 21.36)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216
336 14.85( 16.38) 347 21.90( 24.16) 358 17.57( 19.39) 369 21.70( 23.94) 380 19.36( 21.36) 391 20.47( 22.59)
337 20.03( 22.10) 348 20.43) 22.54) 359 17.60( 19.42) 370 21.61( 23.84) 381 19.26( 21.25) 392 19.65( 21.68)
338 19.33( 21.33) 349 21.59( 23.82) 360 17.62( 19.44) 371 20.72( 22.R6) 382 19.16( 21.14) 393 18.25( 20.14)
339 19.91( 21.97) 350 22.18( 24.48) 361 17.55( 19.36) 372 19.62( 21.65) 383 18.54( 2n.46) 394 17.61( 10.43)
340 20.45( 22.57) 351 22.20( 24.49) 362 17.48( 19.28) 373 19.54( 21.56) 384 18.03( 19.90) 305 17.63( 10.45)
341 20.77( 22.92) 352 22.26( 24.57) 363 17.43( 19.23) 374 20.28( 22.?) 385 17.94( 19.79) 396 18.16( 2n.04)
342 20.92( 23.09) 353 22.25( 24.55) 364 17.42( 19.22) 375 21.21( 23.40) 386 18.19( 20.n7) 3q7 18.89( 2?.R8 )
343 20.97( 23.14) 354 22.27( 24.57) 365 17.42( 19.22) 376 21.60( 23.F4) 387 19.03( ?0.99) 398 19.63( 21.66)
344 14.98( 16.53) 355 22.28( 24.58) 366 17.44( 19.24) 377 21.63( 23.R7) 388 19.97( ?2.n3) 309 20.24( 27.33)
345 21.00( 23.17) 356 22.27( 24.58) 367 17.44( 19.75) 37P 21.68( 23.02) 389 21.13( 23.31) 0on 20.55)( 2 .A7)
346 21.00( 23.17) 357 22.24( 24.54) 368 17.2?( 19.33) 379 21.68( 23. 3) 390 21.87( 24.1 ) Z.)l 0..8( )?.70)
TT12 - STAGE FX)T TOTAL
IfMERSION A IMMERSION P IIM RSOlnhi C Ti.pFRSin r) ri
AVG 625.49(624.50) AVG 621.31(6?0.33) AVG 615. 0?(114.0) A(C A I.9ql1La.C4) Av; 6404 .(A A. ' o)
402 605.57(604.61) 409 601.70(600.75) 416 59k.50(597.5A) 4? 6099.AA(An)P.6) 43 Ro0.9?-) ,57)
403 5Q5.4 6 (59 4.5 2 ) 410 609.59(608.62) 417 593.72(592.7P) 424 597.04(906.10) 431 609.64(n0.68)
404 609.531608.57) 411 59/.11(93.17) 41A 5R9.99q(PO.n9) 425 999.74(59P.7Q) 432 591.3(590.60)
/05 609.59(60O.62) 412 595.75('94.80) 419 5A..46(587.5? ) 426 601.9f)A01.03) 33 600,6('.'4,l-)
406 63?2.5(631.95) 413 631.03(630.03) 4?0 629.17(628.17) 427 1B.6(617.7F) a34 56.7?.(F9R.?L)
407 669.94(668.88) 414 658.39(657.34) 421 696.39(655.3~) 42? 646.40(645.3) 43D 634.2A(63.26)
408 609.64(608.68) 415 652.67(651.64) 422 640.75(639.74) 429 q 9.62(62?.83) 436 615.54(61&.56)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IN~ME1RSInm J
AVG 596.27(595.33) AVG 594.03(593.09) AVG 593.56(592.62) AVG 50F.3(9q7.PR)
437.609.641608.68) 444 590.67(669.73) 451 590.n4(9 9.11) 458 92.2?(591.48)
438 609.64(608,68) 445 590.04(589.11) 452 609.59(anRq) 459 597.na4G06.1n)
439 589.87(588.94) 446 585.4;(584.52) 453 582.61(581.68) 460 587.66(58A.73)
440 594.34(593.40) 447 591.51(590.58) 454 591.34(rQn.41) 461 693.32(192.'?)
441 574.38573.47) 448 576.21(575.30) 455 578.21(577.30) 462 579.64(578.72)
442 615.37(614.40) 449 608.64(607.68) 456 608.14()07.17) 463 A08.36(607.40)
443 610.31(609.35) 450 616.64(615.67) 457 619.69(618.71) 4A4 622.290 21.30)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 606.13(605.17)
OUTERWALL
475 599.96(599.02) 477 599.46(598.51) 479 623.66f622.68) 481 622.56(621.5P) AVERAGE 611.41(610.44)
INNERWALL
485 596.25(595.31) 488 59R.22(597.28) 491 596.371595.42) AVERAGE 596.95(596.00)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.92 494 15.98 AVG 11.95
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.51 498 1.56 AVG 1.53
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 610.26 501 611.03 AVG 610.64
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.81 504 15.84 AVG 15.82
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.46 508 2.46 AVG 2.46
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 593.38 511 593.77 AVG 593.58
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRFSSURE (PSIA) 622 318.62 619 236.93
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 3.50 620 2.34
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 563.90 621 532.46
REFERENCE PRESSORES
512 -2.501 513 8.016 514 8.003 515 8.009 516 8.052 517 8.034 518 4.016 519 8.no5
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE BATH
520 491.382 521 491.505 522 491.505 523 491.321 524 491.382 525 491.260
-.
N RERUN 1/31/73 TIME 9-20-10 **** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - FLO 2 *** *
4 POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMR 14.74 TAMR 519.6 TI, 1.3 2. p%:-F
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
I/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION
*** OVERALL PERFORMANW, *-*n
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12794.0944 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 141.AROI AMBIENT PRFSSJR = 14.7495
EOUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12781.9920 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 140.4973 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 519.6R1
PERCENT EOUIVALENT SPEED = 100.0077 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 147.3109 INLET TOTAL P ESSIIRE(MA) = 14.1507
nRF TO BELL FLOW RATIO' = 1.0101 ORIFICE FOUIVALENT FLW = 147.3713 1NLET TEMPERATURE = 518.8591
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 0.9631 BFLLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLOW= 145.P934 8tELLMnUTH TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.4970
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9097 INLET EOUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0OPO DELTA PRESSUR- I()P/P) = n.n23R
EOVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 41.5950 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 155.9531 EXIT TOTAL PR-SSURF (MA) = 21.45Rn
EOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 32.7128 MIXING OUCT TEMPFRATURE = 604.2170 EXIT TEMPERATUIRF ISTA 12)= 6 n2.1393
PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 99.6351 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 52.5226 STAGE PRESSUR- RATIO(MA) = 1.5163
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0407 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 89.3574 TOROUFMETER R-ADING = 0.0
INNER'DISCCHARRE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 P599 = 14.7516
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIEMCY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1620 0.7779 0.7905 4057.10
I-'TWb bDUCT- 0.1645 0.7662 0.7795 4119.01
TORQOEMETER -0.0059******* ******* -148.65
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
INt4Sf0N A B C 0nF F- G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5588 1.5738 1.4824 1.5536 1.5132 1.5313 1.4171 1.3583 1.4478
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1960 0.1762 0.1646 0.1723 0.1556 0.1385 0.1459 0.1466 0.1576
ABi ATIC If:ldIENCY 0.6878 0.7831 0.7215 0.7765 0.8059 0.9330 0.7167 0.6226 0.7060
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7066 0.7965 n.7365 0.7899 0.8168 0.9369 0.7303 0.6385 0.7209
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.0588 22.2707 20.9779 21.9852 .21.4139 21.6701 20.0542 19.2219 20.4876
TOTL -TE M RPP -ji f 620.57 610.29 604.29 608.29 599.61 590.75 594.56 594.94 600.66
STATIC PRESSURE 16.7862 16.7844 16.7825 16.7774 16.7705 16.7632 16.7579 16.7562 16.7546
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOAL PRESSURE = 159.4616 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.2296 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.4185
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0168 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.8789
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1581.2640 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2700 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.2975
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1099.2032 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6645 BEARING TEMP NO. I = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 43R 452 541
POT4'T 12 RFAf)lING 284 4 4 T9ANS1( IC FAN RIA 'U 1/-2- / 2 -7 >
PTI - PITOT STATIC RAKF Au=It- t,( I- 4
25 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.51( 15.09) 27 0.00( .nn) 2 ..00o( onl . 14.L7( 5. 1 n . ( I -.IfI
31 14.51( 15.07) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.52( 15.0A) 3 0.00)( 0. 001 5 14.4;( 1 .04) 'A . ( I ,r
37 14.46( 15.02) 3q 14.49( 1.05) 39 1L.&7( 15.03) a0 0.00( .o00) 41 14.47( 15.n) L2 1 .7( ] . 2)
&3 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.47( 15.03) 45 o.0n( 0.00) 46 14.51( 1.07) 47 0. nr0( n, O) a s( I AI)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.48( 15.04) 51 0.00( 0.00) 52 n,0( .no) 53 14.52( 15.0)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE Av1Fv G !3. ( 1 .( 7)
54 13.74( 14.27) 55 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.34( 13.R8) 57 0.00( 0.00) j 0 ..nn( 00) 13.34( 1. 4)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.29( 13.80) 62 0.00( 0.n0) 63 13.33( 13.P5) 64 n .0o( n.00) 6 5 .00( n.nn)
66 13.33( 13.84) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 o0.00 0.00) 70 n.o0( 0.o0) 71 13.2?( 13.io)
72 13.29( 13.80) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.33( 13.85) 75 0.00( n.on) 76 13.32( 13.83) 77 0.00( 0.00)
78 13.33( 13.84) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 o. 0.00) r1 13.3)( 13.P6) 82 13.37( 13.88)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPERATURE AhVFAGEF 1 4 .RS(51Q.A4)
2 518.79(518.62) 3 518.55(518.38) 4 518.61(518.44) 6A 19.15~(IP.0R) 9 519.09(51R.92) 10 51.61(51P.44)
11 518.91(518.74) 14 518.79(518.62) 15 518.97518.80) 16 =18.79(518.62) 18 518.79(518.62) 21 519.n9(qlR.q2)
22 518.67(518.50) 23 519.09(518.92)
PSRW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERA(;F .00n( n.nn)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 12.10(12.57) 90 11.74(12.19) AVERAGE 11.92( 12.38)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 12.13(12.60) 94 11.61(12.06) AVERAGE 11.87 12.33)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 12.15(12.62) 98 11.83(12.29) AVERAGE 11.99( 12.45)
PS41 - INNERWALL 100 12.17(12.64) 102 11.88(12.34) AVERAGE 12.03( 12.49)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 12.27(12.74) 106 11.97(12.43) AVERAGE 12.12( 12.58)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 12.43(12.91) 110 12.07(12.53) AVERAGE 12.25( 12.72)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.51(12.99) 114 12.28(12.76) AVERAGE 12.40( 12.87)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 12.54(13.02) 118 12.14(12.61) AVERAGE 12.34( 12.82)
PSSO - OTERWALL 120 10.96(11.38) 121 12.03(12.49) 122 12.07(12.54) 123 11.93(12.39) AVERAGE 11.75( 12.20)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 12.29(12.77) 125 11.41(11.85) 126 12.09(12.56) 127 12.45(12.93) AVERAGE 12.06( 12.52)
PS55O - OUTERWALL 146 10.33(10.73) 147 11.28(11.71) 148 11.27(11.71) 149 11.17 11.60) AVERAGE 11.01( 11.44)
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 12.03(12.50) 151 11.42(11.86) 152 12.23(12.70) 153 12.16(12.63) AVERAGE 11.96( 12.42)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 11.00)11.42) 155 10.53(10.93)
PS7n - OUTERWALL 156 10.76(11.17) 157 11.26(11.69) 158 11.73(12.18) 159 12.12(12.58)
160 13.02(13.52) 161 14.05(14.59)
PS80 - OUTERWALL 162 14.81(15.38) 163 15.07(15.65)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 18.14(18.84) 165 15.62(16.22) 166 14.70(15.27) 167 15.23(15.82) AVERAGE 15.92( 16.54)
PS91 - INNERWALL 168 14.45(15.00) 169 15.90(16.51) 170 13.76(14.29) 171 13.64(14.17) AVERAGE 14.44( 1a.99)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 16.07(16.69) 173 15.59(16.19) 174 15.20(15.78) 175 15.06(15.64) AVERAGE 15.48( 16.08)
PS101 - INNERWALL 176 15.80(16.41) 177 15.24(15.83) 178 14.75(15.31) 179 13.74(14.27) AVERAGE 14.88( 15.46)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 15.44(16.03)
PS1O21 - INNERWALL 181 15.34(15.93)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 15.73(16.34)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 15.62(16.22)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 16.02(16.64)
PS106I - INNERWALL 185 15.88(16.49)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.24(16.86)
PSI081 - INNERWALL 187 16.09(16.71)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 16.70(17.35) 189 16.57(17.20) .190 16.42(17.05) 191 16.31(16.94) AVERAGE 16.50( 17.14)
PS11I - INNERWALL 192 16.60(17.24) 193 16.40(17.04) 194 16.29(16.92) 195 16.15(16.78) AVERAGE 16.36( 16.99)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 16.30(16.93) 197. 17.73(18.41) 198 16.77(17.42) 19 16.33(16.06) AVERAGE 16.78( 17.43)
PS1?1 - INNERWALL 200 16.68(17.32) 201 17.37)18.04) 202 16.64(17.2R) 203 16.31(16.94) AVFRAGF 16.75( 17.39)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 1R.43(19.14)
i PS131 - INNERWALL 469 18.10(R1.80)
1% POINT 12 READING 284 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG **94* 13-21-39 2/ r/73
01 PTS - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROJUD PS8 - Hi
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
128 14.06( 14.60) 129 14.23( 14.78) 120 10.96( 11.38) 124 12.29( 12.17)
130 14.13( 14.68) 131 14.28( 14.83) 121 12.n3( 12.49) 17 11.41( 11.P5)
132 14.42( 14.98) 133 13.92( 14.45) 122 12.07( 12.14) 126 12.n0 ( 12.56)
134 14.14( 14.69) 135 14.09( 14.63) 123 11.03( 12.30) 1?7 12.4 ( 12.03)
136 14.10( 14.64) 137 14.40( 14.96)
138 14.18( 14.73) 139 13.94(1 14.47)
10 14.24( 14.79) 141 14.36( 14.91)
142 13.93( 14.46) 143 14.05( 14.59)
144 13.78( 14.31) 145 13.64( 14.17)
PT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 22.05( 22.90) IMMERSION Q - AVG 22.27( 23.12) IMMFRSInF, 0, - AVG 20.97( 21.7q)
ANGLE 136 ANGLE 320 ANGLE 72 ANGLF 248 ANIGlr 168 ANGLE 35?
204 25.26( 26.24) 215 20.23( 21.01) 226 24.88( 25.84) 237 20.73 21.53) 248 2n.45( 21.24) 259 20.29( 21.n7)
205 22.01( 22.85) 216 18.70( 19.43) 227 22.91( 23.80) 238 19.84( 20.61) 249 18.91( 19.64) 260 21.26( 22.0P)
206 19.56( 20.31) 217 19.19( 19.93) 228 23.40( 24.31) 239 20.841 21.65) 250 1R.45( 19.16) 261 21.33( 22.15)
207 20.74( 21.54) 218 19.70( 20.46) 229 24.00( 24.93) 240 21.33( 22.15) 251 19.43( 20.18) 262 21.28( 22.10)
208 23.46( 24.36) 219 19.77( 20.53) 230 23.71( 24.62) 241 21.21( 22.03) 252 21.91( 21.72) 263 21.26( 22.08)
209 25.31( 26.29) 220 19.80( 20.56) 231 23.30( 24.20) 242 21.4n( 22.22) 253 21.38( 22.20) 264 21.25( 22.n7)
210 25.62( 26.61) 221 19.81( 20.57) 232 23.05( 23.94) 243 21.66( 22.49) 254 21.45( 22.28) 265 21.15( 21.96)
211 25.68( 26.67) 222 20.04( 20.82) 233 22.91( 23.79) 244 21.52( 22.?5) 255 21.58( 22.41) 266 21.09( 21.91)
212 25.70( 26.69) 223 20.38( 21.16) 234 22.84( 23.72) 245 21,55( 22.38) 256 21.74( 22.58) 267 21.16( 21.97)
213 25.73( 26.72) 224 20.57( 21.37) 235 22.84( 23.72) 246 21.72( 22.56) 257 21.98( 22.82) 268 21.20( 22.n2)
214 25.83( 26.82) 225 20.591 21.38) 236 22.83( 23.71) 247 21.6R8 22.52) 258 22.24( 23.10) 269 20.69( 21.49)
IMMERSION D - AVG 21.98( 22.83) IMMERSION E - AVG 21.41) 22.23) IMMERSION F - AVG 21.67( 22.50)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 24A
270 23.74( 24.66) 281 20.60( 21.40) 292 21.43( 22.25) 303 21.15( 21.96) 314 22.39 23.25) 325 21.48( 22.30)
271 21.30( 22.12) 282 20.02( 20.79) 293 20.57( 21.36) 304 20.22( 21.On) 315 21.03( 21.84) 326 20.16( 20n.94)
272 20.66( 21.46) 283 20.89( 21.70) 294 21.95( 22.79) 305 21.13( 21.95) 316 21.75( 22.59) 327 21.37( 22.19)
273 22.51( 23.37) 284 20.99( 21.80) 295 21.96( 22.81) 306 21.23( 22.05) 317 22.41( 23.28) 328 21.51( 22.33)
274 23.69( 24.61) 285 20.96( 21.77) 296 21.R8( 22.72) 307 21.21( 22.03) 31b 22.47( 23.34) 329 21.49( 722.2)
275 23.89( 24.81) 286 20.86( 21.66) 297 21.81( 22.65) 308 21.22( 22.04) 319 22.39( 23.25) 330 21.45( 22.27)
276 23.90( 24.83) 287 20.78( 21.58) 298 21.76) 22.60) 309 21.20( 22.02) 320 22.23( 23.09) 331 21.41( 22.24)
277 23.93( 24.85) 288 20.73( 21.53) 299 21.741 22.59) 310 21.24( 22.nA) 321 22.07( 22.92) 332 21.40( 22.23)
278 23.94( 24.86) 289 20.69( 21.49) 300 21.70( 22.54) 311 21.31( 22.13) 322 21.PR( 22.71) 333 21.37( 22.19)
279 23.97( 24.90) 290 20.65( 21.44) 301 21.67( 22.50) 312 21.33( 22.15) 323 21.71( 22.55) 334 21.46( 22.29)
280 24.00( 24.92) 291 20.66( 21.45) 302 21.63, 22.47) 313 21.'6( 22.18) 324 21.51( 22.34) 335 14.70( 1.27)
IMMERSION G - AVG 20.05( 20.82) IMMERSION H - AVG 19.22(1 19.96) IMMERSION J - AVG 20.48( 21.27)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLF 216
336 14.85( 15.42) 347 21.55( 22.38) 358 18.42( 19.1?) 369 21.39( 22.22) 380 23.37( 24.27) 391 20.14( 2n.02)
337 18.51( 19.23) 348 20.07( 20.84) 359 18.56( 19.28) 370 21.36( 22.1]) 381 22.45( 23.32) 392 19.25( Q.q09)
338 17.71( 18.39) 349 20.92( 21.72) 360 18.36( 19.07) 371 20.61( 21.41) 382 20.76( 21.56) 393 18.06( R1.75)
339 17.471 18.15) 350 21.61( 22.44) 361 17.75( 18.44) 372 19.44( 2n0.)) 383 10.16( 10.90) 394 17.64( 1.82)
340 17.43( 18.10) 351 21.62( 22.46) 362 17.30( 17.97) 373 19.03( 19.76) 384 1R.75( 19.4R) 395 17.7,( 12.43)
341 17.53( 18.21) 352 21.66( 22.50) 363 17.04( 17.60) 37& 19.58( 2n.?3) 3d5 10.48( 20.23) 396 18.27( 18.00)
342 17.81( 18.49) 353 21.66( 22.50) 364 17.00( 17.6A) 375 20.49( 21.?2) 386 20.83( 21.63) 397 1s.8( )0.cc)
343 18.24( 18.95) 354 21.62) 22.46) 365 17.r7( 17.77) 376 21.02( 21.F3) 3H7 22.19( 23.04) 308 19.3)( 27.np)
344 14.97( 15.54) 355 21.66( 22.50) 366 17.49( 1R8.1 ) 377 21.19( 22.01) 3o8 22.63( 23.5n ) 399 1).7,( 20.;4)
345 18.81( 19.54) 356 21.70( 22.54) 367 17.99( 18.Q9) 379 21.29f 22.11) 389 22.69( 23.56) 4an 20.6( 2n.3 )
346 18.60( 19.32) 357 21.75( 22.59) 368 18.96( 19.o0) 37Q 21.38( 2.20) 390 22.65( 23.52) L01 20.24( 21.n2)
PFINT 12 REAnINIC 2R4 *** TRANSFMIC F RIG .- 13-2 -3 21 .7
TT12 - STA(;E FXIT TnTAL
IMMERSION A IMMERSInN 8 I8tFRSION' '. IMAFRS!nP n I1R Pi,
AVG 620.57(620.36) AVG 610.29(610.09) AVG 604.2Q(604.00) AVG 0*O.2O(60.q09) AV1 5q9.61( 0 0o.4)
402 606.41(606.21) 409 601.59(601.39) 416 596.14(595.94) 423 609.59( O.?9) 430 595.97(0,.7R)
403 592.93(592.73) 410 609.64(609.44) 417 592.70(592.5) 424 5Q.42(596.23) 431 nq*,59(4n0.39)
404 609.64(609.44) 411 594.34(594.14) 418 590.04(589.8R) 425 596.0R(95.P9) 432 584.29(524. n )
405 609.36(609.16) 412 592.02(;91.83) 419 586.9P(186.79) 426 099.91(59.71) &13 609.04(0q0.44)
406 663.16(662.94) 413 652.46(652.24) 420 644.83(644.62) 427 641.3-(341.1&) 134 627.P9(62?.E)
407 629.71(629.51) 414 619.47(619.26) 421 609.36(609.16) 428 412.26(612.06) 435 598.672159.42)
408 609.64(609.44) 415 607.08(606.88) 422 600.19(599.99) 429 607.08(606.PO ) 436 596.59(56.39)
IMMERSION F IMMFRSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 590.75(590.56) AVG 594.56(594.37) AVG 594.94(594.74) AVG 600.66(60n.46)
437 609.64(609.44) 444 588.00(587.81) 451 589.87(989.68) 458 593.10(592.q0)
438 609.64(609.44) 445 588.74(588.55) 452 609.42(609.22) 459 92.53(592.4)
439 580.61(580.42) 446 575.70(575.51) 453 577.76(577.57) 460 5t3.35(583.15)
440 592.08(591.88) 447 588.46(588.26) 494 586.19(R85.99) 461 589.25(589.06)
441 606.13(605.93) 448 603.50(603.30) 455 604.56(604.36) 462 604.94(604.64)
442 599.74(599.54) 449 610.76(610.56) 456 617.48(617.27) 463 621.35(621.14)
443 590.27(590.07) 450 595.58(595.38) 457 593.15(592.96) 464 595.92( 95.72)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 604.21(604.01)
OUTERWALL
475 597.94(597.74) 477 597.49(597.29) 479 623.00(622.80) 481 619.03(618.82) AVFRAGE 609.37(609.16)
INNFRWALL
485 593.77(593.58) 488 597.10(596.90) 491 595.46(595.27) AVERAGE 595.44(595.25)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PS1A) 493 15.90 494 15.96 AVG 14.93
DELTA PRESSURE (PSi) 497 1.49 498 1.52 AVG 1.51
TEMPERATURE IR) 500 609.48 501 609.70 AVG 609.59
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.85 504 15.86 AVG 15.85
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.54 508 2.53 AVG 2.53
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 592.47 511 592.81 AVG 592.64
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 316.42 619 236.65
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 3.05 620 2.37
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 564.83 621 532.93
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.499 513 8.023 514 8.009 515 7.996 516 8.069 517 8.059 518 4.0t5 519 7.995
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE BATH
520 491.382 521 491.505 522 491.444 523 491.382 524 491.444 525 491.321
-A
-IERIN-- I/t7IT -- TIME 9-22- " ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - RLD 2 ****,
POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMR 14.74 TAMP 519.6 TTI>F 13 2 i
STATAR EXIT ---'CTIU AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
1/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTInN
**** OVERALL PFRFORMA~CF ,~
MECHINICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12813.9350 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 14.2q95 AWTIFNT DPRESSIRP 14.7495FOI!IVALFNT SPEED (RPM) = 12812.6200 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 14.7224 A'E ENT T-',PFATIRF = 519.6ARIPERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.2474 INLET FLOW (STA 5) 152.P430 I-LFT TnTAL PFSSljRFH(MA) = 14.2695
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0112 ORIFICE EUI\/ALFNT FLOW 14.67 INL T TEAPFRarP=F 51P.79f9ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 0.9310 BELLWOUTW EDIUIVALFNT PLW,= 144.9443 6 LLOTII0TL TnTlL PRSSIIRF = 14.4092
nRF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO 
.9353 INLET EOIIVALENT FLOW 22r,.n(;r iLTA PRESSuR- (nP/p) = .n!=;8EOVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 41.3682 EXIT FLOW (STA 1?) = 12.1344 EXIT TOTAL PR-SSIIrU (iA) = 21.3161EOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 32.5344 MIXING nllDCT TEMPFRATURE 60,6.10P6 EXIT TEMPERATIJR (STAI') 603.0N24PERCENT DESIGN FOVT. FLOW= 99.0918 INNER ORIFICE FLW 52.469,  STAF P8ESSfIR- RATI(IA) 1.4q38DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0286 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = P9.83 5 TJROIjFMFTFR READING 
- .0INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 2,.nnn P599 14.7514
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC FFFICIEN.Y POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWERWAKE RAKES 0.1624 0.7466 0.7605 4077.69MIXING DUCT- 0.1683 0.7204 0.7357 4226.24TOROIUEMETER 
-0.0059 * 8 
-149.00
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
IMMERSION A B C 0 E F G H JPRESSURE RATIO 1.5331 1.4942 1.5798 1.5085 1.4654 1.4855 1.400q 1.4926 1.3631TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1783 0.1852 0.1682 0.1746 0.1572 0.1437 0.1431 0.1462 0.1521ADI BATIC EFFItIENCY 0.7262 0.6548 0.8278 0.7120 0.7322 0.8313 n.7051 0.8275 0.607?POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7421 0.6736 0.8385 0.72I n.7462 0.8404 0.718- 0.8370 0.6239TOTAL PRESSURE 21.8778 21.3222 22.;430 21.;260 20.9114 21.1978 19.9894 21.2992 19.4513TOTAL TEMPERATJRE 611.33 614.87 606.07 609.40 600.38 593.39 503.0i 594.68 597.72STATIC PRESSURE 16.8988 16.8968 16 .R947 16.8892 16.PP17 16.8736 16.8679 16.8660 16.P643
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 161.3665 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3638 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.156EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0207 TURBINE AIR FLOW = ?24.R7INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1599.6368 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2728 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.4n34FXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1110.0302 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0. 6 607 BEARING TEMP 0IC. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 452 541
PO TNT 12 READIN G 284 ** TRA S IC F ,, IG 7..* 2-2- ri 'I /7 :
PT1 - PITOT STATIC RAKE AF-Ar 1.*4 14.2)
25 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.53( 14.97) 27 0.00( 0.00) 28 n0f.0( n.ol) 29 16,.4( I. oY) q30 I.00  .)
31 14.51( 14.94) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.3(1 14.9/) 4 0.00n( n.00) 35 14.48( ].vl) 36 (.nn0 n.~ )
37 14.46( 14.89) 38 14.49( 14.92) 39 14.45( 14.89) Ln 0.0on( 0.001 41 14.4)( 14.91) 42 14.4P ( 14.c1)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.48( 14.91) 45 O.00( 0.00) 46 14.51( 14.c5) 47 n.n ( 0.00) L 14.5L( 1L.)7)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.48( 14.91) 51 0.00( 0.00) 82 0.00( o.o0) >3 14.82( 1L.-5)
PS1 - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVFKRAGF 13.36( 13.75)
54 13.74( 14.15) 55 0.0n( 0.00) 56 13.31( 13.73) 57 0.00( 0.00) t 0.00( n0.00) ;9 13.34( 13.73)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.28( 13.68) 62 0.00( 0.00) 63 13.33( 13.73) 64 n.n ( O.00) 65 0.00( n0.0)
66 13.32( 13.72) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.00( 0.00) 70 0.00( 0.00) 71 13.30( 13.69)
72 13.30( 13.69) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.33( 13.73) 75 0.00( o.0) 76 13.31( 13.71) 77 0.00( n.00nn)
78 13.32( 13.72) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.0 0.00) 81 13.34( 13.74) 82 13.36( 13.76)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPFRATURF AVERA(GF 518.791(1l.68)
2 518.85(518.75) 3 518.85(518.75) 4 518.61(518.51) 6 518.97(51A.87) 9 51R.97(518.87) 10 518.79(1i.69)
11 518.55(518.45) 14 518.97(518.87) 15 518.61(518.51) 16 518.73(518.63) 18 51R.67(518.57) 21 519.09(51P.99)
22 518.55(518.45) 23 518.79(518.69)
PSBW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 0.00( o.0n)
84 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 12.23(12.60) 90 11.51(11.85) AVFRAGE 11.87( 12.22)
PS31 - INNERWALL 92 12.23(12.59) 94 11.50(11.84) AVERAGE 11.86( 12.22)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 12.28(12.65) 98 11.49(11.84) AVFRAGE 11.89( 12.24)
PS41 - INNERWALL 100 12.34(12.71) 102 11.59(11.93) AVERAGE 11.96( 12.32)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 12.39(12.76) 106 11.45(11.79) AVERAGE 11.92( 12.28)
PS43I - INNERWALL 108 12.58(12.96) 110 11.66(12.01) AVERAGE 12.12( 12.48)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.60(12.97) 114 11.55(11.90) AVERAGE 12.07( 12.43)
PS46I - INNERWALL 116 12.66(13.04) 118 11.62(11.96) AVERAGE 12.14( 12.50)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 11.05(11.38) 121 11.30(11.64) 122 12.08(12.44) 123 12.04(12.40) AVERAGE 11.62( 11.96)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 12.41(12.78) 125 12.14(12.50) 126 11.27(11.61) 127 12.43(12.80) AVERAGE 12.06( 12.42)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 10.44(10.75) 147 10.73(11.05) 148 11.30(11.64) 149 11.21(11.54) AVERAGE 10.92( 11.24)
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 12.11(12.47) 151 11.98(12.34) 152 11.76(12.11) 153 12.15(12.51) AVERAGE 12.00( 12.36)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 10.98(11.30) 155 10.6P(11.00)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.97(11.30) 157 11.43(11.77) 158 12.07(12.43) 159 12.35(12.72)
160 13.20(13.60) 161 14.23(14.66)
PSn0 - OUTERWALL 162 14.96)15.40) 163 15.30(15.76)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 17.64(18.17) 165 15.85(16.32) 166 14.84(15.28) 167 15.20(15.66) AVERAGE 15.88( 16.36)
PS91 - INNERWALL 168 14.04(14.46) 169 15.14(15.59) 170 13.66(14.07) 171 13.60(14.01) AVERAGE 14.11( 14.53)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 16.36(16.85) 173 15.82(16.29) 174 15.35(15.81) 175 15.13(15.58) AVERAGE 15.66( 16.13)
PSIOI - INNERWALL 176 15.95(16.43) 177 15.62(16.09) 179 15.46(15.92) 179 15.36(15.82) AVERAGE 15.60( 16.07)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 15.75(16.22)
PS102I - INNERWALL 181 15.41(15.87)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 16.07(16.55)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 15.52(15.98)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 16.34(16.83)
PSi061 - INNERWALL 185 15.76(16.23)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.49(16.98)
PS1081 - INNERWALL 187 16.07(16.55)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 16.98(17.49) 189 16.84(17.34) 190 16.65(17.15) 191 16.53(17.03) AVERAGE 16.75( 17.25)
PSIII - INNERWALL 192 16.75(17.25) 193 16.56(17.06) 194 16.29(16.78) 195 16.27(16.76) AVERAGE 16.47( 16.96)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 16.26(16.75) 197 17.47(17.99) 198 17.35(17.PA) 199 16.50(17.00) AVERAGE 16.90( 17.40.)
PS121 - INNERWALL 200 16.44(16.93) 201 17.17(17.68) 202 17.36(17.P8) 203 16.47(16.96) AVFRAGE 16.86( 17.36)
PS130 - OUTERWALL 465 18.44(18.99)
PS131 - INNERWALL 469 18.09(18.64)
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RERUN 1/31/73 TIME 9-24-'4 **** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - RLD 2 ***,4
POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMB 14.74 TAMP 519.6 TI;,F 13 3n ] p;]
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM ANDi RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
I/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION
***** OVERALL PERFORMAmIE ** **
MFCHINICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12797.3562 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW 142.1457 AMBIFNT PRESSURP = 1.7495
EDOUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12798.8424 BFLLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 140.57C0 AMBIENT TEMPERATIIRE 519.6R81
PERCENT EOUIVALENT SPEED = 100.1395 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 117.5890 INLET TOTAL P ESSREF(MA) = 13.3101
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0111 ORIFICF FOUIVALFNT FLOW = 156.9279 INLET TFMPFRAURE = 51B.5676
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.2088 BELLMOUTH EUIIVALFNT FLOW= 155.1983 BELLMnUTH TtT L PRESSURE = 14.4962
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9519 INLET FOUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0000 DELTA PRESSIIR- (OP/P) = 0.01R
EQVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 44.2923 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 149.3157 EXIT TOTAL PR7SSURE (4A) = 21.2n37
EQVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA =  34.8341 MIXING DUCT TEMPFRATURE = 606.0022 EXIT TEMPFRATURF (STA 12)= 605.1263
PERCENT DESIGN EOVT. FLOW= 106.0961 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 52.1720 STAGE PAFSSIURE RATIOIMA) = 1.5930
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0224 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 80.97?- TOROUFMETER RaAOING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 P599 = 14.7513
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC FFFICIENY POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1669 0.8507 0,8601 4184.96
MIXING DUCT 0.1686 0.8421 0.8521 4227.49
TOROUEMETER -0.0059 ******* ******* -148.80
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
4MMERSION A B c n F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5600 1.6200 1.7556 1.5597 1.6044 1.5119 1.6130 1.5262 1.4240
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1882 0.1749 0.1754 0.1854 0.1610 0.1540 0.1387 0 1432 0,14?7
ADIAfAI EfFICENCY - 0.7176 0.8429 0.9921 0.7283 0.8961 0.8122 1.0533 0.8953 0.7496
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.7346 0.8532 0.9927 0.7447 0.9028 0.8228 1,0494 0.9013 0.7618
TOT4L PRESSURE 20.7645 21.5629 23.3678 20.7599 21.3551 20.1238 21.4694 20.3151 19.0068
TOTAL TEMPFRAfTRE 616.20 609.27 609.54 614.72 602.09 598.46 590.5? 592.82 592.57
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8368 16.8328 16.8287 16.8179 16.8031 16.7873 16.7760 16.7723 16.76RQ
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET T0fLTC-5ESJOR-E .- = 161.0943 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3446 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.3605
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0145 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.7507
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1602.4217 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2694 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.1112
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1114.5826 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6605 BEARING TEMP NO. I = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 452 541
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POINIT 12 READING 284 ***** TRANSONIC FAdh RIG N1 s ~ 1-30n-51 2/ /73 L
TT12 - STAGE EXIT TOTAL
IMMERSION A IMMERSION 8 IMMERSION C IMMFRSn n I n eqI
AVG 616.20(616.35) AVG 609.27(609.41) AVG 609.6~1609.6R) AVG 614.72(614.7) AVG AO?.n9(n2.23)
402 598.84(598.98) 409 592.36(592.50) 416 594.51(594.64) 423 609.64(09.7P ) 430) 5H89 (1589.7)
403 634.75(634.90) 410 609.64(609.78) 417 635.19(635.3 ) 424 626.58(626.73) 431 609.A4(60.7A)
404 609.59(609.73) 411 658.33(65A.48) 418 651.16(651.31) 425 6a3.36(643.51) 432 627.63(6?7.771
405 609.59(609.73) 412 592.64(592.78) 419 586.424586.55) 426 598.g(599.n4) 433 609.64(6n9.7R)
406 610.59(610.73) 413 602.71(602.85) 470 595.30(595.43) 427 601.6"(601.79) 434 59q.,0(5Q4.1A )
407 602.10(602.24) 414 592.47(592.61) 421 591.91(592.05) 428 601.37(601.51) 435 593.55(593.6a)
408 609.59(609.73) 415 594.62(594.76) 422 594.17(594.31) 429 605.74(605.PR) 436 595.07(595.21)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 598.46(598.60) AVG 590.52(590.66) AVG 592.82(592.96) AVG 592.57(592.71)
437 609.64(609.78) 444 578.21(578.35) 451 579.58(579.772 458 582.89(583.03)
438 609.64(609.78) 445 580.33(680.46) 452 609.48(609.62) 459 580.27(580n.0)
439 609.70(609.84) 446 606.46(606.60) 453 606.74(606.88) 460 606.13(604.27)
440 584.43(584.56) 447 582.38f582.51) 454 580.50(580.63) 461 584.31(584.45)
441 587.04(587.18) 448 593.72(593.85) 455 594.90(595.04) 462 600.47(600.61)
442 595.58(595.72) 449 593.55(593.68) 456 594.90(595.04) 463 598.62(98R.76)
443 590.59(590.63) 450 594.39(594.53) 457 593.21(593.15) 464 592.19(592.33)
TT14 - MIXING DCT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 606.00(606.14
OniTERWALL
475 612.43(612.57) 477 612.54(612.68) 479 611.37(611.51) 481 610.48(610.62) AVERAGE 611.70(611.84)
INNERWALL
485 596.03(596.17) 488 596.70(596.84) 491 595.75(595.88) AVERAGE 996.16(94.301
FLOWS
OIITER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.93 494 15.97 AVG 15.95
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.51 498 1.54 AVG 1.53
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 609.87 501 610.42 AVG 610.14
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.83 504 15.84 AVG 15.83
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.51 508 2.49 AVG 2.50
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 592.47 511 592.87 AVG 592.67
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSIA) 622 313.12 619 236.72
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 2.28 620 2.35
TEMPERATIURE (R) 624 564.42 621 533.88
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.496 513 8.003 514 8.016 515 8.000 516 8.052 517 8.042 518 4.012 519 8.002
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE BATH
520 491.444 521 491.382 522 491.566 523 491.260 524 491.260 925 491.137
RERUK T7TS TIME 9-26- 2 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG - iPLD 2 ****
POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PA9B 14.74 TAMR 519.6 TIMF !3 3l 2
STATOR E)IY - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
1/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFFRFNTIAL DISTORTION
***** OVERALL PFRFORMANiF *** ;
MECHANICAL SPFE (RPM) = 12810.6180 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 1I.9942 AMBIENT PRFSSJRF 1 .. 7495FOIlIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12802.1692 BFLLMOIITH ACTUAL FLOW = 1-n.35c AMRBITENT TFMPF ATUIRE = 51Q.6 P 1PERCENT EOUIVALENT SPEFD = 100.1656 INLET FLnW (STA 5) = 110.0564 INLFT TOTAL PRFSSIRF(MA) = 13.3507
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0116 ORIFICE EDUIVALENT FLOW = 156.4049 INLFT TErPERPAURE = 519.373?
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.1926 BELLMOUTH EOUIIVALFNT FLOW= 154.6037 BELLMOUTr T9TIL PRESSIIRF = 14.1-979ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9403 INLET EUIIIVALENT FLOW = 0.0orn UELTA PRFSSIIR_ (I)P/P) = n0.791
EOVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 44.1447 EXIT FLOW (STA 1?) 150.9935 EXIT TOTAL PRSSJRE (MA) = 1.2919EQVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 34.7180 MIXING DUCT TEMPFRATURE = 607.6727 EXIT TEMPERATJURE (STA 12)= 606.4?19PERCENT DESIGN EQVT. FLOW= 105.7426 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 52.0841 STAGE PEFSSURE RATIO(MA) = 1.5948
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0161 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = P9.91q00 TOROUFMFTER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 P599 = 14.7514
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC FFFICIENr.Y POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY HORSFPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1676 0.8493 0.8589 4204.44
- T - ING DUCT 0.1700 0.8372 0.8475 4265.12
TOROUEMETER * -0.0059 
******* s *** 
-148.96
STAGE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
. M-RSION . A B C D F F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5244 1.6749 1.6053 1.6189 1.6569 1.5238 1.6o0? 1.4405 1.4681
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.2113 0.1799 0.1807 0.1794 0.1579 0.1433 0.1478 0.1451 0.15o0ADIABAT FF ICIENCY 0.6037 0.8800 0.7992 0.8201 0.9808 0.8908 0.9706 0.7560 0.7713
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.6263 0.8883 0.8121 0.8318 0.9821 0.8971 0.9725 0.7682 0.7833
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.3531 22.3622 21.4329 21.6136 22.1216 20.3445 21.3648 19.2320 19.6003
TOTAL TEMP RA JRE 629.14 612.85 613.23 612.59 601.40 593.81 596.17 594.75 597.31
STATIC PRESSURE 16.9078 16.9010 16.8942 16.8760 16.8512 16.8247 16.8n56 16.7996 16.798R
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET fOTfAL-WRESiU = 160.8222 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3255 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.500EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0202 TURBINE AIR FLOW = 24.7234
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1601.3078 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2726 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.2237
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1116.2888 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.66?2 BEARING TEMP 'O. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 452 541
POINT 12 REAOING 294 ****0 TRANSONMIC FAN, ")C **4* 1 -1-52 / '/7- A .
PTI - PITOT STATIC RAKF f\/ A(; Jzog( A\Z
25 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.53( 15.99) 27 0.0nn( 0o n) 9 3 0.00( 0.00) 29 14.47( 15.93) 30 0.0( .on)
31 14.51( 15.97) 3? 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.52( 15.oQ ) 34 0.0n( 0 .0) 35 14.4R( 15.04) 36 0.00( r.no)
37 14.46( 15.92) 3R 14.49( 15.95) 39 14.44( 15.89) L0 0.00( 0.0o) 41 14.49( 15.95) 42 14.~9( 1R.9).
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.48( 15.94) 45 0.00( 0.o00) 46 1.51( 15.c7) 47 0.0nn n.nn) 48 14.54( 1,.n()
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.48( 15.94) 51 0.00( 0.00) 52 0.00n( 0.00) 53 14.52( 15.9A)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVFkRAF 13.36( 14.70)
54 13.74( 15.13) 55 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.34( 14.6R) 57 0.00( 0.00) 58 n.00( o.nn) 59 13.34( 1a.9a)
60 0.00( 0.00) 61 13.29( 14.63) 62 0.00( 0.00) 63 13.33( 14.67) 64 0.00( 0.0n) 65 0.00( 0.00)
66 13.33( 14.67) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.00( 0.00) 70 o.no( 0.00) 71 13.30( 14.64)
72 13.30( 14.64) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.33( 14.67) 75 O.00( 0.00) 76 13.32( 14.6,) 77 0.00 0.00)
78 13.33( 14.67) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.00( 0.00) 81 13.35( 14.69) B2 13.37( 14.72)
TT0 - INLET SCRFEN TEMPERATURE AVERAG5 519.37(1-R.'-)
2 519.51(518.83) 3 519.33(518.65) 4 519.27(518.50) 6 919.r7(51P.P9) 9 519.51(51R.93) In 51'.151 9.47)
11 519.09(518.41) 14 519.81(519.13) 15 519.09(18.41) 16 519.03(51P.?5) 18 519.45(51P.77) 21 519.93(510.25)
22 519.03(518.35) 23 519.33(518.65)
PStW - 8ELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE 0.00( 1n0,)
A4 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 12.11(13.33) 90 11.75(12.93) AVERAGE 11.93( 13.13)
PS3I - INNERWALL 92 12.07(13.28) 94 11.67(12.85) AVFRAGE 11.971 13.07)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 12.21(13.44) 98 11.78(12.97) AVERAGE 12.no( 11.21)
PS4 - INNERWALL 100 12.27(13.50) 102 11.75(12.93) AVERAGE 12.01( 11.22)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 12.34113.59) 106 11.84(13.03) AVERAGE 12.09( 13.31)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 12.52113.79) 110 11.96113.17) AVERAGE 12.24( 13.48)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.57(13.83) 114 12.17(13.401 AVERAGE 12.37( 13.62)
PS46I - INNERWALL 116 12.65(13.92) 118 12.00(13.21) AVERAGE 12.32( 13.57)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 12.00(13.21) 121 11.25(12.38) 122 11.71(12.89) 123 12.11(13.33) AVERAGE 11.77( 12.95)
PS51 - INNERWALL 124 12.45(13.70) 125 12.45(13.70) 126 11.83(13.02) 127 11.33(12.48) AVERAGE 12.01( 13.23)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 11.16(12.281 147 10.68(11.76) 148 11.12(12.25) 149 11.33(12.47) AVERAGE 11.07( 12.19)
PS55I - INNERWALL 150 12.15(13.37) 151 12.16(13.38) 152 11.60(12.77) 153 11.37(12.52) AVERAGE 11.82( 1I.01)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 10.24(11.27) 155 10.70(11.78)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.88(11.97) 157 11.42(12.57) 158 11.77(12.95) 159 16.72(1R.41)
160 16.55(18.22) 161 18.95(20.85)
PS80 - OUTERWALL 162 18.20)20.04) 163 18.82(20.72)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 15.29(16.83) 165 18.03(19.85) 166 15.14(16.66) 167 15.29(16.84) AVERAGE 15.94( 17.54)
PS91 - INNERWALL 168 13.87(15.27) 169 13.95(15.35) 170 15.05(16.57) 171 13.83(15.23) AVRA;GE 14.18( 1.6n0)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 20.16(22.19) 173 18.97(20.88) 174 17.66419.44) 175 16.48118.14) AVERAGE 18.32( 20.16)
PS1OI - INNERWALL 176 13.68(15.06) 177 13.37(14.71) 178 13.20(14.53) 179 13.08(14.40) AVERAGE 13.33) 14.67)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 18.49(20.35)
PSI021 - INNERWALL 181 13.04(14.35)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 18.73(20.61)
PS1041 - INNERWALL 183 11.72(12.90)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 18.52(20.39)
PS1061 - INNERWALL 185 12.88(16.17)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 18.15(19.98)
PS1081 - INNERWALL 187 13.85(15.24)
PS110 - OUTERWALL 188 18.57(20.44) 189 18.47(20.33) 190 18.21(20.n4) 191 17.98(19.79) AVERAGE 18.31( 20.15)
PSIII - INNERWALL 192 15.17(16.70) 193 14.93(16.44) 194 14.75(16.24) 195 14.35(15.79) AVERAGE 14.R80 1A.29)
PS120 - OUTERWALL 196 16.42(18.07) 197 16.32(17.96) 198 17.68(19.-7) 199 17.22(1.96) AVERAGE 16.91( 19.A1)
PS121 - INNERWALL 200 16.49(1R.15) 201 16.12(17.75) 202 17.27(19.01) 2~n 17.25(19.99) AVFRAGE 16.7R( 1A.&7)
PS130 - OUITER4 ALL 465 18.32(20.16)
PS13I - INNERWALL 469 1.12(19.95)
POINT 12 REAOING 284 ***** TRANIONIC FAN RIG *--** 13-11-52 2/ 8/7
PT5 - ROTOR INLET RAKE PS5 - SHROfl) PS; - HIj
ANGLE 251 ANGLE 071
1?8 12.401 13.65) 129 14.19( 15.62) 120 ]?.00( 13.71) 124 12.4F( 1).7'1
130 12.33( 13.57) 131 14.41( 15.87) 121 11.2( 12.3t) 1? 12.4~5 13.70)
132 12.29( 13.53) 133' 14.42( 1.87) 122 11.71( 12.A P ) 12 11.8 ( 13.02)
134 12.31( 13.55) 135 14.47( 1.93) 123 12.11( 13.33) 17 11.33( 1'.4a)
136 12.331 13.57) 137 14.1( 15.5P)
138 12.40( 13.65) 139 14.461 1.91)
140 12.36( 13.61) 141 14.46( !5.92)
142 12.27( 13.51) 143 14.45( 15.91)
144 12.27( 13.51) 145 14.16( 1.58)
PT12 - STAGE EXIT TnTAL
IMMERSION A - AVG 20.35( 22.40) IMMFRSIN q - AVG 22.3( 24.A1) IMMFQSTnN C - AVr 21.43( 23.0)
ANGLE 136 ANGLF 320 ANGLE 72 ANGL F 24P ANGLE 168 AlNGLF 352
204 21.02( 23.14) 215 20.70( 22.79) 226 20.96( 23.07) 237 25.12( 27.A6) 248 20.93( 21.04) 29 20.28( 22.33)
205 19,.35( 21.30) 216 18.53( 20.39) 227 19.96( 21.97) 238 22.39( 24.65) 249 21.47( 23.63) 260 21.34) 2.49)
206 19.66( 21.64) 217 18.35( 20.19) 228 20.33{ 22.38) 239 20.08( 22.10) 250 21.3Rl ?.01) 261 21.261 23.40)
207 20.91( 23.02) 218 19.29( 21.24) 229 21.04( 23.16) 240 21.43( 23.58) 251 21.71( 23.90) 262 21.08( 23.20)
208 20.82( 22.92) 219 20.08( 22.10) 230 21.25( 23.39) 241 23.76( 26.16) 252 21.83( 24.03) 268 21.15( 2?.29)
209 20.67( 22.75) 220 20.18( 22.22) 231 21.021 23.13) 242 24.69( 27.18) 253 21.86( 24.06) 264 21.26( 21.41)
210 20.531 22.60) 221 20.44( 22.49) 232 21.02( 23.14) 243 24.68( 27.17) 254 21.84( 24.05) 265 21.191 23.3?)
211 20.55( 22.62) 222 20.89( 23.00) 233 21.24( 23.38) 244 24.68( 27.17) 255 21.79( 23.99) 266 21.14( 23.27)
212 20.60i 22.68) 223 21.13( 23.26) 234 21.20( 23.34) 245 24.63( 27.11) 256 21.78( 23.9A) 267 21.24( 23.38)
213 20.68( 22.77) 224 21.01( 23.13) 235 21.061 23.18) 246 24.60( 27.08) 257 21.81( 24.01) 268 21.14( 21.27)
214 20.671 22.76) 225 20.87( 22.97) 236 21.39( 23.84) 247 24.751 27.25) 258 21.51( 23.68) 269 20.73) 22.8?)
IMMERSION D - AVG 21.61( 23.79) IMMERSION E - AVG 22.12( 24.35) IMMERSION F - AVG 20.34( 22.39)
ANGLE 96 ANGLE 280 ANGLE 40 ANGLE 216 ANGLE 72 ANGLE 248
270 20.47( 22.54) 281 22.14( 24.37) 292 21.05 23.17) 303 23.171 25.50) 314 21.83( 24.03) 325 20.60( 22.68P)
271 20.11( 22.14) 282 21.26( 23.41) 293 19.97( 21.99) 304 21.15( 23.28) 315 20.55( 22.62) 326 19.85( 21.53)
272 21.08( 23.21) 283 19.92( 21.93) 294 21.19( 23.32) 305 21.88) 24.09) 316 21.8?( 24.02) 327 18.67( 20.55)
273 21.091 23.22) 284 21.51( 23.67) 295 21.28( 23.42) 306 22.80R 25.09) 317 21.96( 24.18) 328 17.88( 19.69)
274 20.90( 23.01) 285 22.94( 25.25) 296 21.28) 23.43) 307 23.20( 25.53) 318 21.961 24.17) 329 17.621 10.40)
275 20.77( 22.86) 286 23.11( 25.44) 297 21.27( 23.41) 308 23.55( 25.93) 319 21.4) ( 24.11) 330 17.69( 10.48)
276 20.69( 22.77) 287 23.05( 25.38) 298 21.23( 23.36) 300 23.66( 26.05) 320 21.80( 24.00) 331 18.06)( 10.8)
277 20.66( 22.75) 288 23.17( 25.51) 299 21.22( 23.36) 310 23.68( 26.07) 321 21.74( 23.93) 332 18.61( 20.49)
278 20.65( 22.74) 289 23.261 25.60) 300 21.24( 23.R8) 311 23.61( 26.02) 322 21.7P( 23.98) 333 19.371 21.33)
279 20.62( 22.70) 290 23.32( 25.67) 301 21.25( 23.30) 312 23.59( 25.97) 323 21.75( 23.94) 334 20.21( 27.25)
280 20.59( 22.66) 291 23.41( 25.77) 302 21.32( 23.47) 313 23.52( 25.89) 324 21.62( 23.80) 335 14.73( 1(.21)
IMMERSION G - AVG 21.36( 23.51) IMrFRSInN H - AVG 19.23( 21.1() IMMFRSIN I - Avr, 10.601 21.57)
ANGLE 168 ANGLE 352 ANGLF 96 ANGLE 2 0 ANGL F 40 ANGL 218
336 14.84( 16.33) 347 21.35( 23.51) 358 21.86 24.07) 369 17.74( 19.53) 380 2n.69( ?2.78) 391 20.48( 22.54)
317 20.54( 22.61) 348 20.04( 22.06) 359 21.85( 24.08) 370 17.73( 19.52) 381 20.13( 22.16) 392 19.R01 21.79)
338 21.721 23.91) 349 19.681 21.66) 360 21.59( 23.76) 371 17.65 19.43) 382 19.33( 21.28) 393 18.641 20.51)
339 22.36( 24.62) 350 20.57( 22.64) 361 20.11( 22.14) 372 17.58( 1Q9.2) 383 18.24( 20.0R) 394 18.n2( 10.3)
340 22.44( 24.70) 351 20.91( 23.01) 362 19.33( 21.28) 373 17.46( 10.22) 384 17.95( 19.65) 395 17.78( 10,57)
341 22.44( 24.70) 352 20.98( 23.10) 363 10.62( 21.59) 374 17.4?( 190.7) 385 l8.?7( 20.11) 39 17.91( 10.71)
342 22.42) 24.68) 353 20.98( 23.09) 364 20.39( 22.44) 375 17.41( 19.16) 3bb 19.171 21.10) 397 1 .291 0.13)
343 22.42( 24.68) 354 20.98( 23.10) 365 21.06( 23.18) 376 17.3( 19.19) q37 2n.16( 22.19) 9q3 18.03( 20.8a)
344 14.97( 16.48) 355 20.98( 23.10) 366 21.32( 73.47) 377 17.h( 19.22) 388 20.51 ( ?.57) 3q9 1.88( 21. I
345 22.28( 24.52) 356 20.99( 23.10) 367 21.40( 23.58) 37P !7.4R( 19.2&) 39 ?20.A( 72.68) 40, 2?(.u]( 2.01 )
346 22.17( 24.41) 357 21.011 ?3.13) 36R 1.Fl) 23.67) 379 17.571 1).34) ?3 2n. ) 22.73) i1 21.1( 1.*')1
PC) INT 12 READI0'G 284 r- TRA\'S[IC A : 17-31-52 / 8/77
TT12 - STAGE EXIT TnTAL
IMMERSION A IMMFRSInK R IMl FRSIO C. I.FS1nN I TIFP TiI 'ni
AVG 629.14(628.31) AVG 612.88(612.04) AVG 613.73(612.43) AVG 12. 5 (11.781 AVG 60n1. (Annl.61)
402 658.81(657.94) 409 651.05(650.20) 416 646.46(645.n0) 423 A00.91(60P.73) 430 h6~.09(625.26)
403 658.11(657.24) 410 609.53(608.73) 417 648.n3(647.17) 424 636.2P(f35.44) 431 649.31(6n8.50)
404 609.64(608.84) 411 621.40(620.58) 418 611.59(610.7P) 425 611.7nAl60.cn) 432 6hn.42(an.63)
405 609.64(608.84) 412 609.64(608.84) 419 609.64(60P.81) 426 604.34)(A3.54) 433 609.64(60.8H4)
406 601.93(601.13) 413 597.27(596.48) 4?0 990.3(590.0nA) 427 600.92(600,.3) 434 593.21(592.43)
407 601.87(601.08) 414 592.29(591.47) 421 592.87(592.09) 428 602.04(601.25) 435 590.7R(590.00)
408 609.59(608.78) 415 598.84(598.05) 422 596.53(595.75) 429 (06.57(605.77) 436 591.46(594.63)
IMMERSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSIn' J
AVG 593.81(593.03) AVG 596.17(595.38) AVG 594.75(593.97) AVG 597.31(596.12)
437 609.64(608.84) 444 593.04(592.26) 451 592.19(591.41) 498 591.01(591.13)
438 609.59(608.78) 445 610.09(609.28) 452 609.64(608.R4) 459 609.64(608.P4)
439 599.23(598.44) 446 609.81(609.01) 453 608.69(607.89) 460 608.81(608.00)
440 572.60(571.85) 447 576.27(575.51) 454 578.44(577.68) 461 581.18(580.42)
441 591.80(591.02) 448 591.80(591.02) 455 592.81(592.03) 462 596.82(596.03)
442 595.07(594.28) 449 590.83(590.06) 496 592.76(91.97) 463 595.18(594.40)
443 592.14(591.35) 450 591.23(590.45) 457 589.36(988.59) 464 599.31(588.53)
TT14 - MIXING DUCT TEMPERATURES AVFRAGF 607.67(60A.R7)
OUTERWALL
475 624.60(623.78) 477 623.44(622.62) 479 603.78(602.98) 481 603.78(602.98) AVERAGE 613.90(13A.09)
INNERWALL
485 595.92(595.13) *488 597.49(596.70) 491 597.32(596.53) AVEKAGE 596.91(596.12)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.93 494 15.97 AVG 15.95
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.51 498 1.54 AVG 1.53
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 611.09 501 610.98 AVG 611.03
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.83 504 15.84 AVG 15.83
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.50 508 2.48 AVG ?.49
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 593.83 511 594.28 AVG 594.05
TURRINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRESSURE (PSI4) 622 313.39 619 236.30
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 4.41 620 2.35
TEMPERATURE (R) 624 564.48 621 534.12
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.498 513 8.023 514 8.012 515 8.000 516 8.043 517 8.034 518 4.016 519 7.998
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE 8ATH
520 491.628 521 491.444 922 491.566 523 491.505 524 491.505 525 491.444
00
wO
RERUN 1/31/73 TIME 9-28- 5 ***** TRANSONIC FAN RIr - r LP 2 **4*
POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMB 14.74 TAMV 519.6 T IMc  3 31 52
STATOR EXIT - CIRCUM AND RADIAL MASS AVERAGED
1/REV - 90 DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION
***** OVERALL PEPFORMArCE *4 *
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPM) = 12814.4035 ORIFICE ACTUAL FLOW = 142.20AS AMBIENT PRESSIRE = 14.7495
EQUIVALENT SPEED (RPM) = 12810.8385 BELLMOUTH ACTUAL FLOW = 140.64?3 AMBIENT TEMPE.ATIRE = 519.6R81
PERCENT EQUIVALENT SPEED = 100.2334 INLET FLOW (STA 5) = 119.0564 INLET TOTAL PRESSURF(MA) = 13.8422
ORF TO BELL FLOW RATIO = 1.0111 ORIFICE FOUIVALENIT FLOW = 1 1.0239 I'NLFT TrMPERAFURE = 518.9769
ORF TO INLET FLOW RATIO = 1.1944 BFLLMOUTH EQUIVALENT FLn = 149.3597 bELLMOUJTH TOTIL PRESSURE = 14.4965
ORF TO EXIT FLOW RATIO = 0.9356 INLET EOUIVALENT FLOW = 0.0000 ELTA PRESSURE (nP/P) = 0.04 l
FQVT. FLOW PER ANN. AREA = 42.6254 EXIT FLOW (STA 12) = 151.9956 EXIT TOTAL PR-SSURF (MA) = 21.2361
FOVT. FLOW PER FRON. AREA= 33.5231 MIXING DUCT TEMPFRATURE = 605.6225 EXIT TEMPERATURE (STA 12) = ' 604.3697
PERCENT DESIGN EOVT. FLOW= 102.1032 INNER ORIFICE FLOW = 52.0943 STAGE PlESSURz RATIO(MA) = 1.5341
DISTORTION INDEX (RADIAL)= 0.0000 OUTER ORIFICE FLOW = 90.1141 TOROUFrETER READING = 0.0
INNER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.0000 OUTER DISCHARGE VALVE = 26.nO00 P599 = 14.7615
TEMPERATURE RISE ADIABATIC EFFICIE ,Y POLYTRfOPIC EFFICIENCY HORSEPOWER
WAKE RAKES 0.1645 1.7889 0.8012 4130.26
MIXING DUCT 0.1669 0.7774 0.7904 4191.11
TOROUEMETER -0.0059 r, t* ***** 
-149.00
STAGE tLENENT PERFORMANC E
IMMERSION A 8 C D E F G H J
PRESSURE RATIO 1.5250 1.5767 1.6054 1.5448 1.5513 1.4969 1.4946 1.4508 1.3972
TEMPERATURE RISE 0.1894 0.1816 0.1729 0.1785 n.1588 0.1439 n.1424 0.1425 0.1486
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.6744 0.7629 0.8355 0.7393 0.8398 0.8475 0.8530 0.7858 0.6736
POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.6931 0.7776 0.8461 0.7547 n.8494 0.8559 0.8611 0.7968 0.6A86
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.1101 21.8257 22.2234 21.3844 21.4740 20.7213 20.6889 20.0823 19.3406
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 617.31 613.25 608.73 611.63 601.41 593.67 592.84 592.94 596.10
STATIC PRESSURE 16.8693 16.8644 16.8595 16.8462 16.8281 16.8089 16.7950 16.7906 16.7R64
TURBINE PERFORMANCE
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 160.8805 PRESSURE RATIO = 11.3296 TURBINE GAS FLOW = 0.50n3
EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE = 14.2000 FUEL TO AIR RATIO = 0.0202 TURRINE AIR FLOW = 24.7234
INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1596.2965 SPECIFIC HEAT = 0.2724 TURBINE TOTAL FLOW = 25.2237
EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 1109.7000 TURBINE EFFICIENCY = 0.6670 tEARING TEMP 1J. 1 = 609.5704
BAD ITEMS THAT WERE NOT USED IN CALCULATIONS
335 336 344 399 404 405 408 410 423 431 433 437 438 452 541
POINT 12 READING 284 ***** TRAE fNI.C FaN RIG * 1 -- 2/ k/7. br"c
PTI - PITOT STATIC RAKE A8\FkA~E 14.49( 1F.3
c )
25 0.00( 0.00) 26 14.53( 15.42) 27 0.00( 0.00) 28 0.00( 0.00) 29 14.L7( 15.37) 0) 0.00( n r n)
31 14.51( 15.40) 32 0.00( 0.00) 33 14.52( 15.41) 34 0.00( 0.00) 35 1,. r ( 15.37) 3r rl.ol n.rln)
37 14.46( 15.35) 38 14.49( 15.38) 39 14.46( 15.35) 0 0.00o ( .0o0) 41 14.47( 1,.3
7 ) Z2 14.47( i=.%)
43 0.00( 0.00) 44 14.47( 15.36) 45 0.00( 0.00) A6 14.51( 15.40) 47 0.00( 0.00) 4P 14.54( 15.43)
49 0.00( 0.00) 50 14.483 15.38) 51 0.00( 0.00) 52 0.00( 0.00) 53 14.58( 15.41)
PSI - PITOT STATIC RAKE AVFRA(F 13.35( 14.1q)
54 13.74( 14.59) 55 0.00( 0.00) 56 13.33( 14.16) 57 0.00( 0.00) 58 nk.0n( 0.00) 59 13 .33( 14.1A)
60 0.00( 0.00) 41 13.29( 14.10) 62 0.00( 0.00) 63 13.33( 14.15) 64 0.0 ( 0.00) 65 0.0( 0.0o0)
66 13.32( 14.14) 67 0.00( 0.00) 68 0.00( 0.00) 69 0.00( 0.00) 70 n.on( 0.00) 71 13.29) 14.11)
72 13.29( 14.11) 73 0.00( 0.00) 74 13.32( 14.15) 75 0.00( 0.00) 76 13.31( 14.13) 77 0.00( o.on)
78 13.32( 14.14) 79 0.00( 0.00) 80 0.00( 0.00) 31 13.34( 14.17) 12 13.36( 14.19)
TTO - INLET SCREEN TEMPFRATURE AVERAGE 518.97(51A.AP)
2 518.96(518.67) 3 518.85(518.57) 4 518.79(518.1n) 6 519.16(51.87) 9 510.17(518.8 ) 10 518.78(51A.49)
11 518.85(518.57) 14 519.13(51A.R4) 15 518.91(518.62) 16 518.91(518.62) 18 51P.91(518.63) 21 519.36(519.07)
22 518.79(518.51) 23 519.04(518.75)
PSRW - BELLMOUTH WALL STATIC AVERAGE o.nn( n.nn)
R4 0.00( 0.00) 86 0.00( 0.00)
STATIC PRESSURES
PS30 - OUTERWALL 88 11.89(12.62) 90 11.87(12.60) AVERAGE 11.88( 12.61)
PS3I - INNERWALL 92 11.90(12.63) 94 11.83(12.56) AVERAGE 11.86( 12.59)
PS40 - OUTERWALL 96 11.94(12.67) 98 11.90(12.64) AVERAGE 11.92( 12.66)
PS4I - INNERWALL 100 12.00(12.74) 102 11.95(12.69) AVERAGE 11.98( 12.71)
PS430 - OUTERWALL 104 12.01(12.75) 106 11.96(12.69) AVERAGE 11.98( 12.72)
PS431 - INNERWALL 108 12.19(12.94) 110 12.14(12.89) AVERAGE 12.171 12.92)
PS460 - OUTERWALL 112 12.20(12.96) 114 12.17(12.92) AVERAGE 12.19( 12.94)
PS461 - INNERWALL 116 12.24(13.00) 118 12.18(12.93) AVERAGE 12.21( 12.97)
PS50 - OUTERWALL 120 11.66(12.38) 121 11.69(12.41) 122 11.1(12.54) 123 11.67(12.39) AVERAGE 11.71( 12.43)
PS5I - INNERWALL 124 11.99(12.73) 125 11.93(12.66) 126 11.95(12.68) 127 12.12(12.87) AVERAGE 12.00( 12.74)
PS550 - OUTERWALL 146 10.96(11.64) 147 10.96(11.64) 148 11.07(11.76) 149 10.95(11.62) AVERAGE 10.99( 11.66)
PS551 - INNERWALL 150 11.79112.51) 151 11.79(12.52) 152 11.98(12.72) 153 11.98(12.72) AVERAGE 11.89( 12.62)
PS60 - OUTERWALL 154 10.78(11.44) 155 10.47(11.12)
PS70 - OUTERWALL 156 10.85(11.52) 157 11.17(11.86) 158 12.n2(12.77) 159 12.80(13.59)
160 13.84(14.70) 161 14.85(15.76)
PS80 - OUTERWALL 162 15.52(16.48) 163 15.91(16.89)
PS90 - OUTERWALL 164 16.14(17.14) 165 16.31(17.32) 166 15.17(16.10) 167 16.12(17.12) AVERAGE 15.93( 16.92)
PS9I - INNERWALL 168 14.50(15.39) 169 14.40(15.29) 170 14.40(15.28) 171 13.76(14.60) AVERAGE 14.26( 15.14)
PS100 - OUTERWALL 172 16.82(17.86) 173 16.22(17.22) 174 15.66(16.63) 175 15.31(16.26) AVERAGE 16.00( 16.99)
PS1OI - INNERWALL 176 14.79(15.71) 177 14.32(15.20) 178 13.R0(14.65) 179 12.91(13.71) AVERAGE 13.96( 14.42)
PS1020 - OUTERWALL 180 16.01(17.00)
PS1021 - INNERWALL 181 14.38(15.27)
PS1040 - OUTERWALL 182 16.31(17.31)
PS104I - INNERWALL 183 14.23(15.11)
PS1060 - OUTERWALL 184 16.52(17.54)
PS1061 - INNERWALL 185 14.71(15.61)
PS1080 - OUTERWALL 186 16.65(17.68)
PSIOSI - INNERWALL 187 15.15(16.08)
PSilo - OUTERWALL 188 17.12(18.18) 189 16.99(18.04) 190 16.81(17.RS) 191 16.67117.70) AVERAGE 16.90( 17.94)
PSIII - INNERWALL 19? 15.87(16.85) 193 15.66(16.63) 194 15.47(16.42) 195 15.32(16.26) AVERAGE 15.58( 16h.4)
PS120 - nUTERWALL 196 16.82(17.85) 197 16.96418.00) 198 17.05(18.10) 109 16.65(17.6R) AVERAGE 16.87( 17.91)
PS121 - INNERWALL 200 16.36(17.90) 201 16.75(17.78) 202 16.98(17.93) 203 16.62(17.64) AVRAGE 16.7R( 17.R1)
PS130 - OUTER,4ALL 465 18.37(19.50)
PSII - INNERWHLL 469 1F.08(19.19)
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POINT 12 REArIMG 2 I6=4 TP 6NS0\IC FA1I RI  r- * *: 1*/ .7 /
TTI? - STACE EXIT TOTAL
IMMFRFION A IM"'FRSI ok IMMFRSl C TM FP'STN 0 A' ~ST
A'!G 617.31(616.96) AvG 613.25(612.90) AVG 608.73(608.39) A\C At11.63(A1!.?2) VG 6n.al(601. )
02 613.49(613.15) 409 608.15(607.81) t-16 604.7R(604.44) 473 609,*3(flnC,9) 430 l601.67(n1.?)
403 610.01(609.67) 410 609.53(609.19) 417 607.65(607.31) 424 6n7.75(An7.41) 431 609.31(6a8.97)
406 609.64(609.30) 411 614.76(614.42) 418 609.73(609.39) 425 611.4(611.?2) 432 5Q0.9q(599.64)
405 609.64(609.30) 412 602.P (602.55) 419 597.00(596.,7) 426 605.Op(OL.75) 433 An,.64(Ao0.30)
406 623.20(622.86) /13 616.08(615.73) 420 609.54(609.20) 427 61l.6E(Al1.?5) 434 5.op?(son.95)
L07 623.89(623.54) 414 614.26(613.91) 421 611.75(611.41) 428 615.47(615.13) 435 607.96(6n0.62)
408 609.59(609.25) 415 622.85(622.51) 422 617.57(617.22) 429 A19.n2((61.67) 436 606.14(605.80)
IMEFRSION F IMMERSION G IMMERSION H IMMERSION J
AVG 593.67(593.34) AVG 592.8R(592.55) AVG 592.94(592.61) AVG 696.10(5,5.77)
437 609.64(609.30) 444 589.81(589.48) 451 590.00(589.67) 458 593.02(692.69)
438 609.59(609.25) 445 591.15(590.82) 452 609.64(609.30) 459 595.73(96.0)
439 593.19(592.86) 446 591.56(591.23) 453 590.04(589.71) 460 592.30(591.97)
440 591.42(591.10) 447 591.651591.32) 454 590.83(590.50) 461 593.23(592?.f0
441 590.90(590.57) 448 593.11(592.78) 455 594.21(593.8P) 462 596.76(696.43)
442 596.39(596.06) 449 594.91(594.58) 456 596.97(896.64) 463 599.38(599.04)
443 595.70(595.37) 450 597.53(597.20) 457 506.6(596.6) 4A4 597.6h( q7.77)
TT14 - MIXING DIICT TEMPERATURES AVERAGE 605.62 (605.R8)
OUTERFRALL
475 609.46(609.12) 477 608.95(608.61) 479 613.36(613.02) 481 612.08(611.74) AVFRAGE 610.96(610.62)
INNERWALL
485 595.71(595.38) 4R8 597.67(597.34) 491 595.74(595.41) AVERAGE 696.37(596.04)
FLOWS
OUTER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 493 15.93 494 15.97 AVG 15.95
OELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 497 1.52 498 1.55 AVG 1.53
TEMPERATURE (R) 500 609.98 501 610.21 AVG 610.10
INNER
PRESSURE (PSIA) 503 15.83 504 15.84 AVG 15.83
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 507 2.50 508 2.49 AVG 2.49
TEMPERATURE (R) 510 592.93 511 593.27 AVG 593.10
TURBINE FLOWS GAS AIR
PRFSSURE (PSIA) 622 315.20 619 236.74
DELTA PRESSURE (PSI) 623 3.60 620 2.36
TEMPERATURE (8) 624 564.34 621 533.18
REFERENCE PRESSURES
512 -2.498 513 8.015 514 8.010 515 8.007 516 8.053 517 A.044 518 4.014 519 8.000
REFERENCE TEMPERATURES - ICE BATH
520 491.452 521 491.478 522 491.487 523 491.338 524 491.329 525 491.224
S.D
***** TRANSONIC FAN RIG **** FLD 2 - ICII FFRNTIAL nlSTI!T!'I,
POINT 12 READING 284 DATE 2/ 8/73 PAMB 14.74 TAMR '19. TIF 13-31-57 ,
CIRCIMFERENTIA'L DISTORTION
AVERAGE DISTORTION INDEX 0.143 MAX AVG TOTAL PRESS 14.359 MIN AVG TOTAL PRESS 12.297
INDIVIDUAt DISTORTION INDFX 0.163 MAX INn TOTAL PPRSS 14.477 MIN INr D TnOTL PRESS 12.105
SCRFFN ANGLF
0 45 90 135 180 725 270
ANGULAR
LOC
PT5 IMM A 251 14.22(15.10) 14.22(15.10) 14.20(15.0R) 14.n6(14.93) 14.19(15.06) 12.59(13.37) 12.40(13.16)
071 13.98(14.84) 12.36(13.12) 12.40113.17) 14.23(19.11) 14.20(1SR.8) 13.97114.84) 14.19(15.07)
8 251 14.20(15.07) 14.17(15.04) 14.38(15.27) 14.13(15.00) 14.42(15.31) 12.29(13.05) 12.33(13.n9)
071 14.33(15.22) 12.26(13.02) 12.33(13.09) 14.28(15.16) 14.25(15.13) 14.14(15.01) 14.41(15.30)
C 251 14.07(14.94) 14.43(15.33) 14.32(15.20) 14.42(15.31) 14.31(15.19) 12.21(13.03) 12.29(13.05)
071 14.28(15.17) 12.35(13.12) 12.30113.06) 13.97114.78) 14.00n(14.86) 14.5i815.37) 14.42(15.31)
D 251 14.29(15.17) 14.08(14.95) 14.46(15.35) 14.14(15.01) 14.38(15.27) 12.32(13.08) 12.31(13.07)
071 14.47(15.36) 12.32(13.08) 12.33(13.09) 14.09(14.95) 14.45(15.34) 14.14(15.01) 14.47(15.37)
E 251 14.44(15.33) 14.37(15.26) 14.07(14.94) 14.10(14.97) 14.29(15.17) 12.27(13.02) 12.33(13.09)
071 14.11114.98) 12.20(12.95) 12.27113.03) 1.40(15.29) 14.47115.36) 14.24(15.12) 14.16(15.03)
F 251 14.07(14.94) 14.46(15.35) 1&.45(15.34) 14.18(15.05) 13.94(14.80) 12.27(13.02) 12.40(13.17)
071 14.38(15.27) 12.10(12.85) 12.22(12,98) 13.94(14.80) 14.26(15.14) 14.42(15.31) 14.46(15.36)
G 251 14.20(15.08) 14.24(15.11) 14.43(15.33) 14.24(15.12) 14.44(15.33) 12.37(13.13) 12.36(13.12)
071 14.04114.91) 12.12112.86) 12.42113.18) 14.36(15.24) 14.10(14.97) 14.41415.30) 14.46(15.35)
H 251 13.92(14.78) 14.33(15.21) 14.41( 153qL. .1393(14,79) 14.03(14.901 12.53(13,30) 1Z.27(13.03)
071 13.94(14.80) 12.22(12.97) 12.31(13.07) 14.05(14.92) 14.03(14.90) 14.35(15.24) 14.45(15.34)
J 251 13.79(14.64) 13.77(14.62) 13.97(14.83) 13.78(14.63) 13.99(14.86) 13.17(13.98) 12.27(13.03)
071 13.94(14.80) 12.95(13.75) 1?.49113, 6 1~_.64t)11449) 14,01(14.87) 13,87114.731 14.1.61,5.03)
.PS5S 141 12.08(12.82) 12.04(12.78) 11.68(12.401 10.96(11.63) 11.05(11.73) 11.85(12.58) 12.00(12.74)
231 12.04(12.78) 12.09( 12.84) 12,Ol(1?5l 21,03al.77) - 11,30(12.00) 10.98(11,66) -11.25.(11194)
321 10.99(11.67) 11.81(12.54) 11.97(12.71) 12.07(12.82) 12.08112.82) 12.05112.79) 11.71(12.43)
051 11.53(12.25) 10.91(11.58) 11.06(11.74) 11.93(12.66) 12.04(12.78) 12.11(12.86) 12.11(12.86)
PSSH 021 11.26(11.§5) 11.21(11.90) 11.83(12.56)- 12.29(13.05) 12.41(13.17) 12.46(13.23) 12.45(13.22)
086 12.33(13.09) 11.61(12.32) 11.23(11.92) 11.41112.11) 12.14(12.89) 12.34(13.10) 12.45(13.21)
201 12.37(13.13) 12.41(13.181 12.42(13.19) 12.09(12.84) 11.27(11.96) 11.23(11.93) 11.83(12.56)
291 11.87(12.60) 12.27(13.03) 12.38(13.14) 12.45(13.21) 12.43(13.19) 12.12(12.87) 11.33(12.03)
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 284 TIME 13H 55M 29S CIRCU. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12774.2578
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 140.9948
THETA 1.0005
DELTA 0.9418
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12770.6653
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.9191
PROBE NO. 1 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.0000 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 12.3052 12.3595 12.3155 12.3945 12.3232 14.0162 14.3906 14.3582 14.1767
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.3051 9.9157 9.8416 9.9019 9.8962 10.4936 10.7402 10.7825 10.8057
ANGLE 15.4521 5.5043 1.0910 -0.2026 -5.0700 -8.9079 -3.9460 -1.3032 -0.6836
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5097 0.5698 0.5750 0.5754 0.5685 0.6564 0.6601 0.6528 0.6349
STATIC PRESSURE 10.2226 9.7444 9.6618 9.7202 9.7276 10.0521 10.2697 10.3437 10.4324
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.6729 519.2851 519.2133 519.0378 519.0874 517.6094 518.2173 518.5811 517.9576
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5214 0.5927 0.5990 0.5995 0.5911 0.7057 0.7112 0.7007 0.6765
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 567.0450 640.0633 646.4094 646.7682 638.3542 750.6321 756.3758 746.4851 722.5217
AXIAL VELOCITY 535.4270 623.3134 632.1743 632.6310 622.0665 725.7495 738.1689 729.9917 706.6846
RELAT-IVE VELOCITY 1771.9035 1719.7148 1678.6678 1665.6820 1612.7253 1605.2386 1666.9200 1693.8850 1690.9106
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.6295 1.5925 1.5557 1.5440 1.4934 1.5091 1.5673 1.5900 1.5833
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 72.8329 69.6681 68.9432 68.7796 68.4788 65.1932 65.6426 66.2226 66.8647
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 22&.0000 240.0000 260.9000 280.0000 300.0030 320.0000 340.0000RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0030 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.1249 14.2683 14.1683 14.3903 14.4198 14.3820 14.3772 14.2359 14.0091
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.8280 10.9140 10.8931 10.9676 11.0083 10.9957 10.9657 10.9254 10.8563
ANGLE -0.1898 0.1961 0.1041 0.4180 0.6485 0.8087 1.4696 2.7618 6.3197
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6280 0.6306 0.6244 0.6350 0.6330 0.6312 0.6342 0.6266 0.6145
STATIC PRESSURE 10.4782 10.5522 10.5533 10.5883 10.6348 10.6291 10.5897 10.5771 10.5494
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.9873 518.5322 517.7103 517.6788 518.5099 518.9125 518.6424 518.1403 518.1713
ABSOLUTE MACH -NURBER 0.6672 0.6708 0.6624 0.6767 0.6740 0.6716 0.6755 0.6654 0.6495
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 713.4133 717.2939 7 8.5447 722.4643 720.4050 718.3195 721.9692 711.7250 696.1211
AXIAL VELOCITY 697.8200 701.6154 693.0604 706.6587 704.6193 702.5554 705.9703 695.3982 676.9488
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1692.6058 1698.5172 1693.8048 1703.1946 1704.8676 1705.7374 1714.6404 1724.1675 1754.4650
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.5830 1.5884 1.5837 1.5953 1.5950 1.5948 1.6043 1.6120 1.6371
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.1455 67.1057 67.2999 67.0150 67.0946 67.1652 67.1726 67.5922 68.4728
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
U
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 284 TIME 13H 55M 295 CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12774.2578
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 140.9948
THETA 1.0005
DELTA 0.9418
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12770.6653
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.9191
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0030 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.2145 14.2481 14.3464 14.5297 14.3064 14.5336 14.2589 14.3813 14.3181
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.7660 10.&245 10.9253 11.0433 11.0261 11.1091 11.0523 11.0562 11.0841
ANGLE 7.9526 8.2272 9.1244 10.2999 10.7936 11.7890 12.9031 13.9766 15.3829
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6426 0.6389 0.6360 0.6384 0.6213 0.6315 0.6143 0.6244 0.6158
STATIC PRESSURE 10.2592 10.3244 10.4283 10.5347 10.5621 10.6156 10.6045 10.5832 10.6312
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.9370 517.3234 517.8449 517.5885 517.9712 518.3013 518.4334 518.2591 518.6579
ABSOLUTE NACH NUMBER 0.6986 0.6941 0.6906 0.6934 0.6728 0.6851 0.6642 0.6765 0.6661
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 744.0007 739.1983 736.1497 738.7533 718.8623 731.1077 710.8079 722.7098 712.8329
AXIAL VELOCITY 736.8059 731.5515 726.7958 726.8100 706.1067 715.6484 692.83L4 701.2774 687.2604
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1496.3833 1496.2824 1503.5462 1517.0093 1509.4372 1526.9370 1524.6692 1542.6380 1549.3326
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.4051 1.4050 1.4105 1.4240 1.4127 1.4308 1.4248 1.4440 1.4479
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 63.7837 63.9443 64.2004 64.3996 64.9290 64.8873 65.56L3 65.5527 66.0777
** ** * *************** **** ** ** ** **** *** * *** * ******* * * *** ***
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.0873 14.5002 12.9921 12.4024 12.4921 12.4358 12.3449 14.1493 14.1373
WEDGE-PRESSURE 11.0525 11.2174 10.6969 10.1445 9.9637 10.1506 10.1141 10.4253 10.5728
ANGLE 17.8255 19.50881 26.8587 19.1506 14.2341 9.8593 5.4220 2.5799 5.9229
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5989 0.6167 0.5342- 0.5434 0.5776 0.5464 0.5412 0.6751 0.6577
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6406 10.7569 10.4146 9.8639 9.6341 9.8657 9.8376 9.8230 10.0264
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.8398 518.1436 518.9015 517.3987 518.5091 521.6959 520.9912 516.2093 517.4363
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6459 0.6672 0.5709 0.5813 0.6205 0.5846 0.5787 0.7411 0.7180
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 692.3049 713.4942 617.8045 627.4467 667.5460 633.3768 626.9928 783.6192 762.3998
AXIAL VELOCITY 659.8370 672.5030 551.1339 592.6948 647.0185 623.9895 624.1535 782.7818 758.2886
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1557.6788 1587.2391 1577.9552 1525.1727 1509.3240 1449.1473 1404.9707 1461.9768 1486.1616
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.4533 -1.4842 1.4583 1.4131 1.4031 1.3376 1.2969 1.3827 1.3996
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.0664 67.0370 70.7464 68.7626 66.7952 66.7028 66.0460 61.8331 62.9667
NOTEG ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARCP AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 284 TIME 13H 55M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12774.2578
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 140.9948
THETA 1.0005
DELTA 0.9418
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12770.6653
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.9191
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0000 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.0000 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL-PRESSURE 13.1500 14.358& 14.4790 14.4874 14.2062 14.2494 14.5222 14.5115 14.5087
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.3807 10.6847- 10.8752 10.9849 10.9572 11.0627 11.0977 11.1325 11.1543
ANGLE -16.4674 -12.7946 -9.3956 -5.1733 -2.5136 -0.8638 0.5122 1.2209 1.8571
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5910 0.6636 0.6526 0.6413 0.6204 0.6122 0.63L8 0.6271 0.6244
STATIC PRESSURE 10.0026 9.9019 10.1610 10.3430 10.4308 10.5693 10.5079 10.5649 10.5988
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.4596 520.1604 519.5045 519.1122 518.9895 519.0949 519.3748 519.4820 519.3526
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6374 0.7482 0.7295 0.7107 0.6791 0.6673 0.6957 . 0.6888 0.6849
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 684.3374 793.4210 774.9886 756.5910 725.7512 714.3134 742.2625 735.5730 731.7068
AXIAL VELOCITY 628.6576 740.1328 730.6703 719.4854 692.1231 681.7424 708.4646 701.9602 698.0807
RELATIVE VELOCITY 902.3362 1001.9467 1025.0450 1054.5388 1059.3060 1066.7384 1097.8658 1099.6685 1102.6860
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8405 0.9449 0.9649 0.9906 0.9912 0.9966 1.0291 1.0297 1.0322
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.8741 52.2636 53.2479 54.4431 55.6078 56.1957 55.9387 56.2269 56.4458
************************* ************ ***** * * ******
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.1652 14.3118 14.2470 14.1039 14.0821 13.9251 12.9342 12.4077 12.4240
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0902 11.1760 11.1739 11.1644 11.0770 10.8970 10.5240 10.2513 10.2763
ANGLE 2.4126 3.7732 4.9605 9.3985 13.8501 22.9690 22.9180 7.4074 -0.0666
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6016 0.6049 0.5994 0.5875 0.5956 0.6022 0.5507 0.5293 0.5277
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6425 10.7106 10.7324 10,7718 -10.6549 10.4546 10.2692 10.0522 10.0801
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.5174 519.1680 518.8827 518.2632 519.2117 519.4399 518.9603 519.3105 519.8009
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6523 0.6569 0.6491 0.6325 0.6438 0.6531 0.5836 0.5566 0.5546
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 699.0551 704.0722 696.1756 679.3085 691.1865 700.5177 630.6750 603.5019 601.7422
AXIAL VELOCITY 666.7100 670.7102 662.2319 640.4569 642.1948 619.8435 558.2386 571.6587 574.3631
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1085.3375 1100.4136 1105.0403 1129.5206 1173.0679 1247.6478 1191.97L2 1061.9340 1002.6007
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0127 1.0267 1.0303 1.0517 1.0927 1.1632 1.1030 0.9795 0.9241
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.2361 57.4394 57.8775 59.2880 60.1640 62.5036 63.8650 60.5781 59.0288
- NOTES ALL- ESSRE-WNTS--IN P,6I-AN-TINPERA*TRE UI TS- IN- DEG-.RANIIE. CORCECB9-T-MASAST -S. L.- CQNIJ 0N6 t -VELUJY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
'.
O0 NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 284 TIME 13H 55M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12774.2578




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.9191
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.4179 21.3644 21.2073 20.8553 23.9525 25.1139 24.84L6 25.1863 24.7352
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.1339 16.0935 16.0826 16.7814 18.2217 18.8519 18.1761 18.5061 17.4272
ANGLE 26.4741 28.3276 32.5581 40.8703 42.5710 42.6829 40.9690 38.3217 32.8404
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6494 0.6494 0.6414 0.5661 0.6378 0.6539 0.6837 0.6790 0.7258
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2739 15.2356 15.2647 16.3407 17.3217 17.8258 17.0349 17.3703 15.7825
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 593.8800 595.0140 597.0031 596.5799 642.0244 652.9422 656.4197 666.4697 650.6610
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7122 0.7122 0.7019 0.6009 0.6969 0.7177 0.7549 0.7489 0.8281
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 810.5611 811.3500 801.9808 694.6841 826.0280 855.5684 897.7950 898.1299 970.5938
AXIAL VELOCITY 723.6882 712.4057 674.3981 524.3465 607.2555 627.8469 676.6472 703.2217 813.6215
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1327.2320 1301.2677 1241.4271 1145.6429 1098.1163 1092.3390 1114.4950 1155.9187 1249.7017
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.1662 1.1423 1.0866 0.9910 0.9265 0.9164 0.9371 0.9639 1.0663
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 61.3205 61.2229 61.4098 65.3372 60.9794 60.0311 58.6548 58.6031 56.8494
****************** ********************* *** * ***********
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 -340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 76.0000 96.0000 116.0000 136.0000 156.0000 176.0000 196.0000 216.0000 236.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.6866 22.1645 21.9770 21.6059 21.5416 21.3767 21.4133 21.5296 21.5994
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.3607 16.2158 16.1711 16.0530 16.0471 15.9997 16.0798 16.1569 16.1800
ANGLE 27,8137 26.1347 26.8935 23.6202 23.8126 23.0031 24.1246 25.7407 27.15.57
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6999 0.6836 0.6769 0.6656 0.6626 0.6570 0.6531 0.6539 0.6560
STATIC PRESSURE 15.2522 15.1976 15.1869 15.1271 15.1350 15.1145 15.2068 15.2765 15.2891
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 622.2893 608.8924 602.4483 595.1318 595.6515 594.3179 592.7707 592.8625 593.9768
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7753 0.7547 0.7464 0.7323 0.7285 0.7216 0.7168 0.7178 0.7204
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 895.4950 864.7341 851.6737 832.1261 828.5923 820.5759 814.5620 815.5845 819.0719
AXIAL VELOCITY 790.0402 774.3073 757.6166 760.3491 756.0095 753.2637 741.4213 732.7317 726.9254
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1319.2967 1339.7413 1326.5420 1370.7962 1367.4365 1377.4682 1360.7160 1331.1673 1318.6048
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.1423 1.1693 1.1626 1.2064 1.2023 1.2114 1.1975 1.1777 1.1598
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 59.0040 59.8941 60.1889 60.9056 60.9851 61.2504 61.3375 61.2187 61.0547
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS# VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 284 TIME 13H 55M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12774.2578




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.9191
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.0319 22.0910 21.7899 21.8-937 22.0936 22.0382 21.9058 21.9057 21.7811
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.2939 16.1239 16.0608 16.1257 16.2251 16.2102 16.1144 16.1049 16.1093
ANGLE 37.7055 34.2825 33.5179 32.5130 32.1997 32.2002 32.5114 32.8066 34.4160
APPARENT MACH NLIUMBER 0.7212 0.6862 0.6750 0.6758 0.6792 0.6773 0.6772 0.6779 0.6710
STATIC PRESSURE 14.1840 14.6715 14.7433 14.7937 14.8462 14.8537 14.7670 14.7507 14.8315
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 627.5943 605.1067 601.5858 601.4083 600.7296 598.2082 601.0974 599.1574 597.7009
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.8622 0.7877 0.7686 0.7700 0.7757 0.7726 0.7724 0.7735 0.7619
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 987.6366 895.7352 873.7207 875.0146 880.3378 875.3330 877.2627 877.0013 864.1504
AXIAL VELOCITY 781.3576 740.0928 728.4058 737.8447 744.9099 740.6706 739.7538 737.0951 712.8599
RELATIVE VELOCITY 986.4819 1019.8412 1026.8294 1042.0935 1047.9559 1046.8240 1042.6090 1038.1407 1011.6295
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8612 0.8969 0.9032 0.9170 0.9234 0.9239 0.9180 0.9157 0.8919
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 51.6171 54.0305 54.6478 54.6986 54.5926 54.7177 54.6421 54.6234 54.8277
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180,0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.0000 20.0030 4.0.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.8520 21.8254 21.5668 21.2197 20.7055 23.3447 23.9561 23.4850 23.4396
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.1080 16.1276 15.9878 15.8694 16.1778 17.7988 18.0337 17.3116 17.3099
ANGLE 35.0916 34.9671 37.0419 40.0647 45.9401 49.3933 50.5575 50.0194 47.3877
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6748 0.6720 0.6683- 0.6580 0.6044 0.6350 0.6504 0.6751 0.6797
STATIC PRESSURE 14.7879 14.8370 14.7485- 14.7446 15.4506 16.7750 16.8392 15.8908 15.7424
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 597.7741 594.8977 594.6195 591.8682 588.1368 627.9532 637.2217 642.3465 645.0850
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7684 0.7636 0.7574 0.7405 0.6605 0.7940 0.7283 0.7688 0.7765
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 870.7635 863.8809 857.3681 838.1641 -752.9940 824.5366 856.5249 902.8452 912.8809
AXIAL VELOCITY 712.4629 707.9085 684.3236 641.4425 523.6264 536.6491 544.1430 580.0920 618.0380
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1002.7470 1003.4010 971.6086 925.1798 -846.4692 790.3374 769.9517 775.3059 8-17.0210
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.8848 0.8870 0.8583 0.8173 0.7426 0.6748 0.6547 0.6402 0.6950
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.6045 54.7954 54.8409 55.2645 58.2578 55.8217 54.7489 53.1944 52.8928
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA ST9. S.L. CONDITIONS. VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 284 TIME 13H 55M 29S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12774.2578




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.9191
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETERt S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.0030 148.0000 168.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.4265 20.2806 21.7342 22.5206 22.1646 21.4863 21.0742 21.0905 20.7946
WEDGE PRESSURE 16.6739 16.4435 16.4222 17.0251 16.6712 16.2665 16.1075 16.0888 15.9199
ANGLE 58.9295 51.4855 34.9127 37.4302 37.2506 35.8718 34.6588 35.1543 35.6746
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5466 0.5559 0.6459 0.6452 0.6512 0.6434 0.63L8 0.6342 0.6298
STATIC PRESSURE 16.1067 15.8579 15.4563 16.0276 15.6574 15.3239 15.2339 15.2053 15.0658
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 616.2358 617.0313 623.5748 613.7614 603.1473 595.5311 593.1333 595.4651 591.5807
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5928 0.6036 0.7155 0.7146 0.7227 0.7121 0.6971 0.7001 0.6945
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 697.1037 709.3543 833.8594 826.3923 827.6777 811.6005 794.3992 799.0583 790.7150
AXIAL VELOCITY 358.0733 438.6994 675.7226 648.9698 651.5006 650.0889 645.6840 645.6553 634.8966
RELATIVE VELOCITY 481.9166 572.5184 815.3284 778.9067 781.7759 794.2869 803.9701 799.2031 789.5909
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.4098 0.4872 0.6996 0.6735 0.6826 0.6969 0.7055 0.7002 0.6936
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 52.9048 52.0523 49.8546 49.7048 49.6987 50.2079 50.7400 50.5742 50.7063
*******ABSOLUTE SCRE N ANGLE 1800000 200 0 2200000 2400000 260 2 0000 3000000 320.0000*********************************
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 2080.0000 220.0000 240.0000 268.0000 288.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 288.0000 308.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.7237 20.5082 20.6271 20.4865 20.0890 20.1733 19.6186 18.3709 20.0234
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.8909 15.8548 15.8779 15.7918 15.7281 15.8527 15.9794 16.5061 16.7066
ANGLE 35.9298 36.5772 36.9415 37.9675 38.9415 40.4357 45.3630 55.4786 60.6298
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6279 0.6177 0.6231 0.6214 0.6018 0.5971 0.5495 0.3941 0.5154
STATIC PRESSURE 15.0471 15.0575 15.0560 14.9819 15.0031 15.1409 15.4277 16.2677 16.2214
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 588.8921 586.0415 588.4697 587.0142 583.3153 584.4488 581.0135 575.3912 593.5561
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6921 0.6794 0.6861 0.6839 0.6596 0.6537 0.5962 0.4204 0.5569
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 786.3706 771.2861 779.8882 776.6625 748.8789 743.4777 680.5958 485.8195 645.2839
AXIAL VELOCITY 629.4295 612.3761 616.3378 605.6085 576.2797 560.1246 474.0371 273.7571 315.1319
RELATIVE VELOCITY 784.8494 771.7614 769.7432 755.5469 735.5533 715.4341 645.9457 582.5674 474.4913
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.6907 0.6798 0.6772 0.6653 0.6478 0.6290 0.5658 0.5042 0.4095
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 50.7800 51.0786 50.8244 50.7949 51.4338 51.4534 53.2459 64.4417 55.9449
NOTE ALL- PRESS ORE -I*ITS 0-S.*N0 TD- PEN IMURfEUI TITyS)0E AN E'(rI .R CT-.W . ff I
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, WD IMMERV N UNITS INCHET
FAN STATOR EXIT REAnING 2A
IMMERSION *6%0
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .n000 20.000 0.0000 2 000 0,000 
2UO000 o 000 0 0 10 0.00o0
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.9000 23.0000 
3.600 2 0 00 1.7000 1682000 1.400s00 
1.0000
STATIC PRESSURE 17.6726 17.6672 17.517 16.9567 
16.4664 16.3677 16.38P? 16.00U 16,089
TOTAL TEMPERATUR 652.c000 639.flCo 
650.0000 623.0000 610.0000 603.0000 5.000 
5.000
MACH NUMBER 69711 .6666 .6637 .6942 .6881 .6463 .612 7 6050 60J
RELATIVE SCEFN ANGLE 180O000 20000 00 22fl20 
0 20.o000 260 .000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 
3O0.000
TOTAL PRESSRE 21.0000 21.0000 
21.1010 21.2000 21.,000 21.2000 
21,.2000 213000 22.2000
STATIC PRE SURE 16.0267 16.4589 lb.50O 16.5445 16.6480 16.8569 17.1034 17,34005 
17.5207
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 590.0000 5900000 594.00.0000.0000 
590000 550000 60,0000
MACH NUMBER .6029 .6004 .6033 .6059 
.5979 25818 .5625 .598 .5912
CORRECTED VELOCITY 695.2431 692.5627 695.6520 698.0214 
69.8912 67..512 651.0734 638.1768 708,5763
IVMFRSI k  2.9730
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 200000 0.0000 60.0000 60.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.5000 22.2000 22.8000 22.000 2,100 21.6000 
21.5000 21.5000 21.S000
STATIC PRESSURE 17.5755 12.5506 17.4256 16.451 16.507 16.109 16.3900 
16.4000 16.0050
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 620.0000 632.000 630.0000 619.0000 606.0000 599,0000 597.0000 596.0000 
595.5000
MATC NUMBE .5SR4.7.583 ,6318 ,6652 .5 .6387 ,6349 6J42 .6338
CORRECTED VELOCITY 645,4408 702*007 707.8347 77,399 
761.5701 736.5625 71.190 729,9135 T9,2107
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 1O000 200.0000 220.200000 
20 60.0000 280.0000 300.000 320.0000 340.0000
TOTAL PRESSIRE 214000 21.3000 21.200 21000 
00 21.100 20,9000 20.3000 20.5000
STATIC PRESSURE 16.4151 16.4550 16.5000 16.5251 16.6052 
166102 17.00L 17,3251 17,4703
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 595.0000 594 5000 594.0000 593.5000 593.0000 
591.0000 5900000 597.0000 610.0000
MACN NUMBER .6e7) .6166 .6093 .6073 .5952 .5792 5 06 481 
.43
CORRECTED VELOCITY 722.0317 712,3374 702.073 6997223 686.3332 
667.T972 630.0643 563.3118 571.9696
IMMERSION 5.030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 0000 
0100000 120.0000 100000 lb00000
TOTAL PRESSURE 17.5500 17.6000 17.9000 21.0000 22.3000 21,9000 
.O00 1 8 224000 61.1000
STATIC PRESSURE 17.T737 17.4284 17.2831 16.9328 16.5858 
16.443 16.3961 16.4000 16.000
TOTAL TEPERATURE 592.0000 604 0 6080000 , 0 618.0000 618,000 90000 597.
000 59 0000 592.0000
MACH NUMBER .0S9 .11 .2240 .562 .6643 .6531 
.6286 .6169 .6109
CORRECTED VELOCITY 94.0600 42.3869 269.7676 6653223 
775.77 750.6912 722.758 710.2317 t07Q6321
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 16.000 200,000 220.00~0no 240,0000 
260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 30,.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 21.0000 20.8000 20.6000 20.5000 
20.3000 19.O003 19.2000 16.5000 17.9000
STATIC PRESSURE 16.4026 16.4509 16.5000 16.5047 16.5o04 16.7614 17,0557 17.307 7.,413
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 590.5000 590.0000 589.0000 587.0000 S8 O0000 583.0000 581.000.0 008.0000 577.0000
S MACL NUMBER ,60E7 .587 .5721 .5652 .573 .4937 .1708 .310 
,1988
CORRECTED VELOCITY 695.1T701 677.6702 659.1 9 6506216 630.0566 
570.0576 061,7727 362.1973 33.1500
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 285 TIME 14H 16M 24S CIRCUP. INLET DISTORT ION STATOR ANtLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12764.9212
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 138.3533
THETA 1.0017
DELTA 0.9442
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12753.7165
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.7865
PROBE NO. I - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 032 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 046 DEG., IMMERSION 0.84
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 314.0000 334.0000 354.0000 14.0000 34.0000 54.0000 74.0000 94.0000 114.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 12.4198 12.4406 12.4498" 12.5217 12.5259 13.9605 14.3488 14.3877 14.1797
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.2923 10.0374 9.9669 10.1047 10.6141 11.1549 11.1263 11.0741 11.0699
ANGLE 13.3353 2.9140 0.3058 -1.9088 -12.5216 -9.4815 -1.3380 -0.2109 0.1645
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5250 0.5622 0.5726 0.5620 0.4921 0.5752 0.6138 0.6230 0.6054
STATIC PRESSURE 10.1891 9.8779 9.7895 9.9446 10.5508 10.9508 10.8142 10.7334 10.7846
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.6764 519.2982 519.5349 519.5531 520.6676 518.7946 518.7164 518.1428 51-7.8035
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.5393 0.5835 0.5961 0.5832 0.5011 0.5992 0.6485 0.6606 0.6376
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 585.9517 630.7921 643.6729 630.6512 -547.0757 646.3416 695.4999 707.0524 684.0472
AXIAL VELOCITY 558.3357 616.2445 629.5987 616.5424 522.9240 623.9466 680.1242 691.5971 669.0967
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1763.3927 1689.3439 1668.6077 1641.4032 1517.2704 1567.5546 1671.6845 1688.7020 1683.2819
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.6231 1.5627 1.5454 1.5180 1.3899 1.4533 1.5588 1.5779 1.5690
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 72.0635 69.5481 68.9061 68.9929 70.5904 67.8573 67.4159 67.2815 67.8846
************************* ********** ******** ****** * * **
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 200.0000 -220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 134.0000 154.0000 174.0000 194.0000 214.0000 234.0000 254.0000 274.0000 294.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.3808 14.3416 14.2507 14.3780 14.3877 14.3658 14.4208 14.1742 14.1087
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0505 11.0085 10.9823 11.0288 10.9873 10.9861 10.9655 10.9366 10.9218
ANGLE 0.3313 0.3816 0.3039 0.5067 0.5513- 0.6825 1.2669 1.9898 5.6502
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6250 0.6264 0.6215 0.6272 0.6326 0.6309 0.6379 0.6199 0.6159
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7035 10.6584 10.6494 10.6751 10.6160 10.6208 10.5762 10.6101 10.6088
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.4376 518.5143 -517.9093 518.0146 -517.7934 517.5910 517.6286 517.5456 517.6054
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6633 0.6651 0.6586 0.6662 0.6734 0.6712 0.6804 0.6566 0.6513
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 709.91-38 711.6881 704.9066 712.4493 719.3972 717.0131 726.10Z7 702.7016 697.4662
AXIAL VELOCITY 694.3896 696.1215 689.4937 696.8548 703.6455 701.2969 710.0696 -686.9495 679.0526
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1695.8565 1697.1616 1693.4416 1698.8624 1702.3361 1702.7591 1713.2081 1710.7679 1747.1318
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.5846 1.5861 1.5823 1.5887 1.5937 1.5939 1.6055 1.5986 1.6315
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.2855 67.2504 67.4006 67.2493 67.0925 67.1662 67.0365 67.6813 68.3298
NOTE& ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 285 TIME 14H 16M 24S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12764.9212
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 138.3533
THETA 1.0017
DELTA 0.9442
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12753.7165
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.7865
PROBE NO. 2 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 003 LOCATION - STA. 5.5t 260 DEG., IMMERSION 3.87
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.9000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.3468 14.3049 14.2862 14.5306 14.3370 14.5273 14.27L9 14.3513 14.3511
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0935 10.9957 11.0074 11.0827 11.0903 11.1416 11.07i6 11.0992 11.1280
ANGLE 10.0715 9.6078 10.3153 11.1024 11.5196 12.2048 13.3177 14.0604 15.3748
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6173 0.6246 0.6217 0.6341 0.6168 0.6274 0.6128 0.6170 0.6138
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6366 10.5247 10.5432 10.5835 10.6347 10.6574 10.6304 10.6428 10.6783
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.8327 517.2951 517.7619 517.8184 517.2127 518.0070 517.9643 517.5166 517.4970
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6679 0.6767 0.6732 0.6883 0.6673 0.6801 0.6624 0.6676 0.6637
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 713.9731 722.2789 719.1496 733.9010 712.9707 726.0338 708.7224 713.4515 709.5948
AXIAL VELOCITY 702.9338 712.1996 707.4884 720.1278 698.5723 709.5869 689.6275 692.0408 684.1649
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1498.5489 1499.0843 1504.1461 1521.1739 1512.0270 1526.9724 1526.5049- 1536.5848 1546.3181
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.4018 1.4046 1.4081 1.4266 1.4152 - 1.4304 1.4269 1.4378 1.4463
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 64.8688 64.5899 64.8086 64.6660 65.2016 65.0746 65.6870 65.7534 66.1322
**** ***** ****** ******** *** ** ** ** ****** * *** * * * *** ** **** ***
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 -340.0000 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.1305 14.4808 12.9861 12.6075 12.6146 12.6116 12.5057 14.2125 14.2240
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.0999 11.2182 10.7145 10.2304 10.1000 10.5734 10.7886 11.3022 11.2831
ANGLE 17.4592 19.0878 25.0879 16.9486 11.2433 5.9259 1.9075 2.8612 8.0583
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5974 0.6149 0.5312 0.5544 0.5725 0.5081 0.4641 0.5815 0.5847-
STATIC PRESSURE 10.6898 10.7620 10.4361 9.9314 9.7755 10.3301 10.5934 10.9201 10.8945
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 517.5911 518.2103 519.1183 518.1099 518.5971 525.2883 531.1457 521.2631 518.3308
ABSOLUTE NACH NUIMBER 0.6440 0.6650 0.5675 0.5938 0.6145 0.5415 0.4926 0.6252 0.6290
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 690.2989 711.4579 614.5068 640.4586 661.6243 591.3961 543.6053- -673.9341-- 675.8949
AXIAL VELOCITY 658.4649 672.3084 556.5081- 612.6108 648.8922- 588.2038 543.2743- 673.0572 669.1852
RELATIVE VELOCITY -1552.2770 1581.2869 1561.6621 1514.7922 1477.6906 1390.2189 1332.4721 1404.0760- 1456.2108
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.4483 1.4782 1.4424 1.4044 1.3726 1.2730 1.2076 1.3025 1.3553
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 67.0128 66.9656 70.3854 67.9786 66.2915 67.0658 67.8174 64.3878 65.3184
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONSt VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC, AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
'J
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR INLET READING NO. 285 TIME 14H 16M 24S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12764.9212
ACTUAL ORIFICE FLOW 138.3533
THETA 1.0017
DELTA 0.9442
EQUIV. ROTOR SPEED 12753.7165
PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.7865
PROBE NO. 3 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 030 LOCATION - STA. 5.5, 328 DEG., IMMERSION 7.43
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 32.0000 52.0800 72.0000 92.0000 112.0000 132.0000 152.0000 172.0000 192.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 13.5229 14.4221 14.4339 14.4111 14.1667 14.4113 14.5184 14.5169 14.5111
WEDGE PRESSURE 10.7762 11.0240 11.1495 11.1986 11.1818 11.2427 11.1749 11.1861 11.1941
ANGLE -21.1976 -14.0513 -9.6197 -4.2565 -1.0209 0.0387 1.0468 1.6449 2.0191
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5787 0.6315 0.6186 0.6111 0.5912 0.6061 0.6230 0.6216 0.6202
STATIC PRESSURE 10.4296 10.4397 10.6227 10.7045 10.7739 10.7689 10.6255 10.6428 10.6573
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 519.6439 520.3438 520.2723 519.7285 518.1556 519.3192 519.2109 518.5067 518.1598
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6205 0.6953 0.6764 0.6657 0.6377 0.6587 0.6828 0.6808 0.6788
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 668.2260 742.5183 724.0348 713.1178 684.3725 705.9194 729.5532 727.1145 724.9029
AXIAL VELOCITY 598.1545 689.3375 682.2219 678.9605 653.1398 673.8906 696.2535 693.7711 691.5292
RELATIVE VELOCITY 847.1513 958.0385 990.9569 1034.7588 1045.4384 1068.7842 1093.5725 1097.2241 1099.0162
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.7866 0.8971 0.9258 0.9660 0.9741 0.9973 1.0235 -1.0274 1.0292
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 53.5085 52.9901 54.1986 55.4943 56.7941 56.5559 56.2958 56.4782 56.6065
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 212.0000 232.0000 252.0000 272.0000 292.0000 312.0000 332.0000 352.0000 12.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 14.1522 14.3616 14.3193 14.1229 14.0833 13.8995 12.7359 12.6493 12.5827
WEDGE PRESSURE 11.1357 11.2052 11.1915 11.1818 11.1017 10.9231 10.63L0 10.4195 10.5577
ANGLE 2.2610 3.6835 4.5530 8.9460 12.7971 21.2308 16.1280 1.6728 -6.2960
APPARENT -MACH NUMBER 0.5952 0.6060 0.6938 0.5872 0.5929 0.5968 0.5145 0.5336 0.5069
STATIC PRESSURE 10.7130 10.7336 10.7301 10.7898 -10.6899 10.5020- 10.4558 -108.2077 10.3984
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 518.2971 519.2438- 518.6509 518.4532 518.8401 518.0734 517.5254 519.1304 519.1749
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.6433 0.6585 0.6553 0.6321 0.6400 0.6455 0.5383 0.5620 -. 5290
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 690.0140 705.6669 702.2032 679.0420 687.1-300 692.1012 583.7365 608.8343 575.0687
AXIAL VELOCITY 658.1520 672.2918 668.3262 640.9516 640.9749 619.3976 537.0948 580.9074 545.8850
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1077.5196 1100.2898 1105.3075 1125.2509 1161.4350 1228.1021 1110.4584 1020.3617 936.6649
RELATIVE NACH NUMBER 1.0045 1.0267 1.0316 1.0475 1.0818 1.1455 1.0241 0.9418 0.8616
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 57.3842 57.3753 57.6470 59.1731 59.9641 62.1484 63.1277 59.1861 58.5929
- -- NOTE-ALL-PRES -Ut)CF-INt-PSIkN-TEPERATURfUnITR-I-N-BE.-RA r-CRRE&TB-T)-N-SA-T.--.-L--CONSIIgOS-VEOC-.T-Y - .-
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARC "AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 285 TIME 14H 16M 24S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12764.9212




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.7865
PROBE NO. 4 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 031 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 104 DEG., IMMERSION 0.64
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 256.0000 276.0000 296.0000 316.0000 336.0000 356.0000 16.0000 36.0000 56.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.7792 22.6314 22.4965 22.4116 25.6343 26.8890 26.9025 26.9055 25.4715
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.G615 17.1062 17.1615 17.9542 19.6760 20.2263 19.9796 20.1088 17.9621
ANGLE 32.0550 32.0654 35.4102 41.9855 44.4041 45.0444 45.9407 45.6235 35.9930
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6562 0.6454 0.6343 0.5721 0.6270 0.6515 0.6657 0.6593 0.7250
STATIC PRESSURE 16.1213 16.2123 16.3371 17.4550 18.7860 19.1384 18.8235 18.9861 16.3013
TOTAL TErPERATURE 608.2423 608.9216 610.4032 610.6807 652.4297 664.6585 678.6365 692.9007 673.4734
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7207 0.7073 0.6920 0.6086 0.6819 0.7148 0.7335 0.7244 0.8253
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 829.0706 815.5362 800.4199 711.1486 816.2139 859.9162 889.4358 888.5321 984.3977
AXIAL VELOCITY 701.0426 689.5199 650.9650 527.6654 582.1622 606.6028 617.5519 620.4333 794.7832
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1248.3599 1247.7374 1200.7251 1127.5110 1073.0708 1055.8607 1037.5068 1042.5095 1197.2362
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0852 1.0822 1.0361 0.9649 0.8965 0.8777 0.8557 0.8500 1.0038
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 60.6039 60.9961 61.4586 64.8500 61.4419 60.0424 59.1566 59.1606 56.3368
************************** ********* ** *************** *****
ABSOLUTE -SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN-ANGLE 76.0000 96.0000 116.0000 136.0000 156.0000 176.0000 196.0000 216.0000 236.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 23.6616 22.8563 22.6568 22.6854 22.6948 22.5720 22.5542 22.8637 22.6581
WEDGE-PRESSURE 17.1151 16.8776 16.7561 16.7312 16.7674 16.7364 16.8349 17.0618 17.0026
ANGLE 32.6454 32.6118 32.3521 30.4998 30.5517 30.9219 30.8116 29.7897 29.9709
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.6967 0.6730 0.6712 0.6743 0.6723 0.6681 0.6603 0.6606 0.6540
STATIC PRESSURE 15.9733 15.8699 15.7642 15.7257 15.7693 15.7598 15.8887 16.1015 16.0757
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 642.6702 625.0102 619.3382 614.1317 611.4269 606.0241 604.6579 605.3954 603.8917
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 0.7712 0.7414 0.7392 0.7431 0.7406 0.7354 0.7257 0.7260 0.7179
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 905.6065 862.1829 855.9259 856.4368 851.9370 842.8016 831.8361 832.7164 823.2454
AXIAL VELOCITY 760.8001 724.5905 721.4015 736.1662 731.9089 721.2972 712.7289 720.9221 711.4347
RELATIVE VELOCITY 1244.5142 1241.7851 1245.3092 1272.9109 1271.7549 1265.6011 1266.4744 1281.3188 1277.9923
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 1.0598 1,0679 1.0755 1.1045 - 1.1055 1.1043 1.1049 1.1172 1.1145
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 58.4794 59.6558 59.8364 59.8778 59.9993 60.2407 60.5518 60.5572 60.8177
NOTEE ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONS, VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARCt AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
0 NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 285 TIME 14H 16M 24S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12764.9212




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.7865
PROBE NO. 5 - NASA 4 PARAMETER, S/N 033 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 300 DEG., IMMERSION 3.02
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.O00 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE-SCREEN ANGLE 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.8106 21.2971 22.0165 22.6639 22.8486 22.7652 22.8607 22.6714 22.7519
WEDGE PRESSURE 15.9825 15.9790 16.2793 16.6426 16.7393 16.7458 16.8425 16.8234 16.8590
ANGLE 47.8835 40.0195 38.6524 36.2446 36.2124 36.3407 35.2344 36.5252 37.4832
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.7319 0.6543 0.6713 0.6793 0.6819 0.6773 0.6755 0.6671 0.6688
STATIC PRESSURE 13.6748 14.8832 14.9844 15.2272 15.2838 15.3449 15.4547 15.5320 15.5462
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 653.6592 622.9840 608.6361 602.4208 601.9502 602.6347 605.9160 603.1465 603.2712
ABSOLUTE-MACH NUMBER 0.8877 0.7345 0.7625 0.7758 0.7804 9.7725 0.7695 0.7555 0.7583
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 1033.6409 853.5981 872.5634 881.7337 885.9812 878.4904 877.7686 861.5497 864.4698
AXIAL VELOCITY 693.1856 653.6187 681.4062 71-1.0939 714.8138 707.6062 716.9352 692.3136 685.9618
RELATIVE VELOCITY 820.2962 926.3784 948.8658 986.6783 987.9061 984.6748 1001.2439 979.2471 965.3763
RELATIVE ACH NUMBER 0.7045 0.7972 0.8292 0.8682 0.8702 0.8659 0.8777 0.8587 0.8468
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 49.7993 54.7933 54.3155 54.2186 54.1105 54.2969 54.3943 54.7389 54.6024
ABSOLUTE SCRItw-ANGLE 180o0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 2 ~t 28.0000 300.0000- 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 24 0.0000 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000 0.OPOO 20.0000 o 4.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 22.5951 22.7827 22.5276 22.4537 22.2576 24.9924 25.4456 24.8104 25.3779
WEOGE--PRESSURE- 16.8214 16.8715 16.7595 16.8152 17.3606 19.0831 19.1781 18.5983 18.7245
ANGLE 37.41-53 37.5414 39.6601 42.6390- -49.11-02 50.6635 53.1802 56.6538 56.8103
APPARENT MACH NUBER 0.6633 0.6695 0.6642 0.6564 0.6067 0.6333 0.6490 0.6555 0.6742
STATIC-PRESSURt 15.57-18 15.5499 15.5057 15.6398 16.5659 18.0022 17.9237- 17.3094 17.2007
TOTAL TENPERATURE 602.6523 601.3029 602.7086 601.7766 600.2298 636.6702 646.2839 656.3832 663.0951
-ABSOLUTE -MACH NUMBER 0.7492 - 0.7595 0.7506 0.7379 0.6636 0.7013 0.7261 0.7365 0.7672
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 854.7672 864.2535 856.1852 842.4886- 763.9186 827.3572 860.16L0 878.0661 915.4623
AXIAL VELOCITY- 678.8784 685.2-551 659.1088 619.7477 500.0S53 - 524.4304 515.4860 482.6647 501.1294
RELATIVE- VELOCITY 965.1120 964.4766 931.9575 887.0462 802.6,171 771.1719 729.8880 674.9546 666.3513
-RELATIVE-MACH NUMBER - 0.8460 0.84-75 0.8170 0.7769 0.6973 0.6537 0.6161 0.5661 0.5584
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.8754 54.6051 54.7296 55.0581 58.0746 55.7813 54.7669 54.4298 53.0537
NOTES ALL PRESSURE UNITS IN PSIA-AND TEMPERATURE UNITS IN-DEG. RANKINE CORRECTED TO NASA STD. S.L. CONDITIONSt VELOCITY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNITS IN DEG. OF ARCt AND IMMERSION UNITS IN INCHES
NASA TRANSONIC FAN ROTOR EXIT READING NO. 285 TIME 14H 16M 24S CIRCUM. INLET DISTORTION STATOR ANGLE 3.00 DEG
ROTOR SPEED 12764.9212




PER CENT ROTOR SPEED 99.7865
PROBE NO. 6 - U.S. 4 PARAMETER, S/N 022 LOCATION - STA. 9.0, 352 DEG., IMMERSION 5.68
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 0.0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 8.0000 28.0000 48.0000 68.0000 88.0000 108.0000 128.0010 148.0000 168.0000
-TOTAL PRESSURE 21.2-310 21.2077 22.2835 23.0986 22.7155 21.8923 21.4442 21.2147 20.7906
WEDGE PRESSURE 17.5772 17.5470 17.0409 17.5917 17.3299 16.8901 16.6530 16.4914 16.3673
ANGLE 63.8392 58.2978 39.3348 37.3424 39.4738 39.0514 38.48L5 38.1963 38.0239
APPARENT MACH NUIlBER 0.5267 0.5276 0.6314 0.6363 0.6342 0.6203 0.6122 0.6109 0.5948
STATIC PRESSURE 17.0362 17.0045 16.1197 16.6151 14.3786 16.0289 15.8406 15.6924 15.6417
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 618.7669 625.6097 629.8758 621.0530 608.9288 598.6320 596.2631 593.8623 589.2668
ABSOLUTE -MACH NUMBER 0.5699 0.5710 0.6965 0.7028 0.7000 0.6826 0.6724 0.6708 0.6509
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 673.1776 678.0302 817.7989 818.7744 807.9243 782.8971 770.6385 767.4280 743.5355
AXIAL VELOCITY 295.7760 354.5655 625.8829 643.7242 617.1208 601.5420 596.7706 596.5784 579.3409
RELATIVE VELOCITY 429.8292 492.3210 750.0471 777.0157 744.9931 742.9479 746.8033 749.5543 745.3213
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 0.3639 0.4146 0.6388 0.6669 0.6455 0.6471 0.6516 0.6552 0.6524
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 54.9966 53.7611 49.6614 49.8653 49.8687 50.5117 50.8808 50.9929 51.6541
* ** ** ** **** ** *** ******** *** * * * ** **** * * * * * ** **** ***
ABSOLUTE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000- 260.0000 280.0000 300.0000 320.0000 340.0000
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE- 188.0000 208.0000 228.0000 248.0000 268.0000 288.0000 308.0000 328.0000 348.0000
TOTAL PRESSURE 20.7564 20.9549 20.9526 20.7159 20.5277 20.5368 19.9693 19.1457 20.5555
-WEOGE PRESSURE 16.4014 16.4870 16.4937 16.4009 16.4465 16.5504 16.8990 17.5768 17.5160
ANGLE 37.9697 38.5811 38.8839 39.9604 40.8998 42.8100 48.6594 64.5309 65.1628
APPARENT MACH NUMBER 0.5900 0.5956 0.5949 0.5875 0.5718 0.5640 0.4943 0.3517 0.4837
STATIC PRESSURE 15.6937- 15.7531 15.7621- 15.7030 15.8066 15.9351 16.4599 17.3820 17.0862
TOTAL TEMPERATURE 587.6512 590.4203 591.3607 589.5944 585.5743 588.1609 584.9434 585.7325 596.0312
ABSOLUTE--MACH NUMBER 0.644-9 0.6518 0.6510 0.6419 0.6227 0.6132 0.5329 0.3742 0.5208
ABSOLUTE VELOCITY 736.2641 745.2-321 744.9708 734.2474 711.4878 702.9167 614.4570 437.7892 606.9666
AXIAL VELOCITY- 574.0907 576.3152 573.7282 556.9821 532.3811 510.7850 402.7458 187.6433 254.1541
RELATIVE VELOCITY 744.1-767 738.7739 734.9992 718.9553 702.9072 678.3400 609.5590 549.2824 443.1750
RELATIVE NACH NUMBER 0.6519 0.6461 0.6422 0.6285 0.6152 0.5917 0.5286 0.4695 0.3803
RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE 51.8649 51.5541 51.5333 51.7472 52.3751 52.5366 56.0830 70.8297 59.7310
- --NOTE -AL L -PRE SRE-- U*ITS-1W-PS I-AA--.-TE#4PER*TtE- UNI TS .C I~E.6E-0R&TE 0-T- -SE-T . -- S". .- CON N- I TY
UNITS IN FPS, ANGLE UNIrfS IN DEG. F ARC, AND IMMERSI ITS 11iCHES
0 FAN STATMW EyIT RFADING 28500
IMMFESION 
.6530
RFLATIvF SCPEEN ANGLE .000 20,00oo 4 . 0Qoo 60.0000 0d.0000 ioo.ooo0000 1o000 10o.0000 1o0.0000TfTAL PRESSUIRE 24.4000 24.9300 24.400 23.7500 23.160o 22.6500 22.3000 22.2500 e2.2ouSTATIC PRESSURE 10,3391 18.48! 18.3048 17,9836 17.5577 17.109 17.Su00L 17.5391 17.5836
TOlAL TFMPERATURE 671.0000 680.0000 679.0000 66q.0000 649.0000 628.n000 619.0000 616.0000 613.0000MACH NUMBER .6519 .6715 .6542 .6431 
.6416 .6247 .5988 
.5930 
.5868CORRECTED VFLOCITY 794.0157 821.3253 801.2377 782.8626 769.4895 738.U537 7o4.770T 696.63lb 6a8.2699
RFLATIVE SCREFN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 24.0000 260.00000000 2300.0000 320.000 0.  340.0000TOTAL PRESSUR F  22.20000 22.2000 22.2000 22.2500 22.3000 22.4000 22.6000 22.8500 d3.5000STATIC PRESSURE 17.5836 17.6303 17.6781 17.7246 17.7726 17.8726 18.0712 18,2467 18.3623TOTAL TEMPERATURE 610.0000 608.0000 606.0000 607.0000 607.0000 607.0000 607.0000 628.0000 65.0000MACH NUMBER .5868 .5834 .570b 
.5793 .577 .5772 .5S744 .5761 .6043CORRECTED VELOCITY 686.5837 681.6730 676.6701 676.6675 676.0203 67a,3793 671.2458 684.7333 730.6154
IMMERSION 2.9730
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40,0000 60.0000 80.0000 100,0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000TOTAL PRESSURE 22.1500 22.2500 '22.1700 22.0300 21.9000 21.8500 22.2000 22.6000 22.6000STATIC PRESSURE 18.3002 18.3504 18.2154 17.9253 17.5849 17.4498 17.5000 17.5002 17.5253TOTAL TEMPERATURE 628.0000 636.0000 636.0000 627.0000 617.0000 611.0000 607.000 6 500000000 605 0 604.0000MCRT NUMBER .5295 .5320 .5373 .5508 .5688 .5760 .5930 .6156 .6139CORRECTED VELOCITY 632.3267 639.1978 645.2625 655.8896 670,5956 675.2a50 691.6246 715.0153 712.4920
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 18.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.0O0o 280.0000 300.0 20.0000 300000 0TOTAL PRESSURE 22.5500 22.4500 22.3500 22.3000 22.4000 22.2600 21.8000 21.4500. 21.7000STATIC PRESSURE 17.5253 17.5f03 17.6004 17.6354 17.6755 17.7755 18.0401 18.2351 18.3351TOTAL TEMPERATURE 602.0000 60320000 602.0000 600.0000 600.0000 600.0000 601.0000 608.0000 618.0000MACH NUMBER .I111 .6029 .5943 .5889 .517 .5761 .5272 
.4873 .4966CORRECTED VELOCITY 709.4934 700.1067 690.1886 683.1188 686.2160 669.3039 616.0312 574.9410 590.2070
IMMERSION 5.4030
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE .0000 20.0000 40.0000 60.0000 80.0000 100.0000 120.0000 140.0000 160.0000TOTAL PRESSURE 18.3000 18.3000 18.6000 21.3000 23.0500 22.5000 21.9000 21,5000 i1.1500STATIC PRESSURE 18.2595 18.2689 18.1218 178642 17.6134 17.4905 17.5000 17 4595 1704642TOTAL TEMPERATURE 600.00n0 610.0000 628.0000 624.0000 618.0000 608.0000 599.0000 592.0000 589.0000MACH NUMBER .0563 .0493 .1933 .5077 
.6320 .6108 .5752 
.5535 .5303CORRECTED VELOCITY 67.5071 59.5850 254.7982 605.6560 740.4732 711.5184 667.7569 640.2798 613.2515
RELATIVE SCREEN ANGLE 180.0000 200.0000 220.0000 240.0000 260.000o 280.0000 300.0000 320.Ou00 340.0000TOTAL PRESSURE 20.8000 20.8000 20.6000 19.9000 19.3000 19.20l 0 19.1500 18.950. 18.6000STATIC PRSSUrE 17.4642 17.4870 17.5109 17.5418 17.5737 17.6737 18.0076 18.2e2b 18.3066TOTAL TEMPERATURE 588.0000 587.0000 587.0000 589.5000 589.00000 568.0000 585.0000 567.0000 52.0000
MACH NUMBER .5060 .5041 .ad67 .4283 .3603 .3460 .?971 .2371 .1509CORRECTED VFLOCITY 586.1164 583.4784 564.295, 5 00.032J 431.Q76j 406.1198 34 9 .599a 279.753o 119.3784
